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Preface

The processes involved in drug discovery have changed considerably in the past
decade. Today we have access to the full human as well as several bacterial genomes
offering a rich source of molecular targets to treat diseases. Methods in biology have
moved to ultra-high-throughput screening (uHTS) of such precedented and unpre-
cedented targets. Chemistry adapted to this progress by developingmethods such as
combinational and parallel synthesis allowing the rapid synthesis of hundreds to
hundreds of thousands molecules in reasonable quantities, purities and timelines.
Historical data on the fate of potential drugs in development indicate that major

reasons for attrition include toxicity, efficacy and pharmacokinetics/drug metabo-
lism. Therefore, in today�s drug discovery the evaluation of absorption, distribution,
metabolism and excretion (ADME) of drug candidates is performed early in the
process. In the last 10 years drugmetabolism and physicochemical in vitro screening
methods have increasingly been introduced. In recent years these methods more
and more became medium to high throughput in order to cope with increasing
numbers of compounds to evaluate after HTS.
AlthoughHTS seems to be a very efficient approach, it must be stressed that there

is also a high cost associated with it. Interest is thus shifting to prediction and
simulation of molecular properties, which might hopefully lead to overall more
efficient processes.
The next vague of tools will be around computational or in silico ADME

approaches. These will allow to include ADME into the design of combinational
libraries, the evaluation of virtual libraries, as well as in selecting themost promising
compounds to go through a battery of in vitro screens, possibly even replacing some
of these experimental screens. Several of these computational tools are currently
under development as will be discussed in this volume.
For reasons of convenience for the patient and compliance to the therapy, most

drugs are administered orally. To keep the dose at the lowest possible level, high oral
absorption and high bioavailability are prime properties to optimize in a new drug.
Drug bioavailability is the outcome of a complex chain of events, and is among
others influenced by the drug�s solubility, permeability through the gastrointenstinal
wall, and its first pass gut wall and liver metabolism. Excluding liver metabolism, all
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other factors are characterized by the term oral absorption. Permeability through the
gut wall can be favoured or hindered through the effect of various transporter
proteins such as P-glycoprotein. Our increased knowledge and understanding of
all of these processes involved in permeability, oral absorption and bioavailability will
make predictive tools more robust.
A previous volume in our series, edited in 2003 by Han van deWaterbeemd, Hans

Lennernäs, and Per Artursson, was dedicated to summarize the current status in the
estimation of relevant ADME parameters. This volume emerged as a top-seller in
our series indicating the high impact of this topic in modern drug research.
Now, five years later, we are proud to present a complete revision, edited by Han

van de Waterbeemd and Bernard Testa, which reflects the enormous developments
in this research area. Few chapters were omitted and a new one on ‘‘Nanotechnology
in Drug Discovery’’ was added. Some chapters were condensed and merged into
others; some other chapters had to be split into two. The majority of chapters
remained of high currency and were all comprehensively updated, some by the
same and some by new authors such as the chapter on ‘‘Prodrugs’’ by Bernard Testa.
The series editors would like to thank Han van deWaterbeemd and Bernard Testa

for their enthusiasm to put together this book and to work with such a fine selection
of authors.

September 2008 Raimund Mannhold, Düsseldorf
Hugo Kubinyi, Weisenheim am Sand
Gerd Folkers, Zürich
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A Personal Foreword

‘‘Drug Bioavailability – Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavail-
ability’’ was published in 2003 under the editorship of H. van de Waterbeemd, H.
Lennernäs and P. Artursson. The book met with such success that it had to be
reprinted 4 times. But given the many and fast advances in the field, even this
solution was no longer satisfactory. A second, fully revised edition was thus envi-
saged. Professors Lennernäs and Artursson having too many other commitments,
Han van de Waterbeemd found himself alone for the task and approached his
colleague and friend Bernard Testa. Having just completed the joint editorship of
the 1100-page ADMET volume in ‘‘Comprehensive Medicinal Chemistry II’’, we were
happy to team up again in an exciting book project. Having decided on an updated
content and a logical structure, it was clear that some chapters had to be split into two
and rewritten to take latest advances into account. A few chapters could be con-
densed and merged into others, while yet other chapters remained of high currency
and simply needed an in-depth updating. These changes in book structure and
chapter contents implied a number of changes in authorship; we are grateful to
contributors of the first edition and to our new authors for their enthusiastic
cooperation. The final product is thus vastly different from the previous one and,
we hope, will be found valuable by afficionados of the first edition as well as by new
readers.

May 2008 Han van deWaterbeemd,Market Harborough, United Kingdom
Bernard Testa, Lausanne, Switzerland
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Introduction: The Why and How of Drug Bioavailability Research
Han van de Waterbeemd and Bernard Testa

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
EMEA European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products
FDA Food and Drug Administration (USA)
NCE New chemical entity
PD Pharmacodynamic(s)
P-gp P-glycoprotein
PK Pharmacokinetic(s)
R&D Research and development

Symbols

AUC Area under the plasma concentration versus time curve
CL Total plasma clearance
Cmax Maximum plasma concentration in blood
F Fraction of administered dose that reaches the general circulation
M Amount of drug that reaches the general circulation
tmax Time to reach Cmax

1.1
Defining Bioavailability

1.1.1
The Biological Context

Before presenting and explaining the content of this book, it is necessary to
ponder the concept of bioavailability, more accurately termed oral bioavailability.
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As commonly defined, bioavailability implies the extent and rate at which a drug
becomes available in the general circulation [1, 2].
After oral administration, a drug has to overcome a number of hurdles before

reaching its sites of action. As schematized in Figure 1.1, a drug must

(a) be liberated from its pharmaceutical form (often a tablet);
(b) be dissolved in the gastrointestinal fluid;
(c) escape metabolism by the intestinal flora;
(d) be absorbed through the intestinal wall by passive and/or active (via transporters)

permeation;
(e) escape metabolism in the gut wall;
(f) escape excretion in the intestine lumen by efflux transporters (mainly P-gp);
(g) escape metabolism in the blood while being transported to the liver via the portal

vein;
(h) escapemetabolism in the liver before reaching the general circulation fromwhich

it will be cleared by equilibration in tissues, excretion (mainly urinary), and
metabolism (hepatic and extrahepatic).

For clarity, the obstacles a drugmust overcome to reach the general circulation are
shown in dark blue in Figure 1.1, while other pharmacokinetic (PK) processes are

Figure 1.1 A schematic presentation of the fate of a drug in the
body following oral administration. Pharmacokinetic processes
are in blue, with the components of oral bioavailability in dark blue.
Pharmacodynamic processes are in green, with the clinical effects
in dark green.
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in light blue. Pharmacodynamic (PD) processes are in green, with clinical effects in
dark green.

1.1.2
A Pharmacokinetic Overview

In pharmacokinetic terms [3], bioavailability is described by two parameters, namely,
the fraction of the administered dose (F ) that reaches the general circulation (see
Equations 1.1–1.3) and the rate of this transfer.When the drug is administered by the
intravascular route,F¼ 1.When an extravascular route is used, for instance andmost
often the oral route, F� 1 due to the mechanisms of loss listed above. These
mechanisms, particularly limited absorption (obstacles b, d, and f above) and
metabolism (obstacles c, e, g, and h above), are called first-pass effects.
The fraction F of the administered dose that reaches the general circulation is

calculated as (Equation 1.1)

F ¼ M
dose

; ð1:1Þ

whereM, the amount of drug that reaches the general circulation, is obtained from
Equation 1.2:

M ¼ CL �AUC: ð1:2Þ
In Equation 1.2, CL is the total plasma clearance, namely, the fraction of the volume

of distribution cleared per unit of time, and is expressed in volume/time. AUC is the
area under the concentration versus time curve and is expressed in (concentration)�
(time). In other words (Equation 1.3),

F ¼ CL �AUC
dose

: ð1:3Þ

As far as the rate component of bioavailability is concerned, it is estimated by two
parameters, Cmax and tmax. The maximum plasma concentration (Cmax) is related to
(a) total plasma clearance; (b) the fraction of dose that reaches the general circulation
without beingmetabolized; (c) the rate of absorption; and (d) the rates of distribution
and elimination . The time to reach Cmax (tmax) depends on (a) the rate of absorption
and (b) the rates of distribution and elimination.
After oral administration, bioavailability may be estimated by comparison with

either the intravascular route, yielding the absolute bioavailability, or another phar-
maceutical form of the drug by the same route, yielding the relative bioavailability.

1.1.3
Specific Issues

In a number of special cases, the above definitions of bioavailability are not directly
applicable and singularly complicate the issue [4]. Thus, drugs having active meta-
bolites present a special definitional challenge, particularly prodrugs (i.e., when most
or all of the wanted effects are due to an active metabolite). Here, monitoring the
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prodrug levels in the general circulation appears pointless due to presystemic
metabolic activation. Monitoring the plasma levels of the active metabolite may be
more informative, but again there are exceptions such as recent prodrugs designed to
undergo in situ activation (see Part Five).
Another special case is that of racemic drugs in which all or most of the activity is

due to one of the two enantiomers. In such a case, a stereospecific analytic method
must be used to monitor the active enantiomer (known as the eutomer).
The thorniest issue with the definition of bioavailability is encapsulated in the

question, �Bioavailability at the site of action?� Interestingly, both the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in the United States and the European Agency for the
Evaluation of Medicinal Products (EMEA) define bioavailability in almost identical
terms, namely, �the rate and extent to which the active substance or active moiety is
absorbed from a pharmaceutical form and becomes available at the site of action
(italics ours)� [5, 6]. However, both agencies go on to recognize (but here their
wordings differ) that in practice the bioavailability of oral medicines can be assessed
by monitoring concentrations in the general circulation.
In otherwords, there are two determinants of a drug�s therapeutic efficacy, namely,

its intrinsic activity at a target and its bioavailability at the site of action. But given the
frequent difficulty of defining that site of action (should it be defined at the organ,
tissue, or cellular level?) and the frequent difficulty or impossibility (if only for ethical
reasons) of measuring a drug�s level at the site of action, the useful definition of
bioavailability is indeed based on plasma concentrations. This is certainly the
definition clinical pharmacologists work with, and it is the only meaningful defini-
tion for drug researchers engaged in drug discovery and development.
Why are bioavailability studies important to drug discovery? There are several good

reasons to aim for highest feasible bioavailability in any oral drug project. Poor
bioavailability in humans (<30%) results in erratic PK, making a compound difficult
to dose to patients. High bioavailability is desired to stave off toxic effects because
lesser amounts need to be administered, which also keeps the cost of drugs down.
How is bioavailability studied in drug discovery? Bioavailability is typically

assessed in vivo in rats during the discovery phase. More advanced compounds
(closer to be picked as clinical candidates) will also be studied in the dog and
sometimes monkey. If rat and dog give similar results, the average can be used as a
first estimate for bioavailability in man. If there is a large difference between the two
species, it is better to understand the causes before deciding which of the two species
best models humans. In silico predictions of oral absorption and bioavailability can
help make a better decision and are indeed increasingly used in guiding projects to
take the best candidates to the clinic.

1.2
Presentation and Layout of the Book

A few decades ago, pharmacokinetics, drug metabolism, and toxicology of selected
clinical candidates were studied mainly during preclinical and clinical develop-
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ment. In those days, themission ofmedicinal chemistry was to discover and supply
very potent compounds, with less attention to their behavior in the body. However,
the R&D paradigm in the pharmaceutical industry has undergone dramatic
changes since the 1970s and particularly since the mid-1990s, and is now better
subdivided into drug discovery and development. A huge number of new chemical
entities (NCEs) afforded by combinatorial chemistry and parallel synthesis are
screened by high-throughput biological assays. These assays routinely include
absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME properties) and
ADME-related physicochemical properties (ionization, solubility, partitioning, and
permeation).
As schematized in Figure 1.1, solubility, membrane permeation (passive and

transporter-mediated), and metabolism are the main factors contributing to oral
bioavailability, and hence are of special interest to drug researchers. Such are the
focus and the audience of this book, whose first edition, published in 2003, met with
considerable success and was reprinted four times [7]. However, progress in recent
years has been so fast that the present edition became necessary and is fully updated
in structure and content.
This book is organized into five parts according to the processes underlying oral

bioavailability and themethodologies and technologies available to researchers. Thus
and quite logically, Part One is dedicated to the physicochemical aspects of drug
dissolution and solubility, with chapters presenting the industrial and clinical
contexts and the prediction of aqueous solubility.
Part Two covers the physicochemical and biological methodologies to assess

membrane permeability and oral absorption. Here, the reader begins with physico-
chemical principles and high-throughput technologies, and moves up the scale of
biological complexity toward cell cultures, animal studies, and clinical investigations.
As major determinants of bioavailability, transporters and metabolism deserve
special attention (Part Three).Here again, biological background is covered explicitly,
and so are specific technologies.
Part Four is dedicated to in silico tools, which have gained an irreplaceable

significance in virtual experimentation by allowing medicinal chemists to predict
physicochemical and ADMET properties of projected and existing molecules. Suc-
cessive chapters present statistical tools, molecular properties, absorption, metabo-
lism, and bioavailability predictions. The book ends with Part Five in which relevant
issues in drug development are covered, namely, the biopharmaceutical classification
system, prodrug strategy to improve bioavailability, modern biopharmaceutical
strategies, and nanotechnologies.
With its logical structure and large number of chapters, this book aims at

informing by providing data and examples, and instructing by presenting a concep-
tual and logical framework. As such, it presents an informative and didactic value
even greater than that of the sum of its individual chapters. We do hope that the book
will remain useful formany years and thank our contributors for their dedication and
enthusiasm.
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Aqueous Solubility in Drug Discovery Chemistry, DMPK,
and Biological Assays
Nicola Colclough, Linette Ruston, and Kin Tam

Abbreviations

AZ AstraZeneca
BCS Biopharmaceutics Classification System
BNN Bayesian neural network
CAD Charged aerosol detector
CD Candidate drug
CLND Chemiluminescent nitrogen detection
ClogP Calculated logP
DMPK Drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide
ELSD Evaporative light scattering detector
HI Hit identification
HPLC High-performance liquid chromatography
HTS High-throughput screening
HTSol High-throughput solubility
LI Lead identification
LO Lead optimization
MLR Multiple linear regression
PLM Polarized light microscopy
PLS Partial least squares
PXRD Powder X-ray diffraction
QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationship
SAR Structure–activity relationship

Symbols

Ksp Solubility product
MX Salt of acid or base
Mþ Protonated base or cationic counterion to conjugate base
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pKa Acid dissociation constant
S Solubility of a compound at a particular pH
S0 Solubility of a compound in its neutral form/intrinsic solubility
X� Conjugate base or anionic counterion to protonated base

2.1
Introduction

Aqueous solubility is one of the key physicochemical properties in drug discov-
ery [1, 2]. High solubility in intestinal fluid provides the concentration gradient that
drives the absorption of orally administered drugs and subsequent distribution to the
site of action to elicit a pharmacological response. For intravenously administered
agents, sufficiently high solubility in plasma is critical to minimize undesirable
precipitation in the systematic circulation. Generally, poor aqueous solubility leads to
formulation challenges in development, raising costs during this phase. Aqueous
solubility data facilitate the interpretation of biological assay results. In particular,
poorly soluble compounds can precipitate out of solution during a high-throughput
screening (HTS) campaign, thereby giving undesirable false negatives and/or false
positives, the latter via binding of the target to aggregates [3, 4]. In the absence of
solubility information at theHTS stage, such false hits can go unnoticed and hamper
structure–activity relationship (SAR) interpretation. Poor aqueous solubility can lead
to problems in vivo, such as incomplete absorption following oral administration [5],
variable bioavailability, fed/fasting effects [6, 7], and difficulties in establishing a
sufficient safety margin following dose escalation studies. Moreover, poor solubility
is relatively difficult to modulate in the later stage of a discovery project, where the
core structure of the lead series is more or less defined. Enabling formulations, such
as nanoparticle technology or polymer dispersion, may provide a solution by particle
size reduction, offering an enhanced dissolution rate (Chapter 22). These approaches
could show benefits in formulating BCS (Biopharmaceutics Classification System)
class II compoundswhere solubility is low (dose limitation is likely) and permeability
is high, and the limiting factor for absorption is the rate of dissolution, rather than the
passage across the intestinal barrier [8].
The search for potent chemical series in drug discovery means that for certain

biological target types there can be a tendency toward lipophilic and/or planar
structures to maximize interactions at the active site. However, the solubilities of
these compounds are generally low. On rare occasions, high potency may offset the
issue of low solubility because a low dose is sufficient to show the clinical benefit. An
example of this is montelukast (leukotriene D receptor antagonist, Clog P¼ 8.47), a
very potent compound (0.1 nM) that due to low dose renders solubility no longer an
issue [9]. To enable speedy progression of the chemical series of interest along the
discovery pipeline, it is important to aim for a good balance of parameters, for
example, solubility, exposure, and acceptable toxicity profile, while improving on
potency. This translates into a need for physicochemical property assays with greater
throughput or more reliable property prediction. The latter will be covered in
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Chapter 4. In this chapter, we will focus on the experimental aspect of aqueous
solubility and its interplay in discovery chemistry, DMPK, and bioscience assays.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the latest technologies for determining
aqueous solubility and the use of the solubility data in different phases of drug
discovery.

2.1.1
Definition of Aqueous Solubility

Solubility is usually expressed as log S, where S is the saturated compound concen-
tration in mol/l in equilibrium with its most stable crystalline form under certain
defined conditions (e.g., physiological pH at room temperature over an extended
period of time, typically 24–48 h). This is also knownas the thermodynamic solubility.
The typical log S values for discovery compounds vary from �3 (1mM) down to �7
(0.1mM). In contrast, kinetic solubility refers to the solubility value determined
within a defined period of time, which is usually much shorter than 24 h. Since
equilibrium conditions are not often achieved in this time frame, the compound is
typically not in its most stable crystalline form. Therefore, the kinetic solubility value
is normally higher than that obtained from the thermodynamic approach. Despite
these caveats, kinetic solubility measurement can be set up in a high-throughput
assay format andhas beenused by somepharmaceutical companies to identify poorly
soluble compounds in the very early stage of drug discovery.
A search [10] of the World Drug Index revealed that 62.5% of marketed drugs are

ionizable, which implies that these substances can exist in various charged states
depending on the pH of the media. For ionizable drugs, solubility is pH dependent,
and it is therefore important to understand the solubility in the context of pH.
Ionization of a compound can be defined by the acid dissociation constant, pKa. For
the case of monoprotic compounds, the solubility at a given pH can be described by
the following equations:

base : S ¼ S0ð1þ 10pKa�pHÞ; ð2:1Þ

acid : S ¼ S0ð1þ 10pH�pKaÞ; ð2:2Þ
where S0 denotes the solubility of the compound in its neutral form, also referred to
as intrinsic solubility. Figure 2.1 shows the pH–solubility profiles generated using
Equations 2.1 and 2.2. It can be seen that the solubility of ionizable compounds is
limited by the solubility of the neutral form of the compound. Depending on the
charge types, solubility increases as pH decreases (base) or increases (acid) until a
critical pH is reached, where the salt form and solubility product Ksp become
solubility limiting (Equations 2.3 and 2.4) [11].

MXðsÞ > Mþ
ðaqÞ þX�

ðaqÞ; ð2:3Þ

Ksp ¼ ½Mþ
ðaqÞ�½X�

ðaqÞ�: ð2:4Þ
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2.1.2
Aqueous Solubility in Different Phases of Drug Discovery

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic diagram of the drug discovery process. The target
identification phase seeks to identify the biological target, signaling the start of
a discovery project. Solubility evaluation typically begins in the hit identification (HI)
phase enabling physicochemical characterization of hits and interpretation of biologi-
cal and DMPK assay data. In lead identification (LI), solubility data facilitate the
selectionof �drug-like� leadseries thatwill allowswift identificationofacandidatedrug
(CD). Within the lead optimization (LO) phase, solubility data provide a formulation
risk assessment for CDs entering development. Moreover, throughout the HI/LI/LO
phases, solubility data are also used extensively as part of molecular design.

2.2
Aqueous Solubility in Hit Identification

In the HI phase of a discovery project, a variety of strategies are employed to identify
potential hit series. HTS, focused subset library screening, and fragment library

Figure 2.2 Different phases of drug discovery.

Figure 2.1 Theoretical solubility–pH profiles of a base with pKa of 8 and an acid with pKa of 4.
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screening represent a selection of the approaches undertaken in trying to find a good
hit series. Besides an assessment of potency, it has become increasingly important to
simultaneously understand the physicochemical properties of such potential leads to
enable rapid identification of quality series most likely to progress quickly to CD
delivery. Such front loading of physicochemical property assessment has required the
introduction of solubility screens capable of handling the large number of com-
pounds coming out of biological testing during this phase. Various solubility screens
have been established in discovery to this end, but all share the common features of
requiring compounds to be solubilized in DMSO as the starting point, since this
facilitates rapid dispensing from company collections and the use of plate-based
automation.

2.2.1
Aqueous Solubility from DMSO Solutions

It is the universally accepted practice within pharmaceutical companies to store
compounds both as solids and as solutions in DMSO. Typically, as at AstraZeneca
(AZ), a concentration of 10mM or similar is used. From this, the stock samples are
taken for a wide variety of tests including aqueous solubility screens. Using a
DMSO solution as the starting point for a solubility assay presents a number of
advantages. The automated nature of solution dispensing facilitates the study of a
large number of compounds: sample consumption is usually significantly less than
that in classic thermodynamic assays where solubility is measured from solid
material and where DMSO solution in the aqueous sample is kept low, typically and
at the 1% level or less, and there is minimal cosolvent effect [12] (see also
Figure 2.3). The use of a DMSO stock solution does, however, mean that the

Figure 2.3 The solubility ratios of a set of 43 in-house compounds
measured in phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 with and without 1%
DMSO by the classic shake-flask method from solid. Compounds
span a solubility range from 0.2mM to 5mM.
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upper end of the dynamic range of the solubility assay is defined by the choice of the
stock concentration in the company collection and the final DMSO percentage in
the aqueous sample. In the case of AZ, a 10mM DMSO stock combined with a 1%
final cosolvent concentration in the high-throughput solubility (HTSol) assay
means the assay upper limit is fixed at 100mM. This is typically less than can be
achieved from a solid-based assay.
Many of the HTSol assays reported in the literature using DMSO solution are

�kinetic� HTSol assays. Such assays analyze the aqueous samples after only a short
period of agitationwith timescales ranging from immediately following precipitation
to several minutes. In contrast, �thermodynamic� HTSol assays typically involve
agitation for a minimum 24h period and often longer. Kinetic solubility assays are
consequently easier to run and as such are frequently used as a frontline assay to
provide an initial ranking of lead series [13, 14]. In addition, kinetic solubility data
have been applied to the interpretation of biological assay data where the measure-
ment timescale and precipitation following dilution of a DMSO stock solution into
aqueous media more closely mirror the process of biological assay testing [15].
Kinetic solubilities are by definition very time dependent and as such results can be

less reproducible than thermodynamic solubility values. The short timescale also
means that they are more dependent on the physical form of the initial precipitate.
Consequentially, the correlation between kinetic and thermodynamic solubility is
generally poor, with the kinetic measurement usually giving higher values [12, 16].
However, an advantage this can bring is that therewill be few compounds excluded as
false negatives in this phase.
HTSol assays employingDMSOstock solutions vary in the nature of the analysis of

aqueous samples. Two approaches are commonly observed: (1) turbidimetric meth-
ods, where the formation or loss of precipitate is monitored against concentration,
and (2) direct quantification of compound in solution by UVabsorption spectroscopy
following removal of precipitate by filtration.

2.2.1.1 Turbidimetric Methods
Turbidimetric methods rely on the measurement of light scattering from precipitate
in solution to determine solubility. The initial approach, described by Lipinski,
involves the stepwise addition of aliquots of DMSO stock solution at 1min intervals
to aqueous buffer in a UV cuvette until precipitation occurs when the kinetic
solubility limit is achieved [1]. Precipitation is identified by an absorbance increase
due to blockage of light by the particles in the range 600–800 nm using a diode array
UV spectrometer. Using this approach, Lipinski is able to determine kinetic solu-
bilities in the range 5–65mg/mlwith an upper limit of 0.67%DMSOcosolvent. Other
turbidimetric methods have used fixed DMSO compositions (between 0.3 and 5%
cosolvent) to avoid any potential cosolvent effects on solubility and have looked for
precipitation following serial dilution [13, 14, 17, 18]. Alternative light scattering
detectionmethods have also been used, including nephelometry [14, 17, 18] and flow
cytometry [19]. Bothmake use of the perturbation of a laser beam passed through the
sample. Nephelometric detection in a 96-well plate format is more amenable to
automation and offers higher throughput than linear flow-through approaches, such
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as cytometry, or incremental DMSO addition to a UV cuvette. However, nephelome-
ter readings are very sensitive to plate quality, and the presence of scratches or dust
can give rise to erroneously low solubility values.

2.2.1.2 UV Absorption Methods
The alternative method to turbidimetric detection used for measuring solubility in
early discovery is to quantify the aqueous supernatant directly via UV absor-
bance [13, 20, 21]. Typically, DMSO stock solution is added to aqueous buffer such
that the final DMSO composition is kept to a minimum (5% or less) and the
resulting precipitate is removed by filtration. A UV plate reader is then used to
determine the aqueous solubility by comparing the filtrate absorbance against that
of a calibration solution prepared in an identical solvent. It is important to match the
sample and calibration solutions to prevent solvochromic effects. Care must also be
taken in the selection of the filter plate since nonspecific binding of compound can
occur with some filter materials leading to erroneously low solubility values [22].
Like nephelometry, the plate-based UV detection approach is amenable to
automation.
Aswith turbidimetric assays,many of the directUVabsorbance assays are set up to

determine kinetic solubility. However, the UV absorbance method also lends itself
well to thermodynamic solubility determination by extending the period of sample
agitation prior to filtration to 24 h or more. This offers a number of advantages. The
solubility data generated are less dependent on the physical form of the initial
material precipitated from DMSO and are much closer to thermodynamic solubility
values determined later in discovery and in early development. As such, it givesmore
consistent solubility data through the discovery phase and enables a better quality
early assessment to be made of the likely difficulties or otherwise of progressing a
lead series into development.
It is a version of this latter assay that has been established as our current frontline

solubility measurement in the hit identification phase of discovery [23]. The assay
uses 10mMDMSO stock solution, which is diluted into aqueous buffer at pH 7.4 to
give a final DMSO composition of 1%. Samples are agitated for 24 h using magnetic
stirrer bars prior to plate filtration to remove precipitate. This sample is further
diluted and compared against a calibration solution of known concentration also
taken from the 10mM DMSO stock and diluted to the same solvent composition.
The assay is based on a 96-well plate format using a UV diode array plate reader.
This has enabled full automation of the assay with over 600 compounds measured
in each run.
One of the concerns raised with the direct UVabsorbance approach is that without

HPLC separation the presence of impuritiesmay cause erroneous solubility values to
be reported. This is also a concern for turbidimetric methods. However, with strict
purity criteria for registration of compounds into the company collection, this has
helped to lessen this concern. In addition, for this assay an algorithm has been
written that checks theUVspectrumof the sample against that of the calibration. Any
significant impurities or decomposition occurring during the 24 h agitation period
are readily picked out as a spectral mismatch [23].
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To determine how similar solubility values from our high-throughput DMSO-
based thermodynamic assay are to classical thermodynamic solubilities measured
from solid, a diverse test set of 200 predominantly in-house compounds were
compared. In the case of the latter assay as well as starting from solid material, the
method included HPLC analysis and separation of undissolved solid from the
supernatant via double centrifugation. Figure 2.4 indicates that there is a good
correlation between the two methods with most compounds giving solubilities
within a factor of 3. Given the potentially different physical forms of the
compound generated in the two assays, this seems reasonable. It is noted that the

Figure 2.4 Correlation between the solubility of
the test set obtained from the solid solubility
assay (x-axis) and from the high-throughput
solubility assay (y-axis; average of four
experiments). The black line is the 1 : 1 line.
Symbol � represents in-house compounds.
Symbol ^ represents commercial compounds:
1 – disulfiram, 2 – diethylstilbestrol, 3 –

griseofulvin, 5 – haloperidol, 6 –mebendazole, 7
– glyburide, 8 – nifedipine, 9 – albendazole, 10 –
bumetanide analogue, 11 – loperamide, 12 –

astemizole, 13 – nimodipine, 14 – loratadine.
Symbol in circle represents the negative outlier
as discussed in the text. Reprinted with
permission from [23].
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effect of different crystalline polymorphs on solubility can typically be within this
range [24, 25]. There are a number of outliers in the plot that predominantly fall on the
side of greater solubility for the DMSO-based assay. Literature and our own studies
suggest that this enhanced solubility effect is unlikely to be caused by the solubilizing
effect of 1% DMSO [12]. Figure 2.3 shows the solubility ratios of a set of 43
compounds measured in buffer with and without 1% DMSO by the classic thermo-
dynamicmethod. The compounds span a solubility range from 0.2mM to 5mM. The
presence of 1% DMSO has minimal impact on the solubility, with a factor of 3.6 the
largest enhancement observed. It ismore likely that the enhanced solubility observed
for the outliers reflects that the compounds have precipitated fromDMSOsolution as
amorphous material and this has not yet reached true equilibrium with their
crystalline formduring the 24 h agitation period. Literature indicates that differences
in solubility between amorphous and crystalline forms of a compound can be
significant [26]. A similar explanation has also been reported for positive outliers
observed in an extended agitation solubility study using HPLC–UV analysis [16].
There is one significant negative outlier in Figure 2.4. Further studies ruled out any
retention to the filter membrane as a possible explanation. Powder X-ray diffraction
on the postsolubility samples for this compound in a scaled-up experiment revealed
that the DMSO method had generated a crystalline sample in 24 h whereas the
sample from the experiment starting from solid material was predominantly
amorphous after this period. This interesting observation highlights that for certain
compounds DMSO precipitation conditions can facilitate formation of crystalline
material.

2.2.1.3 Alternative Detection Methodology
A further recent approach taken to deliver higher throughput kinetic and thermody-
namic aqueous solubility measurements from DMSO and solid, respectively, in-
volved changing the assay detection method from UV to one that does not require
compound-specific calibration, namely, chemiluminescent nitrogen detection
(CLND) [27, 28]. The CLND detector is able to quantify the nitrogen content of the
aqueous sample using a generic nitrogen calibration curve, and from the knowledge
of the number of nitrogen atoms in the molecule the aqueous concentration and
hence the solubility is determined. Eliminating the need for a compound-specific
calibration solution reduces assay sample consumption relative to UVmethods, and
the technique is fast when coupled with direct flow injection onto the detector.
However, the sensitivity of the CLND detector to nitrogen necessitates rigorous
laboratory housekeeping to avoid contamination of the instrument from nonsample
nitrogen sources. Regular recalibration of the CLND detector is required to retain
accuracy, and a linear response is not observed for all nitrogen environments; for
example, adjacent nitrogen atoms in amolecule are known to be a special class. Care
must also be taken if HPLC is not used with the detector to ensure that no nitrogen-
containing impurities are present in the sample.
Other universal detectors have been suggested as potential replacements forUV in

solubility assays including ELSD and CAD, although at present no specific assay has
been reported [29].
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2.2.1.4 Application of DMSO-Based Solubility Assays
The advent of fully automatedDMSO-based solubility assays hasmeant that aqueous
solubilities can now be determined on HTS output in parallel with biological testing
to enable rapid identification of quality hit series from a physicochemical perspec-
tive [2]. Figure 2.5 shows an AZ project example where simultaneous solubility and
potency measurements highlighted 1 out of 19 hit series as having poor physico-
chemical properties. A comparison of solubility data with potency data also enables
identification of potential false hits, which can be removed to facilitate SAR
understanding. Automated DMSO-based solubility assays have also shown benefits
in library screening. In relation to this, our thermodynamic HTSol assay described
above has been successfully applied to the selection of compounds forming the AZ
in-house generic fragment library [23]. Fragments typically show weak binding to
molecular targets and so are normally screened at high concentrations. Consequent-
ly, good aqueous solubility is one of the key criteria to satisfy in establishing a
fragment library. It has been demonstrated that by using a training set of 3234 neutral
compounds, a clear relationship could be established between measured solubility
and predicted logP (ClogP) (Figure 2.6) [23]. The use of binning and percentiles in
Figure 2.6 enables maximum information to be extracted from data covering a small
dynamic range. In particular, multiple percentiles (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50) capture the
variation in log S and reveal the strength of the trend with ClogP. This analysis was
applied to all the potential fragment library compounds. Neutral fragments with
ClogP less than 2.19 were assumed to have acceptable solubility, while those with
higher values were submitted for solubility measurement. Only those compounds
with solubilities at or above the upper quantification limit for the solubility assaywere
accepted into the fragment library.

2.3
Aqueous Solubility in Lead Identification and Lead Optimization

In the lead identification and lead optimization phases of discovery, there is greater
focus on thermodynamic solubility measurements. Thermodynamic solubility as-
says are designed to determine the solubility of the stable crystalline form of the
compound, since this is the physical form that will be sought in the development
phase for orally administered drugs. As such, thermodynamic solubilities provide
discovery projects with a better risk assessment of likely formulation issues in
development. Thermodynamic solubilities, unlike kinetic solubilities, are less de-
pendent on the initial physical form of the compound and being less time critical also
tend to bemore reproducible. This is particularly important from amolecular design
perspective where chemists are seeking to modify molecular structure to improve
solubility.
Classically, thermodynamic solubility is measured using the shake-flask method

[21, 30]. Thismethod involves addition of an excess of solid to aqueous buffer at fixed
pH. The solution is stirred for a minimum of 24 h prior to separation of the
supernatant from undissolved material via centrifugation or filtration followed by
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HPLC–UV analysis. The need for weighing out of solid and an analysis via HPLC
mean that the method has generally low throughput. However, the increasing
demand for thermodynamic solubilities in discovery has led to the development of
automation-friendly methods on the basis of the shake-flask approach. Many of
these methods make use of DMSO stock solutions as the starting point for the
assay, thereby exploiting the automated compound dispensing facilities within
pharmaceutical companies. The assays retain the minimum 24 h agitation of the
shake-flask method with analysis of supernatant being either via HPLC–UV or
direct UV.

2.3.1
Dried-Down Solution Methods

Another approach to increase the throughput of thermodynamic solubility measure-
ment in discovery involves evaporating a DMSO stock solution to dryness at the start
of the assay [12, 22, 31]. Aqueous buffer is added to the dried-down solid, which is
then agitated for 24 h followed by HPLC–UV or UV analysis of the supernatant.
Removal of all the DMSO solvent ensures that the solubility value is not enhanced by

Figure 2.6 Percentiles for solubility for training set fragments as a
function of mean ClogP for each bin. Data partitioned by ClogP
into 10 bins each with 356 solubility measurements. Reprinted
with permission from [23].
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any cosolvent effects. A further advantage of this method is that, as with the classic
shake-flask approach, a larger solubility dynamic range can be achieved compared
with direct DMSO-based methods. Appropriate selection of DMSO volume to be
evaporated coupled with buffer volume selection allows the upper assay limit to be
extended by an extra order of magnitude (�1mM). It should be noted that care must
be taken establishing evaporation conditions to avoid loss of volatile or thermally
labile compounds. Solubility data using this approach have been reported to give a
good correlation with thermodynamic solubility values determined by the classic
shake-flask methods [12, 22, 31]. Incidences where differences have been observed
are thought to reflect cases where equilibriumwith the stable crystalline formhas not
been achieved by the dried solid method in the 24 h timescale [31].

2.3.2
Solubility from Solid

Many approaches to determine thermodynamic solubility in drug discovery have
focused on miniaturizing the classic shake-flask method with solid samples manu-
ally weighed and dispensed into 96-well plates or 96-vial arrays [32–34]. The 96-well
format enables the use of liquid handling robots to improve throughput. As with the
standard shake-flaskmethod, aqueous buffer is added and the solution is agitated for
a minimum of 24 h prior to plate filtration or centrifugation to remove the superna-
tant, which is then analyzed by HPLC–UV or direct UV.
Given the large number of compounds evaluated in discovery for solubility and the

small quantities of solidmaterial available, the physical form of the starting solid and
that at the end of the agitation period is rarely characterized. Often the starting solid
material will be amorphous [35] reflecting the compound purification techniques
used by chemists today, which are largely based on preparative HPLC. Recrystalliza-
tion techniques are generally no longer used.
In all thermodynamic solubilitymethods, an assumption ismade that in the 24 hof

agitation the initial form of the compound is able to convert to the stable crystalline
form. Evidence indicates that compounds can convert from amorphous to crystalline
forms and can also change polymorphs in this period [24, 36]. However, not all
compounds are able to equilibrate to the most stable polymorph during this time
frame [37]. The question then arises what impact does the initial solid state have on
the thermodynamic solubility result reported and how often does the compound
convert to its most stable crystalline form in the solubility assay. Pudipeddi et al. [24]
showed with a data set of 81 compounds that there was little difference in the
solubilities of different crystalline polymorphs and that typically the solubility ratio
was no greater than 2. Similar observations were made by Hancock et al. [26], who
showed that themost significant solubility differences occurred between amorphous
and crystalline materials. In an attempt to understand how often crystalline material
is generated from amorphous samples in thermodynamic solubility assays, we have
taken a diverse set of commercial compounds, measured the solubility starting from
crystalline and amorphous solids, and compared the solid form by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) (Table 2.1). From Figure 2.7, it is apparent that most amorphous
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compounds reach equilibration with crystalline material in the course of the assay
(Figure 2.8). A few positive outliers were seen by PXRD to be amorphous at the end of
the experiment (Figure 2.9). Similar observations have been made by Sugano, who
examined the solubility of a series of compounds starting from DMSO solution
following 20 h of agitation with characterization of the final solid state by polarized
light microscopy (PLM) [16]. Indirect evidence also suggests that most compounds
are able to generate a stable thermodynamic solubility value in 24 h. For example,
subsequent batches of the same compound made in AZ discovery projects show
small solubility differences (�0.44 log units, see Figure 2.10).Moreover, in general, it
is observed that there are good correlations between data produced in thermody-
namic solubility assays starting from solid, dried DMSO solution [12, 22, 31], and
DMSO solution (Figure 2.4).

2.3.3
Thermodynamic Solubility Assays with Solid-State Characterization

More recently in discovery there has been a trend toward developinghigh-throughput
thermodynamic solubility assays, which incorporate a solid-state assessment at the
end of the period of agitation. This assessment aids interpretation of the solubility
data and is an important consideration when relating the solubility data to molecular
structure. Solid-state characterization methods include the use of PLM [16], micro-
scopic analysis [34], PXRD [32, 33], and Raman microscopy [22]. With all these

Table 2.1 The aqueous solubility of 16 drug molecules at pH 7.4
measured from crystalline and amorphous solid materials
using the shake-flask method (24 h agitation).

Drug name
Crystalline
solubility (lM)

Amorphous
solubility (lM)

Solubility
ratio (amorphous/
crystalline)

Disulfiram 2.2 3.2 1.5
Astemizole 3.5 4.3 1.2
Bicalutamide 4.6 6.1 1.3
Ketoconazole 5.2 5.6 1.1
Loperamide 6.6 444.3 67.5
Glyburide 9.5 56.8 6.0
Griseofulvin 15.3 18.0 1.2
Terfenadine 15.7 21.3 1.4
Nifedipine 41.9 882.4 21.1
Haloperidol 52.3 54.7 1.0
Testosterone 57.9 69.0 1.2
Flutamide 92.9 79.8 0.9
Bitolterol 103.0 77.2 0.7
Diazepam 130.0 132.3 1.0
Carbamazepine 428.6 456.2 1.1
Chlorzoxazone 1360.0 1626.2 1.2
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methods having sufficient solid sample postincubation is key. It has been shown that
PLM can be applied to a DMSO-based solubility assay with a sample size of 0.6mg,
enabling an amorphous/crystalline interpretation of remaining solid [16]. Direct
analysis is made of the solid following centrifugation of the sample solution in a 96-
well glass-bottomed plate. A similar interpretation has been reported using micro-
scopic analysis from a solubility assay (PASS) using 0.5–4mg of sample [34]. In this
case, the supernatant is removed following centrifugation and the remaining solid
resuspended in silicon oil prior to analysis. More recently, Raman spectroscopic
analysis has been added to this assay to enable changes in solid form to be
identified [22]. Those thermodynamic solubility assays that characterize the remain-
ing solid by the gold standard method, PXRD, generally require larger amounts of
solid than microscopy techniques [32, 33]. A high-throughput thermodynamic
solubility assay has been reported including PXRD assessment using 3mg of solid
sample [32]. The sample solution is filtered following 17 h shaking using custom-
built nickel filter plates. The nickel filter serves as an effective means of presenting
the remaining solid to the PXRD instrument, since it does not give background
diffraction in the analysis window.

Figure 2.7 Plot of aqueous solubility using amorphous versus
crystalline material at pH 7.4 following 24 h agitation. (1)
Disulfiram, (2) astemizole, (3) bicalutamide, (4) ketoconazole, (5)
loperamide, (6) glyburide, (7) griseofulvin, (8) terfenadine, (9)
nifedipine, (10) haloperidol, (11) testosterone, (12) flutamide,
(13) bitolterol, (14) diazepam, (15) carbamazepine, (16)
chlorzoxazone.
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2.3.4
Solubility by Potentiometry

Potentiometry is a further technique used tomeasure aqueous solubility in discovery,
although throughput limitationsmean that this technique is usedmost often later in
the LO stage. Potentiometric approaches specifically measure intrinsic solubility,
which is the solubility of the neutral form of the molecule [38].
With the potentiometric approach, determination of intrinsic solubility is based

upon the measurement of the pH shift caused by compound precipitation during
acid–base titration of ionizable compounds. Two commercial potentiometric meth-
ods currently available are pSol [30, 39] and Cheqsol [40–42]. In the pSol method
developed byAvdeef, aminimumof three titrations in the direction of dissolution are
performed. Normal pH versus volume titration plots are reexpressed as Bjerrum
plots, that is, average number of bound protons versus pH. The Bjerrumplots enable
the shift in compound pKa to be more readily observed and are used to determine
intrinsic solubility (S0) via Equation 2.5:

log S0 ¼ log
C
2

� �
� pKa

app�pKað Þ; ð2:5Þ

Figure 2.8 PXRD traces of bicalutamide: (a) the initial crystalline
sample; (b) the initial amorphous sample; and (c) bicalutamide
post-24 h agitation in phosphate buffer from the amorphous
sample.
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where S0 is the intrinsic solubility,C is the total concentration of compound, pKapp
a is

the measured pKa in the presence of precipitation, and pKa is the measured aqueous
pKa (no precipitation).
Intrinsic solubilities determined by pSol have been shown to agreewell with values

derived by shake-flask methods and have the advantage of requiring less compound
since the technique does not require a sample calibration [39]. The time taken for
each pSol solubility measurement is compound specific with 3–10 h quoted as
typical [39]. Poorly soluble compounds can take longer than this and can be prone
to reprecipitation causing outlying titration points. In these circumstances, the
manufacturer�s recommendation is to repeat the titrations in the presence of
cosolvent spanning a range of percentage compositions and extrapolate back to the
pure aqueous solubility value. Although this can improve the speed and accuracy of
the titration, the need for further titrations generally adds to the overall experiment
time. When undertaking the titrations, consideration should also be given to the
compound physical form, which is usually not characterized. The initial physical
form of the compound supplied may differ from that which is reprecipitated after
each titration, and this can affect the solubility reported between the first and
subsequent titrations. It should also be noted that since the time the solid spends
in equilibrium with the aqueous solution at each pH is very short, there is less

Figure 2.9 PXRD traces of nifedipine: (a) the initial crystalline
sample; (b) the initial amorphous sample; and (c) nifedipine post-
24 h agitation in phosphate buffer from the amorphous sample.
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opportunity for the thermodynamically stable form of the compound to be produced
in the pSol method than in the 24 h of the classic shake-flask solubility method.
TheCheqsolmethodusesasimilarexperimentalsetuptopSol.However, incontrast

to pSol, the Cheqsol method begins with the compound in solution and titration is
followeduntilprecipitation isdetectedby lightscatteringviaaUVspectroscopicprobe.
At this point, the solution is switched repeatedly between a state of subsaturation and
that of supersaturation by the addition of small amounts of acid and base to rapidly
generate the point of equilibrium, from which the intrinsic solubility is calculated.
As with the pSol technique, determination of the intrinsic solubility requires an
accuratemeasure of the compound aqueous pKa, and for poorly soluble compounds,
titration in cosolvent with extrapolation to the aqueous state is used. The Cheqsol
technique has the advantage of being relatively quick to achieve a state of equilibrium
withexperiment times in theregionof1 hforcompounds thatdonot requirecosolvent
extrapolation. It has been shown with two compounds, diclofenac and sulindac,
that changes in the crystalline polymorphs can occur as a result of the potentiometric
cycling inCheqsol [41, 43].How the physical forms of the solid generated via Cheqsol
compare to those observed in classic shake-flask studies is yet to be established.

2.3.5
Application of Thermodynamic Solubility Data in LI and LO

In LI and LO, thermodynamic solubility data are used to aid the understanding of
DMPK data and guide formulation. When solubility is low, DMPK issues arise, such

Figure 2.10 Difference between the maximum and minimum log
solubility measured for different batches of each compound
(n¼ 360). Values greater or less than assay detection limits (over-
range values) have been excluded from the analysis. The mean
log Smax� log Smin¼ 0.44.
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as poor and variable bioavailability, fed/fasting effects [6], and lack of dose linearity.
Poorly soluble molecules can also present significant and time-consuming formula-
tion challenges during development. In trying to address these issues and challenges,
solubility data are frequently used as a part of molecular design in discovery. In this
respect, thermodynamic solubility data have been successfully applied to local and
generic QSPR models using techniques such as BNN, MLR, and PLS [44] and to
matchedmolecular pair analysis to determine substituent effects [45, 46] (Chapter 4).
The latter approach has proved particularly useful for identifying novel structural
effects on solubility. For example, Figure 2.11 shows a project thatwas able to improve
solubility in a chemical series through incorporation of a single methyl group, not
obvious based solely on logP, but which is suggestive of an effect on crystal packing.
Interpretation of such observations requires that quality solubility data are used,
coupled with the knowledge of the solid state to remove any concern about physical
form effects. It is to be hoped that the trend toward increased characterization of the
solid state earlier in discovery will lead to greater exploitation of solubility data as part
of molecular design.

Figure 2.11 Crystalline solubility match pairs showing effects of the ortho-methyl substituent.
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2.4
Conclusions

Aqueous solubility is an important property in discovery that has an impact across
chemistry, DMPK, and formulation, and in the interpretation of biological assay
results. The difficulties faced in the accurate prediction of solubility mean that
measurement of aqueous solubility is essential from early HI onward. Automated
approaches based on kinetic solubility and turbidimetric readouts have been devel-
oped in response to the high numbers of compounds requiring characterization in
HI and also as a result of the desire to better understand biological assay data.
However, more recently this demand has switched to high-quality thermodynamic
solubilities to enable an early risk assessment of formulation issues in development
and to identify quality hit series. Such frontloading of thermodynamic solubility has
necessitated modification of the classic shake-flask approach to automation-friendly
formats, which offers higher throughputs and can exploit the ease of dispensing
provided by DMSO solution. In addition to this, there has also been a growing trend
toward increased solid-state characterization of the sample in the solubility experi-
ment during the LO stage of discovery. Such characterization means that there is a
better understanding of the discovery solubility data and consequently greater
confidence in its use to assess formulation risk when entering development and
enhanced application of solubility data in molecular design.
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3
Gastrointestinal Dissolution and Absorption of Class II Drugs
Arik S. Dahan and Gordon L. Amidon

Abbreviations

BA/BE Bioavailability/bioequivalence
BCS Biopharmaceutics Classification System
CMC Critical micelle concentration
FDA Food and Drug Administration
GI Gastrointestinal
IR Immediate release
IVIVC In vitro–in vivo correlation
NSAIDs Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

Symbols

An Absorption number
CS Equilibrium solubility
D Diffusion coefficient
D0 Dose number
Dn Dissolution number
Peff Effective permeability
t�1
abs Effective absorption rate constant
tDiss Dissolution time
tres Residence time

3.1
Introduction

Modern drug discovery techniques (i.e., advances in in vitro high-throughput
screening methods, the introduction of combinatorial chemistry) have resulted in
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an increase in the number of low water solubility drug substances being selected as
drug candidates. According to some estimates, more than 40% of new drug
candidates are lipophilic and exhibit poor water solubility [1–3]. With very few
exceptions, dissolution of the drug substances in the aqueous gastrointestinal (GI)
milieu is a prerequisite for its absorption following oral administration. Hence, low-
solubility compounds often suffer from limited oral bioavailability. A great challenge
facing the pharmaceutical scientist is making these molecules into orally adminis-
tered medications with sufficient bioavailability. This chapter reviews the funda-
mentals of low-solubility, high-permeability drug substances and the intestinal
absorption process, including introduction to the Biopharmaceutics Classification
System (BCS) focusing on Class II drugs (see Chapter 19). We will discuss the
relevant variables affecting the absorption process of these compounds. In addition,
this chapter provides a perspective on regulatory issues concerning low-solubility,
high-permeability drug substances.

3.2
Drug Absorption and the BCS

The absorption of drugs following oral administration is a cascade of complex events,
and the rate and extent of the drug absorption are affected by many factors. These
include physicochemical factors (e.g., pKa, solubility, stability, diffusivity, lipophili-
city, surface area, particle size, and crystal form), physiological factors (e.g., GI pH,GI
blood flow, gastric emptying, transit time through the different GI segments, and
absorptionmechanisms), and factors related to the dosage form (e.g., tablet, capsule,
solution, suspension, emulsion, and gel) [4, 5].
When Fick�s first law is applied to amembrane, the absorption of a drug across the

GI mucosal surface under sink conditions can be written as

JW ¼ PW � CW ¼ dM
dt

� 1
A
; ð3:1Þ

where JW is the mass transport across the GI wall (mass/area/time), PW is the
effective permeability,CW is the concentration of the drug at themembrane, andA is
the surface area. As developed by Amidon et al. [6–8], the analysis of this equation
reveals that the fundamental events controlling oral drug absorption are the perme-
ability of the drug through the GI membrane, the dissolution of the drug in the GI
milieu, and the dose. These key parameters are characterized in the BCS by three
dimensionless numbers [7]: absorption number (An), dissolution number (Dn), and
dose number (D0). These numbers take into account both physicochemical and
physiological parameters and are fundamental to the oral absorption process.
The absorption number (An) is the ratio of permeability (Peff) and the intestinal

radius (R) multiplied by the residence time (tres), which can be interpreted as the
effective absorption rate constant ðt�1

absÞ times the residence time:

An ¼ absorption number ¼ Peff

R
tres ¼ t�1

abs tres: ð3:2Þ
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The dissolution number (Dn) is the ratio of the residence time and the dissolution
time (tDiss), which comprises the equilibrium solubility (CS), diffusivity (D), density
(r), the initial particle radius (r0), and the intestinal residence time (tres):

Dn ¼ dissolution number ¼ DCS

r0
¼ 4pr20

ð4=3Þpr30r
tres ¼ 3tresDCS

rr20
¼ tres

tDiss
:

ð3:3Þ
Finally, the dose number (D0) is the ratio of dose to dissolved drug:

D0 ¼ dose number ¼ M0=V0

CS
; ð3:4Þ

where CS is the equilibrium solubility, M0 is the dose, and V0 is the volume of water
taken with the dose, which is generally set to be 250ml. This volume was selected
based on a typical bioequivalence study that administered an 8 oz (240ml) glass of
water with the oral dosage form. Thus, 250ml, allowing a small GI residual volume,
represents the initial gastrointestinal volume to which an oral dosage form is exposed
in the fasting state. This number may be viewed as the number of glasses of water
required to dissolve the drug dose.
Based on their solubility and intestinal permeability characteristics, drug sub-

stances have been classified into one of the four categories according to the BCS
proposed by Amidon et al. [6] (Figure 3.1) (see Chapter 19):

. BCS Class I: High-solubility, high-permeability drugs. BCS Class I drugs are
generally very well absorbed. An immediate release (IR) product of this class is

Figure 3.1 The Biopharmaceutics Classification System as
defined by Amidon et al. [6]. The BCS is a classification of drug
substances according to their solubility and permeability
properties, in order to stand for themost fundamental view of the
drug intestinal absorption process following oral administration.
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expected to yield 100% intestinal absorption if at least 85% of the drug is dissolved
within 30min across the physiological pH. Hence, a waiver is granted for
bioavailability/bioequivalence (BA/BE) studies of BCS Class I IR drug products.

. BCS Class II: Low-solubility, high-permeability drugs. These drugs are the main
scope of this chapter. In general, BCS Class II drug products are likely to be limited
by the dissolution/solubility rate.

. BCSClass III:High-solubility, low-permeability drugs. The intestinal absorption of
this class of drugswill be limited by the permeability rate, as the dissolution is likely
to occur rapidly. Hence, it has been suggested that as long as the drug product does
not contain permeabilitymodifying agents, awaiver forBA/BE studies for this class
of drugs should be considered [9–12].

. BCS Class IV: Low-solubility, low-permeability drugs. These drugs are character-
ized by very poor oral bioavailability and tend to exhibit very large inter- and
intrasubject variability. Hence, unless the dose is very low, they are generally poor
oral drug candidates [1].

This BCS is one of themost significant prognostic tools created to facilitate product
development in recent years and has been adopted by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for setting BA/BE standards for drug product approval. The
validity and applicability of the BCS have been the subject of extensive research and
discussion, and classification of many drugs by the BCS is available in the litera-
ture [13–16]. Of particular interest are BCS Class II low-solubility, high-permeability
drug substances, which account for the majority of new chemical entities. This
chapter will focus on the different aspects of the intestinal absorption process of this
class of drugs.

3.3
Class II Drugs

Being low-solubility, high-permeability compounds, Class II drug substances are
characterized by high absorption number (An) and typically a high dose number (D0).
In these cases, dissolution might play a major role in the rate and extent of the oral
absorption. In general, the dissolution of low-solubility drugs is low, that is, Dn< 1,
while An andD0 are high. In cases where both An andDn are low, the compound will
be classified as a Class IV drug [17, 18].
The intestinal absorption of Class II drug substances can be broadly viewed as

dissolution limited or solubility limited. The concentration of the drug in the GI tract
milieu will be determined by dissolution rate, while the upper limit will be the
solubility. The classical example, still relevant today, which illustrates the effect of
dissolution number and dose number on the fraction of dose absorbed of highly
permeable drugs, is the case of digoxin and griseofulvin. A typical profile of the
fraction of dose absorbed as a function of the dissolution number and the dose
number for a large absorption number (i.e., highly permeable drug) is shown in
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Figure 3.2. It can be seen that for high An, the critical range of the dose number and
the dissolution number is around 1, where sharp changes in the fraction of drug
absorbed are obtained due to small changes in D0 and Dn [6].
Digoxin and griseofulvin have about the same solubility (�20mg/ml), but a very

different dose (0.5 and 500mg, respectively). Consequently, while digoxin has a very
low dose number (0.08), griseofulvin has a dose number,D0, of 133, which indicates
that over 33 l of water is required to dissolve a single griseofulvin dose.
The dose number and the dissolution number of digoxin and griseofulvin are

marked in Figure 3.2. It can be seen that for digoxin fraction of drug absorbed is
highly dependent upon the dissolution number. Acomplete intestinal absorption can
be expected for digoxin if the drug particle size is small enough (i.e., high Dn);
however, digoxin might be a dissolution rate limited drug if the drug particle size is
too large (smallDn) [6, 19, 20]. Hence,micronized digoxin powder will lead to a faster
dissolution rate, and the intestinal residence time would be sufficient for complete
absorption. However, changes in griseofulvin Dn alone would not be sufficient to

Figure 3.2 Graph of estimated fraction dose absorbed (F) vs
dissolution number (Dn) and dose number (D0) for a high
permeability drug [6]. The dose number and the dissolution
number of digoxin and griseofulvin are marked in the figure.
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influence the fraction of the drug absorbed. Micronization of the drug powder is not
expected to improve griseofulvin absorption unless accompanied by reduced dose
number, for example, by formulation that enables efficient solubilization in the GI
milieu [21, 22]. Without that, griseofulvin absorption will be solubility limited, and
complete absorption of the drug cannot be achieved.

3.4
GI Physiological Variables Affecting Class II Drug Dissolution

With very few exceptions, dissolution of the drug substance in the GI tract milieu
is a prerequisite for drug absorption following oral administration. For Class II
compounds, the rate-limiting factor in their intestinal absorption is dissolution
/solubility [23–25]. Hence, in-depth understanding of this process is essential
in the oral delivery of low-solubility compounds. Factors governing the dissolu-
tion process can be directly identified from the following equation, based on
the Nernst–Brunner and Levich modifications of the Noyes–Whitney model
[26–28]:

dXd

dt
¼ A�D

h
CS�Xd

V

� �
: ð3:5Þ

The dissolution rate is a function of the surface area of the solid drug (A), the
diffusion coefficient of the drug (D), the effective diffusion boundary layer
thickness adjacent to the dissolving surface (h), the saturation solubility of the
drug (CS), the volume of the fluid available for dissolution (V ), and the amount of
drug already dissolved (Xd). Thus, the rate of dissolution is highly affected by the
physicochemical properties of the drug and by many GI physiological factors that
will be discussed in this section.

3.4.1
Bile Salts

Bile acids affect both solubility and dissolution by micellization and wetting
effects [29, 30]. Hence, they play a significant role in Class II drugs� intestinal
absorption, which is a dissolution/solubility rate limited process. The bile fluid is
secreted from hepatocytes in the liver and stored and concentrated in the gall bladder
before release into the small intestine. The major organic solutes of the bile are bile
acids, phospholipids (particularly lecithin), and cholesterol. The bile acids are
derivatives of cholesterol in which hydroxyl and carboxylic acid are attached to the
steroid moiety, converting it into a powerful natural surfactant. Average typical
intestinal concentrations for bile acids and phospholipids are 5 and 0.2mM, respec-
tively, in the fasting state [31, 32] and 15 and 4mM, respectively, in the fed state [32].
Above their critical micelle concentration (CMC), these biliary secretions aid in drug
dissolution by forming submicron mixed micelles in which the low water-soluble
molecule is solubilized and gets to the absorptivemembrane of the enterocyte [33–35].
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Enhanced solubility of the low water-soluble drug may be obtained by bile salts
through the wetting mechanism [36, 37]. This is the main mechanism when the bile
salts are present at a level below their CMC [35, 38].

3.4.2
GI pH

BCS II class includes nonionizable substances (e.g., carbamazepine, griseofulvin)
and ionizable compounds, either acids (e.g., ibuprofen) or bases (e.g., diazepam). For
nonionizable drugs, pH changes along theGI tract would not have an impact on drug
solubilization/dissolution. However, the intestinal absorption of BCS Class II
ionizable drugs� is highly dependent on pH [30, 39]. Generally, aqueous solubility
is directly proportional to the number of hydrogen bonds that can be formed with
water, and hence the ionized form exhibits greater aqueous solubility than do the
unionized species. The nonionized form has generally better membrane permeabil-
ity than the ionized species; however, since permeability is not the rate-limiting step
for Class II drugs absorption process, this effect is less significant. Hence, for these
drugs, an alteration in the degree of conversion of the unionized drug to its ionized
form upon dissolution as a function of the pH may dictate the rate of absorption.
Throughout the passage along the GI tract, a drug product experiences a wide pH

range. Gastric pH highly depends upon food intake and values from 1 to 8 are
reported, while the fasting-state stomach pH is 1.4–2.1 [40–42]. In general, the pH
values in the small intestine are higher than those in the stomach, much less
dependent upon food intake, and show an upward gradient from the proximal to the
distal segments, covering a range of 4.4–7.4 [23, 40, 43].
For BCS Class II weak base drugs (e.g., dipyridamole, ketoconazole), ionization

will occur in the gastric acidic environment, leading to a rapid dissolution in the
stomach. As the drug is emptying from the stomach to the duodenum, the degree of
ionization is significantly reduced due to the elevated pH, with possible precipitation
of the drug [44, 45]. This leads to a complicated intestinal absorption pattern
controlled by many factors including the extent of supersaturation and solid form
of theweak base, pH, fluid volume, viscosity, and bile salts� concentration [30, 46, 47].
For BCS Class II weak acid drugs (e.g., ibuprofen, ketoprofen) with pKa in the GI

physiological range, extensive ionization is expected in the small intestine. As the
intestinal pH is on average higher than the pKa in more than one unit, the apparent
solubility of the weak acid increases by 10–100-fold. Thus, the in vivo solubility and
dissolution of these drugswould be high, presumably behavingmore likely as Class I
compounds, as discussed in Section 7.1 [38, 48, 49].

3.4.3
GI Transit

The twomajor components of theGI transit are the gastric residence time, dictated by
the gastric emptying, and the small intestinal transit time. In general, the rate of
gastric emptying is of significance in caseswhere dissolution is relatively fast [50]. For
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BCS Class II drug substances, dissolution rate is expected to be slower than the
gastric emptying, and hence this factor is not thought to be significant in their
intestinal absorption.
The transit time through the small intestine has the potential to affect Class II

intestinal absorption, as increased time in the main absorption site is expected to
yield higher absorption. However, the intestinal transit time is fairly fixed and largely
independent of food intake (i.e., fasting versus fed states) or the physical properties of
the system (Figure 3.3) [40]. On average, the small intestinal transit time is around
3–4 h [51, 52].

3.4.4
Drug Particle Size

The particle size of the drug powdermight be an important physical parameter in the
dissolution rate, as shown in the case of digoxin (Section 3.3). Smaller particle size
will lead to higher surface area available for dissolution, resulting in a faster
dissolution rate [53, 54]. Hence, particularly for Class II dissolution rate limited
drug substances, the dissolution rate is expected to increase proportionally with an
increase in surface area, and the particle size will be a critical formulation variable.
The density of particlesmight also affect the dissolution rate through alteration of the
in vivoparticle dispersion, as greater dispersion leads to improveddissolution [19, 55].
The effect of reduced particle size seems to depend upon food intake. It has
been shown that under the fasting state, reduced particle size had a major effect
on in vitro dissolution and in vivo oral absorption of DPC961, a BCS Class II reverse

Figure 3.3 Human small intestinal transit time of different
pharmaceutical dosage forms measured by g -scintigraphy [40].
The intestinal transit time is fairly fixed and largely independent of
the physical properties of the system or food intake.
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transcriptase inhibitor, while no effectwas observedunder the fed state [56]. Thismay
be attributed to the differences in the solubilization capacities in the fed and fasting
states. Improved in vivo dissolution rate in humans was observed for decreased
spironolactone particle size, however, with no influence on the relative bioavailabili-
ty [57]. The authors suggested that the lack of difference between the bioavailability of
the two particle sizes may be related to insufficient washout of particles after
perfusion ends, reabsorption of surface active ingredients along the GI tract,
relatively small difference in particle size, and the large inter- and intraindividual
differences in pharmacokinetic variables [57].
In regard to the drug powder particle size, it is worth noting that it is the effective

surface area that is important, that is, the surface area that is available to the
dissolution fluid (the wetted surface), and not the actual particle size. This is
important in the case of a highly hydrophobic drug in a dissolution medium that
has poor wetting properties and in the case of a manufacturing process that changes
the particle size duringmanufacture. In this case, decreased particle sizewill slow the
dissolution rate [58, 59].

3.4.5
Volume Available for Dissolution

The volume of fluids available in the GI tract for drug dissolution depends on the
volume of fluids coadministered with the drug, secretions into the GI lumen, and
water flux across the gut wall. This factor is of high importance particularly for BCS
Class II compounds, as higher volume of available fluids will enable the dissolution
of higher amounts of drug. Average fluid volumes approximately representing the
usual physiological range are 300–500ml for the fasting-state stomach (although the
volumemay be as low as 20–30ml) and 800–900ml for the fed-state stomach; 500ml
for the fasting-state small intestine and 900–1000ml for the fed-state small intes-
tine [23, 60, 61] (although volumes in the upper small intestine in the fed state can
reach as much as 1.5 l [62]).

3.5
In Vitro Dissolution Tests for Class II Drugs

As denoted above, the rate-limiting step in the oral absorption of Class II drug
substances is often the in vivo dissolution [23–25].Hence, awell-designed dissolution
test should be capable of providing adequate in vitro–in vivo correlation (IVIVC).

3.5.1
Biorelevant Media

The choice of medium is expected to play a very important role in the dissolution of
BCS Class II drug substances. The media used need to closely represent the in vivo
conditions in the upper GI tract to achieve a meaningful IVIVC. As discussed in this
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chapter, Class II drug dissolution depends on a wide variety of parameters, such as
surfactants, pH, buffer capacity, ionic strength, and the volume available for
dissolution. Class II dissolution test media often fail to produce adequate IVIVC
due to composition that does not take into account these essential factors.
Examples of suitable media for simulating the composition of proximal GI tract

include simulated gastric fluid (SGF) and surfactant, used to simulate the stomach
conditions under the fasting state; long-life milk 3.5% fat, used to simulate the
stomach conditions under fed state; fasting-state simulating intestinalfluid (FaSSIF),
the medium used to represent fasting state in the proximal small intestine; and fed-
state simulating intestinal fluid (FeSSIF), the fed-state proximal small intestine
medium [23, 44, 61, 63]. Very good IVIVCwas obtained with thesemedia for the low-
solubility drugs albendazole, danazol, ketoconazol, atovaquone, and troglita-
zone [44, 61, 64–66]. For these drugs, fed-state versus fasting-state effects, as well
as formulation effects, could be predicted by appropriate dissolution tests, showing
the potential of biorelevant dissolution tests to adequately simulate the in vivoGI tract
milieu composition.
The relationship between the hydrodynamics in the GI tract and that in the current

available dissolution tests is another factor that must be considered. It has been
reported that, provided an appropriate composition is chosen for the dissolution test,
the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) paddle apparatus can be used to reflect
variations in hydrodynamic conditions in the upper GI tract [67–69]. However, more
data are warranted, as this might insert uncertainty into the interpretation of dissolu-
tion tests, even when the composition of the GI milieu is well simulated.

3.5.2
Dynamic Lipolysis Model

One of the approaches to improve the oral bioavailability of Class II drug substances
is the utilization of lipid-based drug delivery systems [1, 70, 71]. Enhanced dissolu-
tion/solubilization of the coadministered lipophilic drug by stimulation of biliary and
pancreatic secretions is a major factor in this phenomenon [72]. Additional mechan-
isms by which lipid-based formulations might enhance the absorption of lipophilic
drugs include presentation of the low water-soluble drug as a solution and hence
avoiding the complexities associated with solid state; mild prolongation of GI tract
residence time; possible reduced metabolism and efflux activity [73, 74]; and
changing the intraenterocyte transport route by stimulation of the lymphatic trans-
port pathway [75, 76].
Following oral administration, the lipidic component of the lipid-based formula-

tion is subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis. Pancreatic lipase, upon complexation with
colipase, acts at the surface of the emulsified triglyceride droplets to produce the
corresponding 2-monoglyceride and two fatty acids. These amphiphilic lipid diges-
tion products interact with the endogenous bile salts and phospholipids, forming
colloidal structures holding different levels of surface activity, which enables the
solubilization of the coadministered poorly water-soluble compound and prevents
their precipitation in the aqueous GI tract milieu. In most cases, this process, which
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maintains the poorly water-soluble drug in solution and prevents its precipitation, is
thought to be the primary mechanism by which lipid-based drug delivery systems
augment the oral absorption of lipophilic drugs [32, 77]. Owing to the dependence of
lipid-based delivery systems� performance on GI processing, a meaningful release
test of such formulations will require the presence of lipolytic enzymes that catalyze
GI lipid digestion in vivo [78].
A dynamic in vitro lipolysis model, which provides simulation of the in vivo lipid

digestion process, has been developed over the past few years [79–81]. Thismodel has
been used for assessing different lipid-based delivery systems, and a correlation
between in vitro dissolution and in vivo absorption in the lipolysismodel was reported
for anumberof lowwater-soluble drugs, includinghalofantrine [82], griseofulvin [83],
and progesterone [84]. Overall, this model looks promising; however, the number of
studies evaluating the IVIVC provided by this method is still limited, and a more
thorough characterization of the model in different physiological conditions is
warranted.

3.6
BCS-Based FDA Guidelines: Implications for Class II Drugs

The current FDA guidelines on waiver of in vivo BA/BE studies for BCS Class I
drugs in rapid dissolution IR solid oral dosage form are generally considered highly
conservative, especially with respect to the class boundaries of solubility, perme-
ability, and dissolution. Thus, the possibility of modifying these boundaries and
criteria to allow biowaivers for additional drug products has received increasing
attention [24, 85–88].

3.6.1
Potential of Redefining BCS Solubility Class Boundary

Currently, drug substances are classified as high-solubility compounds if the highest
strength is soluble in 250ml or less of aqueous media throughout the pH range of
1.0–7.5. Three factors in this requirement are considered highly conservative and
may be reevaluated: (1) the required pH range; (2) the nature of themedia; and (3) the
volume of the media [86, 88].
Under fasting state, the GI pH varies from 1.4 to 2.1 in the stomach, 4.9–6.4 in the

duodenum, 4.4–6.6 in the jejunum, and 6.5–7.4 in the ileum [42, 89].Hence, it seems
reasonable to redefine the BCS class boundary pH range from 1.0–7.5 to 1.4–6.8.
Moreover, if a drug product meets the dissolution criterion, that is, not less that 85%
dissolved within 30min, its dissolution process is probably completed during the
jejunum, as it generally takes 85min for a drug to reach the ileum [5, 90]. Thus, it
might be reasonable to narrow the pH range requirement even more. This would
somewhat ease the requirement for Class II basic drug substances. Many ionizable
Class II acidic drugs have low solubility at low pH, but they are highly soluble
at higher pH values. For example, most nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
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(NSAIDs) are poorly soluble in the stomach but are highly soluble in the distal
intestine, which is the main absorption region of most compounds. These drugs are
classified as Class II drugs according to the current solubility definitions. However,
their absolute human bioavailability is 90% or higher, thus exhibiting BCS Class I
behavior [91]. In the same manner, the NSAID ketoprofen is classified as Class II
drug due to low solubility at low pH values; however, it has been demonstrated that
this drug behaves in a manner essentially equivalent to Class I drugs and could be
considered for a waiver of BA/BE studies [38, 48]. Yazdanian et al. [92] evaluated the
possible impact of changing the current high-solubility definition on the BCS
classification of 18 acidic NSAIDs. While 15 of the 18 drugs were classified as Class
II based on the current high-solubility definition, 8 of the 18 could be classified as
Class I by considering pH 5 and above. Overall, consideration for an intermediate
solubility classification for such compounds, which will take into account only the
intestinal relevant pH range, seems warranted.
While the solubility classification is based on the dissolution of the drug in aqueous

buffers, the in vivo conditions for drug dissolution contain bile salts and phospho-
lipids, even under fasting state. As denoted in Section 3.4.1, these are powerful
natural surfactants that aid in the dissolution/solubilization of the drug substances. A
medium thatmore adequately reflects physiological conditionsmay bemore relevant
in assessing in vivo solubility and dissolution, and potentially, drugs that are classified
as Class II according to the current solubility definitions could be classified as Class I
under these conditions [66, 86, 88].
Under the fasting state, the physiological volume of the small intestine varies from

50 to 1100ml with an average of 500ml [17, 93]. Upon administration, the drug is
usually ingested with 250ml of water that is immediately available to dissolve the
solid particles in the stomach. If the drug is not in solution on gastric emptying, it is
then exposed to additional fluids in the small intestine. Hence, the dose volume of
250ml is a conservative estimate of the actual in vivo volume available for solubiliza-
tion anddissolution.However, thewide variability of the small intestinalfluid volume
makes an appropriate volume definition difficult to set.

3.6.2
Biowaiver Extension Potential for Class II Drugs

As discussed above, the rate-limiting step in the oral absorption of Class II drug
substances is likely to be the in vivo dissolution [23–25]. For Class II dissolution rate
limited drugs, hence, if in vivo dissolution can be estimated in vitro, an in vitro–in vivo
correlation may be established. As discussed in Section 3.5, such media have been
developed, and an adequate IVIVC was shown for number of Class II drugs.
However, due to the numerous in vivo parameters involved, it appears that more
research is needed to developuniformdissolutionmedia reflecting in vivodissolution
conditions, to establish an adequate IVIVC, and to asses the risk of bioinequiva-
lence [86, 88]. In addition, the relationship between the hydrodynamics in the
currently available dissolution tests and the actual in vivo situation is not adequately
characterized and might interfere to obtain the correlation.
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As discussed in detail above, the intestinal absorption of Class II drug substances
may be limited by dissolution rate or solubility rate. In the latter case, when the
absorption is limited by the drug equilibrium solubility, an IVIVC is not likely to be
obtained. The GI tract drug concentrations in this case will be close to the saturation
concentration, and since standard dissolution tests are carried out under sink
conditions, they can predict only processes occurring well below the saturation
concentration [85]. Hence, at this point, Class II solubility rate limited drugs are
probably poor candidates for BA/BE waiver.

3.7
Conclusions

Looking into the future,more BCSClass II drug candidates are likely to be produced,
and the delivery of these molecules through the oral route is expected to be a
continuing challenge.
In this chapter, we have reviewed the rate and extent of oral absorption of this class

of drugs and discussed the numerous factors, physicochemical, physiological, and
dosage form, thatmust be considered in effectively delivering these drug candidates.
In-depth comprehension of these factors and their influence on the intestinal
absorption process is essential in the effective oral delivery of BCS Class II drug
substances.
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4
In Silico Prediction of Solubility
Andrew M. Davis and Pierre Bruneau

Abbreviations

ASNN Associative neutral network
BRNN Bayesian regularised neural networks
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide
GI Gastrointestinal
GPs Gaussian processes
HTS High-throughput screening
KNNs k-nearest neighbors
LFERs Linear free-energy relationships
log D7.4 logarithmof the distribution coefficient between n-octanol andwater at

pH 7.4
log P logarithm of the partition coefficient of the neutral form of the

compound between n-octanal and water
LSER Linear solvation energy relationship
MAD Maximum absorbable dose
MLR Multiple linear regression
n Number of compounds within the training/test set
PCB Polychlorinated biphenyl
pH Acidity of solution measured represented as �logarithm10 of the

activity of hydronium ions in solution
PLS Partial least squares
PSA Polar surface area (dynamic or static – calculated from 2D or 3D

structure as defined)
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationship
RMSE Root mean square error of predictions – average deviation of the

predictions from the measured value for a test set
s Standard error
SD Sample standard deviation
SVMs Support vector machines
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Symbols

2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
logP log10(n-octanol–water partition coefficient)
log Sol log10(solubility measured according to the defined protocol) – usually,

on molar scale
MP Melting point
pKa Ionization constant
r Correlation coefficient
R2 Coefficient of variation of the fitted multivariate model

4.1
Introduction

Although the pharmaceutical industry has over 100 years of experience in drug
discovery, attrition through clinical development remains refractory to our efforts to
use experience andmodern tools to successfully design drugs. Compound toxicology
remains a major cause for uncontrolled attrition. While we seek a detailed under-
standing of the linkage between molecular mechanisms, in vivo toxicity, and adverse
drug reactions in humans, increasing focus is now being placed upon exercising
control of the simplest of molecular properties, molecular weight, lipophilicity, and
drug solubility [1]. Ideally, we would wish to exercise control through the accurate
prediction of these properties at the point of design of chemical targets, prior to
synthesis; hence, there is an increasing focus upon the development of accurate
computational models of these properties. In this chapter, we will focus upon the
prediction of one of the most important properties, solubility.
Solubility is widely regarded as one of the most difficult physical properties to

predict. But when building predictive solubility models, or in fact any model, one
needs to answer a number of questions: what solubility measures are required to be
modeled? Do we have a suitable data set on which to build a computational model?
What descriptors and whatmodelingmethods should be used?How accurate are the
models required to be? What is the influence of the domain of applicability? Do we
know when good predictions have been made? In this chapter, we will highlight
recent research, in an attempt to answer these key questions in solubility modeling.

4.2
What Solubility Measures to Model?

Solubility is a fundamental compound quality indicator and plays a critical role in
many aspects of drug research. Although most research has focused uponmodeling
solubility in water or aqueous buffered solutions, solubility in other milieu may be
equally important.
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Oral solid dosage forms need to dissolve with high enough solubility in gastroin-
testinal (GI) fluids and rapidly enough relative to GI transit time to provide sufficient
systemic exposure. The amount ofmaterial ultimately absorbed after an oral dosewill
depend, among other factors, upon the dose, the solid-state form, the rate and extent
of dissolution in the gastrointestinal milieu, and the GI transit time, as well as the
dissolved drug�s inherent permeability.
A number ofmathematicalmodels have been developed to describe the interplay of

solubility and these physiological parameters to model drug absorption. The most
simplistic model is the maximal absorbable dose (MAD) calculation. The MAD
calculation combines the amount of drug that can dissolve to forma saturated solution
in water equal in volume to the small intestinal volume, with an estimate of the
absorption rate and the small intestinal transit time. The maximal absorbable dose is
then related to the dose required to achieve the desired therapeutic effect [2]. If the
estimatedMADismuchgreater than thepredicted dose to achieve a therapeutic effect,
this can give confidence enough to take the drug toward clinical use. Predictions of
aqueous solubility may then be useful in predicting the extent of absorption in man.
The MAD calculation penalizes low-solubility compounds, as the predicted

maximum absorbable dose, limited by solubility, may be less than the predicted
human dose. Low-soluble compounds may result in an acceptable prediction for
poorly soluble drugs if the predicted dose is also low. A recent validation study has
reported that theMAD calculation underestimates the known human dose range for
low aqueous solubility clinical drugs. This is because poorly aqueous soluble drugs
often show enhanced solubility in gastric fluids. Measurement of solubility in either
aspirated human intestinal fluids or simulated intestinalfluids is oftenmore relevant
to poorly soluble lipophilic drugs, as the bile salts, for example, have a significant
enhancing effect on solubility [3]. Food may also have a significant solubility-
enhancing effect by altering gastric emptying time and affecting the solubility of
drugs. Computational models predicting solubility in intestinal fluids may be a
promising future area for research.
More sophisticated approaches to predict the extent of oral absorption of drugs use

mathematical models based on the known physiology and utilizing simple physico-
chemical measurements as input. The GastroPlus [4] program is a commercial tool
that utilizes an advanced compartmental and transit model, based on the work of
Amidon and Yu [5], and allows what–if questions to be posed to enable pharmaceuti-
cal optimization (see Chapter 17). For instance, the impact of morphology, formula-
tion, and/or particle size changes, and sensitivity analysis to include errors in
parameters on the prediction, can be considered.
Once absorbed, the drug needs to stay in solution as it equilibrates with all the body

compartments. For extensively renally cleared drugs, precipitation or crystallization
in the kidneys is a particular concern, as it leads to crystalluria [6, 7]. Changes in pH
and salt concentrations in the kidneys, the therapeutic dose required, and the rate of
renal clearance will affect the risk of crystalluria. Computational models predicting
solubility at differing pH valuesmay be useful in the context of renally cleared drugs.
Controlled dissolution froma formulationmay be critical for the control of duration

of drug action. Extended release formulations are useful formost drug delivery routes.
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For instance, fluticasone propionate is dosed topically to the lung via metered dose
inhalers or dry-powder inhalers, and its high lipophilicity and low aqueous solubility
are important for the drug�s pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profile [8, 9].
Modelspredicting solubility in specific formulations, ormodelspredictingdissolution
rate, may be useful in formulation development and drug delivery.
Solubility in nonaqueous solvents is also important in drugdiscovery. For instance,

solubility in DMSO underpins most in vitro screening, and HTS depends upon the
long-term stability of solutions of compounds in DMSO in screening collections.
Although solubility is seldom a limiting factor in chemical synthesis in the drug
discovery phase, as drug development progresses, solubility can be a limiting factor
in large-scale synthetic processes. Tetko has published one of the first studies
describing DMSO solubility models [10]. Published data sets with 20–70 000 cases
exist, but they are only categorical in nature. Using commonmodelingmethods such
as random forests, recursive partitioning, and linear discriminant analysis produced
classification models with 70–80% successful classification of random test sets.
Computational models for predicting solubility in DMSO and other nonaqueous
solvents are an area for further research throughout the discovery process.
It is apparent from the preceding discussion that there are many choices over

solubility measures on which to base a computational model, and data sets and
models are sparse beyond solubility in water or aqueous buffered solutions.

4.3
Is the Data Set Suitable for Modeling?

Solubility is a complex property, and this complexity confounds our ability to develop
computational models to predict it. Most computational solubility models are empiri-
cal QSPRmodels, trained on solubility data sets either sourced from the literature and
corporate databases or generated specifically for thepurposes ofmodeling.Hence, it is
not surprising that the quality of the computational model depends on the quality of
the data set of experimental measurements used to train the model.
The solubility measure describes the concentration reached in solution, when a

pure phase of the material is allowed to dissolve in the solvent for a defined period of
time, at a defined temperature (and pressure). Most often for pharmaceutical
purposes, the pure phase is a solid, ideally a crystalline solid, and the liquid is water
or a buffered aqueous solution, at a controlled temperature (often 25 or 37 �C) and
ambient pressure. The purity of the solid can have a large effect on measured
solubility. Solubility can be measured in water or in pH-controlled buffers. In water,
the extent of solubility for ionizable compounds will depend upon the pKa values and
the nature of the counterion. In pH-controlled aqueous buffered solution, at
equilibrium, the solubility will depend upon the compound�s intrinsic solubility,
its pKa, and the ionic strength. It may also depend upon the relative solubility of the
initial added compound and the solubility of the salt formed by the compound with
the buffer salts, with which the solidmay equilibrate. In any buffer or solvent system,
the measured solubility may depend on the time of sampling, as solubility kinetics
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may be important. Sampling at different time points may prove useful not only to
define the thermodynamic equilibrium solubility but also sometimes to describe the
kinetics of dissolution. The �undissolved� solid may also change its morphology
during the experiment. As one solid-state formdissolves and another crystallizes, the
solubility measured at the end of an experiment may therefore be the solubility of a
form different from the one the experiment began with.
In generating data sets of solubility measurements for modeling purposes, the

degree of control of the parameters discussed above will undoubtedly contribute
to, or compromise, the accuracy and precision of any predictive model built upon
them. Taskinen and Norinder in their recent comprehensive survey [11] of data
sources for solubility models commented that inadequate documentation made it
difficult to assess whether many data sets represent suitably consistent values
regarding thermodynamics or ionization for modeling purposes. For these rea-
sons, an ideal data set for in silico modeling would be one from a single laboratory,
measured under a consistent and controlled experimental protocol with an
understood precision. Ideally, the conditions will be relevant to the end point
being optimized and the solid-state form of the compounds being studied should
be known before and after the experiment. Most data sets used as the basis for
solubility models do not conform to this idealized description. This may contribute
to the perceived lack of accuracy and precision of solubility models in general.
Bergstr€om [12]made an interesting discussion about the advantages of the various

methods of measuring solubility and permeability. Bergstr€om showed that some
methods, such as kinetic measurement of solubility by precipitation of a DMSO
solution, by adding increasing amounts of aqueous buffer, can only lead to a
qualitative classification in terms of low, intermediate, and high solubility. As a
consequence, these results can only be used in classification predictions. On the
contrary, if quantitative models are looked for, more labor-intensive and maybe less-
automated methods are needed to collect more precise data of solubility and
permeability. Bergstr€om emphasizes the need of a database of good, accurate, and
reproducible measurements to produce good predictive models. Even if we have a
good database, descriptors, and mathematical tools to make a goodmodel, there will
remain the problem of applicability of the model to various chemical spaces.
The quality of measured data is often a problem in the research environment

where the various batches of a compound show different measured solubility. In an
in-house study at AstraZeneca, 75% of repeated measures on the same batch were
found to have a standard deviation (SD) of less than 0.29 log unit, whereas the
corresponding figure for the interbatch averagemeasurements reached 0.49 log unit
and 10% of these interbatch measurements had a variability of more than 0.81 log
unit. This discrepancywas tentatively explained by the differences in solid state of the
samples issued from different batches. Although an attractive hypothesis, and
supported by the data, this suggested explanation is not supported by Delaney [13],
who holds that the difference of physical state between compounds is not important
to the accuracy of the solubility prediction, and by the recent study of Bergstr€om and
coworkers [14], who show that the solubility of poorly soluble compounds is limited
more by their weak solvation ability than by their solid state.
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4.4
Descriptors and Modeling Methods for Developing Solubility Models

The choice of descriptors is not always clear-cut. The time required to calculate
elaborate descriptors by quantum methods is not always justified compared to the
results obtained with simpler and more rapidly calculated descriptors. For example,
Bergstr€om [12] compared 2Dpolar surface area (PSA)with 3DPSAand static, instead
of dynamic, calculations. No definitive gain was obtained by using the most
sophisticated method(s) of calculating PSA descriptors.
There is no such clear-cut judgment about the statistical methods of modeling

solubility. There are models as simple as the relationship between logP and melting
point (MP), established some time ago by Yalkowsky and coworkers, and the very
complex linear solvation energy relationships (LSERs). The limitation of the simple
Yalkowsky relationship is that it uses two variables, obtained with accuracy only by
measurement, and thus the simple relationship turns out to be very complicated
when calculated logP and MP are used.
Among the recent reviews, the most comprehensive one is by Dearden [15]. In his

review, he discusses the fundamentals of aqueous solubility, which lead to the
Yalkowsky equation. Dearden also reviews the oldest approaches of predicting
aqueous solubility, from a very simple fragment-based approach of 1924 to the
numerous approaches post-1990, for which he made an extensive tabular
comparison.
Delaney [13] describes the solubilization mechanism as controlled by a double

phenomenon: the affinity of the compound for itself and the affinity of the compound
for the solvent. The latter effect is simply described either by the logP property or by
very sophisticated methods such as statistical thermodynamic or quantum mecha-
nical techniques. These very intensive calculation methods have not yet proved their
superiority over the simpler and faster methods that tend to mimic the successful
logP fragment calculator.
The effects of solid-state structure on solubility are even more complicated and so

far less successful to calculate, if we exclude some very crude methods of entropy of
melting estimation by evaluating the number of rotatable bonds and the symmetry of
the molecule. But Delaney estimates that the error on calculation of the compound–
compound interaction is small (about half a log unit) compared to the potential error
due to the compound–solvent interaction that can be estimated as 2 log units. It is
even possible to neglect the variation of themelting points of compounds by using an
average value of 125 �C for all compounds without influencing the accuracy of the
prediction. This latter argument justifies the use of empirical approaches that neglect
the fundamental mechanisms of solubilization but try to correlate the measured
values with various calculated descriptors more or less related to the solubility-like
parameters accounting for hydrogen bonding or solvent cavity formation. This is
reassuring, as the use of solid-state descriptors would first require the ab initio
prediction of the solid-state structure of compounds, which even for simple com-
pounds is still in its infancy. In this part of his review, Delaney emphasizes the fact
that linear methods are suitable for restricted homogeneous series, whereas large
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data sets of diverse chemistry should be treated by nonlinear methods. Delaney
surveys the various mathematical tools that have been successfully used in the data
regression without pointing out a simplemethod, or a group ofmethods, whichmay
be better than others. Delaney, similar to many other authors, concludes that the
quality of the data is of primary importance and that there are some problems not yet
fully solved, such the prediction of charged compounds at various pH values and
DMSO solubilities. The influence of the crystal stability on solubility and the success
of the Yalkowsky equation have initiated many attempts at predicting the melting
point.
A recent publication relates the work of Varnek et al. [16] on this subject. The

authors have gathered a database of 717 compounds with measured melting points.
These compounds were all bromides of nitrogen-containing organic cations. They
used associative neural network (ASNN), k-nearest neighbors (KNNs), support vector
machines (SVMs), and multiple linear regression (MLR). Their validation method
was a leave-one-fifth-out method, that is, they built five models on four-fifths of the
data using one-fifth of the data reserved for the validation set. The five subvalidation
sets were combined to form the internal validation set. Similar to all leave-n-out
validation methods, these internal validation sets will contain close analogs of the
training sets, but it does not seem that there is another goodmethod to validate such
models. The results show that there is a slight advantage of using the nonlinear
method and that an RMSE of around 40 �C can be achieved.
Nigsch et al. [17, 18] made a similar attempt; by using a k-nearest neighbors

algorithm with a genetic parameter optimization on a training set of 4110 diverse
organic molecules and 277 drugs, they obtained an RMSE of 42.2 �C. They explained
that the remaining error is due to �the lack of information about the interactions in
the liquid state.�

4.5
Comparing Literature Solubility Models

The reviews published by Bergstr€om [12] and Delaney [13] in 2005 and Dearden [15]
in 2006 give good overviews of the predictive solubility literature.
But the main problem with the multitude of solubility models is how to compare

them?The onlyway to obtain an objective judgment of their predictive power is to test
each model using a common external test set. For this purpose, Dearden made a
compilation of results from21models,whose authors published results of a common
test set comprising 20 drugs and pesticides and one PCB, as it was initially used by
Yalkowsky and Banerjee to evaluate their own model. A summary of the most
homogeneous results from these models is reproduced in Table 4.1.
This comparison is very useful, but one must keep in mind that 20 molecules in a

test set does not represent a large chemical space, and although it constitutes a
comparative test, it does not prove that the models are predictive for any drug-like
molecule, as we shall discuss later. Dearden widens his comparative study to 17
commercially available programs able to predict solubility. The comparisonwas done
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with a common test set of 122 compounds with accurately measured intrinsic
solubility in pure water. In judging the results, one must be careful of the fact that
some or evenmost of the 122 test compoundsmay have been used on the training set
of the software concerned. Keeping in mind this possibility, the standard error of the
log Sol of commercial software has a range of 0.47–1.96 with a median at 0.95 log
unit. Dearden points out that the best scores, around 0.50, reach the limits of the
experimental errors of solubility measurements [18, 19]. A good method to compare
the commercially available software is to evaluate the percentage of compounds that
are well predicted with an error less than 0.5 log unit and the percentage of
compounds that have an acceptable error less than 1 log unit, as shown in Table 4.2.
Schwaighofer et al. [19] have done a remarkable work by gathering solubility data

on 23 516 compounds from literature sources that after data cleaning led to reliable
solubility measurements on 3307 neutral compounds combined with data from
about 1100 compounds, mainly electrolytes, which have been measured in-house.
They also used data on 704 compounds, which were used by Huuskonen and
numerous other researchers. The complete database was used either to predict pure
solubility of neutral compounds or to predict solubility at a given pH for neutral
compounds and electrolytes. Apart from using a comprehensive database, the main
originality of thiswork is the use ofGaussian process (GP) as themathematical tool to
build the models. GPs are techniques from the field of Gaussian statistics, and
similar to the Bayesian regularized neural networks (BRNNs) [20], they have the great
advantage to allow an evaluation of the prediction error for the individual predicted
solubilities. Their model achieves a performance, as measured by the RMSE,
comparable to commercial packages at around 0.6 log unit on neutral compounds,

Table 4.1 Aqueous solubility prediction studies using the Yalkowsky and Banerjee test set [15].

Author Year of
publication

Compounds
in training set

Compounds
in test set

Std of
training set

Std of
test set

Yalkowsky 1992 41 21 0.50 0.79
Klopman 1992 483 21 0.53 1.25
Yalkowsky 1993 41 19 0.39 1.34
Kuhner 1995 694 21 0.38 1.05
Huuskonen 1998 160 21 0.46 1.25
Huuskonen 2000 884 21 0.47 0.63
Huuskonen 2000 675 21 0.52 0.75
Huuskonen 2001 674 21 0.58 0.84
Livingstone 2001 552 21 0.52 0.77
Liu 2001 1033 21 0.70 0.93
Yan 2003 797 21 0.50 0.77
Wegner 2003 1016 21 0.52 0.79
Butina 2003 2688 11 0.61 0.94
Yan 2003 741 21 0.51 0.80
Hou 2004 878 21 0.59 0.64
Delaney 2004 2874 21 0.97 0.78
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while it is much better on electrolytes with an RMSE of 0.77, compared to well above
1 log unit for commercial packages on the same validation set.
Du-Cuny et al. [21] have used a large data set of 2473 compounds likely to be more

�drug-like� as they are from their own employer�s pharmaceutical company collec-
tion. The originalities of their work are

. modeling of intrinsic solubility (log 1/S0);

. use of 170 structural fragment descriptors and four fragment-based correction
factors;

. use of 81 congeneric series indices.

The obtained PLS model gave R2¼ 0.81 on an independent test set of 958
compounds. This measure of predictivity is optimistic, since the test set was selected
in amanner favorable to good prediction. The initial data set of 2473 compounds was
clustered and the singletons were eliminated. Then the remaining data set was
randomized and the training set and test set were selected. Therefore, the members
of the test set were very likely not too far from members of the training set, thus
leading to better prediction statistics. The authors submitted their test set to
prediction with a commercial software that led to a poor R2¼ 0.10. Although the
figure of 0.81 obtainedwith theirmodel is probably optimistic, the improvement over
R2¼ 0.10 obtained withWSKOWWIN is large enough to conclude the superiority of
the models developed using in-house data over the commercial models.

Table 4.2 Predictive ability of some commercially available
software for aqueous solubility, based on a 122-compound test set
of drugs [15].

Software Percentage of compounds predicted within

�0.5 log unit �1.0 log unit

SimulationsPlus 65 91
Admensa 72 87
Pharma Algorithms ADME Boxes 59 87
ChemSilico 60 86
ACDLabs 59 85
ALogS 52 81
PredictionBase 47 81
ESOL 55 79
MOLPRO 62 78
Absolv 2 44 75
QikProp 48 79
SPARC 43 73
Cerius ADME 38 73
WSKOWWIN 41 67
ADMEWORKS Predictor 34 66
AlogP98 38 62
CHEMICALC 23 46
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AsDu-Cuny et al. [21] have described, it is tempting to derive the intrinsic solubility
from ameasurement of the solubility at a given pH andmeasured pKa and using the
Henderson–Hasselbalch equation. Hansen et al. [22] followed a reverse path. They
built an intrinsic solubility model from intrinsic solubility data and, using a
calculated pKa from a commercial tool, predicted the pH-dependent solubility of
a validation set of 27 drugs with experimentally determined pH-dependent solubility
profile, to obtain an RMSE of 0.79 log unit. Bergstr€om et al. [23] have shown that one
must be very cautious in doing this kind of calculation. They measured a set of 25
monoamine compounds. TheHenderson–Hasselbalch equation shows a slope of�1
for the relationships of solubility log unit with pH. The Bergstr€om et al. measure-
ments reveal that�1 is very rarely observed since the experimental slopes range from
�0.5 to�8.6. This is explained by various experimental conditions leading to dimers,
aggregates, andmicelles and also to the presence of counterions withmulti-ionizable
sites. The consequences of these observations are that solubility measurements are
extremely difficult to obtain with a reproducible and reliable quality.
In his review, Dearden [15] has tabulated the statistical characteristics of nearly 90

models published between 1990 and 2005 in a chronological order. If we exclude two
studies showing very low standard error of estimate (s¼ 0.08 and 0.19), which
according to Dearden are probably heavily overfitted models, and a model having a
very high s¼ 2.4, the remaining reported data of s and RMSE have a mean value of
0.57 log unit, whichfits quite well with the generally acceptedfigure of 0.6 log unit for
the experimental error of the solubility measurements. But the data show a remark-
able increase with time. Dearden points out that the first studies to use drugs in the
training set did not appear until 1998; shortly after, Lipinski et al. published their
study on the rule-of-5 [24]. If we separate the s andRMSE published before 1998 from
the ones published after that year, we observe a clear increase from 0.41 log unit for
the pre-1998 data to 0.62 for the post-1998 data. Even after 1998, the increasing trend
is shown with an average of 0.49 in 2000 to an average of 0.67 for the models
published in 2004. The difference between these twofigures is statistically significant
at the 0.05 level of a Student t-test. The results for the other years show the trend,
although they do not show a statistical difference from each other (Table 4.3).
The reasons for the degradation of modeling performance are unclear. Dearden

proposed that there are more andmore drugs involved in the modeling process. It is
probably true, but there is no fundamental difference between a chemical entity

Table 4.3 Variation of the mean RMSE of the models published between 2000 and 2004.

Year of publication Mean RMSE Number of publications

2000 0.49 7
2001 0.62 9
2002 0.60 11
2003 0.65 15
2004 0.67 11
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being �drug� and another a �nondrug.� Since Dearden�s data consider statistics
obtained on training sets, the results should at least be stable or should rather
improve with the improvement of modeling processes and of the descriptors sets.
Any difference explainable by the usual more complex and higher molecular weight
of drug-like compounds should be seen only on validation results.

4.6
What Is the Influence of the Domain of Applicability?

As highlighted by Bergstr€om [12], the problem of the applicability domain of a
model has not been definitively solved. Stanforth et al. [25, 26] have recently
addressed this problem by clustering the training set by a k-means clustering
algorithm in the descriptors space. Then, the distance to domain was evaluated and
correlated to the error of the model. Their method compares well with other
methods of evaluating the distance to model to estimate the likely error of the
prediction. In a similar manner, Bruneau and McElroy [20] set up a method that
used the average of the Mahalanobis distances to the three nearest neighbors,
calculated in the descriptors space to describe the distance to the models. These
authors show a very good dependency of the RMSE of a logD7.4 model on the
calculated distance from the model. They also show that the standard deviation of
the prediction obtained by sampling a few hundreds of BRNNs is also a very good
indication of the likely error of the model.
Bruneau has demonstrated the importance of domain of applicability of solubility

models using three training set/test set pairs described by the same set of descriptors
and using the same modeling method, Bayesian neural networks with automatic
relevance determination variable selection [26]. He defined internal proprietary
training and test sets and �public� training and test sets from the literature. A
combined data set representing both �public� and �in-house� proprietary data was
also constructed. The �public� compounds were on average smaller, less lipophilic,
andmore soluble than the proprietary drug-like compounds. He showed that similar
resultswere obtained from the �public�model applied to a �public� validation setwith
an RMSE ¼ 0.84 log unit and the so-called �in-house� model applied to �in-house�
validation set with an RMSE ¼ 0.78 log unit. This would be judged as two equivalent
models with similar performance from a publication point of view. But when the
validation sets were crossed over, the �public�model gave an RMSE ¼ 1.0 on the �in-
house� validation set, and the �in-house� model� gave an RMSE ¼ 1.88 on the
�public� validation set. It is clear that even models with apparently similar perfor-
mancesmay give very different results when applied to different data sets. It must be
noted that the �in-house� model had much more difficulties in predicting �public�
data than the reverse. This was explained by the higher diversity of the �public�
database compared to the �in-house� database, which is more series dependent. To
solve this, Bruneau combined the training and test set databases and obtained a
�mixed�model that when applied to the �public� validation set gave an RMSE ¼ 0.82
and when applied to the �in-house� validation set gave an RMSE ¼ 0.79. The
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predictions from the literature model for each test set were then binned by the
distance to the training space of the �public� model, and the test set�s RMSE values
were analyzed per distance bin. It was concluded that once the distance to the training
set model space was considered, the literature model now performed similarly on all
three test sets, when bins of a similar distancewere compared as shown in Figure 4.1.
This analysis is very revealing. It suggests that comparing different computational

models on common test sets may not be a very useful exercise. It does tell you which
model predicts that particular test set well, but this gives little information on the
relative generalizability of themodels. The dependence of predictive performance on
distance-to-model must be taken into account. As Bruneau states, �It is utopian to
expect that a model can predict any structure.� This view may undermine many
reports in the literature, but the most important consideration is how well does a
particular model predict �my test set of interest� or, more importantly, how well does
the model predict the next compound I am going to make.

Figure 4.1 Distance-to-model versus RMSE.
Solid circles represent �public model� applied to
�public� validation set. Open circles represent
�public� model applied to �in-house� validation
set. The missing open circles correspond to the
lack of examples in the corresponding bin. lt0.5,
lt1.0, lt1.5, and lt2.0 stand for bins of the
Mahalanobis distances of compounds to be

tested to the nearest compounds in the training
set of less than 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 distance
arbitrary units, respectively. mt2.0 stands for bin
of the Mahalanobis distances of compounds to
be tested to the nearest compounds in the
training set of more than 2.0 distance arbitrary
units [26].
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4.7
Can We Tell when Good Predictions Are Made?

Whatever the results of training sets, and test sets, the users ask what is the best
model to use? The question is difficult, and even impossible, to answer from the
publisheddata on training and validation sets. This is because the performance of any
model on any particular test set will heavily depend on the distance of the test set
compounds to the training setmodel space, as well as the inherent predictive poser of
themodel itself, as has beendescribed in the previous section. The onlyway to answer
this question is for the users to try the models on their own data sets.
The modelers of physical properties face a difficult situation: they are satisfied

when theirmodels have anRMSEon validation set of less than the fatidic one order of
magnitude, but at the same time themedicinal chemists are frustratedwhen they use
the model in their own projects. The discrepancy of judgments is explained on pure
statistical elements. An RMSE of 0.8 log unit on a global model of solubility validated
on a validation set spreading from�2 to 8 log unit with an SD of say 5 log units leads
to a very satisfactory r2 of nearly 1, which classified themodel as very good.When the
medicinal chemist uses the model on his own data, the spread of which is often
narrowed tomaybe two orders ofmagnitude with an SD of say 1 log unit, he observes
a deceptive r2 of 0.36. The situation is usually evenworse since the series onwhich the
chemist is workingmight be poorly represented in the training set, and the RMSE of
the model on this new series may well be higher than the SD of the measured data
leading to an evenmore disappointing negative r2. The usual answer to this problem
is often a request for �local� models. This approach may sometime be successful,
especially when linear regression methods are used, since these methods are able to
pick up �local� specificities.
So why cannot we improve the models? Johnson [27] attempts to answer this

disturbing question. Although his discussion is centered on QSAR, it has many
common points relevant to QSPR, which is used in the field of solubility modeling.
He concludes that we should not be led bymere statistics that too often dictates what
is good orwrong, but rather by scientific rationale, experimental design, and personal
observation.

4.8
Conclusions

The literature and commercial companies abound with computational solubility
models. Many data sets have been studied, with many different descriptor sets, and
using amultitude of statisticalmethods. It appears that diverse drug-like data sets are
often predicted by our best methods with an RMSE of 0.8–1 log unit. This compares
with an error in replicate measurements of approximately 0.5 log unit. A common
view is that there is still room for improvement in the computational modeling of
solubility. There are a number of suggestions that the quality control of the ideal data
set is still lacking. This may be true for some literature data set compilations, but it is
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less likely to be the case for proprietary data sets described by large pharmaceutical
companies, where a large number of compounds have been measured through
single well-controlled assays. There may be further work that could be done to
describe the solute–solute interactions in the solid state, but this may be very
challenging and may be a minor controlling factor compared to the importance of
solvation, which is well described by current QSAR descriptors. Maybe an RMSE of
0.7–0.8, as observed on diverse test sets predicted by a number of models, is the best
one should expect to be able to achieve. When distance to the training set model
space of the test set is considered, compounds closest to the training sets may be
predicted close to the replicate error in measurement. The problem then reduces to
keeping the training set space of your computational model close to the compounds
you wish to predict and building your computational model to predict to the most
relevant end point.
One should always keep in mind that a correlation established on a training set

between descriptors and experimental data may not be an indication of causation.
Without the causation factor, that is, the descriptors explain the phenomenon that
induces the variation in the data, it is unlikely that the model can predict any so far
unknown molecular feature. Of course, this is the heart of molecular modeling and
this iswhy themodels are so dependent on thedistance to themodel space. All you can
do to gain confidence in yourmodel is to assess the predictivity of yourmodel on your
compounds. You can do this by testing the model on compounds synthesized and
tested subsequent to themodel derivation,with the test set similar to the compound(s)
required to be predicted, and consider the effect of distance tomodel in the prediction
errors. Once one has built confidence that the model has some predictive power on
similar compounds of interest, a judgment has to be made whether the predictivity
achieved has the resolution required for the purpose in hand. If it does have, then all
that is left is to hold your breath and make a real prediction. As Niels Bohr said,
�Predictions are difficult, especially those of the future.� In the end, you have to take
your chances that your model really does have enough control of solubility to guide
to you to your goal, and this chance is often worth taking than leaving solubility to
random chance.
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5
Physicochemical Approaches to Drug Absorption
Han van de Waterbeemd

Abbreviations

1D, 2D, 3D One-, two-, three-dimensional
ACD Advanced Chemistry Development (software, vendor)
ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
BBB Blood–brain barrier
BMC Biopartitioning micellar chromatography
BNN Bayesian neural networks
Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon
CHIs Chromatographic hydrophobicity indices
CNS Central nervous system
DCE 1,2-Dichloroethane
DMPK Drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide
FaSSIF Fasting-state simulated artificial intestinal fluid
HB Hydrogen bonding
HDMs Hexadecane membranes
HSA Human serum albumin
HTS High-throughput screening
IAM Immobilized artificial membrane
ILC Immobilized liposome chromatography
IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
MAD Maximum absorbable dose
MEKC Micellar electrokinetic chromatography
M&S Modeling and simulation
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
PAMPA Parallel artificial membrane permeation assay
PASS Prediction of activity spectra for substances
PBPK Physiologically based pharmacokinetic modeling
P-gp P-glycoprotein
PK Pharmacokinetic(s)
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PPB Plasma protein binding
PSA Polar surface area (A

� 2)
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationship
RP-HPLC Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
SPR Surface plasmon resonance
TLC Thin-layer chromatography
UWL Unstirred water layer
WDI World Drug Index

Symbols

AD Cross-sectional area (A
� 2)

Brij35 Polyoxyethylene(23)lauryl ether
ClogP Calculated logarithm of the octanol/water partition coefficient

(for neutral species)
CLOGP Daylight/Biobyte computer program for the calculation of logP
D Distribution coefficient (often in octanol/water)
diff(logPN�I) Difference between logPN and logPI

DlogP Difference between logP in octanol/water and alkane/water
ka Transintestinal rate absorption constant (min�1)
Ka Dissociation constant
ElogD Experimental logD based on an HPLC method
logD Logarithm of the distribution coefficient, usually in octanol/

water at pH 7.4
logD7.4 Logarithm of the distribution coefficient, in octanol/water at

pH 7.4
logP Logarithm of the partition coefficient, usually in octanol/water

(for neutral species)
logPI Logarithm of the partition coefficient of a given compound in its

fully ionized form, usually in octanol/water
logPN Logarithm of the partition coefficient of a given compound in

its neutral form, usually in octanol/water
MW Molecular weight (Da)
P Partition coefficient (often in octanol/water)
Papp Permeability constant measured in Caco-2 or PAMPA assay

(cm/min)
pKa Ionization constant in water
PPB% Percentage plasma protein binding
S Solubility (mg/ml)
SITT Small intestinal transit time (4.5 h¼ 270min)
SIWV Small intestinal water volume (250ml)
V Volume (ml or l)
Vdss Volume of distribution at steady state (l/kg)
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5.1
Introduction

An important part of the optimization process of potential leads to candidates suitable
for clinical trials is the detailed study of the absorption, distribution,metabolism, and
excretion (ADME) characteristics of themost promising compounds. Experience has
learned that physicochemical properties play a key role in drug metabolism and
pharmacokinetics (DMPK) [1–5]. In 1995, 2000, and 2004, specialized but very well-
attended meetings were held to discuss the role of logP and other physicochemical
properties in drug research and lead profiling, and the reader is referred to the
proceedings for a highly recommended reading on this subject [4, 6, 7].
The molecular structure is at the basis of physicochemical, DMPK, and safety/

toxicity properties as outlined in Figure 5.1. Measurement and prediction of
physicochemical properties are relatively easy compared to those of DMPK and
safety properties, where biological factors come into play. However, DMPK and
toxicity properties depend to a certain extent on the physicochemical properties of
compounds as these dictate the degree of access to biological systems such as
enzymes and transporters.
The change in work practice toward high-throughput screening (HTS) in biology

using combinatorial libraries has also increased the demand for more physicochem-
ical and ADME data. There has been an increasing interest in physicochemical hits
and leads profiling in recent years, using both in vitro and in silico approaches [8–11].
This chapter will review the key physicochemical properties, both how they can be
measured and how they can be calculated in some cases. Chemical stability [12] is
beyond the scope of this chapter, but is obviously important for a successful drug
candidate.
The need and precision of a particular physicochemical property for decision

making in a drug discovery project depend on the stage in the drug discovery process
(see Figure 5.2). While calculated simple filters may be sufficient in library design,

Figure 5.1 Dependency of DMPK and safety/toxicity properties
on structural and physicochemical properties.
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more experimental data are required in lead optimization. Striking the right balance
between computational and experimental predictions is an important challenge in
cost-efficient and successful drug discovery.
Physicochemical properties are considerably interrelated as visualized in

Figure 5.3. The medicinal chemist should bear in mind that modifying one often
means changing other physicochemical properties and hence indirectly influencing
DMPK and safety profile of the compound.

5.2
Physicochemical Properties and Pharmacokinetics

5.2.1
DMPK

The study of DMPK has changed from a descriptive to a much more predictive
science [3]. This is driven by great progress in bioanalytics, development of in vitro
assays and in silico modeling and simulation (M&S), and much better basic under-
standing of the processes. Thus, and fortunately, ADME-related attrition has lowered
from about 40% in 1990 to about 10% in 2005 [13].

5.2.2
Lipophilicity, Permeability, and Absorption

As an example of the role of physicochemical properties in DMPK, the properties
relevant to oral absorption are described in Figure 5.4. It is important to note that

Figure 5.2 The drug discovery process.

Figure 5.3 Dependencies between various physicochemical properties.
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these properties are not independent but closely related to each other.Oral absorption
is the percentage of drug takenup from the gastrointestinal lumen into the portal vein
blood. The processes involved are a combination of physicochemical and biological
processes (transporters, metabolizing enzymes). The transfer process through a
membrane without any biological component is often called permeability. It can be
mimicked in an artificial membrane such as the PAMPA (parallel artificial mem-
brane permeation assay) setup (see Section 5.8.1). However, in vivo permeability
cannot bemeasured in isolation frombiological events. All so-called in vitromeasures
for permeability are nothing else than different types of lipophilicity measures. In
plotting oral absorption (percentage or fraction) against any �permeability� or
lipophilicity scale (see Figure 5.5), one observes a trend indicating that higher
permeability or lipophilicity leads to better absorption. Often a plateau is observed
too, indicating that such relationships are in fact nonlinear and can be approached by

Figure 5.4 Importance of physicochemical properties on
permeability, absorption, and bioavailability [16] (copyright
Elsevier).

Figure 5.5 Relationships between oral absorption and
permeability/lipophilicity. In reality, these relationships are most
likely sigmoidal, that is, more complex than these trends indicate.
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a sigmoidal function. Several lipophilicity scales can be related to each other via a
Collander (Equation 5.1) or an extended Collander relationship (Equation 5.2) by
adding a parameter for the difference in hydrogen bonding (HB) between the two
solvent systems. The equivalent for relating, for example, PAMPA scales to each
other, or PAMPA with Caco-2, has been published as well [14, 15].

log P1 ¼ a log P2 þ b; ð5:1Þ

log P1 ¼ p log P2 þ qHBþ r: ð5:2Þ
Instead of using surrogate measures for oral absorption with a lipophilicity or

permeability assay in vitro, oral absorption can also be estimated in silico by using
human oral absorption data from the literature [16]. These data are rather sparse
because oral absorption is not systematically measured in clinical trials. The data are
also skewed towardhigh absorption compounds. In addition, interindividual variabil-
ity is important, about 15%. Of course, absorption can also depend on dose and
formulation.Therefore, early estimates are only roughguides toget theballpark right.

5.2.3
Estimation of Volume of Distribution from Physical Chemistry

The distribution of a drug in the body is largely driven by its physicochemical
properties and in part for some compounds by the contribution of transporter
proteins [17]. By using the Oie–Tozer equation and estimates for ionization (pKa),
plasma protein binding (PPB), and lipophilicity (logD7.4), quite robust predictions
for the volume of distribution at steady state (Vdss), often within twofold of the
observed value, can be made [18].

5.2.4
Plasma Protein Binding and Physicochemical Properties

Although the percentage of binding to plasmaproteins (PPB%) is an important factor
in pharmacokinetics and is a determinant in the actual dosage regimen (frequency), it
isnot important for thedailydose size [3]. Thedailydose is determinedby the required
freeorunboundconcentrationofdrug required for efficacy [3]. Lipophilicity is amajor
driverofPPB%[19,20].Theeffectof thepresenceofnegative (acids)orpositive (bases)
charges has different impacts on binding to human serum albumin (HSA), as
negatively charged compounds bind more strongly to HSA than would be expected
from the lipophilicity of the ionized species at pH 7.4 [19, 20] (see Figure 5.6).

5.3
Dissolution and Solubility

Each cellularmembrane can be considered as a combination of physicochemical and
biological barriers to drug transport. Poor physicochemical properties may some-
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times be overcome by an active transportmechanism. Before any absorption can take
place at all, the first important properties to consider are dissolution and solubility
[21a]. Many cases of solubility-limited absorption have been reported and therefore
solubility is now seen as a property to be addressed at early stages of drug discovery
[21b]. Only compound in solution is available for permeation across the gastrointes-
tinal membrane. Solubility has long been recognized as a limiting factor in the
absorption process leading to the implementation of high-throughput solubility
screens in early stages of drug design [22–24, 136, 137]. Excessive lipophilicity is a
common cause of poor solubility and can lead to erratic and incomplete absorption
following oral administration. Estimates of desired solubility for good oral absorption
depend on the permeability of the compound and the required dose, as illustrated in
Table 5.1 [137]. The incorporation of an ionizable center, such as an amine or similar
function, into a template can bring a number of benefits including water solubility.
The concept of maximum absorbable dose (MAD) relates drug absorption to

solubility via Equation 5.3 [25, 26]:

MAD ¼ S� ka � SIWV� SITT; ð5:3Þ
where S is the solubility (mg/ml) at pH 6.5, ka is the transintestinal absorption rate
constant (min�1), SIWV is the small intestinal water volume (ml), assumed to
be about 250ml, and SITT is the small intestinal transit time (min), assumed to
be 4.5 h¼ 270min.
Dissolution testing has been used as a prognostic tool for oral drug absorption [27].

A Biopharmaceutics Classification Scheme (BCS) has been proposed under which
drugs can be categorized into four groups according to their solubility and perme-
ability properties [28]. Because both permeability and solubility can be further
dissected into more fundamental properties, it has been argued that the principal

Figure 5.6 Relationships between percentage human plasma
protein binding (hPPB%) and octanol/water logD7.4 [20]. Note
the about 2 log units downshift of the sigmoidal relationship for
acids as compared to neutrals and basics (copyright
Springer–Kluwer).
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properties are not solubility andpermeability, but rathermolecular size andhydrogen
bonding [29]. The BCS has been adopted as a regulatory guideline for bioequivalence
studies.

5.3.1
Calculated Solubility

As a key first step toward oral absorption, considerable effort went into the
development of computational solubility prediction [30–37]. However, partly due to
a lack of large sets of experimental datameasured under identical conditions, today�s
methods are not robust enough for reliable predictions [38]. Further fine-tuning of
the models can be expected as new high-throughput data become available to
construct such models. Models will be approximate since they do not take into
account the effect of crystal packing, ionic force, type of buffer, temperature, and so
on. Solubility is typically measured in an aqueous buffer only partly mimicking the
physiological state. More expensive FaSSIF solutions have been used to measure
solubility, which in some cases appear to give better predictions in physiologically
based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling than solubility data using a simpler
aqueous buffer [39].

5.4
Ionization (pKa)

For decades, it was assumed that molecules can cross a membrane only in their
neutral form. This dogma, based on the pH-partition theory, has been chal-
lenged [40, 138]. Using cyclic voltammetry, it was demonstrated that compounds
in their ionized form pass into organic phases and might well cross membranes in
this ionized form [41].
The importance of drug ionization using cell-basedmethods such as Caco-2 in the

in vitro prediction of in vivo absorption was discussed [42]. It was observed that when
the apical pH used in Caco-2 studies was lowered from 7.4 to 6.0, a better correlation
was obtained with in vivo data, demonstrating that careful selection of experimental
conditions in vitro is crucial to have a reliablemodel. Studies with Caco-2monolayers
also suggested that the ionic species might contribute considerably to overall drug
transport [43].

Table 5.1 Desired solubility needed for expected doses [137].

Dose (mg/kg) Permeability (lg/ml)

High Medium Low

0.1 1 5 21
1 10 52 210
10 100 520 2100
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Various ways a charged compound may cross a membrane by a �passive�
mechanism have been described [40]. These include ion (trans- and/or paracellular),
ion pair, or protein-assisted transport (using the outer surface of a protein spanning a
membrane).
Therefore, a continued interest exists in the role of pKa in oral absorption, which is

often related to its effect on lipophilicity and solubility. Medicinal chemists can
modulate these properties through structural modifications [44]. Variousmethods to
measure pKa values have been developed [44–47] and considerable databases are now
available.
The difference between the logP of a given compound in its neutral form (logPN)

and its fully ionized form (logPI) has been termed diff(logPN�I) and contains series-
specific information and expresses the influence of ionization on the intermolecular
forces and intramolecular interactions of a solute [41, 48, 49].

5.4.1
Calculated pKa

A number of approaches to predict ionization based on structure have been
published (for a review see Ref. [50]), and some of these are commercially available.
Predictions tend to be good for structures with already known and measured
functional groups. However, predictions can be poor for new innovative structures.
Nevertheless, pKa predictions can still be used to drive a project in the desired
direction, and rank order of the compounds is often correct. More recently, training
algorithms have also become available, which use in-house data to improve the
predictions. This is obviously the way forward.

5.5
Molecular Size and Shape

Molecular size can be a further limiting factor in oral absorption [51]. The Lipinski�s
rule-of-5 proposes an upper limit of MW 500 as acceptable for orally absorbed
compounds [136]. Highmolecular weight (MW) compounds tend to undergo biliary
excretion. High MW is a necessary but not sufficient condition for biliary excretion.
Substrates of the excretion transporters must also be anionic, that is, resemble the
natural substrates, which are biliary acids. Size and shape parameters are generally
not measured but rather calculated. A measured property is the so-called cross-
sectional area, which is obtained from surface activity measurements [52].

5.5.1
Calculated Size Descriptors

Molecular weight is often taken as the size descriptor of choice, while it is easy to
calculate and is in the chemist�s mind. However, other size and shape properties are
equally simple to calculate and may offer a better guide to estimate potential for
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permeability. Thus far, no systematic work has been reported investigating this in
detail. Cross-sectional area AD obtained from surface activity measurements has
been reported as a useful size descriptor to discriminate compounds that can access
the brain (AD< 80A

� 2) from those that are too large to cross the blood–brain barrier
(BBB) [52]. Similar studies have been performed to define a cutoff for oral
absorption [53].

5.6
Hydrogen Bonding

Molecular size and hydrogen bonding have been unraveled as the two major
components of logP or logD [54–56]. It was found that hydrogen-bonding capacity
of a drug solute correlates reasonably well with passive diffusion. DlogP, the
difference between octanol/water and alkane/water partitioning, was suggested as
a good measure for solute hydrogen bonding [55, 57, 58]. However, this involves
tedious experimental work, and it appeared that calculated descriptors for hydrogen
bonding could most conveniently be assessed, particularly for virtual compounds.

5.6.1
Calculated Hydrogen-Bonding Descriptors

Considerable interest is focused on the calculation of hydrogen-bonding capability in
the design of combinatorial libraries for assessing the potential for oral absorption
and permeability [16, 59–62]. A number of different descriptors for hydrogen
bonding have been discussed [63], one of the simplest being the count of the number
of hydrogen bond forming atoms [64].
A simple measure of hydrogen-bonding capacity, originally proposed by van de

Waterbeemd andKansy [65], is the polar surface area (PSA), defined as the sumof the
fractional contributions to surface area of all nitrogen and oxygen atoms and
hydrogen atoms attached to these. PSA was used to predict the passage of the
blood–brain barrier [66–68], flux across a Caco-2 monolayer [69], and human
intestinal absorption [70, 71]. The physical explanation is that polar groups are
involved in desolvation when they move from an aqueous extracellular environment
to themore lipophilic interior ofmembranes. PSA thus represents, at least, part of the
energy involved in membrane transport. PSA depends on conformation, and the
originalmethod [65] is based on a singleminimumenergy conformation. Others [70]
have taken into account conformational flexibility and coined a dynamic PSA, in
which a Boltzmann-weighted average PSA is computed. However, it was demon-
strated that PSA calculated for a single minimum energy conformation is in most
cases sufficient to produce a sigmoidal relationship to intestinal absorption, differing
very little from the dynamic PSA described above [71]. A fast calculation of PSA as a
sum of fragment-based contributions has been published [72], allowing these
calculations to be used for large data sets such as combinatorial or virtual libraries.
The sigmoidal relationship can be described by A%¼ 100/[1 þ (PSA/PSA50)

g],
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whereA% is percentage of orally absorbed drug, PSA50 is the PSA at 50% absorption
level, and g is a regression coefficient [73].
Poorly absorbed compounds have been identified as those with a PSA> 140A

� 2.
Considering more compounds, considerably more scatter was found around the
sigmoidal curve observed for a smaller set of compounds [71]. This is partly due to the
fact that many compounds not only show simple passive diffusion but are also
affected by active carriers, efflux mechanisms involving P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and
other transporter proteins, and gut wall metabolism. These factors also contribute to
the considerable interindividual variability of human oral absorption data. A further
refinement in the PSA approach is expected to come from taking into account the
strength of the hydrogen bonds, which in principle already is the basis of theHYBOT
approach [60–62].

5.7
Lipophilicity

5.7.1
logP and logD

Octanol/water partition (logP) and distribution (logD) coefficients arewidely used to
estimatemembrane penetration and permeability, including gastrointestinal absorp-
tion [74, 75], BBBcrossing [57, 66], and correlations topharmacokinetic properties [1].
The two major components of lipophilicity are molecular size and hydrogen
bonding [54], each of which has been discussed above (see Sections 5.5 and 5.6).
According to published IUPAC recommendations, the terms hydrophobicity and

lipophilicity are best described as follows [76]:

. Hydrophobicity is the association of nonpolar groups or molecules in an aqueous
environment, which arises from the tendency of water to exclude nonpolar
molecules.

. Lipophilicity represents the affinity of a molecule or a moiety for a lipophilic
environment. It is commonly measured by its distribution behavior in a biphasic
system, either liquid–liquid (e.g., partition coefficient in 1-octanol/water) or
solid–liquid (retention on reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (RP-HPLC) or thin-layer chromatography (TLC) system).

The intrinsic lipophilicity (P) of a compound refers only to the equilibrium of the
unionized (neutral) drugbetween the aqueous phase and the organic phase. It follows
that the remaining part of the overall equilibrium, that is, the concentrationof ionized
drug in the aqueousphase, is also of great importance in the overall observedpartition
ratio. This in turn depends on the pH of the aqueous phase and the acidity or basicity
(pKa) of the charged function. The overall ratio of drug, ionized and unionized,
betweenthephaseshasbeendescribedas thedistributioncoefficient (D) todistinguish it
fromthe intrinsic lipophilicity (P). The termhasbecomewidelyused in recent years to
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describe, in a single term, the effective (or net) lipophilicity of a compound at a given pH
taking into account both its intrinsic lipophilicity and its degree of ionization. The
distribution coefficient (D) for a monoprotic acid (HA) is defined as

D ¼ ½HA�organic
½HA�aqueous þ ½A��aqueous

; ð5:4Þ

where [HA] and [A�] represent the concentrations of the acid in its unionized and
dissociated (ionized) states, respectively. The ionization of the compound in water is
defined by its dissociation constant (Ka) as

Ka ¼ ½Hþ �½A��
½HA� ; ð5:5Þ

sometimes referred to as theHenderson–Hasselbalch relationship. The combination
of Equations 5.4–5.6 gives the pH distribution (or �pH-partition�) relationship:

D ¼ P
1þðKa=½Hþ �Þ ; ð5:6Þ

more commonly expressed formonoprotic organic acids in the form of Equations 5.7
and 5.8:

log
P
D
�1

� �
¼ pH�pKa ð5:7Þ

or

logD ¼ log P�logð1þ 10pH�pKaÞ: ð5:8Þ
For monoprotic organic bases (BHþ dissociating to B), the corresponding relation-
ships are

log
P
D
�1

� �
¼ pKa�pH ð5:9Þ

or

logD ¼ log P�logð1þ 10pKa�pHÞ: ð5:10Þ
From these equations, it is possible to predict the effective lipophilicity (logD) of an
acidic or basic compound at any pHvalue. The data required to use the relationship in
this way are the intrinsic lipophilicity (logP), the dissociation constant (pKa), and the
pH of the aqueous phase. The overall outcome of these relationships is the effective
lipophilicity of a compound, at physiological pH, which is approximately the logP
value minus one unit of lipophilicity; for every unit of pH, the pKa value is below (for
acids) and above (for bases) pH 7.4. Obviously, for compounds with multifunctional
ionizable groups, the relationship between logP and logD, as well as logD as a
function of pH, becomesmore complex [62, 65, 67]. For diproticmolecules, there are
already 12 different possible shapes of logD–pH plots. Ion pairs (salts), zwitterions,
and ampholytes are special cases and both measurement of logP/D and their
interpretation need special attention [44, 49].
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Traditional octanol/water distribution coefficients are still widely used in quanti-
tative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) and in ADME/PK studies. However,
alternative solvent systems have been proposed [77]. To cover the variability in
biophysical characteristics of different membrane types, a set of four solvents has
been suggested, sometimes called the �critical quartet� [78]. The 1,2-dichloroethane
(DCE)/water system has been promoted as a good alternative to alkane/water due to
its far better dissolution properties [79, 80], but may find little use because of its
carcinogenic properties.
Several approaches for higher throughput lipophilicity measurements have been

developed in the pharmaceutical industry [47] including automated shake-plate
methods [81] and immobilized artificial membranes (IAMs) [82]. A convenient
method to measure octanol/water partitioning is based on potentiometric titration,
called the pH method [83]. Methods based on chromatography are also widely used
and include, for example, chromatographic hydrophobicity indices (CHIs)
measured on immobilized artificial membranes [19, 84]. Another chromatography-
based method is called ElogD giving logD values comparable to shake-flask data
[85].

5.7.2
Calculated log P and logD

A number of rather comprehensive reviews on lipophilicity estimation have been
published and are recommended for further reading [86–88]. Owing to its key
importance, a continued interest is seen to develop good logP estimation pro-
grams [89–91]. Most logP approaches are limited due to a lack of parameterization
of certain fragments. For the widely used CLOGP program, a version with the ability
to estimate missing fragments has become available [92].
With only few exceptions, most logP programs refer to the octanol/water system.

Based on Rekker�s fragmental constant approach, a logP calculation for aliphatic
hydrocarbon/water partitioning has been reported [93]. Another more recent ap-
proach to alkane/water logP and logD is based on the program VolSurf [94]. It is
believed that these values may afford a better prediction of uptake in the brain. The
group of Abraham investigatedmany other solvent systems and derived equations to
predict logP from structure for these solvent systems, which are also commercially
available [91].
logD predictions aremore difficult asmost approaches rely on the combination of

estimated logP and estimated pKa. Obviously, this can lead to error accumulation and
errors of 2 log units ormore can be found. Some algorithms, however, are designed to
learn from experimental data so that the predictions improve over time. An
interesting approach is also the combination of a commercial logD predictor with
proprietary descriptors using a Bayesian neural network (BNN) approach [95].
Often ignored is the fact that logP/D is a conformation-dependent property [161],

which has elegantly been demonstrated with the molecular lipophilicity potential
(MLP) descriptor [87]. The MLP algorithm allows to calculate virtual logP values in
conformational space.
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5.8
Permeability

An overview of permeability assays is presented in Table 5.2. As discussed earlier in
this chapter, these permeability scales are correlated to each other, as well as the
various lipophilicity scales, via extended Collander equations.

5.8.1
Artificial Membranes and PAMPA

When screening for absorption by passive membrane permeability, artificial mem-
branes have the advantage of offering ahighly reproducible, high-throughput system.
Artificialmembranes have been comparedwithCaco-2 cells and found to behave very
similar for passive diffusion [69]. This finding was the basis for the development of
the parallel artificialmembrane permeation assay for rapid prediction of transcellular
absorption potential [96–99]. In this system, the permeability through a membrane
formed by a mixture of lecithin and an inert organic solvent on a hydrophobic filter
support is assessed. While not completely predictive for oral absorption in humans,

Table 5.2 In vitro models for membrane permeability.

Permeability model References

Solvent/water partitioning
Octanol/water distribution [49]

Chromatography
IAMs [105–109]
ILC [111]
MEKC [113]
BMC [114]

Vesicles
Phospholipid vesicles [129]
Liposome binding [117, 118]
Transil particles [120–122]
Fluorosomes [123]
SPR biosensor [125, 126]
Colorometric assay [124]

Artificial membranes
Impregnated membranes [69]
PAMPA [96–102]
Filter IAM [100–102]
HDM [103, 104]

Other
Surface activity [128]

Cell-based assays
Caco-2 [73, 75]
MDCK [150]
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PAMPA shows definite trends in the ability ofmolecules to permeatemembranes by
passive diffusion, whichmay be valuable in screening large compound libraries. This
system is commercially available [100], but can easily be set up in-house. Further
optimization of the experimental conditions has been investigated concluding that
predictability increases when a pHof 6.5 or 5.5 is used on the donor side [101, 102]. It
was also demonstrated that the effect of a cosolvent such as dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) could have a marked effect depending on the nature, basic or acidic, of the
compound [102]. Stirring of the donor compartment to limit the contribution of
the unstirred water layer (UWL) appears to be important to get meaningful results.
There have been so far no reports in the literature about using PAMPAdata in a drug
discovery project.
A similar systembased on polycarbonatefilters coatedwith hexadecane, also called

hexadecane membranes (HDMs), has been reported [103, 104]. Thus, this system
consists of a 9–10mm hexadecane liquid layer immobilized between two aqueous
compartments.Also, here it was observed that in this setup for lipophilic compounds,
the diffusion through the unstirred water layer becomes the rate-limiting step. To
mimic the invivoenvironmentpermeability,measurementswererepeatedatdifferent
pH values in the range 4–8, and the highest transport value was used for correlation
with thepercentageabsorbed inhumans.Thisgivesasigmoidaldependence,which is
better than when taking values measured at a single pH, for example, 6.8.

5.8.1.1 In Silico PAMPA
The experimental Papp data have been used to build predictive models. However,
sincePAMPA is already amodel, an in silicomodel based on this is amodel of amodel.
The predictability for in vivo permeability or absorption of such in silico PAMPA
model can be questioned (see Equation 5.11), since it is two steps from reality.

model�model ¼ random: ð5:11Þ

5.8.2
IAM, ILC, MEKC, and BMC

Immobilized artificial membranes are another means of measuring lipophilic
characteristics of drug candidates and other chemicals [105–109]. IAM columns
may mimic membrane interactions better than the isotropic octanol/water or other
solvent/solvent partitioning system. These chromatographic indices appear to be a
significant predictor of passive absorption through the rat intestine [110].
Arelatedalternativeiscalledimmobilizedliposomechromatography(ILC)[111,112].

Compounds with the same logP were shown to have very different degrees of
membrane partitioning on ILC depending on the charge of the compound [112].
Another relatively new lipophilicity scale proposed for use in ADME studies is

based on micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) [113]. A further variant is
called biopartitioning micellar chromatography (BMC) and uses mobile phases of
Brij35 (polyoxyethylene(23)lauryl ether) [114]. Similarly, the retention factors of 16
beta-blockers obtained with micellar chromatography using sodium dodecyl sulfate
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as micelle-forming agent correlate well with permeability coefficients in Caco-2
monolayers and apparent permeability coefficients in rat intestinal segments [115].
Each of these scales produces a lipophilicity index related but not identical to

octanol/water partitioning.

5.8.3
Liposome Partitioning

Liposomes, which are lipid bilayer vesicles prepared from mixtures of lipids, also
provide a useful tool for studying passive permeability of molecules through lipid.
This system, for example, has been used to demonstrate the passive nature of the
absorption mechanism of monocarboxylic acids [116]. Liposome partitioning of
ionizable drugs can be determined by titration and has been correlated with human
absorption [117–119]. Liposome partitioning is only partly correlated with octanol/
water distribution and might contain some additional information.
A furtherpartitionsystembasedontheuseof liposomes,andcommercializedunder

the name Transil [120, 121], has shown its utility as a lipophilicity measure in PBPK
modeling [122].Fluorescent-labeled liposomes,calledfluorosomes,areanothermeans
of measuring the rate of penetration of small molecules into membrane bi-
layers [99, 123].Similarly, a colorometric assayamenable tohigh-throughput screening
for evaluating membrane interactions and penetration has been presented [124]. The
platform comprises vesicles of phospholipids and the chromatic lipid-mimetic poly-
diacetylene. The polymer undergoes visible concentration-dependent red–blue trans-
formations induced through interactions of the vesicles with the studied molecules.

5.8.4
Biosensors

Liposomes have been attached to a biosensor surface, and the interactions between
drugs and the liposomes can bemonitored directly using surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) technology. SPR measures changes in refractive index at the sensor surface
caused by changes in mass. Drug–liposome interactions have been measured for
27 drugs and compared with fraction absorbed in humans [125]. A reasonable
correlation is obtained, but it is most likely that this method represents just another
way of measuring �lipophilicity.� The throughput was 100 substances/24 h, but
further progress seems possible. In more recent work using this method, it is
proposed to use two types of liposomes to separate compounds according to their
absorption potential [126].

5.9
Amphiphilicity

The combination of hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of a molecule defines
its amphiphilicity. A program has been described to calculate this property and
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calibrated against experimental values obtained from surface activity measure-
ments [127]. These values can possibly be used to predict effect on membranes
leading to cytotoxicity or phospholipidosis, but may also contain information, yet not
unraveled, on permeability. Surface activity measurements have also been used to
make estimates of oral absorption [128].

5.10
Drug-Like Properties

The various properties described above are important for drugs, particularly for those
given orally. The important question arises whether such properties of drugs are
different from chemicals used in other ways. This has been subject of a number of
studies [130, 131, 162]. Using neural networks [132, 133] or a decision tree
approach [134], a compound can be predicted as being �drug-like� with an error
rate of about 20%. A further approach to predict drug-likeness consists of training of
the programPASS [135], whichwas originally intended to predict activity profiles and
thus is suitable to predict potential side effects.
Fromananalysisof thekeypropertiesofcompoundsintheWorldDrugIndex(WDI),

the now well-accepted rule-of-5 has been derived [136, 137]. It was concluded that
compounds aremost likely tohavepoor absorptionwhen themolecularweight ismore
than 500, the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient (ClogP) is more than 5,
numberofH-bonddonors ismore than5,and thenumberofH-bondacceptors ismore
than 10. Computation of these properties is now available as a simple but efficient
ADME screen in commercial software. The rule-of-5 should be seen as a qualitative
absorption/permeability predictor [138], rather than a quantitative predictor [139]. The
rule-of-5 is not predictive for bioavailability as sometimes mistakenly assumed. An
important factor for bioavailability in addition to absorption is liver first-pass effect
(metabolism). The property distribution in drug-related chemical databases has been
studied as another approach to understand �drug-likeness� [140, 141].
Otherattemptshavebeenmade to try todefinegood leads [142,143]. Ingeneral, lead-

like properties are lower/fewer than drug-like properties. Thus, MW< 350 and Clog
P< 3 should be good startingpoints for leads [142]. A rule-of-3 has beenproposed [143]
for screening small fragments, which says the good lead fragments have MW< 300,
ClogP< 3, H-bond donors and acceptors less than 3, and rotatable bonds less than 3.
Similarly, in a study on drugs active as central nervous system (CNS) agents, using

neural networks based on Bayesian methods, CNS-active drugs could be distin-
guished from CNS-inactive ones [144]. A CNS rule of thumb says that if the sum of
the nitrogen and oxygen (N þ O) atoms in a molecule is less than 5, and if the
ClogP� (N þ O) > 0, then compounds are likely to penetrate the blood–brain
barrier [145]. Another �rule� is that the PSA should be less than 90A

� 2, the MW
should be less than 450, and the logD at pH 7.4 should be between 1 and 3 [146]. In
designing CNS drugs, it is important to distinguish BBB penetration and CNS
efficacy. The CNS efficacy is a subtle balance between permeability, effect of BBB
transporters, lipophilicity, and free fraction in blood and brain [147].
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These aforementioned analyses point to a critical combination of physicochemical
and structural properties [148], which to a large extent can be manipulated by the
medicinal chemist. This approach in medicinal chemistry has been called property-
based design [2]. Properties in this context mean physicochemical as well as
pharmaco- and toxicokinetic properties. These have been neglected for a long time
by most medicinal chemists who in many cases in the past had the quest only for
strongest receptor binding as ultimate goal. However, this strategy has changed
dramatically, and the principles of drug-like compounds are now being used in
computational approaches toward the rational design of combinatorial libraries [149]
and in decision making on acquisition of outsourced libraries.

5.11
Computation Versus Measurement of Physicochemical Properties

5.11.1
QSAR Modeling

Calculation of many different 1D, 2D, and 3D descriptors for building predictive
QSAR models for physicochemical (and ADMET) properties is possible by using a
range of commercially available software packages, such as ACD, Sybyl, Cerius2,
Molconn-Z, HYBOT, VolSurf, MolSurf, Dragon, MOE, BCUT, and so on. Several
descriptor sets are based on quantification of 3D molecular surface proper-
ties [151, 152], and these have been explored for the prediction of, for example,
Caco-2 permeability and oral absorption [16]. It is pointed out here that a number of
these �new� descriptors are often strongly correlated to the more traditional physi-
cochemical properties. An aspect largely neglected so far is the concept of molecular
property space that looks at the conformational effects on physicochemical
properties [153].
Numerous QSAR tools have been developed [152, 154] and used in modeling

physicochemical data. These vary from simple linear to more complex nonlinear
models, as well as classification models. A popular approach more recently became
the construction of consensus or ensemble models (�combinatorial QSAR�) by
combining the predictions of several individual approaches [155]. Or, alternatively,
models can be built by running the same approach, such as a neural network of a
decision tree, many times and combining the output into a single prediction.
To build robust predictivemodels, good-quality training set and sound test set are

required. Criteria for a good set include sufficient coverage of chemical space, good
distribution between low- and high-end values of the property studied, and a
sufficiently large number of compounds. Models can be global (covering many
types of chemistry) or local (project specific). There are many reasons why
predictions can fail [156], and medicinal chemists need to be aware of these. There
is also a difference between a useful model and a perfect model. The latter does
not exist!
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In-house physicochemical data collections are growing rapidly through the use of
HTS technologies [157]. Therefore, the need for rapidly building and updating is also
increasing. Systems for automatic and regular updating of QSAR predictive models
have been reported [158] and we expect these to become more widespread. A
consequence of regularly updated in silico models is that the predicted values will
change too. This will require adapted ways of working in projects using more
dynamic data generation and interpretation tools.

5.11.2
In Combo: Using the Best of Two Worlds

In modern drug discovery, speed and cost control, in addition to high quality, are
important. In silico virtual screening for drugability [159] is a good first step in library
design and compound acquisition. Once compounds have been made for a targeted
project, a well-balanced approach using both in silico predictions and in vitro
screening will be a good strategy to guide the program in a cost-efficient manner.
New experimental data can be used to update predictive models regularly so that
the ongoing projects can benefit from the latest local and global models available
[158, 160].

5.12
Outlook

Physical chemistry plays a key role in the behavior of drugs. Measurement of the key
properties has been automated and industrialized to high throughput. The data can
be and are used to build robust predictive models, which are used in design building
in the required compound quality. These can in turn also be used to limit the use of
experiments when not strictly needed. This is of course compound saving and more
cost-effective. Predictive models for physicochemical, DMPK/ADME, and toxicity/
safety properties are thus great tools in virtual screening, prioritization, decision
making, and guiding projects [162].
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High-Throughput Measurement of Physicochemical Properties
Barbara P. Mason

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
BBB Blood–brain barrier
BSA Bovine serum albumin
Caco-2 Human colon adenocarcinoma cell line used as a permeation/

absorption model
CHI Chromatography hydrophobicity index
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide
FCS Fetal calf serum
HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (zwitterionic

buffer)
HTS High-throughput screening
MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney
MW Molecular weight
PAMPA Parallel artificial membrane permeability assay
PBS Phosphate buffered saline
RP-HPLC Reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
TFA Target factor analysis
UWL Unstirred water layer

Symbols

logDpH Logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water at pH
described in subscript

logP Logarithm of the partition coefficient in octanol/water
ml Milliliter
pKa Ionization constant in water
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psKa Ionization constant in cosolvent/water
S Solubility
Pa Apparent permeability (accounting for UWL effects)
Pe Effective permeability (not accounting for UWL effects)
%R Percentage of the compound retained in the membrane

6.1
Introduction

Information about the fundamental properties of a series of compounds, such as
permeability, solubility, lipophilicity, and pKa, is extremely useful to the medicinal
chemist in drug discovery. It provides insights into the behavior of compounds,
which can be directly applied to planningmodifications of structures and scaffolds to
improve their behavior. With the introduction and development of high-throughput
screening (HTS), combinatorial chemistry, and more recently fragment library
approaches, the number of compounds requiring such profiling in some, if not all,
physicochemical parameters showed a massive increase while the amount of
compound available for study was greatly reduced and very often present as a 10mM
DMSO stock solution. It is, therefore, not a surprise that there have been many
significant advances in the technology andmethods for measuring these parameters
in a high-throughput capacity. It should be noted that this chapter will not make any
comment as to the definition of high throughput; where it is feasible to run the
methods discussed in microtiter plate format or generate a large number data of
points at a time on a given set of compounds, this will be classed as �high
throughput.� Some background theory and mathematics will be introduced where
appropriate,more detailed, explanations andderivations are available, and references
to these will be given.

6.2
Positioning of Physicochemical Screening in Drug Discovery

It has always been tempting to drive medicinal chemistry forward on the basis of
selectivity and potency alone; however, this has seen the downfall of many projects.
While there is a strategic need in drug discovery to identify compounds that will be
readily absorbed and distributed around the body, it could be argued that it is more
important to identify those series of compounds that will not, so that a judicious
choice can be made as to whether they are sufficiently potent to make it worth
tackling via formulation or to modify the series appropriately. It is prudent to
determine which compounds may be prone to these problems as early in the
discovery process as possible. Another advantage of screening physicochemical
properties early is that it will give invaluable information in sample handling or
assistance in the understanding and explanation of outliers in the biological
screening assays.
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A typical project lifecycle can be described as having five main stages: (i) target
identification, (ii) target validation, (iii) high-throughput screening, (iv) hit to lead,
and (v) lead optimization. (The exact number, description, and transition from one
stage to another are particular to each organization.) Medicinal chemistry typically
plays a role in stages (iii)–(v) by providing a huge number of compounds for protein/
enzyme 384-well-style assays in HTS, fewer compounds for cell-based functional
assays (although the number of compounds being produced at this stage is still
significant, particularly in the major pharmaceutical companies) in the hit-to-lead
stage, and finally a handful of compounds per project for multiple disease state
models in the lead-optimization stage.

6.3
�Fit for Purpose� Versus �Gold Standard�

The challenge then for physical chemists is to provide physicochemical profiling at
correct times during this project lifecycle on these varying numbers and quantities
of compounds, and to be able to produce data sufficiently quickly, so that lessons
can be learnt and judgments are made before the project moves forward. Physico-
chemical profiling needs towork closely withDMPK and pharmacology to provide a
comprehensive data package for the compounds where they have been measured
under conditions that are relevant to the assay systems used to generate the potency
and selectivity information; in other words, the assays need to be �fit for purpose.�
Conversely, scientists working on development and preformulation under regula-
tory guidelines will require a different set of measurements, generated by using
recognized, industry standard methods that are capable of producing �gold
standard� data.
Advances in instrumentation and computing power have meant that analytical

data are bothmore precise andmore reproducible than probably any other measure-
ment made and particularly when compared with biological data. It should be
possible with the liquid handling and plate-moving robots available to increase
throughput significantly and still provide this high-quality data. This is indeed true;
however, the high-quality data presuppose that the samples used for data generation
are also of high quality. This is a major assumption, particularly in HTS and library
analysis. For any technique, which does not involve a chromatographic separation
step, it will not be possible to distinguish an analyte from a contaminant, causing
complications in the processing of the data and leading to false positives if its
presence is not known. Samples containing highly soluble or highly absorbing
impurities, even at relatively low concentration levels, will have a profound effect on
the data. To be 100% certain of the accuracy and precision of one�s calibration curves,
solidmaterial is the starting point of choice.However, this is not a practical option for
high-throughput profiling due to the massive pressure that this would place on
compound logistics for even a small company. For the majority of high-throughput
methods, the compounds are stamped out in microtiter plates and are present as
DMSO stock solutions of supposedly known concentration, 10mM being common.
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Although itmay appear that to start all assays from a standard 10mMDMSO stock
solutionwill simplify the profiling processes, there are a number of issues that should
be taken into account. The presence of this organic solvent may mask or modify
important physical properties thatwill need to be factored into the information before
it can be used for any real benefit. It is very important to ensure that the compound is
stable in the solvent and therefore QC checks should be carried out before the assay
screens commence to have a time zero point fromwhich to reference. If this is carried
out using an HPLC–MS method, then it will have the added benefit of confirming
compound purity and validity at the outset. It should also be considered that it is
possible that the compounds are not present as 10mM DMSO stock solutions [1].
This will need to be known and calibration curves adjusted to ensure that any
quantitative calculations are correct.
High-throughput physicochemical profiling does have a valid place in drug

discovery, and there are four fundamental properties to be measured: aqueous
solubility, pKa, lipophilicity, and permeability [2]. The types of data generated using
traditional �gold standard� methods are vital for physicochemical profiling. Such
methods include shake-flask logP, thermodynamic solubility, and potentiometric
pKa, providing a means by which compounds can be compared and their behavior
and characteristics can be described. While these methods are not slow, they cannot
be used for many hundreds or even thousands of compounds at a time produced
during HTS and hit-to-lead stages because they use much larger quantities of
compound than that are typically available and are not always flexible enough to
accommodate the varying conditions that a compound will be exposed to as it passes
through a long cascade of assays.

6.4
Solubility

Solubility measurements are made to determine an intrinsic property, which
influences the absorption potential of a compound [3]. Even though solubility itself
does not directly dictate the absorption of a drug, it is important to consider solubility
in relation to permeability and potency. In addition, in medicinal chemistry projects,
there are other issues to consider that may also be affected by poor solubility,
particularly insolubility under screening assay conditions.

6.4.1
�Thermodynamic� Versus �Kinetic�

Traditional �shake-flask� or gold standard solubilitymethods start fromsolidmaterial
vigorously mixed with an aqueous buffer until equilibrium is reached between
undissolved anddissolvedmaterials. Thismay take only aminute or 72 h ormore and
is compound specific.
These equilibrium solubility conditions are defined as being �thermodynamic� –

the most stable species is in solution at equilibrium and not necessarily the fastest
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dissolving. Starting from solidmeans that forces involved in the crystal lattice need to
be overcome before the compound will dissolve. Dissolution is rate limited and
therefore a kinetic process, but it needs to occur before the final solubility is reached
at true thermodynamic equilibrium.
Assays starting with a compound predissolved in an organic solvent (typically

DMSO) tend to have shorter incubation times, do not include time course measure-
ments, and therefore the position of equilibrium is not determined, and for highly
soluble species the compound may not be present in excess. This type of measure-
ment is typically referred to as �kinetic.�
In the hit-to-lead stage of drug discovery, compounds are generally only available in

solvents such as DMSO for a number of reasons:

. Stock solutions allow ease of compound storage and distribution and as such they
are particularly amenable to plate-based formats.

. They aid poorly soluble compounds in becoming more accessible to the aqueous
environment of bioassays.

. DMSO stock solutions are typically the vehicle of choice for all but a few selected in
vivo experiments, and subsequently, DMSO is present to some degree in almost all
early-stage screens.

Attempting to measure a thermodynamic solubility of compounds which will
then be used under these screening conditions, will not necessarily give a useful
picture of the compounds� performance. They will not reflect the more �transient�
nature of the compound that is present in nonequilibriumsystems. The presence of
organic solvents changes the dielectric constant of an aqueous solution and thus
helps to solvate lipophilic compounds in particular, and will give an increased
solubility for some series of compounds across the Biopharmaceutics Classifica-
tion System (BCS) [4]. This is an important consideration in the ultimate use of the
solubility data, and a lack of full solubility of the analyte at the test concentration
will lead to an underestimation of the compound�s true activity. Measuring the
solubility of the compounds in close approximation to the assay conditions to which
they will be exposed will bemore relevant. Indeed, if sensitivity is not an issue, then
the quantities, concentrations, and incubation conditions used should reflect those
available in the discovery assays.
Another important consideration is that of batch-to-batch variability. Typically, in

medicinal chemistry laboratories, compounds are synthesized in large numbers
rather than in large quantities. Should a compound prove to be sufficiently interest-
ing, it is resynthesized and reanalyzed. It is likely that the compounds will have been
purified by column chromatography, dried down from organic solvents or freeze-
dried. No effort will have been spent on creating homogeneous crystals because the
medicinal chemist has other priorities. For each of these resyntheses, these com-
poundswill be complex amorphous solids of unspecified crystal (or noncrystal) form.
Furthermore, compounds stored for any length of time, even under �optimum�
conditions of temperature, light, humidity, and inert atmosphere, are subject to
deterioration. This may be where the sample is decomposing or where the crystal
form changes and new polymorphs are formed. These species may have vastly
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different lattice energies and it is clear that determining the �true� thermodynamic
solubility of each of these batchesmay, and probably will, give very different data that
cannot be used for comparison studies.

6.4.2
Methods of Measuring High-Throughput Solubility

Solubility solution conditions are important. The pH–solubility profile is a function
of the intrinsic solubility of the neutral form,with the solubility of the ionized species
(protonated for bases and deprotonated for acids) being typically much higher than
that of the neutral species. Therefore, pKa as well as concentration of DMSO present
in the final incubated solution needs to be considered.
There are a variety of methods for determining solubility in a relatively high-

throughput manner but of these, two methods occur most often. These can be
classified as �supernatant concentration� and �precipitate detection.�

6.4.3
Supernatant Concentration

The supernatant concentrationmethoduses small volumes of stock solution added to
wells containing aqueous buffer in a microtiter filter plate of the type available from
Millipore Inc. The solution is incubated for a given amount of time (typically in the
range of 1–24 h depending on the requirements of the laboratory) and then filtered or
centrifuged. The supernatant is analyzed by UV plate reader or HPLC and the
concentration of dissolved species is calculated by reference to a calibration curve.
This is often either a three- or a four-point curve prepared from serial dilutions of the
stock solution using a solvent such as 80% v/v acetonitrile/water in which the
compound is fully soluble.
It is a relatively simple exercise to automate this method using liquid handling

robotic hardware, and with integrated plate moving arms, filter manifold systems,
plate shakers, centrifuges, and plate readers, the throughput that these types of
systems can achieve may only be limited by the plate storage capacity and budget. A
UVplate reader such as aMolecular Devices Spectramax 190, reading a scan for each
well of a 96-well plate from200 to 400 nmwith 1 nm increments, takes approximately
20min. For laboratories, where only a single wavelength is required, this is reduced
to seconds.
According to Beer�s law, path length is a fundamental property of the absorbance of

the sample as shown in Equation 6.1:

A ¼ Ecl; ð6:1Þ
where A is absorbance, c is the concentration, l is the path length, and E is the molar
extinction coefficient.
Using a UV plate reader, correction factors for path length are included in the

instrument; however, it is critical that the path length is the same in the incubation
and calibration samples. The actual path length itself is determined by the depth of
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sample in the well, that is, the sample volume. Owing to differences in the solubility
of varying samples on the plate, it is likely that the quantity of precipitate present in
the wells will vary randomly. It will therefore not be possible to filter a predetermined
specified volume of supernatant at the end of the incubation period. For this reason, it
is recommended that the samples are filtered into a receiver plate and an aliquot is
transferred to a UV plate for analysis.

6.4.4
Measuring Solubility Across a pH Range

The pKa of a molecule, and therefore the pH of the aqueous environment of the
solubility assay, is extremely important. Each group carrying out thesemeasurements
will have chosen carefully their incubation conditions. High-throughput platforms
give the option of carrying out the solubility measurements at a range of pH values;
however, thiswill bring another level of complexity to the assay. Although it will reduce
the number of individual compounds that can be analyzed per plate, it will allow an
�on-the-fly� visualization of the effects of pKa (and therefore% ionized) and pHon the
solubility. If a UVplate reader is used, then selecting a single analytical wavelength per
compound (lmax, for instance) is not an appropriate option since there may be
different molar extinction coefficients for the ionized and neutral species should
there be an ionization event at or near the chromophore that causes a spectral change.
Following Beer�s law given in Equation 6.1, for a given wavelength, equivalent

concentrations of specieswith a differentmolar extinction coefficient will not have an
equivalent absorbance. Under these circumstances, the use of calibration curves
determined from compounds dissolved in organic solvents and therefore present
only in the neutral form will not be appropriate for the determination of the
concentration of a species that is ionized.
This problemcan be overcomeby determining a scan of the samples across a range

of wavelengths, typically 200–400 nm and selecting the wavelength at which the
extinction coefficient is equivalent for all species, the isosbestic point (DMSO absor-
bance will cause interference if scanning is done at wavelengths much lower than
230 nm), to plot the calibration curves and thus calculate the concentration of the
analyte present.
To determine the isosbestic point, two calibration samples are required in addition

to those of the calibration line. These two will contain sufficient aqueous buffer to
cause the pH to shift to the extremes of the pH range of the assay, for example, pH 3
and pH 9, but not enough to cause poorly soluble compounds to precipitate out of
solution. As shown in Figure 6.1, the spectra for pH 3 and pH 9 have equivalent
absorbances at 315 nm, and therefore this is the isosbestic point and should be
chosen for analysis. For situations where there is no clear isosbestic point, a
wavelength should be selected from a region of homology.
Setting the concentration in the two spiked solutions to be the same as that of one

of the calibration lines will give three spectral lines for qualitative comparison,
which will provide additional information about the behavior of the compound. In
Figure 6.1, the spectral profiles under purely organic conditions and organic solvent
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spiked with pH 9 buffer are equivalent whereas that spiked with pH 3 buffer shows a
different profile. This indicates that under basic conditions the compound is in its
neutral form, while under acidic conditions it is in its ionized form. Comparison of
these calibration spectra with those from the solubility supernatant samples will
determine the pH range at which the ionization occurred. Figure 6.2 shows that
labetalol has an acidic ionization event between pH 3 and pH 5 and that the acidic

Figure 6.1 Plot of labetalol UV absorbance spectra showing pH 3,
pH 9, and organic calibration lines at 0.05mm.

Figure 6.2 Plot of labetalol solubility lines at pH 3, pH 5, pH 7.4, and pH 9.
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center is close to the chromophore, in this instance, the phenolic OH group. In
situationswhere there ismore than one possible ionization site, this can be extremely
helpful in the assignment of pKa values.
Another major benefit to medicinal chemists of providing pH profile data is the

early identification of stability issues – if the solubility and calibration spectra do not
match, it will indicate that degradation of the compound may be occurring.

6.4.5
Supernatant Concentration Methods from Solid Material

Methods, which start from DMSO solutions, are relatively easily modified to allow
miniaturized shake-flask measurements to be made. A major consideration is the
logistics of weighing out the compounds to an accuracy high enough to make the
analysis from solid material valid. There are a number of robotic platforms com-
mercially available, which can incorporate automated weighing stations (Zinsser
Analytic Inc.) for use with a very large number of compounds. An extra step will be
required in themethod to transfer an aliquot of the incubation samples to afilter plate
to remove the supernatant for analysis, although centrifugation will negate this, and
subsequently determine the concentration of the sample against a calibration curve
by UVplate reader either at a single wavelength or from a scan, which again depends
on whether multiple pH values or HPLC detection is used.

6.4.6
Precipitate Detection

Precipitate detection methods typically use light scattering techniques such as
nephelometry,flow cytometry, and turbiditymeasurements to determine the amount
of the precipitate formed during the incubation process. A major advantage with
these types of techniques is the availability of particle size distribution and aggrega-
tion information.
Bevan [5] measured precipitation in microtiter plates by light scattering directly

using a BMG NEPHELOstar plate-based nephelometer. Small volumes of concen-
tratedDMSO stock solutions are added to wells containing aqueous buffer and this is
then serially diluted across thewells of themicrotiter plate and allowed to equilibrate.
The concentration of the resulting precipitate is determined by nephelometry. For
compounds that are poorly soluble, the wells are turbid and produce a higher degree
of scattering. Plotting turbidity versus concentration will give the maximum concen-
tration dissolved, which is the quoted solubility value.
Dehring et al. [6] have used the same nephelometric technology to determine

kinetic solubility on a high-throughput robotic platform with good comparison of
data with that obtained in a lower throughout method using flow injection analysis
(FIA). Fligge and Schuler [7] used a fast nephelometric method in conjunction with
liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) detection method using the
same 384-well microtiter plates as used in the LC/MS hit validation without the need
for further sample preparation.
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6.4.7
Other Methods of Measuring Solubility

Using the Sirius GLpKa instrument and CheqSol technology provides an elegant
method for determining the solubility of ionizable molecules by using pH-metric
titration. An acid or base titrant is added to precipitate the sample, which is detected
by using D-PAS (a quartz fiber dip probemeasuring UVabsorbance). Small volumes
of acid or base are added to the system to cycle the solution between sub- and
supersaturated states close to the equilibrium. Equilibrium solubility is calculated
using mass and charge balance equations. This method is particularly useful for
poorly soluble compounds and reduces the analysis time for equilibrium solubility
from potentially greater than 24 h to around 1 h per sample [8]. (For compounds that
do not supersaturate, Bjerrum curve analysis is used.) pION Inc. provides the pSol
Gemini instrument for measuring equilibrium solubility using an alternative pH-
metric titration method whereby titrations are assumed to establish equilibrium
typically over a 12 h period. The company has developed a mSol instrument for
measuring high-throughput solubility on a Tecan robotic platform fromDMSO stock
solutions using UV detection.
Recent studies by Seadeek [9] and Sugano [10] discuss how the crystal form and

solubility can be monitored together to assess the crystallinity of the precipitate.

6.5
Dissociation Constants, pKa

It is not easy to find a definition of dissociation constant, pKa, which is not
cumbersome and confusing, and yet the extent of ionization, of which this is a
measure, is of fundamental importance. Biologically active molecules tend to be
either fully or partially charged at physiological pH with the charged functionality
often being required for the biological activity, as well as physicochemical
properties such as solubility. Knowledge of the dissociation constant and the
protonation equilibria plays an important role in the understanding of absorption,
transport, and receptor binding. From the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation given
in Equation 6.2,

BHþ
Protonated base

>Hþþ B
DeprotonatedðneutralÞbase

HA
ProtonatedðneutralÞacid

>Hþþ A�
Deprotonated acid

pKa ¼ pHþ log10
½protonated�

½deprotonated� ;

ð6:2Þ

for an aqueous solution of a compound with one ionizable group, the acid
dissociation constant, or ionization constant, pKa, being equal to the pH at which
50% of the compound is in its ionized form (deprotonated for acids and protonated
for bases) and 50% is in its neutral form. (This has to be extended using equilibrium
equations for multiprotic molecules and Avdeef [11] has shown the derivation of
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these equations.) Rearranging this equation allows the calculation of % ionized as
shown in Equation 6.3:

% Ionized for bases ¼ 100

1þ 10ðpKa�pHÞ ;

% Ionized for acids ¼ 100

1þ 10ðpH�pKaÞ :
ð6:3Þ

Figure 6.3 shows plots of pH versus % ionized for a strong acid and weak base with
pKa� 2.5 and weak acid and strong bases with pKa� 9.5, respectively.

6.5.1
Measuring pKa

To measure pKa, the compound is exposed to a changing pH and some character-
istics of the molecule that change as a function of pH, for example, solubility,
absorbance, and conductivity, are measured. Potentiometric titrimetry in aqueous
solution is the traditional method that has been used. pKa is determined from the
shape of a titration curve [12] derived from plotting electromotive force (E or emf) or
pH versus the volume of reagent added. The aqueous analyte solution is either
preacidified to pH 3 using 0.5M hydrochloric acid and titrated to pH 12 using 0.3M
potassium hydroxide solution, or prebasified and titrated with acid and monitored
using a glass electrode. It is very important for all pKa measurements to ensure that
the ionic strength of the system remains constant so that the activity coefficients of

Figure 6.3 Plots of% ionized for a strong acid and weak base with
pKa� 2.5, weak acid and strong base with pKa� 9.5.
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all the species involved also remain constant. The system is generally maintained
under an inert atmosphere to avoid the risk of CO2 contamination. This method is
not amenable to sparingly soluble compounds and highly depends on sample
purity. It also needs a relatively large amount of sample, >5� 10�4M solution is
required to be able to detect a significant change in the shape of the titration curve
compared to a blank, and typical sample volumes in the region of 5ml, although
100ml volumes are now possible using microelectrodes. The reagent (acid or base)
must be added in a stepwise manner, and the protonation equilibria need to be
achieved after each addition before measurements can be taken, with 20–40
measurements required in the pH range 3–11. A measurement of this type will
take typically 20–40min per compound. However, this is the most precise method
and is generally used for high-quality determinations. Dual-phase potentiometry
using direct titration with base followed by back titration with acid in the presence
of octanol provides both logP and pKa values. Sirius Analytical�s GLpKa instrument
allows the automation of this procedure, which reduces the time sufficiently to
allow 30–40 titrations per day [13–17].
Owing to increased sensitivity, hybrid potentiometric/UV spectroscopic techni-

ques are useful for reducing the sample concentration required, typically using less
than 10�5M solutions. A UV absorbance spectrum is measured at each pH but the
samplesmust have aUVchromophore, which demonstrates a spectral change due to
ionization. This means that the ionization site must be part of or in close proximity
(up to 4 atoms) to the chromophore. Sirius GLpKa instrument with D-PAS attach-
ment uses a fiber optic dip probe in a titration cell and while the samples are titrated
across the pH range, the multiwavelength UV spectra are obtained at each pH. The
pKa values are calculated using target factor analysis (TFA) [16] but again the limiting
step is electrode stability. The new Fast D-PAS software allows this technology to be
used in a high-throughput mode by making measurements in a linear buffer
solution with each titration taking 2min. This method is particularly suitable for
samples that are not stable or are poorly soluble since these measurements can be
made before precipitation occurs. It is also possible to determine pKa using pH
gradient titration and this is the principle behind the Sirius Profiler SGA instrument.
The samples are injected into a flowing pH gradient created by mixing an acidified
and basified buffer together using calibrated syringe pumps ensuring that the pH
varies linearly with time. The pH can be determined from the time elapsed
eliminating the need to wait for stabilization of an electrode. UV spectroscopy is
again used to monitor changes in the absorbance of the compound as a function of
pH. This reduces the analysis time to�4min per cycle giving a throughput of more
than 200 compounds per day.

6.5.2
pKa Measurements in Cosolvent Mixtures

Poor water solubility is still a problem for all these methods, but it can be overcome
to some extent by using a mixture of solvents, although the presence of organic
modifiers causes the pH scale to shift and may cause the pKa to change. The
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dissociation equilibria are governed by electrostatic interactions as well as by
solute–solvent interactions. As shown in Equation 6.2, during the dissociation of
uncharged acids, charged species are created. In this instance, the electrostatic
interactions become very important, as the corresponding pKa increases with
decreasing polarity of the solution. During the dissociation of cationic species,
there is no change in the number of charges and therefore the permittivity of the
solution does not change. In this situation, the solute–solvent interactions are
more important than the electrostatic interactions and there is a small error on
the pKa.
Apparent pKa values measured in the presence of cosolvents are therefore

different from those measured in purely aqueous systems and will not give a true
indication of the % ionized of the species. One-unit error in pKa calculation will
carry through to a 1-unit error in logDpH if calculated from a measured logP value.
This is particularly important where the pKa is close to the pH of the region of
absorption, which can lead to errors in predicting behavior. The Yasuda–Shedlovsky
technique uses the measurement of the apparent pKa (psKa) in a cosolvent mixture
and extrapolates back to 100% aqueous. This works well and is well documented
[18, 19]; however, it is sample expensive requiring at least three experiments per
sample and is therefore not appropriate for a high-throughput setting. Recent work
has been published by V€olgyi et al. [20] demonstrating the use of a universal
cosolvent system allowing a single-point measurement against a general calibration
curve to determine pKa in an aqueous environment by using the Yasuda–
Shedlovsky plot.

6.5.3
pKa Measurements based on Separation

Many different types of chromatographic methods have been used to determine
pKa value, such as ion-exchange chromatography, gas chromatography, and RP-
HPLC, is well placed for high-throughput analysis. A review by Hardcastle et al. [21]
explains the theory behind the calculations and the derivation of equations for the
determination of pKa value. It has been demonstrated that the correct determina-
tion of pH of the mobile phase is key to the determination of pKa value of an analyte
from chromatographic retention [22, 23]. However, this is the pKa value of the
analyte in the mobile-phase system and not in a purely aqueous environment.
The dielectric constant of cosolvent/water mixtures is less than that of water alone
and therefore the extent of ionization and the associated ionization equilibria are
suppressed:

psKa acids > pKa acids and psKa bases < pKa bases:

While this does not give a �true� pKa value without using the Yasuda–Shedlovsky
approach, it does give the dissociation constant for the analyte in the chromato-
graphic system, which will help determine a generic system for the separation of
complex mixtures. There are a number of benefits of using chromatographic
retentions and capacity factor as a tool for determining pKa over the potentiometric
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methods. Sample requirements are very small and poor aqueous solubility is no
longer a problem. Since it is a separation technique, the purity of the compound does
not interfere with the analysis, and fast methods significantly reduce analysis time
and increase throughput.However, due to stability issues, the pH range of themobile
phase canbe limited and therefore the range of pKa values that can be determined and
the precision of the values are not generally as great as those determined by
potentiometry.
Capillary electrophoresis has been used for over a decade to determine accurate

pKa values [24, 25] requiring only small amounts of analyte at very low concentrations.
It does not require the quantitative determination of the solute or titrant concentra-
tions and since it is a separation technique, impurities do not present a problem, and
nonaqueous solvents can be used for poorly soluble compounds [26]. This technique
relies solely onmigration times. The effectivemobility of an ion,meff, is related to the
fraction of ionized species present and therefore the pKa can be determined, provided
the equilibrium is fast with respect to the separation time. A review by Poole et al. [27]
presents model equations for pKa determination for compounds with up to three
ionization centers. A single peak will be observed for all interconverting species,
which will depend on the properties of the electrolyte solution. The weakness of
capillary electrophoresis as a high-throughputmethod is its requirement formultiple
buffer systems, since while the analysis is rapid the number of channels available is
reduced. There are no special instrument requirements for this system, provided
there is an effective thermostating of the column since the equilibrium constants
depend on temperature. A commercial instrument is now available from Advanced
Analytical [28] using a 96-capillary array separation cassette and diode array detection
designed to be used in a 96-well microtiter plate format. Twelve electrolyte solutions
of differing pHare used to analyze samples simultaneously allowing a throughput of
around 16 samples per hour across a pH range of 2–12. Liškov�a and Šlampov�a [29]
give details of practical considerations with respect to buffers across the pH range
2–12, and it has been shown that placing the system under pressure during the
electrophoretic separation reduces migration times and is good across the pH range
2.5–10.5 [30] as it increases the throughput for nonparallel systems. These methods
still rely on the presence of a chromophore since they useUVdetection, anddue to the
very small path lengths, concentrations of about 10mM are to be recommended to
achieve a high enough signal for detection. It is possible to use mass spectrometric
detection coupled to capillary electrophoresis, although modification of the electro-
lytes used will be necessary for compatibility with the mass spectrometer. Wan
et al. [31] describe a method of simultaneous measurement of a pooled sample
comprising 1ml of 10mmDMSO stocks of each up to 56 compounds. The presence
of 5% DMSO neither did influence the effective mobilities of the samples, and
therefore hadminimal effect on pKa values determined, nor did it interfere with peak
identification. The use of pressure assistance and volatile buffers meant that the total
cycle time for these 56 compounds was less than 150min, although throughput will
depend on the resolution of the mass spectrometer. The main disadvantage of this
procedure was that compounds that were too similar in mass (a difference of <2Da)
could be misidentified.
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6.6
Lipophilicity

Lipophilicity is the major driving force for binding drugs to a receptor target. If a
compound is too lipophilic, it will be retained longer, have a wider distribution and
greater nonspecific binding, and potentially be more readily metabolized. It is a
means of estimating a molecule�s affinity for a lipid, nonaqueous environment.
There are many routes by which a drug can be absorbed by passage through
membranes and tissues, but transport by passive diffusion is the most common
route [32]. For this to occur, the drug must be lipophilic enough to pass from an
aqueous environment into the lipid core of the membranes but not so highly
lipophilic that it is retained there.
Measurement of lipophilicity is well documented and a large database ofmeasured

logP values is available [33]. Lipophilicity isdefinedas thebehaviorof a compound ina
biphasic system, solid/liquid or liquid/liquid, and it is usually expressed by the
octanol/water partition coefficient (P) or the distribution coefficient (D) with octanol
and water traditionally forming the biphasic system. Hansch and Fujita [34–36]
recommended the use of the partition coefficient logarithm (logP) to model the
biological partition behavior of drugmolecules. An octanol/water systemwas chosen
becauseitwasknownthatwater-saturatedn-octanolformsintonear-sphericalclusters:
theOHgroups of�16 octanolmolecules coordinate around a core ofwatermolecules
with thehydrocarbonchainspointingoutward.Thisproducesaphasewithsomeof the
characteristics of a phospholipid membrane bilayer: the regions where the lipophilic
characterpredominates (as in thecoreof the lipidmembrane)adjacent toa regionwith
a high degree of polar character (e.g., at the membrane surface) [37]. However,
an octanol/water system cannot completely model the combination of charge
and polarity, which exists in the phospholipid head groups of biological membranes,
since it is not sensitive to the hydrogen-bond donor characteristics of the solutes.

6.6.1
logP Versus logDpH

The difference between logP and logDpH is often a cause for confusion. logP is the
log10 of the partition coefficient and is the extent to which the neutral species has an
affinity for the organic environment relative to that of the aqueous environment.
logDpH is the log10 of the distribution coefficient and is similar in that it is also a
measure of the extent of the affinity for organic over aqueous except that it is all species
present at a given pH that are measured. For compounds with no ionizable groups or
thosewhere the test pHis sufficiently far away from the pKa of the ionizable groups so
that they are in their neutral form, logP and logDpH are equivalent. If the test pH of
the logDpHassay is changed, the extent of ionization of themoleculewill also change.
It is therefore imperative that the test pH is always quoted for logD, often as a
subscript with the nomenclature logDpH. (although, it is not uncommon for the pH
value to be found as a superscript with the subscript being used to designate the
solvent). This is summarized in Figure 6.4.
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logDpH is arguably amore useful descriptor for ionizable compounds, but, since it
depends on pH, values determined at differing pH values should never be compared.
Amajor advantage of logDpH is that it can bemeasured very easily since no account of
the species present is made. It is extremely amenable to high-throughput technolo-
gies, and a number of different methods have been studied. Some are true partition
experiments while others use validated chromatographic systems that reference
retention time and capacity factor to known lipophilicity values and are a good
surrogate for logP measurements.

6.6.2
Measuring Lipophilicity

The shake-flask method has been described as the �gold standard� – it has been the
method of choice for literature publications against which other methods of
lipophilicity determinations have traditionally been calibrated, although other meth-
ods, now commonly used, are capable of generating the same quality of data. The
shake-flask method starts from solid material incubated in a biphasic solution of
aqueous and octanol, and the relative amounts in each layer are determined. There
are, however, a number of problemswith thismethod. For example,microemulsions
can be formed, which prevent the two layers from separating, and these can be stable
for days. The upper and lower ranges that are achievable can cause detection
problems; for example, logD7.4¼ 4 contains 10 000 timesmore samples in the octanol
layer causing saturation of the detector, while the quantity present in the aqueous layer
may be below the detection limit. Using mass balance equations can accommodate
this but the systems must be well validated.

Figure 6.4 Summary of the difference between log P and logDpH

with a plot of logD versus pH for a base.
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Using potentiometricmethods, logP is calculated from the difference between the
apparent pKa (psKa) valuesmeasured in a biphasic system such as octanol/water. The
first such method was developed by Sirius Analytical as a basis for its GLpKa
instrument. The solid sample is dissolved in a biphasic system, acidified or basified,
and titrated with base or acid under controlled conditions. The resulting titration
curve is compared with a simulated curve produced from psKa values (and other
variables), which are systematically varied until the two curves match as close as
possible. This process is known as refinement [38]. The major drawback of this
method is that it can be used only for ionizable molecules and is not appropriate for
lipophilic weak baseswith a low pKa or weak acidswith a high pKa if the values shift to
psKa values outside the measurement range of 2–12. It can, however, be used over a
wide range of phase ratios since the pH ismeasuredwithout phase separation. There
are a number of reviews that explain themethodologies andmathematics behind the
pH-metric method of determining logP [39–41].

6.6.3
High-Throughput logD7.4 Measurements

�Miniaturizing� the shake-flask method so that it is transferable to a liquid-handling
robotic system is relatively straightforward. The samples can be dispensed into tubes
in a microtiter plate format and the two phases are added using any of the standard
instruments available. To ensure a thoroughmixing of the two phases, the tubes need
to be sealed tightly and the plates inverted before, and shaken vigorously during, the
incubation period. Once the incubation is complete, the phases need to be allowed to
separate fully and this can be achieved most effectively by centrifugation. Using
disposable tips and with careful teaching of the aspirate heights, it is possible to
sample from the two layers, which are then analyzed and the ratios of the concentra-
tion calculated. The use of RP-HPLC analysis allows fast and simple measurements,
although it is important to ensure that the octanol and aqueous layers are alternated to
avoid a buildup of octanol on the column.

6.6.4
High-Throughput logD7.4 Versus Shake-Flask logD7.4

In a high-throughput setting, it is beneficial to have a generic method that is
applicable to all the compounds being analyzed. If this is not the case, adapting
methods can take up valuable time and resources. For this reason, it ismost common
for the volumes used in the octanol and aqueous layers to be the same. However, in
the high-throughput partition experiment detailed above, the samples are present as
liquids in DMSO, and adding equal volumes of octanol and water to the sample
aliquot will lead to one phase being present in excess. DMSOpreferentially partitions
into the aqueous layer rather than the octanol and therefore the total volume of
DMSO aliquot plus aqueous buffer must be the same as that for the octanol for the
two volumes to be equivalent. This assay has been validated by UCB (unpublished
data) against the shake-flask method and holds up very well, R2 is 0.9. Figure 6.5
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shows the correlation between two sets of data for�300 relatively diverse compounds
consisting of commercially available drugs and a range of compounds fromanumber
of medicinal chemistry projects.
There is a loss of correlation at the extremes of the lipophilicity ranges and this can

in some way be explained by the presence of DMSO in the high-throughput assay.
The relative amount of DMSO present is so low that it will have a negligible effect on
the final lipophilicity value. However, for compounds, which are very highly
lipophilic, their value may be slightly reduced due to the apparent pulling of the
compound into the aqueous layer by the DMSO rather than the compound partition-
ing into the octanol where it has greater affinity.

6.6.5
Alternative Methods for Determining High-Throughput logDpH

Chromatographic retention time gives a directmeasure of the extent of a compound�s
interaction with the stationary phase. This will therefore relate to its distribution
between the two phases. A review by Gocan et al. [42] describes the use of
chromatography to determine lipophilicity. There are direct methods where sets of
compounds with a diverse range of well-characterized lipophilicities are analyzed by
RP-HPLC to create a calibration curve constructed from retention times and capacity
factors versus lipophilicity against which unknown compounds can be measured
[43–47]. This type of approach is good for high throughput inmicrotiter plate format,
and samples are generally from DMSO stock solutions and therefore do not need
weighing. It does not depend on the amount of compound injected onto the column

Figure 6.5 Correlation of high-throughput logD7.4

measurements from DMSO stock solutions with shake-flask
logD7.4 measurements from solid material.
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and is not affected by impurities in the sample or the solvent vehicle used. Different
types of stationary phase such as immobilized artificial membrane (IAM), human
serum albumin (HSA), anda-acid glycoprotein (AGP) [48] can be used depending on
the partition and is not restricted to octanol/water partitioning. These methods,
however, do not allow direct comparative studies betweenmethodswithout the use of
standards.
Sirius Analytical has developed a commercially available Profiler LDA instrument

in which a proprietary stationary phase is coated with octanol. Octanol-saturated
mobile phase is recirculated tomaintain the octanol content of the stationary phase as
constant. This system gives a dynamic range that covers �1< logP< 5.
Chromatographic hydrophobicity index (CHI) was introduced by Valkó et al. in

1997 [49] where an index is derived from the compound�s retention time in a fast-
gradient RP-HPLC system. The gradient is produced by changing the proportions of
buffer and acetonitrile in the mobile phase. The sample is injected onto the column
with a low percentage of acetonitrile so that it preferentially binds to the stationary
phase. The gradient is then increased until the sample dissolves when the percentage
of acetonitrile present in the mobile phase is high enough and the sample will elute
from the column. The system is calibrated using retention times for a set of standards
with known CHI values. Constants can be used to calculate CHI for the unknown
samples,which are normally in the range of 0–100 to give the approximate percentage
of acetonitrile required to produce an equal distribution of the compound between
mobile and stationary phases.
Using microemulsion electrokinetic chromatography (MEEKC) [50], microemul-

sions are made from a combination of aqueous buffer, n-butanol, heptane, and a
surfactant placed inside a fused silica capillary. DMSO stock solutions are diluted
with buffer and a highly lipophilic marker, dodecaphenone. This is injected at the
anode end of the capillary with a UV detector placed at the cathode end. An electric
field is applied, which produces negatively charged droplets of organic solvent.
Neutral solutes present in the aqueous phasemigrate with the endosmoticflowwhile
those present in the organic phase will migrate at the speed of the charged droplets.
This method is suitable only for compounds that are electrically neutral at the pH of
the buffer so that bases are run in pH10buffer and acids in pH3buffer. Thismethod,
therefore, does not allow for a single method to be used for all compounds.

6.7
Permeability

It is not uncommon for drug compounds to be able to perform verywell in a variety of
microtiter plate-based assays, but when transferred to in vivo assays, they cannot
reach the therapeutic target site. The molecule must permeate through a number of
cellmembranesmade up of phospholipid bilayers, which can increase the passage of
highly charged polar molecules. Among the most common means by which a
molecule can cross such a membrane are transcellular routes such as passive
diffusion, carrier-mediated active transport, and metabolic enzymes, paracellular
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transport where the molecules diffuse through the tight junctions between the cells,
and ATP-dependent efflux mechanisms where the drug is pumped out back, as
described in Figure 6.6.
Cultured cells such as Caco-2 (human colon adenocarcinoma) or MDCK

(Madin–Darby canine kidney) have long been used to give some measure of the
permeation rate. Caco-2 cells express peptide transporters such as PEPT1 [51] and
efflux systems such as P-gp [52]. TheCaco-2 cellmonolayer in vitro permeability assay
mimicsmost of the transport pathways in the gastrointestinal tract and has therefore
gained broad acceptance as a surrogatemarker for estimating in vivo drug absorption
potential. Krishaa et al. [53] and Faassen et al. [54] describe in detail the Caco-2
experiment methods. Although these methods remain the key benchmark assays,
they are expensive to run, highly variable, and relatively unamenable to a high-
throughput environment due to long membrane culture time and the requirement
for multiple time point measurements.
The advantage of cell culture models is that they are able to measure active

transport processes across the cell membranes and not just the interaction of a drug
with a lipid bilayer. They can also be used to study passive and active transport routes;
indeed,much of the knowledge as to the active transportmechanisms in the intestine
has been derived from cell culture studies. Despite the predominant route being
passive diffusion, the research into transport mechanisms indicates that there are a
large number of drugs that are used as substrates for active transporter and efflux
systems, and it must therefore be appreciated that multiple transport routes may be
involved in the intestinal drug transport.
Since the majority of drugs are absorbed by passive diffusion, an assay that

measures the rate of permeation through a simple artificialmembrane, whichmimics
this, may be useful; however, how much so as a gastrointestinal tract membrane
mimic will be determined by the membrane composition. (Fisher et al. [55] provide a
review of themolecular parameters that govern passive diffusion.) Amajor step in the
advancement of noncell-based permeability screens designed to overcome many of
these issues was the PAMPA (parallel artificial membrane permeability assay) first
published by Kansy in 1998 [56] where a concentrated, negatively charged phospho-
lipid bilayer membrane is supported on a filter in a 96-well plate. This technique has
been investigated and modified many times and has been widely implemented in

Figure 6.6 Routes by which a drug can cross a membrane.
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high-throughput screening cascades across the industry and has found favor as a tool
for the rank ordering of compounds. PAMPAdata are frequently correlatedwith those
from cell-based assays and indeed also with in vivo absorption data with some success
in terms of R2 and the numbers of outliers, although how relevant it is to �predict a
prediction� remains amatter for individual groups to decide, with similar conclusions
being arguably possible from calculated properties such as polar surface area and
number of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors. It is worth noting that there is a lack
of published evidence to suggest that PAMPAhas been instrumental in the designof a
drug candidate or in driving a project forward in the sameway as the logP or solubility
has been on a compound-by-compound basis.

6.7.1
Permeability and Lipophilicity

According to Fick�s first law of diffusion, the passive diffusion of a drug across a
membrane is directly proportional to the membrane–water partition coefficient,
provided the interior of themembrane is homogeneous and the concentration of the
drug on the �receiver� side of the membrane is much less than that on the �donor�
side of the membrane, although in practice this linearity does not hold over a very
wide range of lipophilicities due to issues such as the presence of aqueous pores in
oily membranes, membrane retention of lipophilic molecules, pKa effects, aggrega-
tion of the solute, and the unstirred water layer (UWL).
Both lipophilicity values, logP and logDpH, are a ratio between two immiscible

phases determined once the system has reached equilibrium and is therefore a
thermodynamic system. Permeability values, however, are rates of passage through
the membranes and conditions are carefully selected to ensure that the system does
not reach equilibrium. This is a kinetic system and depends on many variables such
as incubation time, membrane composition, stirring rate, pH, and buffer composi-
tion. For this reason, it is extremely difficult to make reliable group-to-group
comparisons. Although the rank ordering of compounds should be the same, it is
unlikely that the absolute values would be the same, making validation of new
methods very difficult. As a result, substituting permeability values for lipophilicity
values and vice versa should be carried out with caution while correlation of the one
with the other has been shown to be reasonably successful [57]. Faller et al. [58] have
demonstrated the use of PAMPA technology for determining lipophilicity and Chen
et al. [59] described a variation using polymer-plasticized polyvinylchloride.

6.7.2
Cell-Based Assays

For cell-based assays, all of the instruments used need to be maintained in a sterile
environment if growing the cells is to be automated. These assays are labor intensive,
expensive, and not generally well suited to high throughput. The cells need to be
cultured for around 21 days (depending on the cell line). Bellman et al. [60] presented
details of a high-throughput Caco-2 cell-based method for measuring permeability
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using LC/MSdetection.Using 5mMsample concentration in the donor (apical) wells,
the authorsmeasured both apical-to-basolateral (A–B) and basolateral-to-apical (B–A)
directions by taking 100ml samples from both the donor and the acceptor (baso-
lateral) at time t¼ 0 and after 90min incubation and replacing with 200ml of 50%
acetonitrile/water. A generic HPLC method was used with ESI mass spectrometry
detection. They demonstrated that it is possible to measure all the samples in
duplicate with a throughput of 20 samples in 24 h. This is an increase in throughput
but it still does not satisfy the needs of a department requiring analysis of much
greater numbers of compounds.

6.7.3
Noncell-Based Assays: Chromatographic Methods

Chromatography is easily automated and using short retention times hundreds of
compounds can be analyzed quickly by methods developed to model intestinal
permeability. The stationary phase consists of either immobilized liposomes or
immobilized phospholipids. These methods are excellent for screening purposes as
they require only small amount of compound, and automation is straightforward. A
variety of columns are commercially available and the historical concerns for column
stability have been largely overcome. Permeability is related to the retention time of
the compound on the stationary phase designed to mimic lipid bilayers [61, 62],
which is due to electrostatic interactions between the drug and the lipid surface and
partitioning into and across the lipid phase. Retention on the column therefore does
not always reflect transport across the membrane [63]. It has been suggested that the
correlation from these methods with drug permeability shows no improvement over
the use of logP [64]. Zhue et al. [65] present a good data set with human fraction
absorbed, Caco-2 permeability data, and logP values for 92 compounds, which are
useful for validation studies.

6.7.4
Noncell-Based Assays: Parallel Artificial Membrane Permeability Assay

In contrast to cell-based assays, noncell-based permeability assays using artificial
membranes supported on filters are fast, flexible, cheap, and fully automatable. They
are therefore ideally placed for use in high throughput. There have been many
variations of this assay in terms of the fine details of the experiment and these will be
discussed in due course; however, the basic principles remain the same, based on a
96-well microtiter plate format.
A �sandwich� is formed from two plates, a donor plate and a receiver plate. The

donor plate is usually of a specially designed geometry, available from pION Inc. for
use with its Evolution system and GUT box or from Millipore Inc. These plates are
machined to minimize vortexing during shaking so that the buffer solution remains
in contact with the lower surface of the receiver plate at all times without the
formation of a meniscus. The receiver is a 96-well microfilter plate. The filters are
generally 125mm thickwith 0.45mmpores and 0.3 cm2 cross-sectional area with 70%
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porosity onto which is placed a solution of the artificial lipid membrane. BD
Biosciences has produced a commercially available PAMPA plate system, which is
a 96-well insert with a PVDF filter plate precoated with structured layers of
phospholipids and has a matched receiver microplate [66].
The samples as DMSO stock solutions are added to the donor wells and are diluted

with buffer. The receiver plate is placed on top of the donor wells, the lipid solution is
added carefully to ensure that there is complete coverage of the filter support, and
then the buffer solution for the receiver system is added. The resulting sandwich is
covered to avoid evaporation and is shaken. Figure 6.7 shows a schematic represen-
tation of the construction and incubation of the PAMPA sandwich system.
After the samples have been incubated for the chosen time, the plates are separated

and aliquots removed from both donor and receiver wells and the concentration of
the solute determined. This ismost commonly carried out byusingHPLC, LC/MS, or
UV plate reader detection.

6.7.4.1 Membrane Composition
There have beenmany variations in the composition of artificial membranes used in
a PAMPA-style analysis and each has been tailored to specific investigations. Sugano
et al. [67, 68] investigated a variety of phospholipid membrane systems and experi-
mental conditions and were able to show that by modifying the membrane it was
possible to improve the predictive power of PAMPA.
Di et al. [69] describe the use of a PAMPA for the prediction of passage of a drug

across the blood–brain barrier by the modification of the membrane using porcine
polar brain lipid and have demonstrated the ability to determine which compounds
will be most likely to be CNS positive and CNS negative.

6.7.4.2 Suggestions for PAMPA
The following recommendations are a good starting point for a gastrointestinal,
noncell-based artificial membrane permeability assay [70]:

. Donor wells: pH 6 and pH 7 (ionization-maintained sink), 5–10mm bile acid, such
as taurocholic acid or glycocholic acid to solubilize lipophilic molecules (binding-
maintained sink).

. Receiver wells: pH 7.4 phosphate buffer containing 3% w/v bovine serum albumin
(BSA) added to receiver wells (binding-maintained sink).

Figure 6.7 Schematic representation of PAMPA system.
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. The artificial membrane composed of phosphatidyl choline, phosphatidylethanol-
amine, phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylinositol, and cholesterol.

. DMSO final concentration <10%.

In cell-based assays, membrane integrity is monitored using conductivity mea-
surements but is not amenable to high throughput, and alternatives are needed. One
approachmay be to perform the assay in triplicate, rejecting the datawhere twopoints
are not in good agreement. This would reduce throughput and does not remove all
doubts as to the quality of the data.
Alternatively, a well-validated poorly permeable compound is included in the

analyte solutions as an internal standard. A compound such as theophylline has an
effective permeability of �0.12� 10�6 cm/s (exact value will depend on assay
conditions). If the compound were seen to be permeating significantly faster than
this effective permeability, it could be concluded that the membrane had been
compromised. This approach would mean that a detection method based on
separation, such as HPLC, would be needed. Upon the inclusion of a second
internal standard, which was known to be highly soluble, such as verapamil,
effective permeability 16� 10�6 cm/s would enable monitoring of the incubation
time to ensure that equilibrium had not been reached for highly permeable
compounds.
A third method of checking the membrane integrity is to monitor the appearance

of DMSO in the receiver wells due to damaged membranes by analyzing down to
200 nm. This could be automated, would not result in the need for separation of the
analyte before detection, and would not reduce throughput.

6.7.4.3 Considerations in the Calculation of Permeability from PAMPA Data
The equations used to calculate permeability from PAMPA data are derived from
Fick�s law and assume that equilibrium between the donor and the receiver wells has
not been achieved. The equations also assume that the membrane has been fully
saturated by the sample upon leaving the donor well before permeation into the
receiver well commences. For most compounds, this saturation time is extremely
short and does not generally present a problem.Membrane retention also needs to be
considered. This will tend to be higher for more lipophilic compounds and has
sometimes been seen up to 90%. The consideration, or otherwise, of membrane
retentionwill dictatewhich set of equations should be used andwhether the resulting
permeability value is termed the apparent permeability as is used in cell-based
determinations or the effective permeability.
Permeability is a kinetic process, and is quoted as a rate. In cell-based assays such

as Caco-2, a number of time points are generally taken from both the donor (apical)
wells and the receiver (basolateral) wells. Because of this, retention on the mem-
branes is not determined and the permeability values quoted are �apparent,� Pa. The
main benefit of PAMPA type assays is their usefulness as high-throughput tools and
therefore taking time pointmeasurements will create a bottleneck.Measurements of
the donor and receiver wells are made at the end of the incubation period and
referenced back to the starting concentration of the solute in the donor wells.
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Membrane retention values can be determined using mass balance and inclusion of
this gives the �effective� permeability, Pe. These are shown in Equations 6.4–6.6:

Pe ¼ �2:303
At

VRVD

VR þVD
log10 1� VR þVD

ð1�RÞVD

� �
CR

CD

� �� �
; ð6:4Þ

where

R ¼ ½Ce�ðCD þCRÞ�
Ce

: ð6:5Þ

Pa ¼ VRVD

AtVR þVD
ln 1� CR

CD

� �� �
: ð6:6Þ

Effective permeability (Pe) and apparent permeability (Pa) can be determined using
Equations 6.4 and 6.5 and Equation 6.6, respectively, where A is the membrane area
(cm2), t is the incubation time (s),VR is the volume of the receiverwell (cm3),VD is the
volume of the donor well (cm3), CR is the concentration of solute in the receiver well
at time t (mol/cm3), CD is the concentration of the solute in the donor well at time
t¼ 0 (mol/cm3), and Ce is the concentration of the solute at equilibrium (mol/cm3).
The distinctions between these two have been discussed here only briefly.

Avdeef [71] has published more detailed explanations and derivations of the
equations to be used.

6.7.5
Sink Conditions

The term �sink� when referred to in vitro permeability systems means any process
that significantly lowers the concentration of the neutral species from the receiver
wells. In vivo sink conditions can be thought of as the continued removal of the
permeating species due to the continuous flow of blood. There are three methods of
introducing sink conditions into an in vitro system:

(1) Physically-maintained sink conditions: In cell-based assays, an aliquot is removed
for analysis from the receiver wells to make time point measurements. This is
replicated in Caco-2 but not in PAMPA.

(2) Ionization-maintained sink conditions: Owing to the dependence of ionization on
pH, weak acids will be more permeable in a gradient system where the pH of the
donor is below that of the acceptor, whileweak baseswill bemore permeable in an
iso-pH system. Uncharged species will show the same results using either
system. If the pH gradient is wide enough, a neutral compound will become
ionized once it reaches the receiver wells.

(3) Binding-maintained sink conditions: The presence of serum proteins in the
receiver wells, such as 3% w/v BSA, will bind the neutral compound once it
crosses the membrane.

The pION Inc.methoduses �double-sink� conditions, both ionization and binding
maintained.
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6.7.6
Unstirred Water Layer

The passive transport of compounds across a membrane is the combination of
diffusion through the membrane and the regions of undisturbed solution, the
unstirred water layer, on either side of the membrane. The solute samples
are present in the bulk solution, which, upon stirring, move through the bulk to
the interface of the bulk solution and theUWL. In vivo, the gastrointestinal UWL is in
the region of 30–100mm due to an efficient mixing near the surface of the
endothelium [72], while in the Caco-2 system it is >1000mm. Diffusion laws govern
the progress of the solute through the UWL that can be reduced in size by increased
stirring butwill never actually be removed. TheUWL is virtually the same for drugs of
a comparable size and can be determined by measuring the transport of the
compounds from the donor to the receiver wells without addition of the artificial
membrane to the filter supports, by determining the stirring rate dependence of the
permeability of the compounds (a technique used by pION Inc. in its Gut Box
technology, where the shaking of the system can be preset according to desiredUWL)
or by determining the pH dependence of the effective permeability.

6.7.7
Surface Properties for the Determination of Permeability

Surface tension measurements have been shown to correlate with ADME properties
[55, 73–75]. TheKibronDelta8 instrument is amultichannel tensiometer that studies
the dependence of surface activity on the solution composition. The technology is
based on the determination of the maximum force exerted by surface tension on a
wetting probe as it is withdrawn from the liquid/air interface. Themain forces acting
on the probe are the buoyancy due to the volume of the liquid displaced by the probe
and the mass of the meniscus adhering to the probe. The maximum pull force is
recorded when the buoyancy force reaches a minimum – just before the meniscus
breaks. This instrument uses amicrotiter plate-based format and canmeasure a plate
in around2min.Across the plate is a series of 8 samples at 12 concentrations, starting
from DMSO stock solutions. This allows prediction of the passive diffusion through
membranes from plots of the critical micelle concentration versus the concentration
of the onset of surface activity (Co) by calibration against drugs with known
permeabilities. This technique can be used for passage through the blood–brain
barrier or the gastrointestinal tract [76].

6.8
Data Interpretation, Presentation, and Storage

A major consideration in setting up a high-throughput screen is the data collection,
processing, interpretation, and dissemination. It is particularly important to ensure
that there is sufficient time and resources dedicated to studying the data. Discrete
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numbers are useful for QSAR, QSPR work, correlation, and method validation but
they can be overwhelming, particularly for the nonexpert user. A clear and unam-
biguous method of visualizing the data is needed. This is often done by binning the
data as well as providing a numerical value. If this approach is adopted for all of the
assays, it is possible to produce the data in a report-style format with expert
interpretation, which gives a package of data showing how all the properties of a
given series of compounds interrelate. This is particularly useful for reference
purposes. Freeman [77] demonstrated how this approach provides a valuable tool
for the use of high-throughput physicochemical profiling.

6.9
Conclusions

This chapter has provided only a brief introduction to the field of high-throughput
physicochemical screening. It is intended to demonstrate that with ingenuity it is
possible to automate or increase throughput of these techniques. High-throughput
measurement of physicochemical parameters has a valid place in drug discovery, its
exact positioning within the timelines of a project will depend on the individual
organization and its particular needs. With careful thought, it is possible to analyze
a large number of compounds using very little sample and generate a package of
data, which will help to drive projects forward. The assay conditions must be
relevant to the individual questions being posed and the data should be �fit for
purpose.� However, if budgets are generous and compound numbers are high
enough, there is a danger that too much data could be generated – a case of diluting
the information through shear volume of data – and measurements should not be
made �just because they can� be made. Screening for all physicochemical proper-
ties is a compromise, high throughput with a low predictive potential or low-
throughput with a high predictive potential. However, using multiple data points,
pH for instance, rather than large compound numbers and devoting sufficient time
to interpretation and education may tip the balance of this compromise toward a
higher predictive power.
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7
AnOverview of Caco-2 and Alternatives for Prediction of Intestinal
Drug Transport and Absorption
Anna-Lena Ungell and Per Artursson

Abbreviations

2/4/A1 Conditionally immortalized cell line derived from fetal rat intestine
ABC ATP-binding cassette
ATCC American-type culture collection
BCRP Breast cancer-resistance protein (ABCG2)
BSA Bovine serum albumin
Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon
cDNA Complementary DNA
CYP Cytochrome P450
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide
ECACC European Collection of Cell Cultures
ER Efflux ratio (transport basolateral-to-apical dividedby transport a pical-

to-basolateral)
hCE-1 Human carboxyesterase-1
hCE-2 Human carboxyesterase-2
HT-29 Pluripotent adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon
IEC-18 Rat intestinal epithelial cell line
LLC-PK1 Pig kidney epithelia cell line
MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney epithelial cell line
MDR1 Multidrug resistance protein 1 (ABCB1)
MRP Multidrug resistance-associated protein family 1–6 (ABCC1–6)
MTX Methotrexate
OATP1B1 Organic anion-transporting polypeptide (SLC21A6; OATP2)
PEPT1 Oligopeptide transporter (solute carrier family 15, member 1

(SLC15A1))
T84 Colon carcinoma cell line derived from human colon
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Symbols

ClogP Predicted octanol/water partitioning coefficient
Fa Fraction of the oral dose absorbed
Papp Apparent permeability coefficient

7.1
Introduction

One of the limiting factors for the successful therapeutic application of new oral
drugs is their transport across one or several membrane(s) into the system, for
example, over the intestinal membrane into the systemic circulation, into the cell
interior to the target receptor, or into the central nervous system (CNS). The drug
transport across a biological membrane can be influenced by a number of factors
such as solubility, membrane partitioning, metabolism, and active transport pro-
cesses [1–3]. To obtain high-quality and useful predictions of the transport processes,
highly standardized in vitro models, suitable for screening of a large number and
variety of drug molecules, are used.
Complementary to experimentally based in vitro screening assays are in silico

predictions of intestinal drug permeability and absorption from molecular struc-
tures. These methodologies, which are treated elsewhere in this book, are very time
efficient and have a large capacity for virtual screening of entire chemical libraries in
early drug discovery. However, they are based on simplistic approximations regard-
ing, for example, membrane partitioning and active transport mechanisms and
therefore do not describe the biological complexity of themodel in sufficient detail as
compared to cell-based in vitromodels, such asCaco-2monolayers and alternative cell
models, for prediction of intestinal permeability and drug absorption.

7.2
Cell Cultures for Assessment of Intestinal Permeability

Cell culture-based models are the most commonly used methods for studying the
mechanisms of passive and active drug transport, and interactions with epithelial
proteins, such as transporters and enzymes. These are both simple and quick to
use, and still reflect most of the different mechanisms involved in the absorption
process. Almost 20 years ago, Caco-2 cells grown on permeable supports were
introduced as an experimental tool for mechanistic studies of the intestinal drug
transport [4, 5]. At the same time, it was suggested that the Caco-2 model was
suitable for screening the intestinal drug permeability and predicting the oral
absorption potential of new drug substances [5]. Several factors spurred the
development of Caco-2 and similar cell models. These included (1) the awareness
that inferior pharmacokinetic properties, including insufficient drug absorption,
remained the major reason for the failure of new drug candidates in the clinical
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phase [6]; (2) the insight that drug absorption across biological barriers is a fairly
complex process involving several pathways and that it can therefore not easily be
delineated in experimental animals [7]; and (3) the introduction of combinatorial
chemistry in drug discovery [8] .
As with all new techniques that are rapidly embraced by the scientific community,

the initial enthusiasm and in some cases uncritical use of Caco-2 cells unraveled the
limitations of this in vitro [7] and other similar models, for example [9]. A period of
critical evaluation followed and today the majority of researchers using these models
are aware not only of their advantages but also of their limitations. MDCK
(Madin–Darby canine kidney) cells are another well-used cell line, which has been
compared with the Caco-2 for the use as intestinal permeability [10]. For the
screening of a large number of compounds, these two cell cultures provide extremely
useful tools for both preclinical screening and for mechanistic purposes and have
routinly been used in the drug industry even for cassette dosing and for analyzing
large combinatorial libraries [11, 12].

7.2.1
Caco-2

Themain reasons for the popularity of the Caco-2 cell line are that the cells are easy to
maintain in culture, and that they develop unusually high degree of differentiation
spontaneously under standard culture conditions. The cells exhibit a good reproduc-
ibility, robustness, and functional properties of human intestinal epithelial cells. The
model has proved capable of predicting the oral absorption of a variety of drug
compounds (see Ref. [13]). The Caco-2 cell line originates from a human colon
adenocarcinoma [14] and can be obtained from American-type culture collection
(ATCC) or the European Collection of Cell Cultures (ECACC). It is a polyclonal cell
line, that is, it consists of a heterogeneous population of cells [15], which means that
the properties of the cellsmay changewith time in culture. The cells should therefore
be usedwithin a limited number of passages, especially for screening purposes over a
long period of time. Theheterogeneous properties of the cellsmay be one explanation
for the differences in morphology, paracellular permeability, and expression of
enzymes and transporters that have been reported from different research
groups [16–22]. The cell culture protocol therefore must be standardized and
validated by time during screening, and each laboratory has to provide its own
standardization [23–25]. Many clones of Caco-2 cells with partly different properties
have been derived, but it is beyond the scope of this chapter to cover the vast literature
on the physiology of Caco-2 cells.
Caco-2 cells form tight junctions and express many of the brush border enzymes

(hydrolases) that are found in the normal small intestine, for example, alkaline
phosphatase, sucrase, and amino peptidases [26–29]. Cytochrome P450 (CYP450)
isoenzymes and some phase II enzymes (e.g., glutathione-S-transferases, sulfotrans-
ferase, and glucuronidase) have been identified [29–33] in these cells; however, the
level of CYP expression (e.g., CYP3A4) is low in the original cells under standard cell
culture conditions [34].
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A large number of transport proteins have been identified in Caco-2 cells. Among
the efflux transporters, the MDR-1 gene product P-glycoprotein (P-gp) is the most
extensively investigated [35–37]. Several different efflux transporters have been
identified in the Caco-2 cell line at mRNA level [23, 24, 38–40], and some of these
have been verified also at protein and functional levels [41]. Taipalensuu et al. showed
that the normal Caco-2 cells do not overexpress the efflux transporter P-gp in
comparison with human jejunal biopsies [38]. A genetically related protein, BCRP,
has also been discussed recently, but this protein seems to be expressed less in cell
lines such as Caco-2 than in the human jejunum [38, 39]. The multidrug resistance-
related (associated) protein family, MRPs, has also been identified in Caco-2 cells
[38–40, 42]. Of the 8 to 10 different MRPs that have been proposed to exist, 6 have
been identified in Caco-2 cells, referred to as MRP1–6 [38, 39, 42]. In addition,
transport systems for glucose [43, 44], amino acids [45–48], dipeptides [49–51],
vitamins [52], and bile acids [53, 54], which are normally found in the small intestinal
enterocytes, have been characterized in the Caco-2 model. The expression of the
active transport systems is time dependent and may vary with nutritional condi-
tions [55, 56]. Therefore, culture conditions can dramatically alter the biological
characteristics and transport properties of Caco-2 cell monolayers [57–60]. As the
Caco-2 cell model expressesmany important intestinal transporters, it can be used to
study not only the passive transport mechanisms but also themechanisms involving
active drug transport. Owing to the complexity of this model of drug transport, there
has been reports delineating both pros and cons for the use of it [7, 61–63].

7.2.2
MDCK Cells

TheMDCK cell line is also frequently used by pharmaceutical companies tomonitor
intestinal drug transport, despite the fact that the cell line originates from the dog
kidney [10, 64, 65]. An advantage with this cell line as compared to Caco-2 cells is that
it differentiatesmore rapidly. There are two distinct subclones ofMDCKcells:MDCK
Strain I that forms very tightmonolayers andMDCKStrain II that formsmonolayers
withmore leaky tight junctions. Irvine and coworkers reported that the correlation to
oral fraction absorbed (Fa) based on 55 different compounds was comparable in the
Caco-2 andMDCKmodel systems [10], although it should be pointed out that due to
species differences, the endogenous expression of canine transporters in the renal
MDCK monolayers is likely to be very different from that of the human intestinal
transporters in Caco-2 cells. Thus, while MDCK monolayers may be useful for
estimations of passive epithelial transport, but they may not be applicable to
mechanistic studies of human drug transport or for predicting active uptake or
efflux across the human intestinal epithelium. In the normal MDCK cell line, a low
level of P-gp has been identified [65], while uptake transporters such as renal organic
cation transporters have been explored in mechanistic studies [66].
In general, the inherent expression of canine transport proteins in MDCK cells is

low. This fact together with the seemingly correct sorting of transport proteins to the
right location in the plasmamembrane has made these cells a popular choice for the
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stable expression of transport proteins of human origin. Furthermore, MDCK cells
overexpressing transport proteins maintain cell–cell contact via tight junctions, a
feature sometimes lost upon the manipulation of differentiated epithelial cell lines.
MDCK cells overexpressing human P-gp (MDR1) have been a useful tool for
investigating the contribution of P-gp to transepithelial transport [67–69]. However,
it appears that the MDR1-MDCK cells, like many other stably transfected cell lines,
tend to form multilayers and in addition, are not as well polarized as MDCK
cells [67, 70]. An alternative cell line for assessing P-gp involvement is MDR1-
transfected LLC-PK1 (pig kidney) cells [71].
In recent years, it has been recognized that the interplay between uptake and

efflux transporters may determine the cellular pharmacokinetics of drugs. Thus, a
more hydrophilic drug may require an active uptake mechanism to cross the cell
membrane and enter the cell. Only from within the cell will such a molecule
become accessible to the binding site(s) of an efflux transporter, such as MRP2.
Recently, it was shown that cells overexpressing another efflux protein, ABCG2/
BCRP, correctly identified binding to the transport proteins for drugs with a
lipophilicity that allowed significant partitioning into the cell membrane (ClogP
> 0.5) [72]. Since the cell line in question did not express uptake transporters, this
result indicates that a log partitioning coefficient above 0.5 was needed for passive
membrane permeation and access to the ABC-transporter. Thus, both appropriate
uptake and efflux transporters need to be inserted into a cell line to reveal the
transport mechanism ofmore hydrophilic efflux substrates [73]. This was elegantly
demonstrated for the rather hydrophilic cholesterol-lowering agent pravastatin
(logP < 0.5), using MDCK cells overexpressing the pravastatin uptake transporter
OATP1B1 and the pravastatin efflux transporter MRP2 [74]. Only in double-
transfected cells, an efflux of pravastatin via MRP2 could be observed. Numerous
research groups working to better model the interplay between different transport
proteins have now constructed a large variety of double-transfected cell lines.
Extensions of this technique have resulted in MDCK cells overexpressing as many
as four transport proteins [75]. It should be noted that the relative expression levels
of multiple transgenes may be difficult to control, which may obscure the goal of
obtaining more in vivo-like cell cultures. Furthermore, it is often difficult to
generate double-transfected cell lines that retain the required differentiated prop-
erties including an intact paracellular barrier. Caco-2 cells may therefore remain a
viable future alternative in some of these situations, provided sufficiently specific
substrates or inhibitors can be identified.

7.2.3
2/4/A1 Cells

As for active drug transport, there is no quantitative relationship between passive
drug permeability in Caco-2 cells in vitro and drug transport in the human small
intestine in vivo [76, 77]. Apart from high-permeability drugs that partition into the
cell membranes at comparable, rapid speeds in vitro and in vivo, compounds with
intermediate or low permeability have a lower permeability in the Caco-2model than
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in vivo. As shown in Figure 7.1a, this difference increases with a decrease in
compound permeability. There are two major reasons for this difference.
First, the paracellular route is tighter in Caco-2 cells than that in the small intestine

in vivo. Although the average pore radius of the tight junctions in the human small
intestine is around 8–13Å [78], the corresponding radius in Caco-2 cells is lower. As
low-permeability drugs are generally more polar than high-permeability drugs, they
tend to distributemore slowly into the cellmembranes.However, at least a fraction of
the drugs are transported through the water pores of the tight junctions, via the
paracellular pathway. If this pathway is narrower, as in Caco-2 cells, the permeability
will become lower than that in vivo. We recently proposed a solution to this problem
by exploiting a more leaky cell culture model established from the rat fetal intestine,
2/4/A1 [77, 79]. This cell line, which has paracellular permeability comparable to that
of the human small intestinal epithelium in vivo, gives a better quantitative relation-
ship with human permeability data generated in the Loc-I-Gut perfusion tech-
nique [77] (Figure 7.1b). It is impossible to speculate upon the relative contribution
of the paracellular pathway and the possible increased absorptive surface area to the
passive transport of low- permeability drugs [80].Here,we can only conclude that it
is possible to mimic human small intestinal permeability to drugs by using a more
leaky cell culture model (such as 2/4/A1) than the Caco-2 model. As an alternative,
correction factors for the low paracellular permeability in Caco-2 cells and other
membrane models have been introduced [81, 82]. Interestingly, the 2/4/A1 cell line
seems not to express functional (drug) transporting proteins [83], which makes it an
interesting alternative in studies of passive permeability. Indeed, recent data from
our laboratory suggest that 2/4/A1 cells better predict the human absorption of
intermediate- to low-permeability drugs than do Caco-2 cells [84]. Another advantage
of the 2/4/A1 cell line is that a relatively large amount of low-permeability drugs is

Figure 7.1 Comparison between the
permeability coefficients obtained after in vivo
perfusion of the human jejunum (open symbols)
(data compiled frompublications by Lennern€as�s
laboratory [162, 163]) and Caco-2 cells (filled
symbols) (data compiled from publications by
Artursson�s laboratory [84, 164]) (a) and 2/4/A1
cells [84] (b). There is a quantitative overlap in
permeability between completely absorbed

drugs in Caco-2 cells and in the human jejunum,
while the permeabilities for the incompletely
absorbed drugs are approximately two orders of
magnitude lower in Caco-2 cells than those in the
human jejunum. In contrast, the relationship in
2/4/A1 is almost completely overlapping
compared to that in the human jejunum for both
completely and incompletely absorbed drugs.
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transported, thus eliminating the need for expensive analysis equipment such as an
LC/MS/MS system. However, it must be pointed out that 2/4/A1 cells have poorly
differentiated morphology and lack many of the enzyme systems and transporters
that are present in Caco-2 cells and in the normal human small intestinal epitheli-
um [83]. Thus, 2/4/A1 cells seem best applicable to investigating passive transport
properties of drugs without the consideration of active transport mechanisms.
Moreover, the culture conditions are very specific and more demanding than the
relatively straightforward procedures used for Caco-2 andMDCK cells, and their use
in the pharmaceutical industry has hitherto been limited. A simple serum-free
culture procedure for 2/4/A1 cells has recently been developed, but it remains to be
seen if this technique will make 2/4/A1 cells a more attractive alternative in drug
discovery settings [85, 98] (Figure 7.2).

7.2.4
Other Cell Lines

HT29 is another well-studied human colon carcinoma cell line [15, 28]. When grown
under standard culture conditions, the cells form multilayers of undifferentiated
cells. However, under modified culture conditions, HT29 cells differentiate into
polarized monolayers of absorptive and/or, interestingly, mucus-secreting goblet
cells, depending on the chosen conditions. Several permanently differentiated clonal
cell lines have been established from HT29 cells. The mucus-layer-producing
variants have attracted some interest for two reasons: the mucus layer covering the
intestinal epithelium in vivomay limit the absorption of some drugs and Caco-2 and
MDCK cells lack this barrier. Mucus-producing clones such as HT29-H and HT29-
MTX (methotrexate-induced cells) have been used for the development of mucus-
layer-containing cell culture models [86–89]. Cocultures of Caco-2 cells and HT29-H

Figure 7.2 Studies of specific drug transport routes in
multifunctional cell models such as Caco-2 cells may be
complicated, as there is a lack of specific substrates formany drug
transporters. Therefore, specialized cell models that
accommodatemainly passive (2/4/A1) or selected active (MDCK-
MDR1) transport pathways are preferred in some cases.
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and HT29-MTX have also been investigated, but these have not yet found wide
application in drug discovery [88, 90].
Another human colonic cancer cell line is T84, which forms monolayers that are

even tighter than those of the Caco-2. It has been described as resembling a colonic
crypt cell phenotype.Hence, these cells have been usedmainly in studies of epithelial
ion secretion and are generally not considered to be adequate for drug transport
studies, particularly with respect to carrier-mediated processes [13, 91, 92]. The rat
intestinal epithelial cell line IEC-18 has been evaluated as a model to study small
intestinal epithelial permeability. This cell line, which forms very leaky monolayers,
was proposed to be a better model than the Caco-2 monolayers for evaluating the
small intestinal paracellular permeation of hydrophilic molecules [93]. Importantly,
the leaky tight junctions of the IEC-18 cells are a result of an undeveloped paracellular
barrier lacking the perijunctional actin belt. In addition, the IEC-18 cells haveminute
expression of transporters [91, 93].

7.3
Correlation to Fraction of Oral Dose Absorbed

Many academic and industrial laboratories have shown that the drug permeability
measured in Caco-2 cell monolayers can be used to predict the oral absorption of
drugs in humans. Various data sets have therefore been used to establish correlations
between Caco-2 permeability and the fraction absorbed orally in humans [5, 18].
Taken together, these studies show good predictability, though with a relatively wide
variation in the appearance of correlation profiles between different laboratories [18].
Initially, the good relationship between the passive drug transport across Caco-2 cells
and the absorbed fraction after oral administration to humans [5] may be surprising,
given that oral drug absorption is influenced by many factors besides drug perme-
ability, such as drug solubility, dissolution, active transport, and, in some cases,
presystemic metabolism. The first study with Caco-2 cells was performed under
highly controlled conditions on registered drugs that did not have solubility problems
and that were largely passively transported. In addition, their metabolism could be
accounted for [5]. Similar good results are obtained when the same parameters are
strictly controlled in expanded data sets.
However, many drug discovery scientists initially were disappointed when the

experimental in-house compounds gave relationshipswith amuch larger scatter than
that reported in the original publication [7]. There are several contributing factors to
this difference. Discovery compounds have generally been neither characterized nor
optimized with regard to chemical stability, metabolism, solubility, or dissolution
rate. Another difference is that Caco-2 predictions of oral drug absorption using small
data sets for standardization are generally carried out manually by multiple samples
at different time points, and full attention is also given to, for example, mass balance
issues and the contribution from active transport. Nevertheless, there are several
reports describing the usefulness of Caco-2 permeability data also obtained in
automated systems, in predictions of oral absorption, for example [94–96], and,
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when combined with metabolic stability data, also bioavailability [97]. In the
screening setting, binning of permeability values in up to three categories, predict-
ing high, intermediate, and low absorption after oral administration is commonly
used. When an analogous series of compounds is tested, permeability ranking is an
alternative. Recently, ranking of incompletely absorbed drugs (Fa< 30%) was used to
compare the performance of Caco-2 that expresses functional transporters and 2/4/
A1 cells that lack functional transport proteins. Both passively and actively trans-
ported compounds were included in the study. Both cell lines generated good
results,with a slight advantage for 2/4/A1 cells, suggesting that the passive perme-
ability route dominates also in the case of many compounds that are at least partly
transported via active transport mechanisms across the intestinal epithelium [98].
Recently, an independent study came to the same conclusion regarding the 2/4/A1
cells [62].
In the drug industry, Caco-2 cells have often been used to rank compounds in

analogous compound series and libraries or to estimate Fa in humans early in the
screening process. When such data sets are used, Caco-2 cell permeability measure-
ments provide the opportunity to establish structure–permeability relationships for
quite different analogous series of drugs. Several examples of the latter case have
been published. For example, these include a series of conventional drugs [99–102],
peptides, and peptide mimetics [103–107] as well as compounds generated in high-
throughput drugdiscovery [108, 109]. Althoughmost of these structure–permeability
relationships have been established for passive membrane permeability, there are
also examples of structure–permeability relationships for a series of drugs that are
absorbed via an active transport mechanism [110–115].

7.4
Cell Culture and Transport Experiments

Drug absorption experiments are easy to perform in cell culture models, such as
Caco-2. Comprehensive step-by-step protocols for the determination of drug perme-
ability and prediction of drug absorption in Caco-2 monolayers has recently been
published [25, 116]. The outlined principles are applicable also to the other cell
culturemodels reviewed above. Briefly, the drug is added to the apical (mucosal) side
and the appearance of the drug on the basolateral side (serosal) is followed by time.
Themodel also permits experiments to be carried out in the reverse direction, that is,
from the basolateral side to the apical side. Themonolayers should be agitated during
the experiments, not only to producemore reproducible results but also to reduce the
effects of aqueous boundary layers adjacent to the epithelial membrane [117].
Without correct stirring conditions being maintained during the experiments, the
measured permeability values for rapidly transported compounds will be signifi-
cantly underestimated. The experiments should preferably be performed under
�sink� conditions (e.g., the drug concentration on the receiver side should be less
than 10% of the concentration on the donor side during an experiment) to avoid bias
by backdiffusion of significant amount of compound from the receiver chamber and
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tomaintain a �constant� applied drug concentration gradient during the course of the
experiment. The following Equation 7.1 is generally used for the calculation of the
apparent permeability coefficient (Papp):

Papp ¼ ðdQ=dtÞ
ðA � Cd0Þ ; ð7:1Þ

where dQ/dt is the rate of appearance of drug on the receiver side, Cd0 is the
initial drug concentration on the donor side, and A is the surface area of the filter
membrane.
This equation for calculation of Papp is easily improved by taking into account the

change of donor concentration (Cd) during the experiment, which affects the
concentration gradient and the driving force for passive diffusion (Equation 7.2):

Papp ¼ k � V r

A
; ð7:2Þ

where k is the change in drug concentration in the receiver chamber (Cr�ti/Cd�ti) per
unit time, Cr�ti is the concentration on the receiver side at the end of each time
interval, Cd�ti is the average of the donor concentration determined at the beginning
and at the end of each time interval,Vr is the volume of the receiver chamber, andA is
the surface area of the filter membrane. By using this method of calculation, a more
accurate determination of the Papp value is obtained, particularly for rapidly trans-
ported drugs where Papp values exceed 10� 10�6 cm/s.
A general equation that does not require sink conditions can also be applied

[118, 119] (Equation 7.3). In this �nonsink� analysis, Papp is determined by nonlinear
curve fitting of

CRðtÞ ¼ M
ðVD þVRÞ
� �

þ CR;0� M
ðVD þVRÞ
� �� �

e�PappAð1=VD þ 1=VRÞt; ð7:3Þ

where VD is the volume of the donor compartment, VR is the volume of the receiver
compartment, A is the area of the filter, M is the total amount of substance in the
system, CR,0 is the concentration of the substance in the receiver compartment at the
start of the time interval, and CR(t) is the concentration of the substance at time t
measured from the start of the time interval.
The trend in the industry has been to automate theCaco-2 permeability assay using

semi- or fully automated procedures.With such systems throughputs on the order of
hundreds of compounds per week are possible. Of particular importance, for good
estimation of the permeability coefficient, the compound must be completely
dissolved during the transport experiment. Therefore, discovery compounds are
often diluted in physiological buffers from stock solutions in DMSO. Twenty-four-
well plates with monolayers are usually used for higher analytical precision and
compound yield, but 96-well plates for higher throughput are also frequently used. A
mixture of several reference compounds is often included on each plate to capture
variability between assays by time/passage.
The recovery should be sufficient to assure that reliable Papp values are obtained

and reported (Equation 7.4). Common limits for recovery are 80–120%. Sometimes,
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when lipophilic compounds with assumed high permeability are investigated, a lower
recovery may be acceptable. The recovery is calculated according to

Recovery ½%� ¼ CDðfinÞ � VDþSðCSðtÞ � VSðtÞÞþCRðfinÞ � VRðfinÞ
� �� 100

CDð0Þ � VDð0Þ
;

ð7:4Þ
whereCD andCR are the concentrations on the donor (D) and receiver (R) sides of the
monolayer at the start (0) or end (fin) of the experiment, CS(t) denotes the concentra-
tions of the samples withdrawn at different time points t, andV is used for each of the
respective volumes.

7.4.1
Quality Control and Standardization

The variable performance ofCaco-2 cells can beminimized by education and training
in good cell culture practice [25, 116, 120]. Here, we only note that a major reason for
the different results obtained with Caco-2 cells is related to the interval of passage
number and ages (time grown on filter) at which the cells are studied. It is therefore
important to define a limited number of passages and days that can be used for the
experiments. Caco-2 cells obtained from ATCC or from ECACC are normally at
passages 20–40. Our experience is that within a predefined and controlled interval of
passages, the cells perform very consistently, provided identical cell culture condi-
tions are used.We conclude that in contrast to what is generally believed it is possible
to maintain the permeability characteristics of Caco-2 cells over long time periods, at
least in the same laboratory.
Another technical limitation of Caco-2 cells is the long culture time required

to obtain full differentiation of the cells. It takes 3 weeks to obtain fully differentiated
cell monolayers of Caco-2 cells on filter inserts [1, 116, 121]. It has recently been
suggested that 2 weeks of culture on filters is sufficient for obtaining a full expression
of transporters and integrity [23], but these claims require solid experimental
confirmation.
In some screening laboratories, even 2 weeks are considered too long and too

demanding to be practical, and culture protocols have been developed to speed up the
differentiation process, usually to less than 1week [122–124]. Today, at least one 3-day
system, based on proprietarymedia supplements and collagen-coatedfilter inserts, is
available (http://www.bdbiosciences.com). Although limited, the published infor-
mation about the performance of Caco-2 monolayers cultivated under these acceler-
ated protocols suggests that the cells are not fully differentiated and therefore have to
beused at a certain timepoint, for example, onday 3, to obtain reproducible results, as
the degree of differentiation may vary from one day to another. Clearly, data from
different publications or laboratories should not be mixed without prior harmoniza-
tion of the experimental protocols. This is underscored by a recent comparative study
in which the mRNA expression and function of a number of transport proteins were
compared in Caco-2 cells cultivated according to different standard procedures used
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in 10 laboratories in the drug industry and universities [125] – although the results
were in qualitative agreement, large variations in expression and function were
observed between the different laboratories.

7.4.2
Optimizing Experimental Conditions: pH

The pHin the lumenof theGI tract in vivo in humans is variable; typically, it is pH1–2
in the stomach, 5–6.5 in the duodenum and proximal jejunum, 6.5–7.5 in the mid-
jejunum, and almost up to 8 in the terminal ileum [126]. In the large bowel, the pH
varies between 6.5 and 8 from the colon ascendens to the sigmoideum. This bulk pH
will affect the solubility and the degree of ionization of the drug and hence regional
differences in the concentration of uncharged drug species, which provides a driving
force for the drug absorption. The transport across the rate-limiting barrier of the
intestinal epithelial cell membrane is, however, affected by another pH, the so-called
microclimate or surface pH, which is up to one pH unit lower in parts of the small
intestine compared to the bulk pH adjacent to the epithelial cell surface [127]. In the
cell culture models, the pH of the apical solution therefore has a direct impact on the
transport experiments, as the solution is in direct contact with the membrane [128].
When only transport in the absorptive direction is considered, the cell-based
screening model should reflect the gradient under physiological conditions and
reflect the absorption across the jejunum (themain part of absorption ofmost drugs);
thus, a pH of 6.5 should be applied to the apical side while the pH at the basolateral
side should be kept at 7.4.
The passive permeability of an ionizable compound will obey the pH partition

hypothesis. For weak acids, for example, salicylic acid, the dependence on a pH
gradient is complex as both the passive diffusion and the active transport process
(which in the case of organic anions may be driven by a proton gradient) will depend
on the proton concentration in the apical solution [129]. Similarly, for weak bases
such as alfentanil, metoprolol, propranolol, or cimetidine, an apical pH of 6.5 will
decrease the passive transport toward the basolateral side [130]. Applying this pH
gradient during bidirectional transport studies for weak bases will create an efflux
ratio, that is due to unequal concentrations of the uncharged drug species on the
apical (pH 6.5) and basolateral (pH 7.4) sides, rather than an active efflux mecha-
nism [129, 131]. In conclusion, in early permeability screeningwhere a pHgradient is
often used, it can be difficult to distinguish a passive asymmetric uptake or efflux
caused by the pH effect on ionization from a true transporter-mediated uptake or
efflux. Thus, caution should be exercised in interpreting efflux data obtained from
permeability screening using the recommended pH gradient systems.

7.4.3
Optimizing Experimental Conditions: Concentration Dependence

Optimizing the permeability measurements to avoid adsorption to plastic, filters, or
accumulation within the cell monolayer seems highly relevant for increasing the
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predictivity of the screening model in the early screening of highly lipophilic
drugs [132]. In general, DMSO solutions are the most commonly used vehicle in
the early stages. As the available amount of the compounds is small at this stage, only
low concentrations of the drug can be used and the influence of carrier-mediated
transport (uptake or efflux)may be overemphasized compared to the in vivo situation.
This could, for instance, result in a falsely low permeability to compounds that are
substrates for efflux transporters at the intestinal membrane as after oral drug
administration, these transporters could become saturated at the higher (therapeutic)
concentrations obtained in the gut after dissolution of the dosage form.

7.4.4
Optimizing Experimental Conditions: Solubility and BSA

The adsorption of compounds to plastic surfaces and accumulation of compounds
within the cell membrane are related to the lipophilicity of the compound. Highly
lipophilic drugsmost likely have high intrinsic permeabilities, but it may be difficult
to make a correct determination due to low recoveries in the in vitro system. Many
authors have suggested using BSA to improve sink conditions and to reduce the
adsorption phenomenon [128, 133, 134]. The effect of the presence of BSA will be
determined by both the protein-binding capacity of the drug to be tested and its
intrinsic permeability, that is, a high protein-binding and a high-permeability value
will increase the impact of BSA in the basolateral chamber. Recently, a newpromising
methodology was presented that may account for the effect of protein binding on the
drug permeability through an indirect procedure [135]. Using this approach, good
corrections for the changes in unbound drug concentration were obtained for a small
set of drugs, and further studies are needed to show on the general applicability of the
methodology. There are several positive factors that favor the use of BSA in the
basolateral medium. First, it mimics the in vivo situation where the circulating blood
provides an excellent base for sink conditions due to a large volume and content of
albumin [136]. Second, serum albumin hinders adsorption onto plastic surfaces and
filters and thereby reduces the loss of compound in the experimental system, as well
as in the different steps of dilution before the analysis of drug content. Third, the
accumulation of a lipophilic drug within the cell monolayer is reduced due to
maintained sink conditions. Fourth, it seems to be more generally applicable as a
solubilizer of lipophilic drugs than detergents such as Cremophor [137].

7.5
Active Transport Studies in Caco-2 Cells

Drug transport studies in Caco-2 cells grown on permeable supports are easy to
perform under controlled conditions. This makes it possible to extract information
about specific transport processes that would be difficult to obtain in more complex
models such as those based on whole tissues from experimental animals. When the
mRNA expression of drug transporting proteins in Caco-2 cells was compared with
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that in various segments of the human intestine and colon in two independent
studies [23, 24], fairly good correlations were obtained. Recently, these studies were
expanded to incorporate expression comparisons of transport proteins between
human intestinal, liver, and kidney tissues and their respective organotypic cell
lines [39]. Again, a good correlation was obtained for Caco-2 cells and the human
jejunum while the corresponding comparisons for human liver and kidney gave
poor results. Furthermore, comparisons with expression data from rat intestine,
increased the scatter significantly, indicating that human cell lines such as Caco-2
are more representative of human than of rat organs with respect to transporter
expression [39]. The latter finding is supported by differences in transport
parameters for the human ABC transporters MDR1 and MRP2 in human
Caco-2 cells and canine MDCK cells [138]. Differences between the Caco-2 and
MDCK cell lines have also been reported with regard to the activity of peptide
transporters [139].
It can be argued that the abundant expression of transport proteins in Caco-2 cells

may obscure the study of a specific transporter, especially if the transporter lacks a
specific substrate, as in the case of most efflux transporters of the ABC transporter
family [140]. However, the expression ofmultiple transport systems in Caco-2may be
an advantage in the study of (1) the interplay between several transporters, for
example, Refs [141, 142]; (2) the interplay between drug metabolism and drug
transport [143–148], and (3) the relative contribution of passive and active transport
mechanisms to the overall transport of a drug, for example, Refs [98, 149] . Recently, a
large number of new inhibitors and substrates for specific transporters were
identified among registered drugs, using efficient screening methods, for example,
Refs [72, 150, 151]; but, additional studies are needed to investigate their specificities
with regard to the broad collection of drug-transporting proteins.

7.6
Metabolism Studies using Caco-2 Cells

Cell culture models can be used to evaluate the importance of metabolism in gut
membranes, both with respect to oxidative metabolism via the cytochrome P450
system and phase-II reactions [30–34, 143, 152]. In general, CYP3A4 activity in the
parent clone of Caco-2 is very low or absent. Therefore, if a compound is metabo-
lized by CYP450 3A4 in the intestinal membrane, permeability for that compound
across Caco-2 cell monolayers will overpredict the absorbed fraction. Since CYP3A4
is the dominating drug-metabolizing enzyme of the human small intestine, a variety
of approaches have been described to enhance its functional activity in Caco-2 cells.
For example, Caco-2 cells have been transfected with cDNA encoding for
CYP3A4 [153, 154]. Another approach is to treat the Caco-2 cells with dihydroxy-
vitamin D3 that induces an increased activity of the enzyme [155, 156]. Significant
induction of CYP3A4 activity and expression has also been reported in CYP3A4-
transfected cells by incubation with 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate and
sodium butyrate [157].
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The inherent enzymatic activity seems low also in other cell lines used for
screening, such as MDCK and LLC-PK1 cells [158]. Both MDCK and LLC-PK1 cells
have been transfected with CYP3A4 and MDR1 for studying the concert action
between drug metabolism and secretion via efflux transporters [158].
Expression levels and activities of enzymes within the gut should be compared

with the levels in the different cellularmodels before starting screening programs. In
addition, the presence of the correct enzyme at the brush border membrane or
intracellularly in the cellular models is important if the influence of enzymatic
degradation on total transport across the intestinal membrane is evaluated. Caco-2
cells are often used for evaluation of prodrug activation as a model for intestinal
bioactivation [159, 160]. A report by Imai et al., however, indicates that in the case of
Caco-2 cells, themain carboxyl esterase is identified as the hCE-1 and corresponds to
the hepatic variant, while in the human intestine themost abundant carboxyl esterase
is the hCE-2 [161]. As the specificity of these two enzymes differs, it was suggested
that prediction of human intestinal absorption using Caco-2 cells should be per-
formed carefully in the case of ester- and amide-containing drugs such as prodrugs.
In addition, if transfected cell lines such as the MDCK-MDR1 are used in studies of
prodrug transport, it is important to know if the cells can activate the drug once it has
entered the cell. This is especially important if the drug formed is evaluated to be a
potential substrate for the MDR1 efflux mechanism. Thus, without prior knowledge
of the enzymes involved, studies can be misleading.
There are also successful studies of metabolism during transport using Caco-2

cells.Hubatsch et al.have reported a study ofmetabolismof a tripeptide (anti-HIV) by
brush border enzyme dipeptidylpeptidase IV, and the dipeptide thus formed was
then transported via PEPT1. These data gave helpful knowledge regarding both
prodrug activation and transport of the inactive dipeptide via the PEPT1 [147].

7.7
Conclusions

We conclude that Caco-2 cell cultures remain a versatile and general model to study
drug transport mechanisms and screening of drug permeability. Especially important
is to have consistency. Ensured high quality during culturing and transport experi-
ments is recommended, as differences can cause major variability among the data
acquired. Alternative models that express fewer drug transport pathways may be
preferable in situationswhere specific drug transportmechanismsare to be identified.
Therefore, such alternative models to Caco-2 cells are developed inmany laboratories
for the investigation of, for example, drug transport by specific transport proteins.
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8
Use of Animals for the Determination of Absorption
and Bioavailability
Chris Logan

Abbreviations

ADME/PK Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and
excretion/pharmacokinetics

AUC Area under the plasma concentration–time curve
Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon
DMPK Drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics
GIT Gastrointestinal tract
HPLC High-pressure liquid chromatography
hpv Hepatic portal vein
HTS High-throughput screen
i.v. Intravenous
i.t. Intratracheal
MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney cells
PAMPA Parallel artificial membrane permeation assay
Papp Apparent permeability coefficient
PB/PK Physiologically based pharmacokinetics
PK Pharmacokinetics
p.o. Oral (per os)

Symbols

Cmin,ss Minimum plasma concentration at steady state
fu Fraction unbound in plasma
k Elimination rate constant
logD Logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water

(usually at pH 7.4)
t (Tau) dosing interval
Vd Volume of distribution
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8.1
Introduction

This chapter will review some of the important methods for carrying out in vivo
absorption and bioavailability studies, as well as attempt to provide an overview of
how the informationmay be used in the drug discovery process. The chapter is aimed
at medicinal chemists and thus will focus on the use of animals in discovery phase
absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion/pharmacokinetic (ADME/PK)
studies, rather than the design of studies that are for regulatory submission or part of
a development safety package.

8.1.1
ADME/PK in Drug Discovery

The need to carry out ADME/PK studies prior to the start of drug development has
only recently becomewidely accepted. The very high failure rate of drug development
has beenwell known for a long time, but the key publication of Prentis et al. in 1988 [1]
highlighted that a significant proportion of the failures (39%) for the sevenmajor UK
pharmaceutical companies could be attributed to �inappropriate pharmacokinetics.�
In a more recent report [2], the failure rate attributed to the same cause was 25%.
Whether this apparent improvement is due to the variability in the reporting system
or a very rapid change due to the incorporation of DMPK into discovery is not clear.
However, it is often very difficult to attribute a failure to a single cause; is the failure
due to the toxicity of the compound or to poor PK, which leads to excessive exposures
at the peak concentrations that are necessary to achieve the required pharmacological
effect over thewhole dosing period?Our own experience, like that of others [3], is that
there are often several aspects that contribute to the decision not to progress a
development project.
Nonetheless, it is now generally accepted that it is worthwhile �frontloading�

projects with ADME/PK and toxicology information in order to improve the chances
of compounds achieving registration and becoming �best in class� [4].
The incorporation ofADME/PK into the discovery process has required a complete

reevaluation of the approach to the science. Drug discovery can be seen as a cyclical
process (Figure 8.1), with chemists making compounds that are screened for
biological activity. The biological data are fed back to the chemists who use it to
improve the design of the next compounds, which are then used to initiate the next
revolution of the cycle. The incorporation of ADME/PK in to drug discovery means
that there is now a second, often orthogonal, make/test cycle. For this cycle to be
productive, it is essential for it to operate at the same rate as the biological testing,
otherwise the chemistry will have moved on, and the ADME/PK data will have been
generated on compounds that are no longer of interest.
Of course, as the generation of biological information has moved toward high-

throughput approaches, ADME/PK is also needed to aspire to similar expectations.
This has led to significant automation and simplification of theADMEscreens, aswill
be seen elsewhere in this book. Even so, few projects have had ready access to truly
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high-throughput screening (HTS) ADME/PK, and so it is more usual for DMPK
considerations to be taken on when projects are at the �hit-to-lead� stage or later [4].

8.1.2
The Need for Prediction

As ADME/PK has become incorporated into drug discovery, it has become necessary
to reconsider the purpose of the studies. If the science is really going to reduce the
attrition rate in development, then it is essential for the studies to allow predictions of
the PK inman to bemade. Thismeans predicting the likely size and frequency of the
dose.A reviewof the top 10medicines of 1999 (Table 8.1) shows all of them tobe once-
a-day compounds. It is clear that to be �best in class� and to be able to maintain that
position as follow-up compounds come along, it seems probable that a compound
will need to be suitable for once-a-day dosing.
Although the pressure to screen large numbers of compounds quickly has led to

the rapid development of in silico and in vitro assays, the sheer number and complexity
of the processes involved in determining the disposition of any particular compound
mean that in vivo studies are still required to provide assurance that the important
processes are modeled with sufficient accuracy [4–6], and, indeed, that the potential
contribution of processes for which there are no good in vitro models (e.g., biliary
secretion) are adequately assessed.
Although prediction of ADME/PK in man may be the primary purpose for

the preclinical studies, it is also important that potential new drugs have acceptable
properties in toxicology species. Without these it can be very difficult to generate
adequate safety margins to allow studies in man to start. It is also likely that
the development safety assessment program will be difficult and hence slow.

8.2
Consideration of Absorption and Bioavailability

There are two methods of dosing that are of primary interest to medicinal chemists:
the oral and intravenous routes. Oral is important because it is generally the most

Figure 8.1 Research optimization process.
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convenient method of administration for patients and the onemost likely to result in
highpatient compliance. Again, this is confirmed by inspection of Table 8.1, showing
the best-selling drugs in 1999. All of the top 10 compounds are for oral administra-
tion. Thus, oral administration is likely to be the desired route for any compound to be
developed. However, intravenous dosing is also important because it allows deter-
mination of both rate of clearance and volume of distribution. These two are usually
the primary parameters that determine the half-life. Clearance can bemodulated in a
series of compounds by altering rates of metabolism, while altering partition
properties may change volume. Thus, it is important for medicinal chemists to
know how these two parameters vary within their chemical series in order to be able
to optimize the chemistry.
The important stages in delivering a drug to its desired target after an oral dose can

be summarized as shown in Figure 8.2. Initially the formulation has to be swallowed
and survive the transition to the site of absorption – the gastrointestinal tract (GIT).
The time required for this to happen will depend on the stomach-emptying time,
which in turn will be a function of the fed/fasting state of the subject or animal that is
being studied (see for exampleRef. [7]). This kind of information can only be obtained
from in vivo studies.
Once in the GIT, when the drug has been released from the formulation into

solution, the process of absorption may begin. In this phase, the compound has to
pass across the wall of the GIT. This can be either by passive diffusion, which is
commonly thought to be the most predominant route for the majority of drugs with
molecular weights below 1000Da, or it can be by paracellular absorption, or by
active uptake. The paracellular route avoids passing through the cells, and instead
the drug gains access to the portal blood by either passing through the tight
junctions between the cells or through the nonrestrictive junctions. This method of

Figure 8.2 Absorption and bioavailability.
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absorption can be important for compounds of a smaller size (and hence lower
molecular weight) and higher polarity than the norm. Active uptake mechanisms
are most common for naturally occurring compounds such as sugars, amino acids,
and di- and tripeptides.
The compound in the portal blood is transported to the liver, which usually is the

major site of metabolism for pharmaceuticals. In the liver, there is usually one, or
more, of three principal fates for the drug: either metabolism; excretion into the bile;
or return to the blood for distribution to the other tissues of the body. These other
tissues may also be sites of metabolism or, particularly in the case of the kidney, sites
of excretion.
There is often confusion as to the meaning of absorption, as opposed to bioavail-

ability. For the purposes of this chapter, absorption will be taken to mean the
processes that are involved in transferring the drug in solution from the site of
administration to the venous blood. In the case of oral absorption, this will be to the
hepatic portal vein (see Figure 8.2). Bioavailability is the ratio of the AUC after
administration by the route of interest and after administration of the same amount
of drug direct into the systemic circulation, usually by intravenous injection. Thus,
bioavailability, after oral dosing, differs from absorption by also including the effects
due to such processes as metabolism and/or biliary secretion during the first pass of
the compound through the liver.
Bioavailability is an important parameter in drug-screening cascades. It gives a

good indication of the efficiency of the delivery of the compound to the systemic
circulation by the chosen route. It can only be measured in vivo but, as will be
described below, it can be predicted for man using a number of methods.
Measurement of absorption can be complicated by efflux mechanisms. It is clear

thatmany compounds are actively transported back into the GIT, into the bile, or into
the urine by efflux proteins. In the case of those in the GIT, thesemay have an impact
on the apparent absorption of a compound. Some understanding of the substrate
specificity for one of these proteins, P-glycoprotein, is becoming apparent [8, 9], but
currently the understanding is limited. At the moment, there are no published
reliable methods either in vivo or in vitro for predicting the importance of efflux
mechanisms for a particular compound in man [10–12].
Absorption studies canbe carried out using a variety of dosing routes, and although

this chapter will focus on oral dosing, analogous stages can be envisioned after other
methods of dosing.

8.3
Choice of Animal Species

The main preclinical species used for pharmacokinetic studies are the rat, mouse,
and dog. An examination of the Biosys database for 2000 and 2001 shows that of the
abstracted papers, 6334 mapped to the subject heading �Pharmacokinetics.� Of
these, the vast majority (70%) were studies on humans. Studies on rats constituted
14% of the reports, mice 7.5%, and dogs 3.4% (Table 8.2). Nonhuman primates can
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also be important pharmacokinetic models, but ethical and practical considerations
severely limit studies in these animals such that, with in the same period, they
represented less than 0.5% of the abstracted reports on PK.
The initial choice of the rat as the primary species for pharmacokinetic studies

arose because of their use in pharmacology and toxicology studies. However, there is
now such a large database of information about the relative pharmacokinetics of the
same compounds in rats andman that, as described below, useful predictions toman
can be made.
The importance of the mouse as a species for pharmacokinetics will probably

increase as genetically modified mice become more important in producing hu-
manizedmodels for in vivo pharmacology. Themouse presents a particular challenge
to pharmacokineticists because of the very small volumes of blood that can be
obtained and the difficulties this presents for bioanalysis. However, there are now
published methods for obtaining repetitive samples frommice [13], and this means
that, provided a statistically appropriate experimental design is used (essentially a
Latin Square – see Ref. [14]), the numbers of animals used in a study can be limited.
This same approach can be used for studies in larger animals when the analytical
method requires plasma samples that are so large that a complete PK profile cannot
be determined in a single animal.

8.4
Methods

There are a number of important methods that are worthy of discussion before
consideration of how the data are used to predict human ADME/PK.

Table 8.2 Numbers of pharmacokinetic studies by animal.

Species Total number of studiesa Percentagea

All species 6334 100
Human 4411 69.6
Rat 862 13.6
Mouse 478 7.5
Dog 215 3.4
Rabbit 199 3.1
Guinea pig 38 0.6
Hamster 23 0.4
Nonhuman primate 21 0.3b

Numbers of papers abstracted into Biosys Previews and mapped to the subject heading
Pharmacokinetics.

aNumbers given against individual species sum tomore than the total given for all studies as some
studies included more than one species.
bMany primate studies are on human antibodies that cannot be tested with other species due to
problems of antigenicity.
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8.4.1
Radiolabels

An approach that can be used in determining ADME/PK parameters that is simple to
execute and gives confidence that the whole dose is accounted for is to use a
radiolabel. This has been the standard approach for development ADME studies
for many years. The common isotopes used are 14C or 3H (tritium).
Of course, it is important to ensure that the site of labeling is chosen carefully so

that it is not readily lost by metabolism. For example, CH3�N and CH3�O groups,
although perhaps amenable to simple synthetic approaches, are often major sites of
metabolism and could lead to significant portions of the dose being converted to
14CO2 or 3H2O. Even though it is possible to trap and count the exhaled gas, from a
practical point of view, these kinds of labels are the poor choices.
The incorporation of 14C into compounds at a suitable site often requires

extensive and complicated syntheses and thus a relatively long time. This usually
means that 14C-labeled compounds are unsuitable for studies to be carried out
during discovery. There are, however, very rapid methods for incorporating 3H into
compounds. The newer methods, generally involving metal-catalyzed exchange
reactions [15–18], in our experience, mean that suitable labels can often be prepared
in 2 or 3 weeks. These timescales make the approach viable for discovery support.
Additionally, and importantly, these methods can lead to specific incorporation of
tritium.
There is a general prejudice among drug metabolism scientists against using

tritiated compounds. This is because such labels have often given rise to the
formation of 3H2O. Tritiated water has a remarkably long half-life in the body of
between 6 and 9 days [19–22], and this is probably much longer than the half-life
of the compound of interest or its metabolites. In any studies, significant production
of 3H2O is an unwanted complication. However, we have found that specifically
labeled compounds often lose only small amounts of radioactivity as 3H2O, andmost
of this can be readily removed by freeze–drying the samples. Hence, it is usually
possible to gain comprehensive information about the fate of the bulk of the dose.We
have often found the use of a 3H-labeled compound has significantly improved our
knowledge of a compound, and hence its chemical series, and given clear informa-
tion on the major pathways of clearance or extent of absorption. This then allows the
data from in vitro screens to be used with greater confidence.

8.4.2
Ex Vivo Methods for Absorption

8.4.2.1 Static Method
There are several approaches to estimating absorption using in vitro methods,
notably, Caco-2 and MDCK cell-based methods or using methods that assess
passive permeability, for example, the parallel artificial membrane permeation
assay (PAMPA) method. These are reviewed elsewhere in this book. The assays are
very useful and usually have an important role in the screening cascades for drug
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discovery projects. However, as discussed below, the cell-based assays are not
without their drawbacks, and it is often appropriate to use ex vivo and/or in vivo
absorption assays.
The simplest ex vivo assay consists of isolating segments of the GIT in an

anesthetized rat, while leaving the blood and nervous supply intact as far as
possible [23]. Hence, the segments continue to receive a blood supply, and any
absorbed compound is carried away. The compound of interest is injected into
segments, and at the endof the study the isolated segments are collected and analyzed
for remaining compound. Absorption is estimated by loss. By injecting the com-
pound into different segments at different times, a time course for the loss may be
established. The approach has the advantage of simplicity, but suffers from the need
to obtain good recoveries from what is often a difficult matrix to analyze. For poorly
absorbed compounds – often the ones for which reliable estimation of absorption is
needed – the method is unable to accurately determine small differences.

8.4.2.2 Perfusion Methods
Because of these problems, perfusion assays have been developed. Success in
predicting absorption in man using in-situ single-pass perfusion of the rat intestine
has been reported [24–26]. In thismodel, the animal is anesthetized and a segment of
the gut is exposed and cannulated. A formulation of the drug is perfused through the
gut segment, and the concentration before and after perfusion is determined. This
approach has the advantage of being able to make several estimations of the
concentration of the perfusate and of allowing measurements to be made from a
cleaner matrix.
For a series of rennin inhibitors, a good correlation between the measured

membrane permeability and logD was found (r2¼ 0.8). The model has been
validated against a human perfusion model [10], as well as being extended by
including molecular weight as a third parameter [27]. A further development of the
model is to chronically cannulate the animals so that they can be allowed to
recover [28]. This model should minimize any effects of the anesthetic on the
absorption process.
Using the single-pass in-situ absorption model in the anesthetized rat, a study of

nine compounds found a good correlation between rat and man as to whether
compounds were subject to active uptake or absorbed by simple passive
diffusion [29].
However, because of the significant surgical alterations that are necessary, studies

using isolated perfused gut loops do not always accurately predict the results inwhole
animals, and there can be significant advantages in whole animal models for
absorption.

8.4.3
In Vivo Methods

There are several possible in vivo approaches to the determination of the absorption of
a compound after oral dosing. Probably the simplest and most direct is to use a
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radiolabel. For the vast majority of studies, this means either a 14C or 3H label. The
approach used can be quite simple: the labeled version of the drug is administered to
an animal that is then housed in a �metabolism cage� for the separate, and complete,
collection of both urine and feces. The samples of excreta are collected for as long as is
necessary to obtain a full recovery of radioactivity. They are then analyzed for
radioactive content. At its simplest, it can usually be assumed that, after an oral
dose, at least all of the radioactivity that appears in theurinemust have been absorbed,
thus giving an assessment of the minimum absorption of the compound. Collecting
the feces and subjecting them to chromatographic analysis with radiodetection can
refine the study. This allows the identification of the proportion of the dose that has
been absorbed but then excreted in the bile asmetabolites (as opposed to the dose that
has not been absorbed and has passed straight through the GIT as the parent
compound). This approach should be supported with further studies to ensure that
the parent compound is not metabolized directly in the GIT by the microflora.
However, it is possible to be misled if the parent compound is absorbed but excreted
unchanged in the bile.
Another refinement, that avoids the necessity of developing suitable fecal extrac-

tion and chromatographicmethods, is to dose the radiolabeled compoundby both the
i.v. and p.o. routes in two separate studies. Knowing that, by definition, the whole of
the i.v. dose must have been bioavailable; a comparison of the proportion of the dose
in the urine after the two different routes allows estimation of the percent absorbed.
An analogous approach can be used without the use of a radiolabel, when the urine
from the two studies is analyzed either for the parent compound or, more usually, for
a major common metabolite. Assuming quantitatively identical clearance after both
the i.v. and p.o. doses, the ratio of the amounts of analyte in the two experiments gives
the absorption.

8.5
In Vivo Methods for Determining Bioavailability

8.5.1
Cassette Dosing

Cassette dosing or �N into 1� dosing was one of the first techniques used to enhance
the throughput of ADME/PK studies. It has the advantage of reducing the number
of animals used and increasing the number of compounds that can be tested in a
set time. This method involves dosing each animal with several compounds at the
same time [30]. The selectivity and sensitivity of analytical methods now available,
usually HPLC/mass spectrometry [31], mean that it is possible to analyze for each of
the compounds in the presence of others [32, 33]. Although reports on cassettes of
up to 22 compounds have been made [34], it is more usual to limit the number to
between 3 and 6. There are significant benefits to this approach, as animals are only
dosed once and the same number of plasma samples is collected as would be for a
single compound study. However, the dose levels must be limited in order to
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minimize possible stress to the animals and possible compound–compound
interactions.
The potential for themetabolites that are formed to have the samemasses as other

parent compounds is another factor that limits the number of compounds that may
be included in the cassette, as does the potential for drug–drug interactions [35].
Other limitations are the total dose that can be administered without saturating
important pathways of metabolism or distribution and the solubility of the com-
pounds in the dosing formulation.However, there is a balance to be achieved as, if the
dose of each component given is very low, it is likely that the analyticalmethodwill not
have sufficient sensitivity to provide an accurate assessment of the pharmacokinetics.
Nonetheless, the approach can provide – both routinely and rapidly – large

amounts of pharmacokinetic or other distribution information on several com-
pounds without significantly increasing the burden on the animals, while also
minimizing the number of animals used. It is common to include a compound of
known pharmacokinetics that acts as a control in each of these studies. This can help
in identifying when the coadministered compounds have changed the kinetics.
However, such marker compounds will not necessarily highlight problems with
compounds that are subject to different clearance mechanisms [35].

8.5.2
Semisimultaneous Dosing

An approach that can bring benefits by reducing variability and increasing the speed
of generating results is to use �semisimultaneous dosing� pharmacokinetic stud-
ies [36]. In these studies, animals are dosed by the two different routes of interest, a
short period apart: often 4–6 h and usually less than 48 h. Blood samples are collected
in the usual way following the dosing and analyzed for the parent compound. The
pharmacokinetic profiles are then constructed, subtracting out, if necessary, any part
of the profile from thefirst dose that is still present during the profile from the second
dose [37]. These studies allow both profiles to be determined in the same animals at
essentially the same time (�semisimultaneous�). This has the advantage of reducing
variability in the pharmacokinetic profiles from the two doses and allowing a more
reliable comparison of the two profiles. To ensure that there is not a significant
increase in the number of samples that are taken to determine the two profiles, the
samples can be withdrawn through an indwelling catheter or the total number of
venepunctures restricted to the same number that would be used for single-dosing
studies. The total amount of blood taken need not be significantly greater than is
taken in anormal pharmacokinetic study, and so there is little increase in the stress on
the animals. These studies have the advantage of eliminating a second procedure for
the animals, while retaining the advantage of a crossover design with little chance for
significant alteration in the factors that control the pharmacokinetics between the two
doses. The approach also generates information more rapidly than when there is a
�washout� period between the two doses.
The original proposal of the approach, supported by a Monte Carlo simulation

study [36], has been further validated with both preclinical [38, 39] and clinical
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studies [40]. It has been shown to be robust and accurate and is not highly dependent
on the models used to fit the data. Themethod can give poor estimates of absorption
or bioavailability in two sets of circumstances: (i) when the compound shows
nonlinear pharmacokinetics, which may happen when the plasma protein binding
is nonlinear, or when the compound has cardiovascular activity that changes blood
flow in a concentration-dependentmanner; or (ii) when the rate of absorption is slow,
and hence �flip-flop� kinetics are observed, that is, when the apparent terminal half-
life is governed by the rate of drug input.

8.5.3
Hepatic Portal Vein Cannulation

The use of hepatic portal vein-cannulated animals can be helpful in determining
specific causes of poor bioavailability. After oral dosing, the total bioavailability of a
compound is normally calculated as

Bioavailability ¼ AUCpo

AUCiv
� Doseiv
Dosepo

; ð8:1Þ

where AUC is the area under the drug concentration–time curve to infinite time and
p.o. and i.v. indicate oral or intravenous routes. The oral bioavailability can also be
considered from the perspective of loss at different stages of the process of reaching
the systemic circulation, that is,

Foral ¼ ð1�f GÞð1�f HÞð1�f absÞ; ð8:2Þ
where fabs is the fraction not absorbed from the GIT, and fG and fH are the fractions of
drug cleared (e.g.,metabolized) in the gut wall and the liver, respectively. It is possible
tomeasure the relative contributions of these processes by carrying out dosing and or
sampling of the hepatic portal vein [41] in addition to the normalmethods of p.o. and
i.v. dosing coupled with i.v. sampling. Thus,

f G ¼ 1�AUCpo

AUChpv
ð8:3Þ

and

f H ¼ 1�AUChpv

AUCiv
: ð8:4Þ

These multiple input experiments can be carried out in a crossover fashion.

8.6
Inhalation

There are many ways of administering compounds to man or preclinical safety
species, and it is not possible to review them all within the scope of this chapter.
However, the inhalation route is worthy of some consideration as it can be important.
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This is usually when the target organ is the lung, in diseases such as asthma or
chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD), or when the lungmay be a suitable
route of administration for the systemic delivery of macromolecular peptide or
protein biopharmaceuticals – compounds that would neither survive passage
through, nor be absorbed from, the GIT [42, 43]. The absorption of these molecules
is thought to occur by diffusion in the conducting airways [44] and by diffusion and
transcytosis in the alveolar region of the lungs [42]. Even with the lower metabolic
activity in the lung [45], direct administration can be a useful way of delivering
compounds to their site of action, while limiting systemic side effects.
However, it is rarely possible to carry out inhalation studies during the research

phase. Compared with intratracheal (i.t.) dosing, inhalation dosing is perhaps
physiologically more similar to the clinical dosing method, is noninvasive, results
in lower dose rates, and may well provide more even and representative distribution
within the lungs. Nonetheless, i.t. instillation is often a worthwhile alternative as it
allows accurately quantified doses to be administered and does not require the
complex dosing systems needed in inhalation studies. Inhalation dosing invariably
leads to significant oral exposure, either due to direct ingestion of the aerosol or by the
animal grooming particles from its pelt after dosing has finished (see Ref. [46] and
references cited therein). Although, i.t. administration has been shown to produce a
very nonuniform distribution within the lungs, it has also been possible to obtain
remarkably consistent, dose-proportional absorption over a wide range of doses (up
to two and four orders of magnitude) [47], suggesting that absorption from the lung
will not necessarily be saturated. Compounds given by the i.t. route can give rise to
pharmacokinetics that closelymimic those of an i.v. dose [48, 49] with apparently very
rapid and extensive absorption. However, i.t. dosing can also give indications of
differing rates of absorption from the lung, depending on the compound and its
physicochemical properties [45, 47, 50] or formulation [51, 52]. It has been reported
that for a series of drugs, the absorption after aerosol administration was approxi-
mately twice as fast as through i.t. dosing [53], suggesting that absorption from the
deeper alveolar regionmay bemore rapid than that from the tracheobronchial region
of the lung.
Although the usual animalmodel for i.t. studies is the rat [45, 47, 48, 54], studies on

dogs [50, 54], rabbits [49], and guinea pigs [55] have also been reported.
A detailed review of i.t. dosing has recently been published [46], which provides

practical details of the technique.

8.7
Relevance of Animal Models

8.7.1
Models for Prediction of Absorption

Measurement of the fraction absorbed, as described elsewhere in this book, can be
carried out using in vitro systems. However, for Caco-2 cells, for example, the
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relationship between the apparent rate of permeability that is measured and the
percentage of the dose absorbed in man is often very steep. Thus, small changes
in the measured rate of permeation may result in a compound with low human
absorption being predicted to have good absorption [6, 56]. Other model systems,
such as those based on the use of gut tissue in Ussing chambers, are highly
dependent on the supply of good-quality tissue. Because of these kinds of issues,
in vivo models can have significant advantages over the in vitro systems. Although
the rate of absorption can be highly variable, the extent has often been shown to
be similar between species including man (see for example Ref. [57] and
references cited therein), and this similarity has recently been analyzed and the
correlation between percentage dose absorbed in rat and man shown to be
reliable and quantitative [58]. The relationship was analyzed for a group of 64
drugs, which covered a wide range of physical properties (acids, bases, neutrals,
and zwitterions) and molecular weights (138–1202Da). Also included were
compounds for which absorption may involve carrier-mediated mechanisms.
Excluded were compounds thought to be unstable in the GIT or which are
affected by particle size or are polymorphic. The ratio between percent absorbed
in human and rat was found to be very close to 1, with a correlation coefficient
of 0.97.
The other principal preclinical PK model – the dog – is not thought to be such

a useful model for prediction of absorption in man because of larger pore size
and greater pore frequency in the paracellular pathway of dog compared with
rat [59].

8.7.2
Models for Prediction of Volume

Estimation of the volume of distribution in man may be carried out in a number of
ways. Thesemethods have recently been reviewedbyObach et al. [60], who carried out
a wide-ranging evaluation of a large number of different ways of predicting the
human pharmacokinetics of 50 compounds that entered development at Pfizer.
One of the simplest methods was reported to be the most reliable. It is based on the
assumption that the free fraction of drug in the plasma in dog and human and the
volume of distribution are proportional, that is, free Vd(human)¼ free Vd(dog). This
allows a prediction for Vd in man to be generated:

Vdðpredicted in manÞ ¼ f uðmanÞ � VdðdogÞ=f uðdogÞ ð8:5Þ

Both human and dog volumes are in units of L kg�1, and fu is the fraction of the
drug unbound in plasma. The method was found to predict within twofold for about
80% of the compounds, which spanned about three orders of magnitude in their Vd.
Although the dog has been recommended as the bestmodel for predicting volume in
man [60], there are also reports indicating that the rat may also be a suitable
model [61].
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8.8
Prediction of Dose in Man

8.8.1
Allometry

One of the most frequently used methods for predicting human pharmacokinetics
from animal data is allometry. This technique was initially used to explain the
relationship between body size and organ weights in animals [62–67]. The approach
is based on finding a correlation between a physiological and the pharmacokinetic
parameter of interest. Generally, the relationship takes the form of

y ¼ a� Bx; ð8:6Þ
where y is the dependent variable, for example, clearance; B is the independent
variable, for example, body weight, brain size or maximum life span; and a and x are
the allometric coefficient and exponent, respectively.
The allometric coefficient and exponent are determined empirically and are not

thought to have any physiological correlate.
The drawback of this approach is that it is essentially empirical and does not allow

for differences in metabolic clearance between the species, that is, it assumes that
clearance is proportional to bloodflow. Thisworkswell for compounds that are highly
extracted in the liver and/orwherepassive renal clearance is themajor pathway [5, 68].
An approach for compounds that are actively secreted into the urine has also been
proposed [69], though the precise values of some of the physiological scaling factors
have been questioned [70].
Unfortunately, when clearance is largely metabolic and low, allometry can signifi-

cantly overpredict the human value [71]. Recent investigations have attempted to
address this by combining allometric approaches with in vitro metabolism data [5].
A recent debate on allometric scalinghas suggested that a great deal of furtherwork

is necessary before allometry can be used with confidence in a prospectivemanner. It
is claimed that it is not possible to know in advance when allometry will not be
suitable, and indeed the accuracy of the predictions may not be as reliable as
assumed [72–74].

8.8.2
Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetics

Another method of predicting human pharmacokinetics is physiologically based
pharmacokinetics (PB/PK). The normal pharmacokinetic approach is to try to fit the
plasma concentration–time curve to a mathematical function with one, two, or three
compartments, which are really mathematical constructs necessary for curve fitting,
and do not necessarily have any physiological correlates. In PB-PK, the model
consists of a series of compartments that are taken to actually represent different
tissues [75–77] (Figure 8.3). In order to build the model, it is necessary to know the
size and perfusion rate of each tissue, the �partition coefficient� of the compound
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between each tissue and blood, and the rate of clearance of the compound in
each tissue. Although different sources of errors in the models have been
described [78–80], these kinds of models are extremely appealing to kineticists
because they lead to a fuller understanding of the factors that determine the
pharmacokinetics of any compound. However, they require many experimental
determinations to bemade for each compound, and thus they are unlikely to become
themethod of choice during the routine design,make/test cycle (see Figure 8.1).They
mayhowever, becomean important contributor to thedecision about the suitability of
a compound to progress into development.

8.8.3
Prediction of Human Dose

As stated in the Section 8.1, one of the principal purposes of carrying out DMPK
studies during the discovery phase is to reduce the failure rate during development.
For DMPK, this logically means predicting the pharmacokinetics that will be
observed and hence the dose that will be required in man when clinical studies are
carried out.
It is possible to predict the steady-state minimum plasma concentration

(Figure 8.4) using the equation

Cmin;ss ¼ fa �Dose
Vðekt�1Þ ; ð8:7Þ

Figure 8.3 Physiological pharmacokinetic model.
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where Cmin,ss is the minimum plasma concentration at steady state; fa is the fraction
absorbed in man; Dose is the dose (in mg kg�1); V is the volume of distribution at
steady state (in l kg�1); k is the elimination constant (this is given by clearance divided
by volume); and t is the dosing interval given in h�1.
The equation is an approximation, adapted from that for intravenous dosing [81],

corrected by addition of a term for absorption. Essentially it assumes instantaneous
absorption of the dose, but for compounds with reasonable physicochemical and PK
properties that are expected to be suitable for once-a-day dosing, this approximation
makes little difference to the predicted value of Cmin,ss. Use of the relationship can
provide a simple approach for estimating the requireddose inman for a compound in
the discovery phase.
Equation 8.7 can be rearranged to allow the prediction of the dose and dose

interval, provided that the following can be estimated: human potency, absorption,
clearance, and volume.
Estimation of the potency can be made in several ways and will be highly

dependent on the nature of the target. If a purified system is used, it is normal to
correct for the effect of plasma protein binding (which can be measured directly in
human plasma) as it is usual for the effect to be proportional to the unbound
concentration [82]. This can be used to set a value for the minimum plasma
concentration at steady state.
As described above, it will be normal to assume that the dose interval is 24 h, that is,

once-a-day dosing. Absorption can be estimated with good confidence in the rat (see
Section 8.1). Clearance is the sum of the predicted hepatic, renal, biliary, and
extrahepatic clearance. Hepatic clearance can be derived from in vitro studies with
the appropriate human system, using eithermicrosomes or hepatocytes.Weprefer to
use an approach based on that described byHouston andCarlile [83]. Renal clearance
can be predicted allometrically (see Section 8.8.1). The other two potentialmethods of
clearance are difficult to predict. Tominimize the risks, animal studies can be used to
select compounds that show little or no potential for clearance by these routes. As
volume can be predicted from that measured in the dog, after correction for human

Figure 8.4 Dose prediction.
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and dog plasma protein binding (see Section 8.2), it is possible to make predictions
for all of the important parameters necessary.
We believe that this approach brings together the best combination of in vitro, in

vivo, and allometric approaches and can provide useful estimates of likely human
doses, provided that sufficient attention is paid to the errors associated with all of the
measurements [4].

8.9
Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter has been to illustrate the potential role of animal studies
in ADME/PK in drug discovery. Given that one of themajor objectives for ADME/PK
is to predict PK inman, it must be concluded that much work is still to be done in the
development of reliable and accurate models. Although, quite rightly, many studies
have focused on in silico and in vitro approaches, there is still a general agreement that,
with current knowledge, we are still highly dependent on animal models [3, 5, 6, 84].
Indeed, their use in predicting important parameters such as absorption and volume
of distribution has been highlighted in this chapter.
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In Vivo Permeability Studies in the Gastrointestinal Tract
of Humans
Niclas Petri and Hans Lennern€as

Abbreviations

BCRP Breast cancer-resistant protein
CYP3A4 Cytochrome P450 3A4
HBD Number of hydrogen-bond donors
hPEPT1 Oligopeptide carrier for di- and tripeptides
LNAA Large neutral amino acid
MRP Multidrug-resistant protein family
P-gp P-glycoprotein
PSA Polar surface area

Symbols

CLint Intrinsic clearance
ClogP Logarithm of the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient (for

neutral species)
Peff Effective intestinal permeability
F Bioavailability
Fa Fraction dose absorbed
EG Gut wall extraction
EH Hepatic extraction
logD6.5 Logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water at pH 6.5
MW Molecular weight
Qh Hepatic blood flow

9.1
Introduction

The predominant way of delivering drugs to the systemic circulation to generate
pharmacological and clinical effects is the oral route. Self-administration of drugs to
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the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is considered to be safe, efficient, and easily accessible
with minimal discomfort to the patient in comparison with other routes of drug
administration. The design and composition of the pharmaceutical dosage formula-
tion, aswell as the physicochemical properties of the drug itself, will certainly affect in
vivo performance and hence the therapeutic outcome. Bioavailability (F) of drugs
after oral administration is determined by several factors such as solubility and
dissolution, transit time, GI stability, intestinal permeability, and first-pass extraction
in the gut and/or by the liver [1–4]. Among these factors, effective intestinal
permeability (Peff) is a major determinant of fraction dose absorbed (Fa) [1, 3, 5].
It is a recognized fact that some drugs may be transported by multiple mechanisms,
passive diffusion, and various carrier-mediated transporters via both absorptive and
secretory routes (Figure 9.1) [1, 3, 6–8]. The expression and functional activity of
intestinal transport proteins and enzymes are currently under examination, and the
future will reveal the extent to which various transporters contribute to intestinal
absorption and presystemicmetabolism of drugs (Figure 9.1) [9]. Undoubtedly, such
knowledge will increase our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the
variability between individuals and regulation of responses to drugs, from both
genomic and nongenomic perspectives [9, 10]. In spite of the fact above, the in vivo

Figure 9.1 Peff of drugs in vivomay be affected by
several parallel transport mechanisms in both
absorptive and secretory directions. A few of the
most important transport proteins that may be
involved in the intestinal transport of drugs and
their metabolites across intestinal epithelial
membrane barriers in humans are displayed.
P-gp, P-glycoprotein; BCRP, breast cancer-

resistant protein; LRP, lung-resistant protein;
MRP1–5, multidrug-resistant protein family;
hPEPT1, oligopeptide carrier for di- and
tripeptides; MCT, H(þ )-monocarboxylic acid
cotransporter. CYP3A4 is an important
intracellular oxidation CYP P450 enzyme;
approximately 50–60% of all used drugs are
substrates for this enzyme.
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measured drug transport permeability (Peff) represents the total transport (i.e., the
macroscopic transport rate) of all parallel processes.
Direct measurements of intestinal absorption, secretion, and metabolism of drugs

in humans are possible byusing regional intestinal perfusion techniques [6, 11, 12]. In
general, three different clinical tools have been employed in the small intestine: (i) a
triple-lumen tube including amixing segment, (ii) amultilumen tube with a proximal
occluding balloon, and (iii) amultilumen tube (Loc-I-Gut)with two balloons occluding
a 10 cm long intestinal segment (Figure 9.2) [5, 6, 11, 13–15] . The advantages and
disadvantages of various intestinal perfusion techniques are discussed else-
where [3, 16]. In Figure 9.3, the complete Loc-I-Gut concept is displayed [11, 13].
This intestinal perfusion technique has been widely applied to investigate drug
absorption, presystemic metabolism, drug dissolution, in vitro–in vivo correlation,
drug–drug interactions, variability between individuals, GI physiology, and disease
mechanisms (Figure 9.4) [3, 11, 16–36]. The Loc-I-Gut approach makes it possible to
investigate and predict integrated in vivo processes in the human intestine, where
genetic, biochemical, physiological, pathophysiological, and environmental influ-
ences may all affect the transport/metabolism of drugs [3, 11]. In addition, the
Loc-I-Gut techniquehas beenused to establish an in vivohumanpermeability database
for the proposed Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) for oral immediate-
release products (Figure 9.5) [1, 31, 37]. Human in vivo Peff values obtained under
physiological conditions provide the basis for establishing in vitro–in vivo correlations,
which can be used to make predictions about oral absorption as well as to set
bioequivalence standards for drug approval [1, 16, 21, 28, 29, 31]. Recently, this
single-pass perfusion approach has been used for measurements of the expression
and function of enzymes and transporters in human-shed (harvested) enterocytes in

Figure 9.2 Schematic diagram of three different perfusion
methodologies for human use: (a) open; (b) semiopen; and (c)
double balloon. For the open and semiopen, the hydrodynamics is
best described by the parallel-tube model (see the dotted line for
the concentration profile over the intestinal length). The well-
stirred model is the best hydrodynamic model for the double-
balloon perfusion technique.
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combination withmeasurements related to transport and presystemicmetabolism in
the same individuals [38, 39]. This body of data clearly indicates that our understand-
ing of intestinal absorption, secretion, andmetabolism of drugs has been significantly
increased through the application of intestinal perfusion techniques. The purpose of
this chapter is to describe how human in vivo perfusion studies continue to provide
important information on oral drug delivery and help summarize reports based on
these techniques.

9.2
Definitions of Intestinal Absorption, Presystemic Metabolism, and Absolute
Bioavailability

The most useful pharmacokinetic variable for describing the quantitative aspects of
all processes influencing the absorption (fraction dose absorbed, Fa) and first-pass

Figure 9.3 The total Loc-I-Gut concept. Left: a perfusion systemof
the duodenal segment. Center: the tube system with double
balloons allows a segmental single-pass perfusion of jejunum.
Below: a perfusion system of the small intestinal stomi.
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metabolism and excretion (EG and EH) in the gut and liver is the absolute bioavail-
ability (F) [40]. This pharmacokinetic parameter defines the fraction of the dose that
reaches the systemic circulation and is used in the evaluation of the pharmacological
profile and safety of oral pharmaceutical products in various clinical situations.
Bioavailability depends on threemajor factors: Fa, the first-pass extraction of the drug
in the gut wall (EG), and the liver (EH) (Equation 9.1) [2–4, 15, 35]:

F ¼ Fa � ð1�EGÞ � ð1�EHÞ: ð9:1Þ
Several factors may affect Fa and EG of drugs. These can be divided into three general
categories: (i) pharmaceutical factors; (ii) physicochemical factors of thedrugmolecule
itself; and (iii) physiological, genetic, biochemical, and pathophysiological factors in
the intestine [3, 5–8, 11, 15, 27, 32, 41–46]. According to scientific and regulatory
definitions, Fa is the fraction of the dose transported (absorbed) across the apical cell
membrane into the cellular space of the enterocyte [3, 11, 16, 25–31, 47, 48]. Once the
drug has reached the intracellular site, it may be subjected to CYP P450 metabolism,
predominantly by CYP3A4, as well as other enzymatic steps [2–4, 15, 34, 35, 38, 49].
The enzymatic capacity of the small intestine to metabolize drugs can be expressed
in pharmacokinetic terms as EG [40]. It is important to emphasize that CYP3A4 is
not expressed in the colon [50, 51] and that drug metabolism by colonic microflora

Figure 9.4 Loc-I-Gut is a perfusion technique for
the proximal region of the human jejunum. The
multichannel tube is 175 cm long and is made of
polyvinyl chloride with an external diameter of
5.3mm. It contains six channels and is provided
distally with two 40mm long, elongated latex
balloons, placed 10 cm apart, each separately
connected to one of the smaller channels. The
two wider channels in the center of the tube are
for infusion and aspiration of perfusate. The two

remaining peripheral smaller channels are used
for administration of marker substances and/or
for drainage. At the distal end of the tube, a
tungstenweight aids the passage of the tube into
the jejunum. The balloons are filled with air when
the proximal balloon has passed through the
ligament of Treitz. Gastric suction is performed
using a separate tube. 14C-PEG 4000 is used as a
volume marker to detect water flux across the
intestinal barrier.
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may play a crucial role in colonic drug absorption, especially with regard to drugs
given in extended-release dosage forms, which may be subjected to predominantly
hydrolytic and other reductive reactions [52, 53]. The fraction that escapes metabo-
lism in the small intestine (1�EG) may undergo additional metabolism and/or
biliary secretion in the liver (EH) before reaching the systemic circulation. EH
depends on blood flow (Qh), protein binding (fu), and the intrinsic clearance of
enzymes and/or transporters (CLint) [40]. Recently, it has also been recognized that
membrane transport into hepatocytes must be included in models for predicting
and explaining liver extraction.

9.3
Methodological Aspects of In Vitro Intestinal Perfusion Techniques

Clinical studies of Peff, secretion, and metabolism of various compounds such as
drugs, environmental pollutants, and nutrients are rarely performed in vivo in
humans even if experimental techniques are available (Figures 9.2–9.4) [3, 11, 13,
16, 17, 24–31]. Direct measurements of compound transport and metabolism in
mesenteric and portal veins in humans are not possible for obvious reasons.
Perfusion techniques, however, present great possibilities to measure intestinal
processes. Over the past 70 years, different in vivo intestinal perfusion techniques
have been developed and the importance of this work has been clearly demonstrated
[3, 5, 6, 11, 13–16, 25–31]. The fundamental principle of an in vivo intestinal perfusion
experiment is that Peff is calculated from the rate at which the compound disappears

Figure 9.5 The Biopharmaceutics Classification
System provides a scientific basis for predicting
intestinal drug absorption and identifying the
rate-limiting step based on primary
biopharmaceutical properties such as solubility
andPeff. The BCSdivides drugs into four different
classes based on these two parameters. Drug
regulation aspects related to in vivo performance

of pharmaceutical dosage forms have been the
driving force in the development of BCS. BCS-
based guidelines for industry are mainly used to
indicate when bioavailability/bioequivalence
(BA/BE) studies can be replaced by in vitro
bioequivalence testing (www.fda.gov/cder/
guidance/3618fnl.htm).
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from the perfused intestinal segment. The accurate determination of Peff requires
knowledge of the hydrodynamics, perfusion rate, and surface area of the perfused
intestinal segment [3, 11, 16, 25–31]. Fluid hydrodynamics depends on the perfusion
technique applied, flow rate, and GI motility [11, 30]. The major advantages of using
Peff as the absorption parameter are that first it is possible to measure regardless of
the transport mechanism(s) across the intestinal mucosa; second, it predicts Fa; and
finally, it can be used to assess in vitro–in vivo correlations that validate the use of
different intestinal absorption models [21, 22, 28, 29] commonly applied in drug
discovery and preclinical development (Figure 9.6). Such in vivo studies of intestinal
absorption and function provide a fully comprehensive profile of the integrated
response to drugs in humans, by taking genetic, biochemical, physiological, patho-
logical, and environmental factors into account [54]. We have established a good
correlation between Peff determined in vitro and historical data on Fa for a large
number of structurally diverse drugs (Figures 9.7 and 9.8).
The enterocyte is themost common cell type (>90%) in the small intestinal barrier,

which also contains a significant number of lymphocytes, mast cells, and macro-
phages. The intestinal Peff for passive transcellular diffusion is considered to reflect
the diffusion across the complex apical membrane into the cytosol, which is situated
close to the cytoplasmic leaflet of the apical enterocyte membrane [3, 5, 7, 11, 16, 25–
31, 47, 49, 55]. Consequently, intestinal perfusion models that measure the disap-
pearance of the drug from the perfused segment directly describe its quantitative
uptake into epithelial cells. The apical enterocyte membrane is very complex and is
thought to represent the rate-limiting step in diffusion across this barrier. In addition,
it has been speculated that the exofacial leaflet is responsible for the low permeability
of the apical membrane [47, 55, 56]. Molecular dynamics simulations have identified
four separate regions in the membrane, although the biological membrane contain-
ing multiple components may be considered more complex [56]. More studies are
required to establish the role of bilayer asymmetry and membrane proteins in
determining the unique permeability properties of the barrier imposed by the
epithelial apical membrane [47, 55, 56].
Assessing the effect of intestinal metabolism on Peff as amembrane transport rate

parameter is a methodological issue [7, 26, 34, 35, 49]. An evaluation of its influence
has to include a study to establish which enzyme(s) is (are) involved and the site of
metabolism in relation to the site of the measurements. Intracellular metabolism in
the enterocyte, for example, by CYP3A4 and di- and tripeptidases, does not occur in
the vicinity of the outer leaflet of the apicalmembrane and is therefore not considered
to affect Peff determined by the disappearance approach (single-pass perfu-
sion) [7, 15, 26, 34, 35, 38, 49]. However, drug metabolism in the lumen and/or
at the brush border will directly interfere with the determination of Peff because in
this case the drug is metabolized before it is absorbed [57, 58]. It has also been
suggested that intracellular metabolism may indirectly affect Peff by providing a
further sink boundary condition across the apical membrane. However, we have
shown that specific inhibition of enterocyteCYP3A4by ketoconazole doesnot change
thePeff ofR/S-verapamil, which suggests that sink condition in vivo is provided by the
highly perfused mesenteric blood vessels (Figure 9.9) [34, 35].
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9.4
Paracellular Passive Diffusion

Enterocytes are connected by negatively charged tight junctions, and the intracellular
space formed is considered to be the paracellular route [59, 60]. The available surface
area for paracellular intestinal absorption has been estimated to be about 0.01%of the
total surface area of the small intestine [59, 60]. The quantitative importance of the
paracellular route for macroscopic intestinal absorption of hydrophilic compounds

Figure 9.6 Human in vivo permeability is one of
the cornerstones of the BCS. Correlation of these
measurements with fraction dose absorbed and
permeability values from other permeability
models make it feasible to classify drugs
according to BCS and to define bioequivalence
regulation for pharmaceutical product approval.
These human in vivo Peff values were determined
using a regional double-balloon perfusion
approach (Loc-I-Gut) (Figure 9.4). The use of Peff

as the absorption parameter has several
important advantages. First, it is possible to
measure Peff regardless of transport mechanism
(s) across the intestinal mucosa, and second, it
predicts Fa and can be used to assess in vitro–in
vivo correlations that validate the use of different
intestinal absorption models [21, 22, 28, 29]
commonly applied in discovery and preclinical
development.

3

Figure 9.7 In vivo Peff values in humans can be determined using
Loc-I-Gut. These values correlate closely to Fa of oral doses
for a large number of drugs from different pharmacological
classes and which are thus structurally diverse.
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in vivo is not yet fully clear. Several in vitro investigations have demonstrated that the
paracellular route is important for intestinal absorption of various hydrophilic
compounds [48, 61–63]. However, in vivo studies have suggested that this route
contributes only slightly to overall intestinal absorptionofdrugs [20, 23, 25, 27, 64, 65].
Other in vitro studies have suggested that the tight junctions between enterocytes are
regulated by nutrients to induce solvent drag and thereby increase intestinal
absorption [62, 66–68].
In our assessment of the paracellular hypothesis, we have assumed that water

transport during solvent drag is largely paracellular. On the basis of this assumption,
we have suggested that compounds with a molecular weight (MW) of over approxi-
mately 200Da (radius > 4.0Å) are too large to traverse the intercellular space between
enterocytes and are therefore not sensitive to solvent drag in terms of quantitative
absorption [20, 23, 25, 27]. This hypothesis is supported by our observation that in
humans, small hydrophilic compounds such as urea (MW 60Da, molecular radius
2.6 Å) and creatinine (MW113Da,molecular radius 7.2–8.0Å) are affected by solvent
drag, whereas other hydrophilic compounds with anMWmore than 180Da, such as
D-glucose (MW 180Da), antipyrine (MW 188Da), L-dopa (MW 197Da), terbutaline
(MW 225Da), atenolol (MW 266Da), and enalaprilate (MW 348Da) remain unaf-
fected [20, 23, 25, 27]. Further evidence to support the hypothesis that fairly
hydrophilic drugs undergo passive transcellular transport includes the observations
that atenolol (logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water at pH 6.5
(logD6.5) <�2, molecular polar surface area (PSA) 88Å2, number of hydrogen-bond

Figure 9.9 Schematic illustration of P-gp transport and CYP3A4
metabolism ofR/S-verapamil in the human jejunum. It is assumed
that the drug has to be absorbed before it can be metabolized
by CYP3A4 inside the human enterocyte. Both parent drug and its
formed metabolite, R/S-norverapamil, may be transported into
the blood circulation as well as back into the intestinal lumen.
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donors (HBD) 4) inhibits the efflux mediated by P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and that
terbutaline (logD6.5<�1.3, PSA 76Å2, HBD 4) is extensively metabolized in the gut
wall during first-pass extraction following oral administration. Both these com-
pounds have been suggested to be largely absorbed by the paracellular route due to
their hydrophilic properties [61]. However, atenolol has been reported to decrease the
basal apical transport of celiprolol, a P-gp substrate that does not undergo CYP3A4
metabolism, in Caco-2 cells [69]. This transport inhibition arises due to competition
for the binding sites of P-gp, which are suggested to be located at the transmembrane
region of P-gp. Terbutaline undergoes extensive sulfate conjugation after oral
administration, which appears to predominately occur in the gut wall [70, 71]. This
particular conjugation enzyme is located in the cytosolic fraction of the enterocyte,
indicating that terbutaline is transported via the transcellular route despite its
hydrophilic properties and low Peff. Our human in vivo perfusion data together with
the evidence accumulated from studies on atenolol and terbutaline support the
hypothesis that small and fairly hydrophilic drugs are mainly absorbed via the
transcellular route if passive diffusion is the predominant intestinal absorption
mechanism. In addition, Soergel suggests that the intestinal mucosa is nearly
impermeable to paracellular transport of hexoses, while Amelsberg et al. hypothesize
that paracellular absorption in mammals is unlikely to make a major contribution to
small intestinal absorption of bile acids (i.e., of MW 500–600Da) [60, 72].

9.5
Transcellular Passive Diffusion

Previously, the unstirred water layer (UWL) adjacent to the intestinal lining was
considered to be the rate-limiting step for intestinal Peff of high-permeability
compounds [27, 73]. However, several in vivo studies clearly report that the thickness
of this UWL is significantly less than what was previously assumed, since there is an
instantaneous mixing of intestinal fluids [43, 74]. For example, in 1995, Fagerholm
and Lennern€as observed no significant changes in estimated Peff of two high-
permeability compounds, D-glucose (10� 10�4 cm/s) and antipyrine (4� 10�4

cm/s), or UWL thickness over a fourfold range of perfusion rates (1.5–6.0ml/min)
when using the Loc-I-Gut technique in humans [73]. It is thus currently accepted that
the epithelial membrane controls the transport rate for both low- and high-perme-
ability compounds regardless of the transport mechanism in vivo [43, 73, 74].
The main intestinal absorption mechanism for drugs in vivo is considered to be

passive transcellular membrane diffusion with the rate-limiting step imposed by the
apical membrane [3, 27, 36, 61, 75]. Asmost drugs are fairly lipophilic in nature, this
mode of absorption is most frequent. For instance, in a pharmacokinetic database of
472 drugs, 235 (50%) had a logP value ofmore than 2 and 379 (80%) had a logP value
of more than 0 [76]. Even if a drug is a substrate for an intestinal transport protein,
passive diffusion will probably be the main absorption mechanism if the drug has
suitable lipophilic physicochemical properties. However, intestinal carrier-mediated
membrane transport will dominate for hydrophilic drugs and polar metabolites if
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they are substrates for any transporter, since passive membrane diffusion is then
expected to be slow for such compounds [31, 36].
In a detailed multivariate data analysis report on the relationship between

compound structure and permeability, we have shown that the in vivo jejunal human
Peff for 22 compounds with diverse structures, as determined by the Loc-I-Gut
technique, correlated well with both experimentally determined lipophilicity values
using a pH-metric technique and calculated molecular descriptors [36] (Figures 9.8,
9.10 and 9.11). Seven of the compounds were omitted from the final analysis as their
transport was either carrier mediated (amoxicillin, D-glucose, L-leucine, L-dopa, and
a-methyldopa) or mediated via the paracellular route (urea and creatinine). The
remaining 15 drugswere included in themultivariate analysis for passivemembrane
diffusion even if some (verapamil, losartan, furosemide, and fluvastatin) have been
considered to be substrates for efflux proteins, such as P-gp and multidrug-resistant
protein (MRP), located in the enterocyte membrane [7, 36, 46, 77]. The relationships
shown in Figures 9.7, 9.10 and 9.11 strongly suggest that the dominant intestinal
absorption mechanism for these drugs is probably passive transcellular diffusion,
which is supported by the fact that for these drugs, there is a linear relationship
between the fraction dose absorbed and the clinical dose range. The theoretical

Figure 9.10 Correlation between in vivo Peff determined using the
Loc-I-Gut technique in humans and the octanol/buffer pH 6.5
partitioning coefficients for a large number of drugs. Drugs with
octanol/buffer pH 6.5 partitioning coefficients higher than zero
are highly permeable and well absorbed in humans (Fa > 90%).
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models based on these in vivo permeability data from healthy volunteers can be used
to predict passive intestinal membrane diffusion in humans for compounds that fit
into the defined property space [36]. We used one of the models obtained from this
multivariate analysis to predict the logPeff values for an external validation set
consisting of 34 compounds. A good correlation was found with the absorption
data of these compounds, which, together with the observation that in vivo intestinal
absorption ofmanydrugs is dominated by passive diffusion [36], further validates our
in vivo permeability data set.
In accordance with its polar nature, furosemide (logD6.5�0.5, PSA 124Å2, HBD 4)

has a low jejunalPeff of 0.05� 0.014 cm/s (asmeasuredusing theLoc-I-Gut technique)
and is classified as a low-permeability compound according to the BCS [1, 16].
Interestingly, after oral administration, absorption and bioavailability (35–75%) of
furosemide are highly variable [78, 79]. Several hypotheses have been advanced to
account for this high variability, such as active intestinal secretion, low passive
diffusion, and highly pH-dependent dissolution and permeability [80]. The data
shown in Figures 9.10 and 9.11 suggest that drugs with octanol/buffer partitioning
coefficients higher than zero and a PSA less than 100Å2 will be highly permeable
(Peff>�1.0� 10�4 cm/s and Fa> 90%) across the human jejunum. The data further
imply a strong influence of pH on physicochemical properties that will most certainly
alter passive Peff in vivo. At pH 7.4, 6.5, and 5.5, the experimentally determined

Figure 9.11 Correlation between in vivo Peff determined using the
Loc-I-Gut technique in humans and the PSA for a large number of
drugs. Drugs with PSA less than 100 Å2 are highly permeable and
well absorbed in humans (Fa > 90%).
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partitioning coefficients for furosemide were�0.9,�0.5, and 0.4, respectively [36]. In
addition, uncharged furosemide has an experimentally determined partitioning
coefficient (i.e., logP value) of 2.53� 0.01. Finally, a recent in vitro study shows that
active intestinal secretion is important for the transport of furosemide across a Caco-2
monolayer [80]. However, these in vitro results must be confirmed in vivo before any
conclusions regarding the mechanisms underlying the intestinal absorption of
furosemide in humans are drawn.

9.6
Carrier-Mediated Intestinal Absorption

Most nutrient absorption occurs in the proximal jejunum. Accordingly, a very large
number of carrier proteins, channels, and enzymes are expressed in this highly
absorptive part of the GI tract. Carrier-mediated intestinal absorption of drugs is the
dominant absorption mechanism of any drug with a reasonably high affinity for any
intestinal transport protein, whereas passive permeability plays a relatively small role
due to the polar nature of the compound [3, 27, 36, 61, 75]. The intestinal epithelium
is polarized, and many transport proteins are located and maintained in the apical
membrane due to the tight junctions, which prevent the diffusion of proteins within
themembrane. Tight junctions also prevent backflowof nutrients from the basal side
of the enterocytes into the gut lumen.
The oral bioavailability of poorly absorbed drugs has been increased by targeting

them at nutrient transport systems [7]. Two nutrient absorption mechanisms, the
oligopeptidecarrierand theaminoacid transport family,areamongthemost important
that may be utilized for drug transport in the absorptive direction. These proteins are
expressed to any significant degree only in the small intestine and therefore drugs that
are mainly absorbed via these carriers will not be absorbed in the colon. By using the
Loc-I-Gut technique in theproximal jejunuminhumans,we investigated the transport
of six drugs (amoxicillin, cephalexin, enalapril, lisinopril, a-methyldopa, and L-dopa)
that are substrates for either of these proteins [3, 16, 31, 81, 82].
The oligopeptide carrier, hPEPT1, is a symport carrier,which transports a substrate

with a proton across the apical enterocyte membrane. The oligopeptide carrier gains
access to protons on the substrate via a sodium carrier, the Naþ /Hþ exchanger,
located in the brush border membrane of enterocytes [83]. In humans, the intestinal
absorption of amoxicillin decreases from an average value of 72� 9 to 45� 11% as a
consequence of an increase in the oral dose from 500 to 3000mg [84]. These data
confirm that hPEPT1 has a high transport capacity, as amoxicillin is well absorbed
despite administration of such large doses. The in vivo jejunal Peff for amoxicillin has
been reported to be 0.4� 10�4 cm/s at a concentration of 300mg/l (0.82mm), which
corresponds to an oral dose of 1200mg [31]. This jejunalPeff value predicts anFa value
of less than 90%, which classifies amoxicillin as a low-permeability drug according to
the BCS. A study by Winiwarter et al. in 1999 showed that Peff measured in vivo was
higher than that predicted for amoxicillin from its physicochemical properties
(logD6.5 �1.7, logarithm of the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient
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(for neutral species) (ClogP)¼ 0.33, PSA 154Å2, MW 365Da) [36]. This observation
supports previous pharmacokinetic reports and suggests that the intestinal absorp-
tion of amoxicillin is higher (about 50–75%) than that expected for a compound of
its low lipophilic and amphoteric nature [84, 85]. The large variability in in vivo Peff
values for amoxicillin between individuals may be due to polymorphism in the
expression of hPEPT1. In addition, nutritional statusmay contribute to the variability,
since it has been reported that transcription of the PEPT1 gene may be activated by
dietary amino acids and dipeptides [86]. It has also been reported that the integrated
response to a certain stimulus may increase PEPT1 activity by translocation from a
preformed cytoplasmic pool [87]. We have reported that both diacid and active forms
of enalaprilate have low Peff and, consequently, low Fa in humans (Figure 9.12). The
prodrug approach of esterifying enalaprilate to enalapril increased in vivo Peff, as well
as Fa, after oral administration (Figure 9.12). This is most likely due to the higher
transport activity of hPEPT1with the esterified prodrug enalapril thanwith the diacid
form, enalaprilate [88]. In the human jejunum, we determined in vivo Peff for
amoxicillin, cephalexin, enalapril, and lisinopril. These compounds have physico-
chemical properties that predict low passive diffusion across the human intestine. It
has also been shown that in Caco-2 cells in vitro permeability is low, which is in
accordance with the poor expression of hPEPT1 in that absorption model. Passive
diffusion is low due to the polar nature of the compounds [89]. However, Peff in vivo
has been reported to be significantly higher. This is in accordance with a higher

Figure 9.12 The effective permeability (Peff, mean� SD) of
enalapril and enalaprilate in human jejunum in vivo. ThePeff values
predict the fraction dose absorbed for both drugs obtained in
pharmacokinetic studies in humans. The higher jejunal Peff of
enalapril is most likely due to significantly higher transport
through the peptide carrier.
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expression of hPEPT1, which is the main mechanism for intestinal absorption of
these drugs.
Peff for drugs transported by the amino acid transporter for large neutral amino

acid (LNAA) was determined in vivo in healthy volunteers for L-dopa and a-methyl-
dopa. a-Methyldopa was classified as a low-Peff drug (0.1� 0.1� 10�4 cm/s at a
perfusate concentration of 6.0–6.5mm) (Figure 9.13) [16, 36, 81]. The corresponding
in vivo Peff for L-dopa was about 30 times higher (3.4� 1.0� 10�4 cm/s at a luminal
concentration of 2.0–2.5mm) (Figure 9.13) [3, 16, 36]. The difference in in vivo Peff
between a-methyldopa and L-dopa is probably due to a lower affinity of the LNNA
transporter for a-methyldopa in addition to lower transport capacity of the LNNA
transporter for a-methyldopa. The low in vivo Peff of a-methyldopa indicates that
passive diffusion for this compound is also low, which is in accordance with its
physicochemical properties (MW 211Da, logD6.5<�2, PSA 103Å2, HBD 5) [36].
Figure 9.13 illustrates that a small change in the chemical structure of a substrate for
the LNAA transporter significantly alters its in vivo permeability. This is due to the
narrow substrate specificity of this carrier protein. Two nutrient substrates for this
carrier family, L-leucine and L-phenylalanine, have high in vivo Peff in humans even if
in our study, they were determined at very different perfusate concentrations
(Figure 9.13). This observation confirms that the amino transport family also exhibits
high in vivo transport capacity in the human jejunum.
The rate and extent of intestinal absorption of cimetidine have been widely

discussed, and Fa for this drug has been estimated at around 75% [90, 91]. It has
been reported that cimetidine is a substrate for both P-gp and/or organic cation
transporters (OCNT1 andOCNT2) [82, 92].We determined the human jejunal in vivo

Figure 9.13 The effective permeabilities (Peff, mean� SD) of
L-dopa, a-methyldopa, L-leucine, and L-phenylalanine in human
jejunum in vivo. The Peff values are determined using a single-pass
perfusion technique in human jejunum in vivo at the following
concentrations: 2.5, 6.7, 40, and 0.06mm for L-dopa,
a-methyldopa, L-leucine, and L-phenylalanine, respectively.
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Peff at two different clinically relevant concentrations to investigate saturation in any
carrier-mediated transport across the intestinal epithelium (Figure 9.14). No differ-
ence in Peff between the two concentrations was noted, and, together with the
observation that human permeability in vivo is similar to permeability in the Caco-2
model (with low expression of carrier proteins), this suggests that passive diffusion is
the dominant mechanism even for cimetidine [82]. If, on the other hand, organic
cation transporters dominated, human intestinal in vivo permeability would be
expected to be significantly higher than the Caco-2 permeability as the expression
of bothOCNT1 andOCNT2 is higher in the human small intestine than in theCaco-2
model [82].

9.7
Jejunal Transport and Metabolism

Cytochrome P450 (EC 1.14.14.1) enzymes are well known for their ability to
metabolize the majority of drugs, detoxify environmental pollutants, and activate
some classes of carcinogens [93]. The most highly expressed subfamily is CYP3A,
which includes the isoformsCYP3A4, CYP3A5, CYP3A7, andCYP3A43 [93, 94]. The
most abundant isoform is CYP3A4, which accounts for 30% of the total P450 content

Figure 9.14 The effective permeabilities (Peff,
mean� SD) of cimetidine in human jejunum at
two clinically relevant luminal concentrations.
The rate and extent of intestinal absorption of
cimetidine have been widely discussed, and Fa
for this drug has been estimated at around
75% [90, 91]. It has been reported that cimetidine
is a substrate for both P-gp and/or organic cation
transporters (OCNT1 and OCNT2) [82, 92]. We
determined the human jejunal in vivo Peff at two

different clinically relevant concentrations to
investigate saturation in any carrier-mediated
transport across the intestinal epithelium. No
difference in Peff values between the two
concentrations was noted, and, together with the
observation that human permeability in vivo is
similar to permeability in the Caco-2model (with
low expression of carrier proteins), this suggests
that passive diffusion is the dominant
mechanism even for cimetidine [82].
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in the liver and about 70% of the total P450 content in the intestine [93–95]. The
CYP3A4 isoform is one of the most important enzymes for oxidative drug metabo-
lism. About 50–60% of clinically used drugs are metabolized by this particular
isoenzyme [93, 96]. Despite the higher enzymatic capacity in the liver than in the
small intestine, it has been shown that the human intestine contributes significantly
to the first-pass extraction of drugs metabolized by CYP3A4 [4, 97–99]. The apical
recycling hypothesis has been proposed to account for this high level of gut wall
extraction, despite a relatively low intestinal CYP3A4 activity compared to that in the
liver. This hypothesis suggests that P-gp and CYP3A4 act synergistically to prolong
the intracellular residence time and thereby repeatedly expose the drug to the
CYP3A4 enzyme [49, 77, 100, 101]. In addition, the process may support the active
transport of formed metabolites toward the intestinal lumen, which may prevent
product inhibition of the enzyme [102–104]. Further evidence to support the
metabolism–efflux interplay is provided by the close vicinity of P-gp and CYP3A4
in the enterocyte [100, 105] and by the overlapping substrate specificity [106].
However, the validity of this elegant hypothesis in vivo is uncertain as CYP3A4
substrates, such as midazolam and felodipine, undergo extensive gut wall metabo-
lism even though they are not subjected to any intestinal efflux [46, 107].
The intestinal epithelium has a carrier-mediated efflux system for limiting the

uptake of xenobiotics, which is in turn mediated by ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
transport proteins [3, 7, 108–110]. These proteins are also expressed in numerous cell
types in tissues such as the liver, kidney, testes, placenta, and blood–brain barrier and
may play a role in the pharmacokinetics of drugs [108]. The multidrug resistance
transporter gene MDR1 (HUGO nomenclature: ATP-binding cassette transporter
gene ABCB1) encodes P-gp and is the most extensively studied, but other multidrug
transporters such asmultidrug-resistant protein family (MRP1–6) and breast cancer-
resistant protein (BCRP) are also under investigation [46, 111, 112]. Under normal
circumstances, these proteins restrict the entry and increase the excretion of agents
from the cells where they are expressed [108]. Despite extensive research on the effect
of efflux proteins on intestinal drug absorption, relatively few examples in humans
have been reported [6, 107, 113, 114]. One notable example of their clinical signifi-
cance, however, was reported in 1999 by Greiner et al., who showed that the plasma
concentration time profile (i.e., bioavailability) of oral digoxin was significantly lower
during rifampin treatment, a finding that was attributed to increased expression of
intestinal P-gp [8]. It has also been shown that a polymorphism in exon 26 (C34 35T)
can result in decreased intestinal expression of P-gp, along with increased oral
bioavailability of digoxin [115, 116]. Similarly, atorvastatin (80mg once a day) has
been shown to affect the steady-state pharmacokinetics of digoxin in humans [117].
Cmax and plasma AUC have been reported to increase by 20 and 15%, respectively.
Renal clearance was unaffected, which suggests that this drug–drug interaction is
due to increased intestinal absorption and/or decreased biliary secretion of digoxin,
mediated throughP-gp inhibition [117]. Thiswas also confirmed in vitrousingCaco-2
cells, where atorvastatin decreased digoxin secretion by 58%, equivalent to the extent
of inhibition observed with verapamil, a well-known P-gp inhibitor [117, 118].
Recently, several clinical studies have also claimed that inhibition of intestinal efflux
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(especially of P-gp) was the major cause of increased bioavailability when certain
drugs were coadministered [100, 119]. In many of these studies, however, it is likely
that inhibition of CYP3A4 accounts formost of the increased bioavailability, whereas
the role of cellular efflux in vivo at the intestinal level remains unclear. The reason for
this overinterpretation of the role of enterocyte efflux activity on intestinal drug
absorption may be due to the overlapping specificities of both substrates and
inhibitors for both CYP3A4 and P-gp [106]. Additional factorsmay include saturation
of the efflux carrier due to high drug concentration in the intestinal lumen and/or a
fairly high passive permeability component [34, 35].
Direct in vivo assessment of the quantitative importance of gut wall metabolism

and transport of drugs and metabolites in humans is difficult and has consequently
not been attempted often [3, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 23, 25–32, 34, 35, 81]. The most direct
in vivo approach to investigating these processes in drugs with variable and incom-
plete bioavailability has been shown to be single-pass intestinal perfusion or an
instillation approach (Figure 9.2) [3, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 25–32, 34, 35, 81]. In general,
traditional pharmacokinetic studies are limited in their capacity to distinguish
intestinal extraction fromhepatic extraction, as discussed by Lin et al. [120].However,
measured values of metabolic extraction of R/S-verapamil in the human gut (�50%)
and liver (�50%), using the steady-state single-pass perfusion approach and the
instillation technique, have been reported to be similar [15, 34, 35] and are also in
agreement with findings from traditional pharmacokinetic studies [2, 121].
A single-pass perfusion approach using the Loc-I-Gut technique was applied for a

direct in vivo assessment in the human jejunum. R/S-Verapamil (logD6.5 2.7,
octanol/H2O, pH 7.4, MW 455Da) was used as the model compound for CYP3A4-
and P-gp-mediated local intestinal kinetics [2, 34, 35, 122] (Figures 9.7 and 9.9). Peff
values for both enantiomers at each concentration used (4.0, 40, 120, and 400mg/l)
were 2.5� 10�4, 4.7� 10�4, 5.5� 10�4, and 6.7� 10�4 cm/s, respectively
(Figure 9.15) [34, 35]. The luminal concentration in the upper part of the small
intestine after oral administration of a 100mg dose of verapamil in an immediate-
release dosage form is expected to reach 400mg/l [1, 34, 35]. The three other
perfusate concentrations represent fractions of the dose when 30, 10, and 1%,
respectively, remain to be absorbed [34, 35]. The increase in in vivo jejunal Peff of R/
S-verapamil, along with its increased luminal perfusate concentration, is in accor-
dance with a saturable efflux mechanism mediated by P-gp (Figure 9.15). Further-
more, there was no difference in Peff between the R- and S-forms of verapamil at any
luminal concentration, which suggests that efflux transport cannot discriminate
between the two forms of verapamil. However, the measured in vivo jejunal Peff
(>2.0� 10�4 cm/s) was sufficient at all four perfusate concentrations to predict
complete intestinal Fa following oral dosing (Figures 9.7 and 9.15) [34, 35]. Together
with the fact that Peff and Fa are excellent, as predicted from the physicochemical
properties of R/S-verapamil, this suggests that passive diffusion is the dominating
transport mechanism for this drug in the human intestine [34–36].
Ketoconazole, a well-known potent inhibitor of CYP3A4 metabolism and a less

potent P-gp modulator, acutely inhibited CYP3A4 metabolism but did not affect the
Peff of R/S-verapamil when they were coperfused through the human jejunal
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segment at 40mg/l (ketoconazole) and 120mg/l (R/S-verapamil)(Figures 9.9 , 9.15,
and 9.16) [35]. This confirms that in vivo, ketoconazole is a less potent inhibitor of
P-gp thanCYP3A4 in humans and that even if a significant proportion of verapamil is
transported by passive diffusion, increased Peff would be expected for P-gp inhibi-
tion [35, 123–125]. It also demonstrates that intracellularmetabolismhas no effect on
apical drug permeability (Figures 9.9 and 9.16). In this regard, it has been proposed
that intracellular CYP3A4 metabolism may provide a more pronounced concentra-
tion gradient across the apical enterocyte membrane, which theoretically should
increase Peff [120, 126, 127]. Since verapamil is transported mainly via passive
diffusion and is subjected to extensive CYP3A4 metabolism in the gut, it is
considered to be a good model drug to investigate this issue in humans [2, 15, 34–
36]. However, inhibition of small intestinal metabolism did not result in decreased
jejunal Peff. In addition, if intracellular CYP3A4metabolism had a pronounced effect
on jejunal Peff, S-verapamil would have been expected to have significantly higher

Figure 9.15 The effective permeability (Peff,
mean� SD) ofR/S-verapamil in human jejunum
at two clinically relevant luminal concentrations.
Peff for both enantiomers at each of the
concentrations (4.0, 40, 120, and 400mg/l) was
2.5� 10�4, 4.7� 10�4, 5.5� 10�4, and
6.7� 10�4 cm/s, respectively (Figure 9.15)
[34, 35]. The luminal concentration in the upper
part of the small intestine after oral
administration of a 100mg dose of verapamil in
an immediate-release dosage form [1, 34, 35] is
expected to reach 400mg/l. The three other

perfusate concentrations represent fractions of
the dose when 30, 10, and 1%, respectively,
remain to be absorbed. The increased in vivo
jejunal Peff of R/S-verapamil along with its
increased luminal perfusate concentration is in
accordance with a saturable efflux mechanism
mediated by P-gp.However, themeasured in vivo
jejunal Peff (>2.0� 10�4 cm/s) was sufficient at
all four perfusate concentrations to predict
complete intestinal Fa following oral
administration.
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Peff, as it is more extensively metabolized than R-verapamil in the gut wall.
However, we have shown with the Loc-I-Gut technique that the human jejunal
Peff for S- and R-verapamil are identical, though S-verapamil was subjected to a
significantly higher degree of intestinal first-pass metabolism [35]. Altogether, this
suggests that extensive CYP3A4 metabolism in enterocytes in humans does not
affect drug permeability across the apical membrane by increasing the concentra-
tion gradient across the apical enterocyte membrane (Figures 9.9 and 9.15). A more
plausible explanation is that the concentration gradient in vivo across the intestinal
barrier is provided by extensive mesenteric blood flow. This emphasizes an
important methodological aspect of intestinal perfusion techniques in which Peff,
based on the disappearance rate from a perfused segment, is not affected by
extensive intracellular metabolism.
Jejunal permeability and intestinal and hepatic extraction of fluvastatin, a drug

completelymetabolized by CYP2C9, were investigated in humans by using the Loc-I-
Gut technique [32]. It was shown that the contribution of the intestine to the totalfirst-
pass effect is negligible for fluvastatin. This observation is consistent with the
observation that CYP2C enzymes are expressed at low levels in enterocytes [8, 128].
When tested at clinically relevant concentrations in vitro using Caco-2 cells, the efflux
ratio of fluvastatin was approximately 5 and was probably mediated by MRP2. The
human in vivo Peff was high (2.4� 1.4� 10�4 cm/s), which demonstrates that despite
significant in vitro intestinal efflux, fluvastatin is completely absorbed across the
intestine in vivo (Figure 9.7) [3, 16, 32]. This is most likely due to the significant

Figure 9.16 The absence of an acute effect of
ketoconazole on Peff (mean� SD) of R/S-
verapamil, antipyrine, and D-glucose in humans.
The data suggest that the extensive intracellular
metabolism in the human enterocyte mediated
by CYP3A4 on substrates such as R/S-verapamil
has no direct or indirect effect on Peff in humans.

In addition, the similarity in Peff values between
R- and S-verapamil further supports the
hypothesis that intracellular metabolism has no
effect on Peff, as stereoselective CYP3A4
metabolism (S-verapamil is more readily
metabolized) is not reflected in in vivo Peff.
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contribution of passive Peff to the overall absorption of fluvastatin, which is in
accordancewith its lipophilic properties (acid pKa 4.3, logD6.5 2.0, PSA81Å2,HBD3)
(Figures 9.10 and 9.11) [32, 36]. A similar pattern has been shown formanydrugs. For
instance, jejunal Peff for cyclosporine, a well-known CYP3A4 and P-gp substrate, has
been reported to be high and predicts complete intestinal absorption even if the drug
is subjected to significant efflux in in vitro cell models [2, 15, 34, 35, 129, 130].
Altogether, these directly determined in vivo human Peff values suggest that in
humans, drugs with a high passivePeff contribution to the overall absorption rate will
be completely absorbed from the gut even if they are substrates (such as verapamil,
fluvastatin, losartan, and cyclosporine) for one and/or several efflux transporters. The
values also suggest that drugs with a sufficiently high lipophilicity will be absorbed
from the gut mainly by passive transcellular diffusion. Finally, in vivo data suggest
that formanydrugs, the effect of intestinal active efflux onFa is limited even if they are
efflux substrates, which is in accordance with the limited number of reports
supporting its clinical significance [8, 115, 116]. This may be due to a high
contribution of passive diffusion, as well as due to the fact that these efflux proteins
located in the intestinemay be easily saturated owing to high concentrations adjacent
to the intestinal membrane of the orally administered drug.
Model drugs and direct in vivomethods are needed to perform accurate investiga-

tions of the clinical significance and the pharmacogenetics of transporters and their
influence on pharmacokinetics. Suchmodel compounds should not bemetabolized,
which would make the assessment of the role of transporter possible. For instance,
digoxin and fexofenadine have been suggested to bemodel compounds to assess the
phenotype for P-gp significance [8, 115, 116, 131]. We investigated the effect of
ketoconazole on the measured Peff for fexofenadine because concomitant oral
administration of these drugs led to an increase inCmax andAUC,which is consistent
with inhibition of P-gp-mediated transport [132, 133]. Fexofenadine has indeed been
shown to be a substrate for P-gp in Caco-2 and L-MDR1 cells, and its disposition is
altered in knockout mice lacking the gene for Mdr1a [134, 135]. It was therefore
expected that ketoconazole would increase jejunal Peff and plasma AUC of fexofe-
nadine when added to the jejunal perfusion, but this did not occur. On the contrary,
jejunal Peff remained low (0.1–0.2� 10�4 cm/s) and variable, which, according to the
BCS, classifies it among the low-permeability compounds (Figures 9.5 and 9.7) [1].
The reported absence of an effect of ketoconazole on fexofenadine permeability
means that further in vivo studies are needed to fully understand the interaction
between fexofenadine and ketoconazole. It also means that we must increase our
understanding of transportmechanisms before we can conclude that fexofenadine is
an appropriate in vivo probe for P-gp activity in humans. Our understanding of the
expression of transporters and their functional activity in different human tissues is
at a nascent stage, and there is a need formore in vivopharmacokinetic data to validate
in vitro methods of studying both quantitative and qualitative aspects of drug
transport [107].
Glaeser et al. have shown that the majority of shed human enterocytes collected

from an intestinal perfusion were still functionally active and did not show signs of
apoptosis [38]. On the basis of a validation of the Loc-I-Gut system for the study of
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gene expression during perfusion, changes in mRNA levels in shed enterocytes
before and after perfusion of a 10 cm long jejunal segment were studied in parallel to
Peff, metabolism of selected compounds in the gut wall, and the excretion of their
metabolites back into the lumen (Figure 9.4) [39]. Sulforaphane and quercetin-3,40-
diglucoside were rapidly effluxed back into the lumen as sulforaphane-glutathione
and quercetin-30-glucuronide conjugates, respectively. Gene expression analysis in
exfoliated enterocytes showed a 1.8� 0.5-fold (range 1.1–2.3) induction of glutathi-
one transferase A1 (GST) mRNA and a 2.1� 1.3-fold (range 0.7–4.0) induction of
UDP-glucuronosyl transferase 1A1 (UGT1A1) mRNA after only 90min exposure
to these two compounds. The technique demonstrates its applicability to the study
of intracellular process and their relationships to changes in gene expression
(Figure 9.4) [38, 39].

9.8
Regional Differences in Transport and Metabolism of Drugs

Regional differences in transport and metabolism of drugs, especially in the colon,
have not been investigated thoroughly in humans by using intestinal perfusion
techniques. Therefore, there is a need to develop clinical techniques that make it
possible to directly investigate the transport and metabolism in vivo of drugs in
various regions of the GI tract. This would certainly improve our understanding of
regional differences in the transport andmetabolismof drugs, an understanding that
is crucial for the development of orally controlled release systems, which have
received increased attention as they create new therapeutic opportunities. In addi-
tion, regional absorption andmetabolismmay also influence the local effect of a drug,
which is targeted at a certain region where diseases such as inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD) and colon cancer are localized [136].
Investigations of regional differences in permeability and metabolism have been

performed by using various animal models [22, 29, 75, 102, 109, 112, 137]. Animal
tissues, mainly rat specimens, are widely used in the Ussing chamber to investigate
transport of drugs across specific regions of the intestine [29, 75, 138], whereas
studies in human tissues are few due to the limited availability of tissue specimens.
Regional differences in functional activity of P-gp have only been reported in a few

cases and aremainly based on animal studies [22, 75, 109, 112, 137]. For instance, one
of the few systemic kinetic analyses of efflux activity showed that marked differences
exist along the different regions of the rat GI tract [112]. Maximal transporter activity
varied over a fourfold to fivefold range in the order ileum > jejunum > colon. Earlier
studies have claimed that MDR1 mRNA levels should be highest in the human
colon [129]. Recent investigations, however, indicate that P-gp is more readily
expressed in the small intestine than in the colorectal region [50, 109]. Interestingly,
in 2002, Nakamura et al. reported that MDR1,MRP1, and CYP3AmRNA levels were
higher in human duodenal tissue than in normal colorectal and colorectal adenocar-
cinoma tissues [50]. However, reported levels of MDR1 mRNA and P-gp-mediated
efflux activity in the small intestine and colon are inconsistent, which may be
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attributed to differences in species, methodology and study designs in the various
reports [107, 109, 112, 129, 137, 144].
It has also been shown in vitro by using rat small intestinal and colonic tissues in an

Ussing chamber that low-permeability drugs (BCS classes III–IV) have an even lower
permeability in the colon, whereas high-permeability drugs (BCS classes I–II) show a
slightly higher permeability in the colon when passive diffusion is the dominant
mechanism (Figure 9.5) [75]. This Peff pattern has also been shown to be relevant for
small and large intestinal specimens from humans using the Ussing chamber
model [104]. A regional difference in permeability for five different compounds
has been reported from a study that applied an open triple-lumen tube and perfused
an 80 cm long segment of human jejunum and ileum (Figure 9.2) [139]. Peff for
hydrochlorotiazide, atenolol, furosemide, and cimetidine, all of which are classified
as low-permeability drugs according to the BCS, decreased in the ileum in compari-
son with the jejunum [3, 139]. This in vivo observation is in agreement with the
regional Ussing chamber studies in rats for low-permeability compounds [75].
Salicylic acid, which is highly permeable, was well absorbed throughout the small
intestine. The small intestinal regional permeability pattern has also been demon-
strated for ranitidine (low permeability) and paracetamol and griseofulvin (two high-
permeability compounds) by using a similar open intestinal perfusion tech-
nique [140–142]. In vivo permeability measurements of drugs in the colonic/rectal
region in humans are difficult, which probably explains the limited amount of
published data. However, we developed and validated a new technique for the
perfusion of a defined and closed segment in the colon/rectum [143]. We observed
that the permeability of antipyrine in the rectal regionwas high and D-glucosewas not
absorbed, which is in accordance with the fact that passive diffusion is the dominant
drug absorption mechanism in this specific intestinal region. However, we found
the present technique valuable for studying drug absorption from the human
rectum, which encouraged us to investigate the influence of a penetration enhancer,
sodium caprate, on the rectal absorption of phenoxymethyl penicillin and antipy-
rine [12]. The data suggest that sodium caprate alone has a limited effect on the
permeability in vivo across the rectal epithelium when it is presented in a solution.
Interestingly, there was a correlation between Peff for sodium caprate and the
individual plasma AUC and Cmax of phenoxymethyl penicillin, which indicates that
the permeability of the enhancer in the tissue upon which it should act is crucial to
achieving an effect.

9.9
Conclusions

We have emphasized the need for more in vivo studies to deconstruct the dynamic
interplay between mechanisms of drug transport and metabolism in the human
intestine. There is also a need to further develop in vivo techniques to directly
measure these processes in various regions along theGI tract in humans and to relate
the findings to physiological/pathophysiological conditions.
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This will increase our knowledge of the important transport mechanisms and will
provide in vivo data leading to the development and validation of rapid and more
reliable in vitro intestinal models.
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Transporters in the Gastrointestinal Tract

Pascale Anderle and Carsten U. Nielsen

Abbreviations

ABC ATP-binding cassette
ATP Adenosine 50-triphosphate
CDX Caudal-type homeobox transcription factor
CNT Concentrative nucleoside transporter
ENT Equilibrative nucleoside transporter
EMT Epithelial–mesenchymal transition
GIT Gastrointestinal tract
GO Gene ontology
NCE New chemical entity
PEPT1 Di/tri-peptide transporter 1
PMT Pharmacogenetics of Membrane Transporters Project
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
SAR Structure–activity relationship
SLC Solute carriers (SLCs)

10.1
Introduction

In 1992, Beauchamp et al. published a paper on the synthesis of 18 amino acid esters
of the antiherpetic drug, acyclovir [1]. These esters were synthesized as potential
prodrugs intended for oral administration, and were less potent than the parent
compoundwith respect to in vitro antiviral activity against herpes simplex virus type 1
(HSV-1). However, 10 of the prodrugs produced greater amounts of the parent drug
in the urine of rats used in the study. The L-amino acid esters were better prodrugs
than the corresponding D- or D,L-isomers, suggesting the involvement of a stereo-
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selective transporter. The L-valyl ester was the best prodrug (cf. Figure 10.1 (I)),1) and
in 1998 de Vrueh and coworkers showed that the responsible transporter was the di/
tripeptide transporter also termed PEPT1 (SLC15A1) [2]. This illustrated the impact
of targeting transporters, although the discovery of valaciclovir as a PEPT prodrug

Figure 10.1 Chemical structures of some selected compounds involved in active drug absorption.

1) In the following text, roman numbers refer to
the chemical structures throughout, as illus-
trated in Figure 10.1.
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Figure 10.1 (Continued)
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Figure 10.1 (Continued)
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Figure 10.1 (Continued)
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seems to have been serendipitous. Nevertheless, over the past two decades, an
increased focus has been on transporters – absorptive as well as efflux – in relation to
drug absorption.
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of transporters present in the

gastrointestinal tract, their role in intestinal drug absorption, and their relevance as a
drug delivery target to the medicinal chemist. Drug discovery is a multidisciplinary
process, which we would like to illustrate in this chapter. We will cover elements of
prodrug design, structure–activity relations, expression profiles, transporter geno-
mics, and regulation and briefly mentionmethods for studying these elements all in
specific relation to the relevance of active transport in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT)
for drug absorption or pathophysiological conditions. In addition, in the context of
pathophysiological states of the intestine, we will discuss the role of transporters not
only as drug carriers but also as direct drug targets.
In the previous edition of this book, the chapter on transporters in the gastroin-

testinal tract described the various transporters and their families in general. In this
edition, we will focus on selected transporters that have proven relevant to the
medicinal chemist or pharmaceutical scientist in general. The chapter is structured
in the following manner: Section 10.2 provides an overview of active transporters
present along the intestine and their influence on drug absorption, Section 10.3 deals
with transporters and their genomics, Section 10.4 discusses structural features for
targeting intestinal transporters, and Section 10.5 illustrates the altered expression of
transporters in diseased staten of the intestine. We will outline at the end of each
section, the impact on medical chemistry and how these various aspects affect the
work of the medical chemists.

10.2
Active Transport Along the Intestine and Influence on Drug Absorption

Transporters in the intestine generally fall into two distinct groups. One group
consists of absorptive transporters belonging to the solute carrier (SLC) family and a
second group consists of drug efflux transporters of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
family (ABC transporters). In general, active transporters are transporters where the
translocation of substrate is linked to the ATP consumption, whereas transporters
where the translocation of substrate is down the concentration gradient of the
substrate or coupled to the influx of ion such as Naþ or Hþ are termed carriers.
Transporters are often referred to as drug transporters, which in the context of drug
discovery or development is certainly an appropriate term.However, it is important to
remember that the normal function of transporters is tomove nutrients or xenobiotic
waste products across the cell membrane. In Table 10.1, a number of relevant
intestinal drug transporters are listed. In Figure 10.2, a few examples of the
localization of transporters in the apical and basolateral membranes are shown.
The distribution of different transporters is part of the cellular polarization of cellular
components, and the asymmetric distribution gives rise to polarized transport across
the intestine. Certain drug compounds and xenobiotic natural products are exported
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or effluxed from the epithelial cell by the apical localized ABCB1 (also termed
P-glycoprotein (P-gp), and MDR1) and the basolateral localized ABCC3. Glucose is
transported across the apical membrane by SLC5A1 (SGLT1) in a sodium-dependent
manner, and the cellular efflux is mediated by SLC2A2 (GLUT2), which is not
coupled to any other driving force. Nucleoside or nucleoside drugs are transported
into the epithelial cell by SLC28A1 (CNT1) and effluxed by SLC29A1 (ENT1). Di/
tripeptides and some peptidomimetic drugs are transported into the cell by SLC15A1
(PEPT1) and transported from the cell to the blood circulation by a transporter, which
has as yet not been cloned.
In the following section, selected transporters relevant to drug absorption will be

discussed along with known drug–drug interactions caused by transporters. The
transporters will be discussed according to their natural substrates as indicated in
Table 10.1.

10.2.1
Peptide Transporters

In the human intestinal cells, two di/tripeptide transporter genes have been detected
by quantitative PCR methods (see Table 10.1): SLC15A1 (PEPT1) (see Figure 10.2)
and liver–intestine cadherinCDH17 (HPT1). PEPT1 is highly expressed in the small
intestine, that is, duodenum, jejunum, and ileum and in healthy tissue absent in the
colon, whereasHPT1 is highly expressed in both small and large intestines [3, 4]. So
far, the consensus in the literature has been that PEPT1 was the major peptide
transporter for dietary uptake of amino acids in the form of di/tripeptides and also in
terms of intestinal drug absorption [5–7]. PEPT1 has been shown to mediate the oral
bioavailability of someb-lactamantibiotics and anumber of amino acid anddipeptide

Figure 10.2 Illustration of the various forms of transporters and
carriers working in an intestinal epithelial cell. Gluc, glucose; Nuc,
nucleotide; DP, dipeptides; and ABC, ATP-binding cassette family
transporter; SLC5A1, sodium-dependent glucose transporter;
SLC2A2, glucose transporter 2; SLC28A1, concentrative
nucleotide transporter 1; SLC29A1, equilibrative transporter 1;
and SLC15A1, di/tripeptide transporter.
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prodrugs [2, 8–10]. PEPT1 is discussed thoroughly in this chapter, since it remains
one of most studied intestinal absorptive transporters in drug delivery and oral
bioavailability. The intestinal expression ofHPT1 is higher than that of PEPT1 [3, 4],
and HPT1 expression has in a study been correlated with the bioavailability of
valaciclovir [6, 7, 11, 12]. However, since HPT1 belongs to the cadherin superfamily
of calcium-dependent, cell–cell adhesion proteins and only has one transmembrane
segment [13], its role as a transporter has not been fully resolved. Although not
normally referred to a as peptide transporter, ABCB1 has been shown to transport
peptides containing a varying number of amino acids from 3 to at least 11
(cyclosporine A (II) [14, 15]), thereby de facto acting as a peptide transporter. In
the apical membrane, the transport direction is out of the cell, as opposed to
PEPT1, which is inward directed and coupled to influx of protons, as illustrated
in Figure 10.2. However, at the basolateral membrane, the transport direction of
both an ABC transporter and a peptide transporter would be from the cell into the
circulation.

10.2.2
Nucleoside Transporters

Transporters for nucleosides are present both in the apical (concentrative nucleo-
side transporters (CNTs)) and in the basolateral membrane of epithelial cells
(equilibrative nucleoside transporters (ENTs)). CNT2 is expressed primarily in the
human duodenum and jejunum and to a much higher degree than CNT1, CNT3,
ENT2, and ENT2 [3, 4]. In the ileum, both CNT1 and CNT2 are expressed, whereas
ENT2 is expressed in the colon [16]. It has to be noted that human samples are often
obtained from patients, and their medications may to some extent alter the
expression profile of the investigated transporters, as exemplified in Section 5.4,
where PEPT1 is expressed in the colon due to inflammation of the tissue. In the
human intestinal epithelium, nucleoside transporters are responsible for the
uptake of dietary nucleosides from the intestinal lumen and the regulation of
adenosine concentrations on cells� surface. The nucleoside transporters accept a
variety of drug molecules structurally related to nucleosides and they may thus be
highly relevant from a drug delivery and drug discovery point of view. ENT1 and
ENT2 transport both purine and pyrimidine nucleosides, although the substrate
affinities in general are lower than those for the CNTs. The concentrative nucleo-
side transporters CNT1, CNT2, and CNT3 transport uridine and certain uridine
analogues, but are otherwise in general (except for a modest transport of adenosine
by CNT1) selective for pyrimidine (CNT1) and purine (CNT2) nucleosides, with
CNT3 being nonselective for purine and pyrimidine nucleosides [17, 18]. The
differences in purine and pyrimidine substrate recognition are also observed with
pyrimidine and purine antiviral and anticancer nucleoside drugs. For example,
CNT1 transports 30-azido-30-deoxythymidine (AZT) (III), 20,30-dideoxycytidine,
and cemcitabine, whereas CNT2 carries 20,30-dideoxyinosine (IV) [19–23]. CNT3
translocates pyrimidine anticancer nucleoside structures such as 5-fluorouridine,
5-fluoro-20-deoxyuridine, zebularine, gemcitabine (V), and purine nucleoside struc-
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tures such as cladribine and fludarabine (VI) [17]. Although the concentrative
nucleoside transporters have micromolar affinities for the proteotypical substrate
uridine, they are interesting for targeting intestinal cells.

10.2.3
Amino Acid Transporters

Several amino acid transporters are present at both apical and basolateral
membranes. They have overlapping substrate specificities, different affinities, and
capacities and utilize different ions such as Naþ , Hþ , and Cl� for driving force (for
a review on the physiology of intestinal amino acid, see Ref. [24]). Moreover, amino
acid transporters are affected by a number of diseases such as Hartnup disorder and
other absorptive pathological states. Recently, Kim et al. detected 12 genes for amino
acid transport in the human intestine, where EAAT3, LAT3, 4F2HC, and PROT
were highest expressed [4]. The gene of a proton-coupled amino acid transporter,
PAT1, has recently been cloned [25]. On the basis of Northern blot, this transporter is
expressed in segments from the stomach to the latter parts of the colon, and the PAT1
protein localizes in the apical membrane [25]. PAT1 has millimolar affinity for its
substrates (Pro, Gly, Ala, and GABA) and has been shown in in vitro studies to be
involved in intestinal absorption of D-cycloserine (VII) and vigabatrin (VIII) [26, 27].
Thus, PAT1 seems to be a drug delivery target for some clinically relevant GABA-
related drugs. However, gabapentin is not transported by PAT1 but may be trans-
ported by system b (rBAT/b0,þAT, SLC3A1/SLC7A9), which transports neutral and
dibasic amino acids in a sodium-independent manner [28]. Another amino acid
transporter that seems to be interesting from a pharmaceutical point of view is
SLC6A14/ATB0,þ [29]. This transporter is located in the apical membrane of
colonocytes but is not expressed in the small intestine. The transport of amino acid
is coupled to Naþ and Cl�, and SLC6A14 has been suggested to be relevant to the
intestinal absorption of D-serine, carnitine (IX), and nitric oxide synthase inhibitors
as well as the g-glutamyl ester of acyclovir [29].
Amino acid transporters seem to hold a great potential for intestinal absorption of

drugs and drug candidates. However, overall, the information on the impact of these
transporters in terms of mediating oral bioavailability of amino acid mimetics is
rather limited, and systematic investigations using both in vitro and in vivo data are
highly anticipated.

10.2.4
Monosaccharide Transporters

In the intestine, primarily two glucose (X) transporter genes are detected: SGLT1 and
GLUT5 [4]. SGLT1 is located in the apical membrane of the small intestinal
enterocytes and operates in a sodium-coupled way, whereas GLUT5 is located in
the basolateralmembrane (cf. Figure 10.2). SLGT1 has been suggested as a target not
only for inhibiting the uptake of glucose but also for intestinal transport of glycoside-
bond-containing substrate mimics.
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10.2.5
Organic Cation Transporters

The organic cation transporters OCNT1 (SLC22A4) and OCNT2 (SLC22A5) are
widely expressed in both small and large intestines [3, 4, 16]. OCT1 (SLC22A1) is
expressed in the jejunum and colon, whereas OCT3 (SLC22A3) is expressed only in
the jejunum [3].OCNT1 seems to be located in the luminalmembrane and transports
compounds such as L-carnitine (IX), stachydrine, and the organic cations tetraethy-
lammonuim (TEA), quinidine, pyrilamine, and verapamil (XI) [30]. OCNT2 is aNaþ -
dependent, high-affinity transporter for L-carnitine, acetyl-L-carnitine, and the
zwitterionic b-lactam antibiotic cephaloridine, but can also function alternatively
as a polyspecific and Na+-independent cation transporter [30]. OCT1 is localized in
the basolateralmembrane and transports tetraethylammonium aswell as drugs such
as desipramine (XII), acyclovir, and ganciclovir [31].

10.2.6
Organic Anion Transporters

OATP transporters, SLCO1C1, SLCO2B1, SLCO3A1, SLCO4A1, and SLCO4C1 have
been found in the jejunum, and also in the colon, with the exception of SLCO3A1 [3].
OATP-B (SLCO2B1) accepts bile salts, as well as pravastatin (XIII) and sulfate
conjugates of steroid hormones, and is localized in the apical membrane of
enterocytes [32].

10.2.7
Monocarboxylate Transporters

Monocarboxylate cotransporters (MCTs) transportmonocarboxylates such as acetate,
propionate, lactate, and pyruvate in a proton-coupled manner or by exchanging one
monocarboxylate for another [33]. In the intestine, MCT1 and MCT5 have been
detected [3], and in another studyMCT3 was detected at a level similar toMCT5 [4].
MCT1 is expressed in both small and large intestines [3, 34], whereasMCT5 was not
found in the colon [3]. MCT1 is located in the apical membrane of epithelial cells,
whereas MCT3 is located in the basolateral membrane [33]. MCT1 has been
suggested to be involved in intestinal transport of the cephalosporin cefdinir, whereas
pravastatin (XIII) and valproic acid (XIV) inhibit the cellular uptake of lactate in
vitro [35, 36].

10.2.8
ABC Transporters

Some of the intestinal transporters that have received most attention in drug
discovery and development are undoubtedly the ATP-binding cassette transport
proteins and especially ABCB1 (for reviews see Refs [37–39]). There are numerous
publications on these transporters, and we are, thus, able to give only a small glance
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on the impact of efflux transporters on drug delivery, drug disposition, pharmaco-
logical therapy, metabolism, cancer therapy, and cancer development. Overall, in
terms of drug bioavailability, efflux transporters in the intestine limit the intestinal
absorption of a wide range of drugs. In the human jejunum and colon, ABCB1,
ABCC1 (MRP1), ABCC3 (MRP3), and ABCC4-6 (MRP4-6), as well as ABCG2
(BCRP), are expressed [3]. ABCB4 (BSEP) is expressed in the colon, and ABCB4
and ABCC2 (MRP2) are expressed in the jejunum [3]. The efflux transporters are
located in differentmembranes of the enterocytes, withABCB1,ABCC2, andABCG2
located in the apical membrane and ABCC1 and ABCC3 located in the basolateral
membrane [38].
ABCB1 has an extremely broad substrate specificity with a preference for

lipophilic and cationic compounds; however, these general structural features are
by no means restrictive. This is illustrated by the diversity in the substrates
identified for ABCB1, including anticancer drug substances such as vinblastine,
doxorubicin, etoposide (XV), and paclitaxel (XVI), cardiac drug substances such as
digoxin (XVII) and some b-blockers, endogenous compounds such as steroid
hormones and bile salts, HIV drugs such as indinavir and saquinavir, fluoroqui-
nolones such as sparfloxacin, and immunosuppressive drugs such as cyclosporine
A (II) and tacrolimus (XVIII) [38]. In general, ABCB1 substrates are thus amphi-
pathic compounds with a molecular weight ranging from approximately 300 to
2000Da. It has been suggested that ABCB1 binds substrates through an �induced-
fitmechanism,�where the shape and size of the substrate change the packing of the
transmembrane segments to accommodate the substrate [40, 41]. There is some
evidence that ABCB1 is functioning in conjunction with metabolizing enzymes.
ABCB1may thus play a dual role in limiting oral bioavailabilities of drug substrates,
that is, by reducing their absorption and delivering them to metabolic enzymes or
exporting metabolites. In the liver and intestine, this dual function is present in
metabolic active cells. Phase-I enzymes such as cytochrome P450 and phase-II
enzymes such as gluthathione-S-tranferases are key factors in limiting drug
bioavailability. There is also some degree of overlapping substrate specificity
between CYP3A4 and ABCB1 [42–44]. It is therefore important to consider both
the efflux properties and the metabolic properties of drug candidates.
Digoxin (XVII) is a typical substrate for ABCB1, and it has been shown in P-gp

knockoutmice that intestinal efflux and plasma elimination of digoxin are decreased
along with increased brain accumulation [45–47]. Coadministration of other ABCB1
substrates alters the pharmacokinetics of digoxin, as seen with an increased
bioavailability after coadministration with talinolol (XIX) [48]. Other drug–drug
interactions caused by intestinal efflux transporter are known for immunosuppres-
sants such as tacrolimus and cyclosporin A, as well as talinolol [39]. It is important to
remember that a large degree of overlapping substrate specificity exists between
different ABC transporters, and an analysis of the impact of individual transporters
on limiting intestinal absorption is perhaps less important than evaluating the
combined impact on intestinal absorption of ABC transporters. Moreover, the oral
bioavailability is in addition to intestinal absorption a result of many other processes
involving ABC transporters. Nevertheless, efflux transporters are important for the
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medicinal chemist, as they are involved in absorption,metabolism, anddisposition of
many diverse molecular structures.

10.2.9
Bile Acid Transporters

Theapical localized sodium-dependent bile acid transporter (ASBT) is expressed in the
human duodenum and ileum and is barely detectable in colon [16]. ASBT transports
bile acids such as glycodeoxycholate and chenodeoxycholic acid (XX) [49, 50]. Few
examples exist where the bile acid scaffold has been used as a promoiety for a prodrug
approach. ASBT has micromolar affinities for the natural substrates, and the studies
on ASBT are too few to make a general statement on the potential and role of this
transporter in drug absorption [49, 50].

10.3
Transporters and Genomics

10.3.1
Introduction to Genomics Technologies

The analysis of the human genome sequence suggested the presence of 406 genes
encoding ion channels and 883 genes encoding transporters, of which 350 are
proposed intracellular transporters [51]. Most of the time, though, it is still unknown
which transporters are involved in the uptake of a given drug. Therefore, knowing the
expression of transporters along the intestine could help identify relevant drug
carriers in the intestine.
The transport activity of drug carriers can be affected inmany differentways. Thus,

with respect to drug design, different questions have to be addressed: Which
transporters can be utilized in the intestine for oral drug absorption? Can the
expression of these transporters be affected by either disease states or type of
nutrition, age, and sex? Is it possible that in a population, various genotypes exist
with different transport activities and substrate specificities?
In recent years, various high-throughput technologies have been developed that

are being used to address these questions. While expression arrays, such as Serial
Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) and Massively Parallel Signature Sequencing
(MPSS), are applied tomeasure themessenger RNA levels, genomic arrays are being
used to look for potential amplifications and deletions in the genome, and the so-
called single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays are being used to perform
genotyping of samples.
Using such a genome-wide approach allows not only the study of transporter genes

but also can provide some insights into the regulation of transporter genes. Nowa-
days, commercially available gene chips contain the information of all currently
annotated genes. Therefore, in one single experiment, changes of expression
patterns of any gene can be analyzed and correlated to a reference gene.
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It is important to note that RNA may not always correlate with the expression of
encoded proteins. Use of proteomic techniques increasingly serves to resolve
discrepancies between mRNA levels and expressed proteins. However, proteomics
of integral membrane proteins still remains a challenge; moreover, comparing
mRNA levels in similar tissues from different subjects is likely to provide an
indication of protein levels. Any polymorphism that affects protein structure and
function could also lead to false interpretations if the array fails to measure the
functional polymorphism.

10.3.2
Gene Expression Profiling Along the Intestine and in Caco-2 Cells

Even though the transport activity can be influenced at various levels, the first step in
elucidating the relevance of membrane transporters in drug absorption is studying
the expression of these proteins. Various studies using a genome-wide approachhave
been done in recent years addressing this question. Some studies have been done
using the mouse as a model system to assess the situation in humans. However,
many times, in vitro systems are being used to performhigh-throughput screening to
assess the absorption rate of a given drug. The cell line of choice is usually Caco-2. As
a consequence, different studies have been performed to characterize its genomic
expression profile and to correlate it to the situation in humans. It is though
important to note that the Caco-2 cells have significant higher transepithelial
electrical resistances than the human intestinal mucosa. And as a consequence, a
high correlation of the expression levels of transporters between the Caco-2 cells and
the human intestinal mucosa may provide a reasonable prediction, but it may also
overestimate the contribution of active transport in oral drug absorption due to the
contribution of the paracellular route. In the following section, we will discuss some
relevant examples of genomic profiling of the intestinal mucosa and the Caco-2 cell
system.

10.3.2.1 Profiling of the Intestinal Mucosa
Bates et al. studied the expression profile of different gastrointestinal segments in
mouse, that is, stomach, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, cecum, proximal colon, and
distal colonusing an 8.6 k cDNAchip [52].Genes encoding transport proteins fell into
three anatomical patterns: expression throughout the GIT (such as several ion
channel and pumps and the polymeric immunoglobulin receptor), expression
predominantly in the small intestine (such as intestinal fatty acid-binding protein
and apolipoprotein A-IV, C-TI, and C-III), and expression in the colon (such as
aquaporin 8, involved in water transport, and carbonic anhydrases). Moreover, when
classifying all genes represented on the chip into functional groups, the authors
concluded that genes encoding proteins, functioning in intermediary metabolism,
transport, and cell–cell communication, have the most dynamically regulated ex-
pression profiles. However, the limited set of transporter genes investigated narrows
the ability of this study for assessing global transport capacity. On the basis of their
functional classification, 181 genes out of the 8638 mouse genes represented on the
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chip were defined as genes encoding proteins with transport functions, whereas
Venter et al. suggested that there are 1289 transporters/ion channels in the human
genome [51]. Thus, only a fraction ofmembrane transporter genes has been analyzed
in this study.
Similar to Bates et al., we also investigated the expression of transporter genes

along the mouse intestine [52, 53]. Using the Affymetrix technology, we could
measure the genomic profile of 853 transporter genes. In contrast to Bates et al.,
we could not observe that the class of transporters was significantly regulated
compared to other GO classes; however, the subclass carriers, and in particular
their daughter classes �antiporters� and �symporters,� were significantly regu-
lated [52, 53]. Both are classes in which typical transporters involved in drug delivery
can be found. Figure 10.3 shows an overview of changes of expression of transporter
groups in mice according to the GO system along the intestine [53]. Although some

Figure 10.3 Overview of classes according to Gene Ontology
(www.geneontology.org), which were significantly changed along
themouse intestine (p� 0.05). Gray boxes indicate the number of
genes for each significant change between two adjoining regions.
For a comparison with changes in humans see Ref. [53].
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single transporters of a given group may be significantly different between the
intestinal segments, the groups they are classified into may not be significantly
altered.
Interestingly, the small intestine and the colon revealed that a similar number of

genes were more highly expressed in either the small intestine or the large intestine.
However, small intestinal transporters were clearly more overexpressed. The major-
ity of differentially expressed transporters were members of the solute carrier super
family. Themost pronounced change (fold changes > 300), however, was observed for
fatty acid-binding protein 1 (Fabp1). Among the solute carriers being more than 20
times overexpressed in the small intestine were the neurotransmitter transporter
Slc6a19, the sulfate transporter pendrin-like protein 1 (Slc26a6), L-type amino acid
transporter 2 (Slc7a8), facilitated glucose transporter 2 (Slc2a2), and the concentrative
nucleoside transporter 2 (Slc28a2, CNT2). The Y(þ )L-type amino acid transporter 1
(Slc7a7), the concentrative nucleoside transporter cotransporter (Slc28a3), and the
B(0,þ )-type amino acid transporter 1 (Slc7a9) were more than 10 times over-
expressed. In the colon, the most overexpressed transporter was the neurotransmit-
ter transporter Slc6a14, which was more than 200 times overexpressed in the colon
than in the small intestine. The neurotransmitter transporter Slc6a14 and the
facilitated glucose transporter 1 (Slc2a1) were more than 10 times overexpressed.
By comparing our genomic datawith the literature, we could confirm thatmost of the
transporters were similarly expressed in humans. In conclusion, differences in
absorption of drugs involving transporters along the intestine can be expected.
Different intestinal segments need to be targeted depending on the structure of the
compound when trying to imply active uptake systems.

10.3.2.2 Profiling of Caco-2 Cells
Thefirst study analyzing the expressionprofiles ofCaco-2 cells usingmicroarrayswas
done by Mariadason et al., in particular, investigating the influence of postconfluent
differentiation in Caco-2 cells on mRNA expression profile [54]. They observed that
consistentwith cell differentiation, the expressionprofile reflected amore specialized
phenotype. Specifically, Caco-2 cell differentiation was accompanied by coordinated
downregulation of genes involved in cell cycle progression andDNAsynthesis, which
reflected the concomitant reduction in cell proliferation. This study investigated
changes of expression profiles only in confluent cells. In any comparison with other
studies, the degree of confluencemust be considered as an important determinant of
mRNA profiles. In a similar study, Fleet et al. analyzed the changes in genomic
profiles upon differentiation in a subclone of the Caco-2 parental line, the so-called
Caco-2 BBE cells [55]. In contrast to Mariadason et al., they observed a significant
number of transporter genes being regulatedupondifferentiation [54]. Even thougha
comparison between the expression changes observed by Fleet et al. andMariadason
et al. revealed a rather poor correlation, both studies identified overall the samemajor
pathways that are likely to play a role in the differentiation process [54, 55]. Also, both
concluded similarly that the Caco-2 cells express a very complex molecular signature
that consists of features of a colonocyte, an enterocyte, and a tumor cell. Similar to
these two studies, we analyzed with a home-made oligo array the expression of about
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750 genes encoding transporter and channel proteins in differentiated and undif-
ferentiatedCaco-2 cells, human small intestine, and colon [56]. In summary, studying
only transporter and channel genes, we observed nevertheless a similar trend,
namely, that Caco-2 cells have the characteristics of colonocytes, small intestinal
enterocytes, and tumor cells. Our results were in general in accordancewith the study
by Sun and coworkers [57, 58]. They compared the mRNA expression profile of the
human duodenum and Caco-2 cells. In contrast to Bates et al., they used the
GeneChipU95A by Affymetrix, which contains 12 559 gene sequence tags including
in total 443 transporters, ion channels, andmetabolic enzymes [52]. The expressions
of 26, 38, and 44% of these 443 genes, of which 170 are transporters or ion channels,
were detectable in 4-day-old Caco-2 cells, 16-day-old Caco-2 cells, and human
duodenum, respectively. Moreover, they compared permeability values in Caco-2
cells and human duodenum of various carrier-mediated and passively absorbed
drugs. The in vivo/in vitro drug permeability measurements correlated well for
passively absorbed drug, whereas the correlation coefficient decreased for carrier-
mediated drugs. In general, the observed permeability of carrier-mediated drugs was
higher in human duodenum than in Caco-2 cells. Most of the transporters expressed
in the human duodenum were also expressed in Caco-2 cells. However, it has to be
noted that a limited set of drugs has been tested, which are actively transported by
only a fraction of transporters that are expressed in the intestine. In addition, the in
vitro permeability rates inCaco-2 cells have been comparedwith the ones in the upper
jejunum, whereas the expression levels have been compared with the ones in the
duodenum.
The findings of each of the genomic studies discussed above contribute to a better

assessment of the Caco-2 cells as a model system to study active transport in the
human intestine. Having such a vast amount of data available certainly increases our
understanding. However, it also requires new strategies to deal with such an
immense amount of data to exploit them appropriately. Calcagno et al. developed
an in silico approach to exploit publicly available data sets to assess the Caco-2 model
system [59]. They combined genomic results from nine different labs that used
different microarray platforms. Consequently, they could increase the robustness of
their resulting findings. In their in silico approach, using principal component
analysis, they showed that the Caco-2 cells express a transport protein profile that
to someextent represents not only the absorptive enterocytes but also the colonocytes.
However, the profile of the metastatic cell line SW620 differed significantly.
Clearly, genome-wide studies contribute to a better understandingwhy differences

in absorption along the intestine, and between in vitro and in vivo situations, can be
expected. These studies could on the one hand confirm that the most widely used in
vitro system to study drug absorption, namely, theCaco-2 cells,maynot always be very
accurate in predicting uptake rates for a new compound. On the other hand, it has to
be noted that compared to other in vitro systems, which are being used to study
transport in liver and kidney, the Caco-2 cells correlate certainly the best with the in
vivo system with respect to the mRNA expression of transporters [3].
From a medical chemistry point of view, genome-wide expression studies can be

exploited to design drugs in such away that highly expressed transporter proteins can
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be better exploited. Moreover, these studies provide information not only about
transporter systems but also about other groups of proteins, such as enzymes. Such
information could be exploited when designing prodrugs, for instance. A very
famous example is certainly valaciclovir (I) (cf. below).

10.3.3
Intestinal Transporters and the Influence of Genotypes

So far we have only discussed the fact that in-depth knowledge of the expression of
membrane transporters provides crucial information so as to select new, putative
targets for active uptake. However, many times the activity of these proteins can be
altered in different individuals due to mutations in the genome. Single-nucleotide
polymorphisms account many times for differences in activity in individuals. In
recent years, many studies have focused on this aspect and have genotyped a variety
of genes including transporter genes. For instance, the UCSF �Pharmacogenetics of
Membrane Transporters Project� (PMT) focuses mainly on the identification of
sequence variants in genes encoding selected membrane transport proteins and the
functional characterization of these variants (http://pharmacogenetics.ucsf.edu/
index.html). The resulting data of this project are regularly deposited in the
PharmGKB database (http://www.pharmgkb.org/), a publicly available database that
serves as a genotype–phenotype resource focused on pharmacogenetics and phar-
macogenomics. The database contains not only the genotype information of single
genes but also the results obtained with SNP arrays. Similar to the classical
expression oligo arrays, these arrays identify differences between samples of a vast
number of genes with respect to SNPs [60]. So far, no study has been published with
the SNP array technology focusing on transporter genes.
As mentioned above, interindividual differences in absorption rate can be ex-

plained by SNPs in membrane transporters. However, SNPs in other genes, which
are involved in the regulation of transporter genes, could also contribute to interin-
dividual differences. Therefore, the exploitation of array datawill be very important to
assess the influence of the various genotypes in drug absorption.
In recent years, various studies have been published showing the effects of

mutations in the DNA of transporters. Many times, such mutations can account
for diseases (cf. Table 10.1). In the following section, however,wewill focus on studies
in which transporters relevant to oral drug absorption have been sequenced and their
genetic variants phenotypically characterized.
In the context of the PMT Project, we have genotyped all 23 exons and adjoining

intronic regions of SLC15A1 in 247 individuals, the so-called Coriell collection (i.e.,
100 Caucasians, 100 African–Americans, 30 Asian–Americans – equal numbers of
Chinese, Japanese, and Southeast Asians–, 10 Mexican–Americans, and 7 Pacific
Islanders) [61]. Overall, significant differences between ethnic populations could be
observed.Of 38 SNPs detected, 21 occurred in the intronic andnoncoding region and
17 in the exonic, coding regions, of which 9 were nonsynonymous. Eight nonsynon-
ymous SNPs were functionally characterized in transient-transfected Cos7 ad CHO
cells. None of the variants had altered transport activity, except the low-frequency
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PEPT1-F28Y. It showed a significant reduction of cephalexin (XXI) uptake. Altered
pH dependence of substrate transport suggested a role of F28Y in Hþ -driven
translocation. In a similar study, Zhang et al. sequenced SLC15A1 in 44 different
individuals and found 13 SNPs in the coding region confirming our findings [62]. In
addition to our data, they found another low-frequency SNP with altered transport
activity, the PEPT1-P586L. In conclusion, genetic factors could possibly introduce
some systematic variability for drugs critically dependent on PEPT1 activity for
intestinal absorption. However, other factors acting on PEPT1 transport activity are
more likely to cause interindividual variability, recently studied with valaciclovir in
human subjects [63]. Alternative splicing cannot yet be ruled out as a clinically
relevant variable. Overall, however, PEPT1 displays remarkable low genetic variabili-
ty. This finding is important for drug therapy with peptoid drugs and for exploiting
PEPT1 in prodrug design for improved bioavailability.
Various members of the nucleoside transporter families SLC28 and SLC29 have

also beengenotyped and their variants functionally characterized.RegardingCNT1, a
total of 58 coding region haplotypes were identified in the same collection of
individuals as the one used for SLC15A1 (e.g., Coriell collection) [64]. The translated
protein of 44 haplotypes contained at least one amino acid variant. More than half of
the coding region haplotypes were population specific. Phenotypic studies of 15
protein-altering CNT1 variants in Xenopus laevis oocytes revealed that all variant
transporters took up [3H]thymidine with the exception of CNT1-Ser546Pro, a rare
variant, and CNT1– 1153del, a single bp deletion, found at a frequency of 3% in the
African–American population. The anticancer nucleoside analogue gemcitabine (VI)
had a reduced affinity for CNT1-Val189Ile (a common CNT1 variant found at a
frequency of 26%) compared to reference CNT1. These data suggest that common
genetic variants of CNT1 may contribute to variation in systemic and intracellular
levels of anticancer nucleoside analogues. The same group also analyzed the family
member CNT2 in a very similar setup [65]. Six nonsynonymous variants were
identified, and all were able to transport guanosine. The four common variants
were further characterized with the antiviral nucleoside analogue drug ribavirin. No
differences were observed among the four common variants in the uptake kinetics.
However, variant CNT2-F355S F355S (3% allele frequency in the African–American
sample) exhibited a change in specificity for the naturally occurring nucleosides,
which according to the authors may have implications for nucleoside homeostasis.
The third member of the SLC28 family has been genotyped by another group. The
authors of this study also used the Coriell collection but only the Caucasians [66]. In
summary, they identified different variants; however, these variants do not seem to
have either an altered transport activity or transport specificity.
In addition, in the context of PMT, members of the equilibrative nucleoside

transporter family have been investigated. So far, only ENT2 has been completely
genotyped and its protein product functionally characterized. Similar to CNT3,
different variants were observed; however, only five haplotypes were sufficient to
describe the entire sample set. Thus, the authors suggested that the low overall
genetic diversity in SLC29A2 makes it unlikely that variation in the coding region
contributes significantly to clinically observed differences in drug response [67].
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Similarly, Kuhne et al. analyzed LAT1 (SLC7A5), LAT2 (SLC7A8), and 4F2HC
(SLC3A2) and concluded that even though various SNPs are found in these
sequences, genetic variation in the genes 4F2HC, LAT1, and LAT2 does not appear
to be a major cause of interindividual variability in pharmacokinetics and of adverse
reactions to melphalan (XXII) [68].
One of the best-studied transporter proteins is certainly the ABCB1. Many groups

have sequenced this gene and studied the impact of the mutations on the transport
activity of its protein product [69–71]. While Tang et al. analyzed a collection of 261
individuals of three distinct Asian groups (i.e., 104Chinese, 93Malay, and 68 Indian),
Kroetz et al. used the Coriell collection as described above [69, 71]. Tang et al. selected
four sites in the 50 noncoding region and six sites in the coding regions as possible
sites for SNPs based on publicly available data and verified them in their popula-
tion [71]. Only three in the coding region and one in the 50-flanking region could be
confirmed. All three coding SNPs (exon 12 1236C >T, exon 21 2677G>T/A, and exon
26 3435C >T) were present in high frequency in each ethnic group, and the derived
haplotype profiles exhibited distinct differences between the groups. In summary,
fewer haplotypes were observed in the Malays (n¼ 6) compared to the Chinese
(n¼ 10) and Indians (n¼ 9). Three major haplotypes (>10% frequency) were
observed in the Malays and Chinese; of these, two were observed in the Indians.
In contrast to this study, Kroetz et al. sequenced the whole exonic region and the

adjoining intronic regions of the gene in a more heterogeneous sample [69].
Considering only the variants used in the previous haplotype analysis by Tang
et al., they could find 7 of the 10 haplotypes in their relatively small Asian–American
sample [71]. Overall, they identified 48 variant sites, including 30 novel variants and
13 codings for amino acid changes, resulting in 64 statistically inferred haplotypes.
As with respect to the impact of various haplotypes on the transport activity of the
protein product, the results published so far remain inclusive. Thus, further
functional studies are still needed.
As far as the ABCC family members are concerned, only genotype studies have

mainly been done so far. Thus, functional data regarding the influence of the
different variants found are still missing. Briefly, Saito et al. screened entire genomic
regions of 48 Japanese individuals and identified 81 SNPs in the ABCC1 gene, 41 in
ABCC2, 30 inABCC3, 230 inABCC4, 76 inABCC5, 58 in CFTR, 102 inABCC8, and
70 in ABCC9 [72]. In contrast, Leschziner et al. sequenced only the exon regions of
ABCC1, ABCC2, and ABCC5 in 47 Caucasion individuals finding 61 SNPs in
ABCC1, 41 in ABCC2, and 34 in ABCC5 [73]. Overall, the authors concluded that
the patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across these drug transporter genes
demonstrated large regions of high LD and low haplotype diversity, an important
information for the search of a functional variants.
In summary, various important intestinal drug carriers have been characterized

regarding their genetic variability and the impact on transport activity. For a goodpart,
the genetic variability does not seem to be the major player in the interindividual
variability in drug absorption. However, many times the genetic variation can
contribute to an altered transport activity, which in some ethnic populations might
be more relevant than in others. Thus, having a catalog of all known SNPs and
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relevant haplotypes and their functional characteristics is the first step in estimating
the impact of genetic variability on interindividual differences in drug absorption.
Many times mutations in the sequence lead to changes in the structure of trans-
porters and as a consequence to an altered functionality. Thus, predicting the impact
of such mutations on the structure will be one of the major challenges for medical
chemistry. On the one hand, for some established drugs, individualized drug therapy
should be applied to account for the differences in drug transport. Moreover, an in-
depth knowledge of all mutations and prediction of their possible impact on the
transport activity can be exploited to avoid targets drug delivery targets for which
different genotypes are expected to show alterations in drug transport.

10.4
Structural Requirements for Targeting Absorptive Intestinal Transporters

The discovery process has traditionally had a preference for evaluating new chemical
entities (NCEs)with respect to their pharmacologic potency and selectivity against the
selected drug targets. Intestinal transporters are generally not drug targets but could
be classified as drug delivery targets [7]. The aim of exploiting a drug delivery target is
most often to increase the intestinal absorption of the drug candidate to increase the
oral bioavailability or modify the metabolic or stability profile of the drug candidate.
Another strategy could be to target a given segment in the intestine in which the
transporter of choice is highest expressed.
A lot of structure–activity information has been accumulated over the last two

decades for various intestinal transporters. However, the two most studied trans-
porters in terms of quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) are
SLC15A1 [74–80] and ABCB1 (for references see Ref. [81]), which will be the topic
of Chapter 18. In the following section, the focus will be on strategies for increasing
intestinal absorption of drug candidates by targeting intestinal peptide transporters.

10.4.1
Strategies for Increasing Drug Absorption Targeting Transporters

Different strategies for targeting intestinal transporters to increase intestinal per-
meability have been described:

(a) design of prodrugs targeting the transporter,
(b) substrate mimicry, and
(c) the use of a formulation approach.

Aprodrug is composed of an active drug and a promoiety (or transportmoiety) and
is by definition a pharmacologically inactive compound. Asmentioned in the Section
�Introduction,� an example of a prodrug targeting an intestinal transporter is
valaciclovir (I). The prodrug has a bioavailability of 63% in rats compared to
15–21% of the parent drug acyclovir due to the transport activity of PEPT1 [1, 2].
A quite similar example is valganciclovir, which is also a substrate for PEPT1 [82],
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where the oral bioavailability inhuman is increased fromapproximately 6 to 61% [83].
It has to be noted that other transporters also have been suggested to participate in the
intestinal absorption of valaciclovir and valganciclovir such as HPT1 and the Naþ /
Cl�-coupled amino acid transporter ATB0,þ [11, 84]. Several examples exist where
the promoiety itself is not a substrate for the transporter and often valine is used [85–
89]. Prodrugs designed to use the transport activity of PEPT1 have also been designed
by using natural or modified di- or tripeptidomimetic substrate as a promoiety for
transporter recognition [90–92]. Prodrugs may also be used to circumvent the
transport of efflux transporters and instead utilize an absorptive transport system
as in the case of the Val-Val-saquinavir prodrug [91]. Assessing the uptake of a
prodrug by a given carrier is many times difficult due to the involvement of other
mechanisms of transport.
Another way of exploiting transporters is to optimize intestinal absorption by using

QSAR-based database mining to select an NCE, which could be a substrate for an
appropriate absorptive transporter or alternatively not substrate for efflux mechan-
isms [93, 94]. Substrate mimicry is also a possibility in the case of inhibition of
transport activity, whichmaybe relevant not only for efflux transporters. Phloridzin is
an inhibitor of the sodium-coupled glucose transporter SGLT1 (SLC5A1), which is
located in the apicalmembrane of enterocytes (cf. Figure 10.2). Poly(gamma-glutamic
acid) (gamma-PGA) modified with phloridzin (PGA–PRZ) has been suggested as a
novel oral antidiabetic drug [95]. PGA–PRZ was able to decrease glucose transport
from the mucosal to serosal side of the everted rat small intestine, and its inhibitory
effect was as strong as that of intact phloridzin [95]. After oral administration of
PGA–PRZ to rats before glucose administration, the glucose-induced hyperglycemic
effect was significantly suppressed, which was not observed in the case of phloridzin
administration. These results suggest that the gamma-PGA–phloridzin conjugates
have potential as oral antidiabetic drugs due to the interaction with SLC5A1.
As with respect to a formulation approach, the use of pharmaceutical excipient

Eudragit L100-55 decreased the pH in situ in ileal, closed loops of rats and increased
the disappearance of cefadroxil and cefixime from the loop. The plasma concentra-
tion after oral administration was increased significantly by coadministration of
Eudragit L100-55, whereas a proton-nonreleasing analogous polymer, Eudragit
RSPO, did not have any effect. These results indicate that improvement of intestinal
absorption of peptide mimetics via PEPT1 is possible by increasing the driving force
for PEPT1 transport activity through coadministration of a proton-releasing poly-
mer [96]. As far as ABCB1 is concerned, lipid excipients and surfactants such as
Cremophor, Tween 20 and 80, sucrose monolaurate, and Pluronic block copolymers
or other ABCB1 substrates/inhibitors have been shown to inhibit ABCB1-mediated
efflux of drugs such as cyclosporin A, paclitaxel, ciliprolol, digoxin, and HIV
inhibitors [97, 98]. Such pharmaceutical excipients may increase the intestinal
permeability (or decrease metabolism) by inhibiting the ABCB1-mediated intestinal
apical efflux, but thesemay also be the cause of drug–drug interactions in amultidrug
dosage regimen. Collectively, lipid-based drug delivery systemmay not only increase
solubility of a given drug but alsomodulate the transport activity of efflux transporters
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such as ABCB1. Another strategy may be to develop a formulation capable of
releasing the drug in intestinal segments where transporter expression is high (for
absorptive transporter) or low (for efflux transporter).
Various strategies for exploitation or limitation of the impact of transporters are

available for thediscovery and development of drug candidates.Most often, the impact
of transporters has been realized retrospectively. However, as knowledge increases on
transporter expression and function, genomics of transporter, SAR, and protein
structure, the basis for a rational design of substrates or inhibitors of transporter
activity is enhanced.

10.4.2
Changing the Substrate: SAR Established for PEPT1

The number and variation in the structure of possible combinations of natural
dipeptides (XXIII) and tripeptides (XXIV) indicate that the structural requirements
for binding to PEPT1 are relatively flexible in terms of charge, size, and chemical
structure. In general, affinity of natural di/tripeptides for PEPT1 is stereochemically
specific for peptides composed of L-enantiomers [99–101]. b-Lactam antibiotics also
have a chiral center and therefore exist in both D- and L-forms, and stereoselective
uptake of cephalexin (XXI) and loracarbef has been demonstrated, with the L-
enantiomers displaying the highest affinity for PEPT1 [101]. However, it must be
emphasized that di- or tripeptides containing a D-configured amino acid may have a
high affinity for PEPT1 after side chain (R1, R2, or R3) derivatization, especially using
hydrophobic derivatives [102–104].
The presence of a peptide bond was originally thought to be a prerequisite for

transport via PEPT1 [105]. However, Temple et al. demonstrated PEPT1-mediated
transport of the peptidemimic 4-aminophenylacetic acid (4-APAA), andDoring et al.
showed that v-amino fatty acids, such as d-amino levulinic acid (d-ALA) (XXV), are
substrates transported by PEPT1 [106–108]. d-ALA is aGly-Glymimetic, in which the
amide bond is replaced by a ketomethylene amide bond bioisoster. Vabeno and
coworkers investigated the amide bond isosteres ketomethylene, (R)- and (S)-
hydroxyethylidene, and (R)- and (S)-hydroxyethylene and found that the ketomethy-
lene amide bond isoster had the highest potential as a bioisoster with respect to
PEPT1 affinity [109, 110]. Valaciclovir (I) is another example of a PEPT1 substrate
lacking an amide bond. As shown by Brandsch et al., the peptide bond oxygen atom
may be replaced by sulfur in Ala-Y[CS-N]-Pro, a modification of Ala-Pro, without
abolishing transport by PEPT1 [111]. Very interestingly, the study of Brandsch et al.
showed that dipeptides in cis and trans conformations around the peptide bond have
different affinities and that PEPT1 selectively transports dipeptides in the trans
conformation. This was later confirmed using naturally occurring dipeptides [112].
The transporter does also accept some dipeptides with a N-methylated peptide bond
exemplified by Gly-Sar and some tripeptides with N-methylated amide bond;
however, N-methylation does not seem to be a general stabilization approach, since
the affinity for PEPT1 is not retained for all the investigated compounds [113, 114].
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In general, the highest affinity for PEPT1 is observed for compounds having
free amino-terminal and carboxyl-terminal groups. Yet, acetylating the N-terminus of
Phe-Tyr to give an amide highly decreased, but did not abolish, the affinity for PEPT1,
and the N-terminal modification of L-carnosine to 4-toluenesulfonylureido-carnosine
(XXVI) also retained a medium affinity for PEPT1 [6, 12, 115]. The C-terminus is not
absolutely essential for affinity, since C-terminal amidation of Phe-Tyr retained an
affinity (although lowered) for PEPT1 [6, 12].Moreover, single amino acidmodified in
the C-terminus with piperidide, thiazolidide, anilide, 4-nitroanilide, 4-chloroanilide,
or 4-phenylanilide has in some cases been shown to retain affinity for PEPT1 [116].
Absolute affinities (Ki-values) for natural di- and tripeptides are normally in the

range of 0.1–3mM.To evaluate relevant affinity values, Brandsch and coworkers have
proposed the following classification: Ki < 0.5mM is high affinity, 0.5<Ki < 5 is
medium affinity, and Ki > 5 is low affinity, and values above 15mm seem to be
irrelevant [5]. The latter is probably based on the observation made with b-lactam
antibiotics where the oral bioavailability seems to be at least partly mediated via
PEPT1-mediated transport, and a threshold of 15mm was proposed [8].
The impact of the above in terms of drug discovery and development suggests the

seeming wide possibilities for substrate mimicry and prodrug design. Even though
most dipeptides and tripeptides studied so far are substrates for PEPT1, a number of
examples exist where affinity and translocation are absent, for example, observed for
Lys-Lys, Trp-Trp, Arg-Arg, and Arg-Lys.

10.4.3
Methods for Investigating Affinity and Translocation

The initial evaluation of novel compounds synthesized for targeting a transporter will
normally have to be based on the following assays, to get the desired information
needed to verify if the compound indeed is a substrate for the transporter and if this
results in an increased intestinal permeability:

(a) investigation of the affinity for the transporter,
(b) investigation of translocation of the compound by the transporter,
(c) transport across an in vitro culture model of the intestine or across animal

intestinal tissues.

Subsequently, in vivo animal studies are necessary to investigate the oral
bioavailability.
When studying drug candidates or prodrugs of PEPT1, the affinity is often

assessed by competition experiments using nonhydrolyzable peptides such as
Gly-Sar (which has a methylated peptide bond) or L-carnosine (b-Ala-His). The
affinity is expressed as the IC50 value (the concentration of compound, substrate
or inhibitor, which causes a 50% inhibition of the uptake). The compounds can thus
be described in terms of their IC50 value or,moremeaningful, theirKi value, since the
IC50 value depends on theGly-Sar concentration used.When the concentration of the
substrate is much lower than Km, IC50 approaches Ki [117, 118]. The basic outline of
an affinity study has been performed in different in vitro systems using epithelial cell
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lines such as Caco-2 cells or in cell lines using transient and stable transfection with
PEPT1 cDNA such as LLC-PK1 cells, HeLa cells, Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO)
cells, andCos7 cells [11, 61]. Expression systems such as Xenopus laevis oocytes have
also been applied extensively to study PEPT1 [119]. The methylotrophic yeast, Pichia
pastoris, has also been used for heterogonous expression of the rabbit intestinal
peptide transporter Pept1 [120]. However, care must be taken, as pointed out by
Brandsch and coworkers, when comparing affinities obtained in different laborato-
ries due to the different protocols used where pH, different in vitro systems, different
isoforms, and different isotopes are employed [5].
It must be emphasized that compounds, which are characterized only by their Ki

or IC50 affinity values, are not necessarily transported by PEPT1, and the only
information this parameter yields is that the compound competes for binding to the
transporter. The ability of a compound to be translocated by PEPT1 can be studied
using radiolabeled compounds or by the two-electrode voltage clamp tech-
nique [121–123]. However, it is often expensive to get new compounds radiola-
beled, and the two-electrode voltage clamp technique is not suitable for low or
mediumhigh-throughput screening. Recently, an assay based on themeasurement
of membrane depolarization resulting from the cotransport of protons with PEPT1
substrates in MDCK/PEPT1 has been described [124–126]. Membrane potential
changes are tracked with a voltage-sensitive fluorescent indicator (FLIPR mem-
brane potential assay kit from Molecular Devices). This allows the investigation of
translocation via PEPT1 of a reasonable number of compounds per experimental
day. The last step in the in vitro characterization is to assess the intestinal
permeability, and this may be performed in cell culture models such as Caco-2
cells or MDCK/PEPT1 cells or in intestinal animal tissues [127, 128]. The com-
pound is applied to one side of the epithelium, and samples are taken at the
opposite side at various time points postaddition. Transepithelial flux across the
intestinal epithelium is determined when the flux across the cells is in steady state;
this occurs within 30–60min, depending on the tissue.
During all investigations, stability and metabolism are an issue, especially for

prodrugs, which in nature must be biolabile. Today�s analytical tools allow a careful
analysis of compounds present after the various types of experiments, thus leading to
solid interpretations of transporter interactions before going into in vivo studies.

10.4.4
Quantitative Structure–Activity Relations for Binding of Drug to Transporters

In Part IV of this book, �Computational Approaches to Drug Absorption and
Bioavailability,� computational models for studying drug absorption and bioavailabil-
ity are described in detail. Chapter deals with quantitative structure–activity relations
for ABCB1. Computation-based QSAR models are pursued to gain insight into how
steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, and hydrogen-bonding interactions influence bio-
logical activity and to derive predictive 3DQSARmodels for designing and forecasting
the activity of drug candidates targeting intestinal transporters. The following section
discusses some studies of absorptive transporters with a focus on PEPT1. Several
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models for ligandbinding toPEPT1havebeensuggested [74–77, 79, 80, 107, 129, 130].
The term ligand is used here since the computational methods published for
PEPT1 are based on affinity values and these may not reflect actual translocation,
complicating the interpretation of the impact of proposedmodels on drug design. An
extract of the work byGebauer et al. andBiegel et al.using comparativemolecular field
analysis (CoMFA) and comparative molecular similarity indices analysis (CoMSIA)
studies is mentioned in the following section [76, 77]. Part of the bioactive conforma-
tion is indicated for dipeptides in Figure 10.4.
The model by Gebauer et al. describes two electrostatic fields (E1 and E2) that

represented favorable interactions with the positive N-terminal charge (E1) and the
negativeC-terminal charge (E2) [77]. Derivatization of theN-terminus to give an amide
functionality (neutral nitrogen) reduces the interaction inE1, whereas the introduction
of an N-terminal b-amino acid results in misplaced orientation of the positive charge
(as in 4-toluenesulfonylureido-carnosine). The removal of the C-terminal carboxyl
group results in a dramatic decrease in affinity, while its replacementwith an electron-
rich aromaticmoiety is accepted. Two large cavitieswere describedwhere L-configured
R1 and R2 side chains, respectively, interact favorably. Three disfavored steric areas
were also identified, mainly representing steric clash for (i) Pro-Xaa dipeptides, (ii)
theR1 side chain/amino group (D-configuration), and (iii) the R2 side chain/hydrogen
(D-configuration) . Two areas were described where lipophilicity contributes favorably,
one of which partly coincided with the R2 steric cavity indicating that a bulky
hydrophobic R2 side chain is favorable. There was no lipophilic contribution over-
lapping the R1 pocket, suggesting no specific preference in this position. Moreover,
two areas where hydrophilicity contributes favorably were described, mainly repre-
senting the chargedN- andC-termini, in agreementwith the electrostaticfields. Three
areas were suggested that represent the presence of H-bond acceptor sites in the
�binding pocket.� These areas represent favorable interactions with H-bond donors,
that is, the positively charged a-amino group (L-configuration). Three areas were
identified where interactionwithH-bond donors were unfavorable, such as the imino
hydrogens of Pro-Xaa, an N-terminal amide hydrogen, or the a-amino group

Figure 10.4 Geometrical data for the bioactive conformation of
PEPT1 dipeptide substrates proposed by Gebauer et al. The
dipeptides conformation is defined by backbone torsion angles
y1¼ 142�–165�,w1¼ 180�, andj2¼ 262�–303� and the distance
between the N-terminus and the C-terminus,
dN–C¼ 5.2–5.6 Å [77].
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(D-configuration). One area represents the presence of H-bond donor sites in the
�binding pocket,�meaning that interactions withH-bond acceptors are favorable. It is
usually the C-terminal carboxyl group (L-configuration) and the H-bond donor field
that are closely related to the E2 field. A CoMFA-based model highly depends on the
initial chosen conformation for subsequent alignment.However, Andersen et al. used
an approach based on VolSurf descriptors, which are alignment independent, and
correlated the VolSurf descriptors of a set of tripeptides with their experimental
binding affinity for PEPT [74]. Larsen et al. recently expanded this approach to
integrate VolSurf, GRIND, and MOE descriptors into a hierarchical PLS model for
prediction of affinity for PEPT1 [129].
Substrate-based QSAR models have been proposed for the following absorptive

transporters: ENT1 [131], SERT [132], CNT1, and CNT2 [133] and others (see
Ref. [93])
The use of QSAR models is of great potential to the work of medicinal chemists

since it allows the virtual synthesis and screening of novel drug candidates targeting
intestinal transporters. Furthermore, it allows QSAR-based data mining to identify
putative ligands in publicly accessible databases or company databases. Moreover,
potential drug–drug interactions caused by transporters may be identified [134].
However, the models need to be predictable and able to distinguish between
inhibitors or substrates.

10.5
Transporters and Diseased States of the Intestine

10.5.1
Intestinal Diseases

Transporters can affect in various ways the well functioning of our body. Many times
an altered transport rate of important nutrients due to, for instance, mutations in the
sequence can provoke diseases (cf. Table 10.1). In addition, changes in our body state
due to, for example, infection and inflammation can affect the regulation of
transporters [135]. Edinger reviewed very extensively how the control of cell growth
and cell survival is regulated by nutrient transporter expression, which is very
important in carcinogenesis [136]. This shows that changes in expression of
transporters need to be considered in drug design when targeting transporters as
drug carriers. These findings also show clearly that in some specific cases, trans-
porters can serve as direct drug targets. In the following section, we will mainly focus
on the regulation and role of transporters in typical intestinal diseases such as colon
cancer and chronic inflammatory diseases, that is, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
and Crohn�s disease. In the following paragraphs, we will give a brief introduction
into carcinogenesis and especially colon carcinogenesis. We will show how chronic
inflammation is linked to tumor development in the colon andwhat role transporters
play in these diseases.
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10.5.2
Basic Mechanisms in Cancer and Specifically in Colon Carcinogenesis

10.5.2.1 Basic Mechanisms
Tumor development is recognized as amultistep process. Carcinogenesis is generally
considered to consist of threemajor stages: tumor initiation, promotion, and progres-
sion, which is certainly an oversimplification of the mechanisms involved. Tumor
initiation is a rapid and irreversible process that includes exposure of a single cell or
multiple cells to a carcinogenand involvesDNAalterations. In contrast to the initiation
phase, tumor promotion is considered to be a lengthier and reversible process, in
which actively proliferating neoplastic cells accumulate. The final stage, tumor
progression, involves the growth of tumor that has invasive and metastatic poten-
tial [137].The initiationprocesscanpersist inotherwisenormal tissue indefinitelyuntil
the occurrence of a second type of stimulation, which can result from the exposure of
initiated cells to chemical irritants. The cancer cell genotype can be summarized as a
manifestation of six essential alterations in cell physiology: self-sufficiency in growth
signals, insensitivity to growth inhibitory signals, evasion of apoptosis, limitless
replicative potential, sustained angiogenesis and tissue invasion, andmetastasis [138].
Eachof these changes is acquiredduring tumordevelopment.Hanahan andWeinberg
suggest in their work that most of the time all six characteristics are shared bymost, if
not all, types of cancers [138].
The causal relationship between inflammation, innate immunity, and cancer is

nowwidely accepted.Normal inflammation is self-limiting because the production of
proinflammatory cytokines is followed by that of anti-inflammatory cytokines. In
tumors, the inflammatory process persists. Chronic inflammation seems to be due to
persistence of the initiating factors or failure of mechanisms that are required to
resolve the inflammatory response [139]. The strongest association of chronic
inflammation with malignant diseases is in colon carcinogenesis in patients with
inflammatory bowel diseases such as chronic ulcerative colitis and Crohn�s disease.
Thus far, cancer research has focused mainly on understanding the biology of

tumor cell proliferation [138], and, as a result, most anticancer therapies target
proliferative mechanisms within the tumor cell compartment. Evidently, the out-
come of a cancer depends not solely upon the tumor�s proliferative capacity but
largely upon themost harmful process in tumor development, that is, the invasion of
tumor cells into the surrounding tissue [140]. At this invasive front, the tumor cells
undergo the so-called epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) resulting in a
reduced proliferative and increased migratory capacity.
EMT, as well as tumor initiation, development, and metastasis formation, does not

occur only through genetic and epigenetic changes within tumor cells. It is becoming
increasingly clear that signals generated by the surrounding host tissue, that is, the
tumor stroma, influence tumor cells [141–145]. However, very little is known about
how tumor cells respond to theirmicroenvironment. Conversely, it is well established
that tumor cells themselves influence the stroma. They can, for example, stimulate the
surroundinghealthy tissue to formbloodvessels,whichprovide the tumorwithoxygen
and other nutrients [146]. Often, the tumor tissue also provokes an inflammatory
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response that is comparable to the inflammation observed in wounding and tissue
repair [139]. Most important, tumor cells can subvert the functions of normal
leukocytes, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells and utilize them to their own advan-
tage [147], which has led to the notion of tumor–stroma cross talk [148].
These observations suggest that targeting reactive stroma in addition to tumor cells

may provide a potentially powerful means to control cancer growth and dissemina-
tion. Thus, finding ways to exploit tumor–stroma cross talk for new therapeutic
strategies has taken center stage in cancer research [149]. One advantage of targeting
stromal cells is that these cells are not genetically as unstable as cancer cells and are
consequently less likely to develop drug resistance [148].

10.5.2.2 Colon Cancer
Colon cancer is one of themain causes of cancermortality inWestern societies [150].
About 15–20%of colorectal tumors are causally determined by inheritance of genetic
alterations such as the hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) and the
syndrome familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) [151, 152].Microsatellite instability,
a characteristic of HNPCC, is caused by mutations in the genes essential for
mismatch repair. The loss of mismatch repair has several consequences: most
crucially, the loss of proofreading and correction of small deletions and insertions.
FAP is a rare autosomal dominant syndrome caused by an inherited mutation in the
APC gene. The disease is characterized by the development of multiple colorectal
adenomas, numbering from a few polyps to several thousands.
Mutations at the APC locus are a common and early somatic event in polyps and

cancer; that is, for some individuals, thefirst hit is the germlinemutation,whereas for
others, it is a somatic event. APC can also be silenced by hypermethylation. In
general, this finding suggests that, although inheriting mutated copy of APC is
associated with a highly penetrant phenotype, there are, nonetheless, both genetic
and environmental influences that modify that penetrance. Other key players in
colon carcinogenesis are the oncogene KRAS, and, besides APC, two other tumor
suppressor genes, namely, SMAD4 and TP53 [150]. Potter et al. proposed that there
are at least four separate molecular pathways involved in colon carcinogenesis that
have some events in common: (1) APC–b-catenin–Tcf–MYCpathway associatedwith
the adenoma–carcinoma sequence; (2) the HNPCC pathway characterized by the
loss of DNA mismatch repair (by inherited or acquired mutation or methylation)
that results in microsatellite instability in the tumors; (3) the ulcerative colitis
dysplasia–carcinoma sequence that is usually not associated with APC mutation or
polyp formation; and (4) hypermethylation silencing of the estrogen receptor gene,
whichmay be part of a wider pattern of gene-specific hypermethylation – common in
sporadic tumors [152] .

10.5.3
Transporters and Colon Cancer

Membrane transporters play key roles in cancer drug therapy. In fact, the effective-
ness of cancer chemotherapymay often depend on the relative transport capacities of
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tumor cells. Some transporters can affect the entry of drugs into cells and others
drug exit. In particular, various ABC transporters such as ABCB1 mediate energy-
dependent efflux of drugs and thereby play major roles in the development of drug
resistance [153]. Most of the current chemotherapeutics such as folate antagonists,
pyrimidine and purine antimetabolites, alkylating drugs, platinum agents, and DNA
topoisomerase-targeting drugs act upon proliferation, while microtubule-targeting
compounds additionally interfere with the migratory activity of cells. Some ABC
transporters pump out a wide variety of substances of various classes (e.g., ABCB1,
ABCC1, and ABCC3), while others specifically transport microtubule-targeting
compounds (ABCB4 and ABCB11), thus, playing potentially a crucial role in
affecting the efficacy of drugs that target cell migration [153]. Studies indicate that
there might be a correlation between induction of ABCA5 and ABCB1 expression
and the differentiation state of human colon tumor [154]. As far as active uptake is
concerned, SLC31A1 (CTR1, copper transporter), concentrative nucleoside trans-
porters (SLC28A family), and folate/thiamine transporters (SLC19 family) have been
shown, for instance, to transport cisplatin (XXVII), antimetabolites, and antifolates,
respectively [20, 155, 156].Whilemost of the time, these influx carriers are responsible
for increased chemosensitivity (i.e., susceptibility of tumor cells to the cell-killing
effects of chemotherapy drugs), theymay also be responsible for resistance (i.e., ability
of cancer cells to become resistant to the effects of the chemotherapy drugs). For
instance, patients with elevated SLC28A3 levels had lower response to fludarabine
therapy suggesting that resistance to fludarabine might be related to intracellular
membrane localization of the SLC38A3 protein product due to increased degradation
of drugs in intracellular compartments [157]. Di Pietro et al. showed a differential
expression of transporters in colon cancer compared to healthymucosa [158].Wehave
studied the influence of transporters on chemosensitivity and resistance in a genome-
wide approach in a panel of 60 cell lines including colon cancer cell lines used by the
National Cancer Institute [159, 160]. By correlating gene expressionwith the potencies
of 119 anticancer drugs, we could identify new transporter–drug interactions respon-
sible for either chemoresistance or sensitivity. Positive correlations (chemo-sensitivity)
were observed between folate carriers (e.g., SLC19A1, A2, andA3) and folate analogue
drugs, nucleoside transporters (e.g., SLC29A1) and nucleoside analogues, and amino
acid transporters (e.g., SLC38A2) and amino acid-type drugs. Among 40 ABC
transporter genes tested, 3 showed strong negative correlation (chemoresistance)
with several drugs using validated array data ABCB1, ABCC3, and ABCB5 (a novel
putative drug resistance factor) (p< 0.001). For ABCB1, all known substrates (19
drugs) yielded significant negative correlations.
Clearly, transporters play a significant role in cancer therapy. However, in-depth

knowledge about the activity of these transporters in colon cancer and more
specifically in the various subpopulations of tumor cells is lacking.
Besides the role of drug carriers in cancer, somemembrane transporters have been

demonstrated to act as tumor suppressor genes and be silenced by DNAmethylation
in colon cancer, and some transporters have been shown to be involved in EMT. As a
consequence, membrane transporters may be differentially expressed between
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proliferating and migrating invasive tumor cells. Both aspects will be addressed in
more detail later.
In summary, very little is still known about themechanisms involved in the uptake

of chemotherapeutics in solid tumors. Even less is known about the role of
transporters in drug delivery with respect to the heterogeneity of a tumor. Under-
standing the activity of transporters within a tumormay contribute to amore efficient
and specific drug therapy. Targeting the microenvironment promises new and
successful strategies for drug development. As a consequence, exploiting stroma-
specific transporters as drug carriers may allow targeting stromal cells and, thus,
interfering with the tumor-stroma cross talk. Moreover, very little has been done to
understand the role of transporters in cancer not only as simple drug carriers but also
as tumor suppressor genes.

10.5.3.1 Transporters as Tumor Suppressor Genes
Some solute carriers also seem to act as tumor suppressor genes in colon cancer such
SLC5A8 and SLC26A3 [161–163].
Searching for genes that are aberrantly methylated at high frequency in human

colon cancer, Li et al. found the transporter SLC5A8 [162]. Transfection of SLC5A8
suppressed colony growth in each of three SLC5A8-deficient cell lines tested, but it
showed no suppressive effect on any of the early events, detectable in colon
adenomas, and even on earlier microscopic colonic aberrant crypt foci. Similarly,
in a follow-up study, Ueno et al. showed in gastric cancer that aberrant methylation
and histone deacetylation were associated with silencing of SLC5A8 [164].
Similar to SLC5A8, the glutamate transporter SLC1A2 has been shown to be

silenced in glial cells by DNA methylation leading to the hypothesis that malfunc-
tioning or the loss of SLC1A2 in glial may contribute to a certain extent to the
progression of malign brain tumors termed glioma [165]. As far as SLC26A3, an
anion exchanger, also called DRA (downregulated in adenoma), is concerned,
Schweinfest et al.described that this transporter is downregulated in colon adenomas
and carcinomas compared to healthy mucosa [166]. Later, transfection studies in
colon cancer cell lines suggested that this transporter acts as tumor suppressor.
Moreover, mutation studies revealed that the loss of the anion transport is not linked
to its tumor suppressor function [161].

10.5.3.2 Role of Transporters in the Tumor–Stroma Interaction

Expression of Transporters During EMT Some studies have led to the hypothesis that
transporters may be differentially expressed between proliferating and migrating
invasive tumor cells and play a role in EMT, such as the zinc transporter
LIV-1 [167, 168]. An interesting example in this context is the role of the mono-
carboxylate transporter MCT4 (SLC16A3) in migration and metastasis formation. A
recent study showed that increased expression of CD147, an accessory b-subunit of
MCT4, is coupled to the upregulation of MCT4 and that silencing of MCT4 resulted
in decreased migration of metastatic cancer cells. CD147 has been shown to induce
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MMPs in fibroblasts and cancer cells [169]. There are indications that transporters
may be regulated by factors originating from the microenvironment [170].
However, very little is known about the regulation of transporters. Thus, the

chemosensitivity and chemoresistance for a given carrier-mediated chemotherapeu-
tic drug may be influenced by the microenvironment and may change significantly
during EMT. This aspect has never been addressed so far.

Regulation of PEPT1 and HPT1 in Cancers of the GIT The regulation of PEPT1 is
influenced by many different factors such as chemically synthesized dipeptides,
leptin, EGF, insulin, and high-protein meal or prolonged fasting. However, only
very recently, a direct regulation via a transcription factor-binding site has been
identified. Shimakura et al. suggested that the transcription factor CDX2 regulates
PEPT1 through the functional interaction with SP1 [171]. In vitro experiments in
Caco-2 cells showed that the mutation of the SP1-binding site diminished the effect
of CDX2, and the coexpression of SP1 and CDX2 had synergistically transactivated
the PEPT1 promoter. Moreover, Nduati et al. presented in their very recent
study evidence that the interaction of CDX2 and phosphorylated CREB (CREB)
transcription factors is essential for leptin-induced PEPT1 regulation ([172], cf.
below).
CDX2 plays a crucial role in the differentiation of healthy intestinal absorptive

cells [173, 174]. Clearly, in tumor development, the expression and activity of CDX2
are affected over time [173]. However, opinions about whether CDX2 expression is
lost completely or is only in a subset of poorly differentiated tumor cells differ. The
mechanisms involved are still subject of ongoing research [173]. Witek et al. even
suggested that in 80% of the tumors they analyzed the expression of CDX2 was
increased [175].
In a very recent study, CDX2 expression has been shown to be adaptable and

strongly influenced by the microenvironment. As a consequence, the authors
suggest that CDX2 expression might be relevant during the process of metastatic
dissemination when the gene is transiently turned down. In line with these
findings, Gross et al. reported shortly afterwards that CDX2 decreased mobility
and dissemination of colon cancer cells [176]. It has already been shown that
PEPT1 expression is increased in chronically inflamed colon mucosa (cf. below), a
typical diseased state in which the microenvironment plays a significant role (cf.
below). In addition, PEPT1 is highly expressed in Caco-2 cells, a colon cancer-
derived cell line [177]. As a result, one could assume that the regulation of PEPT1
in colon cancer, which in many respects is a situation of a not-healing wound,
could be differently expressed compared to the healthy colon. Nevertheless, to our
knowledge, the regulation of PEPT1 expression in human colon cancer has never
really been investigated. We have tested the expression in laser dissected, differ-
entiated colon tumor cells and could not observe any expression of PEPT1
(unpublished data). This leads to the conclusion that the regulation of PEPT1
in colon cancer may mainly be under the control of other factors than CDX2 and
the ones active in chronic inflammation (cf. below). While neoplastic processes in
the colon do not seem to affect PEPT1 expression, some studies suggest that
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PEPT1 expression is increased in cells of the stomach undergoing metaplasia, that
is, gastric mucosal cells differentiating into a more intestinal phenotype [178].
Using a mouse model, Mutoh et al. demonstrated that CDX2 induced not only
morphological but also functional absorptive enterocytes in the intestinal meta-
plastic mucosa in vivo, suggesting that CDX2 is necessary and sufficient by itself to
specify the development of intestinal absorptive enterocytes [179]. Thus, the
regulation of PEPT1 could take place in metaplastic cells of the stomach under
the control of CDX2.
Similar to PEPT1, HPT1 (CDH17 ) is expressed in the small intestine, meta-

plastic cells in gastric carcinoma, and in Caco-2 cells [180]. However, in contrast to
PEPT1, it is also expressed in colon and colon carcinoma [181–183]. Very
interestingly, while overexpression of this gene in gastric cancer is associated
with lymph node metastasis, its reduced expression in colon cancer is linked to the
progression of colon carcinoma and lymph node metastasis [183, 184]. CDH17
and its protein product seem to be mostly expressed in differentiated tumor cells
and are downregulated in tumoral dedifferentiation [182, 183]. Similar to PEPT1,
Hinoi et al. reported that the regulation of CDH17 seems to be under the control
of CDX2 [181]. The authors actually discovered this link by applying microarray
analysis. They compared the expression profiles of HT29 cells with minimal
endogenous CDX2 expression and HT29 cells engineered to express exogenous
CDX2. CDH17 was strongly induced in the engineered cells. Moreover, immu-
noprecipitation assays suggested the presence of two CDX2 responsive elements
in the 50-flanking region of CDH17. Testing the expressions of CDX2 and CDH17
in patient samples, the authors observed a close correlation. In addition, in CDX2
knockout mice, they observed a suppression of CDH17 expression in polyps
arising in the proximal colon [181]. Ko et al. observed that in intestinal metaplasia
and adenocarcinoma of the stomach CDX2 colocalizes with liver–intestine
cadherin [185].
Still further investigations are necessary to elucidate the expressions of PEPT1 and

CDH17 and their roles in cancers and especially colon cancer. As far as the design of
new drugs using PEPT1 as a carrier is concerned, understanding the differences of
regulation of this transporter between colon cancer and chronic inflammatory
diseases of the large intestine will be very important. Regarding CDH17, still further
studies are needed to elucidate its role as a peptide transporter and, thus, as a potential
drug carrier.
In summary, we have elucidated that various factors can interfere with the

expression of transporters in tumors. In addition, the regulation of transporters
may be influenced by the microenvironment. Even though chronic inflammation
and tumor formation havemany similarities, by using PEPT1 as an example, we have
seen that the expression of transporters may differ. Thus, knowing the expression
pattern and regulation of transporters in these situations is very important when
exploiting transporters as drug carriers.Moreover, the expressionof transportersmay
serve as a readout for active transcription factors in these situations and, thus, serve as
an indicator for the design of new drugs. Figure 10.5 presents an overview of the role
of transporters in cancer.
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10.5.3.3 Role of Transporters in Intestinal Stem Cells
Various studies indicated thatABCtransporters are expressed in stemcells,which led
to the hypothesis that they are expressed in tumor-initiating cells [186, 187]. It has
been shown in colon cancer that cells expressing CD133þ have such a cancer-
initiating potential [188, 189].Monzani et al. observed inmelanoma, a coexpression of
ABCG2 and CD133þ [190]. Interestingly, CD133þ is strongly expressed in Caco-2
cells and is not downregulated upon differentiation [191].We observed that compared
to other colon cancer cell lines with different stages of differentiation (i.e., T84, HT29,
LS174T, SW480, and HCT116), differentiated Caco-2 and HT29 cells had the highest
CD133 expression, while the expression in SW480 cells, cells with mesenchymal
characteristics, was lowest (unpublished data). Frank et al. showed that ABCB5 is a
molecular marker for a distinct subset of chemoresistant, stem cell phenotype-
expressing tumor cells among melanoma bulk populations [192]. However, the
expression and the role of ABC transporters in cancer-initiating cells in solid tumors
have never directly been shown.
In conclusion, various studies indicate that transporters could be exploited in solid

tumors when targeting tumor-initiating cells. However, there is still a significant lack
of information available regarding their expression and role in these cells. In
addition, to date it is still unclear which models may be most appropriate when
studying these aspects in such cells. Thus, for the design of new drugs, medical

Figure 10.5 Overview of the role of transporters in cancer.
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chemistry has to take into account that most probably chemotherapeutics are
subjected to secretion.

10.5.4
Role of PEPT1 in Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Intestinal epithelial and subepithelial cells are an integrated part of the immune
system, being a primary barrier and detection zone for pathogens. In a study by
Merlin et al., it has been suggested that PEPT1 could be involved in mediating the
signal between pathogen invasion and immune response via transport of bacteria-
derived n-formyl peptides such as formyl-Met-Leu-Phe (fMLP) [118]. The PEPT1-
mediated transport of fMLP induced basolateral to apical neutrophil migration in a
neutrophil/Caco-2-BBE cell model [118]. In both rat jejunum in vivo and in vitro cell
culture studies, the PEPT1-mediated fMLP transport induced inflammation-like
responses, without inducing inflammation in normal rat colon, which does not
express Pept1 [193, 194]. PEPT1 is not normally expressed in the colon, but, under
pathophysiological conditions such as chronic ulcerative colitis and Crohn�s disease,
colonic expression of PEPT1 is observed [193, 194]. Furthermore, n-formyl-peptides
transported via PEPT1 induced cell surface expression of MHC class 1 in HT-29-
Cl.19A cells [194]. However, a recent study in rats indicated that induced colitis does
not alter the bioavailability of Pept1 substrates such as cephalexin and valaciclo-
vir [189]. In rabbit, small intestinal inflammation decreases the transport via Pept1;
however, this seems to be due to an altered affinity for the substrate rather than
altered mRNA expression [196]. After 80% colonic resection in rats, upregulation of
Pept1 expression is observed, and the induction of intestinal inflammation using
fMLP causes a damage of the intestinal epithelium indicating a role for PEPT1 in the
generation of this disease state [72, 195, 197, 198]. Also, small bowel resection in
humans, causing small bowel syndrome, leads to upregulation of PEPT1 in the colon
andmaybe part of an adaptional process to increase dietary nitrogen absorption [195].
In another study, the long-term effects of treating rats with sublethal concentrations
of the endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) was evaluated [199]. LPS is an important
component of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, and, when injected in
rats, it increases levels of proinflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-a
(TNF-a) and interleukin (IL) 1b along with decreasing levels of Pept1 mRNA and
protein in the small intestinal enterocytes [58]. Administration of dexamethasone
(0.1mg/100 g body weight), which decreased the amount of Il-1b and TNF-a in the
small intestinalmucosa, could counteract the effect of LPS onPept1 expression [199].
However, in Caco-2/BBE cells and in mice intestine, it was shown that interleukin
IL-1b does not increase Gly-Sar uptake via PEPT1, although the amount of Pept1
mRNA is increased in the colon and decreased in the small intestine [200]. On the
other hand, TNF-a and interferon-g upregulated Pept1 activity in mouse proximal
anddistal colon, but theyhadnoeffect on thePept1mRNA in the small intestine [200].
TNF-a is able to stimulate the EGF receptor, and the long-term activation results in a
decreased expression of PEPT1mRNA and its protein product, whereas short-term
activation increases PEPT1-mediated uptake in Caco-2 cells [201, 202]. Another
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hormone likely to be involved in the regulation of PEPT1 in the colon during
inflammation is leptin. Leptin is an adipocyte-secreted hormone that is present at
increased levels in the colon during IBD,where the cells express and release leptin on
the apical membrane [203]. Recently, Nduati et al. have shown by promoter studies
that leptin increases PEPT1mRNAexpression and its protein product in Caco-2 BBE
cells by transcriptional activation that depends on the CDX2-binding sites located
�579 and�562 in the PEPTpromoter [172]. Their results indicate that the signaling
pathway leading to leptin transcriptional activation of the PEPTgene is via increased
cAMP levels and subsequent activation of PKA that translocates into the nucleus and
increases the level of phosphorylated CREB. This is then followed by binding of
CDX2 and pCREB to the promoter [172].
Taken together, PEPT1 seems to play an important role in intestinal inflammation,

especially in the colon, andmay thus be a novel anti-inflammatory drug target for the
medicinal chemist. This is stressed by the recent findings that the tripeptide Lys-Pro-
Val, due to the intracellular accumulation via PEPT1, inhibits the activation of NF-kB
and MAP kinase inflammation and reduces proinflammatory cytokine secretion in
DSS- and TNBS-induced colitis in mice [204].

10.6
Summary and Outlook

Drug absorption has traditionally been thought to occur predominantly via passive
transcellular and paracellular transport mechanisms. However, recent studies indi-
cate that carrier-mediated drug transport may play a more important role than
previously appreciated. Clearly, the bioavailability of a given drug can be increased by
targeting transporters as drug carriers. We have presented a couple of examples for
which the design of a prodrug –which is taken up actively – significantly contributed
to an improvement of the bioavailability. Yet, the mechanisms of uptake are actually
still unknown or only partially elucidated.
Knowing the expression of transporter genes is a first step in elucidating the role of

transporters in absorption. With the rise of new high-throughput technologies,
significant knowledge of this aspect could be obtained. Yet, information on the
protein expression and the functional activity of transporters is still needed. In
addition, the influence of genotypes on drug absorption needs further investigation.
However, it has become clear that the knowledge gained from genotyping and
phenotyping studies can contribute to amore individualized and improved treatment.
Making an increasing amount of genomics and proteomics data publicly available

will certainly deepen our understanding of how transporters are regulated andwhich
factors are important. Consequently, drug design can be adjusted accordingly.
Besides their role as drug and nutrient carriers, transporters also seem to play other
important roles in diseased states of the intestine. Thus, transporters on the onehand
should be considered when trying to reduce chemoresistance or improve sensitivity.
On the other hand, they could also be exploited in the future as direct drug targets to
treat these diseases.
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Abbreviations

4-MU 4-Methylumberiferone
ABC ATP binding cassette
BCRP Breast cancer resistance protein
BSEP Bile salt export pump
BSP Bromosulfophthalein
CCK-8 Cholecystokinin octapeptide
CMV Canalicular membrane vesicle
DHEAS Dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate
DNP-SG 2,4-Dinitrophenyl-S-glucuronide
E217bG Estradiol-17b-glutathione
EHBR Eisai hyperbilirubinemic rat
E-sul Estrone-3-sulfate
M3G Morphine-3-glucuronide
MATE Multidrug and toxic compound extrusion
MDR Multidrug resistance
MPPþ 1-Methyl-4-phenylpyridinium
MRP Multidrug resistance-associated protein
NTCP Naþ-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide
OAT Organic anion transporter
OATP Organic anion transporting polypeptide
OCT Organic cation transporter
OST Organic solute transporter
PFIC Primary familial intrahepatic cholestasis
PG Prostaglandin
P-gp P-glycoprotein
SLC Solute carrier
SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism
TBuMA Tributylmethylammonium
TEA Tetraethylammonium
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11.1
Introduction

The liver plays an important role in determining the oral bioavailability of drugs.
Drug molecules absorbed into the portal vein are taken up by hepatocytes and then
metabolized and/or excreted into the bile in an unchanged form. For hydrophilic
drugs, several transporters located on the sinusoidal membrane are responsible for
the hepatic uptake [1–3]. Biliary excretion of drugs is also mediated by the primary
active transporters, referred to as ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, located
on the bile canalicular membrane [3, 4]. Very recently, the importance of sinusoidal
effluxmediated byMRP family transporters in the hepatic transport of substrates has
also emerged [3, 5, 6]. The functional changes in these uptake and efflux transporters
caused by genetic polymorphisms and drug–drug interactions sometimes greatly
affect the hepatic availability and clearance of drugs. Now, several in vitro experimen-
tal systems and methodologies for predicting the in vivo hepatic clearance and the
contribution of each transporter to the overall hepatic clearance have been developed.
In this chapter, we will review the molecular mechanisms of hepatobiliary transport
of clinically used drugs and also focus on the quantitative prediction of in vivo drug
disposition from in vitro data.
Please note that the nomenclature of drug transporters (ABC and SLC (solute

carrier) family) has recently been established by the HUGO Gene Nomenclature
Committee (http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/). ABC family transporters are
classified into 7 groups (ABCA–ABCG) and each group consists of several isoforms,
whereas SLC family transporters are classified into 47 groups (SLC1–SLC47). Excep-
tionally, the gene symbol of OATP (organic anion transporting polypeptide) family
transporters is SLCO (previously named as SLC21). This grouping is based on the
gene homology. Until then, the researchers who first succeeded in the molecular
cloningofnovel transportersusually put a name to the cloned transporter as they liked,
so it is often observed that one transporter has several names. For example, OATP1B1
is also called as OATP-C, OATP2, LST-1, and SLC21A6.We brieflymention the aliases
of each transporter frequently used previously in each section. The name of genes is
italicized (e.g.,MDR1), whereas the name of proteins is designatedwithout italicizing
(e.g., MDR1). Moreover, all letters of the transporter name in humans are capitalized
(e.g., OAT1), whereas only the first letter of the transporter name in rodents is
capitalized and the subsequent letters are written by lowercase (e.g., Oat1).

11.2
Hepatic Uptake

Many compounds are efficiently taken up into hepatocytes in a Naþ-dependent and
-independentmanner, and the effect of various inhibitors on the uptake of substrates
is different depending on substrates. Now, somany transporters have been identified
in the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes such as NTCP (Naþ-taurocholate
cotransporting polypeptide), OATPs, and OATs (organic anion transporters)
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for organic anion transport and OCTs (organic cation transporters) for organic
cation transport. Major uptake transporters in basolateral membrane are listed in
Table 11.1.

11.2.1
NTCP (SLC10A1)

NTCP is expressed exclusively in the basolateral membrane of the liver and
responsible for the hepatic uptake of several kinds of bile acids in a Naþ-dependent
fashion [7, 8]. NTCP generally accepts several kinds of unconjugated and conjugated
bile acids including clinically used bile acids for the treatment of cholestatic disorders
such as chenodeoxycholate, ursodeoxycholate, and its conjugates with glycine and
taurine [9–11]. Regarding the bile acid transport, Mita et al. [12] have demonstrated
that NTCP-mediated uptake clearances of 10 different bile acids were well correlated
between human NTCP and rat Ntcp and their clearances increased in the rank order
of taurine-conjugated bile acids > glycine-conjugated bile acids >unconjugated bile
acids, suggesting no species differences in the properties of bile acid recognition by
NTCP between rats and humans. NTCP can also transport non-bile acid compounds
such as dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS), bromosulfophthalein (BSP), and
estrone-3-sulfate (E-sul) [13]. Rat Ntcp can also accept thyroid hormones and a-
amanitin (mushroom toxin) [14, 15]. Interestingly, Ho et al. [16] have shown that
rosuvastatin is also a substrate of human NTCP, but not rat Ntcp, and that NTCP
accounted for approximately 35% of the rosuvastatin uptake in human hepatocytes
judging from the difference in the uptake clearance in the presence and absence of
Naþ ion. These evidences reminded us of the possible contribution of NTCP to the
hepatic uptake of non-bile acid types of drugs. In general, Naþ-dependent uptake of
anions is considered to be mainly mediated by NTCP; however, the presence of
unidentified Naþ-dependent transporters for anionic drugs (e.g., bumetanide) has
also been suggested [17].

11.2.2
OATP (SLCO) Family Transporters

Although several bile acids are mainly transported into hepatocytes by NTCP in a
Naþ-dependentmanner,many organic anions are also takenup in aNaþ-independent
manner. OATP family transporters are one of the key players for theNaþ-independent
hepatic uptake of anions [18–20]. The number of cloned isoforms belonging to OATP
family is currently 11, 13, and 12 in humans, rats, andmice, respectively. It should be
noted that OATP subtypes in humans do not always genetically correspond to those in
rodents. In rats, Oatp1a1 (Oatp1) [21], Oatp1a4 (Oatp2) [22], and Oatp1b2 (Oatp4) [23]
are largely responsible for the hepatic uptake, whereas in humans, OATP1B1 (OATP-
C/OATP2/LST-1) [24–26] and OATP1B3 (OATP8/LST-2) [27, 28] may be the most
important hepatic uptake transporters. Different from other OATP transporters,
OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 are exclusively expressed in the liver and can accept a wide
variety of organic anions including clinically important drugs such as HMG-CoA
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reductase inhibitors (statins) and several kindsof anticancer drugs. The list of reported
substrates for OATP1B1 andOATP1B3 are shown in Table 11.2. Because of their high
homologies (80% in amino acids), their substrate specificities overlap each other, but
some compounds are specifically recognized by specific transporter. For example,
digoxin and cholecystokinin octapeptide (CCK-8) can be transported specifically by
OATP1B3 but not by OATP1B1 [29, 30]. In another example, though valsartan,
olmesartan, and telmisartan are in the same category of drugs, angiotensin II receptor
antagonists, valsartan and olmesartan can be transported by both OATP1B1 and
OATP1B3, whereas telmisartan is specifically recognized by OATP1B3 as a sub-
strate [31–34]. Thus, the substrate specificities of OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 are very
broad andsimilar, but sometimes strictly distinct fromeachother. For the endogenous
compounds, OATP1B1 plays a predominant role in Naþ-independent hepatic uptake
of several bile acids and steroid conjugates. OATP1B1 can accept bilirubin and its
glucuronides as a substrate and support the hepatobiliary transport of bilirubin in
combination with MRP2 [35, 36], although a contradictory result has also been
published [37].
Other OATP family transporters such as OATP1A2 (OATP-A), OATP2B1

(OATP-B), OATP3A1 (OATP-D), and OATP4A1 (OATP-E) have been reported to
be expressed in the liver [20]. OATP1A2 accepts a wide variety of compounds
including some type II cations (bulky hydrophobic compounds) such as N-(4,4-
azo-n-pentyl)-21-deoxyajmalinium, rocuronium, and N-methylquinine [29, 38].
However, because OATP1A2 is mainly expressed in the brain and its hepatic
expression is minimal, it is still unknown whether OATP1A2 is involved in the
hepatic uptake of type II cations. OATP2B1 is expressed in various tissues and its
strongest expression is in the liver [29]. OATP2B1 can transport several kinds of
drugs such as glibenclamide, pravastatin, atorvastatin, and pitavastatin, but its
contribution to their hepatic uptake is minor or unknown because of the over-
lapped substrate specificities of OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 [39–42]. Other trans-
porters are expressed ubiquitously and their substrates are almost limited to
endogenous compounds (thyroid hormones, prostaglandins (PGs)), so they may
not be involved in the hepatic transport of drugs [20, 43].

11.2.3
OAT (SLC22) Family Transporters

Though many OAT family proteins are expressed mainly in the kidney and are
involved in the active renal secretion of anions, OAT2 (SLC22A7) is expressed
predominantly in the basolateral membrane of the liver [44]. Human OAT2 can
accept various structurally unrelated drugs (e.g., bumetanide, zidovudine, tetracy-
cline, erythromycin, theophylline, 5-fluorouracil,methotrexate, ranitidine, paclitaxel,
and allopurinol) as well as endogenous compounds (e.g., cAMP, a-ketoglutarate, L-
ascorbate, prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), PGF2a, DHEAS, and E-sul) [45]. Though some
compounds are also substrates of OATP transporters, the averagedmolecular weight
of substrates for OAT2 tends to be smaller than that of OATPs. The relative
contribution of OAT2 to the overall in vivo hepatic uptake of substrates has not been
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Table 11.2 Substrates of OATP1B1 and OATP1B3.

OATP1B1 OATP1B3

Endogenous compounds
E-sul (estrone-3-sulfate) 0.094&5.34a; 0.0675&7a; 12.5;

0.458 [35, 151, 251]
þ [29]

E217bG 3.7–8.2 [24, 252] 5.4 [27]
PGE2 þ [26, 252] NT [29]
TXB2 (thromboxane B2) þ [26]
LTC4 þ [26, 29] þ [27, 29]
LTE4 (leukotriene E4) þ [26]
Triiodothyronine 2.7 [26, 28] 6.4 [28]
Thyroxine 3 [25, 26] þ [29]
Taurocholate 10–33.8 [25, 26, 35] 5.8 [28]
Glycocholate þ [29] þ [29]
Cholate 11.4 [35] NT [35]
DHEAS 21.5 [29, 35] >30 [29, 35]
Bilirubin 0.0076 [35, 36] 0.0391 [36]
Bilirubin glucuronide 0.10 (mono), 0.28 (bis) [35] 0.5 (mono), NT (bis) [35]
Tauroursodeoxycholate 7.47 [9] 15.9 [9]
Glycoursodeoxycholate 5.17 [9] 24.7 [9]
Taurolithocholate sulfate þ [177]
Exogenous compounds
DPDPE ([D-penicillamine
(2,5)]-enkephalin)

þ [29] þ [29]

BQ-123 (endothelin
antagonist)

þ [29] þ [29]

Pravastatin 13.7–85.7 [25, 163, 188]
Cerivastatin þ [188, 209]
Fluvastatin 1.4–3.5 [181, 253] 7 [253]
Atorvastatin 12.4 [188]
Rosuvastatin 4–8.5 [16] 9.8 [16]
Pitavastatin 3 [151] 3.25 [151]
Caspofungin þ [254] NT [254]
Demethylphalloin 17 [255] 7.5 [255]
Troglitazone sulfate þ [256] NT [256]
Rifampicin 1.5–13 [206, 257] 2.3 [206]
Arsenic þ [258]
Atrasentan þ [259] þ [259]
Bosentan 44 [219] 141 [219]
Ro 48-5033 (metabolite of
bosentan)

60 [219] 166 [219]

Valsartan 1.39 [31] 18.2 [31]
Olmesartan 12.8–42.6 [33, 34] 44.2–71.8 [33, 34]
Enalapril 262 [260] þ [260]
Methotrexate þ [28] 24.7 [28]
Temocapril þ [190]
Temocaprilat þ [190]
DADLE ([D-Ala2, D-Leu5]-
enkephalin)

þ [261]

Microcystin-LR 7 [262] 9 [262]
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Table 11.2 (Continued)

OATP1B1 OATP1B3

SN-38 (active metabolite of
irinotecan)

þ [263] NT [263]

Fexofenadine þ [92] 108 [92, 161]
Bromosulfophthalein 0.14–0.3 [29, 35] 0.4–3.3 [27, 29]
Deltorphin II NT [29] þ [29]
Ouabain NT [29] þ [29]
Digoxin NT [29] þ [29]
Fluo-3 þ [176]
Docetaxel NT [264] þ [264]
Paclitaxel NT [264] 6.79 [264]
CCK-8 (cholecystokinin
octapeptide)

NT [30] 11.1 [30]

Telmisartan NT [32] 21.7 (1% HSA)b [32]
Telmisartan glucuronide NT [179] 118 (1% HSA)b [179]
Benzylpenicillin þ [252]
Bamet-R2 (cis-diammine-
chloro-cholylglycinate-plati-
num (II))

10 [265]

Bamet-UD2 (cis-diammine-
bisursodeoxycholate-plati-
num (II))

9.7 [265]

TR-14035 (a4b1/a4 b7 in-
tegrin dual antagonist)

7.5 [266] 5.3 [266]

CDCA-NBD (7-nitrobenz-2-
oxa-1,3-diazole
chenodeoxycholate)

17 [267] 10 [267]

CA-NBD (7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-
1,3-diazole cholate)

þ [267] þ [267]

DCA-NBD (7-nitrobenz-2-
oxa-1,3-diazole deoxycholate)

þ [267] þ [267]

LCA-NBD (7-nitrobenz-2-
oxa-1,3-diazole lithocholate)

þ [267] þ [267]

UDCA-NBD (7-nitrobenz-2-
oxa-1,3-diazole
ursodeoxycholate)

þ [267] þ [267]

The value represents the Km values (unit: mM). þ: significant uptake was observed.
NT: significant uptake was not observed.
aThe Km values for the high- and low-affinity site.
bThe Km values determined in the presence of 1% human serum albumin (HSA).

explained yet. OAT3 (SLC22A8) is detected in male rat liver [46] and transports
organic anions such as ochratoxin A, E-sul, benzylpenicillin, DHEAS, and pravastat-
in [45]; however, its hepatic expression is minimal in mice and humans [47]. Indeed,
the hepatic uptake of E-sul and p-aminohippuratewas not different betweenwild-type
andOat3 knockoutmice [48]. Recently,OAT5 (SLC22A10) andOAT7 (SLC22A9) have
been reported to be exclusively expressed in the human liver [49, 50]. The substrate of
human OAT5 has not been identified yet. OAT7 is located on the basolateral
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membrane of human hepatocytes and accepts E-sul and DHEAS in a Naþ-indepen-
dent manner [50]. Interestingly, OAT7-mediated transport of E-sul was transstimu-
lated by short-chain (C3–C5) fatty acids, which implies that substrates of OAT7 are
taken up in exchange for butyrate in hepatocytes [50].However, the role of these novel
OATs in the pharmacokinetics of drugs has not been demonstrated so far.

11.2.4
OCT (SLC22) Family Transporters

It has been shown that OCT1 (SLC22A1) and OCT3 (SLC22A3) are confirmed to
express in the basolateral membrane of human hepatocytes [51, 52]. OCT1 is
predominantly expressed in the liver [51], while OCT3 is expressed in several tissues
such as kidney, heart, placenta, and brain [52]. OCT1 accepts type I cations, which
consist of small hydrophilic compounds including tetraethylammonium (TEA),
tributylmethylammonium (TBuMA), and procainamide, as well as anionic and
uncharged compounds (e.g., prostaglandins) [52]. Rat Oct1 transports several endog-
enous compounds (choline, dopamine, serotonin, adrenaline, noradrenaline, and
histamine) as well as exogenous compounds (cimetidine and 1-methyl-4-phenylpyr-
idinium (MPPþ; neurotoxin)) [52]. HumanOCT1 can transport not only endogenous
and model compounds but also various marketed drugs such as antiviral drugs
(acyclovir, ganciclovir),H2-blockers (famotidine, ranitidine), andmetformin [52]. The
importanceofOCT1inthe invivodispositionofsubstrateshasbeenexplainedbyusing
Oct1 knockout mice [53]. By comparing the hepatic uptake of compounds between
wild-type and Oct1 (�/�) mice, the uptake of TEA, metaiodobenzylguanidine (anti-
cancerdrug), andMPPþ ismainlymediatedbyOct1 [53].However, thehepaticuptake
ofcimetidineandcholinearenotaffectedbyknockdownofOct1gene [53], thoughthey
arealso substratesof ratOct1 [54].Thus, it ispossible that theuptakeof cimetidine into
isolated rat hepatocytes is mediated by unknown transporters other than Oct1 [55]. A
series of biguanides, which are cationic and frequently used for the treatment of
diabetes, is transported by Oct1 and the hepatic uptake of metformin has been
drasticallydecreasedinOct1(�/�)micecomparedtowild-typemice(Figure11.1) [56].
Moreover, the significant increase in serum lactic acid was observed in Oct1 (�/�)
mice after administration ofmetformin, though its time profile of plasma concentra-
tion was similar (Figure 11.1) [57]. This suggests that metformin-induced lactic
acidosis is dominated by its intrahepatic concentration and Oct1-mediated transport
is a rate-limiting step in hepatic uptake of metformin. Human OCT3 also accepts
several compoundssuchascimetidine,dopamine, epinephrine,norepinephrine, and
atropine [52], but its function in liver has not been explained yet.

11.3
Biliary Excretion

In the canalicular membrane, several ABC transporters such as MDR1 (multidrug
resistance 1), MRP2 (multidrug resistance-associated protein 2), BSEP (bile salt
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export pump), and BCRP (breast cancer resistance protein) are expressed and are
involved in the biliary excretion of endogenous and exogenous compounds. Recently,
novel SLC transporter, MATE (multidrug and toxic compound extrusion) may also
play roles in biliary excretion of cationic compounds. Major efflux transporters in
canalicular membrane are listed in Table 11.3.

Figure 11.1 Impact of OCT1 on the
pharmacokinetics and subsequent
toxicological effect of metformin [56, 57]. (a)
Plasma concentration profile and (b) tissue
distribution of metformin in Oct1 (�/�) (open
symbols) and wild-typemice (closed symbols) at
10min after the i.v. administration of 5.0mg/kg
metformin. (c) Time profile of lactate

concentration in wild-type and Oct1 (�/�) mice
during intravenous infusion of 150mg/h/kg
metformin. The whole blood
lactate concentration in wild-type (&) and
Oct1 (�/�) mice (*) was compared with
that in saline-treated wild-type (!) and Oct1
(�/�) mice (~).
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11.3.1
MDR1 (P-glycoprotein; ABCB1)

MDR1, also known as P-glycoprotein (P-gp), is expressed in various tissues such as
liver, kidney, intestine, placenta, and blood–brain barrier and is responsible for the
limited intestinal absorption and brain distribution of drugs and enhanced clearance
in the liver and kidney. Humans have only oneMDR1 gene, while in rodents, there
are two types of Mdr1 genes, Mdr1a and Mdr1b, which are expressed in a tissue-
specific manner [58–60]. For example, only Mdr1a is expressed in the brain and
intestine in mice, whereas both Mdr1a and Mdr1b are expressed in the liver and
kidney [58]. MDR1 can accept a wide variety of structurally diverse compounds,most
of which are basic or uncharged, and relatively hydrophobic [61]. But organic anions
such as fexofenadine and estradiol-17b-glucuronide (E217bG) are also reported to be
recognized by MDR1 as a substrate [62–64]. The information about substrates of
MDR1, Mdr1a, and Mdr1b has been published [61].
The direct evidence of the important role of Mdr1 in the hepatic transport of drugs

has come from several studies demonstrating the comparison of the biliary excretion
between normal and Mdr1 gene knockout mice. Since Mdr1b is induced in Mdr1a
(�/�) mice [65], we had better use Mdr1a/1b double knockout mice rather than
Mdr1a (�/�) mice for the analyses [66, 67]. For example, typical type I cations, such as
TBuMA and azidoprocainamide methoiodide, and type II cations, such as vecur-
onium, are excreted into bile via MDR1 [68]. In particular, the role of MDR1 may be
emphasized for vecuronium as more than 40% of the administered dose is excreted
into bile, largely mediated by Mdr1 [68]. Digoxin is proven to be excreted into bile
mainly via Mdr1 [69]. In mice, 45% of the dose is excreted into bile in an unchanged
form.Thebiliary clearanceofdigoxin inwild-typemice is about 2.7-foldmore than that
inMdr1a (�/�) mice.Mdr1 is also responsible for the biliary excretion of doxorubicin
and vinblastine [70]. Though the fraction of dose excreted into bile in an unchanged
form of doxorubicin and vinblastine is only 13 and 5%, respectively, due to the
extensivemetabolism, the excreted amount of unchangeddoxorubicin andvinblastine
into bile in wild-type mice is three- to fivefold more than that in Mdr1a (�/�) mice.
MDR3, a homologue of MDR1, is responsible for the biliary excretion of phos-

pholipids, and a hereditary defect in this gene results in the acquisition of progressive
familial intrahepatic cholestatis type 3 (PFIC3) [71].

11.3.2
MRP2 (ABCC2)

While MDR1 accepts many kinds of neutral and cationic compounds, MRP2 is
thought to be the transporter responsible for the biliary excretion of many
organic anions including conjugated metabolites. Originally, the importance of
MRP2 in the biliary excretion of several drugs has been explained by comparing
the in vivo biliary clearance and in vitro uptake into the bile canalicular membrane
vesicles (CMVs) between wild-type and Mrp2-hereditary deficient rats such as Eisai
hyperbilirubinemic rats (EHBRs) and GY/TR� rats [72, 73]. MRP2 can recognize a
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wide variety of endogenous and exogenous compounds including clinically impor-
tant drugs such as HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors (statins), angiotensin II receptor
antagonist (valsartan and olmesartan), methotrexate, temocaprilat, BQ-123 (cyclic
peptide for the endothelin antagonist), and cefodizime [74]. Interestingly, the
substrate specificities of MRP2 are very similar to those of OATPs, which do not
share homology with MRP2; therefore, the efficient hepatobiliary transport of
organic anions is thought to be realized with the cooperation of hepatic uptake
transport mediated by OATP transporters and biliary efflux via MRP2. Using this
transport system, pravastatin can undergo efficient enterohepatic circulation, which
leads to its retention in the liver, a pharmacological target of statins, and avoidance of
excessive systemic exposure [75]. It is also reported that the impaired biliary excretion
of S3025 (1-[2-(4-chlorophenyl)-cyclopropylmethoxy]-3,4-dihydroxy-5-(3-imidazo-
[4,5]b pyridine-1-3-yl-3-[4-carboxy]-phenyl-acryloyloxy)-cyclohexancarboxylic acid), a
chlorogenic acid derivative, in Mrp2-deficient rats resulted in the prolonged phar-
macological action (the inhibition of hepatic glucose production) compared to wild-
type rats [76]. MRP2 can also transport many kinds of conjugates with glutathione,
glucuronate, and sulfate (e.g., 2,4-dinitrophenyl-S-glutathione (DNP-SG), leukotri-
ene C4 (LTC4), acetaminophen glucuronide, and lithocholate-3-sulfate) [74]. Several
endogenous compounds are also reported to be transported via MRP2 [74]. For
example, reduced glutathione is excreted into the bile mainly via MRP2, which is the
driving force of the bile salt-independent bile flow [77, 78]. Bilirubin glucuronide is
physiologically pumped out by MRP2, and a hereditary defect in MRP2 expression
results in the acquisition of Dubin–Johnson syndrome in humans, which exhibits
hyperbilirubinemia due to a lack in its biliary excretion [79]. It was suggested that
OATP1B1 and MRP2 play important roles in the detoxification of bilirubin. The
species difference in the transport function ofMRP2 has been investigated. Ishizuka
et al. [80] have demonstrated that transport activity of temocaprilat (an Mrp2
substrate) into canalicular membrane vesicles prepared from several species was
largely different. Niinuma et al. [81] have reported that the transport activity per
milligram membrane vesicle protein is virtually identical in humans and rats for
glucuronide conjugates, but the transport activity of non-conjugated organic anions
and glutathione conjugates in humanswas 10–20%of that in rats. Ninomiya et al. [82]
have compared the substrate specificities and their transport activity ofMRP2 among
four different species, rats, mice, monkey, and dogs, and concluded that their
substrate specificities are similar; however, their intrinsic transport activity differs
from one species to another due to not only the difference in the Km and Vmax values
but also the qualitatively different mode of substrate and modulator recognition
exhibited by different species. Zimmermann et al. [83] have also indicated the species
difference in the modulation of transport by other compounds between human and
mouse MRP2.
Recently, Mrp2 knockout mice have been established and we can directly evaluate

the role of Mdr1, Mrp2, and Bcrp in pharmacokinetics of drugs in mice without
considering the species difference in rat and mouse Mrp2 when using EHBRs or
GY/TR� rats [84]. Previous reports have demonstrated the biliary excretion of
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glucuronides and sulfates of 4-methylumbelliferone (4-MU), hermol, and acetoa-
minophen inMrp2 knockoutmice [85]. As a result, the biliary excretion of only 4-MU
glucuronide was reduced. This is distinct from the results from rats, showing that
biliary excretion of sulfates is shared by Mrp2 and Bcrp, whereas excretion of
glucuronides is mainly determined by Mrp2 in rats [86–89]. In other examples, the
biliary excretion of fexofenadine in EHBRs was not changed compared to wild-type
mice [90], whereas the biliary excretion inMrp2 knockoutmice was partly decreased,
though the part of clearance mediated by unidentified transporters is still re-
mained [91, 92]. However, the disposition of irinotecan and its active metabolite,
SN-38, was not changed by the knockout of Mrp2 [93], while biliary excretion of
irinotecan and SN-38 was reduced in Mrp2-deficient rats [94]. We cannot say which
one is a better model for predicting the role of MRP2 in the disposition of drugs in
humans, Mrp2-deficient rats or Mrp2-knockout mice.

11.3.3
BCRP (ABCG2)

BCRP is sometimes called �half transporter� since it has 6 putative transmembrane
domains, whereas other ABC transporters have 12 or 17 transmembrane domains,
and it functions as homodimer [95, 96]. The domain organization of BCRP is also
unique because ABC region is located in the N-terminus, whereas ABC region of
other ABC transporters is located in the C-terminus. Since BCRP was cloned from
drug-resistant cancer cells, various kinds of anticancer drugs (mitoxantrone, anthra-
cyclines (doxorubicin and daunorubicin), etoposide, camptothecins, indolocarba-
zoles, methotrexate, and imatinib) are originally recognized as substrates of BCRP
mostly by observing the drug resistance in BCRP-overexpressing cells [95, 96].
Currently, the transport studies have revealed that BCRP can transport many
compounds with different physicochemical properties such as sulfate and glucuro-
nide conjugates (E-sul, DHEAS, 4-MU sulfate, and 4-MU glucuronide), antibiotics
(ciprofloxacin, erythromycin, rifampicin, and nitrofurantoin), flavonoids (genistein,
quercetin), carcinogens (2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenolimidazo(4,5-b)pyridine (PhIP)),
sulfasalazine, and cimetidine [95, 96]. The substrate specificity of BCRPoverlaps that
of P-gp and MRP2. Recently, the role of BCRP in the biliary excretion of compounds
has been clarified in the use of Bcrp (�/�) mice. Regarding the biliary excretion, in
the case of pitavastatin, interestingly its biliary excretion was not changed in EHBRs
compared to wild-type rats [97], unlike pravastatin, which is excreted into the bile
predominantly byMrp2 [98].However, biliary excretion of pitavastatinwas drastically
decreased in Bcrp (�/�) mice, suggesting that pitavastatin may be excreted into the
bile mainly via Bcrp [97]. However, the biliary excretion of rosuvastatin partially
decreased in both Bcrp (�/�) mice and Mrp2-deficient EHBRs (in-house unpub-
lished data). Therefore, the important transporters for the biliary excretion might be
different among three unmetabolized statins. The biliary clearance of fluoroquino-
lones (grepafloxacin, ulifloxacin, ciprofloxacin, and ofloxacin) was also decreased in
Bcrp (�/�) mice [99].
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11.3.4
BSEP (ABCB11)

BSEP mediates the biliary excretion of unconjugated bile salts such as taurocholate,
glycocholate, and cholate as well as conjugated bile salts with glycine and tau-
rine [10, 100, 101]. Mita et al. [12] have demonstrated that BSEP-mediated uptake
clearancesof10differentbileacidswerewell correlatedbetweenhumanandratBSEP,
and their clearances of taurine-conjugated bile acids were larger than glycine-conju-
gated andunconjugated bile acids. Thus, BSEP is responsible for the formation of the
bile salt-dependent bile flow [10, 100, 101]. Its hereditary defect results in the
acquisition of PFIC2, a potentially lethal disease that requires liver transplanta-
tion [102]. Hayashi et al. [103] have demonstrated that two mutations of BSEP
frequently observed in PFIC2 patients, E297G and D482G, resulted in impaired
membrane trafficking, whereas the transport functions of these mutants remained
largely unchanged. They also demonstrated that 4-phenylbutyrate enhances the cell
surface expression and the transport capacity of wild-type and mutated BSEP [104],
whichsuggests that4-phenylbutyratehasapotential to improvecholestaticdiseasesby
the enhanced redistribution of internalizedBSEP to the cell surface. The inhibition of
BSEPfunctionbysomedrugssometimesresults inthedrug-inducedcholestasis [105].
Recent reports have indicated that BSEPalso transports non-bile acid substrates such
asdoxorubicin,pravastatin, and fexofenadine [92, 106, 107], though its impacton their
pharmacokinetics remains to be cleared.

11.3.5
MATE1 (SLC47A1)

Very recently, MATE1 has been cloned as a mammalian homologue of bacterial
multidrug resistance conferring MATE family [108, 109]. It is supposed to be a
cation–proton antiporter that operates in both directions. In humans, two isoforms,
MATE1 (highly expressed in the liver, kidney, and skeletalmuscle) [109] andMATE2-K
(mainly expressed in the kidney) [110], have been identified, while in rodents, Mate1
(mainly expressed in the kidney and placenta) [111, 112] and Mate2 (testis-specif-
ic) [113] have been cloned so far. MATE1 can transport several organic cations such as
TEA, MPPþ, cimetidine, metformin, creatinine, guanidine, procainamide, cisplatin,
oxaliplatin, paraquat, and topotecan [109, 114–116]. Interestingly, acyclovir and
ganciclovir (uncharged) and E-sul (anion) are also recognized by MATE1 as a
substrate [115]. However, so far the role of MATE1 in the biliary excretion of drugs
has not been explained yet.

11.4
Sinusoidal Efflux

Recently, someMRP family transporters such asMRP1, 3, 4, and 6 are located on the
basolateral membrane and involved in the sinusoidal efflux of certain compounds
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and their conjugates from hepatocytes to blood circulation. Clarifying the role of
these transporters in the pharmacokinetics of drugs has just started with the aid of
knockout mice. Major efflux transporters in basolateral membrane are listed in
Table 11.4.

11.4.1
MRP3 (ABCC3)

MRP3 is expressed in a wide range of tissues including liver, intestine, and kidney
and it is confirmed to be localized on the basolateral membrane of human liver [5, 6].
Rat Mrp3 is expressed at low level in normal liver and its expression markedly
increases in EHBR (Mrp2-deficient rat) [117]. Later, humanMRP3 is also induced by
several cholestatic disorders [118–120], suggesting that the physiological role of
MRP3has been believed to provide protection to hepatocytes from intrahepatic toxins
such as bile acids and bilirubin only under pathological conditions. However, MRP3
is highly expressed in the liver under normal condition inmice [121] and is not largely
upregulated in Mrp2 (�/�) mice and under cholestatis conditions [84, 93, 121]
compared to humans and rats, maybe due to the little room for upregulation. MRP3
expression is also detected in human liver under physiological condi-
tion [118, 122, 123], so at least in humans and mice, MRP3 can partly modulate
the hepatic transport of several substrates even under physiological condition. The
substrate specificities of MRP3 is narrower compared to MRP2, but several organic
anions such as DHEAS, bilirubin glucuronide, methotrexate, LTC4, and E217bG can
be substrates of MRP3 [6]. Recently, Mrp3 knockout mice have been estab-
lished [121, 124]. The serum levels of bilirubin glucuronide in Mrp3 (�/�) mice
was lower than those of the wild-type mice under cholestatic condition induced by
bile duct ligation, but bile acid homeostasis was notmodified by knockout ofMrp3 in
mice [121, 124]. As far as the transport of xenobiotics is concerned,Mrp3 (�/�) mice
cannot excrete morphine-3-glucuronide (M3G) from the liver to the blood, which is
the major hepatic elimination route for morphine, leading to the increased concen-
tration of M3G in the liver and bile and 50-fold reduction in its plasma level
(Figure 11.2) [125]. Also, the hepatic basolateral efflux clearance of glucuronide
conjugates of 4-MU, acetaminophen, and harmol was drastically decreased and that
of sulfate conjugates of these three compoundswas partly decreased in perfused liver
of Mrp3 (�/�) mice [126]. Recently, the biliary excretion rate and the hepatic
clearance of non-metabolized drug, fexofenadine were increased in Mrp3 (�/�)
mice compared to thewild-typemice [92, 127], suggesting the significant role ofMrp3
in the pharmacokinetics of certain kinds of substrate drugs.

11.4.2
MRP4 (ABCC4)

Similar to MRP3, MRP4 is a multispecific efflux transporter expressed in a wide
variety of tissues such as the liver, kidney, and brain [5, 6]. Interestingly, MRP4 is
localized in the basolateral membrane of human liver [128], whereas it is localized in
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the apical membrane of kidney and brain capillary endothelial cells [129–133]. The
substrate specificity of MRP4 is broad and it can accept several endogenous
compounds includingprostaglandins, bile acids, sulfated steroids, anduric acid [5, 6].
Especially, glutathione stimulated the MRP4-mediated bile acid transport and it is
cotransported with bile acids [128, 134]. It is worth noting that MRP4 also accepts
relatively small compounds such as nucleoside analogues (cGMP, cAMP, adefovir,
tenofovir, azidothymidine (AZT), and zidovudine) [5, 6]. Similar to MRP3, MRP4 is
also upregulated under cholestatic condition [135, 136], and after the bile duct
ligation, serum bile acid concentration was fourfold lower in Mrp4 (�/�) mice
compared to wild-type mice, while serum bilirubin level was the same as the control
mice [135], suggesting thatMRP4modulates the bile acids but not bilirubin. Also, the
hepatic basolateral efflux clearance of sulfate conjugates of 4-MU, acetaminophen,
andharmolwas partly decreased, but that of glucuronide conjugateswas not changed
in perfused liver of Mrp4 (�/�) mice [126]. The importance of MRP4 in the
pharmacokinetics of drugs is still unknown.

11.4.3
Other Transporters

In the basolateral membrane of liver, MRP1 (ABCC1), MRP5 (ABCC5), and MRP6
(ABCC6) are also localized [137]. The detailed information about these transporters
is found in other review article [137]. The expression of MRP1 and MRP5 is very low
under normal condition, but severe liver injury induces MRP1 and MRP5 [138, 139],
implying that these transporters might be involved in the protection of liver. MRP6
transports LTC4, DNP-SG, and BQ-123 [140, 141], and the hereditary deficiency of
MRP6 gene causes the pseudoxanthoma elasticum, though its molecular mechanism

Figure 11.2 Impact of Mrp3 on the pharmacokinetics of
morphine [125]. Wild-type mice (closed circle) and Mrp3 (�/�)
mice (open circle) received a dose of 15mg of morphine per kg i.
p., and plasma concentrations of morphine (a) and morphine-3-
glucuronide (b) were determined at the indicated time points.
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has not been clarified yet [142–144]. Osta/Ostb (organic solute transporter) hetero-
dimer expressed in thekidney, small intestine, and liver is thought to be involved in the
efflux transport of some compounds including taurocholate, E-sul, digoxin, PGE2, and
DHEAS [100]. This transporter is also upregulated under the cholestatic conditions
through the transactivation of FXR by bile acids [145–147]. Previous reports suggested
that OATP family transporters can transport bidirectionally, implying that OATPs can
also work as an efflux transporter of anions [148, 149], but its in vivo role has not yet
been elucidated.

11.5
Prediction of Hepatobiliary Transport of Substrates from In Vitro Data

11.5.1
Prediction of Hepatic Uptake Process from In Vitro Data

Hepatic transport properties can be investigated by several in vitro methods. To
evaluate the hepatic uptake of compounds, isolated hepatocytes are very useful. Now,
we can purchase several batches of human cryopreserved hepatocytes from several
commercial sources. Shitara et al. [150] have indicated that we clearly observed the
time-dependent saturable uptake of E217bG (OATP substrate) and taurocholate
(NTCP substrate) in human cryopreserved hepatocytes, though the change in uptake
clearance before and after cryopreservation exhibited a large interbatch variability
among five preparations of human hepatocytes probably due to both the interindi-
vidual difference of intrinsic transport activity and the artifact caused by the different
condition of isolation and cryopreservation of hepatocytes. Thus, in our usual case,
before investigating the transport properties of several compounds using human
cryopreserved hepatocytes, we prescreened the uptake clearance of E217bG and
taurocholate in many batches and selected at least three batches of hepatocytes with
large transport activity in advance [151]. Cultured hepatocytes can also be used due to
the easy handling; however, wemust keep inmind that several reports have indicated
that long-term (>1day) culture on collagen-coated dish results in the drastic reduction
of the mRNA and protein levels of several transporters and uptake activity of organic
anions such as pravastatin [152–154].
Based on the pharmacokinetic theory, the hepatic uptake intrinsic clearance can be

estimated simply by scaling up the uptake clearance in hepatocytes in vivo. By
multiplying the uptake clearance per unit cell number by cell number per gram of
liver (e.g., 1.25� 108 cells/g liver (rat)), it was possible to extrapolate the in vitro uptake
data to the in vivo intrinsic uptake clearance. Miyauchi et al. [155] have demonstrated
that the uptake clearance of 15 drugs in isolated hepatocytes correlated well with that
estimated by in situmultiple indicator dilution (MID)method, though in situ clearance
appeared to reach an upper limit possibly because the diffusion of compounds in
unstirred water layer became the rate-determining process. Kato et al. [156] have also
showed that the uptake clearance of four types of endothelin antagonists obtained
from integration plot analysis after i.v. administration of compounds in rats is almost
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comparable to that calculated from the uptake clearance in isolated rat hepatocytes
assuming the well-stirredmodel. These evidences suggested that isolated hepatocytes
are a good model for predicting the hepatic uptake clearance.

11.5.2
Prediction of the Contribution of Each Transporter to the Overall Hepatic Uptake

The transport property of each transporter can be evaluated by using several kinds of
gene expression systems (e.g., mammalian cells, Xenopus oocytes). However, there
are many transporters expressed on the same membrane and their substrate
specificities often overlap one another. In this case, all of the transporters that can
transport one compound are not always important for the overall hepatic uptake if
their relative contribution is veryminor compared to that of othermajor transporters.
Therefore, it is essential to know the quantitative contribution of each transporter to
the hepatic uptake to show the importance of each transporter in in vivo condition.
When the function and/or expression level of one transporter caused by genetic
polymorphisms, pathophysiological conditions, and transporter-mediated drug–drug
interactions is changed, the information about the contribution is necessary to predict
the change in the in vivo pharmacokinetics from in vitro data.
Kouzuki et al. [157, 158] have proposed a method using reference compounds to

determine the contribution of rat Oatp1a1 andNtcp to the hepatic uptake of bile acids
and organic anions. This concept is originally established in the field of metabolic
enzymes by Crespi et al. [159] and they named it �relative activity factor (RAF)�
method. In this method, they checked the transport activity of both test compounds
and the reference compounds, which should be specific substrates for single
transporters, in short-term cultured rat hepatocytes and transporter-expressing
COS-7 cells. Then, they estimated the contribution from the following equations:

Contributionð%Þ ¼ RCOS

Rhep
� 100; ð11:1Þ

Rcos ¼
CLuptake;COSðtestÞ

CLuptake;COSðreferenceÞ
ð11:2Þ

Rhep ¼
CLuptake;hepðtestÞ

CLuptake;hepðreferenceÞ
ð11:3Þ

where CLuptake,COS(test) and CLuptake,COS(reference) represent the uptake clearances of
test compounds and reference compounds in transporter-transfected COS-7 cells,
respectively, and CLuptake,hep(test) and CLuptake,hep(reference) represent the uptake clear-
ances of test compounds and reference compounds in isolated rat hepatocytes,
respectively. To estimate the contribution of rat Oatp1a1 and Ntcp, they used
taucholate for Ntcp and E217bG for Oatp1a1 as reference compounds. As a result,
rat Ntcp was responsible for the hepatic uptake of bile acids. However, some organic
anions were partially taken up via Oatp1a1, but the hepatic uptake of other anions
such as pravastatin and DNP-SG could not be explained by Oatp1a1-mediated
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transport, suggesting that uptake transporters other than Oatp1a1 are involved in
their uptake. Now, other hepatic uptake transporters such as Oatp1a4, Oatp1b2, and
Oat2 have also been characterized and they can accept various kinds of an-
ions [22, 23, 160]. Therefore, E217bG can no longer be used as a reference compound
for Oatp1a1, but their concept can be applied to estimate the relative contribution.
Hirano et al. [151] have applied this concept to human hepatocytes to estimate the

relative contribution of OATP1B1 andOATP1B3 to the hepatic uptake of E217bGand
pitavastatin, a novel HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor, in cryopreserved human hepa-
tocytes. They used E-sul for OATP1B1 and CCK-8 for OATP1B3 as reference
compounds (Figure 11.3a). As with the previous method, they calculated the ratio
of the uptake clearance of reference compounds in human hepatocytes to that in
expression systems and defined as �Ract� for OATP1B1 and 1B3, and by multiplying
the Ract value by the uptake clearance of test compounds (CLtest), we could estimate
the uptake clearance of test compounds mediated by specific transporter in human
liver. Assuming that the hepatic uptake clearance (CLhep) could be explained by
OATP1B1- and OATP1B3-mediated transport, the following equation should be
correct:

CLhep ¼ Ract;OATP1B1 � CLtest;OATP1B1 þRact;OATP1B3 � CLtest;OATP1B3: ð11:4Þ
They have demonstrated that both pitavastatin and E217bGwere taken up mainly by
OATP1B1 in three independent batches of human hepatocytes and that the observed
uptake clearance in human hepatocytes was almost comparable to the sum of the
estimated clearance mediated by OATP1B1 and 1B3.
They also confirmed their results by two different approaches [42, 151]. One is to

directly estimate the ratio of the expression level of OATP1B1, 1B3, and 2B1 in
human hepatocytes to that in expression systems by comparing the band density of
Western blot analysis and estimated their contributions using that ratio instead ofRact

value shown above [42, 151] (Figure 11.3b). The other approach is to estimate the
inhibitable portion of the uptake of test compounds in human hepatocytes in the
presence of specific inhibitor for each transporter [42] (Figure 11.3c). We used E-sul
as a specific inhibitor for OATP1B1. The uptake of pitavastatin was completely
inhibited by 100microME-sul, indicating themajor role ofOATP1B1 in their hepatic
uptake (Figure 11.4a), whereas that of telmisartan was not inhibited by E-sul
(Figure 11.4b). Each approach has both advantages and disadvantages, and so we
recommend that users compare the results obtained from different methods and
validate their results. Though some anionic drugs shared the same pharmacokinetic
properties in which they are efficiently accumulated in the liver, the relative
contribution of each transporter depends on individual substrates. According to
our estimation, valsartan and olmesartan are taken up via both OATP1B1 and
OATP1B3, while fexofenadine and telmisartan are transported predominantly by
OATP1B3 [31–33, 161].
Gene silencing techniques such as antisense, ribozyme, and RNA interference

(RNAi) are also powerful tools to determine the transport activity of a specific protein.
Hagenbuch et al. [162] have investigated the effect of coinjection of transporter (Ntcp
orOatp1a1)-specific antisense oligonucleotide on the uptake of BSPand taurocholate
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in the Xenopus oocytes injected with total rat liver mRNA. They succeeded in the
significant reduction of the expression level of target transporter specifically and
concluded thatNaþ-dependent and independent uptakes of taurocholatewere almost
accounted for by Ntcp and Oatp1a1, respectively, while only half of the BSP uptake
could be explained by Oatp1a1. Nakai et al. [163] took the same approach to show the
importance of OATP1B1 to the hepatic uptake of pravastatin and E217bG in humans
by adding antisense oligonucleotide to human liver poly(A) mRNA-injected oocytes.
Recently, some groups have succeeded in constructing small interference RNAs
(siRNAs) that can efficiently decrease the expression level of specific transporters
such asMDR1 andMRP2 [164, 165].However, it is fairly difficult to apply these gene-
silencing techniques to the primary cultured hepatocytes because long-term culture
dramatically decreases the expression level of several transporters [152–154], though
generally it takes a few days to knockdown the protein by the depletion of mRNA
expression, and the optimization of the culture condition will be required for this
analysis.

11.5.3
Prediction of Hepatic Efflux Process from In Vitro Data

One of the popular experimental systems to investigate the hepatic efflux process is
canalicularmembrane vesicle (CMV). It is difficult to evaluate the transport activity of
efflux transporters in cell systems because substrates cannot easily access the
intracellular compartment, so CMV system is often used to rapidly determine
the ATP-dependent efflux transport of substrates across bile canalicular membrane.

Figure 11.4 The inhibitory effect of E-sul on the
hepatic uptake of pitavastatin (a) and E217bG
and telmisartan (b) [32, 42]. (a) The transport of
pitavastatin (0.1microM) into human
hepatocytes was determined in the presence or
absence of E-sul at the designated
concentrations. Three different independent
batches of human hepatocytes were used in this
study. The values are expressed as a percentage
of the uptake of pitavastatin in the absence of

E-sul. (b) Saturable uptake of telmisartan into
human hepatocytes was determined after the
subtraction of nonsaturable uptake (evaluated as
the uptake clearance of 40microM telmisartan)
from the uptake of 0.1microM telmisartan in the
presence or absence of E-sul (30microM). The
incubation buffer contains 0.3% human serum
albumin to avoid the nonspecific adsorption of
telmisartan.
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Aoki et al. [166] have compared the in vitro transport clearance of nine substrates in rat
CMVs, defined as the initial velocity for the ATP-dependent uptake divided by the
substrate concentration of the incubation medium with in vivo biliary excretion
clearance defined as the biliary excretion rate normalized by protein unbound
concentration in rat liver at steady state, and found a significant correlation between
in vitro and in vivo clearance, suggesting that in vivo biliary excretion clearance can be
predicted from the in vitro transport study using CMVs. Some transporter-specific
inhibitors for efflux transportersmay be useful to understand the contribution of each
efflux transporter to the overall biliary excretion. Ko143 preferentially inhibits the
BCRP-mediated transport [167], while PSC833 and LY335979 inhibit the MDR1-
mediated transport more potently than the transport via other efflux transpor-
ters [168, 169]. By evaluating the effect of transporter-specific inhibitors on the
ATP-dependent transport of test compounds in human CMVs, the relative contribu-
tion of each transporter to the biliary excretion might be clarified. Recently, LeCluyse
et al. [170] have demonstrated that a collagen-sandwich culture enables thehepatocytes
to form bile canalicular pocket between the adjacent cells and depletion with Ca2þ

from the incubation medium rapidly disrupts the bile canaliculi [171]. The advantage
of this culture configuration is that the polarity and the expression level of uptake and
efflux transporters are well retained for several days unlike the normal culture on the
rigid collagen and that biliary excretion of compounds can be evaluated in intact cell
systems by differential cumulative uptake in themonolayers preincubated with Ca2þ-
containing buffer andCa2þ-free buffer [171, 172]. Liu et al. [173] have found that the in
vitro biliary clearance of five compounds (inulin, salicylate, methotrexate, [D-pen2,5]
enkephalin, and taurocholate) in rat hepatocytes calculated by the amount excreted
into bile canalicular pocket divided by the area under the incubation medium
concentration–time profile was well correlated with their in vivo intrinsic biliary
clearance, suggesting that this system is useful for the prediction of in vivo biliary
excretion of compounds. Recently, Bi et al. [174] have evaluated the biliary excretion of
several substrates for various efflux transporters in sandwich-cultured cryopreserved
humanhepatocytes. By scalingup the in vitrobiliary excretion clearancebymultiplying
the clearance per cell to the cell number per gram liver, it is possible that in vivo
clearance may be estimated in humans from in vitro data. Ghibellini et al. [175] have
recently succeeded in the extrapolation of human in vivo biliary clearance of three
compounds estimated by gamma scintigraphy and direct aspiration of duodenal
secretions from in vitro biliary clearance in sandwich-cultured human hepatocytes.

11.5.4
Utilization of Double (Multiple) Transfected Cells for the Characterization
of Hepatobiliary Transport

Abrand-new approach to evaluate the uptake and efflux processes simultaneously is to
use double-transfected cells that express both uptake and efflux transporters (Fig-
ure 11.5). Originally, Cui et al. and Sasaki et al. established OATP1B3/MRP2 and
OATP1B1/MRP2 double transfectants, respectively [176, 177]. If a compound is a
bisubstrate of uptake and efflux transfectants, basal-to-apical transcellular transport
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was significantly greater than that in the opposite direction. Therefore, this system
is suitable for the high-throughput screening of bisubstrates. To extrapolate the in
vivo biliary excretion clearance from in vitro experiments, Sasaki et al. [178] have
measured the basal-to-apical transcellular transport clearances of seven bisub-
strates in rat Oatp1b2/Mrp2 double transfectants and their in vivo biliary clearances
(CLbile,blood) calculated from the biliary excretion rate normalized by blood concen-
tration at steady state. They proposed that the in vivo and in vitro clearance can be
well described as the following equation:

CLbile;blood ¼ QH � fB �a �PSb! a

QH þ fB �a �PSb! a
; ð11:5Þ

where QH, fB, and PSb! a represent the hepatic blood flow rate, protein unbound
fraction of the compounds in blood, and transcellular transport clearance in double
transfectants corrected by the fact that 1 g of liver contains 160mg protein, respec-
tively.And,ameans the scaling factor to predict in vivo clearance from in vitro results
quantitatively. When a was 17.9, all data were well fitted to the theoretical curve

Figure 11.5 Vectorial transcellular transport of
drugs in double-transfected cells. (a) The double-
transfected cells expressing OATP1B1 (uptake
transporter) on the basal side and MRP2 (efflux
transporter) on the apical side have been
established. If a compound is a bisubstrate of
uptake and efflux transporters such as

pravastatin, its basal-to-apical transcellular
transport is significantly higher compared to the
apical-to-basal transport [177]. (b) Prediction of
in vivo biliary clearance of several bisubstrates of
rat Oatp1b2 and Mrp2 from their in vitro
transcellular transport clearance in rat Oatp1b2/
Mrp2 double transfectant [178].
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described as Equation 11.5 (Figure 11.5). Now, we constructed several kinds of
double-transfected cells such as human and rat NTCP/BSEP and (OATP1B1 or
OATP1B3)/(MRP2,MDR1, orBCRP) double-transfected cells and themethodology
for extrapolating the in vivo clearance from in vitro data will be constructed and
validated [12, 64, 179, 180]. Kopplow et al. [181] have established the quadruple-
transfected cells expressing OATP1B1, OATP1B3, OATP2B1, and MRP2 to screen
the transcellular transport of organic anions in human hepatocytes. Very recently,
Nies et al. [182] have constructedOCT1/MDR1double transfectant andobserved the
transcellular transport of cationic plant alkaloid, berberine. To construct a set of
double transfectants tomimic the transcellular transport in each organ is important
for theunderstanding of the involvement of transporters in the pharmacokinetics of
drugs.

11.6
Genetic Polymorphism of Transporters and Its Clinical Relevance

Genetic polymorphism of transporters is one of the important factors for determin-
ing the interindividual difference in the pharmacokinetics and subsequent pharma-
cological action of substrate drugs. Recently, many mutations including single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been identified in several transporters and
their impact on the drug transport has been rapidly analyzed by in vitro and clinical
studies. Excellent reviews about genetic polymorphisms of transporters have been
published and we only mention some of the examples here.
The reported mutations in MDR1 gene observed in humans are more than 100

sites [183]. One of the most famous SNPs is C3435T (Ile1145Ile) in exon 26, which
is a synonymous mutation. Its frequency in Japanese and Caucasians is 42.0 and
54.2%, respectively. Hoffmeyer et al. [184] have reported that the protein expression
level of MDR1 in duodenum in subjects with C3435Tmutation was significantly
smaller and the plasma AUC after oral administration of digoxin was increased
compared to subjects without C3435Tmutation. This mutation is closely linked to
G2677T (Ala893Ser) and C1236T (Gly412Gly), and extensive clinical studies to
observe the effects of these SNPs or haplotypes on the pharmacokinetics of several
kinds of MDR1 substrates have been performed. Overall, C3435T tended to
increase the plasma AUC of MDR1 substrates, though contradictory results have
also come out [185]. There is no evidence showing SNPs in MDR1 affected the
biliary excretion of drugs.
SLCO1B1 (gene product: OATP1B1) has more than 40 naturally occurring muta-

tions and A388G (Asn130Asp) and T521C (Val174Ala) are the most famous and
frequent SNPs among them [186]. The allele frequency in each ethnicity (A388G:
Asian¼ 64%, African-American¼ 74%, and Caucasian¼ 40%; T521C: Asian
16%, Caucasian¼ 14%, and African-American¼ 1%) may lead to racial difference
in the pharmacokinetics of OATP1B1 substrate drugs. Nishizato et al. [187] have first
demonstrated that T521C is highly linked to A388G, and they found a haplotype
named SLCO1B1�15 in Japanese, and that plasma AUC of orally administered
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pravastatin is significantly higher in subjects with �15 alleles compared to �1b alleles
(A388G). After that, several clinical studies supported this finding. The results of
clinical studies investigating the relationship between SNPs in SLCO1B1 and
pharmacokinetics of drugs are summarized in Table 11.5. In most cases, T521C
mutation is thought to decrease the transport function of OATP1B1, which results in
the reduction of hepatic clearance [186]. These outcomes are supported by in vitro
studies demonstrating that cells expressing �15 mutant showed the decrease in the

Table 11.5 The effect of SLCO1B1 polymorphisms on the clinical pharmacokinetics of drugs.

Drugs Mutations in SLCO1B1 Reference

Pravastatin �1b/�1b< �1b/�15 [187]
�1a/�1b or �1b/�1b< �1a/�1a< �1a/�5 [268]
�11187 G/G<G/A [269]
521 T/T< T/C
�15B noncarriers< carriers
�17 noncarriers< carriers
�1b/�1b< �1a/�1a [190]
�1b/�15< �1a/�15
�17 noncarriers< carriers [270]
�1a/�1a< �1a/�15< �15/�15 [271]
�15 or �17 noncarriers< carriers [272]

Pitavastatin �1b/�1b< �1a/�1a or �1a/�1b< �1a/�15 or �1b/�15 [273]
�1b/�1b< �1b/�15< �15/�15 [274]

Rosuvastatin 521 T/T< T/C<C/C (whites) [275]
�15 noncarriers< �15 heterozygotes< �15 homozygotes [276]
521 T/T<C/C [277]

Simvastatin 521 T/T or T/C<C/C (acid form) [278]
Atorvastatin 521 T/T or T/C<C/C [277]
Fluvastatin 521 T¼C [279]
Repaglinide 521 T/T< T/C<C/C [192]
Nateglinide 521 T/T< T/C, T/T<C/C [280]
Fexofenadine 521 T/T< T/C<C/C [281]
Valsartan �1b/�1b< �1a/�1a (trend) [190]

�1b/�15< �1a/�15 (trend)
Temocapril �1b/�1b< �1a/�1a (trend) [190]

�1b/�15< �1a/�15 (trend)
Pioglitazone 521 T¼C [282]
Rosiglitazone 521 T¼C [282]
Atrasentan 521 T/T< T/C<C/C [259]
Mycophenolic acid No relationship (�1a, �1b, �15) [283]
Irinotecan �1a or �1b< �15 (SN-38) [193]

�1a/�1a< �1b/�15þ�15/�15 (irinotecan) [284]
�1a/�1a.< �1b/�15þ�15/�15 (SN-38)
�1a/�1a> �1b/�15þ�15/�15 (SN-38glu)

Ezetimibe �1a< �15 [285]
Talinolol �1b< �1a (trend) [286]
Torsemide 521 T/T< T/C<C/C [287]
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transport activity compared to wild-type OATP1B1 [16, 188, 189]. On the other hand,
the subjects with SLCO1B1�1b alleles showed the lower plasma AUC of pravastatin,
valsartan, and temocapril than those with SLCO1B1�1a alleles, and the plasma AUC
of pravastatin in each subject was correlatedwell with that of valsartan and temocapril
(Figure 11.6), which suggested that the clearance mechanism of pravastatin may be
shared with valsartan and temocapril and SLCO1B1�1b may increase the transport
function in human liver, though in vitro analyses do not simply explain this clinical
outcome [190]. Recently, some reports have mentioned that T521C mutation may
relate to the pharmacological and toxicological actions of substrate drugs such as
decrease in cholesterol-lowering effect of pravastain [191], increase in the reduction
of blood glucose level by repaglinide [192], and increased frequency of neutropenia
expression induced by irinotecan [193] (Figure 11.7). Other major hepatic OATP
transporter, SLCO1B3 (gene product: OATP1B3) has two frequent SNPs, T334G
(Ser112Ala) and G699A (Met233Ile), but currently we have no reports showing these
SNPs affected the transport function of substrates [194, 195].

Figure 11.6 The correlation between the plasma
AUC of pravastatin in each subject and that of
valsartan, temocapril, and temocaprilat [190].
Each point represents AUC values of three drugs
for each subject after oral administration of

pravastatin (10mg), valsartan (40mg), or
temocapril (2mg). Solid lines represent fitted
lines calculated by linear regression analysis and
dotted lines represent 95% confidence intervals
of correlations.
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BCRP has also one frequent SNP, C421A (Gln141Lys). This mutation is more
frequently observed in Asians (�35%) than Caucasians (10%). Clinical studies indi-
cated thatC421Amutationdecreased the total clearance of diflomotecan, rosuvastatin,
andsulfasalazine [196–198].BCRPisexpressed in thesmall intestineaswell as the liver
andit isdifficult to identifywhether theseclinicaloutcomescomefromadecreaseinthe
transport function in the small intestine or in the liver.However, thepharmacokinetics
ofdiflomotecanwaschangedafterbothi.v.andp.o.administration,whichindicatesthat
thismaybecausedpartlybythedecreaseof itsbiliaryexcretionmediatedbyBCRP[198].
In vitro analyses revealed that the transport function normalized by the protein
expression level of BCRPC421Amutant is apparently normal [199], but another report
showed that C421A mutation significantly decreased the protein expression level of
BCRP in human placenta [200]. Thus, the decreased function by C421A mutation is
thought to be caused by its decreased expression.
In the case ofMRP2, though some SNPs are found in coding region, recent studies

have indicated the impact of SNPs in the upstream regions on the toxicological aspects
of drugs. For example, two kinds of haplotypes (-1774delG, G-1549A and C-24T) of
MRP2 increased the frequency of drug-induced hepatitis [201]. Other report has
demonstrated that C-24T mutation increased the frequency of diclofenac-induced
hepatotoxicity [202]. These may be caused by the decrease in hepatic clearance of
toxicants, which results in the high exposure of toxicants in liver. A-1019Gmutation in
MRP2 has also reported to decrease the frequency of severe diarrhea related to
irinotecan [203], which suggested that A-1019G may decrease the biliary excretion of
SN-38, an active metabolite of irinotecan, and decreased the exposure of SN-38 in the
intestine. Very recently, mutations in OCT1 have been reported to result in the
increase in plasma concentration of metformin and subsequent attenuation of its
glucose-lowering effect [204, 205].

Figure 11.7 Impact of SLCO1B1 mutations on
the pharmacological effects of pravastatin and
repaglinide. (a) Plasma lathosterol/cholesterol
ratio after single oral administration of 40mg
pravastatin in healthy subjects with or without

SLCO1B1�17 (G-11187AþAsn130Aspþ
Val174Ala) allele [191]. (b) Change in blood
glucose level after single oral administration of
0.25mg repaglinide in healthy subjects with or
without G-11187A mutation in SLCO1B1 [192].
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11.7
Transporter-Mediated Drug–Drug Interactions

11.7.1
Effect of Drugs on the Activity of Uptake Transporters Located on the Sinusoidal
Membrane

Recently, several reports have suggested that the inhibition of hepatic uptake
transporters by coadministered drugs results in the decrease in the hepatic clearance
and increase in the plasma concentration of victim drugs. For example, antitubercu-
losis agents (rifamycin SV and rifampicin) reduced the clearance of BSP and also
induced hyperbilirubinemia due to the inhibition of OATP1B1-mediated bilirubin
uptake [206]. These results may be accounted for by considering the fact that the Ki
values of rifamycin SVare 2 and 3microM for OATP1B1 andOATP1B3, respectively,
whereas those of rifampicin are 17 and 5microM for these transporters, and that the
peak unbound plasma concentrations of rifamycin SV and rifampicin may be
5–10microM [206]. The fact that rifamycin SV induces a more potent increase in
plasma unconjugated bilirubin concentrations than rifampicin may also be ac-
counted for by these kinetic considerations. The interaction between cerivastatin
and gemfibrozil has also been highlighted because of the appearance of severe side
effects including rhabdomyolysis and death (Figure 11.8) [207]. This led to the
withdrawal of cerivastatin from the market. On the other hand, after coadministra-
tion of cyclosporin A, the plasma concentration of cerivastatin was increased 3.8-fold
(Figure 11.8) [208]. In vitro experiments revealed that cyclosporinApotently inhibited
the uptake of cerivastatin in human hepatocytes and OATP1B1-expressing MDCKII
cells with Ki values of 0.280–0.685microM and 0.238microM, respectively [209]. In
contrast, cerivastatin metabolism mainly mediated by CYP2C8 and 3A4 was not
affected by cyclosporin A at concentrations up to 30microM [209]. These results
suggest that the inhibition of cerivastatin uptake into hepatocytes results in an
increased blood concentration of cerivastatin, which may lead to the severe side
effects (Figure 11.8) [209]. According to the recent clinical studies, coadministration
of cyclosporin A also increased the plasma concentration of several OATP1B1
substrate drugs such as other non-metabolized statins, pravastatin (5–7.9-fold) [210],
rosuvastatin (7.1-fold) [211] and pitavastatin (4.5-fold) [212], repaglinide (4-fold) [213],
and bosentan (30-fold) [214], which indicates that we pay attention to the drug
interaction between cyclosporin A and OATP1B1 substrates in clinical situations.
However, gemfibrozil and its glucuronide also have the potency to inhibit OATP1B1-
mediated uptake with a Ki value of 4–72 and 24microM, respectively [215]. Though
Shitara et al. [215] have concluded that themainmechanismof this drug interaction is
the inhibition of CYP2C8-mediated cerivastatin metabolism by gemfibrozil glucu-
ronide (Figure 11.8), gemfibrozil is thought to slightly inhibit the OATP1B1-mediat-
ed uptake because it increased the plasma AUC of non-metabolized statins such as
pravastatin (2.02-fold) [216], pitavastatin (1.45-fold) [217], and rosuvastatin (1.88-
fold) [218], which is lower than that of cerivastatin (4.36-fold) [207]. Several com-
pounds are recognized as bisubstrates of both metabolic enzymes and transporters
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such as atorvastatin, bosentan, and repaglinide [188, 192, 219, 220]. In that case, we
should consider the rate-limiting step of overall clearance to predict the drug–drug
interaction. Figure 11.9 shows the effects of the coadministration of itraconazole
(CYP3A4 inhibitor) and cyclosporin A (CYP3A4 and OATP1B1 inhibitor) on the
pharmacokinetics of three different types of statins [210, 221–224]. Pravastatin is a
substrate ofOATP1B1 [25, 163, 188], but notmetabolized, whereas simvastatin uptake
is thought to occur without any aid of transporters due to the high lipophilicity of
simvastatin lactone. However, atorvastatin is taken up into the liver by
OATP1B1 [188, 220] and subsequently metabolized by CYP3A4. Cyclosporin A
inhibited the hepatic clearance of these statins, but the inhibition of CYP3A4 by
itraconazole greatly affected the plasma AUC of simvastatin, and modestly changed
that of pravastatin and atorvastatin, though both simvastatin and atorvastatin are
substrates ofCYP3A4. This apparent discrepancy can be explained by the rate-limiting
step of overall clearance of two statins. For hydrophilic atorvastatin, OATP1B1 is

Figure 11.8 Drug–drug interaction between
cerivastatin and cyclosporin A and between
cerivastatin and gemfibrozil. (a, b) Cyclosporin A
increased the plasma concentration of
cerivastatin, which is mainly caused by the
inhibition of OATP1B1-mediated uptake of
cerivastatin by cyclosporin A [208, 209]. (c, d)

Gemfibrozil increased the plasma concentration
of cerivastatin, mainly caused by the inhibition of
CYP2C8-mediated metabolism of cerivastatin by
gemfibrozil glucuronide, which may be
concentrated in hepatocytes, and partly caused
by its inhibition of OATP1B1-mediated
uptake [207, 215].
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involved in its hepatic uptake, and overall intrinsic clearance is solely determined by
the uptake clearance. Thus, the decrease in the hepatic clearance of atorvastatin was
almost the same as that of pravastatin. However, hydrophobic simvastatin can
permeate the membrane passively, so the overall intrinsic clearance approximates
themetabolic intrinsic clearance, thus the inhibition of CYP3A4 greatly decreased the
hepatic clearance of simvastatin. Recently, Ki values of several drugs forOATP1B1 and
OATP1B3 have been published [42, 92]. Comparing the Ki values with the maximum
unbound plasma concentration at the inlet to the liver in humans, OATP1B1 may be
inhibited by several drugs such as cyclosporin A, indinavir, ritonavir, rifamycin SV,
rifampicin, and clarithromycin [42], whereas OATP1B3 may also be inhibited by
cyclosporin A and rifampicin [92]. Bilirubin is also a substrate of OATP1B1 [35, 36], so
the inhibition of OATP1B1 causes the hyperbilirubinemia. Campbell et al. [225] have
shown that the potency of several compounds that inhibited OATP1B1-mediated
transport was correlated well with the incidence of drug-induced hyperbilirubinemia.
In another example, clearance of theophyllinewas decreased after coadministration of
erythromycin, which is thought to be partly caused by inhibition of OAT2-mediated
uptake of theophylline by erythromycin [226, 227].
The drug-induced change in the expression levels of transporters alsomodifies the

pharmacokinetics of substrate drugs. Though detailed mechanisms have not been
explained yet, after repetitive dosing of rifampicin, efavirenz, and ritonavirþ
saquinavir, the plasma concentration of pravastatin was decreased [228–230].
Because all compounds are PXR ligands, OATP1B1 may be induced by PXR-
mediated mechanism and uptake clearance of substrate drugs may be increased.

Figure 11.9 Different effects of itraconazole and
cyclosporin A on the plasma AUC of pravastatin,
simvastatin, and atorvastatin [210, 221–224].
The fold-increase in the plasma AUC of statins
was expressed after coadministration of
cyclosporin A or itraconazole. The data were

obtained from the previous literature. The details
are described in the Section 11.7.1. BA:
bioavailability, Fa�Fg: fraction of dose absorbed
from the small intestine to the portal vein, Fh:
hepatic availability.
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11.7.2
Effect of Drugs on the Activity of Efflux Transporters Located on the Bile Canalicular
Membrane

Avariety of inhibitory effects of drugs on the function of efflux transporters in the bile
canalicular membrane have also been reported. Though much of the severe drug-
induced cholestasis results from immune reactions, part may also be caused by the
inhibition of BSEP [11, 231]. Cyclosporin A, rifamycin SV rifampicin, and glibencla-
mide were reported to cis-inhibit the BSEP function in BSEP-expressing membrane
vesicles [105]. Bosentan (endothelin antagonist) also often causes cholestasis in hu-
mans. The bosentan-induced cholestasis was reported to be reproduced in rats, and
bosentan and its metabolite (Ro-47-8634) could inhibit the BSEP-mediated taurocho-
late transport with Ki values of 12 and 8.5microM, respectively [105]. Though the
predictedplasmaconcentrationofbosentandoesnot reach itsKi value, its inhibitionof
the BSEP-mediated efflux of bile acidsmay contribute to the expression of cholestasis.
Troglitazone was withdrawn from the market due to the expression of lethal hepato-
toxicity. Though detailed mechanisms have not been clarified, troglitazone and its
sulfatepotently inhibited theBSEPfunction [232].Male ratswere shown tohavehigher
troglitazone sulfate levels than those in female rats (due to a higher sulfotransferase
activity in male rats), thus more profound cholestasis seen in males after troglitazone
administrationmight be caused by an inhibition of BSEP by troglitazone sulfate [233].
Several experimental systems to check the inhibition potency of bile acid transport

have been characterized. Using sandwich-cultured human hepatocytes, bosentan,
cyclosporin A, CI-1034 (endothelin-A receptor antagonist), glyburide, erythromycin
estolate, and troleandomycin could inhibit the taurocholate efflux to the bile pock-
et [234]. Moreover, Mita et al. [235] constructed NTCP/BSEP double-transfected cells
and some cholestasis-induced compounds inhibited both the NTCP-mediated uptake
and the BSEP-mediated efflux of taurocholate. Then, they have found fluorescent bile
acids whose transcellular transport was clearly observed, which may be used for the
rapid identification of inhibitors of NTCP and BSEP in drug screening process [235].
Previous reports have suggested that BSEP may be transinhibited by Mrp2 sub-

strates suchasE217bGbycomparing the inhibitory effect ofMrp2 substrates onBSEP
function in isolated bile canalicularmembrane vesicles innormal andMrp2-deficient
EHBRs and in membrane vesicles expressing only BSEP and those expressing both
BSEPandMRP2[236,237].ThefindingthatMRP2substrateswithacholestaticnature
do not cause cholestasis in EHBRs might be consistent with this hypothesis [238].
Regarding the drug–drug interaction, SN-38 is formed in hepatocytes following

the hydrolysis of irinotecan and then excreted into the bile. The severe diarrhea is one
of the dose-limiting toxicity for irinotecan. One of the reasons for that toxicity is the
high exposure of SN-38 in the intestine. BecauseSN-38 is excreted into bilemainly via
MRP2 [94, 239, 240], Horikawa et al. [241] have proposed that inhibition of the biliary
excretion of SN-38 by pronebecid, an inhibitor for MRP2, causes a reduction in the
incidence of diarrhea but does not affect plasma concentration of SN-38. Thus, it is
possible to control adverse reactions of irinotecan by utilizing the drug–drug
interaction mediated by efflux transporter, MRP2.
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Drug interaction between digoxin and quinidine has been reported previous-
ly [242]. Quinidine reduced both renal and biliary excretion of digoxin. TheKi value of
quinidine for MDR1-mediated efflux was assumed to be 5microM [243]. However,
the maximum unbound plasma concentration of quinidine at the inlet to the liver is
estimated to be 4microM, which suggests that quinidine may inhibit the MDR1-
mediated efflux of digoxin due to the similar concentration to Ki value and possible
accumulation of quinidine into hepatocytes [244].

11.7.3
Prediction of Drug–Drug Interaction from In Vitro Data

If the unbound drug concentrations in plasma (In) are higher than the Ki values for
transporters, transporter functionmay be significantly decreased [244]. To predict the
potency of drug–drug interaction quantitatively, the estimation of the inhibitor
concentration at the interacting site (e.g., vicinity of transporters) should be needed.
To avoid the false-negative prediction, Ito et al. [245] have proposed the equation for
the calculation of themaximumunbound concentration of inhibitor at the inlet to the
liver. For the accurate prediction, physiologically based pharmacokinetic models for
both substrates and inhibitors should be constructed, and the plasma concentra-
tion–time profiles of substrates and inhibitors can be simulated [75]. The possible
target sites of drug interaction in the liver are uptake and efflux processes.However, it
is fairly difficult to discriminate which processes are responsible for its interaction.
Ueda et al. [246] have established the quantitative prediction method for alteration

in pharmacokinetics of drugs caused by the inhibition of uptake as well as efflux
transport. They tried to predict the drug–drug interaction betweenmethotrexate and
probenecid (Figure 11.10). In this strategy, the inhibitory effect of probenecid for the
hepatic uptake of methotrexate was evaluated by using the isolated rat hepatocytes
and that for its biliary excretionwas examined by bile CMVs. The degree of inhibition
of the uptake and efflux processes in vivo was comparable to that predicted from in
vitro experiments. Then, R values ð¼ 1þ In

KiÞ for uptake (Ruptake) and efflux process
(Rexcretion) could be calculated. The net degree of inhibition (Rnet) can be described by
the following equation:

Rnet � Ruptake � Rexcretion: ð11:6Þ
They showed that the degree of the reduction in the hepatic clearance was over-
estimated by a simple calculation of the product of the reduction in the hepatic uptake
and biliary excretion (Equation 11.6) and this method is useful to avoid the false-
negative predictions [246].

11.8
Concluding Remarks

The information summarized in this chapter describes how transporters play an
important role in the hepatobiliary excretion of drugs, which is also one of the
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determinants for the bioavailability of drugs. The several in vitro systems may be
useful for identifying the substrates and inhibitors for each transporter with desired
transport properties during the screening of drug candidates. By utilizing these in
vitro data, we can construct the physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)model
to predict the time-dependentwhole-body pharmacokinetics in vivoby integrating the
kinetic parameters for each transporter and metabolic enzyme and physiological
parameters such as blood flow rate and protein unbound fraction of drugs in plasma
into the model. Because especially in humans, it is impossible to measure the
concentration in each tissue and the site of actions, it is useful to predict the
pharmacological and toxicological effects of drugs by PBPKmodeling [75]. Also, with
the aid of positron emission tomography (PET) or single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT), we can obtain the detailed data on tissue distribution directly in
humans. Some reports have succeeded in quantifying the drug concentration in
humanbrain [247, 248]. In thefield ofmetabolic enzymes, a set of �probedrug,�which
is a specific substrate of each enzyme, has been established andmetabolic activities of
specific P450s can be directly estimated in human in vivo condition by measuring the
metabolites in the blood andurine after administration of several kinds of probe drugs
(�cocktail approach�) [249]. To establish a set of clinically applicable probe drug and
evaluationmethod for each transporter is important for thephenotypingof transporter
function in humans. Utilizing these tools, more accurate prediction of the transport
function and pharmacokinetics of drugs will be realized in future.

Figure 11.10 Extrapolation of the drug
interaction involving both hepatic uptake and
biliary excretion processes from in vitro
data [246]. Y-axis represents the biliary excretion
clearance of methotrexate in the presence of
several concentrations of probenecid with
respect to circulating plasma. Open square

shows the CLbile,p values of methotrexate
observed in vivo. Closed square and solid line
represent the predicted CLbile,p values derived
from intrinsic biliary excretion clearance
estimated by using the unbound concentration
of the inhibitor in the liver and in the plasma,
respectively.
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12
The Importance of Gut Wall Metabolism
in Determining Drug Bioavailability
Christopher Kohl

Abbreviations

ACAT Advanced compartmental absorption and transit
AUC Area under the curve
CES Carboxylesterase
CYP Cytochrome P450
FDA Food and Drug Administration
NAT N-Acetyltransferase
NCE New chemical entity
PAMPA Parallel artificial membrane permeability assay
PBPK Physiologically-based pharmacokinetics
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
SULT Sulfotransferase
TMF Transport, metabolism, and blood flow
UGT UDP glucuronyltransferase

Symbols

CL Clearance
CL/F Oral clearance
CLh Hepatic clearance
CLint Intrinsic clearance
CLint,g Intestinal intrinsic clearance
CLperm Permeability clearance
D Dose
fabs Fraction absorbed
F Oral bioavailability
Fg Fraction escaping gut wall extraction
Fh Fraction escaping liver extraction
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Fl Fraction escaping lung extraction
fu,b Fraction unbound in blood
h Hour
ka, k01 Absorption rate constant
ima Drug administration into the superior mesenteric artery
ip Drug administration into the portal vein
IV Drug administration via a peripheral vein
min Minutes
ml Milliliters
po Drug administration via the oral route
Qg Gut mucosal blood flow
Qh Liver blood flow
Qvilli Blood flow supplying the villi of the intestinal mucosa

12.1
Introduction

Over the past 15 years, the intestinal tract and its drug-metabolizing capacity have
attracted increasing attention from the biomedical community. A number of clinical
reports have surmised claims of a substantial contribution of gut wall first-pass
metabolism to the limited oral bioavailability of well-established drugs such as
cyclosporine, midazolam, nifedipine, and verapamil [1]. These clinical observations
have been supplemented by elegant in vitro studies using molecular biology and
biochemical approaches to identify the abundance and substrate selectivity of drug-
metabolizing enzymes located in the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract. Further-
more, physiologically basedmathematical models have been refined in an attempt to
predict the gut wall first-pass effect of drugs and NCE from in vitro data [2–5]. In this
chapter,wewill explain the physiological context that applies to suchmodels, describe
the enzymes thought to be most important for gut wall metabolism, and review the
utility and appropriateness of the approaches most commonly used. We will also
critically appraise the evidence hitherto available that highlights the relative relevance
of gut wall metabolism in comparison to hepatic metabolism (Figure 12.1).

12.2
Physiology of the Intestinal Mucosa

To assess the impact of drug metabolism in the gut wall on oral bioavailability and
develop adequate models for gut wall metabolism, it is necessary to understand the
physiology of the intestinal mucosa.
The greatest activity of drug-metabolizing enzymes in the gut wall is located in the

epitheliumof themucosa, its superficial lining that faces the lumen of the bowel. The
mucosal epithelium consists of a single layer of enterocytes lining both the crypts
and the villi. The apical membrane of the enterocytes extends in numerous projec-
tions (microvilli) forming the brushbordermembrane and increasing its surface area
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20-fold. These enterocytes have a programmed life span and are continuously
generated in the depth of the crypts. During their maturation, they migrate to the
tip of the villi, and it is here the highest activity of drug-metabolizing enzymes is
found. The time the crypt cells take tomature and ascend to the tip of the villi is about
2–6 days, and one to two enterocytes are renewed per 100 cells and hour. The blood
supply of the villus is provided by arterioles that pass to the tip of the villus (see
Figure 12.2). Here, they spread into many small capillaries, which then drain into a
villus venule. In the villus, afferent arterioles and efferent venules are in very close
vicinity to each other (within 20mm) so that passive diffusion of oxygen, nutrients,
and drugs can occur while effectively bypassing the capillary network at the villus tip
where themajority of drug-metabolizing enzymatic activity is located. This phenom-
enon is called countercurrent exchange and could have implications for the impact of
metabolism in the gut wall after IV dosing [6].

Figure 12.2 Cross section of a villus in the human mucosa of the small intestine.

Figure 12.1 Schematic representation of gut wall and liver first-pass effects.
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The small intestine and the proximal half of the colon are supplied with blood by
the superior mesenteric artery. The blood flow through the superior mesenteric
artery is about 12% of cardiac output (500–700ml/min in humans). Within the walls
of the small intestine, the mesenteric circulation is organized in in-series and in-
parallel relationships. The circulation of the mucosa is in series with the submucosa
from which the mucosal vessels originate, but it is in parallel with the muscularis
layer of the gut wall. Hence, it is important to consider the mucosal blood flow only
and not the total intestinal blood flow when estimating intestinal clearance or
intestinal extraction (see below). The structure of the mesenteric circulation makes
an internal redistribution of intestinal blood flow possible without necessitating
changes in the overall blood supply of the organ. The blood flow to each layer of the
intestinal wall is constantly adapted to the metabolic demands and activity status
prevailing. During absorption, blood flow increases by 30–130%, but the hyperemia
is limited to the exposed segment of the intestine. During exercise, sympathetic
vasoconstriction can shut off the intestinal blood supply for limited time spans in
favor of a redistribution of blood to skeletal muscle and heart. Conversely, after meal
intake, the blood flow to the small intestine is increased, and, as the portal vein is in
series with the superiormesenteric artery, hepatic blood flow is also increased. As we
will see later, increased bloodflowmaywell influence the extent of oral bioavailability.
The blood flow supplying the intestinal mucosa can be estimated at 248ml/min [7].

12.3
Drug-Metabolizing Enzymes in the Human Mucosa

As outlined above, themain drug-metabolizing activity in the gut wall with respect to
phase I and phase II enzymes is located in the enterocytes at the tip of the villi.
Enzymatic activities of colonocytes, the cells lining the colon, are generally lower;
however, the expression of apical efflux transport proteins such as P-glycoprotein in
colonocytes is significant and exceeds than that in enterocytes (see Chapter 10).

12.3.1
Cytochrome P450

The predominant CYP in human enterocytes has been found to be CYP3A4 taking up
about 80% of all intestinal CYP. The CYP3A4 expression appears to slightly decrease
along the length of the small intestine, reaching very low levels in the colonocytes of the
large intestine (only about 1/40 of those in the small intestine). The abundance of
CYP2C9equating toabout15%ofall intestinalCYPfollowsa similarpattern.Prototypi-
cal substrates of CYP2D6 and CYP2C19, such asmetoprolol [8] and omeprazol [9], are
also metabolized in the intestinal mucosa. Considerable activity of CYP3A5 has been
detected in the gut wall of some individuals within the human population [10] with
CYP3A5expressionbeinghigher in the colon than thatofCYP3A4 [1].CYP3A5appears
tometabolizethesamesubstratesasCYP3A4[11],but itislesspronetoinhibition[12,13]
and itmay express regioselectivity differently fromCYP3A4 [14]. For instance, CYP3A5
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metabolizes alprazolam to similar amounts at the 4- and 10-positions,whereasCYP3A4
favors the 4-position by about 10-fold [14]. The large between-subject variability in the
expression levelsofCYP3A5is thought tocontribute to the largely varyingoral clearance
(CL/F)valuesacrossthepatientpopulationseenwithmanyCYP3A4substrates[15].This
is seen in the case of the immunosuppressant tacrolimuswhere oral clearance is faster
depending on the number of CYP3A51 alleles carried [11].
The percentage contributions to the overall intestinal CYP protein are as follows:

CYP3A4 80%, CYP2C9 15%, CYP2C19 2.9%, CYP2J2 1.4%, and CYP2D6 1% [10].
Table 12.1 gives a survey of CYPs identified in the human intestinal tract and
examples of some drugs metabolized by them. The oral bioavailability is quoted in
this table to help make assumptions regarding the propensity of these drugs toward
first-pass metabolism in general and gut wall first-pass metabolism in particular.

12.3.2
Glucuronyltransferase

The major isozymes of the UGT family expressed in the gut wall are UGT1A1,
UGT1A3, UGT1A4, UGT1A8, UGT1A9, UGT1A10, and UGT2B7 [58]. Of these,
UGT1A8 and UGT1A10 are selectively expressed with the intestinal wall. Table 12.2
gives an exemplary survey of drugs predominantly cleared via glucuronidation
(contribution to total CL > 50%) and the UGT isozymes involved.
UGTexpression data assessing the abundance along the intestine appear to be less

robust compared to CYP data, but several UGT isozymes are expressed along the
whole length of the gastrointestinal tract (Figure 12.3, [80]). There is no general trend
in terms of the regional activity. Some of the intestinal UGTactivities are in the range
of those in the liver, for example, for ezetimibe [68] andmycophenolic acid [81], when
CLint values are compared on the basis of milligram microsomal protein. If these
values are scaled up to the whole organs, however, gastrointestinal glucuronidation
rarely exceeds 5% of that of the liver [58].

12.3.3
Sulfotransferase

Studies investigating the expression and activities of SULT in human gut are scarce.
One recent study found that the sulfotransferases SULT1A1, 1A3, 1E1, and 2A1 are
abundant in the cytosol of the gut wall mucosa [82]. SULT1A3 appears to be not
expressed in the liver. In the ileum, higher expression levels (on the basis of ng SULT/
mg of cytosolic protein) compared to the liver were found for SULT1A1, SULT1A3,
and SULT1B1 [82]. Table 12.3 gives drug examples metabolized by gut wall SULT.

12.3.4
Other Enzymes

About a decade ago,microsomal esteraseswere classified into four families (CES1–4)
based on their sequence homology [95]. Of these, only CES2 is expressed in the
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human small intestine, in contrast to the liver that contains enzymes of both CES1
andCES2 families [96]. Interestingly, theCES activity in the human intestine exhibits
no significant proximal-to-distal gradient, in contrast to CYP [96]. Both CES1 and
CES2 also cleave amides [95], as evident by their considerable butanilicaine and
isocarboxazid hydrolase activity (Figure 12.4).

Table 12.1 Drug examples found to be metabolized in the gut wall by CYP.

Drug CYP isozyme Metabolic routes Oral F (%)

Alfentanil 3A4 N-Dealkylation (noralfentanil,
N-phenylpropionamide) [16]

42� 15 [17]

Alprazolam 3A4 Hydroxylation (10-hydroxy, 4-hydroxy) [18] 80–100 [19]
Bufuralol 2D6 Hydroxylation (10-hydroxy) [18, 20] 46 [20]
Buspirone 3A4 N-Dealkylation (1-pyrimidylpiperazine),

hydroxylation (6-hydroxy) [21, 22]
3.9 [23]

Cyclosporin 3A4 AM1-, AM9-, AM4-N-oxidation [24] 22 [25]
Cisapride 3A4 N-Dealkylation (norcisapride),

hydroxylation (2-hydroxy, 4-hydroxy) [26]
42� 11 [27]

Diclofenac 2C9 Hydroxylation (40-hydroxy) [28] 54� 2 [29]
Erythromycin 3A4 N-Dealkylation [30] 35� 2 [29]
Ethinylestradiol 3A4 Hydroxylation (2-hydroxy) [31] 51� 9 [29]
Felodipine 3A4 Ring oxidation [32] 15� 8 [29]
Flunitrazepam 3A4, 2C19 N-Dealkylation (Norflunitrazepam),

hydroxylation (3-hydroxy) [18, 33]
�80 [34]

Flurazepam 3A4 N-Dealkylation [35] 30–60 [36]
Indinavir 3A4 N-Dealkylation, hydroxylation

(trans-indan-OH) [37]
60–65 [38]

Lovastatin 3A4 Hydroxylation (60-exo-methylene,
60-hydroxy, 300-hydroxy) [39]

<5 [29]

Metoprolol 2D6 O-Demethylation, hydroxylation [40, 41] 38� 14 [29]
Midazolam 3A4 Hydroxylation (10-hydroxy, 4-hydroxy) [42] 44� 17 [29]
Nicardipine 3A4 Ring oxidation [32] 18� 11 [29]
Nifedipine 3A4 Ring oxidation [43] 50� 13 [29]
Omeprazole 3A4, 2C19 Hydroxylation (CYP2C19), S-oxidation

(CYP3A4) [44]
53� 29 [29]

Propafenone 3A4, 2D6 N-Dealkylation (CYP3A4), hydroxylation
(CYP2D6) [45]

5–50 [29]

Quinidine 3A4 Hydroxylation (3S-hydroxy),
N-oxidation [46]

71–81 [47]

Rifabutin 3A4 O-Dealkylation (27-O-demethyl),
hydroxylation (20-hydroxy,
31-hydroxy, 32-hydroxy) [48]

20 [49]

Saquinavir 3A4 Hydroxylations [50] 4 [29]
Tacrolimus 3A4 O-Demethylation [51] 16� 7 [29]
Terfenadine 3A4 Hydroxylation, N-dealkylation [52] <5 [29]
Testosterone 3A4 Hydroxylation (6b-hydroxy) [53] 2–4 [54]
Tolbutamide 2C9 Hydroxylation (4-methyl-hydroxy) [55] 93� 10 [36]
Triazolam 3A4 Hydroxylation (10-hydroxy, 4-hydroxy) [42] 44 [29]
Verapamil 3A4, 2C8 N-, O-dealkylation [56, 57] 22� 8 [29]
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Thewide distributionof esterase activity in themucosa of stomach, small intestine,
and colon has been exploited in designing numerous ester prodrugs [97–101].
Examples of successful ester prodrugs hydrolyzed, at least in part, in the gastroin-
testinal mucosa are ramipril [102], simvastatin [103], and bacampicillin [104].

Table 12.2 Drug examples found to be metabolized in the gut wall by UGT.

Drug UGT isozyme Metabolic routes Oral F (%)

Codeine 2B4, 2B7 6-O-Glucuronide [59] 50� 7 [60]
Morphine 2B4, 2B7 3-O-Glucuronide,

6-O-glucuronide [59]
24� 12 [61]

1A3 3-O-glucuronide [62]
1A8 3-O-glucuronide,

6-O-glucuronide [63]
Naloxone 2B7 3-O-Glucuronide [64] 2 [58]

1A8 3-O-Glucuronide [63]
Zidovudin 2B7 50-O-Glucuronide [59] 75� 15 [65]
Paracetamol 1A1, 1A6, 1A9, 1A10 Phenolic O-glucuronide [66] 89� 4 [67]
Ezetimibe 1A1, 1A3, 2B15 Phenolic 40-O-glucuronide [68] 35–60 [69]
Rac-ketoprofen 1A3, A9, 1A10, 2B7 Acyl glucuronide [70] 85� 21 [71]
Mycophenolic Acid
(sodium salt)

1A8, 1A9 Phenolic 7-O-glucuronide [72],
acyl glucuronide (minor) [73]

72 [74]

2B7 Acyl glucuronide (minor) [73]
Raloxifene 1A1, 1A8 40-O-Glucuronide (major),

6-O-glucuronide (minor) [75]
2 [76]

1A10 40-O-glucuronide [75]
Resveratrol 1A6, 1A8, 1A10 40-O-Glucuronide,

3-O-glucuronide [77]
<5 [78]

1A1 3-O-Glucuronide [79]
1A9 40-O-Glucuronide [79]

Figure 12.3 Distribution of UGT isozymes in the human gastrointestinal mucosa.
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In addition, the activation of the anticancer drug irinotecan to its activeprincipal
SN-38 occurs by CES2 [105–107], and its gastrointestinal toxicity has been associated
with local SN-38 liberation in the gut mucosa [106].
The human Caco-2 cell line has been shown to be of limited value as an in vitro

model for the absorption and enzymatic cleavage of ester prodrugs in the gut wall
mucosa because the expression pattern of CES1 and CES2 resemblesmore closely to
the liver rather than the intestine [107].
For CES, there appear to be no regional differences in the small intestine for the

N-acetyltransferase (NAT) activity [108]. The presence of bothNATisozymeshas been
demonstrated in the human gut mucosa by using the prototypical substrates
p-aminobenzoic acid (NAT1) and sulfamethazine (NAT2) [109, 110]. The active
metabolites 5-aminosalicylic acid and sulfapyridine of the prodrug sulfasalazine
undergo extensive presystemic acetylation in the small intestine [111].
Alcohol dehydrogenases (ADHs), epoxide hydrolase (hydratase), S-methyltrans-

ferase, thiopurine methyltransferase, and glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) are also
expressed in the gastrointestinal mucosa [29], but they are of relatively minor
importance for the metabolism of drugs and will not be considered here.

Table 12.3 Drug examples found to be metabolized in the gut wall by SULT.

Drug SULT isozyme Metabolic routes Oral F (%)

Paracetamol 1A1 [83] 4-O-Sulfate 89� 4 [67]
Minoxidil 1A1 [83] 1-N-Sulfate 95 [36]
Dobutamine 1A3 [84] Phenolic sulfate No data
Apomorphine 1A3 [84] Phenolic sulfate <4 [85]

1A1 [86] Phenolic sulfate
Ethinylestradiol 1E1 [82] 3-O-Sulfate 51� 9 [29]
Tibolone 2A1 [87] 17-O-Sulfate [88] No data
Terbutaline 1A1, 1A3 [89, 90] Catechol-O-sulfate 10–15 [91]
Isoproterenol 1A3 [84, 92] Catechol-O-sulfate No data
Salbutamol 1A1 [83], 1A3 [93] 4-O-Sulfate 49 [94]

Figure 12.4 Chemical structures of butanilicaine (left) and
isocarboxazid (right). The arrow indicates the site of hydrolysis.
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12.4
Oral Bioavailability

The FDA definition given in CFR 21.320.1 refers to bioavailability as �the rate and
extent to which the active drug ingredient or therapeutic moiety is absorbed from a
drug product and becomes available at the site of action.� This phrasing has led to a
considerable confusion and sometimesmisinterpretation of published data [19], and,
as a consequence, the terms oral bioavailability and oral absorption are often used
interchangeably in the scientific literature [112]. However, in the context of a more
mechanistic interpretation of pharmacokinetic data, the separation of the two
expressions is desired.
Wewill refer to oral absorption as the �movement of drug across the outermucosal

membranes of the GI tract� [112], whereas oral bioavailability is �that fraction of the
dose that reaches the general circulation unchanged� [113]. The general circulation is
defined experimentally in terms of a blood vessel in the peripheral circulation.
As in humans ethical constraints limit sampling sites to peripheral blood vessels,

�absorption� cannot directly be estimated. Hence, the �absorption rate� (ka, k01) as
calculated from peripheral plasma concentration data by compartmental or noncom-
partmentalmodels reflects rather an �oral bioavailability rate,� unless any gut wall and
liver first-pass elimination is ruled out [112].
The oral bioavailability F consists of the fractions that survive the various barriers

posed by successive organs [114]:

F ¼ f abs �Fg �Fh �Fl; ð12:1Þ

where fabs is the fraction absorbed from the intestinal lumen and Fg, Fh, and Fl are the
fractions escaping extraction in the intestinal mucosa, liver, and lung, respectively.
Unfortunately, standard PK sampling regimes do not allow the estimation of fabs.
However, the estimation of the product of fabs �Fg is possible in the preclinical setting
after administration of an oral and intraportal dose according to

f abs �Fg ¼ Dip

Dpo � AUCpo

AUCip ; ð12:2Þ

where Dip and Dpo are the intraportal and oral dose, respectively, and AUCpo and
AUCip denote the AUC after oral and intraportal administration [113] (see
Figure 12.5).
fabs can be estimated according to Equation 12.3 by administering a dose into the

superior (cranial) mesenteric artery (Dima) and relating the AUC measured from
peripheral vein sampling (AUCima) to the AUC measured after an oral dose
(AUCpo):

f abs ¼
Dima

Dpo � AUCpo

AUCima : ð12:3Þ
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Finally, Fg is derived experimentally from peripheral venous plasma concentra-
tions after dosing to the hepatic portal vein and the superior mesenteric artery,
respectively, according to Equation 12.4:

Fg ¼ Dip

Dima �
AUCima

AUCip : ð12:4Þ

As these experimental approaches are clearly not applicable to clinical testing,
indirect approaches have been used to delineate fabs �Fg [115–118], often making
assumptions not necessarily valid (e.g., fabs¼ 1) or using PBPK models not entirely
adequate [2].

12.4.1
In Vivo Approaches to Differentiate Between Intestinal and Hepatic First-Pass
Metabolism

Owing to ethical constraints, the direct assessment of intestinal metabolism occur-
ring in humans in vivo can only be undertaken at rare occasions, as it requires access
to hepatic portal blood. For instance, transumbilical portal vein catherization can be
justified only in patients requiring portal venous system radiography or regional
cancer chemotherapy [118]. If the fraction absorbed is known, the extent of intestinal
metabolism can then be estimated from drug and metabolite measurements in
hepatic portal blood. This way, Lund et al. have demonstrated the almost complete
hydrolysis of pivampicillin to ampicillin by the gut wall [119]. Mahon et al. found
higher concentrations of mono- and didesethyl metabolites of flurazepam in the
portal venous blood compared to hepatic venous or peripheral arterial blood follow-
ing duodenal flurazepam administration to two intensive care patients [120].

Figure 12.5 Schematic diagram of relative location of
administration and sampling sites (for abbreviations see text).
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The evaluation of the extent of drug metabolism in the intestinal wall can also be
carried out in patients with a portocaval anastomosis where portal blood (i.e., all the
venous return from the stomach, small intestine, and colon) bypasses the liver. In
these �anhepatic� patients, no hepatic first-pass metabolism should occur. Compar-
ing AUC after duodenal administration of a drug dose during the �anhepatic phase�
and another dose given after the liver is in place will make it possible to calculate
fabs� Fg (Equation 12.1). Unless a further IV dose can be administered, Fg can be
estimated only under the assumption that absorption is complete (fabs¼ 1). Other
assumptions to bemade are linear pharmacokinetics, negligible enterocytic metabo-
lism following drug supply via the mesenteric artery (i.e., after IV administration),
and no differential influence of the general anesthesia on intestinal and hepatic
clearance [4]. The few drugs that have been investigated in anhepatic patients include
propranolol [121], midazolam [122], and cyclosporin [123]. For propranolol, no
significant gut wall metabolism was detected suggesting that the low oral bioavail-
ability is rather a result of extensive hepatic first-passmetabolism [121]. In the case of
midazolam, however, Paine et al. were able to show very significant gut mucosal
metabolism (mean intestinal first-pass extraction fraction of 43%) and estimated Fg
as 0.57� 0.27 [122]. Similarly, Watkins and coworkers found unambiguously the
primary cyclosporine metabolites in the hepatic portal vein and systemic blood of
anhepatic patients during liver transplantation and concluded that these metabolites
were of intestinal mucosal origin [123], assuming that other organs, such as the
lungs, did not contribute to extrahepatic metabolism.
Another way to estimate presystemicmetabolism in the gut wall ismore amenable

to routine clinical practice and involves drug administration via intravenous and oral
routes. In addition to the assumptions outlined for anhepatic patients, this method
assumes an average liver blood that does not change during treatment and uses a
simple PBPK model to estimate Fg according to Equation 12.5:

Fg ¼ F
f abs �Fh

; ð12:5Þ

whereF is determined from the experimental data after IVand po administration, fabs
is assumed to be 1, andFh is estimated from the IVdata according to (12.6), correcting
total CL for renal CL and assuming that all nonrenal CL is hepatic.

Fh ¼ 1�CLh
Qh

: ð12:6Þ

With thismethod, Tateishi et al. estimatedFg ofmidazolamas 0.53� 0.22, which is in
good agreement with the anhepatic data [124].
The indirect approach by po/IV comparison can be refined by interaction studies

attempting to selectively inhibit or induce gut wall metabolism. Grapefruit juice is
assumed to selectively cause a mechanism-based inhibition of gut wall CYP3A
enzymes, and Kupferschmidt et al. have used this method to derive Fg of 0.69� 0.31
formidazolam [125]. Similarly, Benet and coworkers have extended the original work
on cyclosporin byWatkins� group [123] through interaction studies with the CYP3A4
inducer rifampin [126, 127] and the CYP3A4 inhibitor ketoconazole [128]. Other
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CYP3A4 substrates whose poor oral bioavailability has been ascribed to extensive
intestinal (next to hepatic) first-pass extraction are verapamil and nifedipine.
In both cases, the IV/po approach combined with administration of the inducer
rifampin was used to argue for extensive gut wall extraction [129, 130]. The results of
the former trial have been confirmed using St John�s wort as an inducer and
controling absorption by jejunal single-pass perfusion [131]. Alfentanil, metabolized
almost exclusively by CYP3A4, exhibited substantial gut wall extraction (Fg¼ 0.56
� 0.18) as adjudged from IV/po studies and coadministration of rifampin (CYP3A4
induction), troleandomycin (CYP3A4 inhibition), or grapefruit juice [17].
In summary, recent clinical studies have indicated that the small intestine

contributes substantially to the overall first-pass metabolism of CYP3A4 substrates
such as cyclosporin, nifedipine, midazolam, verapamil, and alfentanil. Much of the
evidence has been derived indirectly from comparisons of areas under the plasma
concentration curves (AUCs) after IV and po administrations and additional studies
investigating the effect of coadministered CYP3A4 inhibitors and inducers. The
absence of well-established clinical inhibitors/inducers for non-CYP3A enzymes
may help rationalize the relative lack of clinical studies indicating significant
involvement of other drug-metabolizing enzymes in gut wall first-pass extraction.
Clearly, some of the assumptions made in those indirect studies have not yet been
tested. For instance, it is often assumed that the systemic clearance of a drug after an
IV dose reflects only hepatic elimination and that metabolism of the systematically
available drug by intestinal enzymes is negligible. Only then can hepatic extraction be
calculated directly from the observed total CL after IVadministration and the reported
values of hepatic blood flow. This allows then the indirect estimation of Fg according
to Equation 12.5.Owing to the potential countercurrent exchange and plasmaprotein
binding, the fraction of the systemically available drug metabolized by the intestine
may indeed not be as great as that which occurs during absorption. However, it
appears unrealistic to neglect completely the intestinal metabolism of drugs when
delivered from the systemic circulation. For instance, Paine et al. [122] estimatedFg of
midazolam in anhepatic patients after IVadministration as 0.92 (0.75–1). The neglect
of the contribution of the intestinal mucosa to total clearance after IVadministration
may hence lead to an overestimation of the gut wall first-pass effect. Further
uncertainties include the variability in hepatic blood flow and fabs [115]. In this
context, it should also be borne inmind that the clinical methods available allow only
a realistic (i.e., without assumption regarding fabs) estimation of the product fabs� fg.
The obvious clinical limitations in directly assessing gut wall metabolism in

humans underline the importance of modeling approaches. These will be briefly
reviewed in Section 12.4.3.

12.4.2
In Vitro Approaches to Estimate Intestinal Metabolism

Owing to the limitations of the methods available to study intestinal metabolism in a
clinical setting (see Section 12.4.1), in vitro approaches with human systems give
important, often the only information accessible on the intestinal metabolism of a
drug or an NCE. Human in vitro systems suitable for the determination of gut
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mucosal CLint values serving as input parameters for computational models
(see Section 12.4.3) comprise whole-tissue models (Ussing chamber, precision-cut
intestinal slices), cellular models (shed enterocytes), and subcellular fractions
(gut mucosal microsomes).
Complete human intestinal mucosal sheets can be investigated in the Ussing

diffusion chamber. This experimental setupmakes it possible not only to investigate
mucosal metabolism in different gut segments along the length of the intestine but
also to conduct vectorial transport of drug and metabolites formed in situ [132].
If carried out competently, experiments with Ussing preparations can be character-
ized by high metabolic activity, good activity of transport proteins, and high tissue
viability including membrane integrity. Issues are the supply of suitable, fresh
human tissue, and the need for rapid, but careful, tissue preparation including the
removal of muscle layers and serosa.
Precision-cut human mucosal slices are prepared with a Krumdieck tissue

slicer [132]. A study comparing precision-cut slices and intestinal sheets in the
Ussing chamber found comparable utility of both approaches to assess intestinal
metabolism [132]. Formation rates of midazolam 10-hydroxylation (CYP3A4/5),
diclofenac 40-hydroxylation (CYP2C9), bufuralol hydroxylation (CYP2D6), 7-hydro-
xycoumarin sulfation, and glucuronidation were found to be constant for up to 4 h in
both precision-cut slices and Ussing chamber setup [132].
Shed enterocytes constitute a very elegant cellular in vitro model of human gut

metabolism [133]. About 15–30 million enterocytes are shed per minute into the
lumen of the gastrointestinal tract, and these cells can be collected by segmental
jejunal perfusion fromhealthy volunteers. Themajority of shed enterocytes collected
this way were nonapoptotic and metabolically fully competent. Obstacles to more
widespread use of this tool are the still very limited availability and very high price.
Gut mucosal microsomes are the most widespread in vitro tool because of their

ease to use, commercial availability, and their amenability to long-term storage. Over
the past decade, considerable improvements in the preparationmethods of intestinal
microsomes have been made resulting in a better preservation of CYP activity.
Intestinal microsomes prepared by enterocyte elution [134] appear to have generally
higher activities compared to those prepared from mucosal scrapings [135].

12.4.3
Computational Approaches to Estimate and to Predict Human Intestinal Metabolism

The lack of generally applicable direct methods to measure intestinal metabolism in
humans (see Section 12.4.1) emphasizes the need for reliable computational models
to differentiate intestinal metabolism from hepatic first-pass metabolism. Histori-
cally, the well-stirred (venous equilibrium) model has been adapted to the gut [1, 29]
and used for these predictions according to Equation 12.7:

Fg ¼
Qg

ð f u;b �CLint;gÞþQg
; ð12:7Þ

whereQg represents the mucosal blood flow, fu,b the unbound fraction in blood, and
CLint,g the intestinal intrinsic clearance. It has been questioned whether the
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well-stirred model is adequate for intestinal first-pass metabolism, because the drug
is not delivered by the blood to the mucosa, and the influence of plasma protein
binding on the vectorial movement of drug from the intestinal lumen to the
vasculature is unknown [2, 4, 5]. This approach has been defended by pointing out
that mucosal blood flow and plasma protein binding do influence the residence time
in enterocytes by drawing drug away from the metabolizing enzymes [29]. However,
the main argument against the �intestinal well-stirred model� is its poor predicti-
vity [2, 4, 5]. Tummel et al. [29] predicted Fg of 12 CYP3A4 substrates and found up to
15-fold prediction errors with a trend for overpredicting Fg [5]. The poor predictivity
has been confirmed by Yang et al., particularly when fu,b was included in themodel [4].
Someof theapparent inadequacyof thewell-stirredgutmodelcanpossiblybeexplained
by the limitations of the �measured� data (seeSection 12.4.1) and theuse of suboptimal
intestinal microsomal data to estimate CLint,g (see Section 12.4.2). It has also been put
forward that an intestinal parallel-tubemodel should better reflectmucosal physiology,
as less stirring of the blood is expected compared to that of the liver [5].
To overcome the shortcomings of the intestinal well-stirred model, Yang et al.

proposed the �Qgut model� [4]. This model maintains the basic equation of the well-
stirred model, but expands the flow term into a hybrid of both permeability through
the enterocyte membrane defined by CLperm and villous blood flow (Qvilli) according
to Equation 12.8:

Qgut ¼
Qvilli �CLperm
Qvilli þCLperm

: ð12:8Þ

CLperm can be derived from in vitro permeability experiments (Caco-2, MDCK cells,
and PAMPA) or in silico from polar surface area and the number of hydrogen-bond
donors [4]. Yang et al. found a clear superiority of theQgut model over the well-stirred
model in terms of accuracy and precision, particularly when plasma protein binding
was ignored [4]. This simplified the model to (12.9):

Fg ¼ Qvilli

Qvilli þCLint;g � ð1þðQvilli=CLpremÞÞ
: ð12:9Þ

The Qgut model can be regarded as the minimal version of the TMF (transport,
metabolism, and blood flow) model proposed by Mizuma [2, 136]. An intestinal
permeability termwasalso incorporatedbyFagerholmintohis approach topredict gut
wallfirst-passextraction [5]. Insteadof relyingonscaling factors toconvert in vitroCLint
into in vivo CLint and on assumptions regarding blood flow values, Fagerholm used
verapamilasareferencecompoundwithknownmucosalextractionandknown invitro
CLint. Using hismethod, Fagerholm predicted the first-pass in vivo gut wall extraction
of midazolam, bromocriptine, nifedipine, and diltiazem with little error [5].
These simple models based on the assumption of a single intestinal compartment

have been refined to the advanced compartmental absorption and transport model
that allows transit and differential expression of enzymes and transporters down the
length of the gastrointestinal tract including pH, fluid, and blood flow differences [3].
TheACATmodel is based on a series of integrated differential equations andhas been
implemented in the commercial software Gastroplus (see Chapter 17).
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12.5
Clinical Relevance of Gut Wall First-Pass Metabolism

Gut wall metabolism as a major determinant for poor oral bioavailability is still a
matter of debate within the scientific community [1, 115, 117]. In general, the
metabolic capacity of the intestinal tract appears inferior to that of the liver, but for
a number of drug molecules such as midazolam, nifedipine, verapamil, tacroli-
mus, and saquinavir, gastrointestinal first-pass elimination is substantial. This
appears to be particularly true for CYP3A substrates, though the total intestinal
CYP3A amount is only about 1% of that in the liver [10]. However, it has been
argued that drug exposure to the enterocytic metabolizing enzymes is probably
greater than that in the liver where it is limited by fast blood flow and the impact
of binding to blood components [4]. In contrast, all drug absorbed into the
enterocyte could be freely accessible to drug-metabolizing enzymes, limited only
by the flux through the cell and assuming negligible intracellular binding. The
higher substrate accessibility might result in more likely enzyme saturation in the
mucosa, but this could be offset by recycling and dilution via efflux transport
proteins. On the other hand, saturation of intestinal efflux transporters following
oral dosing and high luminal concentrations is also a realistic possibility. Owing to
experimental limitations, clinically relevant gut wall first-pass metabolism is often
discovered only after studies utilizing the complete inhibition of intestinal CYP3A
following the ingestion of grapefruit juice are done. In this setting, significant
increases in oral exposure have been observed for midazolam [125], buspir-
one [137], felodipine [138], lovastatin [139], simvastatin [140], cyclosporin [25],
nifedipine [141], and cisapride [142]. It is tempting to speculate that detection of
clinically relevant intestinal metabolism of non-CYP3A substrates has been
hindered by missing gut-selective inhibitors of those enzymes.
Still, from a pharmaceutical industry perspective, drug candidate attrition rates

owing to an unexpectedly high gastrointestinal first-pass effect are low, because the
majority of intestinal metabolic liabilities will have been readily detected in systems
geared toward hepatic metabolism.
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13
Modified Cell Lines
Guangqing Xiao and Charles L. Crespi

Abbreviations

ASBT Apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter (also designated as
SLC10A2)

BCRP Breast cancer resistance protein (also designated as ABCG2)
Caco-2 Human colon adenocarcinoma cell line used as absorption model
cDNA Complementary deoxyribonucleic acid
CYP Cytochrome P450
CYP-OR Cytochrome P450:NADPH oxidoreductase
LLC-PK1 Porcine kidney cell line used as absorption model
MCT Monocarboxylate transporter (also designated as SLC16)
MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney cell line used as absorption model
MDR1 Multidrug resistance protein 1 (also designated P-gp and ABCB1)
MRP1 Multidrug resistance associated protein 1 (also designated ABCC1)
MRP2 Multidrug resistance associated protein 2 (also designated ABCC2)
OATP Organic anion transporting polypeptide (also designated as SLCO

or SLC21)
PEPT Peptide transporter (also designated as SLC15)
TEER Transepithelial electrical resistance

13.1
Introduction

The extent of oral absorption of a drug depends on physical properties of the drug
(e.g., solubility and membrane permeability) and its interaction with various enzy-
matic processes of an organism. The two most prominent enzymatic systems are
drug metabolic enzymes and drug transporters. Both metabolic enzymes and
transporters exist as many related forms that generally have distinct, yet potentially
overlapping, substrate specificities.
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The action of drug metabolizing enzymes may decrease oral bioavailability by
metabolizing a portion of the drug that has been absorbed before it enters circulation.
Human drug metabolizing enzymes have been extensively studied for decades and
are now well characterized. Metabolic enzyme-specific substrate, inhibitor, and
antibody in vitro probe reagents as well as authentic standards are available for most
of the major enzymes. These allow the establishment of the relative and absolute
amounts of metabolism by individual enzymes and prediction of drug–drug inter-
actions. In addition, a number of in vivo probes are available. In vivo studies are
essential to validate predictive models based upon in vitro measurements.
Thereare anumberofdrug transporters that areexpressed invarious tissues including

the intestine. Intestinal drug transporters can either increase or decrease oral bioavail-
ability depending on whether the transporter facilitates or impedes drug uptake into the
enterocyte (which is generally regarded as rate limiting). The impact of transporters on
drug bioavailability and drug disposition has been investigated extensively in the last few
years. However, the research is still hampered by the lack of comprehensive set of
reagents (specific substrates and inhibitors) and standards. As with the metabolic
enzymes, the goal for drug transporters is to develop predictive in vitro models.
To conduct basic research and address the need for reagents and standards, cell

lines have been modified so that the function of metabolizing enzymes and
transporters can be examined individually. These cell lines can serve as a source
of active protein to validate a chemical as a substrate or inhibitor or as a source of
protein to validate the specificity of an antibody. For this approach to be robust for
establishing specificity (and to minimize false-negative findings), all of the key
proteins need to be available and active in the system.However, as specific probes are
being identified and developed, useful mechanistic studies can be performed on
transporters and substrates/inhibitors, which are currently available.
There is also a need for cell systems that express a multiplicity of metabolic

enzymes and transporters to assess drug disposition in vivo. Cell line modification
through cDNA expression can be used to add missing functions to cells that are
known to express only a subset of needed enzymes or transporters known to be
present in vivo. Cell lines can also be modified by deleting a natively expressed
transporter so that the cell lines are more selective for other transporters. In both
ways, the in vitro testing models can be improved.
This chapter describes some of the modified mammalian cell-based systems that

have been developed to express intestinal cytochrome P450 enzymes and intestinal
transporters. The reader should be aware that other experimental systems, such as
transporter expression and drug uptake studies in Xenopus laevis oocytes and
baculovirus expression system, have shown considerable promise [1–3].

13.2
Cell/Vector Systems

Modified mammalian cell systems for the study of the role of transporters and/or
metabolism in oral absorption consists of twomain components, the cell line and the
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vector bearing a cDNAencoding the protein of interest. The cell line serves two roles:
first, to support an adequate expression of the cDNA and second, to provide a barrier
function that is generally critical in transporter function assays.
The key function of the vector is to introduce the cDNA under the control of a

strong promoter and, if a stable cell line is to be developed, also to introduce
resistance to a compound that is otherwise toxic to the host cell. This facilitates
selection (only vector-bearing cells grown in special media) of a minority of cells that
have incorporated the vector. There are many adequate expression vectors available
from a number of commercial suppliers. Several classes of vector systems appear
appropriate for transporter expression as integrating, episomal, retroviral, Vaccinia
virus-, and Adenovirus-based systems have all been used successfully in studies
referenced in this chapter.
Analysis of cytochrome P450 function is most commonly performed by analyzing

metabolite formation in culture. This presents an analytical challenge, as during the
drug discovery/lead optimization phases, radiolabeled compounds or authentic
metabolite standards are generally not available. Although the extent of metabolism
could theoretically bemeasured by the loss of parent compound, the extent of the loss
is generally less than 20%, which is difficult to detect reliably and provides a very
narrow dynamic range to rank compounds.
Bidirectional transport assay is most commonly performed to determine trans-

porter function by analyzing rates of drug transport through cell monolayers grown
on membrane support systems (e.g., microporous polycarbonate or polyethylene
terephthalate membrane-containing cell culture inserts). Typically, efflux transpor-
ters such as MDR1 are preferentially expressed on the apical face of the cell and the
apparent permeability of anMDR1substrate is substantially higher in the basolateral-
to-apical direction compared to that in the apical-to-basolateral direction. In the
transport assay, rates of drug permeation aremeasured in two directions. Figure 13.1
provides a diagram of the assay. A polarization ratio is calculated as the apparent
permeability in the basolateral-to-apical direction divided by the apparent perme-
ability in the apical-to-basolateral direction. Presumably, polarization ratios greater
than unity imply an active efflux transport. However, in practice, polarization ratios
greater than 2 are used as an indictor for solid active efflux transport due to
experimental errors. The parent compound is the analyte in these assays, and
automation-compatible membrane insert systems (24-well) have been available for
a number of years. More recently, 96-well insert systems have been introduced.
Alternatively, the transporter function can be analyzed by accumulation or efflux

assay. Accumulation assay is generally used to determine substrate accumulation rate
into the cells mediated by uptake transporters, whereas efflux assay is generally used
to determine substrate efflux rate of the cells mediated by efflux transporters. For
efflux assay, cells are preincubated with the substrate.
For efflux transporters, however, the functional interaction between the drug and

the transporter occurs in the intracellular space. Some substrates, particularly the
negatively charged MRP2 substrates, have very low permeability and in the absence
of an uptake transporter may not give detectable transport. In these cases, double-
transfected cell lines have been developed so that compounds with low permeability
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can get in cells via uptake transporters [4]. Another system that has been analyzed
uses membrane vesicles prepared from transfected (and control) cells [5]. Generally,
studies with membrane vesicles require the use of radiolabeled substrate material,
which is generally not available for all compounds in a drug discovery/lead optimi-
zation program.
Two properties determine the usefulness of a cell line as a particular host for cDNA

expression. These are

(1) The extent to which the cell line supports an appropriate functional expression of
the cDNA. The level of expression achieved is determined by interactions of the
vector/expressed protein with the cell. These interactions include the strength of
the promoter (weaker promoters can be compensated for by using a vector that is
present at high copy number), the adequacy of the selective agent (not all agents
are toxic to all cells), the stability of the expressed protein (some proteins may be
rapidly degraded in some cells), and whether the expressed protein exerts any
deleterious effect on the viability of host cells (some efflux transporters could
deplete the cell of essential components, such as GSH). If cytochromes P450 are
to be expressed, the necessary redox partners (oxidoreductase (OR) and cyto-
chrome b5) also need to be expressed natively in the host cell (coexpression is also
an option). Finally, for bidirectional transport assay, transporters must be
expressed in a polarized manner in the host cell (i.e., preferentially either on
the basolateral side or apical side of the cell).

(2) The extent to which the cell line is appropriate for drugmetabolism and transport
studies. If drug bidirectional transport studies are to be performed, the cell
line needs to formmonolayers with tight cell–cell junctions. If cell–cell junctions
are loose, background (or nontransporter-dependent) paracellular drug transport

Figure 13.1 Schematic diagram of drug transport assay in
cell monolayers cultured on a culture insert containing permeable
membrane.
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will be high. In addition, if a panel of cells expressing individual transporters is
being developed, expression of any native drug metabolism enzymes or trans-
porters should be low as these native processes introduce background to the
system.

Three cell lines, Caco-2,MDCK, and LLC-PK1, have beenmost commonly used for
cDNA expression. All three of these cell lines have very low levels of oxidative drug
metabolism, although variants of Caco-2 and LLC-PK1, cultured under appropriate
conditions, have been reported to express significant levels of CYP3A subfamily
enzymes [6–8]. BesideMDR1, Caco-2 cells have been reported to express a significant
number of uptake and efflux transporters, such as MRP2-6, BCRP, OATP1A2,
OATP2B1, OCT1, MCT1, and PEPT1 [9–13]. It should be noted that mRNA expres-
sion levelsmay change in different Caco-2 clones [12, 13], so transporter levels should
be carefully characterized in a particular Caco-2 cell clone.
Owing to the overlapped substrate selectivity of transporters expressed in Caco-2

cells, a particular transporter can be knocked out by using RNAi technology to
improve assay selectivity [14].
Using putative MDR1 substrates, MDCK cells express substantially higher levels

of native efflux transporters than those of LLC-PK1 cells. Everything else being equal,
the LLC-PK1 model is preferred because it forms high-quality monolayers and has
low levels of native transporters.

13.3
Expression of Individual Metabolic Enzymes

Most interest has focused on oxidative enzymes of the cytochrome P450 (CYP) class,
which are expressed not only in the liver to the highest degree but also in the intestine
to a significant degree. Conjugating enzymes are also expressed in the intes-
tine [15, 16]. Human intestine appears to be relatively rich in CYP3A4 (which is
also abundant in the liver), and intestinal CYP3A4 can significantly contribute to the
first-passmetabolismof drugs such asmidazolam, cyclosporinA, and verapamil [17].
Human intestine has also been reported to contain lower levels of CYP2C9,
CYP2C19, CYP2D6, and CYP1A1 [18, 19]. However, because of low abundance, it
appears unlikely that the presence of these enzymes in the intestine significantly
reduces oral bioavailability (relative to the impact on first-pass metabolism in
the liver).
Catalytic activity of CYP enzymes requires functional coupling with its redox

partners, cytochrome P450:NADPH oxidoreductase and cytochrome b5. Measurable
levels of these two proteins are natively expressed in most mammalian cell lines.
Therefore, introduction of only the CYP cDNA is generally needed for detectable
catalytic activity. However, the levels of expression of the redox partner proteins may
be low and may not support maximal CYP catalytic activity; therefore, enhancement
of OR levels may be desirable. This approach has been used successfully with an
Adenovirus expression system in LLC-PK1 cells [20].
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Because of its importance in first-pass metabolism, there has been a consider-
able interest in introducing CYP3A4 into cell systems. This protein is normally not
expressed in cell lines and was introduced into Caco-2 cells with the goal of
improving this common screening model. The first reported expression of a drug-
metabolizing enzyme in a drug permeability model was of CYP3A4 in Caco-2
cells [21]. CYP3A4 catalytic activities were increased about 100-fold relative to
control cells but still well below than that found in the intestine. However, it was
noted that expression of CYP3A4 markedly reduced the proliferative capacity of
the Caco-2 cells (relative to CYP2A6-expressing and control cells). Nonetheless,
expression of CYP3A4 did not alter transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER)
values or the permeability of model compounds. Coexpressing OR did not
substantially elevate CYP3A4 catalytic activity (on a milligram cellular protein
basis) [22]. However, 4-fold and 16-fold higher catalytic activities were obtained
using the same expression system with MDCK and LLC-PK1 cells as hosts [23].
Similarly, high levels of expression were obtained in the LLC-PK1 model using an
Adenovirus vector [20].
Levels of CYP3A4 activity in LLC-PK1 models appear to be comparable to those

found in human intestine [23], and a significant first-pass effect has been observed as
CYP3A4 substrates pass through monolayers. For example, in the LLC-PK1 model,
up to 19% of nifedipine was metabolized as it passed through the monolayer. The
LLC-PK1/CYP3A4 systems appear to be a reasonable model for assessing the extent
of any first-pass effect during permeation through the intestine. However, given the
modest amount ofmetabolite formed for nifedipine (an excellent CYP3A4 substrate),
there appears to be little reason to adopt these cells as an �improved� screening
model. Alternative approaches, such asmeasuring the rates of parent compound loss
in CYP3A4 microsomal incubations, should be as informative and easier to
implement.
Over the last few years, the impact of interplay between intestinal metabolic

enzymes and transporters on drug first-pass bioavailability has been reported.
CYP3A4-transfected Caco-2 was originally developed to evaluate the first-pass
metabolism [21]. Since it coexpresses both CYP3A4 and MDR1, the cell line has
provided a pivotal experimentmodel to investigate the influence of interplay between
CYP3A4 and MDR1 on drug metabolic extent and extraction ratio of K77 and
sirolimus, substrates of both CYP3A4 and MDR1 [24, 25]. The results indicate that
inhibition of intestinal apical efflux transporters MDR1 and metabolic enzyme
CYP3A4 was synergistic, both reducing drug metabolic extent and extraction ratio.
The results also suggested that, by dosing substrates at the basolateral membrane
side, CYP3A4-transfected Caco-2 cells could be used to assess the interplay between
CYP3A4 and MDR1 in hepatocytes [24–26]. It is expected that the extent of metabo-
lism in intestine could also be affected by the interplay between other apical efflux
transporters and enzymes [26]. However, the research is limited by the availability of
appropriate experiment models.
It has been reported that the CYP3A4 activity in CYP3A4-transfected Caco-2 cells

can be stabilized and improved by adding 5-azacytidine in the culture medium. Cell
monolayer normal growth was not affected by the treatment [22].
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13.4
Expression of Transporters

13.4.1
Efflux Transporters

The identities and roles of many drug transporters are discussed in other chapters in
this volume and are not extensively reintroduced here. The goal is to develop a
comprehensive panel of cells expressing individual, functional transporters as
research reagents. To simplify data interpretation, the set of transporters should be
expressed in the same host cell line and the abundance of functional proteins in the
cell line should be known relative to the corresponding in vivo values.However, useful
mechanistic data can be obtained from less comprehensive systems.
As stated earlier, there are many drug transporters expressed in the intes-

tine [27, 28]. Although the expression levels of some transporters have been
examined, the protein levels remain to be further defined and the methods need
to be standardized. The export proteins MDR1, MRP1, MRP2, and BCRP have been
of particular interest because they are expressed at relatively high levels in the
intestine [27, 28] and are known to function to efflux drugs.
The most extensively studied protein is MDR1, natively expressed in Caco-2 cells.

MDCKandLLC-PK1cellsexpressinghigh levelsofcDNA-derivedhuman(androdent)
MDR1have been developed in several laboratories [29, 30]. The development of these
cell lines has been facilitated by the fact that MDR1 expression confers resistance to
cytotoxic drugs such as vinblastine. This allows direct growth selection of cells
expressing high levels of MDR1. MRP2 and BCRP have been successfully expressed
inMDCKcells [31, 32]. LikeMDR1,MRPsandBCRPexpressioncanconfer resistance
to cytotoxic drugs that can facilitate isolation of cells expressing high levels of
functional protein. Many MRP2 and BCRP substrates have very poor permeability
andwhenaddedtotheextracellularspacecannotreachtheactivesiteof thetransporter.
The issue of substrate access to theMRP2 andBCRPactive site has been addressed by
coexpressing one or multiple uptake transporters, such as OATP1B1 or OATP1B3,
whichallowsanefficientaccesstothesubstratewithintheintracellularspace[4,33,34].
These cell lines were developed primarily to address drug clearance in hepatocytes.
Althoughtheexpressionlevelratioofthetransportersmaybedifferentfromthatunder
physiological conditions, the substrate transport rank order would not be affected
(absolute transport values are affected) since drug uptake is generally the rate-
determining step. This has been demonstrated by in vivo results showing that the
uptake across the sinusoidal membrane determined the biliary clearance of
BQ123 [35]. Results from MDCK cell line coexpressing rat Oatp4 and Mrp2 also
suggested that Oatp2-mediated uptake across basolateral membrane was the rate-
determining process for the transcellular transport of E217bG and pravastatin [36].
That protein expression level ratio is not critical in determining transport rank order
was further confirmedby thegoodcorrelationbetween the transport activity inhuman
and rat double-transfected cell lines, and close prediction of in vivo biliary clearance
from in vitro results obtained from double-transfected cell line [36].
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An alternativemethod to overcome this issue is to performuptake studies by using
membrane vesicles prepared from cDNA-expressing and control cells [5]. Vesicle
preparation and vesicle assays are, however, labor intensive. BCRP,MRPs, and BSEP
inside-out vesicles prepared from insect cells by using baculovirus system are
currently available from BD Biosciences, Solvo, and GenoMembrane.
MDR1-expressing cells have been used extensively to study the extent and rates of

drug transport. Generally, a larger polarization ratio (rate of drug permeation
basolateral to apical divided by the rate of drug permeation apical to basolateral)
in MDR1-expressing cells relative to control cells (or MDR1 cells incubated in the
presence of an MDR1 inhibitor) is considered an evidence for active transport by
MDR1.Polarization ratio values are determinedby both the drug transporting activity
of MDR1 in the system for transporting the drug of interest and the intrinsic
permeability of the molecule. Compounds with higher intrinsic permeability give
lower polarization ratios. In addition, because transport processes are saturable,
polarization ratios tend to decrease with increasing drug concentration. Therefore,
care must be taken in interpreting the significance of polarization ratio values.
There is a need to develop a framework to better understand the conditions under

which efflux transporters will significantly modulate oral bioavailability. Although it
is clear that transport byMDR1 can reduce oral bioavailability,many successful, orally
bioavailable drugs are in vitro substrates for efflux transporters such as MDR1 (e.g.,
digoxin, fexofenadine, cyclosporin A, and erythromycin). One in vivo indication of
role of MDR1 in oral bioavailability has been pharmacokinetic drug–drug interac-
tions between MDR1 inhibitors and nonmetabolized MDR1 substrates such as
digoxin and fexofenadine. Another in vivo manifestation may be nonproportional
pharmacokinetics. For example, the high-affinity MDR1 substrate UK-343 664 (Km

7.3 mM) shows no systemic exposure at doses below 10mg. Between 30 and 800mg,
the systemic exposure increased about 250-fold [37]. It seems reasonable that there is
a region defined by drug dose, drug permeability, efflux enzyme affinity, and efflux
enzyme activity where efflux transport will reduce oral bioavailability. Given that
transporters are saturable, drugs administered at low doses and/or drugs with low
intrinsic permeability aremost likely to have lower oral bioavailability reduced by the
action of efflux transporters. Similarly, drugs with low concentration, low permeabil-
ity, and high affinity to efflux transporters generally have difficulties to cross the
blood–brain barrier. Published data for more drug compounds are needed to define
the combination of conditions that allow MDR1 to significantly reduce oral
bioavailability.
Owing to the potentially profound impact of intestinal efflux transporters on drug

bioavailability [26], a clear priority remains to build up a panel of intestinal efflux
transporters that areexpressed individually inmodifiedcell lines.Theseresearch tools
will be instrumental in identifying and validating selective probe transporter sub-
strates and inhibitors. The availability of suchprobeswill allowabetterunderstanding
of the influence of transporters on in vivo pharmacokinetics. A similar set of probes
has been instrumental in increasing our understanding of the role cytochrome P450
plays in human pharmacokinetics and in avoiding issues associated with these
enzymes.
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In addition, the availability of specific probes for transporters will help generate
data for creating transporter structure–activity models for the transporters [38] and
thus provide the ability to rationally design around any transporter-related issues
associated with a drug candidate series. In addition, specific probe substrates (and
inhibitors) provide a means to relate the levels of transporter function in vitro to the
levels of transporter function in vivo. A quantitative understanding of this relation-
ship is key to developing accurate in vitro to in vivo extrapolationmodels. At present, a
number of relatively selective probes have been reported but there are major gaps in
terms of overall coverage and the degree of specificity. There is also a need to define
the conditions (dose, intrinsic permeability, efflux transporter activity, and affinity)
that efflux transport requires to significantly limit oral bioavailability. Thiswill permit
the analysis of transport and pharmacokinetic parameters formore compounds such
as UK-343 664.

13.4.2
Uptake Transporters

Uptake transporters expressed in intestine can function to increase drug bioavail-
ability. Drugs with low intrinsic permeability achieve acceptable oral bioavailability
because they are substrates for uptake transporters that normally function in nutrient
uptake. Compared to efflux transporters, less is known about intestinal drug uptake
transporters. So far, the most prominent example is the peptide transporter, PEPT1,
which is active toward peptidomimetic antibiotics such as cephalexin, the antiviral
agent valacyclovir [39], and other drugs. Caco-2 cell is a suitable model for intestinal
peptide transport studies since it expresses the intestinal peptide transporter PEPT1,
but not the renal peptide transporter PEPT2 [40]. Hþ/peptide transport activity was
also observed in MDCK, but not in LLC-PK1 [41]. Further studies indicated that, in
addition to PEPT1 expressing at the apical membranes, a different peptide trans-
porter expresses natively at the basolateral membranes of both Caco-2 and MDCK
monolayers [42, 43]. Recombinant humanPEPT1has also been expressed inChinese
hamster ovary cells and MDCK cells [44, 45].
The reabsorption of conjugated bile acids is mediated by ASBT, which is localized

on the apical membrane of ileal enterocytes in mammals. ASBT is a drug target not
only to lower plasma cholesterol level but also to improve intestinal permeability [46].
Although availablemonolayer cell lines do not express ASBT, it has been expressed in
MDCK cells [47].Human intestine also expressesmultipleMCT isoforms [48]. These
MCTs are responsible for the absorption of short-chain fatty acid. Expression ofMCT
in Caco-2 allows it to be an appropriate model to study short-chain fatty acid
transport [9, 49, 50].
In addition to the above uptake transporters that predominately express in the

intestine, uptake transporters that function in other tissues also express in the
intestine. For example, brain transporter OATP1A2, hepatic transporter OATP1B1,
andOATP1B3have beendetected in human intestine [51]. In the intestine,OATP1A2
is localized on the apical membrane, and is the key uptake transporter for fexofe-
nadine [51] and levofloxacin [12]. OATP1A2 was reported to be natively expressed in
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Caco-2 cells and was thought to be the transporter for levofloxacin uptake in Caco-2
cells [12].

13.5
Summary and Future Perspectives

Intestinal transporters andmetabolic enzymes influence drug oral bioavailability. The
function of these transporters and enzymes has been investigated by using cell lines
that either natively express or aremodified to express transporters and drugmetabolic
enzymes. Cell lines expressingmajor intestinal metabolic enzymes and transporters,
such as CYP3A4,MDR1,MRP2, BCRP, PEPT1, OATP1B1, andOATP1B3, have been
developed. Although the expression levels of some transporters have been examined,
the protein levels remain to be further defined and experimental standards need to be
set up to better interpret results with respect to in vivo impact. Interplay between
intestinal enzymesand transporters also affects drugoral bioavailability.However, due
to the lack of model systems, research into this effect is currently limited to the
interplay betweenMDR1 andCYP3A4. Development of cell lines that coexpress other
intestinal metabolic enzymes and transporters will facilitate these studies. RNAi
technology has been used to knock out a particular transporter to improve assay
selectivity of cell lines. Owing to the limited number of specific substrates and
inhibitors for transporters, this technology can be used as an alternative strategy to
identify and define substrates and inhibitors for transporters.
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Part Four
Computational Approaches to Drug Absorption and Bioavailability





14
Calculated Molecular Properties and Multivariate Statistical
Analysis
Ulf Norinder

Abbreviations

2D Two dimensional
3D Three dimensional
AD Applicability domain
ADME Absorption, distribution metabolism, and excretion
ADMET Absorption, distribution metabolism, excretion, and toxicity
ANN Artificial neural network
ARD Automatic relevance determination
BCI Bernard chemical information
BCUT Burden, CAS, University of Texas descriptors
BNN Bayesian neural network
C4.5 Decision trees using information entropy
CART Classification and regression tree
ClogP Calculated partition coefficient between octanol and water
CoMFA Comparative molecular field analysis
CV Cross-validation
DECORATE Diverse ensemble creation by oppositional relabeling of artificial

training examples
Fa Fraction absorbed
FFD Fractional factorial design
FIRM Formal inference-based recursive modeling
FLAPs Fingerprints for ligands and proteins
FNHS Fractional negative hydrophobic surface area
FPHS Fractional positive hydrophobic surface area
GAs Genetic algorithms
GP Genetic programming
G-REX Genetic rule extraction
hERG Human ether-a-go-go related gene
HMLP Heuristic molecular lipophilicity potential
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LDA Linear discriminant analysis
LOO-CV Leave-one-out cross-validation
LMO-CV Leave-multiple-out cross-validation
MACC Maximum auto- and cross-correlation
MIF Molecular interaction field
MLP Molecular lipophilicity potential
MLR Multiple linear regression
MOE Molecular operating environment
NN Neural network
OD Onion design
P-gp P-Glycoprotein
PCA Principal component analysis
RDS Rule discovery system
PLS Partial least square projection to latent structures
QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationship
RNH Relative hydrophilicity
RPH Relative hydrophobicity
PNHS Partial negative hydrophobic surface area
PPHS Partial positive hydrophobic surface area
PSA Polar surface area
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
RP Recursive partitioning
SFD Space-filling design
SVM Support vector machine
TPSA Topological polar surface area
WDI World Drug Index
WHIM Weighted holistic invariant molecular descriptors
WNHS Weighted negative hydrophobic surface area
WPHS Weighted positive hydrophobic surface area

Symbols

A% Percentage absorbed
A Abraham hydrogen-bond acidity parameter
B Abraham hydrogen-bond basicity parameter
Cd Hydrogen-bond donor factor
Ca Hydrogen-bond acceptor factor
d, dv Kier–Hall molecular connectivity chi parameter
E Abraham excess molar refraction parameter
logP log10 of partition coefficient between octanol and water
S Dipolarity/polarizability solute–solvent interactions
V McGowan characteristic volume
q2 Cross-validated coefficient of determination
r2 Coefficient of determination (correlation coefficient)
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14.1
Introduction

To derive statistically good and predictive models, there are some aspects to
consider. The investigated data set should have a reasonable spread with respect to
continuous target values, for example, biological activities or some ADME-related
property, of approximately three orders of magnitude or more, and the target
values should also be reasonably well distributed. For deriving good and predictive
classification models, the investigated classes should either be well balanced from
the start, that is, the number of objects in each class are approximately the same,
or should be balanced during the analysis by some appropriate weighting scheme.
However, there are additional requirements that will need attention to consider a
derived model robust with good forecasting ability. The investigated objects, for
example, chemical structures, need to be well described for the statistical analysis
to find adequate information among the collected independent variables (descrip-
tors) to correlate to the corresponding dependent variable (target value). Today,
there exist a large number of different descriptors as well as programs, for
example, Dragon [1], Molconn-Z [2], MOE [3], Sybyl [4], and others, with which to
calculate these variables. It is easy to rapidly calculate several thousands of
descriptors for relatively large data set in the order of 10 k and upward. What
kinds of descriptors are useful for modeling ADME properties? How correlated
are the variables? Should 2D and/or 3D descriptors be utilized? Does the large
magnitude of descriptors used has implications for the choice of statistical
method or methods to be employed for analysis? What is the applicability domain
(AD) of the derived model? How can this domain be quantified and used to advise
users about the limitations of the model in question?
This chapter will try to answer some of these questions and investigate

various approaches to derive statistically sound, robust, and predictive in silico
models.

14.2
Calculated Molecular Descriptors

14.2.1
2D-Based Molecular Descriptors

Among the advantages with 2D-based descriptors are their rapid speed of computa-
tion for large sets of compounds and that they do not require 3D structures. Thus,
these descriptors avoid the problem and compute times associated with 3D structure
generation and conformational analysis, even though there are programs available
that generate reliable 3D structures, for example, CORINA [5].
The 2D-based descriptors are sometimes divided into different types of descriptors

such as constitutional, fragment, and functional group-based as well as topological
descriptors.
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14.2.1.1 Constitutional Descriptors
The constitutional descriptors are typically descriptors such asmolecular weight, the
number of various x-membered rings, the number of different types of atoms – for
example, atoms of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and different halogens – and bonds, for
example, single, double, triple, and aromatic. These kinds of descriptors have been
used as one part of the structure description for modeling different ADMET end
points [6–11]. Particularly, descriptors related to nitrogen and oxygen atoms have
been found to be useful in deriving good ADME models since these descriptors
capture the importance of hydrogen bonding for absorption and solvation processes.
Another constitutional descriptor that has been frequently used is the number
of rotatable bonds. This parameter is an attempt to easily obtain a crude estimation
of entropy. In addition, incorporation of descriptors such as counts of various
x-membered rings may provide important information regarding the influence of
molecular self-association, for example, p–p interactions, in problems related to
solubility [12].
A significant advantage of using constitutional descriptors is the ease of interpre-

tation. It is straightforward for a researcher to understand the impact of these
descriptors on derived statistical structure–property models.

14.2.1.2 Fragment- and Functional Group-Based Descriptors
The fragment and functional group based descriptors also represent a large and
diverse number of available descriptors, and the division between these two sets of
descriptors is rather fuzzy. These types of descriptors are also frequently called
fingerprints, bits, or keys; for example, Scitegic fingerprints [13], MDL keys [14], and
so on. This group of descriptors can vary significantly in the number of generated
descriptors, the size of fragments identified, and the technique employed to store the
descriptors. Onemay distinguish between twomajor approaches: a predefined set of
patterns to be identified, also called a dictionary-based set, or a set of patterns that will
vary depending upon the set of chemical structures that is under investigation. The
former types of descriptors are generated using BCI fingerprints [15], Leadscope
fingerprints [16], or MDL keys [17]. Many times user-defined fingerprints are of the
same kind, for example, the Bursi alerts for toxicological screening [18].
The Leadscope fingerprints (the set contains some 27 k descriptors) varymarkedly

in size. These fingerprints cover structural patterns from small functional groups to
rather large substructural moieties, whereas the Dragon functional group finger-
prints (154 descriptors) [1] are restricted to identifyingmostly small function groups,
for example, ketones, amides carboxylic acids, esters, and alcohols. The descriptor
sets generated using Daylight [19], Unity [4], or Scitegic fingerprints [13] represent
the latter kinds of fingerprints, that is, the in situ-generated patterns. These finger-
prints are usually �hashed� onto a fingerprint vector of predefined length, many
times of lengths 512, 1024, or 2048, using a pseudorandom number generator.
Owing to the hashing function, as well as the chosen size of the fingerprint bit vector,
it is not guaranteed that different fingerprints would not be assigned to the same bit.
This, in turn, means that the interpretability of such fingerprints can be lost.
Nevertheless, these descriptors still contain important information for ADMET
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modeling and may, many times, be quite useful for deriving statistical models with
significant predictability [7–11, 20–22].
The general problemwith using fingerprints resides in their binary nature, that is,

either present or absent in a particular (sub)structure. Unlike a continuous variable
where inter- or extrapolations are possible for new structures to be predicted by an
existing statistical model, a new structure to be predicted by a model based on the
binary fingerprints may contain a large number of unrecognized fragments. This, in
turn, may, at worst, mean that the new compound is poorly predicted by the latter
fingerprint-based models.

14.2.1.3 Topological Descriptors
Again, there are a large number of topological descriptors available (Table 14.1) that
can be calculated from the 2D structure (graph) of a compound.
Some of the most widely used topological descriptors are the so-called Kier–Hall

indices [23] that describe connectivity (mChi, m¼ 1–3, where m represents the
summation over atoms, bond paths, or bond fragments) and shapes (mKappa,
m¼ 1–3, where m represents the topological paths of length m). These indices are
based on two parameters d and dv, respectively, where the former parameter is the
difference between the number of sigma electrons and the count of hydrogen atoms,
while the latter is the difference between the number of valence electrons and the
count of hydrogen atoms for the particular atom in question. Other indices that have
been frequently used in ADMET modeling are the Wiener, Balaban, and Zagreb
indices [24]. The Wiener index, for instance, is related to the half-sum of the bond
path lengths between each atom in amolecule (the sumof all off-diagonal elements of
the path distance matrix in a molecule).
Another set of topological descriptors that have been found to be important in

ADMETmodeling is the BCUT (Burden, Cas, University of Texas) descriptors [25],
which are eigenvalue-based parameters. They are computed as the highest and lowest
eigenvalues from the hydrogen-depleted 2D connectivity matrix of the structure,
where the diagonal elements of the original BCUT parameters have information
regarding atomic charge, polarizability, and hydrogen-bonding ability, respectively.
A large number of different BCUT-type descriptors have been developed over the
years and, for instance, the Dragon software [1] computes over a hundred of these
kinds of indices. The disadvantage with these descriptors is that they, in many cases,
are difficult to interpret in terms of how should the current structures bemodified to
obtain a compound with better properties for the investigated target, for example,
absorption or solubility. However, the topological descriptors are quite useful for
computational screening of large virtual libraries (brute force approach) when a good
statistical model has been developed.
Another set of topological descriptors is the electrotopological state indices

(E-state indices) developed by Kier and Hall [26, 27]. These descriptors are based
on the topological state of a particular atom with corrections for electronic
interactions due to other atoms in the structure. This methodology originally
devised for nonhydrogen atoms only has been extended to also include E-state
indices for hydrogen atoms [28] and to also include atom-type E-state indices, for
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Table 14.1 Selected topological descriptors.

Topological descriptor
Information index on molecular size
Total information index of atomic composition
Mean information index on atomic composition
First Zagreb index M1

First Zagreb index by valence vertex degrees
Second Zagreb index M2

Second Zagreb index by valence vertex degrees
Quadratic index
Narumi simple topological index (log)
Narumi harmonic topological index
Narumi geometric topological index
Total structure connectivity index
Pogliani index
Ramification index
Polarity number
Logarithm of product row sums (PRSs)
Average vertex distance degree
Mean square distance index (Balaban)
Schultz molecular topological index (MTI)
Schultz MTI by valence vertex degrees
Gutman molecular topological index
Gutman MTI by valence vertex degrees
Xu index
Superpendentic index
Wiener W index
Mean Wiener index
Reciprocal distance Wiener-type index
Harary H index
Quasi-Wiener index (Kirchhoff number)
First Mohar index TI1
Second Mohar index TI2
Hyperdistance-path index
Reciprocal hyperdistance-path index
Detour index
Hyperdetour index
Reciprocal hyperdetour index
Distance/detour index
All-path Wiener index
Wiener-type index from Z-weighted distance matrix (Barysz matrix)
Wiener-type index from mass-weighted distance matrix
Wiener-type index from van der Waals-weighted distance matrix
Wiener-type index from electronegativity-weighted distance matrix
Wiener-type index from polarizability-weighted distance matrix
Balaban J index
Balaban-type index from Z-weighted distance matrix (Barysz matrix)
Balaban-type index from mass-weighted distance matrix
Balaban-type index from van der Waals-weighted distance matrix
Balaban-type index from electronegativity-weighted distance matrix
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example, for methyl groups, hydroxy and keto oxygens, respectively, and the
corresponding atom-type E-state sums for various groups, as well as for different
hydrogens, for example, hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors. The type E-state
sums related to groups of hydrogen atoms have been found to correlate well with
hydrogen-bonding properties [29].
One significant difference between many other topological descriptors and the

E-state parameters is that the latter indices are much easier to interpret and, thus,
capable of answering the question �Which are the next molecules to make?� in a
relatively straightforward manner. These two aspects (computational speed and
interpretability)make these descriptors quite attractive both for e-screening purposes
and for having an interpretable model with which to focus the virtual library
generation and for further pharmaceutical investigations or work. The sum of
hydrogen-bonding donor- and acceptor-related E-state descriptors is well correlated
with the corresponding HYBOTparameters (see Section 14.2.3.2 for further details)
with r2 values between 0.8 and 0.95 [30].

14.2.2
3D Descriptors

The 3D descriptors described in this section are the weighted holistic invariant
molecular (WHIM) descriptors, the Jurs descriptors, and the GRID-based VolSurf
and Almond descriptors, as well as pharmacophore fingerprints.

14.2.2.1 WHIM Descriptors
The WHIM descriptors are based on statistical indices calculated on the projections
of atoms along principal axes [31–34]. There are different types ofWHIMdescriptors
with the aim to incorporate 3D information regarding size, shape, symmetry, and
atom distributions independent of molecular alignments.
The WHIM algorithm performs a principal component analysis (PCA) on the

mean centered Cartesian coordinates of the molecule from a weighted covariance
matrix of the atomic coordinates. The weights of this matrix are such properties as
atomic mass, van der Waals volume, Sanderson atomic electronegativity, atomic

Table 14.1 (Continued)

Balaban-type index from polarizability-weighted distance matrix
Connectivity index chi-0
Connectivity index chi-1 (Randic connectivity index)
Connectivity index chi-2
Connectivity index chi-3
Connectivity index chi-4
Connectivity index chi-5
Average connectivity index chi-0
Average connectivity index chi-1
Average connectivity index chi-2
Average connectivity index chi-3
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polarizability, and electrotopological state indices (for a list of selected WHIM
descriptors see Table 14.2).

14.2.2.2 Jurs Descriptors
The so-called Jurs descriptors are 3D surface descriptions related to various total and
fractional defined surfaces. They can be divided into to two parts: one electronic [35]
and one hydrophobic [36]. The former set of descriptors is generated from partial
positive and negative surface areas, total charge as well as atomic positively and
negatively charged weighted surface areas, and various differential and fractional
charged partial surface areas of the molecule (see Table 14.3).
The second set of descriptors describes hydrophobic surface properties of a

molecule. As with the first set, the second set contains similar partial hydrophobic
and partial hydrophilic surface area descriptors (PPHS-x and PNHS-x, respectively),
differences in partial surface area descriptors (FPHS-x and FNHS-x), as well as total
surface area weighted descriptors (WPHS-x and WNHS-x). In addition, two de-
scriptors assessing themost hydrophobic atom and themost hydrophilic atomon the
overall lipophilicity are also described (RPH and RNH). The atom-based fractional
logP contributions used for calculations are those of Wildman and Crippen [37] and

Table 14.2 List of examples of WHIM descriptors.

L1u: first component size directional WHIM index/unweighted
L2u: second component size directional WHIM index/unweighted
L3u: third component size directional WHIM index/unweighted
L1m: first component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic masses
L2m: second component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic masses
L3m: third component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic masses
L1v: first component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic van der Waals volumes
L2v: second component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic van derWaals volumes
L3v: third component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic van der Waals volumes
L1e: first component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic Sanderson

electronegativities
L2e: second component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic Sanderson

electronegativities
L3e: third component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic Sanderson

electronegativities
L1p: first component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
L2p: second component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
L3p: third component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
P1p: first component shape directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
P2p: second component shape directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Tu: T total size index/unweighted
Tm: T total size index/weighted by atomic masses
Tv: T total size index/weighted by atomic van der Waals volumes
Te: T total size index/weighted by atomic Sanderson electronegativities
Tp: T total size index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Ts: T total size index/weighted by atomic electrotopological states
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computed on the solvent-accessible surface area using the SAVOL program [38]
with a probe radius of 1.5 A

�
.

The Jurs descriptors have been found useful in modeling ADMETproperties such
as human intestinal absorption [25, 39] and toxicity [40].

14.2.2.3 VolSurf and Almond Descriptors
VolSurf and Almond descriptors are based on results from molecular interaction
fields (MIFs) but do not explicitly require the alignment of the structures under
investigation as a first step in the analysis. AlthoughVolSurf and Almond descriptors
use the same source of information, that is, the computed GRID MIFs, they differ
significantly with respect to their underlying approaches. TheVolSurfmethod [41,42]
is created with the aim of predicting pharmacokinetic properties, for example,
blood–brain barrier permeation [43]. VolSurf descriptors summarize the MIF
information related to the size and shape of the molecule under investigation as
well as to the size and shape of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions and the
balance between the two regions. Almond descriptors are designed to characterize
pharmacodynamic properties such as protein–ligand interactions. Almond descrip-
tors are primarily aimed at the identification of optimal interaction sites and the
description of the geometrical relationship between such sites by using a default set
of GRID probes: DRY (hydrophobic), O (carbonyl oxygen, hydrogen-bond acceptor),

Table 14.3 List of selected electronic Jurs descriptors.

PPSA-1: partial positive surface area
PNSA-1: partial negative surface area
PPSA-2: total charge weighted PPSA
PNSA-2: total charge weighted PNSA
PPSA-3: atomic charge weighted PPSA
PNSA-3: atomic charge weighted PNSA
DPSA-1: difference in charged partial surface areas [(PPSA-1) – (PNSA-l)]
DPSA-2: difference in charged partial surface areas [(PPSA-2) – (PNSA-2)]
DPSA-3: difference in charged partial surface areas [(PPSA-3) – (PNSA-3)]
FPSA-1: fractional charged partial surface areas
FNSA-1: fractional charged partial surface areas
FPSA-2: fractional charged partial surface areas
FNSA-2: fractional charged partial surface areas
FPSA-3: fractional charged partial surface areas
FNSA-3: fractional charged partial surface areas
WPSA-1: surface-weighted charged partial surface areas
WNSA-1: surface-weighted charged partial surface areas
WPSA-2: surface-weighted charged partial surface areas
WNSA-2: surface-weighted charged partial surface areas
WPSA-3: surface-weighted charged partial surface areas
WNSA-3: surface-weighted charged partial surface areas
RPCG: relative positive charge
RNCG: relative negative charge
RPCS: relative positive charged surface area
RNCS: relative negative charged surface area
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and N1 (amide nitrogen, hydrogen-bond donor). A fixed number of GRID points
from each MIF with respect to the GRID energy level and the internode distance
between the two points are used. An autocorrelogram is generated via the MACC-2
(maximum auto- and cross-correlation) algorithm by storing only the highest
pair-wise product of interaction energies between all pairs. The three default
auto-correlograms are DRY–DRY (hydrophobic); O–O (hydrogen-bond donor);
N1–N1 (hydrogen-bond acceptor). The three default cross-correlograms are DRY–O
(hydrophobic–hydrogen-bond donor); DRY–N1 (hydrophobic–hydrogen-bond ac-
ceptor); O–N1 (hydrogen-bond donor–hydrogen-bond acceptor). These auto- and
cross-correlograms are then used as descriptors. Almond descriptors have, so far, in
the ADMET area primarily been used in P450 modeling [44–46].

14.2.2.4 Pharmacophore Fingerprints
Pharmacophores have been used formany years to derive models for understanding
the common interaction patterns of ligands or their subsets. These pharmacophores
have, subsequently, been used not only to design new structures with better target
properties or devoid of such activities if so being the desired case, for example, hERG
pharmacophores [47], but also to search 3D databases for new interesting entities or
core structures. For a recent review on pharmacophores, see Ref. [48].
Pharmacophore fingerprints have also been used to assess the similarity of

molecules from an interaction property point of view [49–51].
Pharmacophore fingerprints have typically so far been generated as three- or four-

point pharmacophores spanning 0–15 (16) A
�
edges with increments of typically

2–3A
�
. However, there are some issues to the generation of these fingerprints. First,

how important is information of chirality, that is, is a three-point pharmacophore
triangle sufficient or is the need for a four-point pharmacophore important for the set
of studied compounds? This choice has considerable implications with respect to the
number of fingerprints generated and stored for subsequent use for a typical set of
structures. Second, is a conformational analysis required so that many conforma-
tions for a particular compound may map to the pharmacophores or will a single
conformation be sufficient? For the latter case, should that conformation be selected
from the conformational analysis and, if so, which conformations should be used?
Perhaps, the lowest energy conformation should be used or some conformation of
choice, for example, the one more closely related to the proposed bioactive confor-
mation, is the best choice. Perhaps, a single conformation generated with a 3D
generation program, for example, CORINA, is good enough for the problem at hand.
If so, should that conformation be subjected to an energyminimization? Three-point
pharmacophore triangles using conformational analysis (�10 k pharmacophores)
with subsequent support vector machine (SVM)-based classification modeling for
lead hopping purposes have been published by Saeh and coworkers [52]. Pharma-
cophore fingerprints have also been used for modeling the efflux transporter
P-glycoprotein (P-gp) by Penzotti and coworkers [53]. In this work, a huge ensemble
of fingerprints from all two-, three-, and four-point pharmacophores present in the
conformers of the investigated compounds was generated. Even though the authors
imposed a limit of at most two hydrophobic features for each generated
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pharmacophore, the resulting pharmacophore bit length was approximately 12
million bits! Recently, an interesting approach using a combination of pharmaco-
phore fingerprints and GRIDMIFs (see Section 14.2.2.3) called FLAPs (fingerprints
for ligands and proteins) has been developed where the combined knowledge of
protein and ligand profiles is used [54].

14.2.3
Property-Based Descriptors

This section will cover a variety of descriptors related more to experimental physico-
chemical properties such as lipophilicity and hydrogen bonding.

14.2.3.1 log P
The calculated water/octanol partition coefficient (logP) is probably the most
commonly used descriptor in structure–activitymodeling.However, this well-known
andwidely used descriptor is notwithout computational difficulties. There exist quite
a number of software programs for the prediction of logP, for example, CLOGP [55],
KOWWIN [56], SciLogP/ULTRA [57], and ACD/logP [58], that employ different
algorithms including experimental values of parent structures, that is, a substructure
of the compound to be predicted, coupled with perturbation equations, that is,
equations for corrections due to additional fragments in the investigated structure,
and special correction factors due to, for instance, the proximity of other fragments, to
more fragment-based approaches, where each fragment has a certain set of logP
factors, and to rule-based approaches. This, in turn, means that a logP prediction for
a particular compound may vary markedly using different programs. For two recent
investigations of this issue, see Refs [59, 60]. In addition, a fact to be remembered is
that logP is a composite variable constituted by the three underlying properties of
molecular size, polarity/polarizability, and hydrogen bonding. This natural partition-
ing of the three factors, as it occurs in logP,maynot always be optimal for deriving the
best statistical model [61]. Instead, models employing separate descriptors for
molecular size, polarity/polarizability, and hydrogen bondingmay indeed havemore
reliable forecasting abilities.
Although logP is a scalar, there are 3D protocols designed to calculate logP. These

approaches utilize the concept ofmolecular lipophilicity potentials (MLPs). Testa and
coworkers introduced MLPs using distance-dependent functions calculated on the
solvent-accessible surface area molecules [62]. They used fragment-based lipophi-
licity factors fromBroto and coworkers [63] as well as fromGhose andCrippen [64] to
compute the MLPs. Lately, Du and coworkers have introduced the concept of
heuristicmolecular lipophilicity potentials (HMLPs) [65] that describe certain aspects
of molecular solvation. The HMLPs are based on quantum mechanical electrostatic
potentials (ESPs) that are calculated on a formal molecular surface of a compound.
The corresponding molecular lipophilicity potential for a particular point on the
surface is then constructed by comparing the local electron density at that point with
the ESP on the surrounding atoms. Du and coworkers have applied the HMLP
approach to calculate logP values for some alcohols [65].
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14.2.3.2 HYBOT Descriptors
Another set of property-based descriptors that have been quite useful in ADMET
modeling is the HYBOT parameters. Raevsky and coworkers have collected a large
database of thermodynamic data related to hydrogen bonding with which they have
developed the HYBOT program [66]. HYBOT will compute hydrogen-bond donor
(SCd) and acceptor (SCa) factors that describe the donor and acceptor strengths,
respectively, of a compound. By using these two descriptors, many significant
statistical models related to areas such as water solubility, logP estimations, Caco-2
permeability, human intestinal absorption, and human skin permeability have been
developed [67–69]. The HYBOTparameters represent another interesting aspect of
computational descriptors containing relevant information for calculating not only a
qualitativemeasure of a particular property, for example, hydrogen bonding, but also
a more quantitative one [66]. By using HYBOT parameters, it is possible to obtain
information regarding the possible importance of various hydrogen-bonding pat-
terns, for example, whether a few but strong hydrogen-bonding groups are more
important for the investigated property than perhaps many but weaker such entities.

14.2.3.3 Abraham Descriptors
Abraham and coworkers have developed a general solvation equation

SP ¼ cþ eEþ sSþ aAþ bBþ vV ; ð14:1Þ
where the dependent variable, SP, is the target property in question and E is an excess
molar refraction,S represents the dipolarity/polarizability solute–solvent interactions,
A and B are the hydrogen-bond acidity and basicity, respectively, and represent the
strength and number of H bonds formed by donor and acceptor groups, respectively,
in solute–solvent interactions, and V is the McGowan characteristic volume. These
five parameters (E, S, A, B, and V ) constitute the Abraham descriptors. The solute –
descriptors A and B are based on the theoretical cavity model of solute-solvent
interactions and are widely applied in the prediction of a variety of properties, such
as solubility [70], blood–brain partitioning [71], and skin permeability [72]. Again, the
use of the Abraham descriptors allows a more detailed understanding of possible
hydrogen-bonding patterns.

14.2.3.4 Polar Surface Area
A very useful property for predicting absorption is the polar surface area (PSA),
usually defined as those parts of the van der Waals or solvent-accessible surface of a
molecule that are associated with hydrogen-bond-accepting capability (e.g., N or O
atoms) and hydrogen-bond-donating capability (e.g., NH or OHgroups). Three types
of PSAs have been used in ADME studies:

1. dynamic PSA (PSAd) [73];
2. static PSA (PSA) [74]; and
3. two-dimensional (or topological) PSA (TPSA) [75].

The dynamic PSA, PSAd, was developed by Palm et al. [73]. PSAd is calculated by a
Monte Carlo conformational search with subsequent energy minimization.
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This generates a set of low-energy conformerswhere the van derWaals surface-based
PSAs for all conformers are within 2.5 kcal/mol of the �global�minimum, that is, the
lowest energy conformer found, are computed. The Boltzmann-weighted average
of the calculated PSAs are then used as the PSAd. Palm and coworkers found a good
sigmoidal correlation (r2¼ 0.94) between PSAd and percentage human absorbed
(A%) for 20 well-characterized drugs [73].
Amajor drawback of the PSAd is, however, the rather time-consuming calculation,

particularly the Monte Carlo conformational search, which makes PSAd inappropri-
ate for computational screening (e-screening) of large virtual libraries.
This prompted further development of the static PSA, originally proposed by van

de Waterbeemd and Kansy [76], based on only one conformer. Although this
simplification would save considerable computational time, it is not without com-
plications since it raises the question:Which conformation should be used? Probably
a low-energy conformation could be considered as a good estimation of the bioactive
conformation. However, in some cases, some sort of conformational search,
although short, has to be employed, and most of the advantage of using PSA instead
of PSAdwould be lost. Fortunately, a single conformer generated directly from the 2D
molecular structure withoutminimization can be used. This approximation does not
compromise the excellent correlation with absorption previously found [77, 78]. This
approach reduces the computational time to such a level so as tomake PSAuseful for
in silico screening of virtual libraries. However, still a slight drawback of PSA is the
generation of the 3D conformation. The problem is not related to the computational
time but from a conformational point of view. No matter how well 2D and 3D
conversion programs, such as CORINA, perform on an overall basis, the generation
may, in some cases, result in unreasonable 3D structures. Thus, it would be even
more favorable if this step could be circumvented or eliminated in some manner.
Ertl and coworkers [75] have developed such amethod for generating a topological

PSA (TPSA) based on 3D PSA values for 43 fragments resulting from an analysis of
34 810 compounds taken from the WDI database. The correlation between PSA and
TPSA is very high (r2¼ 0.98).
A further simplification, avoiding even the use of 3D fragments, has been

developed by Sherbukhin [79]. This method uses a 2D projection technique whereby
the TPSA (TPSA-2D) is computed. The algorithm employed sums up atomic
contributions of 2D-generated atom-based van der Waals spheres and subtracts
buried surfaces where two atomic spheres intersect to make a bond.
One thing to bear in mind here is that conformational dependencies may bury

parts of the PSA, thus resulting in an overestimation of the computed TPSA.

14.3
Statistical Methods

There are a large number of statistical techniques available to the researcher to relate
the independent variables (descriptors) computed for the objects (structures)
under investigation to the corresponding dependent variable (target value).
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These techniques span the entire field from multiple linear regression (MLR)-type
methods and various forms of neural network architectures to rule-based techniques
of different kinds. These approaches also span from single models to multiple
models, that is, consensus or ensemble modeling. Terms like machine learning and
data or information fusion are also frequently encountered in this area of research, as
well as the concepts of applicability domain and validation.
This section attempts to present some of the most common statistical techniques

used today to derive statistically sound structure–activity or structure–property
models with good predictive ability.
There are a number of important issues and possible trade-offs to be discussed

in this section that, in principle, do not stand against each other but, in reality,
often do, such as the balance between the interpretability versus robustness or
predictability of the derived model, that is, transparent versus opaque models,
white versus black box models, a well as whether to derive local versus more global
models for a particular target in question. For a recent review of statistical
methods, see Ref. [80].
There are many ways of characterizing different statistical machine-learning

methods and protocols, but in this section, they will be organized into linear and
nonlinear methods (even though the descriptor matrix they operate on may contain
higher order terms and cross-terms) as well as rule-based and Bayesian methods.

14.3.1
Linear and Nonlinear Methods

14.3.1.1 Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression is a classic mathematical multivariate regression analysis
technique [81] that has been applied to quantitative structure–property relationship
(QSPR) modeling. There are a few aspects, with respect to statistical issues, that the
researcher must be aware of when using MLR:

1. A general prerequisite that affects all statistical multivariate data analysis tech-
niques is that each of the variables should be given equal chance to influence the
outcome of the analysis. This can be achieved by scaling the variables in an
appropriative way. One popular method for scaling variables is autoscaling
whereby the variance of each variable is adjusted to 1.

2. MLR assumes each variable to be exact and relevant.

3. Strong co-linear variables must be eliminated by removing all but one of the
strongly correlated variables. Otherwise, spurious chance correlation may result.

4. Some sort of estimation of the statistical �distance� to the overall model should be
reported for each compound to provide an estimate of how much an intra- or
extrapolation in multivariate descriptor space the prediction actually constitutes.

MLRhas been applied extensively to problems related to various aspects predicting
ADMET properties such as solubility, Caco-2 cells permeability, human intestinal
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absorption, and blood–brain permeability, as well as for predictingmetabolism. For a
recent review, see Ref. [82].

14.3.1.2 Partial Least Squares
Partial least square projection to latent structures (PLS) [83] is a multivariate data
analysis tool that has gainedmuch attention during the past 10 years startingwith the
introduction of the 3D-QSARmethodCoMFA [84]. PLS is a projection technique that
uses latent variables (linear combinations of the original variables) to construct
multidimensional projections while focusing on explaining as much as possible the
information in the dependent variable and not among the descriptors used to
describe the objects (compounds) under investigation (the independent variables)
(Figure 14.1).
PLS differs from MLR in a number of ways:

1. The descriptors are not treated as exact and relevant but as consisting of two parts:
one part related to the dependent variable and the other part unrelated (noise).

2. Strong correlations between relevant variables are not a problem in PLS, and all
such variables can be kept in the analysis. In fact, the models derived using PLS
become more stable with the inclusion of strongly correlated and relevant
parameters.

3. The number of original descriptors may vastly exceed the number of compounds
in the analysis (as opposed to MLR) since PLS uses only a few (usually less than
5–10) latent variables for the actual statistical analysis.

4. In PLS analysis, a �distance� to the overall model (distance-to-model), defined as
the variance in the descriptors remaining after the analysis (residual standard
deviation, RSD), is given for each predicted compound. This is an important piece
of information that is presented to the researcher.

There are of course also some difficulties faced when using the PLS technique:

1. The number of latent variables (PLS components) has to be determined by some
sort of validation technique, for example, cross-validation (CV) [85]. The PLS
solution will coincide with the corresponding MLR solution when the number of
latent variables becomes equal to the number of descriptors used in the analysis.

Figure 14.1 PLS of two components (picture reproduced with
permission from the authors [125] and Umetrics, Inc.).
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The validation technique, at the same time, also serves the purpose of avoiding
overfitting of the model.

2. The possibility to use a very large number of descriptors, wheremany of themmay
not be particularly correlatedwith the dependent variable and thus represent large
amounts of noise, must be considered with great care or otherwise the signal-to-
noise ratio becomes too low for PLS to be able to create useful projections (latent
variables).

14.3.1.3 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) represent, as opposed to PLS andMLR, a nonlinear
statistical analysis technique [86]. Themost commonly usedNN is of the feed-forward
back-propagation type (Figure 14.2). As is the case of both PLS and MLR, there are a
few aspects of NN to be considered when using this type of analysis technique:

1. The number of middle layers, hidden nodes, in an NN must be identified either
through a particular choice or through an optimization procedure with careful
monitoring of the predictive behavior of the derived model (see point 2).

2. NNs are well-known to overtrain, that is, to be able to explain a large portion of the
variance of the dependent variable for the training set but to fail grossly to be able
to predict a correct answer for the objects that are not part of the model (external
test set). Overtraining of NNs can be avoided by setting aside a fixed number of
compounds to validate the predictive ability of the NN model (validation set) as
part of the NN training and stop when the predictive ability starts to deteriorate.

3. The interpretability of the derived NNmodel may be difficult to understand even
though the influences of the descriptors on the derived model can be simulated.
Guha and coworkers [87] have developed a two-stepmethod for understanding the
weights and biases in neural networks, in which first the neuron transform is
linearized followed by a ranking scheme for the neurons.

NN methods have been used by Wessel and coworkers [39], Agatonovic-Kustrin
et al. [8], and Ghuloum et al. [88] to model intestinal absorption.

14.3.1.4 Bayesian Neural Networks
Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) are an alternative to themore traditional ANNs. The
main advantage with BNNs is that they are less prone to overtraining compared to
ANNs. BNNs are based on Bayesian probabilistics for the network training. Network
weights are determined by Bayesian inference. BNNs have been successfully used
together with automatic relevance determination (ARD) for the selection of relevant
descriptors to model aqueous solubility [89]. For a good review on BNNs, see Ref. [90].

14.3.1.5 Support Vector Machines
The Support vector machine technique is a relatively new method in the field of
structure–property relationships. SVMs originated from the work of Vapnik
et al. [91] and were originally applied to image analysis, text categorization, and
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character recognition [92]. Support vector machines have gained considerable
interest in modeling ADMET properties during the last 5–6 years for, among other
things, their robustness and forecasting abilities with respect to noisy data [93]. For a
compilation of SVM applications in ADMETmodeling, see Refs [94–96]. The basic
idea of SVM technology is to construct a hyperplane that discriminates between the
two classes of objects under investigation (binary SVM). The SVM algorithm
maximizes the construction of a margin between the classes. SVMs use transforma-
tions of the original data for the successful construction of the margin (Figure 14.3).

Figure 14.2 Simple scheme of an artificial neural network with one hidden layer.

Figure 14.3 Basic principle of a support vector machine transformation for a two-class problem.
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These transformations are executed by using so-called kernel functions. The
kernel functions can be both linear and nonlinear in nature. The most commonly
used kernel function is of the latter type and called the radial basis function (RBF).
There are a number of parameters, for example, cost functions and various kernel
settings, within the SVM applications that will affect the statistical quality of the
derived SVMmodels. Optimization of those variables may prove to be productive in
deriving models with improved performance [97]. The original SVM protocol was
designed to separate two classes but has later been extended to also handle multiple
classes and continuous data [80].

14.3.1.6 k-Nearest Neighbor Modeling
k-Nearest neighbor (kNN)modeling is based on the assumption of similarity, that is,
similar compounds have similar target properties. In its simplest form, the method
uses an unweighted distance measure, usually Euclidian distance, in chemical
property space and from the k-nearest objects determines the target property or
which class the object in question can be assigned to. There are, however, some
aspects to highlight when using this approach:

1. Euclidian distances can, from a strict perspective, only be used for determining
the distance between orthogonal variables. This is most often not the case for
chemical descriptors. The problem of orthogonality can be handled in two ways:
either compensate for the nonorthogonal behaviorwithin the distance calculation,
for example, use Mahalanobis distance instead [98] of an Euclidian distance or
orthogonalize the variables, for example, by principal component analysis, prior to
the Euclidian distance calculation.

2. All variables are treated equally importantly. It is unlikely that all the computed
chemical properties for the compounds in the data set are of equal importance for
the target property, for example, solubility, absorption, or metabolism.

3. The k-nearest neighbors are treatedwith equal weight with respect to determining
the target property. This is of particular importance when estimating continuous
properties. This aspect has been investigated by Shen et al. [99] where they used
weighted distances to obtain better predictions for the target property.

14.3.1.7 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is aimed at finding a linear combination of
descriptors that best separate two or more classes of objects [100]. The resulting
transformation (combination)may be used as a classifier to separate the classes. LDA
is closely related to principal component analysis and partial least square discrimi-
nant analysis (PLS-DA) in that all three methods are aimed at identifying linear
combinations of variables that best explain the data under investigation. However,
LDA and PLS-DA, on one hand, explicitly attempt to model the difference between
the classes of data whereas PCA, on the other hand, tries to extract common
information for the problem at hand. The difference between LDA and PLS-DA is
that LDA is a linear regression-likemethodwhereas PLS-DA is a projection technique
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(see Sections 14.3.1.1 and 14.3.1.2 for further details). Thus, for a two-class, two-
descriptor problem (X1 and X2), the LDA description becomes

Y ¼ c1 �X 1 þ c2 �X2: ð14:2Þ
The object of the LDA is to find values of the two constants c1 and c2, respectively, that
separate the two classes expressed through the variable Y as, for instance, 1 and 2,
respectively.

14.3.2
Partitioning Methods

14.3.2.1 Traditional Rule-Based Methods
The basic underlying ideawith partitioningmethods is to split, usually in a recursive,
that is, repetitive, manner, the data set at hand into two or more groups, branches,
thus creating a decision tree. The object is to create more and more homogeneous
groups in the respective branches. There are several methods available for the
construction of decision trees, for example, FIRM [101], CART [102], RDS [103],
and C4.5 [104] (Figure 14.4).
As always, there are certain aspects to consider when developing a decision tree:

1. Overtraining:Aswithmanyothermethods,decisiontreesarepronetoovertrainingif
notmonitored.Theforecastingabilityof the treemustbeestimatedbysome,usually,
internal validationmethod such as a validation set or through cross-validation. This
will determine the depth and degree of branching of the derived tree.

2. Forecasting ability: Most decision tree methods are �greedy,� that is, they split on
the variable giving the best enhancement in group homogeneity according to

Figure 14.4 Simple decision tree with split points and terminal leaves.
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some statistical test, such as the t- or F-test, at each split point. This may, however,
not produce the model with the best predictive performance after model con-
struction. Random selection of variables, that is, a subset, available for each split
has been devised to overcome this situation.

Recursive partitioning has successfully been used to develop models for various
ADMETproperties, see Ref. [80], as well as for the elucidation of toxicological modes
of action [103].

14.3.2.2 Rule-Based Methods Using Genetic Programming
Neural networks and genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used inQSAR applications
for some time [105]. The main idea of genetic programming (GP) closely resembles
that of the GA. Most GP applications use a tree-based representation and normally a
genetic program has a tree-like construction consisting of functional nodes and
terminal leaves (see Figure 14.5).
The algorithm G-REX uses crossover and mutation (see Figure 14.6), and the

extraction strategy is based on genetic programming [106–109].
Crossover is very common, that is, around 85% of each new generation is created

by crossover, whereas mutation is used less than 2% for generating new offsprings.
One key property of G-REX is the option to directly balance accuracy against
comprehensibility by using an appropriate fitness function. G-REX modeling often
results in rather short and transparent models (see Chapter 15, Section 15.3.2.2: an
example using genetic programming-based rule extraction).

Figure 14.5 Principle of crossover in genetic programming
(picture reproduced with permission from the author [109]).
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14.3.3
Consensus and Ensemble Methods

Many times there is a trade-off between the transparency and the accuracy of the
derived model for a particular target. In some cases, the transparency is the most
important aspect as long as the derivedmodel has acceptable predictive ability. These
models are better suited to answer the question, �Which are the next compounds to
investigate?� by understanding the underlying properties of deriving compounds
with improved target properties. Other times the most important aspect of a derived
in silico model is the accuracy and robustness with respect to its forecasting
performance. For the latter cases, consensus, often also called ensemble, models
may offer some attractive properties. Many times these kinds of models offer
improved forecasting performance and robustness compared to an individualmodel
for the target in question. There are several ways to construct consensusmodels with
respect to the input variables, the statistical methods, and how the final prediction
from the battery ofmodels is derived. It should be noted that the two kinds ofmodels,
transparent versus more opaque, are not necessarily in conflict with each other. On
the contrary, they may benefit from each other�s existence in the following manner:
Onemay use themore transparentmodels to focus the attention around certain areas
(subspaces) in property space indicated to result in promising new entities. Once
these areas have been identified, the more complex consensus model, sometimes
requiring considerably longer time for computation, is employed to predict the target
property in question at a higher level of accuracy and precision. However, it may
sometimes be debatable whether or not the increase in performance really outweighs
the added complexity [110].

Figure 14.6 Principle of mutation in genetic programming
(picture reproduced with permission from the author [109]).
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The simplest and most straightforward way to employ consensus modeling is to
use the same set of descriptors and statistical method (single method-descriptor set
methods). Considerable time saving with respect to descriptor generation, that is,
using only one set and not several different sets, can be achieved. In addition, using
the same statistical approach may have a favorable effect on implementation of the
consensus approach with respect to issues such as licenses and data format
compatibility. Single method-descriptor set methods have been implemented in
decision tree programs such as TreeNet [111] and RDS [112]. The approach actually
consists of two selection parts. The training set for the variousmodels of contributing
to the ensemble is often selected using bagging (bootstrap aggregating). Then, at each
split point for decision tree programs, the variables to be included in the model are
also randomly chosen. Thus, a certain variation of the models of the ensemble is
achieved that promotes predictive performance and robustness of thefinal ensemble.
There are also approaches available to monitor and ensure a certain diversity of the
derived ensembles with acceptable statistical quality. One such an approach is
DECORATE (diverse ensemble creation by oppositional relabeling of artificial
training examples) [113].
The obvious extension to single method-descriptor set methods is of course

some combination of single or multiple methods using single or multiple descriptor
sets.
Various forms of these combinations with an accuracy of the ensemble models

better than the corresponding single reference have been reported [90, 114–119].

14.4
Applicability Domain

A very important aspect of statistical modeling is to determine the domain in which
the model is defined with high significant reliability, called the applicability domain.
It is important to do this for several reasons:

1. To make the users of the model aware of the applicability and limitations of the
present model.

2. To avoid the misuse of a model for forecasting of compounds outside the model�s
present statistical limits, which renders themodel (and/or statistical technique as
well as the parameterization) a false �bad reputation.�

3. To be able to use extrapolations from the present model in a constructive manner
to expand the model to cover a larger domain space.

However, many statistical modeling techniques do not, in an easy and straightfor-
wardway, by default, enable the estimation ofwhether a prediction is an interpolation
to themodel, thus rendering the predictionmore credibility or an extrapolation to the
model inwhich case the predictionmust be evaluatedwith greater care. Furthermore,
there are two aspects to the extrapolation problem: one structural and the other
statistical. Considerable research has been devoted to the problem of ADs. For a
recent compilation on this issue, see Ref. [120].
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The structurally focusedmethods for definingADs are related to a large extentwith
the independent variable (descriptor) side. These methods comprise techniques,
such as

1. Range-based methods whereby the AD is defined solely on the ranges that the
investigated descriptors of the training set, that is, the objects used to derive the
model in question, span. If a new object to be predicted is within the range of all
the model descriptors, then the object is within the AD of the model.

2. Distance-based methods whereby some kind of distance measure between the
object to be predicted and the closest neighbor or neighbors of the training set
defines the AD. Typical methods for distance-based measures are Euclidian and
Mahalanobis distances. The difference between the two is that the former distance
can only be used for determining the distance between orthogonal variables,
whereas the latter method compensates for the nonorthogonal behavior (see
further discussion in Section 14.3.1.6). In its simplest form, all descriptors are
treatedwith equal importancewhile somemore advancedmethods use some kind
of weighting scheme to increase accuracy and relevance of the distance measure,
for example, by using the coefficients of the derived statistical model for modu-
lating the influence of the descriptors.

3. Geometric methods where most definitions rest on defining the smallest convex
area that covers the training set compounds in descriptor space. This method is
also known as the convex hull method (Figure 14.7).

The statistically focusedmethods fordefiningADsare related to information content
of the investigated descriptors, for example, the variance of the descriptor matrix and
calculate the amount of anunexplained variance for the training set objects (themodel)
andcompare itwith thecorrespondingamount for thenewobjects tobepredicted. If the
amountofunexplainedvariance for thenewobjects ismuchgreater, typicallymore than
the two standard deviations from the training set compounds (�95% confidence
interval), the former objects are designated to be outside the AD of the model.
A constructive way of using the estimations of AD, and particularly extrapolations

thereof, as mentioned under point 3, would be to include some of the predicted

Figure 14.7 Schematic representation of the convex hull method for a two-parameter description.
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compounds that are identified as outliers in later updates of the model thus
increasing the AD of the new model.

14.5
Training and Test Set Selection and Model Validation

An integral part of deriving a statistically valid and predictive in silico model is the
choice of training and test set, as well as the model validation. Without proper
validation of the derived model, it is difficult to assess its statistical qualities and
forecasting ability.

14.5.1
Training and Test Set Selection

There are several methods for designing the training set and test set, respectively.
Most of them are dissimilarity based, that is, their aim is to select a training set as
diverse as possible for the studied descriptor and target space. Some include the
target variable, for example, biological activity, as part of the selection process so
that a good spread in target space is also achieved. Lately, however, approaches
focusing on local rather than global models have suggested the opposite strategy
for the selection of the training set; that is, selecting a small set of similar
compounds with respect to the new compound to be predicted and for each
prediction, deriving a local statistical model on-the-fly, also known as lazy
model [121–124]. The potential issues with lazar (lazy structure–activity relation-
ships) methods are related to the underlying basic assumption of structure–activity
relationships, namely, that similar molecules have similar activities. It is some-
times difficult to select a good representative set of similar training set compounds
for which there is a sufficient spread in target value, for example, biological
activity, and some investigations report that the local lazy model predicts worse
than the corresponding global model [122].
For the purpose of selecting a diverse training set, one may use experimental

design methods, for example, fractional factorial designs (FFDs) [125–128]. Using
these methods, a training set with a good spread in the investigated properties
(descriptors) can usually be selected. Since the nature of the FFDs is to select
compounds at the edges of the investigated descriptor space and the user has
considerable freedom of choice with respect to which compounds to include in the
proposed FFD, the usermust be aware that too extreme compounds should not form
the majority of the compounds selected for the final training set. It is therefore also
common to combine the FFDs with some compounds close to the center of the FFD.
To avoid some of the above-mentioned problems with classical FFDs, a new type of
designs called oniondesigns (ODs) has recently been developed [129]. The purpose of
ODs is to achieve efficiency as well as controlled coverage of both the outer and the
inner region of the descriptor space. TheOD approach is based on combining several
designs in layers. Thus, the compounds available are divided into subsets, or layers,
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and a separate selection is performed on each subset. The selection technique in each
layer can be of different kind, for example, FFDs or some space-filling design (SFD).
SFDs are aimed at creating a uniform distribution of compounds in descriptor

space by selecting compounds as dissimilar as possible. A particular form of SFDs is
the maximin technique designed by Marengo and Todeschini [130] whereby the
desired number of training set compounds are selected by maximizing the shortest
(minimum) distance in descriptor space between the chosen compounds. Again, if
using Euclidian distance as the distance measure, orthogonality among the descrip-
tors must be ensured. The authors have found that using a principal component
analysis prior to the maximin selection addresses not only the descriptor
orthogonality problem but also reduces the number of variables to be considered
during the selection process. The latter is of interest since the method involves
repetitive distance calculations between the compounds presently chosen and
potential new compounds to be exchanged in order to maximize the shortest
distance among the training set compounds. There are also sphere exclusion
algorithms available for training and test set selection [131].

14.5.2
Model Validation

Some kind of model validation is necessary to determine the statistical quality with
respect to forecasting target values of new compounds. There are typically three
validation tests that should be performed:

. internal validation, for example, cross-validation [85];

. randomization of the target variable; and

. external test set predictions.

The internal validation is often performed through cross-validationwhereby one,
leave-on-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV), or several, leave-multiple-out cross
validation (LMO-CV), compounds are removed from the training set. The remain-
ing compounds of the training set are then used to derive a model with which the
left-out compounds are predicted. Another set of compounds is then removed from
the training set, a new model derived, and the new set of left-out compounds
predicted. This procedure is continued until all compounds have been left out once.
The computed measure of quality is the cross-validation squared correlation
coefficient (q2). While the normal squared correlation coefficient (r 2) can only
assume values between 0 and 1, the cross-validation squared correlation coefficient
can be both positive and negative. In fact, a value of zero for q2 merely indicates that
the model has used the average experimental value for all of the training set
compounds as the predicted value for each test compound.Normally, values greater
than 0.3 are recommended for amodel to be considered as statistically sound, but it
has been shown that values lower than 0.3may be acceptable depending on the size
of the data set [132]. The problem with LOO-CV methods is that they tend to
overestimate the forecasting ability of themodel when presented with new external
compounds to be predicted. Also, LMO-CVmethods have the same tendency, albeit
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to a lower extent. A real danger with cross validation is through the combination
with variable selection. When variable selection is applied and the computed q2 is
used to drive the variable selection, then the validation aspect of cross validation is
lost and q2 becomes an optimization function instead. By using this kind of
approach, it is possible to fit random (white) noise with excellent statistical �quality�
and respectable q2 values (>0.5, unpublished result by the author). For further
information regarding the predictive ability overestimation by the q2 metric, see
Ref. [133]. Variable randomization is another method for ensuring the reliability of
models. In this method, the values of the target are randomly reassigned for
training set compounds and then used to derive a new �model� [134]. After
performing the randomization procedure sufficiently (more than 50–100 times),
there should be clear difference between themodel derived using true target values
and the model derived using randomized target data. The most rigorous validation
of a derived model is, however, through the use of an external test set, that is, data
that have not been used for deriving the models. The use of external test sets is not
without problems either. It is important that the test set also covers the applicability
domain of the model to be evaluated in a good manner. There should be sufficient
difference between training and test set compounds so that near-neighbor com-
pounds are not in both sets. If that is the case, then the predictive ability of the
derivedmodel will most likely be significantly overestimated. The use of an external
test set may, in some cases, be the only way, of the three validation procedures
described here, to realize that the derived model is without any forecasting ability.
For more details regarding model validation, see Ref. [135].

14.6
Future Outlook

The application of SAR andQSAR inmodern discovery research to predict important
properties, for example, solubility, absorption, and toxicity, of both small and large
collections of (virtual) libraries, also known as �frontloading,� forces not only the
development of both more informative and more easily computed, for example,
faster computed, molecular descriptors but also necessitates new statistical techni-
ques to be used. For instance, the need for robust and predictivemethods andmodels
in virtual screening may infer the use of rather opaque consensus or ensemble
methods, whereas transparentmodels are of value to understand themost important
properties for the target in question and perhaps, at the same time, learn something
about the mechanisms and/or processes at hand. Thus, one may envision the
intertwined use of both these approaches, that is, transparent and opaque models,
to enable better understanding as well as final precision and quality of predictions.
The transparent models, with acceptable statistical quality, may then be utilized to
drive virtual library generation to the most promising areas in chemical space,
whereas the more complex and opaque models may then be applied for the final
predictions to obtain the extra precision and robustness offered by these latter
techniques.
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Another important area of research is the �T� in in silico ADMET, that is, in silico
toxicology, on which a lot of effort is already spent both in academia and in industry.
The ADME area has seen substantial efforts during the past 10 years to obtain
important understanding as well as to derive good models for solubility and absorp-
tion. The coming years will most likely see the same kind of attention for in silico
toxicology.However, this new area of research ismore demanding fromamechanistic
point of view than that of solubility and absorption. Several mechanisms may come
into play, even within analogous series of compounds, depending on what chemical
functionalities are present in the molecule. Also, overall physicochemical parameters
describing the entire structure may be less useful for modeling toxicology. Probably,
structural fragments, toxicophores, will prove to be more important and useful
descriptors and as descriptors capturing electronic properties of the investigated
compounds. The use of such descriptors is most probably not a straightforward
exercise either, to a certain extent depending upon the constitution of the structural
fragments employed, since the chemical surrounding of a substructure, fragment, is
important to ascertain whether the compound is likely to be toxic or not. Thus, a
particular fragmentmay be identified as inducing toxicity in one compound but not in
another.Many of the statisticalmethods employed todaywill have problemswith such
descriptors and will be unable to derive good statistical models. A possible way in the
future is therefore to both derive new descriptor sets and use other statistical tools that
take context dependency better into account.
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15
Computational Absorption Prediction
Christel A.S. Bergstr€om, Markus Haeberlein, and Ulf Norinder

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
ADMET Absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity
AlogP Ghose–Crippen–Viswanadhan octanol–water partition

coefficient
BCS Biopharmaceutics Classification System
BCUT Burden, CAS, University of Texas descriptors
CART Classification and regression tree
ClogP Calculated partition coefficient between octanol and water
CMR Calculated molar refractivity
Fa Fraction absorbed
FPSA Fractional polar surface area
GP Genetic programming
G-REX Genetic rule extraction
GSE General solubility equation
HBA Hydrogen-bond acceptors
HBD Hydrogen-bond donors
HIA Human intestinal absorption
LDA Linear discriminant analysis
LOO-CV Leave-one-out cross-validation
MlogP Moriguchi logP
MV Molar volume
MW Molecular weight
nHBA Number of hydrogen-bond acceptors
nHBD Number of hydrogen-bond donors
NN Neural network
NPSA Nonpolar surface area
nRB Number of rotatable bonds
PDR Physician�s desk reference
P-gp P-glycoprotein
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PLS Partial least square projection to latent structures
PSA Polar surface area
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
RMSE Root mean square error
ROC Receiver-operating characteristic
RP Recursive partitioning
SVM Support vector machine
TOPS-MODE TOPological Substructural Molecular Design
TPSA Topological polar surface area

Symbols

2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
A Abraham hydrogen-bond acidity parameter
logD6.5 Logarithm of apparent partition coefficient at pH 6.5
logP Logarithm of partition coefficient between octanol and water
log S Logarithm of intrinsic solubility
N rule-of-5 Number of violations of the four rule-of-5 rules developed by

Lipinski
r2 Coefficient of determination (correlation coefficient)
q2 Cross-validated coefficient of determination

15.1
Introduction

During the past 10 years starting with the publications of Lipinski and coworkers [1]
and Palm and coworkers [2], a considerable amount of research has been performed
to develop predictive computationalmodels for intestinal absorption in humans. The
purpose of these investigations has been to develop computationally fast and accurate
models for in silico electronic screening of large virtual compound libraries.
This chapter will give a theoretical background of the oral absorption and then

discuss the computationalmodels that are based on the publicly available data sets. A
short overview of the software for absorption prediction is also included in the
discussion.

15.2
Descriptors Influencing Absorption

The intestinal wall is optimized to absorb fluids and nutrients while keeping away
different xenobiotics. Which factors, from a theoretical point of view, are the most
influential in intestinal absorption?
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Let us assume passive diffusion as the main driving force for absorption. Passive
diffusion can be calculated by applying Fick�s first law to the flux through the
intestinal wall. At each point i on the intestinal surface, the flux Ji is:

Ji ¼ ciPi; ð15:1Þ
where ci is the concentration of the drug at a point i and Pi is the permeability of the
drug at the same point. Hence, the total mass m of absorbed drug at a time t can be
written as:

mðtÞ ¼
ðt

0

ð ð
A

ciPidAdt; ð15:2Þ

whereA is the total area of the intestinal tract. The fraction absorbed (Fa) is defined by
the total mass absorbed divided by the given dose of the drug:

Fa ¼ m ¥ð Þ
Dose

: ð15:3Þ

This brief simplified analysis shows that the absorption mainly depends on the
concentration at the intestinal wall, the permeability of the drug, and the given
dose [3]. Let us analyze these three factors further.

15.2.1
Solubility

The concentration of the drug at a point i at the intestinal wall depends on the
dissolution rate and the gastrointestinal transit. The dissolution rate of a drug
molecule is affected by the energy difference that arises when the compound
dissolves with similar molecules in the crystal or the molecules of the formulation
and instead forms bondswith the components in the intestinal fluid. If this process is
related to a high-energy penalty, the dissolution rate of the compound will be low,
whereas if the process releases energy, the dissolution rate will be high. The most
common factor for drug molecules is that the dissolution process is related to an
energy penalty of some extent. Some of the factors influencing the dissolution rate
and the maximum solubility obtained in the intestinal fluid are the formulation,
particle size, particle aggregation, pH in different segments of the intestine, food
content, and physicochemical properties of the drug molecule. Considering these
factors one can expect a large variation in the solubility for the same drug with
different formulations in different subjects, for example, humans.
If we look at the physicochemical factors governing solubility, among the first

identified were logP [4] and melting point [5, 6]. The lipophilicity is often calculated
theoretically using, among other techniques, fragment-based approaches. It has
lately become apparent that the logP is not always correctly calculated for new drug-
like compounds, and for new AstraZeneca and Pfizer compounds, the root mean
square error (RMSE) has been reported to be 0.84–1.46 on a log scale [7, 8].Hence, the
calculated (ClogP) value for such compounds becomes 7–29-fold falsely calculated.
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Several approaches have been applied to predict the melting point, but all of them
result in prediction errors of 35–45 �C [9, 10] and can therefore not be regarded as
accurate enough to be included in solubility calculations. Hence, the prediction of
solubility from the general solubility equation (GSE) established by Yalkowsky and
coworkers [6] still requires the experimentally determined melting point. Other
typical molecular descriptors included in solubility predictions are molecular size,
hydrogen bonding, nonspecific van der Waals interactions, aromaticity, flexibility,
and dipole moment [11–17].

15.2.2
Membrane Permeability

The other mechanistically important component for intestinal absorption is the
actual passage over the cell membrane. Before reaching the cell membrane, the drug
molecule needs to diffuse through the unstirred water layer. However, theoretical
considerations suggest that in most cases this diffusion is not the rate-limiting step
for permeability. When at the cell wall, there are a number of different mechanisms
for which a compound can be transported across the cell barrier. Themost important
mechanisms are transcellular passive diffusion, paracellular diffusion, active trans-
port with a transporter, and transcytosis (Figure 15.1). In addition, the drug can be
metabolized in close connection to the luminal cell membrane by CYP3A4.
For a theoreticalmodel, eachmechanismhas to be described in a differentmanner.
If we restrict ourselves to discuss transcellular diffusion, there are numerous

theoretical approaches, which differ depending on the underlying assumptions. In
general, permeability mainly depends on lipophilicity (logP or ClogP), molecular

Figure 15.1 The following routes are available for
permeating the intestinal wall (from the left-hand
side): the transcellular route, mainly used by
nonpolar and medium-sized molecules; the
paracellular route, mainly used by polar and
small molecules often bearing a net charge; and

energy-dependent active transport processes,
which efflux (secret) transporter substrates or
influx (take up) transporter substrates. Each
transport protein has its own substrate
specificity.
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weight (MW), and measures of hydrogen-bonding capacity or polarity [18]. If we use
thefindings fromcomputationalmodels on permeabilitymeasurements of cell lines,
for example, Caco-2 cells, the following factors are among the most important: polar
surface area (PSA), nonpolar surface area (NPSA) and/or lipophilicity, hydrogen-
bond acceptors (HBA), hydrogen-bond donors (HBD), polarity (charge distribution),
MW, size, shape, and degree of ionization [19–22].
Amidon et al. [3] devised a Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS), where

they divided drugs into four different classes based on their solubility and perme-
ability: class 1 (high solubility, high permeability), class 2 (low solubility, high
permeability), class 3 (high solubility, low permeability), and class 4 (low solubility,
low permeability); see also Chapter 19. The rate-limiting step to drug absorption and
hence the factors affecting drug absorption will differ depending on which class the
drug belongs to. For class 2, the rate-limiting step is dissolution, and the permeability
plays a minor role. For class 3, however, the permeability is rate limiting and the
dissolution has very little influence on the absorption. Given the above-mentioned
considerations, it is difficult to believe that it would be possible to fit drugs from all
four classes into one singlemodel. However, it is worth to note that severalmolecular
descriptors highly influence both permeability and solubility. For example, it has
been suggested that the fourBCSclasses canbe divided solely by considering theMW
and PSA [23].

15.3
Computational Models of Oral Absorption

15.3.1
Quantitative Predictions of Oral Absorption

To date, a large number ofmodels aiming at quantitative prediction of oral absorption
are available, either published in scientific journals (Table 15.1) or included in
commercial software (Table 15.2). These models are often based on human Fa data,
also known as the human intestinal absorption (HIA), extracted from the literature.
Original sources are generally clinical studies, the physician�s desk reference (PDR)
or product specifications. Occasionally, substitute parameters are used for absorp-
tion, one of the most commonly applied being the permeability in Caco-2 cell
monolayers [24]. The Caco-2 cells originate from colon carcinoma, which when
cultured in vitro easily forman intactmonolayermimicking the intestinal epithelium.
The advantages with using such a system are obvious; for instance, a large number of
compounds can easily be screened for their intestinal permeability at a low cost and
without facing ethical restrictions. However, the disadvantages are also clear – the
permeability obtained in the in vitro cell system reflects only the Fa after oral
administration if the absorption of the compound is limited by permeability. Hence,
for compounds that have poor solubility (BCS class 2 and 4) and/or stability issues
and are subjected to active transport, such an in vitro surrogate marker for Fa is not
applicable.
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15.3.1.1 Responses: Evaluations of Measurement of Fraction Absorbed
To obtain the responses, that is, the experimentally measured value for Fa, several
different techniques have been applied. We will briefly go through the procedure
performed in the establishment of three different data sets, namely, the �Wessel�
data set [25], the �Zhao� data set [26], and the �Votano� data set [27]. These data sets
were selected based on their repeated use in model development and/or their large
size.
The first large data set for Fa prediction was created by Wessel and coworkers [25],

who compiled Fa data for 86 compounds based on results found in 151 studies. Each
reference was carefully reviewed to ensure that the value used was indeed the Fa data
and not the absolute oral bioavailability, since the latter can be lower than the Fa.
Furthermore, the data were controlled to not be dose-dependent or disease-depen-
dent, that is, only results based on healthy volunteers were used. The 86 compounds
were divided into a training set of 76 compounds and a test set of 10. The authors
claimed that they included all poorly absorbed compounds available at the time for
the construction of the data set. Furthermore, they did not include all highly absorbed
compounds available with the intention to not let the highly absorbed compounds
skew the data set and thereby affect the results of the modeling. Even though these
precautions were taken, the final training set (n¼ 76) consisted of 49 compounds
with more than 80% absorbed and 7 compounds below 20%. It has lately become
apparent that someof the compounds included in the �Wessel� data set are substrates
for active transporters and therefore the data set may not be optimal for Fa modeling.
The clinical relevance of such active transport has though been debated in the
literature, and many claim that active transporters in most cases do not affect the
absorption rate in the intestine due to high concentrations of the drug available.
However, for specific molecules, the active transport is the dominating uptake
mechanism and is of pharmaceutical importance to some peptides, b-lactam

Table 15.2 Examples of commercial software available for
computational prediction of human fraction absorbed and related
properties.

Software Company Dissolution Sol Perm Trp
Oral
bioavailability Fa

Other
PK

ADME
boxes/batches

Pharma
Algorithms

� � � � � �

Cerius2 Accelrys � � �
Chem
Silico modules

ChemSilico � � � �

KnowItAll
ADME/Tox

Bio-Rad
Laboratories

� � � � �

QikProp Schr€odinger � � �
QMPRPlus Simulations Plus � � � �

Bullets show properties predicted in each of the reported software. The following abbreviations
are used: solubility (Sol), membrane permeability (Perm), transporters (Trp), human intestinal
absorption (Fa), pharmacokinetic properties (PK).
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antibiotics, and ACE inhibitors [28]. Hence, the generalization that active transport
does not have a significant effect on the uptake from the intestine can lead to
significant false predictions of such molecules.
Zhao and colleagues [26] published a quantitative structure–activity relationship

(QSAR) for Fa based on a data set of 241 compounds. From 244 papers, the following
properties were recorded for the compounds:

. the absorption data;

. the oral or absolute bioavailability;

. the percentage of cumulative urinary excretion of unchanged drug andmetabolites
following oral and intravenous administration;

. the percentage of metabolites in urine or first-pass effect following oral and
intravenous administration;

. the percentage of unchanged drug in urine following oral and intravenous
administration;

. the percentage excretion of drug in bile following oral and intravenous
administration;

. the percentage of cumulative excretion of drug in feces following oral and
intravenous administration;

. total recovery of drug in urine and feces following oral and intravenous
administration.

The information was thereafter used to sort the response into classes that depend
on the quality of the data. This resulted in 169 compounds in the group sorted as
having good orOK quality of the response data, whichwere divided into a training set
of 38 compounds and a test set of 131 compounds. Out of these, 23 compounds of the
training set had an Fa larger than 80%, and only 6 compounds had an Fa of less than
20%. The number of compounds for the test set was 96 displaying more than 80%
absorbed, but only 2 compounds with fraction absorbed data less than 20%. This,
together with the histogram of Fa for the data set, clearly shows that the �Zhao� data
set is heavily skewed toward compounds with high fraction absorbed. The clear
reason for this is that most marketed drugs already have been optimized for
absorption, and hence troublemakers have failed during the development process.
From a computational model development viewpoint, this results in the tools
developed to be good at identifying a compound with good absorption, whereas it
will be difficult to identify poorly absorbed compounds since this chemical space has
not been well represented in themodel development. The skewness of data sets used
for prediction of oral absorption has also been identified and treated recently [29].
The largest data set we have found published for quantitative prediction of Fa is the

data set treated by Votano and coworkers [27], who used a training set of 417
compounds and a test set of 195 compounds for model development and validation,
respectively. The data came from several different sources [26, 30, 31], the PDR [32],
and therapeutic drugs [33], and the compounds included were scrutinized to remove
substances reported to be actively transported across the intestinalmembrane. A true
objective validation of this data set, however, cannot be performed, since the authors
do not reveal the compounds included in the study. However, the authors state that a
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large fraction of the compounds showed a high Fa. Only 25% of the compounds
displayed an Fa value less than 60%, whereas 54% had an Fa value more than 80%.
The authors divided the complete data set into three groups: two groups were formed
through the use of a molecular weight cut-off rule, to handle paracellular (�251Da)
and transcellular (�252Da) transport separately. Again, the compounds included in
each cluster are not publicly available, making this effort of mechanistic modeling
difficult to evaluate. Finally, a subset of 23 compounds carrying a formal positive
charge was excluded from the two groups and modeled separately. The results from
the three different models were thereafter combined, resulting in an RMSE of the
training set of 11.5% and an RMSEtest set of 15.9%. Of these compounds, 10 were not
well predicted by themodel, and thesewere probenecid, gilbornuride, indomethacin,
meropenem, cymarin, piretanide, lodoxamide, etretinate, exemestane, and carbe-
noxolone. The authors could not find any chemical reason for the bad predictions
(27–49% falsely predicted), but they speculate that the solubility may be a limiting
factor for the absorption in vivo. The obtained �transcellular� model was based on
lipophilicity, PSA, and other hydrogen-bond descriptors. Unfortunately, the authors
do not reveal which descriptors were most important for the prediction of the
�paracellular� data set and the 23 charged compounds, and therefore conclusions
regarding absorptionmechanisms based onmolecular descriptors cannot be drawn.

15.3.1.2 Model Development: Data sets, Descriptors, Technologies, and Applicability
Quantitative predictions of oral absorption aim at returning an accurate percentage
absorbed from the prediction. Going through themodels published for prediction of
Fa reveals that the size of the data sets used differs tremendously, from 32
compounds [34] to more than 600 [27] (Table 15.1). Depending on the size of the
data set, and hence the volume and the density of the chemical space investigated, the
obtained model will be more or less generally applicable. Small data sets as well as
data sets including a large series of homologous structures are often generally less
applicable than models based on larger and structurally diverse data sets.
Most commonly applied descriptors for the development of Fa models have

different 2D and 3D properties. These are physicochemical, topological, electro-
statical, or geometrical. Several different software programs for the calculation of
these descriptors are available, which are rapid and allow several hundreds of
descriptors to be calculated. Typical descriptors are discussed in detail in Section 14.2.
In Table 15.1, quantitative predictions of Fa published during the past 10 years are

compiled. As can be seen, the problem of predicting Fa has been investigated using
quite different statistical techniques, and a variety of linear and nonlinear method-
ologies have been applied. In general, the models predict the training sets within
10–15% range of the experimental value, even though the true accuracy is difficult to
evaluate. To do so, the obtainedmodelsmust be challengedwith test sets composed of
compounds that have not been included in the model development. This is not
performed in all studies, sometimes due to the limitation of compounds available or
selected for the study. However, when test sets have been used, the range of accuracy
for the test set is within 9–23%. This indicates that there is a large uncertainty in the
value of absorption obtained from the prediction, as a result ofwhich a compound can
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easily be falsely predicted by asmuch as 20% in absorption. Thus, there is a tendency
to perform qualitative predictions, in which the percentage absorption is binned into
classes such as low, intermediate, and high Fa. These investigations will be discussed
in Section 15.3.2. However, we also note that quantitative models are sometimes
recommended to be used more as a sorting tool than for the actual value resulting
from the prediction. This is exemplified in the study performed by Niwa [35], who
treated the �Wessel� data set with a general regression neural network (NN) and a
probabilistic NN based on calculated molar refractivity (CMR), ClogP, and 2D
topological descriptors. As a result of the general regression NN, the test set was
predicted with an RMSE of 22.8%, indicating that the model is not really quantita-
tively reliable. When the same data set was used for classification purposes, the
results improved, and 80% of the test set was correctly predicted (see further
description of this study in Section 15.3.2). In this study, the effects of skewed data
sets also became clear. A large majority of the responses had Fa values of more than
80%, as a result of which all the well-absorbed compounds were correctly sorted by
the model whereas the poorly absorbed were partly misclassified.

15.3.2
Qualitative Predictions of Oral Absorption

15.3.2.1 Model Development: Data sets, Descriptors, Technologies, and Applicability
Owing to large uncertainties inmeasured Fa values as well as the uneven distribution
of the poorly andwell-absorbed compounds, it is rather common to derive qualitative
in silicomodels forFa instead of quantitativemodels (Table 15.3). For this purpose, the
Fa (0–100%) is split (binned) into two or more classes. As always, there is a potential
danger with binning continuous data since poor binningmay disrupt the underlying
data structure of a continuous variable.
Zmuidinavicius et al. [30] have used a compilation of compounds both from the

�Zhao� and �Wessel� data sets and from some additional sources such as therapeutic
drugs [33, 36, 37]. The data set covered over 1000 compounds. After questionable data
and compounds influenced by active transport were removed, the data set consisted
of 977 compounds. Unfortunately, the authors do not disclose more than a sample
data set of some 200 compounds in their publication. The structures were described
by properties such as Abraham descriptors (see Section 14.2.3.3), hydrogen-bonding
parameters, logP, PSA, and the number of rotatable bonds (nRB). Structural
descriptors of fragment-type were also used to characterize the investigated com-
pounds. The authors divided the Fa absorption into two classes with �good� absorp-
tion defined as Fa > 15% and �poor� absorption defined as Fa < 10%, respectively. A
recursive partitioning (RP) approach was employed by the authors to derive a small
set of rules, less than 10,which correctly explained�94.2%of the data. The data set is,
however, rather skewed with�90% of the compounds belonging to the �good� class
of compounds. Important parameters for determining the correct class were logP,
PSA, and Abraham alpha (A) hydrogen-bond acidity parameter. From the publica-
tion, it is not possible to determinehow the authors validated theirmodelwith respect
to both internal cross-validation and external validation (see Section 14.5 for details of
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the importance of model validation). This makes the results obtained somewhat
unreliable with respect to the forecasting ability of the derived model.
P�erez and coworkers [38] have used linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to develop a

classification model for Fa. The data set studied is, in part, based on the �Zhao� data
set but with additional compounds from Benet et al. [39] and consists of 209
compounds, which the authors divided into a training set and a test set of 82 and
127 compounds, respectively. TheFa was divided into three classes: highly (Fa > 70%),
moderately (Fa between 30 and 70%), and poorly (Fa< 30%) absorbed compounds.
The authors used a methodology called TOPS-MODE [40], which is based on the
calculation of spectral moments of a bond matrix, whose entries are ones or zeros if
the corresponding bonds are adjacent or nonadjacent. The diagonal elements of the
bond matrix in this study were weighted by PSA, hydrophobicity, molar refraction,
atomic charge, and atomicmass. Thisweighting aspect of the descriptormatrix (bond
matrix)makes computed descriptors of the TOPS-MODEmethod similar to the ones
obtained using the BCUTmethodology (see Ref. [41] for further description of the
BCUTmethod). The authors actually derived twomodels to be used sequentially. The
purpose of the first model was to distinguish the poorly absorbed compounds from
the highly andmoderately absorbed ones while the secondmodel was designed to do
the opposite, that is, distinguish the highly absorbed compounds from the moder-
ately and poorly absorbed ones. P�erez et al. performed extensive validation of their
model apart from the training and test set selection mentioned above. They also
conducted leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV) on their training set and tested
the derived model with an additional external test set of some 100 compounds. The
predictive ability of the derived models with respect to both external and internal
validation is impressive with accuracies of between 80 and 94% for the various
validation sets. The authors found variables related to logP, PSA, the number of
bonds in the molecules, and the size of the molecules to be important for discrimi-
nating the three absorption classes.
Sun [42]hasalso investigated the�Zhao�data setusingatom-typedescriptors, as the

authorderivedtwomodels–a2-classmodelanda3-classmodel.Thethreeclasseswere
defined as class 1 Fa > 80%, class 2 Fa¼ 20–80%, and class 3 Fa < 20%. For the 2-class
model, the division between classes was set at 20%. The atom-type classification
employed in this study was based upon identifying a particular type depending upon
several factors, namely, its element, its aromaticity, its neighboring atoms, and
whether the atom is in a ring or not. This atom classification scheme resulted in
218 different descriptors. Sun used partial least square projection to latent structures
(PLS) [43] (see Section 14.3 for further details) as statistical engine for deriving the
relationship and cross-validation as internal validation technique. For the 3-class
model, the analysis resulted in a five-componentmodel with a coefficient of determi-
nation (r2) of 0.92 and a cross-validated coefficient of determination (q2) of 0.79. The
corresponding values for the 2-class case were 0.94 and 0.86, respectively. Unfortu-
nately, Sun neither reports the accuracy of the predictions nor does the investigation
use external validation for determining the forecasting ability of the derived model.
Bai et al. [44] investigated approximately 1260 drugs from the OraSpotter

human pharmacokinetic database [45] using CART rule-based modeling. They
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divided the Fa into six classes (0–0.19, 0.2–0.31, 0.32–0.43, 0.44–0.59, 0.6–0.75,
and 0.76–1) and used 28 different molecular descriptors that included variables
such as logP, number of HBDs and HBAs, MW, and PSA, as well as counts of
some functional groups. The data set was randomly split into a training set and a
test set consisting of 899 and 362 compounds, respectively. The accuracy was
65% for the prediction of the correct class and 80.4% accuracy within one class
error. Furthermore, Bai and coworkers additionally tested three more diverse data
sets that consisted of 67, 90, and 37 compounds and resulted in 85.1, 74.4, and
86.4% accuracy, respectively, within one class error. From the investigations, the
authors concluded that the CART model performed better for high and low
absorption but performed not so well for the intermediate classes between 0.32
and 0.59. As with most data sets, the data set used by Bai and coworkers was also
skewed and had relatively few compounds in the intermediate range between
0.32 and 0.59. This may, in part, explain the somewhat poor predictive ability for
this kind of compounds.
Deconinck et al. [46] have also usedCART tomodel Fa for the �Zhao� data set. They

investigated 141 compounds using bothDragon [47] andHyperchem [48] descriptors
(>1400 descriptors). The authors divided theFa range intofive classes: class 1, 0–25%;
class 2, 26–50%; class 3, 51–70%; class 4, 71–90%; and class 5, more than 90%. For
internal validation, a 10-fold cross-validatory procedure was employed. Deconinck
and coworkers developed three models: the first, second, and third models were
based on all available descriptors, all available 2D descriptors, and all available 3D
descriptors, respectively. They found that the first model based on all descriptors
performed best. Furthermore, the authors also found that the first five splits in the
CART tree were defined by 2D descriptors. Thus, the investigation indicated that the
rough classification of the compounds was performed by 2D descriptors and then
refined, by additional splits in the model further down the tree, by 3D descriptors.
The predictive power of the three models was tested with an external test set
consisting of 27 compounds, that is, �20% of the size of the training set. The three
models predicted the test with accuracies of 88.9, 85.2, and 77.8%, respectively. The
data set used by Deconinck and coworkers is well documented so that other
researchers may investigate the same data set.
Another study on the �Zhao� data set with some additional compounds was

performed by Klon and coworkers [49]. After removing P-glycoprotein (P-gp)
substrates and compounds for which human intestinal absorption was either not
reported or could not be related to passive intestinal absorption, the data set
consisted of 264 structures. The authors randomly assigned 75%of the compounds
to the training set (205 entries) while the remaining compounds constituted the
external test set (59 entries). Unfortunately, Klon et al. do not reveal the names or
structures of the compounds included in the training and test sets, which makes it
difficult for other researchers to verify or reinvestigate the data set in question. The
authors used three different implementations of na€ıve Bayesian classifiers – one
in-house-developed method and two commercially available [50, 51]. The former
method uses a Gaussian approach while the latter two are based on a Laplacian
implementation. The authors treated the Fa investigation as a binary classification
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with three different cut-offs (90, 80, and 70%, respectively) for defining the high
(above the cut-off) and the low (below the cut-off) absorbed compounds. The
measure of performance by the derived models was also estimated in a somewhat
different fashion compared to what is usually the case. Normally, accuracy is used
as the criteria of how well the model performs. In this investigation, a well-known
measure within the field of machine learning was used, namely, the receiver-
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve is a measure of the models�
sensitivity, that is, the ability to identify true positives, and specificity, that is, the
ability to avoid false negatives. The area under the ROCcurve serves as ameasure of
the predictive ability of the derivedmodel. A value of 1.0 represents a perfect model
that is able to discriminate perfectly between true positives and true negatives,
while 0.5 is indicative of a model with random performance, that is, no predictive
ability. The structures in the data set were described by three sets of descriptors:
Dragon descriptors [47], Pipeline Pilot descriptors [51], and the ADME Profiler
descriptors FPSA (a polar surface area descriptor) and AlogP (a calculated logP
descriptor) [52]. Finally, the Dragon descriptors were selected so that only variables
with an absolute correlation with Fa of 0.7 were retained. Also, pairwise highly
correlated variables were removed keeping only one of the descriptors. After
redundant descriptors were removed, only the hydrophilic factor (Hy), TPSA(NO),
and the Moriguchi logP (MlogP) remained. The Pipeline Pilot descriptors were an
extended connectivity fingerprint with a neighborhood size of six bonds (FCFP_6),
AlogP, MW, the number of hydrogen-bond donors (nHBD), the number of
hydrogen-bond acceptors (nHBA), the number of rotatable bonds, and PSAdefined
by nitrogen and oxygen atoms (PSA(NO)). The authors found that the Gaussian
implementation outperformed both the Pipeline Pilot and the binary QSAR
implementations. The area under ROC curve varied from 0.70 using the FPSA
and AlogP98 descriptors at the 90% cut-off for good absorption to 0.91 using the
selected Dragon descriptors at 70% cut-off.
Hou and coworkers [53] have also investigated HIA using a data set of 578

compounds and support vector machine (SVM) technology. The data set studied in
this work is a compilation from the Palm, Wessel, and Zhao data sets. Eleven
different descriptors were used (topological polar surface area (TPSA), the octa-
nol–water partitioning coefficient (logP), the apparent partition coefficient at pH
6.5 (logD6.5), the number of violations of the four rule-of-5 rules developed by
Lipinski (N rule-of-5), the number of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors, the
intrinsic solubility (log S), the number of rotatable bonds, the molar volume (MV),
the molecular weight, and a binary indicator (Nþ ) representing the existence of a
positively charged N atom). The authors divided the data set into a 480-molecule
training set and a 98-molecule test set. Ten SVM classification models were
developed to investigate the impact of different individual molecular properties
on Fa. The final model consisted of the seven parameters: logD6.5, TPSA, nHBD,
MW, MV, N rule-of-5, and Nþ . The overall correctness of the model is quite
impressive: 97.8 and 94.5% of the good and poor classes, respectively, were
correctly classified for the training set while for the test set, the model achieved
corresponding accuracies of 97.8 and 100%, respectively.
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15.3.2.2 An Example Using Genetic Programming-Based Rule Extraction
The example described here employs genetic programming (GP) (see further
description of the method in Section 14.3.2.2) and the genetic rule extraction
(G-REX) algorithm [54, 55].
We have used the data set published by Hou and coworkers [53]. The data set

consists of 578 compounds. The compoundswere divided into two classes depending
upon the measured Fa value. Compounds with an Fa higher than 30%were assigned
to class �high� while the remaining compounds were designated �low.� The distri-
bution of classes was, as is unfortunately the case for data sets of this kind, rather
skewed with 407 compounds belonging to class �high� while only 73 compounds
belonging to class �low.� The training data were randomly divided into a training
set and a validation set consisting of 380 and 100 compounds, respectively, and
the classes were balanced internally by adding multiple copies of each object. The
data set is available through Ref. [53]. Crossover and mutation for the genetic
algorithm were set to 0.8 and 0.001, respectively. G-REX was applied and a rather
simple model emerged (see Figure 15.2) with good fit and predictive ability. The
actual model consists of four rules using parameters Nþ , N rule-of-5, logD6.5, and
MV (Figure 15.2).
In the external test set, the �high� and the �low� compounds were predicted

with accuracies of 96.8 and 100%, respectively. The corresponding accuracies for
the training set and the validation set are 93.1%, 93.3% and 96.6%, 100%,
respectively. The G-REX technique applied in this study thus performed as good
as the SVM model from the original study in Ref. [53] with respect to the external
predictive ability. A possible advantage of the G-REX-derived model is the
simplicity and transparency of the model that makes it quite attractive for further
use.

Figure 15.2 Genetic programming Fa classification model for the
data set in Ref. [53]. Compounds with Fa higher than 30% were
assigned to class �high� while the remaining compounds were
designated �low.�
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15.3.3
Repeated Use of Data Sets

The available literaturewithin thefield of prediction of oral absorption reveals that the
same literature data sets are repeatedly used. One of themost used data sets to date is
the�Palm�dataset [56],which is includedinalmostall largedatasets, the�Wessel�data
set [25],andthe�Zhao�dataset [26].Allof thesearebasedonmarketeddrugsandhence
are heavily skewed toward data reflecting good absorption. The scientific interest has
beenstronglydirected towardwhichtechniqueorwhichdescriptorspace is thebest for
obtainingmodels with good external predictivity, but it can be questioned howmuch
morewecan learn fromthesedata sets.Canweuse themtoproducepredictivemodels
applicable to the drug discovery process of today?Canwe use the results to predict the
oralabsorptionofnewleadstructures?Onewaytoimprovethepredictionsandtomake
themapplicable also for newdrug structures is to go back to the experimental settings
and produce response data for such compounds. Instead of using Fa data from
traditionally used drugs, which are sometimes of intermediate quality, it may be
more successful to model the major underlying mechanisms for absorption, for
example, solubility and membrane permeation. These investigations can be per-
formedonnewchemicals andproofof concept canbeperformed inanimal studies.To
virtually predict human Fa of new chemical entities based on such in vitro and in vivo
data with high accuracy for both poorly and well-absorbed compounds is one of the
future scientific challenges in this area.

15.4
Software for Absorption Prediction

A large number of software programs are available for prediction of oral absorption
and other pharmacokinetically relevant properties (Table 15.2). Is it possible to
know beforehand which one to use? Evaluations to test the performance of the
software are performed with the help of a standard data set. One such evaluation
compared the performance of GastroPlus and iDEA, two simulation software,
among others, for predicting oral absorption, and found them to perform quite
equally [57]. One reason for this can be the issues discussed in Section 15.3, that is,
the repeated use of data sets. It is likely that the training sets used for the model
development are similar and hence the performance becomes similar. However,
the training set used and the applicability domain for the models incorporated in
the software are generally not stated and thus it becomes difficult to know
beforehand which one to use. Therefore, the best way to decide which software
to choose for future use is to evaluate several software programs for a selected test
set representing the typical compounds that are to be predicted. By doing so, not
only the accuracy of the software but also the user-friendliness of each program is
included in the evaluation and the decision. Often the most predictive models are
established in-house since these models are based on the chemical space of
interest. However, the commercial software can be a good complement to such
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in-housemodels in terms of investigating interactions between different processes
and allow visualization of the complete absorption process.

15.5
Future Outlook

Frontloading of assessing ADMEproperties early in the discovery process has gained
much importance during recent years and is now considered a routine. These efforts
have significantly reduced the ADME-related attrition in the clinical phase.
For the frontloading process in early drug discovery to have an impact, the ADME

propertieshave tobeassessedona largenumberofcompoundsalready in theearly lead
generation phase. This has led to the development of high-capacity in vitro assays to
model different aspects of the in vivo situation; for example, permeability is being
approximated with the Caco-2 assay. The information gained from such assays has
played an important role in the design of molecules with good ADME properties.
To have a higher impact on the decision-making process, the next step has been the

heavy use of prediction models in the design stage before the molecules are
synthesized. Ideally, the prediction models are based on more complex measures,
such as Fa. The largest limitation of this initiative is the availability of such data,
which is not likely to increasemuch in the near future.However, in vitro permeability
and solubility values are being routinelymeasured on thousands of compounds. This
gives the opportunity to generate more elaborate models and also to fine-tune them
using technologies such as correction libraries [58]. Combining solubility and
permeability models (and possibly models for active transport) can give a good
estimate of oral absorption for a large number of compounds.
For the use of these models in the drug discovery phase, one can identify two

scenarios:

1. The lead generation (or hit-to-lead) phase: In this phase, it is desirable to obtain
predictions of a large number of molecules before any experimental measure-
ments are feasible from a practical point of view. The predictions do not need to be
limited to the hits found in a high-throughput screen but can also comprise large
virtual libraries of possible follow-up compounds. This requires very fast models
for which the prediction of each molecule is done in a fraction of a second. A
necessary requirement for future models is therefore speed, which has to be
combined with a quality that is acceptable. Another future requirement is the
generation of good data analysis programs, which can handle and judge the
impact of each prediction andmake intelligent selection of which compoundswill
bemost successful. In this step, it ismost likely that other absorption, distribution,
metabolism, elimination/excretion, and toxicity (ADMET) components will be
included such as predictions of transporter interactions, distribution, enzymatic
degradation, and toxicity.

2. The lead optimization phase: For the lead optimization phase, one can afford
slightlymore elaborate (and also probably slower)models if they have a significant
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increase in predictability. However, calculation times above minutes for each
molecule are still not desirable. Experimental data are more generally available in
this phase of the drug discovery process and the compounds of interest can
normally be assigned to one or several series. Therefore, local prediction models
can be advantageous to use.

An increased use of models predicting oral absorption will not only reduce the
ADME-related attrition in the clinic but also increase the speed of the discovery
process. Even though themodels can give a good estimate of the ADME properties of
molecules, it ismost likely that the in silicomodels of the futurewill be used in concert
with in vitro and in vivomodels to predict the complex ADME profile of compounds
that have advanced to a later phase in the drug discovery process.
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16
In Silico Prediction of Human Bioavailability
David J. Livingstone and Han van de Waterbeemd

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
AFP Adaptive fuzzy partitioning
ANN Artificial neural network
CoMFA Comparative molecular field analysis
MLR Multiple linear regression
NCE New chemical entity
PBPK Physiologically-based pharmacokinetics
PK Pharmacokinetics
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship
R&D Research and development
SIMCA Soft independent modeling of class analogy

Symbols

A% Percentage absorbed
AUC Area under the curve
C0 Concentration at time zero
Caco-2 Human colon adenocarcinoma cell line (used as absorption model)
CL Clearance
CLu Unbound clearance
Dose Administered dose
F Bioavailability (expressed as fraction)
F% Percentage bioavailable
fa Fraction absorbed
fg Fraction escaping gut wall intestinal metabolism
fu Fraction unbound to plasma proteins
logD Logarithm of the distribution coefficient D (for ionized species)
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logP Logarithm of the partition coefficient P
t1/2 Half-life
Vd Volume of distribution
Vdu Unbound volume of distribution

16.1
Introduction

To make it convenient to the patients and to increase compliance, most drugs are
given orally. Therefore, high bioavailability is a key quest in most drug discovery
projects. Low bioavailability usually results in undesired variability due to popu-
lation differences. In vitro ADMET and safety profiling is now well established in
drug discovery [1]. Often, oral bioavailability is assessed in the rat. However, this
is not always predictive for bioavailability in human. Factors that influence oral
drug bioavailability can be divided into physicochemical/biopharmaceutical and
physiological/biological factors. The first group tends to be essentially species
independent. Indeed, species differences in pH values change percentage ioniza-
tion and hence molecular behavior. Biological factors are often different between
species [2]. Early estimates of oral bioavailability can help to focus on most
promising lead series and clinical candidates. To address bioavailability issues in a
drug discovery project, a road map of experimentation and prediction has been
proposed [3].
This chapter reviews some of the in silico attempts to predict oral bioavailability.

However, bioavailability is a complex property, and various pros and cons of current
quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) based approaches will be dis-
cussed here. As an alternative, physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)
modeling is discussed as a promising approach to predict and simulate pharmaco-
kinetics (PK), including estimating bioavailability.
In silico models of biological activity have been constructed in the discovery

research departments of the pharmaceutical companies since the 1970s. Early
adopters of the technologies built QSAR models of pharmacological response and
even wrote molecular modeling software before integrated packages became
commercially available. Expectations of the results that might be delivered by these
approaches were high, partly as a result of the enthusiasm of the computational
chemists and partly because of the acceptance of the ideas by medicinal chemists.
The failure of these early attempts to deliver dramatic changes in the rate of
discovery of new chemical entities (NCEs) led to disappointment and a decrease in
popularity of these approaches over the next few years. Expectations have now
reached a mature level, and computer-aided molecular design is an accepted part of
the discovery process with the advantages and limitations of in silico modeling well
understood [4].
The next major technological advance in drug discovery was the development of

combinatorial chemistry [5] and high-throughput screening [6], which increased the
number of compounds synthesized and tested by factors of hundreds or even
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thousands. A decade after the widespread adoption of this approach, however, has
seen little or no increase in the number of NCEs submitted to the regulatory
authorities, despite the ever-increasing expenditure on pharmaceutical R&D. There
has been much debate about the reasons for this apparent failure, but a general
consensus of opinion at that time was that the primary cause is poor ADME
(absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion) properties. Indeed, widely
quoted reports conclude that as much as 40% of the failures of NCEs can be
attributed to this cause [7–9]. In fact, these figures are now old data and the truer
situation is probably as little as 10–15% [10, 11] but, nevertheless, there is still a
considerable effort focussed on the optimization of ADME properties, and high-
throughput methods are now being applied to generate ADME and toxicity infor-
mation [12–14].
Various attrition analysis studies appeared in the literature, the one by Pfizer�s

Chris Lipinski being one of the most cited. He investigated a range of easily
computable properties of compounds in the World Drug Index (WDI). Since these
compounds are either marketed drugs or are currently in clinical trial, the properties
common to these compounds define what we call now �drug-like� properties [86]. It
was found that compounds tend to have poor oral absorption if their molecular
weight (MW) is more than 500, calculated partition coefficient (ClogP) is more than
5, the number of hydrogen-bond acceptors (HBAs) is more than 10, and number of
hydrogen-bond donors (HBDs) is more than 5 [15]. This was called the rule-of-5,
since all key numbers are a multiple of 5. Many drugs are ionized at physiological
pH values (pH 5.5–7.4) and to reflect this, a proposal was made to use logD instead
of logP in drug-like filters [16]. Unfortunately, quite often the rule-of-5 is wrongly
linked to bioavailability [17, 18]. Poor bioavailability can occur even for compounds
with excellent oral absorption, if they have high first-pass liver clearance (CL).
In Figure 16.1, the difference between oral absorption and bioavailability is

Figure 16.1 Definition of oral absorption (percentage of dose
reaching the portal vein) and bioavailability (percentage of dose
reaching the systemic circulation [50].
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schematically presented. The key difference is metabolism (or clearance) and, for
some compounds, the interaction with transporters.
Human bioavailability is often estimated by measuring bioavailability in vivo in

several animal species and assuming humans are similar. Unfortunately, the direct
use of measured animal bioavailability data is unlikely to be a good model of the
human situation as shown in Figure 16.2, where data are plotted from Sietse-
ma [19]. At first sight, it might appear that these experimental bioavailability
measurements in animals are completely irrelevant for the prediction of human
bioavailability, but the situation is not as bad as it first appears since what is plotted
here are absolute bioavailability measurements. The lack of correlation between
animal and human data is likely to be due to differences in physiology between the
species, that is, to say differences in absorption, metabolism, plasma protein
binding, and so on [20]. The use of absolute bioavailability data from animals to
model the human data is equivalent to attempting to correlate all of the indepen-
dent processes in the animal and simultaneously relate them to the corresponding
processes in the humans [21]. This lack of direct correlation simply highlights the
fact that bioavailability is a complex property as discussed in the next section. It
should be noted that oral absorption compares often, but not always, much better
between species [20, 51].
It should also be borne in mind that a complex biological property such as

bioavailability is influenced by many factors as discussed in this chapter. The result
is the considerable interindividual variability of about 15% standard deviation in
observed bioavailability. The consequence of this is that any modeling approach
cannot be better than this (Figure 16.3).
Another approach to human bioavailability estimation is based on in vitro data

using Caco-2 as a measure of permeability and human liver microsomes for
metabolism estimates. These data are combined in a graphical method to get a
rough estimate of human oral bioavailability [22]. In principle, but not yet proven,
this method could also be applied by using calculated permeability and metabolic
stability.

Figure 16.2 Plot of the absolute human bioavailability of various
drugs versus their absolute bioavailability in primates, dogs, and
rodents [19].
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16.2
Concepts of Pharmacokinetics and Role of Oral Bioavailability

Most drugs are given orally for reasons of convenience and compliance. Typically, a
drug dissolves in the gastrointestinal tract, is absorbed through the gut wall, and then
passes the liver to get in the blood circulation. The percentage of the dose reaching the
systemic circulation is called bioavailability. From there, the drug will get distributed
to various tissues and organs in the body. The extent of distributionwill depend on the
compound�s structural and physicochemical properties. Some drugs may enter the
brain and central nervous system (CNS) via the blood–brain barrier (BBB). Finally,
the drug will bind to its molecular target, for example, a receptor or ion channel, and
exert its desired action. A short summary of the key pharmacokinetic parameters is
given here [23].
The volume of distribution (Vd) is a theoretical concept that connects the admin-

istered dose with the actual initial concentration (C0) present in the circulation:

Vd ¼ Dose
C0

: ð16:1Þ

Most drugs will bind to various tissues and in particular to proteins such as albumin
in the blood. Since only the free (unbound) drug will bind to themolecular target, the
concept of unbound volume of distribution (Vdu) is used:

Vdu ¼ Vd

f u
; ð16:2Þ

where fu is the fraction unbound to plasma proteins. Clearance of the drug from the
body mainly takes place via the liver (hepatic clearance or metabolism and biliary
excretion) and the kidney (renal excretion). By plotting the plasma concentration

Figure 16.3 Interindividual variability in bioavailability [32].
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against time, the area under the curve (AUC) relates to dose, bioavailability, and
clearance [24]:

AUC ¼ F � Dose
CL

: ð16:3Þ

The required dose can be estimated from the potency (e.g., IC50) of the compound
and the unbound clearance (CLu):

Dose¼ therapeutic concentration � dose interval � oral unbound clearance:

ð16:4Þ
The daily dose size is determined by the free (unbound) concentration of drug
required for efficacy and not by plasma protein or tissue binding. Protein or tissue
binding is important in the actual dosage regimen or frequency per day. The greater
the binding the lower and more sustained the free drug concentrations are [23].
Half-life (t1/2), the time taken for a drug concentration in the plasma to reduce by

50%, is a function of the clearance and volume of distribution and reflects how often a
drug needs to be administered as shown in Figure 16.4:

t1=2 ¼ 0:693Vd

CL
: ð16:5Þ

16.3
In Silico QSAR Models of Oral Bioavailability

16.3.1
Prediction of Human Bioavailability

Quantitative structure–activity relationships have been used since the 1960s tomodel
receptor and enzyme affinity, as well as physicochemical properties. The renewed
interest in QSAR [25] arises from the recognition that an early prediction of ADMET
properties ensures compound quality and avoids early development failure related to

Figure 16.4 The key pharmacokinetic properties and their role in
setting dose size and dose regimen [50].
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ADME and safety/toxicity issues. Predictive models are therefore widely used in
library design and profiling.
One of the earliest in silicomodels of human bioavailability was reported byHirono

and coworkers [26]. This study employed a set of 188 compounds that were classified
as low (<50%), medium (50–89%), or well (>90%) absorbed and used a classification
routine, fuzzy adaptive least squares, to generate discriminant functions. The
molecules were described by their physicochemical properties and substructural
descriptors, which meant that functional groups or substructures that enhanced
bioavailability (e.g., saturated carbon atoms in side chains) or reduced it (e.g.,
aliphatic hydroxyl groups) could be identified. The performance varied between the
three classes with the lowest success for the well-absorbed compounds, perhaps the
most important group of the three.
Yoshida andTopliss published another classification study in 2000 [27]. This used a

larger set of compounds (n¼ 232), classified into four classes, described by 15
substructural descriptors expected to be related to metabolism. The authors used in
their work on bioavailability prediction a descriptor DlogD defined as the difference
between the distribution coefficient at pH 6.5 (taken as pHof the small intestine) and
at pH 7.4 (blood) for an ionizable species to reflect drug transport. The efficiency of
this in silico system on a test set of 40 compounds was around 60%.
A model of bioavailability using a continuous measure was generated through

stepwise regression and recursive partitioning to optimize the regression equa-
tions [28]. This study employed 591 compounds that were characterized by a large set
(�600) of simple chemical substructure descriptors. Model efficiency was quite poor
since the average R2 value from 2000 random splits of the data into 80/20% training
and test sets was 0.58. The model was also judged by comparison with predictions
from the �rule-of-5� [15] (although this rule refers to oral absorption) and was shown
to give a slight improvement over the false negative, 3 versus 5%, and false positive,
46 versus 53%, predictions. Some insights into the difficulty of modeling bioavail-
ability may be gained by the complexity of the regression model, which involved 85
terms. Another linear regression approach using 169 compounds led to a regression
model containing eight terms [29]. This study involved more complex descriptors,
including some calculated by quantummechanics, and gave a slight improvement in
fit compared to the model reported by Andrews and coworkers.
These later two models of bioavailability as a continuous variable are linear since

they used stepwisemultiple linear regression (MLR) as themodeling tool. Anobvious
alternative, which may offer improved performance, is a nonlinear technique and
such a model using an artificial neural network (ANN) was reported by Turner and
colleagues [30]. This study employed 167 compounds characterized by several
descriptor types, 1D, 2D, and 3D, and resulted in a 10-term model. Although the
predictive performancewas judged adequate, it was felt that themodelwas better able
to differentiate qualitatively between poorly and highly bioavailable compounds.
Given the relatively poor performance of quantitative models, it is not surprising

that other attempts to build in silico models of human bioavailability have concen-
trated on classification. Adaptive fuzzy partitioning (AFP) was applied for two sets of
bioavailability data subdivided into four ranges of activity [31]. The bestmodels using
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the Yoshida and Topliss data [27] were able to predict correctly 75% of the validation
set compounds. It was also shown that the predictive power increaseswhen including
more chemical diversity in the training set.
A genetic programming algorithm has been used to build models based on an

automatic generation of substructural descriptors [32]. These models performed as
good as othermodels based on classified data, so given the variety of descriptors tried
and modeling techniques employed, this perhaps indicates that the problem in
modeling human bioavailability lies in the data. This is not to say that there is
anything wrong with the data but that it represents a summation of many different
processes as discussed further in the next section.
Another approach is based on the combination of molecular interaction fields

using the 3D-QSAR technique CoMFA and soft independent modeling of class
analogy (SIMCA) [33]. Predictions were made for F% ranges by using the data sets
from Refs [19, 27], with about 60% correctly classified.
Hou et al. compiled a database of human bioavailability for 768 compounds, which

is publicly available [34]. These authors used a cutoff of 20%as acceptable. This can be
questioned as F% up to about 30–40% can show considerable interindividual
variability. It was concluded that F% of highly metabolized compounds cannot be
well predicted from simple molecular descriptors as these do not encode for
metabolism.
Martin proposed a �bioavailability score� based on several molecular properties

including polar surface area (PSA), rule-of-5, and molecular charged state. With the
descriptors used, this is an example aiming to estimate oral absorption and not
bioavailability [19]; hence, the title of this work is misleading. A score was developed
to assign the probability that a compound has an Fmore than 10% in the rat. We do
not consider this as a meaningful cutoff. Better would be F more than 30% in
man [30].
A cascade method was proposed using recursive partitioning and descriptors

generated with a program called Algorithm Builder were used with a 800-compound
training set [35]. Their predictions are 2-class modelswithFs less than andmore than
30%, respectively. As parameters, they use a combination of solubility, pKa, fractions
ionized, human permeability, P-gp substrate specificity, physicochemical properties,
and various structural descriptors. This is an attempt to model the components of
bioavailability and then to integrate them into an overall prediction (see further in
Section 16.4).
Using a data set of 577 compounds with experimental human bioavailability, a set

of 42 bioavailability-boosting fragments was derived [36], although the general
validity of these can be questionedwithout further proof of concept. These fragments
were combined with other descriptors and with a genetic algorithm (GA), a set of 20
models for F%was obtained, and the final predictionwas based on a consensus score
(r2¼ 0.55, RMSE¼ 21.9%). In addition, an HQSAR (hologram QSAR) model (see
also below) was derived from the same data set (r2¼ 0.35, RMSE¼ 26.4%). The
combined consensus GA andHQSARmodel works best (r2¼ 0.62, RMSE¼ 20.2%).
This is a reasonable result in view of the fact that the standard error of the
experimental data is 14.5%.
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Molecular holograms are an extended form of fingerprints based on the 2D
structures. An HQSAR model was derived for 250 compounds (r2¼ 0.93, q2¼ 0.70)
and tested with 52 compounds (r2¼ 0.85) [37], which is a good result. The authors
correctly point out some limitations of the model. Training is based on drugs, most
compliant to the rule-of-5, and has no real solubility issues. The question therefore
arises whether such model would be predictive for and pick out nondrug-like
compounds.
A recent review gives a comprehensive survey of the state of the art in modeling

human bioavailability [38]. Commercial software for the prediction of bioavailability
using QSAR approaches include ADME Boxes [www.ap-algorithms.com], truPK
[trupk.strandgenomics.com], and KnowItAll [www.knowittallcom].

16.3.2
Prediction of Animal Bioavailability

These models have all attempted to explain human bioavailability, which of course is
our primary interest in drug design. Much data, however, have been measured in
animals, particularly in the rat. Veber and colleagues at GSK have studied a set of
1100 compounds for which oral bioavailability in the rat wasmeasured in-house [39].
The most important properties favorable for high oral bioavailability (in the rat)
appear to be reduced molecular flexibility as measured by the number of rotatable
bonds and low polar surface area. They conclude that these properties are in fact
independent of the molecular weight. This would contradict the MW less than 500
rule as proposed by Lipinski in developing his rule-of-5 [15]. However, it was also
found by others at Pharmacia that these results could not be generalized [40]. These
authors reminded that property calculations can be algorithm dependent and that
conclusions can be drug-class dependent; therefore, generalizations must be used
with caution.

16.4
Prediction of the Components of Bioavailability

Oral bioavailability is a complex property. Many of the contributing factors are known
(see Figure 16.4), but their cooperation is not always fully clear. Modeling of each of
the more fundamental properties contributing to oral bioavailability will give more
mechanistic insight. This might help the medicinal chemist to fine-tune the
properties of a compound, which lead to poor bioavailability, while keeping the
others in the right ballpark [41]. Fortunately, in silicomodels have been developed for
many of these individual processes and, as the pharmaceutical industry continues to
concentrate on these problems, better and more meaningful experimental tests are
being developed leading to larger amounts of more accurate and reliable data.
Reasonably successful models have been developed for several of the components
shown in Figure 16.5. Many chapters in this book detail these approaches to
understand properties contributing to bioavailability.
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Fundamental physicochemical properties (seeChapter 5) such as partition coefficient
(logP) and distribution coefficient (logD) and pKa are well predicted directly from
chemical structure [42, 43]. Aqueous solubility may also be predicted reasonably
well [44–46] (see Chapter 4), though there are warnings on the accuracy of solubility
predictions for in-house pharmaceutical company compounds since these tend to be
quite different chemical structures from those used to develop the commercial
models [47].
Permeability is perhaps the most widely studied of the �biological� components of

Figure 16.5 and as a result has led to a number of in silico models of this compo-
nent [48]. There are various experimental systems designed to give somemeasure of
permeability ranging in complexity from partition into liposomes to permeability
across Caco-2 cells (see Chapter 7). In silico models of Caco-2 cell permeability have
been constructed [49], but the question may be asked: �why model the model of
human absorption?� [50]. It may be better to measure, and make models of, more
fundamental factors that affect permeability.
There is considerable literature available on the prediction of oral absorption [51, 34]

(see Chapter 15). One of the key problems is the lack of sufficient data to build robust
predictive models.
Other components of bioavailability are also studied experimentally and in some

cases in silico models have been developed for them. Examples include plasma
protein binding [52], P-glycoprotein [53] (see Chapter 18) and other transporters [54]
(see Chapter 10), and metabolism by cytochrome P450s [55, 56] (see Chapter 12).
Metabolism forms an important and probably least well-modeled part of the overall

ADME process [57]. While metabolism/clearance may have a significant effect on
oral bioavailability, it is clearly ultimately responsible for the fate of xenobiotics,

Figure 16.5 Bioavailability is a complex property, which can be
unravelled into its more fundamental components [51].
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except those few that are excreted unchanged. To be able to produce reliable in silico
models of the ADME properties of drugs, it will be necessary to understand and
model the complex processes involved in metabolism. There is need to answer such
questions as which enzyme is involved [58], what extent and rate, regioselectivity, or
site of metabolism [59, 60], which metabolites are being formed [54, 55], are some of
these reactive metabolites (which can cause toxic effects)? There are two main
approaches to this problem: expert systems and computer-aided design. The expert
system approach consists of a set of rules based on individual experience of how
compounds are �dissected� by metabolism. The rules may be supplemented by
physicochemical property calculations to apply some simple QSAR predictions.
Examples of programs based on expert systems are MetabolExpert [61] and
METEOR [62, 63]. The computer-aided design methods may be based on the
properties of the ligands (QSAR) [64, 65] or on the structure of the enzyme (molecular
modeling) [66–68].
This brief discussion of the components of bioavailability has shown that many of

them are accessible experimentally and that in silico models may be built for the
majority of them. Some recent reviews discuss the modeling of these components
and other ADME processes [69–72]. It is by no means clear, however, and therefore
remains a challenge as to how the individual components can easily be integrated into
an overall prediction of oral bioavailability.

16.5
Using Physiological Modeling to Predict Oral Bioavailability

The concepts of pharmacokinetics come from classical compartmental modeling as
described in Section 16.2. These compartments are not �real� compartments in any
physical sense but rather virtual compartments that are required to make the
modeling process work. The components of bioavailability and other parts of the
whole ADME process are quite well understood, amenable to experimental mea-
surements, and capable of in silico modeling as discussed in Section 16.3. The
question remains, therefore, whether is it possible to link these pharmacokinetic
concepts to the individual components and processes occurring in the body? The
simple answer to this question is �yes, in principle,� but the way to do this is by no
means obvious. There is one approach, known as physiologically-based pharmaco-
kineticmodeling, which is promising and increasingly used [73, 74]. PBPKmodeling
attempts to produce models that describe a system in physiological terms, in other
words, the actual organs, blood flow, partition processes, and so on [75–77]. The
information required for PBPKmodeling is both chemical and biological as shown in
Table 16.1.
This form of modeling is intellectually appealing since it is based on physiology,

and thus there is a good scientific rationale to the process. Since it is based on
physiology, it is possible to draw mechanistic conclusions and make quantitative
predictions of disposition in various tissues. As a result, it being routinely applied in
chemical risk assessment and can be judged as a standard methodology in this
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field [78]. In drug research, most applications are performed in drug development
where sufficient data are available to feed into themodels. The ultimate bioavailability
of a new drug considerably depends on formulation. The biopharmaceutical assess-
ment is therefore an important part of the preclinical development program.
The Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) is one such tool used (see
Chapter 19). Hurdles and critical parameters for oral bioavailability can be studied
by using computer simulations, for example, GastroPlus [www.simulations-plus.
com] [79] (see Chapter 17).
Unfortunately, the application of PBPK modeling in drug discovery so far has

been very limited, and only a few studies have been reported [80, 81]. This is almost
certainly due to the high data requirements, both chemical and biological, to
produce these models. This sort of data is not normally collected as part of the
regular drug discovery process and thus an investment in resources is required
to produce it. Fortunately, some of the parameters required for PBPK modeling, for
example, solubility, partition coefficients, uptake, and so on, can be estimated from
in silico models, and so it looks set to become a more routine part of drug
research [82].
Another way in which the components of bioavailability can be used, without the

complexity of a formal PBPK model, is to link the components in an empirical but
logical fashion. Two programs that demonstrated this, iDEA and pkEXPRESS, had
modules to estimate oral bioavailability from Caco-2 and microsomal metabolic
stability [83, 84]. Unfortunately, both products are no longer commercially available.
The principle for the bioavailability estimate is as follows [84]. Hepatic intrinsic

clearance (CLint) is measured in hepatocytes by measuring the half-life (t1/2) in the
following equation:

CLint ¼ 0:693
t1=2

� �
� g liver

kg body

� �
� ml incubation

cells incubation

� �
� cells

g liver

� �
: ð16:6Þ

The blood clearance can then be obtained through one of the several approaches, for
example, the well-stirred model and fraction unbound ( fu, obtained from plasma

Table 16.1 Information needs for PBPK models (adapted from Ref. [57]).

Chemical-specific data Biological data

Partition coefficients Anatomical dimensions
Metabolic rate constants Organ blood flows
Elimination rate constants Organ volumes
Molecular weight Cardiac output
Aqueous solubility Ventilation rate
Vapor pressure Body mass
Permeability coefficients Level of physical activity
Diffusion coefficients Age
Protein-binding constants Gender
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protein binding) and the liver bloodflow (Q, which for humans can be taken as 25ml/
min/kg [23]):

CLb ¼ Q � CLint � f u
Q þ CLint � f u

: ð16:7Þ

The hepatic extraction rate (EH) is

EH ¼ CLb
Q

: ð16:8Þ

The bioavailability (F ), correcting for the fraction absorbed ( fa) and fraction escaping
intestinal metabolism ( fg), is

F ¼ f a � f g � ð1� EHÞ: ð16:9Þ

The fraction absorbed ( fa) is obtained from othermeasurements including solubility
and permeability by using, for example, Caco-2 or PAMPAdata [83], each of which in
principle can also be predicted with a QSAR model (but see comment in 16.4).
More recent PBPK software packages such as SIMCYP [www.simcyp.com], PK-

Sim [www.pk-sim.com], GastroPlus [www.simulations-plus.com], and Cloe PK
[www.cyprotex.com] offer similar bioavailability estimation. It is clear that these
approaches require more data input than just molecular structure as in QSAR
models.
Integration of in vitro results and pharmacokinetic modeling is also used to assess

the bioavailability of nutrients [85] using TNO�s gastrointestinal model TIM [www.
tno.nl/pharma].

16.6
Conclusions

The properties that are important for drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics
(DMPK) are much better understood now than they were some 10 years ago [24].
Good progress has beenmade in recent years toward robustmodeling of a number of
pharmacokinetic properties and various aspects of human drug metabolism. More
and good quality data have become available for some of the important end points.
However, and unfortunately, some end points are by nature very complex. These
include clearance and oral bioavailability.
It is possible to build in silicomodels of human bioavailability but while these may

work well for certain classes of drugs, possibly because their bioavailability is
dominated by one process such as uptake, it is unlikely that they will work well for
all drugs. This may be improved by increasing quantities of data, but taking into
consideration more classes of drugs may have just the opposite effect. The cause of
these problems is clear since a small number of fundamental physicochemical
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properties determine many of the components of bioavailability. Changes in these
physicochemical properties may have quite different effects on individual compo-
nents as we change from one drug class to another or, indeed, within a single class.
There is a choice of building in-house predictive models starting from literature

and in-house bioavailability data. A wide range of QSAR tools are commercially or
freely available. Alternatively, commercial packages can be used as discussed in this
chapter.
Bioavailability is influenced by many properties, depending on the rate and the

extent of absorption and systemic clearance. Each of these properties is impacted by
physicochemical properties such as solubility, logP, logD, and pKa. Absorption and
metabolismare often governed by opposing factors.More lipophilic compounds tend
to be more permeable, but solubility may also become a limiting factor. In addition,
more lipophilic compoundswill bemore rapidly and extensivelymetabolized andwill
show increased toxicity liabilities [86].
Although formulation variables such as particle size and excipients have not been

discussed here, they are highly relevant in practice. In addition, food can play an
important role in oral absorption and thus bioavailability. Food may increase blood
flow and thus limit the extent of first-pass effect. Bile secretion increases with food
intake, which may enhance the solubility of lipophilic compounds. Attempts have
been made to predict the effect of food on the extent of drug absorption [87]. Gastric
emptying time is another factor, which depends on the type and the amount of food
intake and physiopathology, among others.
Another approach to increase bioavailability via better absorption is using pro-

drugs (see Chapter 20).
It is therefore good to stress that bioavailability predictions can only be ballpark

predictions in very early discovery stages, and they get better in later developments as
in silico data can be mixed with in vitro and in vivo measurements [1].
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17
Simulations of Absorption, Metabolism, and Bioavailability
Michael B. Bolger, Robert Fraczkiewicz, and Viera Lukacova

Abbreviations

ACAT Advanced compartmental absorption and transit model
ADMET Absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity
Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon
CAT Compartmental absorption and transit model
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
FDA Food and Drug Administration
GI Gastrointestinal
MRTD Maximal recommended therapeutic dose
P-gp P-Glycoprotein
PK Pharmacokinetics
PBPK Physiologically-based pharmacokinetics
RBA Ratio of the estimated estrogen receptor-binding affinities for 17b-

estradiol divided by the affinity estimated for the unknown molecule
TEER Transcellular epithelial electrical resistance

Symbols

Cp Plasma concentration
DlogP Difference between logP in octanol/water and logD at a given pH
HIA% Percent human intestinal absorption across apical membrane of the

enterocyte.
logD Logarithm of the distribution coefficient, usually in octanol/water at a

specified pH
logP Logarithm of the partition coefficient, usually in octanol/water (for

neutral species)
MW Molecular weight
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Papp Apparent permeability
pKa Ionization constant in water
Sw Solubility
SITT Small intestinal transit time (3.3 h¼ 199min)
V Volume
Vss Volume at steady state

17.1
Introduction

Ever since this chapter was first published in 2002, there has been an explosion
of awareness and research in the area of in silico methods for early assessment of
absorption and bioavailability [1–5]. Physiologically-based mechanistic gastroin-
testinal simulation and physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models of
absorption and distribution are now routinely used to identify and rank drug
discovery candidates with regard to their absorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion, and toxicity (ADMET) properties [6–12]. Biopharmaceutical property
inputs for such simulations can be derived from in silico estimations or in vitro
experiments [13, 14]. The one property that still requires experimental data
for quantitative estimation is metabolism. However, computational approaches
have advanced rapidly in the last few years [15]. Formulation of development
candidates can be enhanced by using this same type of simulation [16]. A new
area for computational approaches to absorption and bioavailability is the appli-
cation of systems biology [17, 18]. Finally, model-based drug development and
clinical trial simulation technology have become a mainstay for regulatory
agencies [19–22].
The observed oral bioavailability and biological activity of a particular therapeutic

agent can be broken down into components that reflect delivery to the intestine,
liberation from formulated product (gastric emptying, intestinal transit, pH, and
food), absorption from the lumen (dissolution, lipophilicity, particle size, and active
transport), intestinal and hepatic first-passmetabolism, distribution into tissues, and
subsequent excretion, and toxicity (ADMET) [23]. This chapter will focus on in silico
approaches that have demonstrated ability to save valuable resources in the drug
discovery and development process. We will review some of the recent advances in
physiologically-based pharmacokinetics and discuss our results in simulating GI
absorption by using the advanced compartmental absorption and transit model
(ACAT).

17.2
Background

For the purposes of GI simulation, it is important to distinguish absorption (transfer
of drug from the lumen of the intestine across the apical membrane into the
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enterocyte) from bioavailability (the fraction of administered dose that is available in
the systemic circulation for interaction with the target tissue). Simulation of
absorption and bioavailability must account for many factors that fall into three
classes [24]. The first class represents physicochemical factors including pKa,
solubility, stability, diffusivity, lipophilicity, and salt forms. The second class com-
prises physiological factors includingGI pH, gastric emptying, small and large bowel
transit times, active transport and efflux, and gutwall and livermetabolism. The third
class comprises formulation factors such as surface area, drug particle size and
crystal form, and dosage forms such as solution, tablet, capsule, suspension, and
modified release.
An early concept governing oral absorption of organic molecules was called the

�pH-partition� hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, only the unionized form of
ionizable molecules was thought to partition into the membranes of epithelial cells
lining the GI tract [25, 26]. The contribution of pH to permeability and dissolution
of solid dosage forms has been proven to be a critical factor, but ionized molecules
have now been shown to be absorbed by a variety of mechanisms [27]. Ho and
colleagues developed one of the most sophisticated early theoretical approaches to
simulating drug absorption based on the diffusional transport of drugs across a
compartmental membrane [28–30]. Their physical model consisted of a well-stirred
bulk aqueous phase, an aqueous diffusion layer, and a heterogeneous lipid barrier
composed of several compartments ending in a perfect sink. Their model
represented the first example of the rigorous application of a physical model to
the quantitative and mechanistic interpretation of in vivo absorption [31]. The
simultaneous chemical equilibria and mass transfer of basic and acidic drugs were
modeled and compared favorably to in situmeasurements of intestinal, gastric, and
rectal absorption in animals. The pH-partition theory was shown to be a limiting
case of the more general model they developed. Because of its complexity, the
diffusional mass transit model has not been widely used. In the 1980s, a simple
and intuitive alternative approach based on a series of mixing tank compartments
was developed [32]. Pharmacokinetic models incorporating discontinuous GI
absorption from at least two absorption sites separated by N nonabsorbing sites
have been used to explain the occurrence of double peaks in plasma concentration
versus time (Cp–time) profiles for ranitidine and cimetidine [33]. A similar
discontinuous oral absorption model based on two absorption compartments and
two transit compartments was developed to explain the bioavailability of nucleoside
analogues [34]. Amidon and Yu developed a compartmental absorption and transit
model (CAT) of the GI tract based on seven equal transit time compartments [24].
Using a five-compartment GI simulation model, Norris et al. were able to estimate
Cp–time profiles for ganciclovir [35, 36]. A physiologically-based segregated flow
model (SFM) was developed to examine the influence of intestinal transport
(absorption and exsorption), metabolism, flow, tissue-partitioning characteristics,
and elimination in other organs on intestinal clearance, intestinal availability, and
systemic bioavailability [37]. Using a completely different approach, a stochastic
simulation of drug molecules moving through a cylinder of fixed radius with
random geometric placement of dendritic-type virtual �villi� was able to accurately
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account for the observed human SI transit time distribution [38, 39]. Ito et al. have
developed a pharmacokinetic model for drug absorption that includes metabolism
by CYP3A4 inside the epithelial cells, P-gp mediated efflux into the lumen,
intracellular diffusion from the luminal side to the basal side, and subsequent
permeation through the basal membrane [40]. As expected, they demonstrated that
the fraction of dose into the portal vein was synergistically elevated by simulta-
neous inhibition of both CYP3A4 and P-gp. The Simcyp Consortium Project has
compiled extensive demographic and physiological data to build virtual human
populations and has demonstrated good prediction of in vivo pharmacokinetic
profiles using in vitro data and a simulation approach similar to the CATmodel [41].
In contrast to the compartmental absorption and transit model, others have
developed a simulation of the GI tract modeled as a continuous tube with spatially
varying properties and continuous plug flow with dispersion of drug
molecules [42, 43].
We demonstrated the utility of GI absorption simulation based on the ACAT in

predicting the impact of physiological and biochemical processes on oral drug
bioavailability [44, 45].
The ACATmodel is loosely based on the work of Amidon and Yu who found that

seven equal transit time compartments are required to represent the observed
cumulative frequency distribution for small intestine transit times [24]. Their
original CAT was able to explain the oral plasma concentration profiles of
atenolol [46].

17.3
Use of Rule-Based Computational Alerts in Early Discovery

17.3.1
Simple Rules for Drug Absorption (Druggability)

In silico ADMET profiling of compound libraries in early discovery has become a
valuable addition to the research toolbox of computational andmedicinal chemists. A
computational alert was developed by Lipinski based on the physicochemical
characteristics of approximately 90% of 2245 drugs with USAN names that have
had clinical exposure found in the World Drug Index [47]. Most of these drugs have
entered at least phase-II clinical trials. The rule-of-5 has had a significant impact on
early drug discovery and has stimulated development of similar computational
alerts [48–52]. Application of a computational alert to compound libraries prior to
synthesis helps limit the requirement of in vitro testing to those compounds that are
most likely to have �drug-like� characteristics.
We have developed a new set of rules, called �ADMET Risk,� that contains cutoffs

for human jejunal permeability, pHof a saturated solutionof the drug inwater, partial
charge onH-bond donors and acceptors, an indicator variable for permanent cations,
and a low-level cutoff for logP. The ADMET Risk rules and two-letter abbreviations
are listed as follows:
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LP Sþ log P <�1:006

Pr SþPef f < 0:314
pH Sþ pH < 3:12
Hd HBDCH > 1:34
Ha HBACH <�6:6

PC QuaAmine >½Nþ �>0;
where Sþ logP represents Simulations Plus artificial neural network model of logP
(octanol/water); SþPeff represents Simulations Plus predicted human jejunal
effective permeability; Sþ pH represents Simulations Plus estimation of the pH of
a saturated solution of the drug in pure water; HBDCH represents partial charge on
hydrogen-bond donors; HBACH represents partial charge on hydrogen-bond ac-
ceptors; and QuaAmine_>[Nþ ] represents an indicator variable for the presence of
quaternary amines, sulfonium cations, or diazonium cations.
All the descriptors and properties necessary to calculate ADMETRisk are generated

by the software programADMETPredictor (formerly calledQMPRPlus) (Simulations
Plus, Inc.). The current set of ADMET Predictor computational models for biophar-
maceutical properties is listed below:

. multiprotic ionization constants (pKa);

. logP (log10 of octanol–water partition coefficient for unionized molecules);

. logD (log10 of octanol–water distribution coefficient for all molecular species);

. effective permeability (human jejunum) (Peff, cm/s� 104);

. average effective permeability (entire small intestine) (Pavg, cm/s� 104);

. MDCK cell monolayer permeability (Papp, nm/s);

. blood–brain barrier permeation (high, low, undecided)

. saturated aqueous solubility in pure water (mg/ml);

. saturated aqueous pH in pure water;

. saturated intrinsic solubility in pure water (mg/ml);

. saturated solubility at user-specified pH (mg/ml);

. salt solubility factor;

. diffusivity (diffusion coefficient, cm2/s);

. molal volume (cm3/mol);

. percentage unbound to blood plasma proteins (%);

. pharmacokinetic volume of distribution (l/kg);

. maximum recommended therapeutic dose (mg/kg/day);

. estrogen receptor toxicity;

. lethal acute toxicity against fathead minnow (mg/l/96 h);

. affinity toward hERG Kþ channel (a measure of cardiac toxicity);

. carcinogenicity in rats and mice;

. Ames mutagenicity in Salmonella;

. metabolism rate constants (Vmax, Km) for five main CYP enzymes in human (1A2,
2C19, 2C9, 2D6, and 3A4);

. inhibition of HIV-1 integrase;

. simulated fraction absorbed in human.
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These models are based on the calculation of 297 molecular descriptors obtained
by parsing the 2D or 3D structures of drug molecules as represented either in
SMILES string format or as ISIS-.RDF, .SDF, or .MOL file format (MDL Information
Systems, Inc., http://www.mdli.com/). Molecular descriptor values are used as
inputs to independent mathematical models to generate estimates for each of the
biopharmaceutical properties listed above. Using these property estimates or experi-
mentally determined properties as inputs to theACATmodel, drugmoleculesmay be
classified according to their ADMETqualities. While no computer program is able to
estimate the exact experimental values for these properties, we have demonstrated
that the estimated values generated by our method are sufficiently accurate to allow
rank ordering of a large number of compounds for �overall ADMETquality.� In fact,
in vitro methods also fail to predict in vivo ADMET properties under certain
conditions. We have found that the in silico methods are comparable to in vitro
methods for predictive capability.
We tested the usefulness of these in silico biopharmaceutical properties in pre-

dicting the rank order of human intestinal absorption (HIA%). The percentage
absorbed for266drugmoleculeswas collected fromvarious literature sources [53, 54].
These drugs are known to be absorbed by a number ofmechanisms includingpassive
transcellular, passive paracellular, and active transport mechanism and some were
actively effluxed. Starting from three-dimensional structures calculated by CORINA
(http://www2.ccc.uni-erlangen.de/software/corina/), we used ADMET Predictor to
generate molecular descriptors, to estimate the biopharmaceutical properties, and to
calculate the ADMET Risk values as described above.
Results fromADMETPredictor using a rule-basedmethodwerefirst ranked by the

value of ADMET Risk and, within an ADMET Risk category (0–5), were ranked by
increasingpermeability (in silicoestimate ofhumaneffectivepermeability).Table17.1
lists the experimental HIA% and compares their rank order with the rank order
predicted for 266 drugs using the rule-based method. We found a significant
Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.70 (p < 0.001)when the rule-basedmethod
of predicting the rank order of oral faction absorbed was applied to 209 passively
absorbed compounds. Figure 17.1 shows a plot of the experimental rank order
compared with the ADMET Risk-based rank order method for 209 compounds that
are known to be absorbed through a passive transcellular or paracellular route. It can
be seen that there is a good correlation for the passively absorbed compounds. By
contrast, Figure 17.2 shows a similar plot for the 43 compounds that are known to be
absorbed by an active route or are known to be actively effluxed. For these compounds
the correlation is nonexistent.
In a comparison betweenLipinski�s rules and theADMETRisk,wehave found that

the �rule-of-5� accurately identifies only a fraction of the compounds that have
experimental absorption less than 50%. This high false-positive result allowsmany of
the poor compounds to go undetected. By contrast, the ADMET Risk identifies a
much higher fraction of the unfavorable compounds in addition to many of the well-
absorbed compounds.
ADMET Predictor was used to generate in silico estimates of logP, aqueous

solubility, the pH of a saturated solution in water, partial charges on H-bond donors
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and acceptors, and human jejunal permeability from 3D molecular structures. The
predictive performance of Lipinski�s original rule-of-5 [47] was compared with that of
the ADMETRisk. Apositive was defined asHIA%greater than or equal to 50%, and a
negative was defined as less than or equal to 50%.
Both sets of rules correctly identified over 99% of the true positives. However,

because of the liberal criteria found in Lipinski�s rule-of-5, only 20% true negatives
were predicted correctly whereas 80% were predicted as false positives. The default
ADMETRisk rules predicted 64%of the truenegatives and lowered the false positives
to only 36%. Unlike the original rule-of-5, however, ADMET Risk marked one

Figure 17.1 Correlation of rank order for ADMET Risk and human
intestinal absorption (HIA%). TheADMETRisk score ranged from
0 to 5, with 5 being compounds with the greatest risk of having
poor ADMETproperties.Within a single ADMETRisk number, the
compounds were ranked according to ascending estimated
human jejunal permeability (ADMET Predictor, Simulations Plus,
Inc.). Spearman rank correlation coefficient was 0.7 (p< 0.001).

Figure 17.2 Correlation of rank order for 43 compounds that
are known substrates for influx or efflux transporters. Spearman
rank correlation coefficient was 0.3.
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compound as a false negative – a result of more conservative rules. Rifabutine has
Fa¼ 53%andwas assigned anADMETRisk score of 3, so it was right on the border of
having poor ADMET properties. Thus, application of ultrahigh-throughput in silico
estimation of biopharmaceutical properties to the generation of computational alerts
has the potential to improve compound selection to those drug candidates that are
likely to have less trouble in development.

17.3.2
Complex Rules That Include Toxicity

Computational alerts can be extended from having rules that predict absorption
properties only to customized rules that include distribution and toxicity. Here, we
will consider in silicomodels for four types of toxicity. When the �hits� in the ADME
rules are combined with additional rules for estimated toxicity, we generate a more
general computational �ADMET Risk.�
Maximal recommended therapeutic dose (MRTD as defined by the US FDA) has

been correlatedwith potential toxicity.Matthews et al.have reported in silicomulticase
models for MRTD [55]. According to their analysis, more toxic molecules will have
MRTDvalues less than 2.7mg/kg/day and less toxicmoleculeswill haveMRTDmore
than 4.99mg/kg/day. If one builds an in silicomodel for MRTD, then a new rule can
be added to the computational alert ADME rules described above.
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has released a number of

toxicological databases on its Distributed Structure-Searchable Toxicity (DSSTox)
database network. These databasesmake a tremendous resource for building in silico
models of toxicity. The first toxicity we will consider from the EPA is for molecules
that bind to the estrogen receptor and have the potential to produce endocrine
disruption. The primary quantitative end point for this toxicity is a ratio of the
estimated estrogen receptor-binding affinities for 17b-estradiol divided by the affinity
estimated for the unknown molecule (RBA). A high value for the ratio (RBA > 1)
would imply that the new molecule has a binding affinity for the estrogen receptor
greater than estradiol. The EPAdatabase contains 232moleculeswithmeasuredRBA
values, and the median ratio is 0.02. Thus, half of the molecules would have ratios
greater than 0.02 (more toxic), and half would have ratios less than 0.02 (less toxic).
When a virtual screen is conducted on a set of new molecules, this RBA estimation
would be a valuable addition to the overall ADMET Risk score.
When considering environmental chemicals, another important measure of

toxicity is based on the EPA acute fathead minnow toxicity database. In this assay,
28–36-day-old fathead minnows are exposed to varying concentrations of a test
molecule in a flow-through apparatus for 96 h [56]. The concentration of the organic
chemical that produced 50% lethality (LD50) was reported in the EPA database. The
median LD50 from 586 molecules was 21.5mg/l. This value could comprise another
cutoff in a computational alert.
Rat carcinogenicity is another important measure of toxicity reported in one of the

DSSTox databases. TD50 is the daily dose that will induce tumors in half of the test
animals that would have remained tumor free at zero dose [57]. The median TD50
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from 265 compounds tested was 1.15mg/kg/day. In screening for ADMET Risk,
thus, one might be able to estimate if the new molecules were more or less
carcinogenic than the most carcinogenic half of the molecules tested by the EPA.
TheDSSToxweb site also provides a database forSalmonellamutagenicity with 506

molecules approximately half of which are designated as positive for mutagenicity
[57]. In addition, Simulations Plus, Inc., has a database with approximately 5000
molecules that covers 10 strains of bacterial mutagenesis.
Finally, we can consider the inhibition of human ether-a-go-go related gene

(hERG) product, which encodes a voltage-gated potassium channel in the cardiac
myocyte. Inhibition of the channel predisposes patients to long QT syndrome, the
characteristic �Torsades de Pointes� arrhythmia, and sudden cardiac death. Several
publications have reported the results of electrophysiological measurement of the
hERG IC50 for a variety of drugs [58, 59]. In building a model for hERG IC50, it is
important to screen the data for a common target, preferably the expression of
hERG on mammalian cells (HEK, CHO, COS, cardiac myocytes, and neuroblasto-
ma cells). For 93 drugs, the median half-maximal inhibition of potassium channel
current tested in patch clamp electrophysiological apparatus on mammalian cells
expressing human ERG gene was 1.58mM. This represents a reasonable cutoff for
hERG toxicity.
Thus, an extension of the ADMET Risk rules to include toxicity would include

. MRTD values less than 2.7mg/kg/day;

. RBA ratios more than 0.02;

. fathead minnow LD50 less than 21.5mg/l;

. Positive prediction for Salmonela mutagenicity;

. hERG IC50 less than 1.58mM.

17.4
Mechanistic Simulation (ACAT Models) in Early Discovery

We have developed a two-step procedure for the in silico screening of compound
libraries based on biopharmaceutical property estimation linked to a mechanistic
simulation of GI absorption. The first step involves biopharmaceutical property
estimation by application of machine learning procedures to empirical data modeled
with a set of molecular descriptors derived from 2D and 3Dmolecular structures. In
silicomethods were used to estimate such biopharmaceutical properties as effective
human jejunal permeability, cell culture permeability, aqueous solubility, and
molecular diffusivity. In the second step, differential equations for the advanced
compartmental absorption and transit model were numerically integrated to deter-
mine the rate, extent, and approximate GI location of drug liberation (for controlled
release), dissolution, and absorption. Figure 17.3 shows the schematic diagramof the
ACAT model in which each one of the arrows represents an ordinary differential
equation (ODE).
The form of the ACATmodel implemented in GastroPlus describes the release,

dissolution, luminal degradation (if any), metabolism, and absorption/exsorption of
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a drug as it transits through successive compartments. The kinetics associated with
these processes is modeled by a system of coupled linear and nonlinear rate
equations. The equations include the consideration of 6 states (unreleased, undis-
solved, dissolved, degraded, metabolized, and absorbed), 18 compartments (9 GI – 1
stomach, 6 small intestine, and 2 colon– and 9 enterocyte), 3 states of excreted
material (unreleased, undissolved, and dissolved), and the amount of drug in up to 3
pharmacokinetic compartments (when pharmacokinetic parameters are available) or
in a whole body physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model. The total amount of
absorbedmaterial is summed over the integrated amounts being absorbed/exsorbed
from each absorption/transit compartment.
For example, the rate of change of dissolved drug concentration in a luminal GI

compartment depends on six different processes: (1) transit of drug into a compart-
ment, (2) transit of drug out of a compartment, (3) release of drug from the
formulation in the compartment, (4) dissolution/precipitation of drug particles,
(5) luminal degradation of the drug, and (6) absorption/exsorption of the drug . The
timescale associated with luminal transit through a compartment is determined by a
transfer rate constant, kt, that is calculated as one divided by the mean transit time
within the compartment. Transit times within each compartment are determined as
the product of the physical volume of fluid in the compartment (milliliter) divided by
the average fluid flow rate (ml/h). The timescale of the dissolution process is set by a

Figure 17.3 Schematic diagram of the advanced compartmental
absorption and transit model as implemented in GastroPlus.
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rate constant, kd, that is computed from a drug�s solubility (as a function of pH), its
effective particle size, particle density, lumen concentration, diffusion coefficient,
and the diffusion layer thickness (Equation 17.1). The timescale associated with the
absorption process is set by a rate coefficient, ka, that depends on the effective
permeability of the drug (Peff, units of cm/s) multiplied by an absorption scale factor
(ASF with units of cm�1) for each compartment (Equation 17.2). The nominal value
of the ASF is the surface-to-volume ratio of the compartment, which reduces to 2/
radius of the SI compartment. ASFs are adjusted from these nominal values to
correct for the changes in permeability due to changing physiology along the
GI tract; for example, absorption surface area, pH, tight junction gap width, and
transport protein (influx or efflux) densities. The rates of absorption and exsorp-
tion depend on the concentration gradients across the apical and basolateral
enterocyte membranes (Equations 17.3 and 17.4). The timescale for luminal
degradation is set by a rate constant kDegrad that is determined by interpolation
from an input table of degradation rate (or half-life) versus pH and the pH in the
compartment.
The system of differential equations is integrated using CVODE numerical

integration package. CVODE is a solver for stiff and nonstiff ordinary differential
equation systems [60]. The fraction of dose absorbed is calculated as the sum of all
drug amounts crossing the apical membrane as a function of time, divided by the
dose, or by the sum of all doses if multiple dosing is used.

kðiÞd ¼ 3g
CSðiÞ�CðiÞL

rr0T
; ð17:1Þ

k0ðiÞa ¼ aðiÞPeff ðiÞ; ð17:2Þ

Absorption
Exsorption ðiÞ

¼ k0ðiÞaV ðiÞðCðiÞL�CðiÞEÞ; ð17:3Þ

Basolateral transferðiÞ ¼ k0ðiÞbV ðiÞðCðiÞE�CpÞ; ð17:4Þ

where k(i)d is dissolution rate constant for the ith compartment; k0ðiÞa is absorption rate
coefficient for the ith compartment; k0ðiÞb is absorption rate coefficient specific for the
basolateral membrane of the ith compartment; CS is aqueous solubility at local pH;
C(i)L is lumen concentration for the ith compartment; C(i)E is intracellular enterocyte
concentration for the ith compartment; Cp is plasma central compartment concen-
tration;V(i) is lumen volume of ith compartment; g ismolecular diffusion coefficient;
r is drug particle density; r0 is effective initial drug particle radius; T is diffusion
layer thickness; a(i) is compartmental absorption scale factor for ith compartment;
and Peff(i) is human effective permeability for ith compartment.
As one part of our software validation, we tested the accuracy of GastroPlus

simulation of fraction absorbed. Starting from two-dimensional structures, ADMET
Predictor was used to generate the molecular descriptors and estimates of logP,
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solubility, permeability, and diffusivity that were used in GI simulations. The extent
of GI absorption for each drug was determined in silico using the ACATmodel after
making the following simplifying assumptions: (default dose (100mg), particle
radius (was adjusted to achieve 100% dissolution in 3.3 h), and human fasted
physiology). The simulation results from GastroPlus were compared with literature
values. The simplest assumption for the regional dependence of the rate of absorp-
tion (Equation 17.2) is that the compartmental absorption scale factor is equal to 2
divided by the radius of the small intestine and that this value of ASF is applied to all
compounds equally.

17.4.1
Automatic Scaling of k0a as a Function of Peff, pH, logD, and GI Surface Area

The size and shape of a drug molecule, its acid and base dissociation constants, and
the pH of the GI tract all influence the absorption rate constant for specific regions
of theGI. Pade and coworkersmeasured theCaco-2 cellular permeability for a diverse
set of acidic and basic drug molecules at two pH values [61]. They concluded that
the permeability coefficient of the acidic drugs was greater at pH 5.4, whereas that of
the basic drugs was greater at pH 7.2 and that the transcellular pathway was the
favored pathway formost drugs, probably due to its larger accessible surface area. The
paracellular permeability of the drugs depended on size and charge. Thepermeability
of the drugs through the tight junctions decreased with increasing molecular size.
Further, the pathway also appeared to be cation selective, with the positively charged
cations of weak bases permeating the aqueous pores of the paracellular pathway at a
faster rate than the negatively charged anions of weak acids. Thus, the extent to which
the paracellular and transcellular routes are utilized in drug transport is influenced
by the fraction of ionized and unionized species (which in turn depends on the pKa of
the drug and the pHof the solution), the intrinsic partition coefficient of the drug, and
molecule size and charge.
Figure 17.4 is a representation of regional permeability coefficients of 19 drugs

with different physicochemical properties determined by Ungell et al. by using
excised segments from three regions of rat intestine: jejunum, ileum, and colon [62].
They observed a significant decrease in the permeability to hydrophilic drugs and a

significant increase in the permeability for hydrophobic drugs aborally to the small
intestine (p < 0.0001). Figure 17.4 illustrates that for hydrophilic drugs (low perme-
ability and low logD), the ratio of colon: jejunal permeability was less than 1, whereas
for hydrophobic drugs (higher permeability and higher logD), the ratio of colon:
jejunal permeability was observed to be greater than 1. At certain pH values, the
permeability of small hydrophilic drugsmayhave a largeparacellular component [63],
and it is well known that the transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of colon is
much higher than that of the small intestine. TEER increases as the width of tight
junctions decreases, and the tight junction width has been determined to be
0.75–0.8 nm in jejunum, 0.3–0.35 nm in ileum, and 0.2–0.25 nm in colon [64–
67]. The narrower tight junctions in colon suggest that the paracellular transport will
be much less significant in the colon, which helps to explain the lower ratio of colon:
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jejunal permeability for hydrophilic drugs. To our knowledge, a conclusive explana-
tion for the increased colon permeability of drugs with high small intestine
permeability is not yet available. We have used the ACATmodel with experimental
biopharmaceutical properties for a series of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug
molecules to calibrate a �logD model� that explains the observed rate and extent
of absorption.
The mechanistic simulation ACATmodel was modified to automatically account

for the change in small intestinal and colon k0a as a function of the local (pH-
dependent) logD of the drug molecule. The rank order of HIA% from GastroPlus
was directly compared with the rank order experimental HIA% with this correction
for the logD of eachmolecule in each of the pH environments of the small intestine.
The mechanistic simulation produced 82% of HIA% predictions within 25% of the
experimental values.

17.4.2
Mechanistic Corrections for Active Transport and Efflux

Table 17.2 lists the 43 molecules used in this study that are known to be substrates
for active transport or active efflux. The mechanistic ACATmodel was modified to
accommodate saturable uptake and efflux by using standard Michaelis–Menten
equations. It was assumed that transporters responsible for active uptake of drug
molecules from the lumen and active efflux from the enterocytes to the lumen
were homogeneously dispersed within each luminal compartment and each
corresponding enterocyte compartment, respectively. Equation 17.5 represents the

Figure 17.4 Relationship between distribution coefficient at
pH¼ 7.4 and the intestinal permeability of jejunum, ileum, and
colon. Data were collected from [62].
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overall mass balance for drug in the enterocyte compartment lining the intestinal
wall:

dMentðiÞ
dt

¼ ADRðiÞ þATRðiÞ�BDRðiÞ�GMRðiÞ; ð17:5Þ

ATR ¼ DFinfluxðiÞ
VmaxðinfluxÞCi

KmðinfluxÞ þCi
�DFeffluxðiÞ

VmaxðeffluxÞCentðiÞ
KmðeffluxÞ þCentðiÞ

; ð17:6Þ

whereMent(i) is themass of drug in the enterocyte compartment i; ADR(i) is the apical
diffusion rate for ith compartment; ATR(i) is the apical transport rate for ith
compartment; BDR(i) is the basolateral diffusion rate for ith compartment; GMR(i)

is the gut metabolism rate for ith compartment; DFinflux(i) is distribution factor for
influx transporter in compartment i; DFefflux(i) is distribution factor for efflux
transporter in compartment i; Vmax(influx or efflux) is the maximal velocity of the
saturable transporter; Km(influx or efflux) is the Michaelis constant for the saturable
transporter;Ci is the concentration of drug inside the lumen of the intestine;Cent(i) is
the concentration of drug inside the enterocyte in compartment i.
Because the amounts and density of these transporters vary along the GI tract, it is

necessary to introduce a correction factor for the varying transport rates in the
different luminal and enterocyte compartments. Owing to the lack of experimental
data for the regional distribution and Michaelis–Menten constants for each drug in
Table 17.2, we fitted an intrinsic (concentration-independent) transport rate for each
drug to closely approximate the experimental HIA%. Figure 17.5 shows a correlation

Figure 17.5 Correlation of experimental and simulated
percentage absorbed. Percentage absorbed is defined as the
percentage of the dose that crosses the apical membrane of the
intestine. Percentage absorbed was simulated using the ACAT
model as described in the text.
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between the simulatedHIA%and the experimentalHIA%for 209 passively absorbed
compounds.

17.4.3
PBPK and In Silico Estimation of Distribution

Prior to 2002, most studies published on physiologically-based pharmacokinetic
models focused on the distribution and elimination of environmental toxins such as
dioxin, styrene, and organic solvents [68–70]. PBPK models for drug molecules
generally relied on tissue/plasma partition coefficients (Kps) measured in rat [71–73].
The earliest models for calculation of tissue/plasma partition coefficients from
structure were typical QSAR models developed from a database of empirical Kp

values [74].However, several years back, one group had already started a revolution in
PBPK modeling with the introduction of a mechanistic model for tissue/plasma
partition coefficients based on the tissue composition of neutral and phospholipids
and volume fraction of water [75]. Years after the introduction of the tissue
composition method, a comparison of methods for calculating Kp values observed
that the mechanistic tissue composition methods worked well to estimate Kp values
for volatile organic molecules [76]. However, the widespread use of these models for
calculating drug distribution achieved greatmomentum from thework of Poulin and
Theil [77–80]. Recent reviews and validation studies have confirmed the utility of
PBPK modeling in early drug discovery [8, 10, 11, 81].
To address the inaccuracy of estimates for volume at steady state (Vss) for strongly

basic drugmolecules, Rodgers andRowland have proposed an extension to the tissue
composition method that takes into account the volume fraction of acidic phospho-
lipids. Presumably, the higher values ofVss observed for these basic molecules is due
to the interaction of the cationic state (at physiological pH) of the base with the
anionic state of the acidic phospholipids [82–85]. Several commercial software
programs are now extensively used in the pharmaceutical industry for PBPK
modeling [86, 41, 87, 11].

17.5
Mechanistic Simulation of Bioavailability (Drug Development)

In addition to the mechanistic simulation of absorptive and secretive saturable
carrier-mediated transport, we have developed a model of saturable metabolism for
the gut and liver that simulates nonlinear responses in drug bioavailability and
pharmacokinetics [44]. Hepatic extraction is modeled using a modified venous
equilibrium model that is applicable under transient and nonlinear conditions. For
drugs undergoing gut metabolism by the same enzymes responsible for liver
metabolism (e.g., CYPs 3A4 and 2D6), gut metabolism kinetic parameters are scaled
from liver metabolism parameters by scaling Vmax by the ratios of the amounts of
metabolizing enzymes in each of the intestinal enterocyte compartments relative to
the liver. Significant work in identifying the distribution of CYP3A4 and CYP2D6
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isozymes in the gut has been done by Paine et al. and Madani et al., respectively
[88, 89], and their data were used in our simulations. We have validated the model
against experimental data for drugs that undergo livermetabolismalone (propranolol
andmetoprolol), gut metabolism, and liver metabolism (midazolam), and efflux, gut
metabolism, and liver metabolism (saquinavir).
We used in vitro kinetic constants obtained from homogenate or whole-cell

experiments under controlled conditions and scaled the constants to the in vivo
scenario by using appropriate physiological scale factors. Figure 17.6 shows our
simulated results for absorption and metabolism of midazolam at three solution
doses [90]. Midazolam is metabolized in the gut and liver by cytochrome 3A4, and
Figure 17.6 shows the accurate simulation of the nonlinear dose dependence due to
saturation of CYP3A4. Saquinavir is alsometabolized in the gut and liver by 3A4, and
it is also a substrate for efflux by P-glycoprotein. Figure 17.7 shows our simulated
results for absorption and metabolism of saquinavir when dosed with and without
grapefruit juice [91]. It can be seen that the simulation correctly predicts the increase
in oral AUC and bioavailability when the drugs are dosed after the patient ingested
grapefruit juice. It is well known that grapefruit juice is able to inhibit CYP3A4
metabolism in the gut by approximately 60% but not in the liver. Our results show
that in vitro kinetic constants can be used to predict drug behavior in vivo, provided
adequate data on enzyme distribution and activity are available, and that the in vitro
method adequately measures the metabolic processes for the compound. The use of
in vitro data from human liver microsomes, as was done for midazolam and
saquinavir above, is adequate when the metabolism of the compound is well
described by only phase-I processes that take place in microsomes. For compounds
with significant phase-II metabolism, such as propranolol, microsomal measure-

Figure 17.6 Experimental and simulated plasma concentration
versus time profiles for three solution doses of midazolam. Data
were collected from the literature [90].
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ments will not reflect the entire metabolism, and clearance will be underpredicted.
Data from hepatocytes can provide both phase-I and phase-II metabolism, and so the
use of hepatocytes would be preferred when phase-II metabolism is involved. Even
with the best of experimental data, factors such as interindividual variability in
enzyme content and activity strongly limit the extension of predictions across
different demographics.
More experimental information is needed regarding distribution and densities of

metabolizing enzymes and efflux proteins in the GI tract. This information is
crucial since dissolution and absorption are site dependent all along the GI tract.
Knowledge of the variation in enzyme and efflux transporter amounts in the
intestine and colon can also be used to design formulations with increased
bioavailabilities by avoiding sites of high intestinal first pass and efflux. For
example, the bioavailability of oxybutynin, a CYP3A4 substrate, is increased by
modifying the formulation to release most of the drug in the distal GI [92]. Similarly,
the bioavailability of a P-gp substrate might be increased by using a gastric-retentive
formulation to release the drug in proximal GI where the P-gp density is relatively
low. The influence of inhibitors and inducers of enzymes can be modeled by using
appropriate scale factors to mimic changes in enzyme amounts, activity, and
competitive inhibition. Similarly, drug–drug interactions can be modeled using
the same techniques.
In spite of its limitations, the ACATmodel combined with modeling of saturable

processes has become a powerful tool in the study of oral absorption and pharmaco-
kinetics. To our knowledge, it is the only tool that can translate in vitro data from early
drug discovery experiments all the way to plasma concentration profiles and
nonlinear dose-relationship predictions. As more experimental data become avail-
able, we believe that the model will become more comprehensive, and its predictive
capabilities will be further enhanced.

Figure 17.7 Experimental and simulated plasma concentration
versus time profiles for a single dose of saquinavir administered
with and without grape fruit juice [91].
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17.5.1
Approaches to In Silico Estimation of Metabolism

In silico estimation of metabolism is still an area of intense study and development.
Accurate prediction of intrinsic clearance is still not possible with the currently
available methods [15]. Most of the progress in this area has been focused on the
mixed function oxidase cytochrome P450 enzyme family. Advances in this area have
been focused on three areas: (1) prediction of the cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzyme
isotype that is responsible for the major metabolism, (2) prediction of the chemical
site of a molecule that is most likely to undergo biotransformation by oxidative
metabolism, and (3) structure-based docking studies of CYP enzyme substrate
complexes .
Unsupervised machine learning based on the application of Kohonen self-

organizing maps to groups of isotype-specific molecules has been applied to predict
the CYP enzyme isotype involved in themajormetabolism [93]. The same group used
similar computational methods to estimate the catalytic Km values for P450 sub-
strates [94]. The most successful methods for predicting the P450 metabolism site
utilize a method for calculation of the activation energy for homolytic cleavage of a
C�Hbond in the substrate [95–99]. HomolyticHatom abstraction is the rate-limiting
step in P450 oxidative metabolism, and the C�Hbonds with lowest activation energy
are generally the sites of major metabolism for CYP enzymes such as 3A4 that has a
large binding pocket that can easily accommodate the substrate in a variety of
orientations. This method is less predictive for other CYP enzymes such as 2D6 or
2C9 that have a definite pharmacophore that helps orient the substrate so that
oxidation can occur at carbons that have a higher activation energy for homolytic
cleavage. A newer, empirical method for estimating the H-atom abstraction energy
was shown to be more accurate than the classical methods based on semiempirical
AM1 calculations [100, 101].
The availability of X-ray crystallographic structures and homology models of the

CYP450 enzymes allows the application of structure-based methods to predict P450
metabolism [102–105]. Newer approaches that have promise in this area include
hybrid methods that use an energy calculation with some knowledge of the steric
interaction of a given CYP enzyme. Metasite, a software program, combines the
calculation of H-atom abstraction energetics with a method based on a comparison
between alignment-independent descriptors derived from GRID molecular interac-
tion fields for the active site and a distance-based representation of the
substrate [106, 107].

17.6
Regulatory Aspects of Modeling and Simulation (FDA Critical Path Initiative)

Pharmaceutical productivity has been falling and costs have been rising. In 2004, the
US FDA introduced the Critical Path Initiative to modernize drug development by
introducing advancements in genomics, modeling and simulation, and advanced
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imaging [22, 108, 109, 20, 110]. One important use of such data will be to construct
quantitative models of disease processes, incorporating what is known about
biomarkers, clinical outcomes, and the effects of various interventions. Thesemodels
can then be used for trial simulations to better design appropriate trials and clinical
outcome measures. These methods have been dubbed �Model-Based Drug Deve-
lopment and have the potential to improve the success rate in regulatory
approval [20].�

17.7
Conclusions

The application of ultrahigh-throughput in silico estimation of biopharmaceutical
properties to generate rule-based computational alerts has the potential to improve
compound selection for those drug candidates that are likely to have less trouble in
development. Extension of purely in silico methods to the realm of mechanistic
simulation further enhances our ability to predict the impact of physiological and
biochemical processes on drug absorption and bioavailability. Quantitative predic-
tion of metabolic rates is still a future goal, but great progress has been achieved in
calculating substrate specificity, sites of metabolism, and relative binding interac-
tions with metabolic enzymes. It remains to be seen if all of these innovations
combinedwith clinical trial simulations andmodel-based drug developmentwill lead
to a faster and less expensive drug development.
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18
Toward Understanding P-Glycoprotein Structure–Activity
Relationships
Anna Seelig

Abbreviations

ABC ATP-binding cassette (transport protein)
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
BBB Blood–brain barrier
GRIND Grid independent descriptors
IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
LDA Linear discriminant analysis
MDR Multidrug resistance
NBD Nucleotide-binding domain
PCA Principle component analysis
PLS-DA Partial least square discriminant analysis
P-gp P-Glycoprotein (MDR1, ABCB1)
(Q)SAR (Quantitative) structure–activity relationship
Sav1866 ABC transporter from Staphylococcus aureus
SVM Support vector machine
TMD Transmembrane domain

Symbols

CSaq Substrate concentration in aqueous solution
K1 Substrate concentration at half-maximum P-gp activation
K2 Substrate concentration of at half-minimum P-gp activation
V0 Basal P-gp activity in the absence of substrates
V1 Maximum transporter activity
V2 Minimum transporter activity
VSaq Transporter activity at a given substrate concentration in aqueous solution
k Rate constant
Ktw(1) Binding constant of a drug fromwater to the activating binding region

of the transporter
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Ktl(1) Binding constant of a drug from the lipid phase to the inhibitory
binding region of the transporter

Klw Lipid–water partition coefficient
DG0

twð1Þ Free energy of binding of a substrate from water to the activating
binding region of the transporter

DG0
tlð1Þ Free energy of binding of a substrate from the lipid phase to the

activating binding region of the transporter
DG0

lw Freeenergyofpartitioningofasubstrate fromwater tothe lipidmembrane
J Net flux
F Passive flux
IC50 Half-maximum (50%) inhibitory concentration

18.1
Introduction

P-Glycoprotein (P-gp/MDR1/ABCB1) is an efflux transporter of broad substrate
specificity that is encodedby themultidrug resistance (MDR) 1 gene (MDR1) [1]. P-gp
was first observed inmultidrug resistant cancer cells [2]. It is also highly expressed in
different plasmamembrane barriers with protective functions, such as the intestinal
barrier (IB) [3, 4], the blood–brain barrier (BBB) [3, 5], the placental barrier [6], and the
blood–testis barrier [7], where it reduces or even prevents the absorption of a broad
range of drugs and toxins (for review seeRef. [3, 8]). Recently, P-gpwas detected in the
nuclear membrane [9] where it contributes to an additional protection shell around
the nucleus. P-gp not only prevents absorption but also plays a role in the excretion of
drugs, toxins, and their metabolites, for example, in proximal tubules of the kidney
and biliary ducts of the liver [3].
Cells can be induced to overexpress P-gp after exposure to a single agent

(e.g., anticancer drugs, certain antibiotics, or food components) [10] or even after
exposure to physical stress, such as X-ray [11], UV light irradiation [12], or heat
shock [13].Overexpression of P-gp leads tomultidrug resistance, that is, to a resistance
toward all drugs that are substrates for P-gp. The expression level of P-gp not only
depends on the exposure of cells to various stimuli but also on genetic factors [14].
The same type of stimuli that induce MDR due to P-gp in human can also induce

MDR in bacteria, parasites, and fungi by promoting the expression of related ABC
transporters.MDR is detrimental not only for the treatment of cancers (for review see
Ref. [15]), but also for the treatment of bacterial [16], parasitic [17], and fungal [18]
diseases and can be considered as a general problem for pharmacotherapy.

18.1.1
Similarity Between P-gp and Other ABC Transporters

ATP-binding cassette transport proteins (ABCs) are phylogenetically highly con-
served and transport a large variety of compounds across cell membranes. The 48
human ABC transporters are grouped into seven subfamilies (A–G) according to
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similarities in their amino acid sequences [19]. On the basis of hydropathy plots,most
human ABC transporters are predicted to consist of two homologous parts,
each consisting of a transmembrane domain (TMD) and a cytosolic nucleotide-
binding domain (NBD) coupled by a cytosolic linker region. P-gp (MDR1/ABCB1)
(Figure 18.1) is the best studied example.
Some transporters (e.g., BCRP/ABCG2) are half-transporters (with one TMD

comprising six transmembrane a-helices and one cytosolic NBD) that only function
as homodimers, like the prokaryoticABCtransporter (e.g., Sav1866).Othermembers
(e.g., ABCC1, ABCC2, ABCC3, ABCC6, and ABCC10) exhibit an additional amino-
terminal TMD [20]. Despite these variations, overlapping substrate specificity has
been observed, for example, between P-gp/ABCB1and MRP1/ABCC1 [21] as well as
between P-gp/ABCB1 and BCRP/ABCG2 [22].
Like many membrane proteins, P-gp (170 kDa) has been recalcitrant to crystalli-

zation. So far, only a low-resolution (�8A
�
) structure from two-dimensional crystals of

P-glycoprotein trapped in the nucleotide-bound state has been obtained by electron
microscopy [23]. A high-resolution crystal structure is available for a homologous

Figure 18.1 The putative transmembrane
domains of P-gp derived from hydropathy plots.
Hydropathy analyses search for all clusters of
about 20–22 amino acids in a protein, which are
hydrophobic enough to form a transmembrane
sequence. Upper panel: P-gp in a 2D model
derived from hydropathy plots comprises two
halves each consisting of six putative a-helices

(gray tubes) (TMDs) followed by a nucleotide-
binding domain. Lower panel: the percentage of
hydrogen-bond donor side chains in the putative
transmembrane sequences of P-gp. The
crosshatched putative a-helices are known to be
especially important for binding and transport of
substrates (updated version of Figure 18.3 in
Ref. [26]).
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bacterial ABC transporter, Sav1866 (64.9 kDa). It was also crystallized in the nucleo-
tide-bound state [24, 25] and was found to be a homodimer, formed from two TMD
units, each consisting of six transmembrane a-helices.

18.1.2
Why P-gp Is Special

P-gp differs frommany well-characterized membrane transporters such as sugar or
amino acid transporters. First, it transports not one specific class of compounds but
an intriguing number of chemically unrelated drugs, toxins, and metabolites (see,
e.g., Ref. [26]). Second, it seems to exhibit not one single well-defined binding site but
several binding sites [1, 27, 28]. The different binding sites may not even be well-
defined, lock–key-type binding sites but may constitute a binding region that is
occupied only transiently [21]. Third, P-gp recognizes its substrates not when they are
dissolved in aqueous phase but when they are dissolved in the lipid membrane [29];
more precisely, when the substrates are dissolved in the membrane leaflet facing the
cytosol [30, 31]. This implies that binding occurs in two consecutive binding steps,
partitioning from water into lipid followed by partitioning from lipid into the P-gp-
binding region. The membrane concentration of the substrate thus determines the
P-gp activity [32].
In silicomethods that are able to predict quantitative aspects of the interaction of a

substrate with P-gp would be of great value. So far, modeling was applied mainly to
lock–key-type reactions taking place in aqueous solution. The structural diversity and
lipid solubility of P-gp substrates and the fact that their encounter with the
transporter takes place in the lipid membrane and not in aqueous solution are new
challenges for in silico predictions. Since all in silicomodels are based on experimental
data, we first provide a short introduction to various P-gp assays and discuss their
underlying principles (18.2). Secondly, we summarize the different in silico ap-
proaches (18.3), and, lastly, we discuss the parameters that are most relevant for the
different in silico models (18.4).

18.2
Measurement of P-gp Function

Different assays are used to monitor the function of P-gp such as (i) ATPase assays;
(ii) drug transport assays across confluent, polarized cell monolayers; and (iii)
competition assays with reference substrates. The different assays address different
functional aspects of P-gp.

18.2.1
P-gp ATPase Activity Assay

P-gp ATPase activity is measured using either inside-out cellular vesicles of MDR1-
transfected cells or reconstituted proteoliposomes. In both types of systems, NBDs
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are oriented at least partially toward the extravesicular side, and ATP hydrolysis can
therefore be monitored with a colorimetric [33–35] or a coupled enzyme assay [36].
For cells in vitro, glycolysis is the mainmetabolic pathway and yields onemolecule

of lactic acid permolecule of ATP synthesized; the lactic acid leaves the cell as a waste
product. At steady state, the rate of ATP synthesis corresponds to the rate of ATP
hydrolysis and can therefore be monitored in living MDR1-transfected cells by
measuring the rate of lactic acid extrusion by the cell. Lactic acid extrusion can be
measured either by a spectroscopic approach [37] or by recording the extracellular
acidification rate (ECAR) in NIH-MDR1-G185 cells [32, 38] with a micro-pH meter
based on silicon chip technology (Cytosensor microphysiometer) [39]. A graphical
representation of these assays is shown in Figure 18.2.
P-gp shows a basal ATPase activity in the absence of exogenous compounds; on

additionofdrugs, theATPaseactivity can increaseordecrease.Drug-inducedinorganic
phosphate release [33–35] or ECAR [32] shows a bell-shaped dependence on the drug
concentration (log scale), first increasing to a maximum and then decreasing at high
concentrations (Figure 18.3). Both equimolar (e.g., Ref. [40]) and equitoxic (e.g.,
Refs [41, 42]) concentrations have been used to classify compounds as substrates,
modulators,orinhibitors.Thefact that thesamedrugscaneitheractivateorinhibitP-gp
depending on the assay concentration (Figure 18.3) may explain the numerous
inconsistencies in the classification of drugs with respect to their effects on P-gp.
Differentmodels have been used to analyze P-gp activity profiles [32–34]. Here, we

describe the modified Michaelis–Menten equation proposed by Litman et al. [33]. It

Figure 18.2 ATPase assays: In living cells, the
drug first partitions into the extracellular leaflet of
the plasma membrane and then crosses the
membrane by passive diffusion. Once the drug
reaches the cytosolic membrane leaflet, it either
escapes to the cytosol or is captured by P-gp
(indicated in dark gray). The diffusion process,
that is, passive influx, can vary by several orders
ofmagnitude. If the drug is boundby P-gp (which
ismore likely if diffusion through the intracellular
leaflet is slow), it can be exported out of the cell at
the expense of ATP hydrolysis. ATP in cultured
cells is produced via glycolysis; whereby an

equimolar amount of lactic acid is formed, which
leaves the cell as a waste product, and
dissociates extracellularly to lactate and a proton.
This can be monitored with a Cytosensor as an
extracellular acidification rate. Cytosensor assays
are performed under steady-state conditions. In
contrast, in inside-out plasma membrane
vesicles, the drug first partitions into the
cytosolic leaflet of the plasma membrane. P-gp
activation can be measured by monitoring
inorganic phosphate released by ATPase activity
using a colorimetric assay.
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Figure 18.3 P-gp activity profiles measured with living MDR1-
transfected cells as a function of drug concentration. The
extracellular acidification rate is expressed as a percentage of the
basal rate (100%): verapamil is represented by lozenges, lidocaine
by open squares, and trifluopromazine by open circles. (Data are
taken from Ref. [32].)

assumes activation with one substrate molecule, S, bound, and inhibition with two
substrate molecules bound to P-gp as described by Scheme 18.1:

Tþ ATPþ S>
k1

k�1

TðATPÞSþ S
#k0

TðADPÞ þ Pi þHþ þ Srel

>
k2

k�2

TðATPÞS2 !k00 TðADPÞ þ 2Srel þ Pi þHþ

Scheme 18.1

T(ATP)S and T(ATP)S2 are transporter–ATP complexes with one and two substrate
molecules bound, respectively; T(ADP) is the transporter–ADP complex; Pi inorganic
phosphate; Srel is the substrate molecule flipped to the outer leaflet or released
extracellularly; k1, k�1, and k2, k�2 are the rate constants of the first and the second
substrate binding steps, respectively; and k0 and k00 the rate constants of the catalytic
steps. For this model, the rate of ATP hydrolysis is a function of the P-gp-stimulating
drug concentration:

VSaq ¼
K1K2V0 þK2V1CSaq þV2C

2
Saq

K1K2 þK2CSaq þC2
Saq

; ð18:1Þ

where VSaq is the rate of Pi release as a function of the substrate concentration in
solution, CSaq; V0 is the basal activity in the absence of substrate; V1 is the maximal
ATPase rate that is achieved only when the inhibitory second step is negligible; V2 is
theminimal rate at infinite substrate concentration and lower thanV1;K1 is the drug
concentration at half-maximumactivation, that is,V1/2;K2, the drug concentration at
half-minimum activation, that is, V2/2. At low drug concentrations, Equation 18.1
simplifies to the Michaelis–Menten equation. The catalytic rate constant (k0) corre-
sponds to V1/[T0], where [T0] is the transporter concentration.
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Figure 18.4 Binding from water to the
transporter (1) is divided into two steps:
membrane partitioning (2) and transporter
binding (3). These processes are fast and can be
considered (to a first approximation) as
equilibrium processes in inside-out vesicles as
well as in cells under steady-state conditions in a
Cytosensor: this is indicated by the double
arrows. The free energy of binding of the drug
from water to the transporter (DG0

twð1Þ) was

derived from ATPase assays, and the free energy
of binding of the drug from water to the lipid
membrane (DG0

lw) was derived from surface
activity measurements or from isothermal
titration calorimetry. The free energy of bindingof
the drug from the lipid membrane to the
transporter (DG0

tl) is not directly accessible by
experiment but can be estimated as the
difference between the two free energies DG0

twð1Þ
and DG0

lw (see Equation 18.3).

Evidence for a direct correlation between the turnover number for vinblastine-
stimulated ATP hydrolysis and vinblastine transport rate was provided by Ambudkar
and Stein [43]. Since compounds that interact with P-gp often exhibit a high
lipid–water partition coefficient and can cross the lipid bilayer by passive diffusion,
the stoichiometry between ATP hydrolysis and drug transport is difficult to assess.
Using a permanently charged spin-labeled analogue of verapamil that cannot cross
the membrane by passive diffusion [44], a direct correlation between ATP hydrolysis
and drug transport was demonstrated [45].

18.2.1.1 Quantification of Substrate–Transporter Interactions
Substrate binding from water to the transporter can be described as a two-step
binding process [32] as illustrated in Figure 18.4.
ATPase activationexperimentsareperformedundersteady-state conditions, and the

catalytic rate (rate constant, k1� 1–5 s�1) of P-gp ismuch slower than the rates of drug
and ATP binding. Hence, the concentration at half-maximum activation (K1) can be
considered as the dissociation constant and 1/K1 as the binding constant of a drug to
the activating binding region of the transporter (Ktw(1)) to a first approximation. The
binding constant of the drug to the transporter (Ktw(1)) can then be expressed as the
product of the lipid–water partition coefficient (Klw) and the binding constant of
the substrate from the lipidmembrane to the activating binding site of the transporter
(Ktl(1)),

1
K1

ffi K twð1Þ ffi K tlð1Þ �K lw: ð18:2Þ

This leads to the free energy relationship,

DG0
twð1Þ ffi DG0

tlð1Þ þDG0
lw; ð18:3Þ
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where the superscript zero refers to a biological standard state (pH 7.4 and 37 �C). The
free energy of substrates binding from water to the transporter, DG0

twð1Þ, and the free
energy of partitioning into the lipid membrane, DG0

lw, are defined as

DG0
twð1Þ ffi �RT lnðCwK twð1ÞÞ ð18:4Þ

and

DG0
lw ¼ �RT lnðCwK lwÞ; ð18:5Þ

respectively, whereCw (55.3mol/l) corresponds to themolar concentration of water at
37 �C.Analogous equations can be formulated for the binding constant,Ktw(2), and the
free energy of binding, DG0

twð2Þ, to the second binding region as outlined previously
[32]. Themore negative the free energy of binding is, the higher is the binding affinity
to the transporter. For 15 drugs [32], the free energy of drug partitioning fromwater to
the lipid membrane, DG0

lw, was somewhat more negative than the free energy of drug
binding from the lipid phase to the transporter, DG0

tlð1Þ. However, the variation in
DG0

tlð1Þ was more pronounced (�fourfold) than that in DG0
lw (�1.5 fold) as shown in

Figure 18.5.

18.2.1.2 Relationship between Substrate–Transporter Affinity and Rate of Transport
As seen in Figure 18.6, the maximal extent of P-gp ATPase stimulation, which
correlates with the rate of intrinsic transport, lnk1, decreases as the affinity of drugs to
the transporter increases or as the free energy of binding, DG0

twð1Þ, decreases.
Molecules with low affinity are thus transported more rapidly and tend to be smaller
(Figure 18.7).

Figure 18.5 The free energy of drug binding from
water to the activating binding region of P-gp
(DG0

twð1Þ) (hatched and cross-hatched bars) in
comparison to the free energy of drug
partitioning from water to the lipid membrane
(DG0

lw) (cross-hatched bars). The difference
between DG0

twð1Þ and DG0
lw represents the free

energy of drug binding from lipid membrane to

the transporter (DG0
tlð1Þ) (hatched bar).

Amitriptyline (1), chlorpromazine (2), cis-
flupenthixol (3), cyclosporin A (4), daunorubicin
(5), dibucaine (6), diltiazem (7), glivec (8),
lidocaine (9) progesterone (10), promazine (11),
verapamil (12), reserpine (13), trifluoperazine
(14), and trifluopromazine (15) measured at pH
7.4 and 37 �C. (Data are taken from Ref. [32].)
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In summary, ATP hydrolysis by P-gp correlates well with the intrinsic rate of
substrate transport. A complete characterization of the interaction of a compound
withP-gp is obtained bymeasuring theATPase activity as a function of concentration.
The rate of intrinsic substrate transport first increases with increasing concentration,
reaches amaximum, and decreases again at high concentrations. The rate of intrinsic
transport by P-gp depends not only on the substrate concentration but also on its
affinity to the transporter; substrates with high affinities for P-gp are transported
more slowly than those with low affinities.

Figure 18.6 Correlation between the logarithm
of the maximum P-gp activity (lnV1) obtained
fromphosphate releasemeasurements at pH7.0
(37 �C) and the free energy of drug binding from
water to transporter (DG0

twð1Þ). The maximum
activity of P-gp (V1) is expressed as a percentage
of the basal rates taken as 100%. Data are
presented as average of two to 15
measurements. The solid line is a linear

regression to the data with a slope 0.06� 0.01
and an intercept 7.76� 0.34 (R2¼ 0.79).
Compounds are as in Figure 18.5 (1–15);
daunorubicin (5), and lidocaine (9) were
excluded from the fit due to experimental
problems; extra data for OC144-093 (17),
PSC-833 (18), and vinblastine (19) (data taken
from Ref. [35]).

Figure 18.7 Intrinsic transport by P-gp. P-gp transports drugs at
different rates. Small drugs often have a lower affinity to the
transporter and are transported more rapidly (at least at low
concentrations when only one drug is bound) than larger drugs
with higher affinity.
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18.2.2
Transport Assays

P-gp-specific transport is often assayed with confluent monolayers of polarized
epithelial cells transfectedwith theMDR1 gene (e.g., kidney cells) using radioactively
labeled compounds [46]. Instead of MDR1-transfected cells, Caco-2 cell lines have
been used [47]. Caco-2 cells can express a number of different transporters, including
P-gp, and thus show activities typical of all transporters. To assess transport,
basolateral-to-apical flux (JB!A) is generally compared with apical-to-basolateral flux
(JA!B) of a compound across the confluent cell monolayer using identical initial
compound concentrations in the donor compartments (Figure 18.8) (see e.g.,
Ref. [48]). If P-gp or other efflux transporters are present in the basolateral mem-
brane, the basolateral-to-apical flux (JB!A) is enhanced and the apical-to-basolateral
flux is reduced resulting in a flux ratio

JB!A

JA!B
>1: ð18:6Þ

As illustrated in Figure 18.8, the net flux ( J) across amembrane is the sum of passive
and active transport processes. To estimate the net flux across a membrane, the
following simplifying assumptions are made. The net flux ( JB!A) from the baso-
lateral to the apical side of themembrane is assumed to be the sumof the passive flux
(FB!A) plus the active transport rate (þV ), and the net flux from the apical to the
basolateral side (JA!B) is the sumof the passive flux (FA!B) less the active transport
rate (�V):

JB!A ¼ FB!A þV ; ð18:7Þ

JA!B ¼ FA!B�V : ð18:8Þ
To illustrate the role of passive influx in transport assays, we plotted the flux ratio
JB!A/JA!B as a function of the passive flux (F). Passive flux varies enormously

Figure 18.8 Transport processes across a
confluent cell monolayer of P-gp-expressing
cells. The flux from the basolateral to the apical
side of the membrane ( JB!A) is the sum of the
passive flux (FB!A) (black arrow 1) plus an

active efflux component (V ) (light gray arrow 3).
The flux from the apical to the basolateral side of
the membrane ( JA!B) is the sum of the passive
flux (FA!B) (black arrow 2) and an active efflux
component (�V ) (light gray arrow 3).
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(from about 1012 to less than 106 molecules/s/cell). It decreases exponentially with
increasing cross-sectional area (AD) and the charge (pKa) of the molecule. Further
factors that influence the passive flux are the lateral membrane packing density (pM),
which depends on the lipid composition, and the pH of the solution [49]. In contrast,
active efflux varies by less than one order of magnitude for a given cell line
(see Figure 18.6) [50]. Major factors influencing active efflux are the drug concentra-
tion (Equation 18.1) (see also Ref. [51]) and the expression level of P-gp.
Passive flux |F| is orders ofmagnitude higher than active efflux |V| for small drugs

(intrinsic substrates) and is therefore �masked� in assays (Figure 18.9). As the passive
flux tends to decrease stronglywithmolecular size and the intrinsic transport tends to
decrease only slightly [49, 50], membrane-specific limiting cross-sectional areas (AD)
can be defined for drug permeation and have been reported for the blood–brain
barrier [52] and the intestinal barrier [53].
In summary, assays with confluent cellmonolayers reveal the net flux (J) that is the

result of passive and active transport processes. Substrate transport is observable only
if themagnitude of passiveflux |F| is similar to that of active efflux |V| but is �masked�
if the passive flux is significantly higher than active efflux. Since the passive flux
decreases exponentially with the cross-sectional area (AD) and the ionization status
(pKa), these two parameters dominate the flux, or the apparent transport, across a cell

Figure 18.9 Transport across confluent cell
monolayers depends on many parameters (see
Section 20.2.2). The quotient JB!A/JA!B is
plotted as a function of the passive influx (F). It
was assumed that FB!A and FA!B are
identical. Active export was taken as
V¼ 5� 107molecules/cell/s (A) or
V¼ 1� 108molecules/cell/s (B). If the passive
flux |F| is high, active transport by P-gp is

masked, leading to flux ratio JB!A/JA!B close to
1; if the flux |F| is similar to the rate of active
transport |V|, then JB!A/JA!B > 1; if the passive
flux |F| is very low (lower limits indicated by
dotted lines), the quotient cannot be determined
experimentally because all substrate molecules
that then permeate the plasma membrane are
exported again and none are able to permeate
into the cytosol. (Data are taken from Ref. [49].)
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layer. Compounds that are determined as substrates in transport assays are called
apparent substrates to distinguish them from intrinsic substrates determined by
ATPase assays.

18.2.3
Competition Assays

The most frequently used competition assays are the calcein–AM [54–56] and the
cytotoxicity assays (e.g., performed with doxorubicin) [41, 42], carried out with living
cells expressing P-gp. Calcein–AM as well as doxorubicin is used as reference
substrates for P-gp as their concentrations in the cytosol are reduced by its action.
If a second compound that competes for the transporter P-gp is added to the cell, the
reference substrates accumulate above control levels in the cytosol in a concentration-
dependent manner up to a maximal value. The more effective the competing
agent, the larger is the increase in cytosolic concentration of the reference substrates.
In the case of the calcein–AM that is hydrolyzed as soon as it reaches the
cytosol, the fluorescent hydrolysis product, calcein, is assayed by fluorescence
spectroscopy. The inhibitory potencies of compounds aremeasured as half-inhibitory
constants, KI.
In the case of the cytotoxin doxorubicin, its concentration in the cytosol is

generally estimated via the incumbent cytotoxicity, which reduces cell growth rates.
Defined concentrations of doxorubicin inhibit growth of the MDR-expressing
cells by 50 or 20% (IC50 or IC20 values). When P-gp is inhibited by a competing
drug, lower concentrations of doxorubicin are required to cause the same level of
toxicity; hence, drug potencies are expressed as effect–concentration ratio or MDR
ratio.

MDR ratio ¼ IC50ðcytotoxic drug aloneÞ
IC50ðcytotoxic drugþmodulatorÞ : ð18:9Þ

In summary, competition assays yield information on the affinity of a drug to the
transporter relative to the affinity of a reference substrate, for example, calcein–AMor
doxorubicin. The higher the affinity of a drug for P-gp (or the more negative the free
energy of binding to P-gp), the greater is the ability to suppress efflux of a reference
substrate.

18.3
Predictive In Silico Models

Different predictionmodels have been reported including (i) pharmacophoremodels
that take into account structural features, (ii) linear discriminant models that do not
consider structural features, (iii) a modular-binding approach, and (iv) rule-based
approaches. The focus of the following discussion is to identify the most important
descriptors in the different approaches and relate them to the physicochemical
parameters determined in the different P-gp assays.
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18.3.1
Introduction to Structure–Activity Relationship

Structure–activity relationship (SAR) studies are based on the assumption that
similar molecules elicit similar activities in a lock/key-type manner. Quantitative
structure–activity relationships (QSARs) correlate the extent of a change in a
biological response (e.g., activity) elicited by a specific compound with its physico-
chemical and/or its structural properties,

activity ¼ f physical� chemical parameters and=or structural propertiesð Þ:
ð18:10Þ

Individual physicochemical parameters are also calledmolecular descriptors, and the
net structural properties describe a pharmacophore. According to IUPAC, a phar-
macophore is defined as the ensemble of steric and electronic features that is
necessary to ensure interactions with a specific biological target and that induces
or blocks its biological response.
QSAR modeling has been successfully applied for elucidating the stereochemical

features relevant for the function of small ligands binding to an acceptor in a lock/
key-type mechanism in aqueous solution. For such a process, the following assump-
tions are appropriate: (i) the modeled conformation is the bioactive one (i.e., the
pharmacophore); (ii) the binding site and/or mode is the same for all modeled
compounds; (iii) interactions between the drug and the binding site aremainly due to
enthalpic processes such as van derWaals interactions; and (iv) solvent ormembrane
effects are negligible [57].
Extending QSARmodels to P-gp is nontrivial since no high-resolution structure of

P-gp is available yet [23]. In addition, the binding site or binding region is not well
defined, but is most likely large and flexible [58]; as it is located in the interior
membrane, electrostatic and hydrogen-bond interactions are more specific and
stronger than van der Waals interactions, due to the low dielectric constant of the
environment [32]. Substrates have extremely diverse and flexible structure [59]. A
further difficulty arises from the complexity of the biological data used as the basis for
QSAR or SAR. Generally, data from transport or competition assays are used,
although the underlying principles are more complex than in ATPase assays.

18.3.2
3D-QSAR Pharmacophore Models

Examples of pharmacophoremodels are discussed in this chapter. The earliermodels
are primarily based on competition assays whereas the newer models are rather
based on transport assays.
On the basis of competition assays, Pajeva and Wiese [60] proposed pharmaco-

phores with different interaction points with the transporter using the program
GASP (Tripos software). GASP elucidates pharmacophore models while allowing
ligand flexibility, without requiring prior knowledge of pharmacophore elements or
constraints. The pharmacophore model consists of two hydrophobic points, three
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hydrogen-bond acceptor points, and one hydrogen-bond donor point. In this model,
the affinity of the substrate to the transporter depends on the number of pharma-
cophore points per substrate and thus allows for variable binding to the transporter.
Ekins et al. built QSAR models using Catalyst software to rank and predict

inhibitors for P-gp substrate transport. In their first attempt, four different pharma-
cophores were derived from the analysis of inhibitors of digoxin transport, vinblas-
tine binding, or intracellular accumulation of vinblastine and calcein [61]. These data
were then combined with experiments using verapamil as inhibitor and led to the
construction of a unique pharmacophore consisting of one hydrogen-bond acceptor,
one aromatic ring, and two hydrophobic centers [62].
Langer et al. [63] used a training set of propafenone-type MDR modulators tested

with a daunorubicin competition assay and developed a pharmacophore for P-gp
inhibition using Catalyst software. The pharmacophore features identified by this
model were one hydrogen-bond acceptor, one hydrophobic area, two aromatic
centers, and (iv) one positively ionizable group.
On the basis of transport data, Penzotti et al. [64] constructed and validated amodel

for recognizing P-gp transport substrates. The model consists of an ensemble of
100 two-, three-, and four-point pharmacophores. The �point pharmacophores� were
selected from the following descriptors: hydrogen-bond acceptors, hydrogen-bond
donors, hydrophobic centers, negative and positive charges, aromatic groups, and the
associated six interfeature distances. Together, these were assumed to describe the
various chemotypes that interact with P-gp.
Cianchetta et al. [65] selected compounds from Caco-2 cell transport assays and

investigated them for their ability to inhibit calcein–AM efflux. Using GRIND (grid
independent descriptors), they then proposed a unique pharmacophore containing
two hydrophobic groups separated by 16.5A

�
and two hydrogen-bond acceptor groups

separated by 11.5A
�
. Moreover, they observed that the dimensions of the molecule

play a significant role for substrate transport.
Applying supervised machine learning techniques, Li et al. [66] proposed a model

that differentiates substrates fromnonsubstrates of P-gp based on a simple tree using
nine distinct pharmacophores. Four-point 3D pharmacophores were employed to
increase the amount of shape information and resolution and possessed the ability to
distinguish chirality. Relevant features were hydrogen-bond acceptors, hydrophobic-
ity indices, and a cationic charge.

18.3.3
Linear Discriminant Models

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used in statistics and machine learning
methods to find the best linear combination of descriptors that distinguish two or
more classes of objects or events, and, in the present case, to distinguish between
substrates and nonsubstrates of P-gp. A linear classifier achieves this by making a
classification decision based on the value of the linear combination of descriptors.
The linear discriminant models applied to P-gp [67, 68] are essentially based on

data from transport assays. Several methods such as the support vector machine
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approach (SVM) [69], principle component analysis (PCA) [69], partial least square
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) [70, 71], or the machine learning approach (neural
network) [70, 72] are derived from related principles. Svetnik et al. [73] used boosting
tree or bagging tree techniques for P-gp substrate classification, each of which
consists of a sequence of about 100 tree classifiers based on 1522 binarized atom pair
descriptors. The investigation was performed with the transport data set of Penzotti
et al. [64] and it revealed that when chlorine and fluorine substitutions enhanced
permeability [74] they also lowered the tendency of a compound to be effluxed by
P-gp. All these procedures start with a very large number of general descriptors that
are then reduced to lower numbers of essential ones; size- and charge-related
parameters dominate again.

18.3.4
Modular Binding Approach

To get the broadest possible information on the nature of P-gp/substrate interactions,
we chose data from all types of assays and analyzed 3D structures by visual
inspection. Chemically very diverse compounds known to interact (or not to interact)
with P-gp were analyzed, with their molecular weight ranging from approximately
250 to 1250. The only recognition elements found in all compounds interacting with
P-gp were hydrogen-bond acceptor groups. Patterns with two hydrogen-bond ac-
ceptors with a spatial separation of 2.5� 0.3 A

�
(type I units) were observed in all P-gp

substrates. In addition, patterns with three hydrogen-bond acceptor groups with a
spatial separation of the outer two acceptor groups of 4.6� 0.6A

�
or two hydrogen-

bond acceptor groups with a spatial separation of 4.6� 0.6A
�
(type II units) were

observed in many substrates and all inducers of P-gp [21, 26]. Hydrogen-bond
acceptor patterns were therefore suggested to serve as binding modules interacting
with the hydrogen-bond donor-rich transmembrane domains of P-gp.
In lipid environments, exhibiting a low dielectric constant, the hydrogen-bonding

interactions are stronger and more specific than van der Waals interactions. It was
therefore suggested that themeasured total free energy of binding of a drug from the
lipidmembrane to the transporterDG0

tlð1Þ is the sumof the free energies,DG0
Hi, of the

individual hydrogen bonds formed between the substrate and the transporter [26, 75]

DG0
tlð1Þ �

Xn
i¼1

DG0
Hi: ð18:11Þ

To test this hypothesis, the experimentally determined free energy of binding to P-gp,
DG0

tlð1Þ, for a given drug was divided by the number of possible hydrogen bonds
formed thus yielding the free energy per hydrogen bond of DG0

Hi � �2:5 kJ=mol as a
lower limit. This value is in good agreement with expectations [32]. Combining
Equations 18.3 and 18.11, the free energy of binding of a substrate from water to the
transporter can then be estimated as

DG0
twð1Þ �

Xn
i¼1

DG0
Hi þDG0

lw: ð18:12Þ
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The requirement to bind to P-gp is thus the ability to partition into the inner lipid
leaflet and to carry hydrogen-bond acceptor groups (arranged in type I or type II
units).

18.3.5
Rule-Based Approaches

One of the first and most cited rule-based approaches is the �rule-5� by Lipinski [76],
which predicts whether a compoundwill be absorbed from the intestinal tract, that is,
cross the intestinal barrier. Although transporters are not explicitly mentioned, they
play a role in intestinal absorption. �Lipinski�s rule-of-5� states that, in general, a well-
absorbed drug violates no more than one of the following criteria: no more than five
hydrogen-bond donors (i.e., nitrogen or oxygen atoms with one or more hydrogen
atoms); not more than 10 hydrogen-bond acceptors (nitrogen or oxygen atoms);
molecular weight below 500Da; and an octanol–water partition coefficient (logP)
below 5.
An approach that is related to the �rule-of-5�was proposed byDidziapetris et al. [77]

to predict whether a drug is a substrate for P-glycoprotein. On the basis of
transcellular transport experiments, they suggested that compounds withmore than
eight oxygen and nitrogen atoms, molecular weights above 400Da, and acidic pKa

more than 4 are likely to be P-glycoprotein substrates; compoundswith less than four
oxygen and nitrogen atoms, molecular weights below 400Da, and pKa less than 8 are
likely to be nonsubstrates.
The cross-sectional area, AD, of a compound oriented in an amphiphilic gradient

such as the air–water or lipid–water interface has been shown to be even more
reliable for permeability predictions than the molecular weight [52]. For BBB
permeation, the limiting cross-sectional area, AD, was determined as AD� 73A

� 2,
and the limiting ionization constants, pKas, for bases and acids were determined as 9
and 4, respectively [52]. For intestinal barrier permeation, the limiting cross-sectional
area was assessed as AD� 100A

� 2, and the limiting ionization constants (pKas) for
bases as 9 and for acids as 2 [53]. In this approach, the role of P-gp is again
implicit [49].
To predict membrane barrier permeation in silico, we developed an algorithm that

determines the molecular axis of amphiphilicity and the cross-sectional area, ADcalc,
perpendicular to this axis. Starting with the conformational ensemble of each
molecule, the three-dimensional membrane-binding conformation was determined
as the one with the smallest cross-sectional area, ADcalcM, and the strongest amphi-
philicity. The calculated cross-sectional areas, ADcalcM, were then correlated with the
calculated octanol–water distribution coefficients, logD7.4, of the 55 compoundswith
known abilities to permeate the blood–brain barrier, to predict the probability of
blood–brain barrier permeation. The limiting cross-sectional area was ADcalcM¼
70A

� 2, and the optimal range of octanol–water distribution coefficients was �1.4	
logD7.4< 5.0. The correlation was validated with an independent set of 43 com-
pounds with known abilities to permeate the blood–brain barrier and yielded a
prediction accuracy of 86% [59].
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18.4
Discussion

We now compare the main descriptors obtained from the different in silico models
(Section 18.3) with the physicochemical parameters that allow a quantitative descrip-
tion of the different aspects of P-gp transport (Section 18.2).

18.4.1
Prediction of Substrate-P-gp Interactions

Most pharmacophore models for P-gp substrate prediction have similar predictive
accuracies. All three-dimensional pharmacophores use similar features such as size-
related parameters, hydrogen-bond acceptors, hydrophobicity parameters, aromatic
rings, and ionizable groups. Thereby size- and charge-related parameters and
hydrogen-bond acceptor groups were generally considered as the most relevant
descriptors. Despite these agreements, the resulting pharmacophores showed no
similarity at all, raising the question whether three-dimensional lock/key-type
pharmacophores are appropriate for P-gp. Moreover, it is difficult to envisage how
a single pharmacophore could account for the different affinities of drugs to the
transporter. Variable binding affinities can, however, only be explained withmodular
binding approaches.

18.4.2
Prediction of ATPase Activity or Intrinsic Transport

The binding affinity of a substrate to P-gp seems to directly influence the rate
of transport as seen in Figure 18.6. ATPase activity (or the intrinsic transport rate by
P-gp) decreases with increasing binding affinities of substrates to the transporter.
Rather accurate predictions are possible assuming modular binding [26, 32, 78]
using Equation 18.12 [79]. The modular binding principles also allow the prediction
of the extent of competition between different substrates for binding P-gp
(see Ref. [79]).

18.4.3
Prediction of Transport (i.e., Apparent Transport)

Pharmacophore models, linear discriminate models, and rule-based models agree
with respect to the relevance of size and charge for transport by P-gp and also agree
with experimental investigations [80]. This is also consistent with the analysis of net
influx (Section 18.2.2), which shows that increasing size (or cross-sectional area) and/
or charge of themolecule diminishes the rate of diffusion that in turn unmasks active
transport rates [49]. It can thus be concluded that compounds that are large, have
hydrogen-bond acceptors, and are cationic are likely to be apparent substrates for
P-gp. Large molecules with hydrogen-bond acceptor groups are also at risk when
being effluxed by transporters with overlapping substrate specificities.
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18.4.4
Prediction of Competition

Hydrogen-bond acceptor groups and size-related descriptors are also dominant in
QSAR models predicting P-gp inhibitors on the basis of competition assays.
However, substrate–transporter interactions are most likely not determined by the
size of the substrate as such, but rather by a concomitant increase in residues that can
undergo specific interactions with the transmembrane sequences of P-gp (for details
see Ref. [32]). A good estimate of the competitive potential of compounds is possible
on the basis of the total hydrogen-bond acceptor strength alone, if the lipid-binding
properties of the compounds are comparable [35, 81].

18.4.5
Conclusions

Considerable effort has been put into the development of in silico methods that
predict apparent transport by P-gp and competition for P-gp-binding sites. The
models cited include pharmacophore, linear discriminant and rule-based models,
respectively, and a modular binding approach. The first three in silico models are
strongly based on transport assays that are very complex and determine apparent
rather than intrinsic transport rates by P-gp. Although the differentmodels discussed
are very diverse, they nevertheless agree with respect to the relevance of size and
charge of the molecule for apparent transport; they also agree on the relevance of
hydrogen-bond acceptor groups as recognition elements for P-gp. However, they
disagree greatly with respect to the proposed structural arrangement of recognition
elements. At present, only the modular binding approach that considers small
hydrogen-bond acceptor patterns as binding modules allows modeling the different
binding affinities of the enormously diverse intrinsic substrates for P-gp. Translation
of the results obtained from these investigations into the synthesis of new ligands or
into an optimization of known ligands could lead to a reduction of MDR.
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Abbreviations

ANDA Abbreviated new drug application
BCRP Breast cancer-resistant protein
BCS Biopharmaceutics Classification System
CYP3A4 Cytochrome P450 3A4
EMEA European Medical Evaluation Agency
ER Extended release
FDA Food and Drug Administration
GI Gastrointestinal
HBD Number of hydrogen-bond donors
hPepT1 Oligopeptide carrier for di- and tripeptides
ICH International Committee of Harmonization
IR Immediate release
IVIVC In vitro/in vivo correlation
MCT Monocarboxylic acid cotransporter
MRP Multidrug-resistant protein family
NDA New drug application
P-gp P-Glycoprotein
PSA Polar molecular surface area
SR Solubilization ratio

Symbols

CLint Intrinsic clearance
ClogP Logarithm of the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient (for

neutral species)
EG Gut wall extraction
EH Hepatic extraction
F Bioavailability
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fa Fraction dose absorbed
fu Fraction drug unbound in plasma
logD6.5 Logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water at pH 6.5
MW Molecular weight
Peff Effective intestinal permeability
Qh Hepatic blood flow

19.1
Introduction

Almost all of the 50 most sold drug products in the US and European markets are
administered orally (Figure 19.1). Significant drug absorption and appropriate drug
delivery are prerequisites for successful oral treatment of diseases. Through retro-
spective analysis, the reasons behind failures in the development of oral drugs for the
market have been poor pharmacokinetic properties, lack of efficacy, safety issues, and
marketing, as shown in Figure 19.2 [1–3]. Among the pharmacokinetic aspects, a low
and highly variable bioavailability, that is, the amount of drug that reaches the plasma
compartment, is indeed considered to be the main reason for stopping the further
development of the pharmaceutical product [3]. It is not surprising that pharmaco-
kinetics is crucial for a successful drug development since the plasma drug levels are
related in various ways to the effects at the sites of pharmacological and toxicological
actions (pharmacodynamics) (Figure 19.3).
It is also well recognized that the design and composition of the pharmaceutical

dosage form may have an important impact on the bioavailability and hence the
therapeutic outcome of a drug product. This includes both intentional effects such as
altered drug absorption rates by modified-release formulations or increased bio-
availability for dosage forms including absorption-enhancing principles and unde-
sirable effects such as reduction of the amount of drug reaching the systemic
circulation as a result of poor product design. Consequently, bioavailability also
reflects the pharmaceutical product quality and in vivo performance for oral dosage
forms. This has to be considered in the development of generic products, which

Figure 19.1 Percent sales of orally administered drugs for the
50most sold products in the United States and Europe (from IMS
Health 2001).
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should be interchangeable with the original product and provide the same clinical
outcome, or when formulations and manufacturing processes are changed during
clinical development or for a marketed product. In vivo investigations comparing the
bioavailability of two formulations of the same drug with the aim to verify sufficient
similarity from a clinical perspective for a �new� versus an �old� formulation are
called bioequivalence studies.
Successful development of pharmaceutical products for oral use requires identifi-

cation of the rate-limiting step(s) of the intestinal absorption process of the drug. This
will aid in the selection of suitable candidatemolecules for drug development as well
as in the design of a dosage form. Biopharmaceutical investigations are needed to
obtain the necessary understanding of the intestinal absorption process. The rate and
extent of drug absorption (fa) from a solid dosage form during its transit through the

Figure 19.2 The reasons why clinical development of drugs
are sometimes terminated and the drug does not reach the
market are due to safety issues,marketing reasons, lack of efficacy,
and/or pharmacokinetics/bioavailability (from Dr Lawrence
Lesko, FDA Regulatory Standards: BA/BE & PK/PD; in Strategies
for Oral Drug Delivery, Lake Tahoe, USA, March 6–10, 2000).

Figure 19.3 A schematic drawing of the relation between
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics to better understand
the action of drugs.
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small and large intestines include several steps: drug release and dissolution,
potential stability and binding issues in the lumen, transit time, and effective
intestinal permeability (Peff) [4, 5]. The transport of a drug across the intestinal
barrier (Peff) may be complex and involve multiple transport mechanisms as
illustrated in Figure 19.4. For instance, the transport measured is a consequence
of parallel processes in the absorptive directions such as passive diffusion and carrier-
mediated uptake through proteins such as oligopeptide (PepT1), monocarboxylic
cotransporter (MCT-Hþ ) amino acid transporters, and others [6–9]. Today, there is
also evidence that transport in the secretory directions through various efflux
proteins may restrict both the rate and extent of intestinal absorption. The following
efflux proteins are located in the human intestine: P-glycoprotein, multidrug-
resistant protein family (MRP-family 1–6), and breast cancer-resistant protein
(BCRP) [10]. However, many efflux transport substrates show complete intestinal
absorption, and thepharmacokinetics is superimposablewith increasingdose [11–13].
In many cases, the intestinal Peff is considered to be the rate-limiting step in the

overall absorption process, and this poor intestinal permeability of drugs constitutes a
major bottleneck in the successful development of candidate drugs [2, 5, 14–16].
However, in drug discovery today, several new pharmacological targets, for instance,
intracellular receptors, and the use of high-throughput techniques, including perme-
ability screens, have brought more lipophilic compounds into drug develop-
ment[2,14].Novelcandidatedrugswill thereforeoftenbepoorlysolubleinwater[2,14].
This could limit the bioavailability to an extent that endangers successful product
developmentthoughpoorpermeabilitycouldbeexpectedtobelessofanissuefor these
molecules.However, several formulationprinciples are available that couldbeapplied
to increase dissolution and solubility. Thus, drugmolecules with a favorable pharma-
cological profile but poor biopharmaceutical properties could thereby sometimes be

Figure 19.4 The intestinal permeability of drugs
in vivo is the total transport parameter that may
be affected by several parallel transport
mechanisms in both absorptive and secretory
directions. A few of themost important transport
proteins that may be involved in the intestinal
transport of drugs and their metabolites across

intestinal epithelial membrane barriers in
humans are displayed. P-gp, glycoprotein; BCRP,
breast cancer-resistant protein; MRP1-5,
multidrug-resistant protein family; hPepT1,
oligopeptide carrier for di- and tripeptides;
MCT-H(þ ), monocarboxylic acid cotransporter.
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saved from development failures and turned into useful pharmaceutical products.
Sucharelianceonformulations that reduce theshortcomingsof thepureactivedrug is
more controversial for poor permeability drugs, for which the use of permeation
enhancers to increase Peff has been described, but this is still more of an explorative
research area than an established tool in product development.
The Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) provides a scientific basis for

predicting intestinal drug absorption and identifying the rate-limiting step on the
basis of primary biopharmaceutical properties such as solubility and effective
intestinal permeability (Peff) [4, 17, 18]. The BCS divides drugs into four different
classes on the basis of their solubility and intestinal permeability (Figure 19.5). Drug
regulation aspects related to in vivo performance of pharmaceutical dosage forms
have been the driving force in the development of BCS. Guidance for industry based
on BCSmainly clarifies when bioavailability/bioequivalence (BA/BE) studies can be
replaced by in vitro bioequivalence testing [17, 19].
The aim of this chapter is to describe the BCS and the science behind BCS and to

discuss its use in the development of oral pharmaceutical products from both
regulatory and nonregulatory aspects.

19.2
Definition of Absorption and Bioavailability of Drugs Following Oral Administration

Thegeneral definition of the bioavailability (F) of a drug following oral administration
is the rate at and extent to which a pharmacological active drug reaches the systemic

Figure 19.5 The Biopharmaceutics
Classification System provides a scientific basis
for predicting intestinal drug absorption and for
identifying the rate-limiting step based on
primary biopharmaceutical properties such as
solubility and effective intestinal permeability
(Peff). The BCS divides drugs into four different
classes based on their solubility and intestinal

permeability. Drug regulation aspects related to
in vivo performance of pharmaceutical dosage
forms have been the driving force in the
development of BCS. Guidance for industry
based on BCS mainly clarifies when
bioavailability/bioequivalence studies can be
replaced by in vitro bioequivalence testing (www.
fda.gov/cder/guidance/3618fnl.htm).
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circulation. The bioavailability (F) of a compound is a consequence of several
processes shown in Equation 19.1:

F ¼ f a � ð1�EGÞ � ð1�EHÞ; ð19:1Þ
where the extent of absorption (fa) includes all processes from dissolution of the solid
dosage form to the intestinal transport of the drug into the intestinal tissue, that is,
across the apical membrane of the enterocyte. This is the general definition of the
extent of absorption anddoes not include themetabolicfirst-pass effect in the gut (EG)
and/or metabolism/biliary excretion in the liver (EH) [4, 5].
The rate (mass/time) and fractional extent of drug absorption (mass/dose¼ fa)

from the intestinal lumen in vivo at any time t is schematically shown in Equa-
tion 19.2 [4]:

MðtÞ
dose

¼
ðt

0

ð ð
A �Peff �Clumen � dA dt; ð19:2Þ

whereA is the available intestinal surface area,Peff is the average value of the effective
intestinal permeability along the intestinal region where absorption occurs, and
Clumen is the free concentration of the drug in the lumen from the corresponding
intestinal part [4, 20]. Several processes such as dissolution rate, degradation,
metabolism, and binding in the gastrointestinal tract affect the free drug concentra-
tion in the lumen.

19.3
Dissolution and Solubility

Dissolution of a drugmolecule into theGI fluids is a prerequisite for drug absorption
since the permeability of particulate material over the GI mucosa is negligible in the
context of oral drug bioavailability. The dissolution process could thereby affect both
the rate and extent of oral drug absorption. The use of high-throughput techniques in
the modern drug discovery process brings more lipophilic compounds into drug
development [2, 14]. This means that drug dissolution in the gastrointestinal fluids
has become increasingly important to be considered in the design, development, and
optimization of a solid oral drug product.
Drug dissolution is the dynamic process by which solid material is dissolved in a

solvent and is characterized by a rate (amount/time), whereas solubility describes an
equilibrium state, where the maximal amount of drug per volume unit is dissolved.
The solubility, as well as the dissolution, in a water solution depends on factors

such as pH and contents of salts and surfactants.
The solubility is most often experimentally determined from the drug concentra-

tion in the liquid phase after adding excessive amounts of a solid drug substance to
the test medium. This apparent solubility is affected by the solid-state properties of
the drug, for example, polymorphs, solvates, impurities, and amorphous content. An
equilibriumwith the thermodynamicallymost stable solid-state form, being the least
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soluble, should eventually be reached. This could, however, be a very slow process
requiring several days.More short-term supersaturation phenomenamay also occur;
that is, the measured solubility is much higher than the true saturation solubility
during an initial phase before precipitation occurs from the supersaturated solution
and an equilibrium can be reached. Thus, although solubility is a simple concept, it is
far from being unproblematic to obtain robust data because of the indicated time
dependence and effects of differences in solid-state properties as well as other
sources of experimental variability.
The dissolution of drugs has been described by the Noyes–Whitney equation and

later modified by Nernst and Brunner [21, 22]:

dX
dt

¼ AD
hðCs�Xd=VÞ ; ð19:3Þ

where dX/dt is the dissolution rate in termsofmassXper unit time t,A is the available
surface area of the solid drug, D is the drug diffusion coefficient, h is the effective
diffusion boundary layer thickness, Cs is the saturation solubility of the drug in the
testmedium,Xd is the amount of drug already in solution, andV is the volumeoffluid
in the lumenavailable for dissolution. Thedissolution rate is not an inherent property
for a drug substance andwill varywith the solid-state properties such as particles size,
degree of crystallinity, and crystal form.
The drug dissolution rate could be determined by dispersing the powder in a test

mediumunder suitable agitation or by studying the dissolution for a constant surface
area by using the rotating-diskmethod (Figure 19.6). The lattermethod should be the
technique of choice, except when studies of the effect of particle size are of special
relevance. The rotating-disk method, which is described in the United State Phar-
macopeia, has the advantage of providing very well-defined hydrodynamic test

Figure 19.6 A schematic drawing and photo of the rotating-disk method.
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conditions and a known drug surface area, which reduces the risk for artifacts and
allows for accurate comparisons of data obtained for different drugs, in different labs.
In addition, the test conditions in the rotating-disk method also allow for more
mechanistic evaluations of the dissolution process, such as determination of the drug
diffusion coefficient and estimation of an intrinsic dissolution rate, being indepen-
dent of hydrodynamic conditions [23].
The solubility as well as the dissolution rate in the GI tract is affected by several

physiological factors, which have to be taken into account when predicting the
influence of drug dissolution on the oral bioavailability. These include physicochem-
ical properties of the GI fluids, agitation provided by the GI motility, and available
volumes of GI fluids. The in vivo situation is highly complex and depends, for
example, on the nutritional status. The conditions also differ in different regions
within the GI tract. Human GI juices have been characterized after both fasting and
fed conditions by measuring aspiration through tubes [24, 25]. A summary of the
most important variables for the fasting and fed states is given in Table 19.1. In
addition to these main effects, the GI conditions of relevance for drug dissolution
may also be affected by other cyclic variations, diurnal effects, diseases, age, and
concomitant medications [22].
A summary of how physiological factors affect the dissolution rate is given in

Table 19.2.More extensive characterizations of human gastrointestinal fluids, during
both fasting and fed conditions, have been performed with respect to components
and physicochemical parameters of relevance for drug dissolution [26, 27] The
effective surface area will be affected by the wetting properties of the bile acids and
other surface-active agents in the GI tract. The diffusivity of a drug molecule in the
intestinal juice will be altered by changes in viscosity induced, for instance, by meal
components. An increased dissolution rate could be obtained at more intense
intestinal motility patterns or increased flow rates [22]. The effect on the dissolution
of a low-solubility compound of different hydrodynamic conditions, being relevant

Table 19.1 Summary of physiological GI characteristics in fasting
and fed state of importance for drug dissolution and solubility.

Fasting Fed

Stomach
� Fluid volume (ml) 50–100 Up to 1000ml
� pH 1–2 2–5
� Ionic strength 0.10 Varying
� Motility pattern/intensity Cyclic/low–high Continuous/high
� Surface tension (mN/m) 40 Often lower than fasting
� Osmolarity (mOsm) hyposmotic hyperosmotic
Upper small intestine
� Flow rate (ml/min) 0.6–1.2 2.0–4.2
� pH 5.5–6.5 Similar
� Bile acids (mm) 4–6 10–40
� Ionic strength 0.16 0.16
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for the fasting and fed states, was recently investigated in an in vivo study [28]. It was
found that the hydrodynamic conditions significantly affected both rate and extent of
bioavailability for slowly dissolving unmilled drug particles whereas formore rapidly
dissolving micronized drug substances no effect was detected. The lack of influence
of agitation on dissolution of small (radius �<5mm) primary drug particles is in
accordance with the theoretical work by Nielsen [29]. The lack of influence by
different degrees of stirring on dissolution of small particles in contrast to the
reverse for latter particles has also been observed in in vitro dissolution experi-
ments [30]. The saturation solubility in the GI fluids could be affected by several
factors such as pH, solubilization by bile acids, or dissolution in lipid food compo-
nents [31]. The pH, which varies according to region as well as food intake, is a key
factor for proteolytic drugs with pKa values within or close to the physiological pH
interval. The bile concentrations increase after food intake, and mixed micelles with
nutritional lipids are formed. However, significantly enhanced solubility due to
solubilization can be achieved already under fasting conditions. An example of the
dramatic increase in solubility due to solubilization by bile components is given in
Figure 19.7. The solubilization by bile acids increases by increased drug
lipophilicity. An empirical algorithm for the solubilization ratio (SR) of drugs in
bile acids has been developed (Equation 19.4), which indicates that for drugs with a
logP< 2 no solubility improvement should be expected [32]. In a pharmacokinetic
database of a total of 472 drugs, it was found that 235 drugs (50%) had a logP value
higher than 2, which means that this process applies to a large part of the clinically
used drugs [33].

log SR ¼ 2:09þ 0:64 log P: ð19:4Þ
Themicellar solubilization of drugs in the small intestine is increased not only due to
the higher bile acid secretion induced by a meal but also by lipid components of
nutritional origin, such as fatty acids andmonoglycerides. The solubility of six drugs

Table 19.2 Physicochemical and physiological parameters
important to drug dissolution in the gastrointestinal tract [22].

Factor
Physicochemical
parameter Physiological parameter

Surface area of drug (A) Particle size, wettability Surfactants in gastric juice and bile
Diffusivity of drug (D) Molecular size Viscosity of luminal contents
Boundary layer thickness (h) Motility patterns and flow rate
Solubility (Cs) Hydrophilicity,

crystal structure,
solubilization

pH, buffer capacity, bile,
food components

Amount of drug already
dissolved (Ct)

Permeability

Volume of solvent
available (Ct)

Secretions, coadministered fluids

With kind permission from Kluwer Academic Publishers.
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was increased 3–30 times in the fed compared to the fasting state in human intestinal
fluid [34].
The amount of drug in solution, which will affect the drug dissolution rate at

�nonsink conditions,� is dependent on the available volume that is controlled by oral
intake, secretions, and water flux over the GI wall. For instance, it has been
approximated that the physiological volume of the small intestine varies from 50
to 1100ml, with an average of 500ml in the fasting state [4, 18]. A more recent study
quantifying free water in the small intestine inman by the use ofmagnetic resonance
imaging found liquid volumes of around only 100ml [35]. It should also be realized
that the small intestine is not a water-filled tube and that the fluids are irregularly
located in pockets. The drug concentration in the intestinal lumen is not only a
function of dissolution and available volumes but also dependent on the drug
permeability, which will be of special importance when the drug levels in the
intestine approach the saturation level.
It should, however, be noted that it is almost impossible to fully predict the in vivo

dissolution rate because of the many factors involved, of which several have not yet
been completely characterized. The introduction of new study techniques to directly
follow drug dissolution in vivo in the human intestine should therefore be of
importance [36, 37]. For example, in vivo dissolution studies, on the basis of the
intestinal perfusate samples, discriminated between the dissolution rates of the two
different particle sizes of spironolactone. In addition, dissolution rates of carbama-
zepine obtained in vitrowere significantly slower than the direct in vivomeasurements
obtained from the perfusionmethod. The higher in vivo dissolution rate was probably
due to the efficient sink conditions provided by the high permeability of
carbamazepine [36, 37].
It is highly desirable in drug discovery and early drug development to predict the

influence of the drug dissolution on oral absorption on the basis of rather simple
measurements of dissolution or solubility [2, 14]. The primary variable for judgments
of in vivo absorption is the dissolution rate rather than the solubility. Drug dissolution
can be the rate-limiting step in the absorption process and thereby affect the rate of

Figure 19.7 Solubility of a very poorly soluble drug, candersartan
cilexitil, at different concentrations of bile acid/lecithin (2.5 : 1).
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bioavailability, and, often more importantly, it can also limit the extent of bioavail-
abilitywhen the dissolution rate is too slow to provide complete dissolutionwithin the
absorptive region(s) of the GI tract. However, most often solubility data are more
readily available than dissolution rates for a drug candidate, especially in early phases
when onlyminute amounts of drug are available, preventing accurate dissolution rate
determinations. Consequently, predictions of in vivo effects on absorption caused by
poor dissolution must often be made on the basis of solubility data rather than
dissolution rate. This can theoretically be justified by the direct proportionality
between dissolution rate and solubility under �sink conditions� according to
Equation 19.3. A list of proposed criteria to be used to avoid absorption problems
caused by poor dissolution is given in Table 19.3 [4, 38, 39] and further discussed
below. A solubility in water of�10mg/ml in the pH range 1–7 has been proposed as
an acceptance limit to avoid absorption problems, while another suggestion is that
drugs with water solubilities less than 0.1mg/ml often lead to dissolution limitations
of absorption. It should be noted that these arbitrary limits may be conservative; that
is, the bioavailability of drugs with even lower solubility may not always be limited by
drug dissolution. For example, a drug with much lower solubility, such as felodipine
(0.001mg/ml), provides complete absorption when administered in an appropriate
solid dosage form [40]. This may be explained by both successful application of
dissolution-enhancing formulation principles and more favorable drug solubility in
vivo owing to the presence of solubilizing agents such as bile acids.
TheBCSprovides anothermodel for biopharmaceutical interpretation of solubility

data. Two different classes of drugs have been identified on the basis of the drug
solubility as outlined in Figure 19.5, that is, high and low solubilities. If the
administered dose is completely dissolved in the fluids in the stomach, which is
assumed to be 250ml (50ml basal level in stomach plus administration of the solid
dose with 200ml of water), the drug is classified as a �high-solubility drug� [4, 17].
Such a good solubility should be obtained within a range of pH 1–8 to cover all
possible conditions in a patient and to exclude the risk of precipitation in the small
intestine because of the generally higher pH there than in the stomach. Drug
absorption is expected to be independent of drug dissolution for drugs that fulfill this
requirement, since the total amount of the drugwill be in solution before entering the
major absorptive area in the small intestine and the rate of absorption will then be
determined by the gastric emptying of fluids. Such �highly soluble drugs� are

Table 19.3 Proposed limits of drug dissolution on solubility to avoid absorption problems.

Factor Limit Reference

Solubility at pH 1–7 >10mg/ml at all pH [33]
Solubility at pH 1–8
and dose

Complete dose dissolved
in 250ml at all pH

[4]

Water solubility >0.1mg/ml [32]
Dissolution rate at pH 1–7 >1mg/min/cm2 (0.1–1mg/

nm/cm2 borderline) at all pH values
[33]
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advantageous in pharmaceutical development since no dissolution-enhancing prin-
ciples are needed, and the process parameters that could affect drug particle formand
size are generally not critical formulation factors. However, many low-solubility
drugs according to BCS have been developed into clinically useful products, that is,
this classification is hardly useful as a screening criterion in drug discovery.
A special case in dissolution-limited bioavailability occurs when the assumption of

�sink condition� in vivo fails, that is, the drug concentration in the intestine is close to
the saturation solubility. Class IV compounds, according to BCS, are most prone to
this situation because of the combination of low solubility and low permeability, but it
could also happen for class II compounds, depending primarily on the ratio between
dose and solubility. Non �sink conditions� in vivo lead to less than proportional
increases of bioavailability for increased doses. This is illustrated in Figure 19.8,
where the fraction of drug absorbed has been simulated by the use of a compart-
mental absorption and intestinal transit model [41] for different doses and for
different permeabilities of a low-solubility aprotic compound. Although the lowest
permeability in this example is still within the range of high permeability according to
theBCS, the fraction absorbed could vary between just a small percentage to complete
uptake for a low-solubility compound (1mg/ml) at afixed dose just as a function of the
permeability. Similarly, the dose level would also be a critical determinant of the
amount absorbed for a given permeability and solubility. Thus, it is crucial in
evaluating dissolution/solubility effects on bioavailability to consider these effects
not in isolation but together with permeability and dose, as is the case in the BCS.

Figure 19.8 Fraction drug absorbed predicted by Gastroplus
(SimulationPlus, Lancaster, CA, USA) for oral administrations of a
poorly soluble (1mg/ml), aprotic drug at (a) different doses with a
constant, high permeability (4� 10�4 cm/s) and (b) different
permeabilities with a constant dose (100mg).
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19.4
The Effective Intestinal Permeability (Peff )

The intestinal permeability (Peff) is a major determinant of fraction drug absorbed
and quantitatively represents the principal membrane transport coefficient of the
intestinal mucosa of a drug, which is possible to use regardless of the transport
mechanism acrossmucosa [4, 5, 42]. The different transportmechanisms by which a
drug may be transported across the intestinal barrier are displayed in Figure 19.4.
There are different approaches to predicting and measuring intestinal permeability
as summarized in Figure 19.9. Most in vitromodels, such as cell monolayers (Caco-2
model) and excised tissue segment in a diffusion chamber (Ussingmodel), are based
on the appearance of the drug on the serosal (basolateral) side. Themeasured in vitro
Papp includes drug transport across the apical cellmembrane, cytosol, and basolateral
membrane for cell monolayers, as well as the interstitial fluid and connective tissue
for theUssing chambermodel [20]. Consequently, such a definition also includes gut
first-pass metabolism that may occur in the cytosol of the enterocyte (for instance, by
CYP P450 isoenzymes and cytosolic localized peptidases). The activity of these
intracellular enzymes will particularly influence the appearance rate of the drug on
the basolateral side (i.e., in the portal vein in vivo). Thus, it may be useful to switch on
and off genes coding for intestinal CYP3A4 in the Caco-2 model [43]. Another, and
probablymore accurate, definition suggests that the intestinal epithelial Peff formost
drugs reflects the transport across the apical membrane of the enterocyte [4, 5, 42].
This view is valid formost drugs that are absorbed by passive diffusion and/or carrier-
mediated transport. Recently, it has also been reported that passive transcellular

Figure 19.9 A short overview, from in silico to in vivo in humans, of
the methods available to investigate and predict fraction dose
absorbed and bioavailability following oral dosing.
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permeability across epithelial cells is determined by the largest resistance, which is
the apical epithelial membrane [43, 44]. Accordingly, intestinal permeability repre-
sents the transport of compounds into the enterocyte�s cytosol [4, 5, 42]. This view is
certainly the case for passive transcellular diffusion across the apical membrane,
which is considered to be rate limiting. Intestinal perfusionmodels of the animal and
human intestine are often based on the disappearance of the drug from the perfused
gut lumen. Interestingly, results from single-pass perfusion of both rat and human
small intestines have been shown to predict fraction dose absorbed in humans with
high accuracy [5, 20, 45].
The BCS is based on a human in vivo permeability (Peff) database of about 20

different drugs. This database was established by using the Loc-I-Gut technique, an
in vivo single-pass perfusion technique, in the human proximal jejunum [46]. This
region of the proximal small intestine is where the major absorption of most drugs
takes place when they are given in immediate-release (IR) dosage form. These in vivo
values of Peff have been used to establish a correlation between measured in vivo
permeability and fraction dose absorbed in humans for soluble drugs as shown
in Figure 19.10. This fundamental in vivo correlation between permeability and
fraction of dose absorbed has established in vitro–in vivo correlations (IVIVCs)
between human in vivo jejunal Peff and permeabilities from animal tissues or cell
cultures [5, 20, 46–48]. Model correlations based on in vivo permeability data will be
very useful when preclinical models are developed and validated regarding predic-
tions of human intestinal absorption. They are also important for the development of
theoretical models (in silico) where intestinal drug absorption is predicted from

Figure 19.10 Human in vivo permeability values (Peff) can be
determined by the use of a single-pass perfusion technique (Loc-I-
Gut) in humans. These human Peff values have been excellently
correlated to fraction dose absorbed ( fa) of oral doses for a large
number of drugs from different pharmacological classes, which
consequently are representing structural diversity.
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molecular structure [2, 16, 49]. Altogether, they provide tools that might be very
helpful in classifying drugs according to the BCS and consequently contribute to the
regulatory evaluation of both bioavailability and bioequivalence [4, 18, 50].
According to the FDA BCS guidelines, measurements of the permeability and

fraction dose absorbed of a drug can be made by mass balance, absolute bioavailabi-
lity, or intestinal perfusion methods. The intestinal permeability of a drug can be
determined by (1) in vivo intestinal perfusion in man [46]; (2) in vivo or in situ
perfusion of a suitable animal model [45]; (3) in vitro transport across excised human
or animal tissues [48, 51]; and (4) in vitro transport across epithelial cellmonolayer [52]
(www.fda.gov/cder/guidance/3618fnl.htm).When applying any of thesemodels, it is
crucial to understand the main transport mechanisms and metabolic route and
characterization of the activity of the transporter/enzyme involved. It is well recog-
nized that carrier-mediated processes in Caco-2 cells are considerably lower than
those in vivo [20, 47, 53]. Therefore, it is crucial to extrapolate in vitro cell culture data
to the in vivo situation with great care [18, 20, 47, 53]. This is especially important
when carrier-mediated processes are involved, which has been made evident by a
recent study showing significant differences in gene expression levels for transpor-
ters, channels, and metabolizing enzymes in Caco-2 cells compared to human
duodenum [53]. If an animal model is used, potential species difference has to be
considered [18, 20, 50].
The human in vivo permeability for various drugs is one of the cornerstones in

the BCS, and their correlation with fraction dose absorbed and permeability values
from other permeability models mentioned above would make it feasible to
classify drugs according to the BCS and to define bioequivalence regulation for
pharmaceutical product approval. These human in vivo Peff were determined with
a regional double-balloon perfusion approach (Loc-I-Gut), which is described
shortly below (Figure 19.11). The tube was introduced through the mouth after
an application of a local anesthetic (lidocaine) to the throat. The position of the
tube was checked by fluoroscopy, and the perfused segment was located in the
proximal part of the jejunum. Once the perfusion tube was in place, the two
balloons were inflated with approximately 26–30ml of air creating a 10 cm long
segment. The jejunal segment was then rinsed with isotonic saline (37 �C) for at
least 20min, and a flow rate of 2.0ml/min was most often applied. A more
extensive description of this intestinal perfusion technique is published
elsewhere [46, 54].
Jejunal Peff and other variables were calculated from the steady-state level in the

perfusate leaving the intestinal segment. We have reported earlier that a well-mixed
model best describes the hydrodynamics within the perfused jejunal segment, and
Peff is calculated according to Equation 19.5:

Peff ¼ Q in � ðCin�CoutÞ
Cout � 2prL ; ð19:5Þ

where Q in is the inlet perfusate rate, Cin and Cout are the inlet and outlet perfusate
concentrations of the drug, respectively, r is the radius (r¼ 1.75 cm), and L is the
length of the jejunal segment (10 cm) [46, 55].
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The jejunal perfusion approach generates data, which may be used to predict
absorption/bioavailability and to establish in vivo–in vitro correlation even for
extended-release (ER) products. If a drug is transported mainly by passive diffusion
and has a jejunal Peff higher than that for metoprolol (1.5� 10�4 cm/s¼high-
permeability compound), it can be expected to be completely absorbed throughout
the small and large intestines [5, 51].
Predictions of human in vivo permeability can be made with a particularly high

degree of accuracy in all preclinical models for drugs with passive diffusion as their
mainmechanism. It is only the dogmodel that seems to low-permeability (passively)
drugs more efficiently than both humans and rats [5, 20]. Special care must be taken
for drugs that are absorbed by a carrier-mediated transport mechanism as the main
mechanism. It has been shown that absorptive carriers, such as the oligopeptide and
amino acids carriers, have a low functional activity because of low protein expression
in the Caco-2 model [7, 18, 47, 56, 57]. For these drugs, a scaling factor has to be
developed and introduced, otherwise the in vivo permeability will be underestimated.
This low expression is not surprising, since preliminary gene chip assays have
reported that the Caco-2 cells have about 40% of the genes turned on compared to the
normal gene expression in the human small intestine. Carrier-mediated absorption

Figure 19.11 Loc-I-Gut is a perfusion technique
for the proximal region of the human jejunum.
The multichannel tube is 175 cm long and is
made of polyvinyl chloride with an external
diameter of 5.3mm. It contains six channels
and is provided distally with two 40mm long,
elongated latex balloons, placed 10 cm apart
each separately connected to one of the smaller
channels. The two wider channels in the center
of the tube are for infusion and aspiration of
perfusate. The two remaining peripheral

smaller channels are used for administration of
marker substances and/or for drainage. At the
distal end of the tube is a tungsten weight
attached in order to facilitate passage of the
tube into the jejunum. The balloons are filled
with air when the proximal balloon has passed
the ligament of Treitz. Gastric suction is
obtained by a separate tube. 14C-PEG 4000 is
used as a volume marker to detect water flux
across the intestinal barrier.
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by the oligopeptide carrier and the amino acid transport family in rats has not showna
significant species difference [7, 20, 45, 53, 56, 58–61, 90].
It is important to recognize that the in vitro permeability obtained in cell mono-

layers (such as Caco-2 models) should be considered as a qualitative rather than
quantitative value. Especially poor are the predictions of fraction dose absorbed for
carrier-mediated drugs with lowCaco-2 permeability and predictions of high fraction
dose absorbed in humans [7, 20, 47, 53, 56, 62]. However, it is possible to establish a
reasonable good in vitro–in vivo correlation when passive diffusion is the dominating
absorption mechanism.

19.5
Luminal Degradation and Binding

Degradation and formation of nonabsorbable drug complexes in the intestinal lumen
is the third factor, in addition to dissolution and permeability, which could affect
fraction absorption. Limitations of bioavailability due to these factors seem to be less
frequent compared to the two other main factors. Regulatory guidelines for BCS-
based biowaivers still ask for in vitro studies of luminal degradation in relevant test
media whereas specific binding studies are not required [17].
The acidic environment in the stomach could degrade some substances. For

example, the proton pump inhibitor omeprazol has a half-life of less than 5min at
pH 1, whereas it is practically stable in the intestinal pH range. Such limitations can
be handled by the use of properly designed modified-release formulations with
enteric coating, which protects the drug from the acid, as is the case for omepra-
zol [63]. Reverse forms of pH-dependent drug degradation could also occur, that is,
the drug is stable at lower pH but has significant degradation at close to neutral pH.
Drugs may also undergo hydrolysis by intestinal esterases (hydrolases), more

specifically carboxylesterases (EC 3.1.1.1) in the intestinal lumen and at the brush
border membrane [64, 65]. It has been demonstrated that the intestinal hydrolase
activity in humans was closer to that of the rat than the dog or Caco-2 cells [66]. They
used six propranolol ester prodrugs and p-nitrophenylacetate as substrates and found
that hydrolase activity was ranked in the order human > rat�Caco-2 cells> dog for
intestinalmicrosomes. The rank order in hydrolase activity for the intestinal cytosolic
fraction was rat >Caco-2 cells¼ human > dog. The hydrolase activity toward
p-nitrophenylacetate and tenofovir disoproxil has also been reported in various
intestinal segments from rats, pigs, and humans. The enzyme activity in
intestinal homogenates was found to be both site specific (duodenum � jejunum
> ileum> colon) and species dependent (rat >man > pig).
The bacteria in the intestinal tract exert is another well-known source for luminal

drug degradation [67]. This is only important for the colon region since the luminal
concentration of bacteria is 104–109 higher in the colon compared with that in the
small intestine. Thus, this aspect is only relevant for drugs that reach this region as a
result of, for example, poor permeability, slow dissolution, or delivery by modified-
release formulations. It is predominantly hydrolytic and also includes other reductive
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reactions that are mediated by the bacterial enzymes. A list of the most prominent
types of enzymes, reactions, and examples of substrates is given in Table 19.4 [61, 68].
The effectiveness of this process has been exemplified by the use of in vitro incubation
studies showing rapid drug degradation [70].
Reduced absorption due to complex formation or other interactions between drugs

and intestinal components leading to poor absorption has been described in a few
cases. One example is the precipitation of cationic drugs as a result of very poorly
soluble salts with bile acids, which has been reported for several compounds [31].

Table 19.4 Drug degradation reactions by intestinal bacteria.

Enzyme Reaction Representative substrate

Hydrolysis
Amidase Cleavage of amides of carboxylic

acids
Methotrexate

Decarboxylase Decarboxylation of amino acids and
simple phenolic acids, primarily
p-hydroxylated

L-Dopa, tyrosine

Dehydroxylase Dehydroxylation of C- and
N-hydroxy groups

Bile acids, N-
hydroxyfluorenylacetamide

Esterase Cleavage of esters of carboxylic
acids

Acetyldigoxin

Glucuronidase Cleavage of b-glucuronides of
alcohols and phenols

Estradiol-3-glucuronides,
morphine glucuronide

Glucosidase Cleavage of b-glucosides of alcohols
and phenols

Cycasin, rutin

Nitrase Cleavage of nitrates Pentaerythriol trinitrate
Sulfatase Cleavage of O-sulfates and

sulfamates
Cyclamate, amygdalin,
estrone sulfate

Reduction
Alcohol
dehydrogenase

Reduction of aldehydes Benzylaldehydes

Azoreductase Reductive cleavage of azo
compounds

Food dyes, sulfasalazine

Hydrogenase Reduction of carbonyl groups,
aliphatic double bonds

Unsaturated fatty acids,
estrone

Nitroreductase Reduction of aromatic and hetero-
cyclic nitro compounds, nitrosa-
mine formation

p-Nitrobenzoic acids,
chloramphenic metronidazol,
nitrazepam

N-oxide reductase Removal of oxygen from N-oxides 4-Nitroquinolone-1-oxide,
nicotine-N-oxide

Sulfoxide reductase Removal of oxygen from sulfoxides Sulfinpyrazone
Other reactions
Aromatization Quinic acid
D-Demethylation Biochanin A
Dealkylation 3,4,5-Trimethoxycinnamic acid
Deamination Amino acids
Dehalogenation DDT
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Another well-known example is the complex formation between tetracycline and
calcium as a result of chelation after administration of the drug together withmilk. It
has also been shown that protease inhibitor drugs can bind very strongly to enzymes
secreted by the pancreas [71].
Interactions betweendrugs in the lumenand intestinal components are generally a

poorly studied area, and it is difficult to discriminate on the basis of in vivo data such
effects from other factors affecting absorption. In addition, evidence for in vivo
relevance of available in vitro methods is very sparse.

19.6
The Biopharmaceutics Classification System

19.6.1
Regulatory Aspects

19.6.1.1 Present Situation
BCS has been primarily developed for regulatory applications though its use has
been extended beyond this area as discussed in more detail below. The aim of BCS
in a regulatory context is to provide a basis for replacing certain bioequivalence
studies by equally or more accurate in vitro dissolution tests. This could reduce
costs and time in the development process as well as reduce unnecessary drug
exposure in healthy volunteers, which is normally the study population in
bioequivalence studies.
Numerous bioequivalence studies are presently being conducted for NDAs of new

compounds, in supplementary NDAs for new indications and line extensions, in
ANDAs of generic products, and in applications for scale-up and postapproval
changes. For example, NDA bioequivalence studies may be required for comparing
different clinical formulations inpivotal clinical trials andproducts aimed formarket.
The complexity and number of studies required are often boosted by the fact that
several dose strengths might be included in the development process. In addition,
bioequivalence documentation may also be needed for comparing blinded and
original comparator products in clinical trials. Thus, an NDA typically contains a
multitude of bioequivalence studies.
The BCS was first applied in a regulatory context in the US FDA guidelines for

SUPAC�s of oral immediate-release formulations [51]. More recently, guidelines for
applying BCS in NDAs and ANDAs have been finalized by both FDA and the
European agency, EMEA [17, 19]. In addition, the BCS principles are also included in
ICH guidelines for requirements of in vitro dissolution testing as a quality control in
manufacturing [73] and the recent WHO guidance on waiving in vivo BE studies for
oral immediate-release formulations of essential medicines [74].
The BCS classes are defined as follows: Class I. High Solubility (S) – High Peff;

Class II. Low S – High Peff; Class III. High S – Low Peff; Class IV. Low S – Low Peff.
A drug is considered as highly permeable when the extent of absorption is complete
in humans, defined by theUSFDAas beingmore than 90%,whereas EMEA requires
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�complete� absorption [17, 19]. This could be determined by any of these study
methods:

. absolute bioavailability in humans (in case of no first-pass metabolism);

. mass balance studies in humans with the help of radiolabeled drug;

. determination of Peff in humans by the �Loc-I-Gut method� and applying the
correlation between Peff and fraction absorbed presented in Figure 19.10;

. determination of Peff in any animal in vivo perfusion or in vitro permeationmethod
that provides a solid correlation to the fraction dose absorbed in humans for a
predefined set of drug substances. Special consideration has to be given to
indications of carrier-mediated transport across the intestinal membrane, in both
the secretory and absorptive directions.

A compound can be classified as a high-solubility drug if the highest strength can
be dissolved in 250ml buffer at all pH valueswithin range of pH1–8. This criterion is
applied by both the European and US guidelines [17, 19].
BCSisprimarilyused in thiscontext to identify thesubstances that aresuitable for in

vitro bioequivalence testing, which in theUnited States is preceded by a request to the
authority to gainabiowaiver, that is, anacceptance for replacingan in vivo studywith in
vitrodissolution testing. It is presently only oral IR formulationsof class I compounds,
that is, highly soluble/highly permeable drugs, for which such an option is available.
Additional criteria for allowance of in vitro bioequivalence testing are that the drug
stability in theGIfluidsmustbeverifiedand it shouldalsobeanon-narrowtherapeutic
index drug. If these criteria are fulfilled, test and reference products can be compared
by in vitro dissolution testing and deemed bioequivalent but achieved only when
sufficiently similar results areobtained.The in vitrodissolution testingshouldbedone
at three different pH values within the physiological range, typically pH 1, 4, and 6.8.
Theproductdissolutionmustbe complete (>85%)within30min inorder toutilize the
in vitro bioequivalence route. The underlying rationale for this demand on product
performance is to ascertain that drug dissolution is fast enough as not to become the
rate-limiting step. It is assumed that gastric emptying will control the absorption rate
for class I substances in products with such a fast dissolution and no effect on
bioavailability will be obtained for different dissolution profile within acceptance
limits. This has also been verified in vivo by studyingmetoprolol tablets with different
in vitro release profiles [75].
The difference between a test (T) and a reference (R) product should be evaluated

by use of the f2-test (see Equation 19.6), where f2 > 50 is the required limit for
equivalence. This limit corresponds to an average difference in the amount dissolved
at different times (t) of less than 10%. If the dissolution is very rapid, that is, complete
dissolution within 15min, the f2-testing is not necessary.

f 2 ¼ 50 log 1þ 1
n

Xn
t¼1

ðRt�TtÞ2
 !�0:5

� 100

2
4

3
5: ð19:6Þ
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In addition to the in vitro testing, the test and reference products must not contain
excipients that couldmodify drug absorption in anyway except for dissolution effects.
For example, the potential for permeability-enhancing effects by surface-active
agents, sometimes included in solid formulations, has been identified as one
potential concern. Furthermore, the effect on gastrointestinal transit by large
amounts of sugars has been highlighted as another issue [18, 76].

19.6.1.2 Potential Future Extensions
The application of BCS in a regulatory context has gained acceptance and is now
used in both NDAs and ANDAs [81]. However, one important limitation of the
present application of BCS is that class I substances are quite rare in pharmaceu-
tical development. It has also been recognized that the present application
represents a deliberately conservative approach, and proposals for extensions have
been discussed since the original publication of BCS. For example, it was
suggested that the requirement of the highest pH for the solubility measurements
could be changed from 7.5 to 6.8 since the latter one is more relevant for the pH in
the stomach and upper small intestine [18]. This revision would thus somewhat
relax the requirements for basic drugs. Another proposal in the paper by Yu to
reduce the high-permeability definition from 90 to 85% fraction absorption-based
observations that many drugs are considered completely absorbed provides
experimental values below 90%, that is, 90% seems to be a too rigid a criterion
considering the precision of the experimental methods. More radical develop-
ments are also fairly well supported like allowing biowaivers for very rapidly
dissolving class III drugs, at least for those with intermediate permeability [81].
Since the majority of drugs in drug development today most probably are class II
drugs, the greatest benefits to be gained should be sought in this area. Support has
been expressed for allowing biowaivers especially for acidic class II drugs that have
a high solubility at intestinal pH, thereby assuring a rapid and complete dissolu-
tion in the upper part of the small intestine [81]. An additional prerequisite for
biowaivers of class II drugs would be to provide assurance of in vivo predictability
of in vitro dissolution methods to be used as a surrogate for in vivo bioequivalence
studies.

19.6.2
Drug Development Aspects

BCS has primarily been developed for regulatory applications. However, it has
also several other implications in the drug development process and has gained a
wide recognition within the research-based industry. The importance of drug
dissolution in the GI tract and permeability over the gut wall in the oral
absorption process has been well known since the 1960s, but the research
carried out to constitute the BCS has provided new quantitative data of impor-
tance for drug development, so far especially within the area of drug permeability.
Another merit of the BCS in a development context is that it provides very clear
and easily applied rules to determine the rate-limiting factor in the drug
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absorption process. Thereby, BCS has implications in the selection of candidate
drugs for full development, predictions, and elucidations of food interactions,
choice of formulation principle including suitability for oral ER administration,
and the possibility for in vitro/in vivo correlations in dissolution testing of solid
formulations. Most of these aspects will be discussed and exemplified in further
detail below.

19.6.2.1 Selection of Candidate Drugs
Permeability and solubility are of key importance in the selection of candidate drugs
for development [2]. Molecules with too low permeability and/or solubility will
provide low and variable bioavailability, which increases the risk that a clinically
useful product cannot be developed. Experimental methods and relevant acceptance
criteria regarding permeability and solubility are needed in the early drug discovery
process. Such procedures have also been introduced in the industry, including
solubility screens using turbidimetric measurements and automatic permeability
screens based on the Caco-2 cell model. Computational approaches have also been
developed for permeability and solubility determinations [72, 77, 78]. If further
refinement can be achieved for suchmethods leading to improved predictions, itmay
be possible in the future to displace cell-based permeability screens and early
solubility estimates. It has even been suggested that BCS can be further developed
toward consideration of true fundamental molecular properties for membrane
permeability, as well as for drug solubility [91].
Selection of candidates that fulfill the BCS requirement of high permeability/high

solubility (class I) almost guarantees the absence of failures due to poor absorption by
the oral route. However, these limits are generally too conservative to use as an
acceptance criterion since many useful drugs can be found in class II–III and even
class IV. First, a class I drug is expected to provide complete absorption, whereas a
certain reduction in bioavailability due to permeability or solubility, as well as due to
other reasons (e.g., first-pass metabolism), is generally acceptable. A summary of the
different factors that have to be taken into account when defining more relevant
acceptance criteria is as follows:

. acceptability of a low and highly variable bioavailability depending on
–medical need
–width of therapeutic window
–potency
–substance manufacturing costs

. potential for poor in vivo predictability of early permeability and solubility chara-
cterizations as a result of, for example,
–active transport across the gut wall
–high paracellular transport through gut wall
–in vivo solubilization by bile salt micelles

. possibilities to use formulation approaches that improve bioavailability, for
example,
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–dissolution and solubility enhancement
–permeation enhancers.

Thus, BCS points out some important variables in the screening of drug candi-
dates though the proposed limits are less useful as acceptance criteria in a drug
discovery context.

19.6.2.2 Choice of Formulation Principle
Oral dosage forms are often developed under time constraints and preferably by an
efficient use of available resources. One way to reduce time and increase efficiency
could be to minimize the number of different formulations included in different
stages of clinical development. The BCS could be used as a framework to decide
which types of formulation should be suitable for a certain compound.
If a drug is classified as having low solubility, it is obvious that bioavailability

properties could be improved by the use of formulation principles that increase the
dissolution rate and/or drug solubility. There are a number of different principles
of varying complexity to achieve such improvements, ranging from selecting a
suitable solid-state form or salt to the use of technologically more advanced
formulation principles. Although their application could be limited by several
practical factors such as poor drug stability, excessive size because of the need for
large amounts of excipients in relation to the dose, technical manufacturing
problems, and the high cost of goods, it is believed that many poorly soluble
compounds with good pharmacological properties could be �saved� by such
approaches. A list of different formulation principles for oral solid formulations
including modifications of the drug substance form is given below.
Substance form:

. salt – choose most water soluble;

. crystal form – select the most soluble polymorph/anhydrate, if possible, from
stability and technical points of view;

. amorphous form –provide themost rapid dissolution and themost often increased
solubility by supersaturation, but practical usefulness is limited by stability issues
including transformation of solid-state form;

. size reduction by milling/micronization – increase surface area in contact with
dissolution medium.

Formulation approaches for solids:

. addition of wetting agents;

. solid solutions/eutectic mixtures;

. cyclodextrin complexes;

. lipid systems such as oils/emulsions/microemulsions/self-emulsifying systems in
capsules;

. nanoparticles.

This list illustrates the numerous pharmaceutical possibilities to handle bioavail-
ability problems due to low solubility. This is a continuously developing area
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exemplified bymore recent developments, such as self-emulsifying lipid systems and
nanoparticles.
The optimal formulation should provide such a good dissolution and/or solu-

bility that this step is no longer the rate-limiting step in the absorption process, that
is, a situation comparable with the one for class I drugs. The obvious approach for
reaching this goal is to formulate the drug as a solution that maintains the drug in
solution even after mixing and dilution with the gastric fluids. However, such
formulations are generally not feasible to use as drug products, where solid
formulations such as tablets and capsules are strongly preferred. Absorption
properties similar to a solution may, however, be obtained for a solid formulation
of poorly soluble drugs in case of successful application of dissolution-enhancing
principles.
Another important decision in oral formulation development where BCS could

provide guidance is the start of an oral extended-release development. ER formula-
tions could significantly improve the clinical usefulness of a drug substance by
reducing the peak-to-trough ratio of drug levels in the body and the need for less
frequent dosing. However, not all drugs that would benefit from ER delivery are
suitable candidates because of unfavorable absorption properties. Solubility and
permeability are crucial factors to consider beforemaking a decision to embark on an
ER development program.
The realization of the desirable clinical advantages most often requires a duration

of drug release of 12–24 h. Thus, since the transit of formulations through the small
intestine is 3–4 h, a significant part of the dose will be delivered to the colon, and the
absorption of the drug over almost the entire GI tract is a prerequisite. Class I drugs,
having both good solubility and good permeability, should therefore be the best
candidates for ER development. Several well-documented ER formulations are also
based on class I compounds such as metoprol but class II drugs are also frequently
used. For example, felodipine ER tablets provide an example where a low-solubility
compound is included in a useful ER product. Felodipine, which has water solubility
in the physiological pH range of about 1mg/ml, is possible to administer as a once-
daily product in doses up to at least 10mg without any reduced bioavailability
compared to an oral solution [40]. Such a successful performance is indeed depen-
dent on the use of a dissolution-enhancing formulation principle where the drug is
given in a solubilized form.
A special consideration can be made regarding classification of low-solubility

compounds inER forms. The standard classification is based on the idea that the drug
should be completely dissolved in the gastric fluids, which has been estimated to be
250ml. However, this way of classifying drugs may be less relevant for ER formula-
tions since only a very small part of the dose is made available for dissolution in the
stomach. The dose is generally spread over the entire GI tract making the effective
water volume available as a dissolution medium for the drug probably larger than
the 250ml used in the original BCS. Furthermore, the drug permeability of these
compounds is often much faster than the drug release, further preventing solubility
limitations for class II drugs in ER formulations. Thus, this gives a further
explanation of the relative frequent abundance of class II drugs developed as ER
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products, and if BCS is to be applied to ER formulations in the future, a different
classification criterion regarding solubility may be needed.
The permeability classification of a drug according to BCS, based on theoretical

considerations, should be very useful as a criterion for selecting a drug as an ER
formulation. A classification of a drug as a low-permeability compoundmeans that
the drug is not completely absorbed after oral administration of a solution or an IR
tablet. A certain amount of drug for such compounds is clearly delivered to the
colon, and the permeability in the colon is so poor that a significant part of the dose
passes through the entire colon without being absorbed. This implies that the
permeability in the colon is very slow, preventing any significant drug absorption.
Using rat intestinal and colonic tissues in an Ussing chamber, it has also been
shown in vitro that the permeability of class III–IVdrugs is even slower in the colon
than in the small intestine, whereas class I–II drugs show a slightly higher
permeability in the colon when passive diffusion is the dominating mecha-
nism [52]. This permeability pattern has also been shown to be relevant for small
and large intestinal specimens from humans when the Ussing chambermodel [79]
is applied. Consequently, it will not be possible to control the rate of absorption by
an ER formulation for low-permeability drugs. In addition, a large part of the dose
will not be absorbed, leading to a low and uneven variability. This is exemplified in
ER tablets of amoxicillin. This high-solubility drug is classified as a low Peff, even if
it is transported across the intestinal barrier via the oligopeptide carrier
(PepT1) [62]. Essentially no absorption occurred for an ER tablet when it entered
the colon as determined by gamma scintigraphy [80].

19.6.2.3 In Vitro/In Vivo Correlation
In vitro dissolution testing is an important tool in the development of solid drug
products as well as in batch quality controls. The aim of the test is to see that the drug
is appropriately dissolved in the GI tract and made available for absorption. It is
therefore highly desirable that the in vitro tests provide data that correlate to the in vivo
situation. However, attainment of IVIVC has often failed, and the concept of IVIVC
has been challenged.
The BCS could be used as a framework for predictions when IVIVC could be

expected for solid immediate-release products as summarized in Table 19.5. It is

Table 19.5 Expectations for in vitro/in vivo correlations for IR products based on BCS.

Class IVIVC expectations

I. High S/High Peff No IVIVCuntil product dissolution becomes slower than gastric emptying
II. Low S/High Peff IVIVC should be possible to establish provided that in vitro relevant

dissolution test method is used and drug absorption is limited by disso-
lution rate rather than saturation solubility

III. High S/Low Peff No IVIVC until product dissolution becomes slower than intestinal
permeability

IV. Low S/Low Peff Low chance for IVIVC
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important to realize that the in vitro dissolution test only models the release and
dissolution of the active drug substance from the formulation and it is only when
these processes are rate limiting in the absorption process that IVIVC can be
expected. In the case of class I drugs, the complete dose will be dissolved already
in the stomach and, provided that the absorption over the gut wall is negligible, the
gastric emptying of the dissolved drugwill be the rate-limiting step. This is clearly not
a factor that is included in the in vitro dissolution test. Thus, no IVIVC should be
expected for class I drugs as long as the release of drug is faster than the gastric
emptying. The half-life of gastric emptying of fluids in the fasting state is normally
about 10min though this could vary because of several factors such as the timing of
drug administration in relation to gastric motility phase and fluid volume [84]. The
relationship between in vitro dissolution, described as the time to dissolve half of the
dose (t50%), and the peak plasma concentration (Cmax) for a fictive class I drug is
exemplified in Figure 19.12. This type of in vitro/in vivo relationship should only be
expected for variables that are influenced by the absorption rate, whereas variables
reflecting the extent of bioavailability, for example, AUC, should be independent of
dissolution rate.
Class II drugs, that is, low-solubility/high-permeability compounds, are expected

to have a dissolution-limited absorption. Thus, for these kinds of drugs, an IVIVC
should be possible to establish by use of a well-designed in vitro dissolution test. One
way to investigate and establish such a correlation is to study formulations containing
drug particles with different surface areas. An example of such a study is given in
Figure 19.13a and b, where in vitro dissolution and plasma concentration–time
profiles are given for administration of tablets containing drug substance with two
differentmean particle sizes. Themean reduction of about 30% inCmax for the larger
particles was predicted in this case by a somewhat slower dissolution in vitro.
Two cases could be identified for class II drugs when the establishment of simple

IVIVCs is not feasible. First, there are a number of formulation principles that could
enhance the dissolution rate and solubility of low-solubility compounds as discussed
above. Itmay be possible to achieve such a rapid and complete dissolution of a class II
drug that the gastric emptying becomes the rate-limiting step, that is, the bioavail-
ability of the solid dosage forms equals that of an oral solution. Thus, in such a case,
the prerequisites for IVIVCwill be identical to the situation for class I drugs; that is,
no correlation will be obtained as long as the dissolution rate is significantly faster
than the gastric emptying.

Figure 19.12 Principal level C in vitro/in vivo correlation for IR formulation of class I substance.
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The second case when IVIVC is not likely for class II drugs is the situation where
the absorption is limited by the saturation solubility in the GI tract rather than the
dissolution rate, as discussed in more detail above. In this situation, the drug
concentration in the GI tract will be close to the saturation solubility and changes
of the dissolution rate will not affect the plasma concentration profile and the in vivo
bioavailability. Standard in vitro dissolution tests are carried out under �sink con-
ditions,� that is, at concentrations well below the saturation solubility. Thus, only
effects related to dissolution rate can be predicted in vitro. If more physiologically
relevant dissolution media are used, which not necessarily provides �sink con-
ditions,� the possibility for IVIVC could be improved as indicated by recent work
using simulated intestinal medium [85].
The absorption of class III drugs is limited by their permeability over the intestinal

wall. Thus, since this process is not at all modeled by the classical in vitro dissolution
test, no IVIVC should be expected. When the drug dissolution becomes slower than
the gastric emptying, a reduction of the extent of bioavailability will be found
in slower dissolution rates because the timewhen thedrug is available for permeation
over the gut wall in the small intestine will then be reduced. Thus, the same type of
relationship can be expected between bioavailability and in vitro dissolution as shown
in Figure 19.12 for a class I drug.

19.6.2.4 Food–Drug Interactions
Alterations of bioavailability due to a concomitant food intake can have serious
implications for the clinical usefulness of a drug, and it is therefore beneficial to
predict such effects at an early stage. However, this is not easily done because of the
multitude of factors involved in food–drug interactions including physicochemical
effects such as increased solubility and binding to secretory or food components;
physiological effects in the GI tract such as altered flow rates and gastric emptying;

Figure 19.13 Mean (a) in vitro dissolution and (b) human plasma
concentrations for candersartan cilexitil tablets containing drug
particles with three different mean particle diameters (A, 3.9mm;
B, 5.7mm; C, 9.1mm).
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mechanical effects on formulations due to different motility patterns; permeability
effects due to interactions with active transporters; or effects on the membrane and
altered first-pass metabolism. A more extensive review of different mechanisms for
food–drug interactions in the absorption step including formulation factors can be
found elsewhere [86].
The BCS can be used as a framework for predictions and to set up hypotheses

for mechanisms of food effects related to permeability, solubility, and gastric
emptying as outlined in Table 19.6. This was supported by a review of food
interactions including more than 90 drugs, which showed a clear relationship
between BCS class and direction of food interactions [82]. The prediction of food
effects was possible to further improve by grouping drugs regarding maximal
absorbable dose in relation to clinical dose, dose in relation to solubility (dose
number), and lipophilicity (logD) [82]. The most severe cases of food interactions
due to factors considered in BCS are generally found in the group of poorly soluble
compounds given in high doses, that is, those that approach the saturation
solubility in the GI tract. For such compounds, such as griseofulvin, the extent
of bioavailability has been reported to increase up to five times by food and dosing
recommendations requiring concomitant intake of the drug with a meal [31]. The
saturation solubility will be significantly improved by food as a result of solubili-
zation in mixed micelles, including bile acids, lecithin, and monoglycerides
obtained from the dietary fat intake, and dissolution into emulsified nutritional
lipids. Thus, the amount of drug available for absorption will significantly
increase. A further contributing effect to an increased bioavailability could be
the increased fluid volume in the stomach after a meal, that is, allowing an
increased amount of drug that could be dissolved in comparison with the fasting
situation. The increase in bioavailability for class II drugs after intake together
with food that should be attributed not only to dissolution effects but also to
reduction in first-pass metabolism, for example, because of the increased blood
flow.
For highly permeable, poorly soluble drugs given in lower doses, the dissolution

rate rather than the saturation solubility is the limiting factor. An increase in
dissolution rate as a result of in vivo solubilization mediated by food intake could
theoretically be obtained, but this is not always found in vivo. For example, food does
not affect the rate and extent of bioavailability for candersartan cilexitil, a very poorly
soluble compound [87]. An in vitro dissolution and solubility study of this compound

Table 19.6 Most likely food effects on bioavailability for BCS class I–IV drugs.

BCS class Absorption effect by food Possible mechanism

I Reduced rate but same extent Slower gastric emptying
II Increased extent Increased solubility and first-pass metabolism
III Reduced extent Reduced intestinal drug concentrations
IV Increased extent See class II
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in simulated intestinal media provided a potential explanation. It was revealed that
the solubility was increased as a function of bile concentration as expected whereas
the dissolution rate was not increased by the higher bile concentrations being
representative for the fed state (see Figure 19.14). Thus, although intestinal solubility
most oftenwill be increased in the fed state for class II drugs, this will not always lead
to a more rapid dissolution.
For class I drugs, a slower rate of absorption could be expected after concomitant

intake with food as a result of the decreased gastric emptying rate induced by ameal.
The gastric emptying in the fed state varies significantly depending on the meal
composition, including factors such as energy content, osmolality, and pH. A gastric
emptying half-life of about 45minhas been reported forfluidswhenmeasured under
nonfasting conditions [88]. In addition to the meal composition, the extent of the
reduction and delay in peak plasma concentration induced by food for a class I drug
will also be influenced by the plasma concentration half-life; that is, food effects will
be more pronounced for drugs with a shorter half-life.
Class III drugs will generally be less susceptible to both gastric emptying effects

caused by slow permeability as well as solubility effects caused by the high solubility
already under fasting conditions. However, the extent of bioavailability is often
reduced for class III drug. Mechanisms behind this effect have not yet been clearly
verified. One explanation could be the dilution of dissolved drug due to fluid intake
and secretion decreasing the driving force for passive intestinal permeability.
Another potential source for interactions between food components and low-
permeability drugs could occur for drugs that are actively transported in the intestine,
especially if nutritional carriers are involved. The two most important nutrient
absorption carriers for drugs are the oligopeptide carrier (hPepT1) and the amino
acid transport family. These carrier proteins have a high transport capacity in the
human small intestine, and they seem less likely to be involved in direct food–drug
interactions, unless high doses are given together with a protein rich meal. The
nutritional status could also cause transcriptional activation of the PepT1 gene by
selective amino acids and dipeptides in the diet [90]. It has also been reported that the

Figure 19.14 In vitro dissolution rate versus saturation solubility
for candersartan cilexitil in different concentrations of sodium
taurocholate:lecithin ratio (2.5 : 1).
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integrated response to a certain stimuli may increase PepT1 activity by translocation
from a preformed cytoplasm pool [58].

19.6.2.5 Quality by Design
Quality by design (QbD) has recently been introduced in pharmaceutical product
development in a regulatory context [83], and the process for implementing such
concepts in the drug development and approval process is presently ongoing. This
has the potential to allow for a more flexible regulatory approach where, for example,
postapproval changes can be introduced without prior approval and end product
batch testing can be replaced by in-process monitoring. This is based on under-
standing and optimization of how design of a product and itsmanufacturing process
are affecting product quality. Good pharmaceutical quality represents an acceptable
low risk of failing to achieve the desired clinical attributes. Thus, adding restrictions
tomanufacturing beyondwhat can bemotivated by clinical quality brings no benefits
but only additional costs.
QbD therefore brings the need to link clinical product performance to critical

manufacturing attributes. It is not desirable to do in vivo bioavailability studies to
evaluate all pharmaceutical factors potentially influencing drug absorption, but in
vitro dissolution must be used as a surrogate. BCS could provide a platform for
establishing clinical relevance by in vitro dissolution.However, the application of BCS
might need to be further developed in context ofQbDcompared to the bioequivalence
area to take benefit of the higher level of understanding that is implied by utilizing
QbD concepts. A proposal for using BCS in context of QbD is outlined in
Table 19.7 [89].

19.7
Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed and emphasized the importance of the funda-
mental factors inBCS, solubility, and intestinal permeability for oral drug absorption.
The main regulatory impact today is the use of BCS as a framework for identifying
drugs for which in vitro dissolution testing could replace in vivo studies to determine
bioequivalence. Extensions of this approach to cases other than IR formulations of

Table 19.7 Proposed role of BCS in assuring clinical performance by dissolution testing withinQbD.

BCS class Dissolution testing requirements

I Dissolution within 30min at most discriminating conditions
II Dissolution acceptance limits validated by bioavailability data of formulation

variants
III Dissolution within 15min at most discriminating conditions
IV As II or III if shown to behave in vivo as class II or III drug, respectively, otherwise

in vivo BE
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the rather rare class I drugs would significantly enhance the impact of BCS [18].
However, product quality assurance must not be jeopardized, and a brief discussion
illustrated the possible difficulties involved if BCSwere extended, for example, to oral
ER products. Finally, we emphasize the great use of BCS as a simple tool in early drug
development to determine the rate-limiting step in the oral absorption process.
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20
Prodrugs
Bernard Testa

Abbreviations

CYP Cytochrome P450
DEPT Directed enzyme-prodrug therapies
5-FU 5-Fluorouracil
PEG Polyethylene glycol

20.1
Introduction

The concepts and examples presented here are meant to clarify the objectives of a
prodrug strategy, to exemplify the major chemical moieties used in prodrug design,
and to illustrate the biochemical pathways involved in prodrug activation (i.e.,
hydrolysis, oxidation, or reduction). More detailed information can be found in a
number of reviews [1–15].
What makes prodrugs different from other drugs is the fact that they are devoid of

intrinsic pharmacological activity. Thus, the simplest and clearest definition is the
one given in 1958 by AdrienAlbert [16], who coined the term. In amodified form, the
definition reads

Prodrugs are chemicals with little or no pharmacological activity,
undergoing biotransformation to a therapeutically active metabolite.

The complete opposites of prodrugs are thus drugs whose metabolites make no
contribution to the desired therapeutic effects, for example, oxazepam. However,
prodrugs should not be confused (as is too often the case) with drugs that are
intrinsically active, though they are transformed into one ormore activemetabolites.
In this case, two or more active agents will contribute to the observed clinical
response in proportions that depend on differences in pharmacological activities,
in compartmentalization, and in time profiles. Examples include cisplatin (which
is chemically transformed to the monoaqua and diaqua species), morphine and its
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6-O-glucuronide, diazepam (which is N-demethylated to nordiazepam), and codeine
(which is O-demethylated to morphine).
It is also important to distinguish prodrugs from soft drugs [17, 18] defined as

�biologically active compounds (drugs) characterized by a predictable and fast in vivo
metabolism to inactive and nontoxic moieties, after they have achieved their
therapeutic role.� An example is afforded by the short-acting b-blocker esmolol,
whose half-life of hydrolysis in human blood at pH 7.4 and 37 �C is 23min [19].

20.2
Why Prodrugs?

Although many prodrug studies in the literature bring useful information on
activation mechanisms and structure–metabolism relation, they do not appear to
address a genuine clinical need. In contrast, many other studies do attempt to
improve someproperties of amarketed drug or a drug candidate under development.
As detailed below, the target properties to be improved (i.e., the objectives) may be
pharmaceutical, pharmacokinetic, or pharmacodynamic. A summary of these ob-
jectives is presented in Table 20.1.

20.2.1
Pharmaceutical Objectives

Pharmaceutical scientists are often faced with serious formulation problems result-
ing from poor solubility, insufficient chemical stability, or poor organoleptic proper-
ties such as bitterness that affect patients� compliance. While pharmaceutical
technology can sometimes solve such problems, success may be difficult and time

Table 20.1 Objectives of a prodrug strategy.

A. Pharmaceutical objectives Relation with
A1. Improved solubility B1
A2. Improved chemical stability B5 and C2
A3. Improved taste and odor Improved

acceptabilityA4. Decreased pain and irritation B5

B. Pharmacokinetic objectives
B1. Improved oral absorption Improved

bioavailability
A1, B3, and B4

B2. Decreased presystemic metabolism B4 and C1
B3. Improved absorption by nonoral routes B1
B4. Improved time profile (often increased

duration of action)
B1, B2, and C1

B5. Tissue-selective delivery A2, A4, C1, and C2

C. Pharmacodynamic objectives
C1. Masking of a reactive agent to improve its

therapeutic index
B2, B4, B5, and C2

C2. In situ activation of a cytotoxic agent A2, B5, and C1
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consuming to achieve. Project leadersmay thus prefer to take advantage of a prodrug
strategy and hope on an early solution. For example, medicinal chemists may
consider the derivatization of phenols or alcohols by phosphate esterification to
achieve greater solubility, although precipitation or absorption problems may result
from premature hydrolysis [20], or the phosphate prodrug may even be too polar to
allow good bioavailability [21]. A promising example of phosphorylation in prodrug
design involves the endocannabinoid noladin ether (2 in Figure 20.1). This cannabi-
noid CB1 receptor agonist reduces intraocular pressure, but its pharmacological
profiling and pharmaceutical development are hindered by a poor aqueous solubility.
Its monophosphate (1 in Figure 20.1) and diphosphate esters increased the water
solubility of noladin ether more than 40 000-fold. They showed high stability against
chemical hydrolysis, yet were rapidly hydrolyzed by alkaline phosphatase and liver
homogenates to the parent drug [22, 23]. Hydrolysis in 4% cornea homogenates was
also fast. When tested in vivo in rabbits, the monophosphate ester (2) was very
effective in reducing intraocular pressure.
Interestingly, increasing solubility is a pharmacokinetic as well as a pharmaceuti-

cal objective. Indeed, and as made explicit in the Biopharmaceutics Classification
Scheme (BCS) [24], solubility is one of the main factors influencing oral absorption
and hence oral bioavailability.

20.2.2
Pharmacokinetic Objectives

The need to improve the oral bioavailability of a drug or a candidate is one of the
pharmacokinetic objectives in prodrug research, and it is currently the most impor-
tant one. This can be achieved by improving the oral absorption of the drug and/or by
decreasing its presystemic metabolism. Other pharmacokinetic objectives are to
improve absorption by parenteral (nonenteral, e.g., dermal, ocular) routes, to
lengthen the duration of action of the drug by slow metabolic release, and finally
achieve the organ/tissue-selective delivery of an active agent. Someof these objectives
are exemplified below with clinically successful prodrugs.
Achieving an improved oral absorption by a prodrug strategy is a frequent rationale

in marketed prodrugs [5], as aptly illustrated with neuraminidase inhibitors of
therapeutic value against type A andB influenza in humans [25].Here, target-oriented
rational design has led to highly hydrophilic agents that are not absorbed orally. One
of the two current drugs is zanamivir (3 in Figure 20.2), a highly hydrophilic
drug administered in aerosol form. The other active agent is Ro-64-0802 (5), which
also shows very high in vitro inhibitory efficacy toward the enzyme but low oral

Figure 20.1 Noladin ether (2), a cannabinoid CB1 receptor
agonist, and its monophosphate prodrug (1) [22, 23].
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bioavailability because of its highpolarity [26]. To circumvent this problem,Ro-64-0802
has been developed andmarketed as oseltamivir, its ethyl ester prodrug (4). Following
intestinal absorption, the prodrug undergoes rapid enzymatic hydrolysis and pro-
duces high and sustained plasma levels of the active agent. As demonstrated by this
example, the prodrug concept may thus be a valuable alternative to disentangle
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic optimization.
A slow-release pharmaceutical formulation is the most frequent method used

when the objective is to prolong the duration of action of a given drug.However, there
are examples of a prodrug strategy complementing a slow-release formulation, as
exemplified by injectable depot formulations of esters of steroid hormones. A
conceptually different and particularly elegant approach to slow metabolic release
has been achieved with bambuterol (6 in Figure 20.3), a prodrug of the b2-adrenor-
eceptor agonist terbutaline (7) [27, 28]. Bambuterol is activated to terbutaline by
hydrolysis in blood serum and by monooxygenase-catalyzed oxidation in the liver,
lung, and other tissues. The hydrolysis reaction is catalyzed by cholinesterase
(butyrylcholinesterase, EC 3.1.1.8). Following a first burst of terbutaline release, the
enzyme is inhibited by covalent attachment of the dimethylcarbamate moiety
(Me2N�CO�), resulting in a potent and slowly reversible inhibition of cholinester-
ase. In clinical terms and when compared with terbutaline 5mg taken three times

Figure 20.2 Structure of neuraminidase inhibitors used against
type A and B influenza in humans, namely, the drug zanamivir
(3) and the prodrug oseltamivir (4) whose active agent is
Ro-64-0802 (5) [25, 26].
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daily, bambuterol 20mg taken once daily provided smooth and sustained plasma
levels of terbutaline and a greater symptomatic relief of asthma with a lower
incidence of side effects.
A pharmacokinetic objective of great current interest is the organ- or tissue-

selective delivery of a given drug, in other words, the search for the �magic bullet.�
A clinically significant example is that of capecitabine (8 in Figure 20.4), a multistep,
orally active prodrug of the antitumor drug 5-fluorouracil [29, 30]. Capecitabine is
well absorbed orally and undergoes three activation steps resulting in high tumor
concentrations of the active drug. It is first hydrolyzed by liver carboxylesterase
(reaction a), the resulting metabolite being a carbamic acid that spontaneously
decarboxylates (reaction b) to 50-deoxy-5-fluorocytidine (9). The enzyme cytidine

Figure 20.3 Structure of terbutaline (7) and its prodrug bambuterol (6) [27, 28].

Figure 20.4 Stepwise activationof capecitabine (8) to the antitumordrug 5-fluorouracil (11) [29, 30].
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deaminase, which is present in the liver and tumors, then transforms 50-deoxy-
5-fluorocytidine into 50-deoxy-5-fluorouridine (reaction c and compound 10). Trans-
formation into 5-fluorouracil (reaction d and compound 11) is catalyzed by thymidine
phosphorylase and occurs selectively in tumor cells. Capecitabine is of great interest
in the present context, since it affords an impressive gain in therapeutic benefits
compared to 5-FU as a result of its oral bioavailability and a relatively selective
activation in and delivery to tumors.

20.2.3
Pharmacodynamic Objectives

In simple terms, pharmacodynamic objectives are synonymous with decreasing
systemic toxicity. Two such cases arementioned in Table 20.1 and are illustrated here.
The masking of a reactive agent to improve its therapeutic index is aptly exemplified
by the successful antiaggregating agent clopidogrel (12 in Figure 20.5). This
compound was known to be inactive without activation, but its metabolism and
molecular mechanism of action remained poorly understood for years. In other
words, clopidogrel should be considered as a fortuitous prodrug. The compound is of
further interest among prodrugs in that its major metabolic route in humans (about
85% of a dose) is indeed one of hydrolysis, but this reaction leads to an inactive acid.
In contrast, clopidogrel is activated by cytochromes P450 3A in a two-step sequence.
TheCYP-catalyzed reactionfirst oxidizes clopidogrel to 2-oxo-clopidogrel (13). This is
followed by a rapid cleavage of the cyclic thioester to a highly reactive thiol metabolite
(14) that irreversibly antagonizes platelet ADP receptors via a covalent S–S
bridge [31, 32]. Interestingly, the same activation mechanism appears to account
for the potent and irreversible inhibition of humanCYP2B6 by clopidogrel [33], again
demonstrating the high reactivity of the thiol metabolite.
In situ activation to a cytotoxic agent is part of the well-knownmechanism of action

of the antibacterial and antiparasitic nitroarenes such as metronidazol. This
concept is now intensively investigated in the search for more selective antitumor
agents [34–36]. Given that tumor cells have a greater reductive capacity than normal
cells, various chemical strategies are being explored to design hypoxia-activated
prodrugs of cytotoxic agents. Thus, the bioreductive antitumor agent tirapazamine
(15 in Figure 20.6) is seemingly the best studied drug candidate in this class [37, 38].

Figure 20.5 Metabolic activation of clopidogrel (12) in humans.
A small part of a dose is activated by CYP3A to 2-oxo-clopidogrel
(13), followed by hydrolytic ring opening to the active agent, a
highly reactive thiol metabolite (14) that irreversibly antagonizes
platelet ADP receptors via a covalent S–S bridge [31, 32].
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Tirapazamine is inactivated by two-electron reduction steps catalyzed by quinone
reductase, yieldingfirst themono-N-oxide (reaction a and compound 18). In contrast,
it is activated to a cytotoxic nitroxide (16) by a one-electron reduction catalyzed by
NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase (reaction b). This delocalized radical loses one
molecule of water to yield a reactive radical (reaction c and compound 17). Radical 17
can then abstract one hydrogen radical from DNA (reaction d and compound 18),
leading to DNA breaks and cytotoxicity. In summary, both inactivation and activation
involve reduction reactions, but cytotoxicity will depend on the relative levels of
quinone reductase and CYP reductase in hypoxic cells.

20.3
How Prodrugs?

20.3.1
Types of Prodrugs

A useful way to classify prodrugs is the one based on chemical arguments. Thus,
medicinal chemists find it useful to distinguish between four major classes of
prodrugs, namely,

Figure 20.6 The hypoxia-selective antitumor agent
tirapazamine 15. Reaction a: reductive inactivation by
two-electron steps catalyzed by quinone reductase (the first
two-electron step being shown here). Reaction b: reductive
activation (one-electron step catalyzed by cytochrome P450
reductase). Reaction c: dehydration to yield the reactive radical 17,
which abstracts a hydrogen radical from DNA [37, 38].
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. Carrier-linked prodrugs, in which the active agent (the drug) is linked to a carrier
(also known as a promoiety) and whose activation in most cases occurs by
hydrolysis (esters, amides, imines, etc.). These are the most frequently encoun-
tered prodrugs and examples can be found in Figures 20.1–20.4. There also exist a
limited number of carrier-linked prodrugs whose activation occurs by oxidation or
reduction. A list of prodrug types derivatized with selected promoieties can be
found in Table 20.2.

. Bioprecursors are distinguished from prodrugs by the lack of a promoiety, yet can
be activated by oxidation (seeFigure 20.5), reduction (seeFigure 20.6), or hydrolysis
(e.g., lactone opening) [14].

. Macromolecular prodrugs, where the carrier is a macromolecule such as a PEG
(polyethylene glycol) [39].

Table 20.2 Examples of common and less common carrier groups used in prodrug design.

Prodrug types Generic structure(s)

Prodrugs of active carboxylic acids
Simple alkyl or aryl esters R-CO-O-R0

Alkyl esters containing an amino or
amido group, or another functionality

For example, R-CO-O-(CH2)n-NR0R00

or R-CO-O-(CH2)n-CO-NR0R00

(Acyloxy)methyl or (acyloxy)ethyl esters For example, R-CO-O-CH2-O-CO-R00

Esters of diacylaminopropan-2-ols For example, R-CO-O-CH(CH2-NH-COR0)2
N,N-Dialkyl hydroxylamino derivatives R-CO-O-NR0R00

Amides of amino acids R-CO-NH-CH(R0)-COOH

Prodrugs of active alcohols or phenols
Esters of carboxylic acids R-O-CO-R0

Esters of ring-substituted aromatic acids R-O-CO-aryl
Monoesters of diacids For example, R-O-CO-(CH2)n-COOH
Esters of a-amino acids or other amino acids For example, R-O-CO-CH(NH2)R0

Carbonates or carbamates For example, R-O-CO-O-R0 or
R-O-CO-NR0R00

(Acyloxy)methyl or (acyloxy)ethyl ethers For example, R-O-CH2-O-CO-R0

(Alkoxycarbonyloxy)methyl or
(alkoxycarbonyloxy)ethyl ethers

For example, R-O-CH2-O-CO-O-R0

or R-O-CH(CH3)-O-CO-O-R0

O-Glycosides R-O-sugar
Phosphates or sulfates R-O-PO(OR0)(OR00) or R-O-SO3H

Prodrugs of active amines or amides
Amides formed from acyl groups RR0N-CO-R00

Amides of amino acids or peptides RR0N-CO-CHR00-NHR00

Simple or structurally complex carbamates RR0N-CO-O-R00 or for example,
RR0N-CO-O-CH(R00)-O-CO-R00

N-Mannich bases For example, RR0N-CH2-NR00R00

O-Mannich bases For example, RR0N-CH2-O-CO-R00

Cyclic Mannich bases For example, oxazolidines
Imines (Schiff bases) RN¼CH-NR0R00

Azo conjugates R-N¼N-R0
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. Directed enzyme-prodrug therapies (DEPTs), which are prodrugs derived from
biotechnology [1, 4, 40–44]. These are highly specialized biochemical strategies that
would require separate treatment. They include

-drug–antibody conjugates where the carrier is an antibody raised against tumor
cells, as in antibody-directed enzyme prodrug therapies (ADEPTs);

-gene-directed enzyme prodrug therapies (GDEPTs).

20.3.2
Hurdles in Prodrug Research

This chapter has focused on carrier-linked prodrugs and bioprecursors, which
remain by far the largest groups of prodrugs in use. Indeed, of the 1562 different
active substances marketed in Germany in 2002, 6.9% were prodrugs, with one-half
of these being activated by hydrolytic cleavage of a promoiety, and one-quarter being
bioprecursors [3].
After discussing the objectives of prodrug research, one cannot ignore the

difficulties involved. Indeed, developing prodrugs involves additional work in
synthesis, physicochemical profiling, pharmacokinetic profiling, and toxicological
assessment [3]. Two major challenges are biological variability and toxicity
potential. The challenge of biological variety results principally from the huge
number and evolutionary diversity of enzymes involved in xenobiotic metabolism.
Inter- and intraspecies differences in the nature of these enzymes, as well as
many other differences such as the nature and level of transporters, may render
prodrug optimization difficult to predict and achieve. The high level of carbox-
ylesterases in the plasma of rodents but not in the plasma of other mammals is
but one example of a biological difference that may affect the rate and site of
activation of some prodrug esters. A chemical strategy developed by medicinal
chemists to overcome the problem of biological variety is the development of
prodrugs activated by nonenzymatic hydrolysis, for example, imines, Mannich
bases, (2-oxo-1,3-dioxol-4-yl)methyl esters, or oxazolidines. A more promising
approach appears to be the two-step activation of carrier-linked prodrugs, involv-
ing first a relative facile enzymatic hydrolysis to unmask a nucleophilic group,
followed by a nonenzymatic, intramolecular nucleophilic substitution and cycli-
zation [1–4, 8, 45].
A second challenge is the toxicity potential of some prodrugs, namely, a toxic

metabolite formed from the promoiety or a reactive metabolic intermediate generat-
ed during the activation of some bioprecursors. The former case is illustrated by the
liberation of formaldehyde, as seen with Mannich bases or some double esters [1, 4].
The latter case involves a very few known examples of failed bioprecursors whose
activation was via a reactive and toxic intermediate. Thus, arylacetylenes were
examined as potential bioprecursors of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents [1].
Although the nature of the final (and stable) metabolite (an arylacetic acid) was
known, researchers at the timewerenot aware that themetabolic pathway involved an
intermediate and highly reactive ketene.
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20.4
Conclusions

The prodrug concept has allowed some apparently intractable pharmaceutical,
pharmacokinetic, or pharmacodynamic problems to be overcome [4]. But there is
more, since the objectives discussed above are often intertwined. Thus, an improved
solubility can greatly facilitate oral absorption, while improving the chemical stability
of an active agent can allow tissue-selective delivery and even lead to its in situ
activation. As a result, medicinal chemists and biochemists in prodrug research
should be aware that the behavior of their prodrug candidatesmay differ from that of
the parent drug in ways that go beyond the original pharmaceutical, pharmacokinet-
ic, or pharmacodynamic objectives being pursued.
A large number of prodrug examples published in the literature are clear cases of

post hoc research that never advanced to development. In contrast, the examples
presented above illustrate how well-designed or even fortuitous prodrugs allow
to achieve medicinal objectives that remain out of reach of the active drug. Indeed,
a prodrug approach is most fruitful when a traditional hit or lead optimization
fails because the structural conditions for activity (i.e., the pharmacophore)
are incompatible with the target pharmaceutical, pharmacokinetic, or pharmacody-
namic properties. In other words, the gap between activity and other drug-like
properties may be of such a nature that only a prodrug strategy can bridge it [1, 2].
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21
Modern Delivery Strategies: Physiological Considerations
for Orally Administered Medications
Clive G. Wilson and Werner Weitschies

Abbreviations

BMI Body mass index
[51Cr]-EDTA Chromium-51 labeled ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid
CYP3A4 Cytochrome P450, 3A4 isozyme
GI Gastrointestinal
IMMC Interdigestive migrating motor complex
MMC Migrating motor complex
PEG Polyethylene glycol
q.d.s. Four times a day
SITT Small intestinal transit time (h)
t.d.s. Three times a day
WGTT Whole-gut transit time (h)

Symbols

AUC Area under the plasma concentration–time profile (mg h/l)
Cmax Maximum concentration reached in the concentration profile
[111In] Indium-111
t50 Time for 50% emptying of the stomach (h)
tmax Time for maximum concentration (h)
[99mTc] Technetium-99m

21.1
Introduction

The control of physiological processes to achieve reliable plasma concentration–time
profiles following oral drug administration is a key goal in therapy. At the investiga-
tional level, it would allow the scientist to use manageable numbers of volunteers in
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appropriately powered tests to proceed with formulation development and at the
medicinal level, it might allow more consistent outcomes. The weasel word �might�
is important here, since disease and/or concomitant medication may alter transit,
pH, disposition, metabolism, and clearance in a manner unforeseen in the original
clinical trials. The opposite scenario can also happen, with patients showing
consistent blood level–time curves and studies in volunteer cohorts yielding huge
differences in AUC and Cmax. More generally, the issue relates to erratic blood levels
with patients or volunteers grouped into �poor� and �good� absorbers or those with
troughs in the profile. At this stage, there is usually a frantic appeal to the formulator
to come up with a strategy to solve the problem. This will result in futile endeavors if
the phenomenon is related to a physiological process that was not controlled in the
trial providing the anomalous results. This state of affairs occurs because the impact
of some elements of physiological processes, particularly those relevant to drug
absorption, are poorly appreciated and physicians and pharmaceutical scientists have
failed to reach a common perspective.
In our view, physiological and pathophysiological factors have to be considered

hand-in-hand with pharmaceutical and physicochemical issues in the exploitation
of modern drug delivery strategies. In this chapter, attempts have been made to
illustrate this point from the perspective of clinical pharmacology, drawing on
examples largely from imaging, patient, and volunteer studies conducted by us
and our colleagues. To make the task manageable, we will confine our analysis
to the oral route, although similar consideration could be applied to any mode
of delivery.

21.2
The Targets

For most drugs, the limitations to delivery are defined in terms of solubility and
permeability. The solubility issues are addressed by various means including selec-
tion of an amorphous formwhere appropriate, reduction in particle size, and the use
of cosolvents. For permeability problems, a mechanism to increase flux by altering
the membrane/microenvironment conditions or even a simple increase in concen-
tration gradientmight achieve the goal. Examples of design strategies include the use
of absorption enhancers and formulations designed to keep the drug in the upper
gastrointestinal (GI) tract, which may achieve reduction of first-pass effect (buccal),
increased solubility in acid (stomach), or avoidance of degradation in the colon.When
the compound selected is problematic in terms of both solubility and permeability,
the number of permutations becomes almost infinite, especially when juggling
with the added dimensions of dose and plasma half-life. In general, the desired
outcomes could be listed as in Table 21.1.
The gastrointestinal tract is conveniently divided into a number of areas, primarily

on the basis of morphology and function. For most pharmaceutical purposes, we
can group the target tissues into three regions: the upper, mid- and lower gastroin-
testinal tract.
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21.3
The Upper GI Tract: Mouth and Esophagus

The surface tissue of the mouth is squamous epithelium, and the cells lining the
cheek are dead and enucleated. The effective permeability barrier is quoted as
between 10�9 and 10�5 cm/s due in part to the activity ofmembrane coating granules

Table 21.1 Desired outcomes of targeted treatments at various regions of the gut.

Region Objective Strategy Issues

Buccal Avoid first pass Adhere to buccal mucosa
(prophylaxis)

Taste

OR Saliva (some drugs cause dry
mouth)

Sublingual (immediate) Potency (has to be high)
Talking, eating, drinking

Increase flux Open tight junctions Irritancy
Increase
convenience

Use fast-dissolving system Will not have equivalent
profile to simple IR systems

Esophagus Ensure transit Adjust tablet shape, coating Surface area/weight ratio
Avoid sticking Stand up, take with water (How much? When?) Age,

previous Rx, posture

Stomach Promote rapid
absorption

Control intrinsic dissolution In vitro/in vivo correlation

Control emptying Fed/fasting effects
Prevent
degradation

Enteric coat Achlorhydria in elderly
(especially Japanese)

Extend absorption
(in intestine)

Float, swell, adhere Posture

Rate of degradation after
delivery, bezoars
Food effects, gastric
inhomogeneity
Disease effects

Intestine Extend exposure Adhere to villus tip Access?
Promote Peyer�s patch uptake Wall–lumen mixing

Increase
absorption

Decrease P-glycoprotein
efflux

Timing

Block Cytochrome P450 3A Concomitant administration
Open tight junctions Unselective

Utilize lymphatic
system

Increase absorption
of lipophiles

Food effects persist for longer
than 24 h

Increase exposure Target with coated preparation Variability in transit and pH
Utilize bacterial fermentation Variability, disease effects?
Increase surface area
of preparation

Stirring, dispersion available
water, gas, time of dosing
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positioned near superficial tissues. These granules, after fusion with the plasma
membrane, empty their contents into the intercellular space [1] like mortar around
bricks, and the principalmechanism of drug entry is diffusion [2]. The liquid phase is
provided by saliva and therefore any disease or treatment that affects production of
saliva may alter distribution of drugs within the buccal cavity.
The three main areas of development over the last decade have been in smoking

cessation, pain control, testosterone replacement, and to some less significant extent,
novel formulations. A recent review by Smart [3] summarizes these latter directions
in reformulation. Buccal delivery remains an area of interest for most companies,
particularly for niche products, where conventional oral medication does not provide
sufficiently faster onset of action or where treatment may be discontinuous.
Clearance of drugs from the buccal mucosa is generally slow, which may reflect

high nonspecific binding in the tissue: plasma morphine concentrations, for
example, decline more slowly than that of an intramuscular site and may be used
with advantage to extend the period of analgesia [4, 5]. Oddly enough, Gordon [6]
has concluded that morphine is not absorbed faster sublingually than when
swallowed. Diffusion through the tissue can be improved for many drugs by
manipulating lipophilicity (prodrug or pH control) to increase partitioning into the
tissue. A simple application of this concept can be seen in the development of
nicotine formulations where raising buccal pH increases the flux significantly,
producing a rise in drug absorption from nicotine formulations held in the
mouth [7, 8].
Utilizing absorption enhancers in this area is probably more benign than else-

where in the gastrointestinal tract. Themaximumsize of a buccal patch that would be
acceptable to a patient has been defined as >15 cm2 (ormore usually between 0.5 and
3 cm2), and Hoogstraate and colleagues [9] have commented that an absorption
enhancer would therefore probably be necessary to keep buccal patches to a desirable
size. Commonly employed enhancers such as fatty acids, synthetic surfactants
(sodium dodecyl sulfate), and natural surfactants (bile salts) have appeared in many
experimental formulations and polymer salts. Chitosan glutamate, for example,
enhances the solubility of nifedipine [10]. In addition, the small area for delivery
dictates that the drug must be potent and although the buccal mucosa is less hostile
with regard to peptidase and other enzymatic activity, it may be necessary to
incorporate enzyme inhibitors as excipients in the formulation.
Although gels can be used to increase contact and promote absorption [11], the

requirement for unidirectional delivery cannot be met by simple systems, and release
of actives from erodible matrices are influenced by physiological abrasion from the
cheek surfaces by talking. Novel systems for oral delivery have been extensively
investigated by Hoogstraate, and others have reviewed developments in the field
includingmelatonindelivery and lowmolecularweightheparin in theCydot system[9].
In pain management, Gordon [12] has reviewed a number of novel transmucosal and
transdermal systems including the effervescent fentanyl tablet designed for the control
of breakthrough pain using the effervescent system to produce local pH shifts. The
drug is rapidly absorbed with a peak concentration achieved 40min after dosing with a
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complex triexponential clearance at high doses [13]. Later investigations showed that
tmax was not related to mouth dwell time [14].
Fast-dissolving formulations (flash dispersing) are not primarily intended for

buccal delivery; the issue here is that theymay be taken without water. This causes an
important difference in performance relative to ordinary immediate-release pro-
ducts, especially if the drug is in suspension. If the material is swallowed dry, it may
adhere to the fundus area of the stomach, where the amount of shear is low. This
causes a significant fraction of the material to be retained resulting in tailing of the
absorption phase and an apparently decreased AUC as the material is released over
several hours.

21.3.1
Swallowing the Bitter Pill. . .

It is commonly assumed that swallowed dosage forms pass without hindrance into
the stomach unless an underlying esophageal condition is present. However, it has
been shown that esophageal transit of capsules or tablets is strongly influenced by the
volume of the coswallowed water and the body position [15, 16].
Radiological studies of an asymptomatic group of 56 patients (mean age 83)

showed that a normal pattern of deglutition was present in only 16% of the patients
and 63% of this population experienced difficulty in swallowing [17]. To assist the
swallowing of a tablet, patients are instructed to take a dosage form in an upright
position with plenty of water. It might be expected that simple encouragement and
education could encourage compliance. In practice,whenpatients are presentedwith
a 240ml glass of water and instructed to swallow a tablet �according to normal
practice,� they imbibe only two to three mouthfuls (between 50 and 100ml).
Radiological studies conducted back in the mid-1980s concluded that the effect of
taking diazepam with either 10 or 50ml water made little difference to absorption,
although 20% of the study group showed delayed absorption irrespective of volume
imbibed [18]. In our studies, the effects of small volumes of water (30 or 50ml) on the
esophageal clearance of either a small, uncoated circular tablet or film-coated oval
tablet were compared [19]. Clearance of the oval tablet was significantly faster and
stasis occurred in 5 instances with the uncoated tablet versus zero in the same 28
patients taking the film-coated oval tablet.
Deliberate attempts to adhere to the esophagus have beenmade to treat ulcer sites

in esophagus and stomach, for example, with sucralfate [20]. These data suggested
that acid-activated sucralfate showed high retention inman, and separate supporting
data were obtained in the dog. Unfortunately, a later study failed to confirm this
observation in the clinic [21]. The explanation for visible coating in the dog is probably
related to the angle of the esophagus. The development of an esophageal bandage
based on graft polymers that possess mucoadhesive and thermosetting properties
was investigated in our laboratory and some limited success was achieved as shown
in Figure 21.1 [22]. However, the issue of starting temperature and heat transfer
during mouth-hold and deglutition proved to be problematic.
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21.4
Mid-GI Tract: Stomach and Intestine

The stomach provides a reservoir allowing food to be made available to the small
intestine at a rate that is controlled by the complex system of the brain–gut axis. To do
this, the food contents are churned with acid and enzymes, which begins the digestive
process. There is essentially no absorption of food components from the stomach. The
same holds true for drug substances. Even the highly permeable, small-molecule
ethanol is only poorly absorbed from the stomach [23]. The early stage of digestion
allows the duodenum to sample the contents and adjust the gastroduodenal pressure
difference to regulate the supply of calories.These function impacts explain someof the
characteristics of the first part of the intestine (i) that absorption will be extremely
efficient and (ii) transit will be very rapid to allow modulation by further food intake.

21.4.1
Gastric Inhomogeneity

For the most part, the resting pH of the stomach is close to 2 than 1 and during
feeding, the meal causes a transient rise to 4–5 depending on the volume and nature
of the meal consumed. The fundus undergoes receptive relaxation to allow the
proximal stomach to accommodate the food mass: in the distal stomach, the food is
triturated to form chyme that is ejected into the duodenum in spurts of 2–5ml. The
division of function causes significant inhomogeneity in the conditions of the
stomach, as the proximal stomach is more stagnant and the number of parietal
cells is much less in the fundal area [24].

Figure 21.1 Scintiscan of [99mTc]-labeled �Smartgel,� 10min after
administration showing material adhering in mid-esophagus.
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The stomach is not rigid and, as a predominately muscular structure, changes
shape on filling. The upper part of the stomach (the fundus) undergoes receptive
relaxation to accommodate the ingested food that is kneaded at the bottom of the
stomach (the pyloric region). In the upright position when visualized with X-ray
contrast, the stomach has classically a fishhook shape, but on lying down, the fundal
area falls into the abdomen and becomes the lowest part. In the T2-weighted MRI
image in Figure 21.1, the subject is lying on the back and the water appears brightest
in the image. Thus, posture will influence the relative distribution in the stomach
strongly (Figure 21.2).
Stratification of gastric contents is also evidentwhen anupright posture is adopted.

For example, if a raft-forming alginate-based antacid formulation is taken after a
meal, with the subject upright or seated, the formulationmay be retained in the upper
stomach by a mixture of flotation and stratification provided there is sufficient gas
generated to increase buoyancy. The timing of the dosing of the formulation relative
to the meal is quite critical. When taken after a meal, an almagate-based preparation
Flot-Coat was demonstrated to reside in the stomach on top of the meal and empty
from the stomach more slowly than the food. The time for 50% of the Flot-Coat
granulate to empty wasmore than 4.5 h compared to 2.3 h for themeal. The standard
granulate mixed and emptied with the digestible solid phase of the meal, with 50%
emptying in 1.7 h [25].
Mixing in the stomach and the intragastric distribution result from postural and

motility effects, which are strongly influenced by the type of the meal. The effects of
functional separation into an upper, low-motility reservoir and a lower grinding
chamber can be shown by differences in absorption rates according to the sequence

Figure 21.2 T2-weighted image showing water in the fundus when the subject is recumbent [47].
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of administration relative to meal intake. For water-soluble drugs given in liquid
meal, the substancewill be uniformly distributedwithin about 40 to 80min; however,
this is not the case for drug intake after solid meals [26, 27]. The currently unsolved
problem of the inhomogeneity of intragastric distribution is, in our experience, a
major source of unwanted food effects after administration of ER products (dose
dumping), erratic blood levels with class II substances, and a mostly ignored critical
issue of many current concepts for gastroretentive delivery systems [28]. The
influence of this effect is nicely shown with data obtained following administration
of extended release formulation of amoxicillin and clavulanate (Augmentin XR). In
the prescribed information, it is advised that Augmentin XR has to be taken at the
beginning of ameal. The formulationwas labeledwith small amounts ofmagnetite to
permit imaging of the position and the rate of disintegration by magnetic moment
imaging. Intake under fasting conditions led to a decreased amoxicillin absorption
and intake after the meal resulted in a decreased clavanulate absorption. These
differences were the result of early gastric emptying of the tablets in case of fasting
administration and prolonged intragastric residence in case of administration after
themeal. Early gastric emptying causes a reduced absorption of amoxicillin due to its
absorption window in the upper GI tract and long intragastric residence results in a
poor bioavailability of clavulanic acid due to acid-catalyzed hydrolysis [29].
In response to food, the parietal cells secrete acid that will be moved upward by

contractions of the pylorus. In an individual with an incompetent cardiac sphincter,
this can result in a reflux of acid into the esophagus. To assess food and acid reflux,
patients are provided with a refluxogenic meal, after which the reflux of technetium-
99m-labeled food and acid appearance in the esophagus are monitored using
ambulatory pH and radioisotope telemetry [30]. Using this technique, the reflux of
acid and food was noted to be quite separate events and consistent with amechanism
by which acid can move around the food mass. This related to another observation
during the reformulation of paracetamol (acetaminophen) into both fast-acting and
sustained-acting preparations. Gamma scintigraphy was utilized to examine the
emptying of a novel paracetamol formulation in the fed and fasting state. In the
fasting state,we expected to be able to show faster dissolution of the formulation and a
consequent increased rate of gastric emptying. This we were able to do; however, we
also found that the novel formulation showed faster gastric emptying in the fed state.
The scintiscans in Figure 21.3 indicate that the phenomenon is probably due to rapid
dissolution and movement of the formulation around the food mass in the stom-
ach [31]. It is known that liquid and solids empty the stomach at different rates,
although the significance of the discrete boundary phase has been ignored.
It iswell established that ameal containing sufficient fat will stratify. By usingMRI,

several investigators have been able to show the appearance of a fat layer on the fundal
gastric contents after a fatty meal. In this situation, the inhibitory effects of fats are
reduced, since the fat must be homogenized, emulsified, and presented to the
duodenal receptors before an action is initiated. If a suitable substrate for dispersion
of fat is provided (i.e., minced beef), the inhibitory effects of fats on the rate of gastric
emptying are increased. This indicates that significant differences in intragastric
distribution of fat occur after eating a meal [32].
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21.4.2
Gastric Emptying

The rate of gastric emptying under fed conditions is controlled by the energy content
of themeal, the energy requirement of the body, and feedbackmechanisms including
the ileal brake mechanism [33, 34]. Furthermore, the rate of gastric emptying of

Figure 21.3 (a and b) The start of a sequence of static views of a
radiolabeled paracetamol tablet. In frame (a), the tablet has
started to dissolve and the released drug and radioactivity move
along the greater curvature of the stomach. In frame (b), antral
mixing has started to move the label and the drug into the food
mass in the pyloric antrum.
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nondisintegrating systems under fed conditions is also influenced by particle size.
For food components, the mean emptying rate depends on the caloric content as
described in the classical studies of Hunt and colleagues [35]. As a consequence, the
emptying of drug substances from the stomach in the digestive phase depends on
threemain factors: the gastric emptying rate of themeal, the intragastric distribution
of the drug, and the particle size of the formulation. In clinical food effect studies, a
serving of a high-caloric (1000 kcal), high-fat (50% of calories) breakfast is adminis-
tered before the drug formulation [36] resulting in very long gastric residence times.
In our experience, this huge and unnatural food load for small individuals will cause
large physiological effects, and typical volunteers with body weights less than 80 kg
will not have completely emptied a test high-fat breakfast even when lunch is served
4–6 h later.
There has been an intensive effort to determine a distinct upper size limit with

regard to particle emptying under fed conditions for years. This concept was mainly
driven by the hypothesis that the pylorus acts under fed conditions as a filter with a
fixed effective aperture of about 2mm This concept is not valid. Gastric emptying is
the result of a coordinative function of pyloric opening and antral contractions,
producing what is known as gastric sieving [37]. Owing to the involvement of
sedimentation processes, the particle size of withdrawn (retropulsed) material is
a function of meal viscosity and particle density [38].
In the elderly, subtle changes in emptying are seen and distinct trends are hard to

elucidate [39]. There is an increased incidence of reflux associated with slow
esophageal clearing, probably associated with weaker peristaltic contractions and
the presence of muscular abnormalities such as hiatus hernia. TheMMC complex is
maintained until the eighth or ninth decade of life with clear propagation of phase-III
activity suggesting that short-range intrinsic intestinal nervous pathways are main-
tained [40]. Studies on aging laboratory animals suggest that neurons are lost from
the myenteric plexus, particularly the nonadrenergic pathway of the proximal
jejunum, but plasticity and adaptation of the human bowel compensate to preserve
motility. Thus, diseases normally associated with abnormalmotility such as bacterial
overgrowth are not primarily a reflection of normal aging. The clearest evidence for
aging effects are seen with regard to the emptying of mixed meals and in the slower
gastric emptying of the liquid phase suggesting changes in the motility of the
fundus [41], although fasting and postprandial antral motility remains normal [42].
Gender – or, more particularly, the menstrual cycle – has also been mentioned as a

significant influence on the whole-gut transit. Madsen and colleagues carried out a
study to elucidate the influences of gender, age, and body mass index (BMI) on
gastrointestinal transit times using a meal containing [99mTc]-labeled cellulose as a
fiber and 2–3mm [111In]-labeled plastic particles. Seventeen healthy young and sixteen
healthy older subjects (eightmen, eightwomen)were studied.All transit variableswere
unaffected by gender. The older subjects had a slower mean colonic transit time of
radiolabeled plastic particles than the young subjects (p< 0.05), while BMI affected the
gastric emptying of fiber but not other gastrointestinal variables [43]. In another study
comparing young and elderly males, which employed ultrasonographic and radio-
graphic techniques to measure transit, no age-related effect could be determined [44].
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According to a survey of the literature conducted by Baron and colleagues between
1963 and 1992, there appears to be a reduction in the rate of small-bowel and colonic
transit during pregnancy [45]. Gastrointestinal symptoms were reported predomi-
nantly as abdominal bloating and constipation. These effects are mediated by
progesterone, with estrogen probably acting as a primer.

21.4.3
Small Intestinal Transit Patterns

Small intestinal transit of nondisintegrating dosage forms as well as chyme is
extremely discontinuous and characterized by phases of rest and short episodes of
transport. In Figure 21.4, the velocity profile of an enteric-coated tablet from ingestion
until disintegration (141min postadministration) is shown. The postulation that the
small intestine is a tube filled with fluid allowing the transit dosage forms in a
continuousmovement is completelymisleading [46]. Nonabsorbablematerials includ-
ing fibers ormodified release dosage forms usually gather in the terminal small ileum
together with remaining fluid. Generally, the contents by the end of the small intestine
are a homogeneous mass unlike the very high heterogeneity of the stomach contents.
After intake of the next meal, motility is increased and the contents of the terminal

ileum are transported into the ascending colon, a mechanism known as the
gastroileocecal reflex [47, 48]. Small intestinal transit time (SITT) of nondissolving
dosage forms in humans is reported to be usually quite constant with a mean transit
time of about 3 h. This mean small intestinal transit time of solids depends on the
interval between dosing of the medication and the serving of the next meal,
illustrating the strong influence of the gastroileocecal reflex. Accordingly, the scheme
of food administration after dosing of the medication is of major influence on small
intestinal transit times.

Figure 21.4 Velocity profile of an enteric-coated tablet from
ingestion until disintegration in the small intestine (gastric
emptying at 24min).
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21.4.4
Modulation of Transit to Prolong the Absorption Phase

Adhesion and slowing intestinal transit are twomechanisms that have beenproposed
to extend the absorption phase of drugs, particularly if colonic permeability is poor.
Our real-time measurements of the transit of formulations along the GI tract
elegantly demonstrate that during the initial phases of transit through the duodenum
and jejunum, the formulation is swept forward in a series of pulsatile movements
that would leave little opportunity for adhesion in the upper gut in the fasting
state [28].
It is well appreciated that dietary fat retards proximal gastrointestinal transit. Since

absorption of fats is generally complete in the healthy gut by the distal ileum, the
colon epithelium is not equipped to process fats and excess load leads to steattorhea.
The role of lipids on absorption has been extensively reviewed by Porter and

Charman [49, 50]. The influences are diverse and include effects on lumenal drug
solubility, altering the metabolic and barrier function of the intestinal wall, stimulat-
ing lymphatic transport, and a reduction in gastric transit, thereby increasing the
time available for dissolution.

21.4.5
Absorption Enhancement

Asmentioned earlier, treatments that transiently open up intercellular gaps increase
absorption significantly. In the villus, the loss of apical cells may cause large gaps at
the tip, allowing drug to enter through the lymphatic spaces. Prolonged insult leads to
an alteration of the goblet cell/enterocyte ratio and ahistological phenomenonknown
as goblet cell capping. This effect can be seen after quite short exposures with high
concentrations of low molecular weight polyethylene glycol [51] and is a response to
osmotic stress.
As pointed out by Baluom and colleagues, absorption enhancers are efficient in

small body cavities such as the nasal and the rectum [52]. In the fed state, the issues
of dilution during gastric mixing would probably obviate the possibility of interac-
tion between the dispersed phase and the small intestine. Using a perfused rat
model, the authors showed that a synchronized administration of an absorption
enhancer (sodium decanoate) is required for optimal absorption of a poorly
absorbed drug (cefazoline) and that levels of the enhancer need to be sustained
rather than high.
Thefinding that grapefruit juice can increase the bioavailability of certain drugs, by

reducing presystemic intestinal metabolism, led to interest in the area of �food–drug
interactions.� It has been suggested that this could be exploited to increase bioavail-
ability, especially for poorly soluble compounds. Interest focused particularly on the
effects of the grapefruit flavonoid, naringin, and the furanocoumarin, 60,70- dihy-
droxybergamottin on the activity of intestinal CYP3A4. Given that P-gp and canalic-
ularmultispecific organic anion transporters are involved in the intestinal absorption
and biliary excretion of a wide range of drugs and metabolites, it is reasonable to
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suspect that furanocoumarins may alter drug disposition in humans [53]. Wagner
and colleagues [54], in a review of food effects on intestinal drug efflux, have recently
suggested that the effect of grapefruit juice is likely to be due to the inhibition of
intestinal P-glycoprotein rather than metabolism. Recent reviews suggest that the
influence of grapefruit juice is controversial with activation or inhibition of P-gp
being noted, although the inhibitory action on intestinal rather than hepatic CYP3A4
is clearly established [55].
Animal data suggest that dietary salt modulates the expression of renal CYPs.

Darbar and colleagues [56] extended this observation to suggest that intestinal
CYP3A may be similarly modulated by dietary salt. They studied the effects of
dietary salt on the kinetics of quinidine on normal volunteers, each given high-salt
(400mEq/day) and low-salt (10mEq/day) diets for 7–10 days. They found that
plasma concentrations after oral quinidine were significantly lower during the
high-salt phase, with the difference between the two treatments attributable to
changes within the first 1–4 h.
The possibility of exploiting excipient effects, particularly of the nonionic deter-

gents, such as Tween 80 or Pluronic, has been of interest to several laboratories. The
data suggest that a strategy based on bioavailability enhancement for drugs under-
going intestinal secretion might be valid with the caveats general to absorption
enhancers. The effects are evident with model peptides and with cyclosporin, whose
bioavailability is increased in normal subjects when the drug is coadministered with
D-a-tocophenylpolyethylene glycol 1000 succinate [57].

21.5
The Lower GI Tract: The Colon

At the end of the small intestine, deposition is almost complete and there is no need
for intestinal secretions to aid assimilation. The principal role of the colon is to resorb
water and reclaim sodium,which it does very efficiently; for every 2 l of water entering
the colon, the residual water in the stools will be less than 200ml.
The material that arrives in the colon will contain cellulosic materials from the

vegetables in the diet, which cannot be broken by the intestinal secretions. In the
cecum, a bacterial ecosystem digests the soluble, fermentable carbohydrates to yield
short-chain fatty acids that are assimilated into the systemic circulation by the colon,
together with vitamin K released from the plant material. Carbon dioxide release is
also a fermentation product, and if the redox potential is sufficiently low, bacteria can
producemethane andhydrogen,which canbe detected in the breath particularly after
the ingestion of pulses. In the upright position, the gas will rise to the transverse
colon: an adult produces approximately 2–3 l/day of which most is exchanged
through the lungs. The accumulation is illustrated in Figure 21.5.
The average bacterial load of the colon has been estimated at just over 200 g

(equivalent to approximately 35 g dry weight). Water available for dissolution is
maximal in the ascending colon and 1.5–2 l of water enters from the terminal small
intestine each day. The amount of water present varies, being maximal in the period
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4–8 h after ingestion of a meal. In the morning, the colon is often empty, and any
material remaining in the ascending colon is slowly cleared. Thus, availability of
water appears to be very small. In a recentMRI study conducted by one of the authors,
the total water content of the colon was determined at about 10–15ml [46]. These
estimates have been recently confirmed by direct cecal sampling by a collaboration
between Reppas, Dressman, and colleagues. The consequences of this poor avail-
ability of water or colon drug targeting or extended release systemsmust be carefully
considered.

21.5.1
Colonic Transit

The data available concerning the movement through the gut were previously
confined to measurements of whole-gut transit time until gamma scintigraphy
became a routine tool in pharmaceutical research. Both the stomach and the colon
can be identified unambiguously in planar images, allowing the contribution of
colonic absorption in the plasma-concentration–time profile to be assessed in each
individual. Table 21.2 shows colonic transit of single-unit dosage forms when dosed
at different times of the day.
There is a large variability in the data, but in general, units administered prior to

retiring for the night have a slower colonic transit than those dosed in the morning,
which is in agreementwith the pattern of electrical and contractile activitymeasuredby

Figure 21.5 Accumulation of gas in the transverse colon illustrated by MRI.

Table 21.2 Colonic transit times (h) of single unit dosage forms [37].

Colon region Time of dosing

Morning
fasting

Morning light
breakfast

Morning
heavy

Evening
breakfast

Ascending 3.6� 1.2 2.5� 1.5 4.8� 3.9 8.9� 4.0
Transverse 5.6� 2.9 — — 11.3� 3.2
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several workers [58–61]. Only a proportion of the colonwill be usable for drug delivery,
unless prepared by irrigation, and theuseful sites will generally include the cecumand
ascending and transverse colon. The length of time available for drug release in these
regions of the gut, and the influence of formulation variables (size, shape, anddensity)
on transit in �normal� and pathophysiological conditions, is therefore of great interest
to pharmaceutical scientists. There are conflicting values in the literature regarding
transit fromcecum to splenicflexure; for example, in a study quantifying the change in
geometric center in normal and slow transit, the value was approximately 15h in
normal subjects and 52h in patients with slow colonic transit [62].
Gamma scintigraphy was used to compare the colonic transit rate of different sizes

of nondisintegrating radiolabeled model dosage forms in healthy subjects. In the first
study, colonic transit of radiolabeled capsules, volume 0.3–1.8 cm3 and density
0.7–1.5 g/cm3,weremonitored in 18healthy subjects. The capsuleswere administered
after an overnight fast and entered the colon, on an average, 5 h after dosing. Transit
rates through the proximal colon were independent of capsule density. Effects due to
capsule volumewere small compared to intersubject variations in transit rates.Within
10h of entering the colon, 80% of the units had reached the splenic flexure [63].
By administering both sizes of formulation simultaneously, a better discrimina-

tion of relative transit of the two phases can bemade. In a cohort of 22 healthy young
volunteers, an enteric-coated capsule was administered, which contained tablets
([99mTc]-labeled; 5 or 8.4mm in diameter) together with pellets ([111In]-labeled
0.2mm ion-exchange resin particles). The unit delivered the radiopharmaceuticals
simultaneously to the ileocecal junction [64]. Under controlled conditions, no
difference was observed between the rate of transit through the ascending colon
of 0.2mm particles versus 5mm tablets or 0.2mm particles versus 8.4mm tablets.
The mean period of residence of 50% of the administered 0.2mm particles in the
ascending colon was 11.0� 4.0 h.
Adkin and colleagues compared transit of 3, 6, and 12mm nondisintegrating

[111In]-labeled tablets in eight healthy male volunteers. The transit of tablets through
the ileocecal junction was unaffected by tablet size. All tablets entered into the colon
as a bolus. The 3 and 6mm tablets were retained in the ascending colon for the
longest period of time [65].

21.5.2
Time of Dosing

The time of dosing is an important parameter with regard to the whole-gut transit of
nondisintegrating formulations. Sathyan and colleagues [66] have noted that an
analysis of 1163 administrations of OROS devices showed a bimodal distribution
clustered at 12 and 36 h following nighttime dosing and 24 and 48 h after morning
dosing. After nighttime dosing, amonolithic devicewill be propulsed forward during
the strong contractile activity on waking and rising, but may not move far enough to
be excreted. Our own data show that, subsequent to the mass movement in the first
hour of rising, propulsive movements are weak until sometime after the lunchtime
meal has been ingested [67].
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21.5.3
Modulating Colonic Water

In our early attempts at producing models of diarrheal predominant disease, it was
found that the administration of the laxative lactulose provided auseful and reversible
simulation of altered colonic hydrodynamics such as might be seen in colitis.
Lactulose is used therapeutically to manage a number of conditions including
hepatic encephalopathy, constipation, and salmonellosis. This semisynthetic disac-
charide is neither metabolized nor absorbed in the normal small intestine, but may
undergo bacterial fermentation in the colon to short-chain fatty acids and gases.
Major consequences include a fall in pH and a change in the composition and
metabolic activity of the colonic flora [68]. The changes provoked by lactulose are
sensitive to fiber supplementation [69] and can be reversed by codeine [70].
In the experimentswith enteric-coated tablet plus pellet preparations [64], a second

leg was conducted in which a preparation containing 5mm tablets and 0.2mm resin
was administered after laxative treatment. Following lactulose dosing, there was a
significant acceleration in colonic transit and the ascending-colon residence time of
the 0.2mm resin was significantly shorter than that for the 5mm tablets, though the
magnitude of the effect was small.
In later experiments, stool water content was modulated and the influence of

luminal water content on the absorption from the distal gut of either quinine (a
transcellular probe) or [51Cr]-EDTA (a paracellular probe) was observed. Absorption
of these probe markers from a timed-release delivery system was determined
following treatmentwith lactulose 20ml t.d.s. (increasingwater content) or codeine
30 g q.d.s. (decreasing water content) and compared with control untreated values.
Lactulose accelerated ascending-colon transit, increased stool water, caused greater
dispersion of released material, and enhanced the absorption of the quinine
compared to control. Conversely, codeine slowed down ascending colon, reduced
stool water content, and also tended to diminish absorption. More distal release
resulted in less absorption in the control arm, whereas lactulose enhanced
drug absorption from the distal gut [71]. An interesting finding was that a
proportion of the asymptomatic normal volunteers showed higher than expected
urinary recoveries of [51Cr]-EDTA (5–10% of dose) suggesting an increased
paracellular permeability.
Other workers have shown that the increased fluid load produced by an osmotic

laxative results in redistribution of colonic contents. Since the distal colon is
considered to be mainly a conduit without extensive storage function, Hammer
and colleagues considered whether the capacity of the colon to retain fluid might be
relevant in compensating for increased fluid loads and preventing diarrhea. Changes
in distribution following cecal infusion of an iso-osmotic solution labeled with
[99mTc]-DTPA containing polyethylene glycol (PEG; 500ml) were compared with
changes following infusion of an equal amount of readily absorbable electrolyte
solution. After the osmotic load, fecal output was increased significantly (p < 0.05),
but whole-colonic transit after PEG infusion was not different from transit after the
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electrolyte solution (p > 0.05), indicating that the distal colon is able to manage
nonabsorbable fluid volumes to a large extent [72].

21.6
Pathophysiological Effects on Transit

Active left-sided colitis is often resistant to topical therapy, and resolutionmay only be
achieved by administration of systemic therapy. Twenty-two volunteers and ten
patients were recruited for a clinical trial in which they received morning doses of
a Eudragit-coated capsules containing [111In]-labeled resin pellets [73]. At day 4 into
the regime at steady state, the relative distribution of themarker wasmeasured in the
ascending, transverse, descending, and rectosigmoid colon. The results showed that
colonic distribution among healthy subjects was asymmetric, with two-thirds of the
administered dose in the proximal colon and one-third in the distal colon. In the
patients, this difference was even more pronounced, with only one-tenth of the
administered dose in the distal segment.
Rapid transit through this region suggests that the area is empty of colonic

contents most of the time, and so the opportunity for topical treatment is conse-
quently limited. If the exposure to a drug such asmesalazine is calculated on the basis
of these data, the results show that treatment is probably inadequate. For example, the
dose per day is approximately 3 g (800–1200mg, t.d.s.), and therefore in active
disease, the effective dose would be about 300mg on the basis of this regimen. Doses
of between 500 and 1000mg are often given as an enema, but these doses are more
effectively delivered and not sequestered within a viscous, partially dehydrated stool,
as would be the case following oral administration. Modern �gold standard� treat-
ment suggests that a combined oral and rectal dosing strategy is the most efficacious
method of using this drug.
Although discrete effects of diseases are often noted by studying a single

parameter such as gastric emptying, the effects of pathophysiological conditions,
once established, are usually evident throughout the gut. Mollen and colleagues
attempted to describe the motor activity of the upper gastrointestinal tract in
patients with slow-transit constipation using perfusion manometry. Orocecal
transit time was found to be similar between patients and controls, but esophageal
motility was abnormal in 5 out of 18 patients and gastric emptying was abnormal in
8 out of 15 patients. These data support the case that disorders of upper gutmotility
occur frequently in patients with slow-transit constipation [74]. Gattuso studied 10
young patients with idiopathic megarectum using radiographic and scintigraphic
methods. All patients had a dilated large bowel, with no radiographic evidence of
upper gut dilation. Gastric emptying was normal in four patients and abnormally
slow in six, which suggested that this bowel condition might be reflected in a
disturbance of upper gut function. Both radioisotope scans and radio-opaque
marker studies showed abnormal colonic transit, and regions of delay corre-
sponded with the region of dilated bowel [75].
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Studies in dogs have shown that postoperative ileus following surgery resolves an
initial phase of weak irregular, nonpropagating contractions of the gastrointestinal
tract, followed by transmission of the contractions from the upper gut to the lower
gastrointestinal tract. Tsukamoto [76] found that recovery from postoperative ileus
was aided by a change in the pattern of gastrointestinalmotility in which contractions
were transmitted from the stomach to the lower gastrointestinal tract, like an
interdigestive migrating contraction. Bouchoucha characterized colonic transit time
in 30healthy subjects and in 43 patientswith inflammatory bowel disease usingX-ray
opaque markers. The response to food was different in the two populations: in
controls, the cecumand ascending colon emptied and filled the distal bowel, whereas
in patients, only the splenic flexure and left transverse colon emptied. Movement
through both the right and the left colon in patients was observed to be much slower
than that in controls, both before and after a meal [77].
Patients with anxiety and depression often have bowel symptoms. Gorad and

colleagues compared 21 psychiatric outpatients with generalized anxiety disorders
and depression with an equal number of healthy controls. Whole-gut transit time
(WGTT) was found to be shorter in patients with anxiety (mean 14 h; range 6–29 h)
than in either those with depression (mean 49 h; range 35–71 h; p < 0.001) or controls
(mean 42 h; range 10–68 h; p < 0.001). In patients with anxiety, orocecal transit time
(measured using the lactulose hydrogen breath test) was shorter than in patients with
depression and also shorter than in controls. The authors concluded that anxiety is
associated with increased bowel frequency, while depressed patients tend to be
constipated; taken together, these data strongly suggested that mood has an effect on
intestinal motor function [78]. Bennett and colleagues [79] concluded that male
hypochondriacs had normal intestinal transit, whereas elderly females with depres-
sive illness were more likely to have both colonic and gastric stasis.
Among several disease conditions that affect gastric emptying, diabetes is probably

themost extensively studied. Folwaczny and colleagues used scintigraphy to examine
esophageal transit and gastric emptying and a metal-detector test to determine large
bowel motility in patients with type I and type II diabetes. These authors concluded
that both gastric emptying and large bowel transit were affected by both
conditions [80].
The alteration of transit by disease, or a change produced by hydrodynamic factors

such as diarrhea, will be highly significant for sophisticated zero-order release
formulations such as osmotic pumps. For the pumps, inadequate retention may
occur in some patients, perhaps leading to less optimal clinical outcome. Even in
normal subjects, the range of intestinal transit time can be extreme; for example, the
median gastrointestinal transit time for both oxprenolol and metoprolol OROS drug
delivery systems has been reported as 27.4 h, with individual times ranging from 5.1
to 58.3 h [81].
Hammer [82] conducted an experiment in which volunteers received either

autologous blood or egg white by duodenal intubation to simulate the condition of
upper gastrointestinal bleeding. [99mTc]-DTPAwas added to each infusion and arrival
at, and clearance from, the colonwas recorded. At 4 h after the start of blood infusion, a
median of 30% of counts was observed in the transverse colon compared to 0% after
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eggwhite administration; small intestinal transitwasunaffected.Although it hadbeen
established that bleeding alters gastric motility, this demonstration for the first time
that haem-containing proteins have a significant effect on proximal bowel motility.

21.7
Pathophysiological Effects on Permeability

Inflammation leads to changes in permeability of large and polar molecules, which
forms the basis of diagnostic tests such as urinary recovery of [51Cr]-EDTA after oral
administration. Evidence for increased permeability to very large molecules and
small particles in humans is limited, although in an experimental model of colitis in
the rat, Lamprecht [83] demonstrated significant uptake of 100 nm-sized particles
compared to controls.

21.8
pH

The pH changes of the gut are obvious triggers for the delivery of drug from enteric-
coated preparations, in particular, tablets used for the delivery of topical agents in the
treatment of bowel disease. Sasaki and coworkersmeasured pH profiles in the gut in
patients with Crohn�s disease by using a pH-sensitive radiotelemetry capsule as it
traveled from the stomach to the cecum. Gastrointestinal pH profiles measured in
four patients with left-sided Crohn�s disease were similar to those in four gender- and
age-matched control subjects. In contrast, colonic luminal pH profiles in both right
and left colon in active or quiescent Crohn�s disease showed more coarse fluctua-
tions, with significantly lower values than were seen in controls [84].
The bulk luminal pH is heavily affected by the fermentation of carbohydrates to

short-chain fatty acids; however, near the colonic mucosa, the pH rises and changes
in the bulk pH have little effect on the epithelial microclimate. Bicarbonate/chloride
exchange is partly responsible for raising the pH against the challenge posed by the
high colonic pCO2

and the acid production by fermentation. The mucus has been
shown to contain a distinct carbonic anhydrase, produced by epithelial tissues that
help to carefully regulate the thick unstirred layer of the colonic epithelium.
Many patients with Crohn�s disease undergo an ileocecal resection, which might

be expected to influence small intestinal pH and transit time. A �radiopill� technique
(similar to that of Sasaki et al.) was used by Fallingborg and colleagues [85] to examine
intraluminal pH and transit time in ileocecally resected Crohn�s disease patients.
These datawere comparedwith those obtained from13healthy volunteers. Themean
SITTwas significantly shorter in patients than in controls (5.2 and 8.0 h, respectively).
However, although the pH levels of the small intestine were identical in patients and
controls, cecal pH was 0.9 pH units higher in resected Crohn�s disease patients, and
the period when the pH was elevated above 5.5 was significantly shorter in patients
than in controls [86].
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21.9
Conclusions

In summary, it is emphasized that disease conditions may result in changed
physiological parameters that could strongly influence the effectiveness of orally
administeredmedications. Changes in patterns ofmotility, pH, and amount of water
available for dispersion and dissolution may be significant for patients compared to
the �normal� population.On this basis, it seems appropriate to completely investigate
the impact of a target disease –whether it is diabetes, inflammatory bowel disease, or
irritable bowel syndrome – on the deposition of drug from the candidate delivery
system. Neglect of these issues might lead to suboptimal therapy and a waste of
healthcare resources.
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22
Nanotechnology for Improved Drug Bioavailability
Marjo Yliperttula and Arto Urtti

Abbreviations

AUC Area under the curve
BCS Biopharmaceutical Classification System
CMC Critical micelle concentration
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
FDA Food and Drug Administration
i.v. Intravenous
PEG Polyethylene glycol
SEAP Secreted alkaline phosphatase
siRNA Small interfering ribonucleic acid

Symbols

3D Three-dimensional
CD44 Membrane receptor for the hyaluronan uptake into the cells

22.1
Introduction

Nanotechnology is one of the major fields of current pharmaceutical research. This
field is strongly related to drugdelivery and targeting, because nanosized drug delivery
systems are able to modify the pharmacokinetics significantly. Based on the most
common definition, nanotechnology is dealing with structures of below 1mm. At very
small sizes, material has peculiar physical chemical properties that are distinct from
the macroscopic properties of the same matter. In pharmaceutical nanotechnology,
these physical distinctions are not the main point. Rather, pharmaceutical nanotech-
nology aims to generate structural units below 1mm and, most importantly, these
particulates should have controlled functionalities that improve drug delivery.
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Bioavailability is a parameter that defines the fraction of the dose that enters the
�site of action.� In general, bioavailability refers to the systemic bioavailability. After
per oral drug administration, the systemic bioavailability is always 0–100%, and the
extent of bioavailability is determined by comparing the AUC values of the drug
concentration in plasma versus time curves after oral and intravenous (i.v.) (100%
bioavailability) drug administration [1]. There are some cases in which systemic
bioavailability is improved with nanotechnology (e.g., nanocrystals). However, the
main emphasis in the design of nanosystems is to improve local bioavailability. For
example, nanotechnology is used to increase drug or gene delivery into the diseased
target tissue, for example, vessel wall, tumor, or brain [2]. Another therapeutic goal is
to improve the therapeutic index. Doxorubicin liposomes are a good example [3]. The
drug as such is cardiotoxic as a solution, but liposomal doxorubicin avoids the toxicity
by maintaining the free drug concentration in the blood stream at low level. Because
the liposomes are preferentially distributed to the tumor tissue, the overall thera-
peutic index and efficacy of the treatment are improved.
Nanotechnology is a timely topic in pharmaceutical science and there are good

reasons for that. First, in drug discovery, the solubility of new chemical entities shows
historically a declining trend. In fact, poorwater solubility has becomeone of themajor
problems that limit the systemic drug bioavailability. Nanosizing has been used to
improve the rate of dissolution, and sometimes this method results in improved drug
absorption after oral dosing [4].Second, some target sites of drug treatment are difficult
to reach. For example, narrow therapeutic index is a problem in anticancer drug
treatment, as these drugs have serious adverse effects. If the doses could be reduced in
association with improved drug delivery to the tumors, the extent of side effects would
also be reduced. Other difficult targets include the brain and the posterior segment of
the eye.Third, emergingbiotechnological pharmacologically active compounds require
nanotechnology-based drug delivery. This is because biotechnological drugs, such as
peptides, proteins, oligonucleotides, and DNA, have large molecular weight, and they
are not able to distribute in the body as small molecules do. The task is further
complicatedby the susceptibility of these drugs to enzymatic degradation bypeptidases
andnucleases. Inmanycases, the target sitesare intracellular (e.g., siRNA, transcription
factors, andDNA), and thedelivery systemshouldprotect thedrug fromtheseenzymes
and shuttle it to intracellular target sites [5]. In this case, the goal is to improve
bioavailability in the cellular target organellesof thediseased tissue. In fact, theprogress
of these therapeutic approaches depends on the possibility to efficiently deliver these
compounds to the target sites. In thecaseofgenemedicines, it is straightforward tofind
the drug (i.e., DNA or siRNA sequence) after biological basic research on the
mechanisms of the disease. However, drug delivery becomes the limiting factor.
Nanotechnologists are constructing new smart materials at an increasing pace. It

is, however, important to realize that only a small part of the invented materials is
applicable in medicine due to the limiting issues of toxicology and materials safety.
Nanotoxicology has gained a lot of publicity, but the most serious safety issues are
related to the technical use of nanoparticles and to the unintentional exposure to
these materials [6]. Nanopharmaceuticals must be tested in preclinical toxicological
tests and in clinical studies. Therefore, these products are not expected to have more
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safety problems than regular pharmaceutical products after their acceptance for the
clinical use.
In this chapter, we describe different nanotechnological systems for drug delivery

and their potential applications for improved systemic and local bioavailability. The
chapter is an overview that hopefully guides the interested reader to themore detailed
texts on this issue.

22.2
Nanotechnological Systems in Drug Delivery

Nanotechnological systems have a particle size in the nanometer scale (1–1000 nm).
In general, these systems can be divided into top-to-down and bottom-to-top systems.
The first category includes nanosystems that are made by processing larger particles
to smaller units. For example, drug nanocrystals are produced by milling larger
particles to nanosize [4]. Bottom-to-top systems are constructed frommolecules that
adhere to each other thereby forming associated structures in the nanoscale. These
systems are based on the principles of self-assembly and they have particular
advantage of spontaneous formation and functional versatility.

22.2.1
Classification of the Technologies

The following paragraphs briefly describe themain categories of nanostructures that
are relevant in drug delivery. The main points are compiled in Table 22.1.

22.2.1.1 Nanocrystals
Nanocrystals are small drug particles, usually about 100 nm in diameter, which are
produced by milling drug particles in the presence of surfactant. Eventually, the

Table 22.1 Classification of nanotechnological drug delivery systems.

Class
Approximate size
range (nm) Applications Clinical status

Nanocrystals 100–200 Dissolution enhancement Accepted
Dendrimers 5–10 Drug targeting Experimental
Nanoparticulates
Liposomal 50–500 Intravenous drug delivery Accepted

Localized drug delivery Experimental
Micelles 10 Drug delivery, solubilization (i.v.) Accepted
Albumin 130 Intravenous drug delivery Accepted
Polymeric 100–200 Drug delivery Experimental
Peptide vesicles 10–100 Drug delivery Experimental

Targeted nanoparticles 10–200 Site-specific drug delivery Experimental
Nucleic acid complexes 50–200 DNA and siRNA delivery Experimental
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surfactant will cover the surface of the drug nanocrystals [4]. The main use of such
particles is in the field of dissolution enhancement. Poorly soluble drugs (BCS class
III and IV) show typically very slow dissolution, and, for that reason, they do not
dissolve adequately during the passage of the tablet in the small intestine (typical
transit time is 3 h). According to the law of Noyes and Whitney that is already more
than 100 years old, increased surface area of the powder increases the rate of
dissolution. From the bioavailability point of view, the increased dissolution rate is
meaningless for most of the class I and class II compounds because their entire dose
would dissolve anyway rapidly. In the case of class III and class IV compounds, the
rate of drug dissolution canmake a great difference. This was shown early in the case
of digoxin when the importance of digoxin particle size on bioavailability was
demonstrated [7]. There is indeed clear rationale for the use of nanocrystals in oral
drug delivery.

22.2.1.2 Self-Assembling Nanoparticulates
Self-assembled nanoparticulates comprise various kinds of polymeric, peptide-
based, and lipoidal systems. The rationale for their pharmaceutical use is to
incorporate the drug into the system and thereby modify its solubility or delivery.
Self-assembled delivery systems form spontaneously in water solution when the

structural component is added to water. Amphiphilic compounds form such struc-
tures and the features of the resulting nanostructures depend on the molecular
properties of the amphiphile. Typically, these systems have a critical association
concentration (e.g., critical micelle concentration (CMC)). Below this concentration,
the compound exists as individual molecules (monomers) and orient toward the
surface of water. Above the critical concentration self-associated structures are
formed. The relative sizes of the polar head group and nonpolar chains determine
the critical association concentration and morphology of the resulting structures.
Micelles are formed by surfactants that have relatively large head groups compared to
their nonpolar ends. Lamellar phases (i.e., liposomes) are formedwhen the both ends
are of similar size. Tubular hexagonal phases result from the self-association of the
molecules with small polar group relative to the wide hydrophobic end of the
molecule. Lipid-like amphiphilic molecules can adopt various 3D structural orienta-
tions, which have been summarized earlier.
In addition to lipid-like molecules, polymers can also form self-assembling

particulates [8]. As expected, the amphiphilic polymers do form polymeric micelles
with polar part orienting towards the surface of the particle and the hydrophobic part
orienting towards the core of the particle. Also, in this case, different complicated self-
assembled structures can be tailored by using block copolymers with regular blocks
of monomer units; but, only the simpler ones have been investigated so far in the
context of drug delivery.
Biological molecules do show regularity at the level that is not obtained with

synthetic polymers. Protein folding is a perfect example, but it is not yet well
understood. Therefore, protein-based 3D drug delivery systems are difficult to
design. However, small peptides with amphiphilic structure (e.g., V6K, where six
valines form hydrophobic part and lysine is the hydrophilic end group) can assemble
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to form vesicles or tubes [9]. Peptides with regular repeating units may also self-
assemble to fiber structures [10]. DNA, RNA, and oligonucleotides are versatile
materials due to their ability to exactly recognize the complimentary sequences.
Nanotechnologists have tailored even smiley-shaped DNA nanostructures. The self-
assembling peptides and DNA-based nanostructures have only sparsely been ex-
plored in the field of drug delivery.
The size of the self-assembled amphiphilic structures varies from about 10 nm to a

micron scale.Micelles are smaller than the vesicles, because they do not have internal
aqueous core, and the wall is monolayer, not bilayer like in the liposomes.

22.2.1.3 Processed Nanoparticulates
Polymeric nanoparticles and nanocapsules are usually based on processing [11]. The
processing may involve dispersion of the polymer solution in the dispersed organic
phase in the continuous water phase and subsequent precipitation of the polymer by
changes in the solvent composition. Nanoparticulates can be produced also by
spraying techniques, including electrospraying [12]. The most commonly used
materials include polylactide and polyglycolide and their copolymers. They are
FDA-approved biodegradable materials with safe degradation products.

22.2.1.4 Single-Molecule-Based Nanocarriers
In the aforementioned cases, each particle contains typically at least thousands of
molecules that are bound to each other by secondary chemical forces. The progress of
chemistry since 1990s has provided a new class of materials, the dendrimers [13].
They are dendritic structures that are synthesized in generations around a
core molecule that serves as a starting point. Large dendrimers may have even
10 generations, whichmeans that it has 10 layers of dendritic structures in onion-like
conformation. The simple dendrimers have spherical shape and they aremuchmore
monodisperse than most other synthetic polymers. Dendrimers are interesting
materials for drug delivery purposes. They have been used for DNA and oligonucle-
otide delivery [14], but the dendritic shape as such does not provide improved
properties compared to similar chemistry (poly-L-lysine) but linear or branched
shape [15].

22.2.2
Pharmaceutical Properties of Nanotechnological Formulations

22.2.2.1 Drug-Loading Capacity
Drug-loading capacity of the system defines the dose of drug per individual particle.
In principle, solid drug nanoparticle has the maximal loading capacity because it is
nearly 100% drug. Drug nanocrystals have been mostly used for dissolution
enhancement. In this context, the surface area per milligram of drug is the key
parameter and this is defined by the particle size. For intracellular drug delivery and
targeting, solid nanoparticles of pure drug have rarely been used. Abraxane is a
paclitaxel product that is administered intravenously [16]. It contains drug crystals
associated with albumin, but this is not a delivery system for intracellular drug
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delivery, rather an approach to improve the drug dissolution after injection. The size
of individual albumin molecules is 4–6 nm, whereas the paclitaxel-containing
albumin nanoparticles are about 130 nm in diameter.
Vesicular systems can encapsulate both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs. They

are localized either in themembrane (lipophilic) or in the aqueous core (hydrophilic) of
the delivery system. In general, themicellar systems (surfactant or polymer based) are
useful for the loading of hydrophobic drugs. Importantly, the size of the vesicular
systems, such as liposomes, is in the range of 100–500nm, andmicellar systems are in
the range of 5–10nm. In terms of volume and drug-loading capacity per particle, this is
a huge difference because the particle volume is proportional to the (radius)3 of the
particle. Tenfold difference in the radiusmeans thousandfold difference in the volume.
Therefore, drug dose that is delivered per particle upon endocytosis is much bigger
with larger particles than with the small micellar structures. However, the smaller
micellar particles more easily gain access to the tissues because they can more easily
extravasate from the blood circulation to the tissues.
Drug loading into nanoparticles can also depend on charge. For example, efficient

loading of negatively charged nucleic acid-based drugs into the positively charged
micelles, liposomes, or dissolved polymers is achieved by electrostatic binding [17].
This results in the formation of a new nanoparticle complex and disruption of the
original liposomal or micellar structure.

22.2.2.2 Processing
The processing of the nanoparticulate structures is out of the scope of this chapter. It
is important, however, to notice that in some cases the nanoparticulates may form
spontaneously and drug is partitioned to the nanoparticulate structure by simple
mixing. However, loading of hydrophilic drugs into liposomes requires reverse-
phase evaporation or other processing methods, and likewise drug encapsulation
into the polymeric nanoparticles often requires special processing. These factors
depend on the drug and carrier properties and they are designed case by case.

22.2.2.3 Biological Stability
Biological stability of nanoparticles is an important determinant of their applications.
The stability depends on the nanoparticle class.
In the caseof self-assemblingnanoparticulates, the critical association concentration

affects their behavior. If the critical concentration of the amphiphile is high, the
concentrationmay decrease after intravenous injection below the critical value thereby
resulting in thedissociationof theparticles [18]. This is the reasonwhy surfactant-based
micelles, with CMC in the millimolar range, are not useful as intravenous drug
targeting vehicles as they do not retain their integrity long enough to enable improved
target site bioavailability. Such micelles are, however, useful in solubilization of the
drug to avoid the drug-induced irritation. If micellar drug solution is applied to
extravascular site with limited dilution upon administration, the self-associated mi-
celles may remain intact and enable localized drug delivery (e.g., in the skin).
Phospholipids have low CMCvalues in the nanomolar range. Therefore, this class

of nanoparticulates is more suitable for intravenous administration, because the
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phospholipid concentration remains above CMC even after i.v. injection. Thus,
liposomal products are successful in the intravenous delivery of anticancer agents
and the liposomes do not disintegrate in the blood circulation. Owing to their
integrity, normal phospholipid liposomes are too stable for transdermal drug
delivery. After their application on the skin, the liposomes stay on the skin surface
and do not facilitate drug delivery across the skin. Only special classes of lipids,
fusogenic hexagonal phase forming lipids such as DOPE or lysophospholipids, are
able to fuse to the skin lipids and facilitate transdermal drug delivery by permeabiliz-
ing the skin barrier [19].
Polymericmicelles have critical association concentrations that can bemodified by

the polymer structures. The critical concentrations are lower than those in the case of
surfactant-based micelles enabling the stability of the polymeric micelles in the
circulation [18]. Polymeric micelles have been used successfully for drug targeting
intravenously.
Typically, the processed polymeric nanoparticles are stable in the blood stream and

elsewhere in the body [20]. Their degradation and drug release are determined by the
chemical degradation rate of the polymer such as poly(lactide) and poly(glycolide).
Suchnanoparticles canbe used for site-specific intracellular drug delivery if they have
targeting moieties on the surface.

22.3
Delivery via Nanotechnologies

22.3.1
Delivery Aspects at Cellular Level

In principle, the nanotechnological systems could facilitate the overcoming of the
biological barriers at tissue and cell levels.
Nanoparticulates may get across the tissue barriers depending on the type of the

delivery system and tissue boundary (Figure 22.1). The size of the nanoparticulates is
relatively large compared to the size of small molecular weight drugs. In tight
epithelial and endothelial tissue linings, the size of the paracellular penetration
pathway is about 2–3 nm [21]. This is clearly smaller than the size of the nanocarriers
(10–1000 nm). Only some metallic nanoparticles, such as gold nanoparticles, can be
in the size range that should allow paracellular penetration across tight epithelia.
Current nanosystems do not fuse with the cell membranes either, and therefore, the
only possible mechanism for crossing the tight epithelial and endothelial barriers is
by transcytosis (Figure 22.1a) [22]. This process requires specific docking on the cell
surface receptor, subsequent transcytosis, and release from the basolateral side of the
membrane. Without specific cell biological mechanisms, the nanoparticulate sys-
tems are not useful in drug delivery across tight junction containing membranes,
such as small intestinal wall, cornea, blood–brain barrier, and nasal epithelium.
There are several tissue boundaries in the body with more leaky character. For

example, the vascular endothelium in the liver and spleen allows passage of even
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micrometer-scale particles, and tumor vasculature can be extravasated by nanopar-
ticulates of 200 nm and smaller (Figure 22.1b). In addition, many localized tissues
such as vitreous in the eye or coronary vessel walls allow nanoparticulate diffusion
after local administration.
In the case of intracellular targeting of the nanoparticulates, it is important to

consider the intracellular target organelle, nanoparticle type, and characteristics of
the cell (Figure 22.2). Nanoparticulates are simply too large to diffuse across cell
membranes. They may, however, enter the cells via endocytic mechanisms [23].
These mechanisms involve binding of the nanoparticles to the cell surface and
subsequent invagination of the cell membrane and formation of the endosomal
vesicle (Figures 22.1 and 22.2). The size of the nanoparticle is important in this
process. Only a few specialized professional phagocytic cells, such as macrophages
and retinal pigment epithelium, are able to engulf large micrometer-sized parti-
cles [24]. Most cell types can endocytose only nanoparticles that are less than 200 nm
in diameter. Endocytosis can be a receptor-mediated specific process, a nonspecific
fluid-phase process, or an adherence-based process.
The endosomes can be further divided into clathrin-coated pits and caveolae [25].

The former is acidified and they deliver their contents to the lysosomes. Depending
on the case, lysosomal delivery can be beneficial or vice versa. Nanosystems can be
designed to release the drug resulting from the action of specific lysosomal enzymatic

Figure 22.1 Nanoparticulate-mediated drug
delivery across the tight (a) and leaky (b) tissue
barriers. In the case of nanocrystals and drug
solubilization systems, the dissolution rate is
increased and free drug permeates across the
tissue barrier with the appropriate mechanism.
The nanoparticulate-bound drug behaves
differently. The nanoparticulates are too large for
the direct transcellular permeation across the
cells� walls (I), for the paracellular diffusion
through the tight tissue boundaries (a-II), and for
the active transport by membrane transporters

(III). The tight tissue boundaries include the
intestinal wall, skin, cornea, conjunctiva,
blood–brain barrier, placental barrier, and
blood–retina barrier. In leaky tissue boundaries
(e.g. fenestrated endothelia, sinusoidal vessels,
and tissue boundaries disrupted by the disease
states such as inflammation), the
nanoparticulates may pass the barrier by
paracellular permeation. In specific cases,
receptor-mediated transcytosis may be possible
(IV), but in this case specific recognition and
transport mechanisms must be utilized.
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cleavage. In this case, the drug as such should be resistant to the acidic lysosomal pH
and the catalytic activity in this organelle. In many cases, the lysosomal delivery
should be avoided, and the drug ought to escape from the endosomes to the
cytoplasm before entering the lysosomes. The escape can be facilitated with special

Figure 22.2 Fates of nanoparticulates after i.v.
injection and local administration to the target
tissue. After i.v. injection, the particles should
avoid aggregation and embolization to avoid
entrapment into the lung capillaries. Kuppfer
cells of the liver phagocytose major part of the
nanoparticulate dose (illustrated on the right),
but this may be slowed down by nanoparticulate
surfacemodifications. In the target tissue (on the
left), the nanosystem should enter the vascular
endothelial cells, if they are the target cells, like in
the case of neovascularization. Otherwise, they
should escape from the vasculature, dock to the

target cell surface, and internalize into the target
cells by endocytosis. Depending on the case, the
intracellular target may be cytosolic, lysosomal,
nuclear, or elsewhere. With the exception of the
lysosomal targets, the nanoparticulates should
escape from the endosomes and enter the
cytoplasm (e.g., siRNA) or nucleus (e.g., DNA).
The nanoparticulates may be injected or given
directly to the tissueof interest. Then, the barriers
of Kupffer cells and vascular walls are avoided.
The issues of cellular uptake and intracellular
kinetics are relevant also in this case. This figure
is taken from Ref. [43].
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design of the nanoparticulates. For example, the acidification in the endosomes
(from pH 7.4 to 5.5) and reducing environment can be utilized as triggering
mechanisms that allow nanoparticulate activation and endosomal escape [26]. Mem-
brane-active peptides, pH-sensitive lipids, and reducing polymer structures with
disulfide bridges have been utilized as nanoparticulate components for this purpose.
Cytoplasm is an important target for siRNA and antisense oligonucleotides where-

as transcription factors and plasmid DNA should be delivered into the nucleus
(Figure 22.2). Cytoplasm is a highly viscous medium where passive diffusion of
nanoparticles, and macromolecules are very slow [27]. It is very appealing to search
for the means by which the nanoparticulate transport in the cytoplasm and delivery
into the nucleus can be maximized [28]. Specific nuclear localizing peptides have
been attached to the nanoparticulates for the nuclear delivery but their efficacy is still
not adequate [29].

22.3.2
Nanosystems for Improved Oral Drug Bioavailability

The steps in oral drug absorption have been described in detail elsewhere in this
book. The preceding discussion about the cellular interactions of the nanoparticu-
lates suggests that the nanoparticles are not physically optimal for drug delivery
across the relatively tight intestinal wall (Figure 22.1). Rather, other mechanisms are
more viable. First, the nanoparticulates can be used to improve drug dissolution
especially in the case of BCS class III and class IV compounds. This can be
accomplished by making pure drug nanocrystals, as discussed above. Another
alternative is to use self-assembling structures, such as self-emulsifying systems,
to solubilize the poorly soluble drugs [30]. These techniques have shown some
improvement in systemic bioavailability after oral drug administration. Second, the
retention time of the particles in the intestine can be prolonged by adhering
the particles to the gut wall. This approach involves the use of lectin moieties at
the particle surface. Lectin binds to carbohydrates on the gut wall and generates
higher localized drug concentration next to the intestinal wall thereby increasing
drug absorption [31].Third, the transcytosismechanismcan be used [22]. As far as the
third approach is concerned, only vitamin B-12 utilizes transcytosis in its absorp-
tion [32]; otherwise, this approachhas not been successful. It is difficult to obtain high
enough permeation through the intestinal wall with this mechanism.
It is important to realize that in thefirst and second option, the local concentration of

the free drug is increased by the nanosystems. The drug may be absorbed by passive
diffusion or active transport, but it is not specifically carried by the nanoparticulates.

22.3.3
Nanosystems for Improved Local Drug Bioavailability

Improved local tissue-specific bioavailability can be reached either by systemic
administration intravenously or by localized direct injection in the vicinity of the
target tissue (Figure 22.2).
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The local administration of the nanoparticles can be used either to increase the
retention at the site of administration or to control the drug release. Intravitreal drug
administration into the eye is an interesting example. If a small molecular weight
drug is administered in the form of water solution to the vitreous, the concentration
decreases rapidly, because the drug diffuses to the systemic circulation across the
blood–retina barrier or via the anterior chamber [33]. Therefore, the drug concentra-
tion profile in the vitreous shows rapid decline after initial high concentration peak.
When the drug is administered in the liposomes, prolonged concentration profile is
obtained due to the hindered permeation of the liposomes across the barriers. Thus,
nanoparticulates modulate the concentration profile of the free drug in the vitreous
by removing the high-peak concentration and by prolonging the retention in the
vitreous. Similar principles are applicable to many other sites of localized injections:
nanoparticulates increase drug retention at the site of injection and modify the
concentration profile toward controlled release profile (e.g., at the surgical sites).
If cell-specific targeting is sought, the nanoparticle should bear appropriate ligands

on its surface to recognize the cell of interest. This was exemplified by recent study
with nanoparticulates that recognize CD44 receptors responsible for internalization
of hyaluronic acid-coated DNA complexes [34]. Lipid–DNA nanoparticulates were
also able to transfect corneal epithelial cell surface that released the encoded protein
to the basolateral side of the epithelium [35]. As such, the protein would not diffuse
through the tight junctions on the corneal epithelial surface (Figure 22.3). This

Figure 22.3 Epithelial cells can be transfected to
serve as secreting platform of the therapeutic
protein. Protein as such does not permeate
across the tissue boundary. The nanoparticulates
that encode theprotein also cannot permeate the
epithelial barrier, but they can internalize to the
outermost all layer of the epithelium. These cells
are transfected and subsequently secrete the

therapeutic protein to the basolateral target
compartment. This principle of circumventing
the apical tight junctions was demonstrated
recently in the eye [35]. DNA nanoparticulates
were administered to the tear side of the cornea
and the transgene product, SEAP, was secreted
to the anterior chamber of the eye.
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method circumvents the tight epithelial barrier by transfecting the surface cells to
secrete the therapeutic protein to the other side of the barrier.
The systemic i.v. administration can beused for targeted localized drug deliverywith

nanosystems (Figure 22.2). This is particularly appealing in the case of cancer
medications, because these drugs cause serious adverse effects at therapeutic
doses [36]. In addition, the metastases are difficult to treat with local injections.
Therefore, most nanoparticulate studies dealing with systemic administration are
directed to the cancer treatments. This approach is not an easy one, because a
major fraction of the nanoparticulate dose is captured by Kuppfer cells in the liver
(Figure 22.2). The half-life of the particles in the circulation is increased by the �stealth�
coating of the particles. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) moieties on the nanoparticulate
(polymeric micelle, liposome, polymeric nanoparticle, and DNA complexes) surface
prevent the adherence of plasma proteins on the surface. Therefore, the Kuppfer cells
do not recognize these particles and long retention times in plasma (1–2 days) are
achieved. Eventually, a large fraction of these particles ends up in the liver aswell, albeit
at a slower rate. The particles must extravasate from the blood circulation, and
PEG-coated nanosystems have a higher probability of extravasation in the tumors
due to their leaky vasculature. Thereafter, the cell-level issues (see above) determine the
fate and therapeutic efficacy of the nanoparticulate systems (Figure 22.2).
Systemic administration of drugs in the form of nanoparticulates intravenously

has been widely studied. Currently, there are some liposomal anticancer and
antifungal medications in clinical use. These products show relative increase in
drug bioavailability in the target sites. They are not, however, active targeting systems
with recognition ligands on the surface.

22.4
Key Issues and Future Prospects

Thedelivery of drugs to difficult-to-reach targets, such as brain and tumors, remains a
major challenge. Biotechnological drugs, such as genemedicines and some proteins,
need improved nanotechnological formulations for their intracellular delivery.
Design of such delivery systems requires interplay between the delivery system
and the biological machinery to reach the therapeutic goals. Viruses have evolved to
use the cells for their own purposes and in doing so they deliver their genetic cargo
into the target cells in elegant ways. Successful functional mimicking of biological
self-assembling nanostructures is essential to the progress in this field.
Another important future issue in the field of drug delivery nanotechnology is the

use of smart responsive materials and small devices based on such materials. The
materials may take into account the human physiology by releasing the drug at
needed rate at the right time. These systems are also applicable in the design,
fabrication, and use of advanced nanobiosystems for cellular integration and tissue
engineering. The opportunities exist for the use of functional biomaterials and
therapeutic drug targeting and delivery systems that combine both biological and
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engineering aspects of drug delivery [37], like in the case of the off-water fabrication
and surfacemodification device consisting of asymmetric 3DSU-8microparticles for
drug delivery and tissue engineering [38].
Nanoparticulate systems can be designed to bear multiple components and

functions, including activation at the target site or by external signal (e.g., light or
magnetic field) [39, 40]. Such future trends would also involve the use of new types of
nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes [41] and functionalized metallic nanopar-
ticles [42]. Taking the safety issues into account is an imperative, as many nanoma-
terials for the technical purposes do not meet the criteria that are required for
pharmaceutical materials. Anyway, it is likely that the current research investments
in the fields of nanomedicine and pharmaceutical nanotechnology will lead to
improved drug therapies by improving the drug bioavailability at the target site.
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Index

2/4/A1 cell 137

a
ABC transporter 146, 203, 228ff.
– ABCB1, see MDR1 or P-glycoprotein
– ABCB11 290
– ABCC 244
– ABCC1, see multidrug resistance-related

protein (MRP) family
– ABCC2 287
– ABCC3 291f.
– ABCC4 291f.
– ABCC5 292
– ABCC6 292
– ABCG2, see BCRP
– similarity to P-glycoprotein 498
Abraham descriptors 386
abraxane 601
absorption, see alsoADME 34, 74f., 163ff., 528
– active 224ff.
– animal 167ff.
– carrier-mediated intestinal 199
– class II drug 35f.
– computational prediction 410ff.
– concentration dependence 144
– enhancement 582
– ex vivo method 169
– intestinal 187ff., 228
– number 34
– oral 413, 435
– phase 582
– model for prediction 174
– prediction 427
– simulation 454
– single-pass in situ 170
– solubility 145
absorption/permeability predictor 87
absorption rate 341

absorption rate constant 34
– effective 34
absorption scale factor (ASF) 476
absorptive intestinal transporter 245
ACAT, see advanced compartmental absorption

and transit model
acetaminophen, see paracetamol
N-acetyltransferase, see NAT
a-acid glycoprotein (AGP) 119
adaptive fuzzy partitioning (AFP) 439
adefovir 293
ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism,

and excretion) 5, 73
ADME/PK
– determining parameter 169
– drug discovery 162ff.
– prediction 163
ADMET (absorption, distribution,metabolism,

elimination/excretion, and toxicity)
modeling 378f.

– Predictor 457
– Risk 456ff., 472f.
advanced compartmental absorption and

transit model (ACAT) 456ff., 475ff.
affinity 58, 248
– PEPT1 251
albendazole 42
alfentanil 344
allometry 176
allopurinol 281
Almond descriptors 383
amiloride 194
amino acid transporter 234
d-amino levulinic acid 227, 247
amlodipine besilate 164
amoxicillin 194ff.
amphiphilicity 86f.
anhepatic phase 343
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animal
– absorption 167ff.
– relevance of animal model 174
animal bioavailability
– prediction 441
antipyrine 195
antitumor agent 564f.
APC (adenomatous polyposis coli) 253
apical side 362
apparent permeability coefficient 142
applicability domain (AD) 63, 396f.
aquaporin 8 238
aqueous solubility
– definition 11
– drug (table) 22
– drug discovery 10ff.
– hit identification (HI) 12
– lead identification 18
– lead optimization 18
artificial neural network (ANN) 390, 439
associative neural network (ASNN) 59
atenolol 193ff.
atorvastatin 164
atovaquone 42
ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporter, see

ABC transporter
ATPase activity 513
ATPase activity assay 500ff.
AUC (area-under-the-curve) 3, 341
30-azido-30-deoxythymidine (AZT) 224ff.,

293

b
bacampicillin 339
bacteria
– intestinal 540
Balaban index 379
bambuterol 562f.
base 82
basolateral side 362
Bayesian neural network (BNN) 83, 390
Bayesian regularized neural network

(BRNN) 60
BCRP (breast cancer-resistance protein,

ABCG2) 137, 186, 203, 236, 285ff., 365,
499, 526

– mutation 304
BCUT (Burden, Cas, University of Texas)

descriptor 379
Beer�s law 106
bicalutamide 24
bile acid transporter 237
bile salt 38
biliary excretion 284

binding 539
bioavailability 1, 163ff., 186ff., 435
– absolute 188f.
– animal 167ff., 441
– definition 1ff., 527f.
– determining bioavailability 171
– drug 334
– in silico prediction 438ff.
– local 598
– nutrient 445
– oral 1, 341, 437ff., 606
– simulation 454, 481f.
– systemic 598
biopartitioning micellar chromatography

(BMC) 85
Biopharmaceutical Classification System

(BCS) 34f., 190
– application 524ff.
– Class I drugs 35, 541
– Class II drugs 36ff., 541
– Class III drugs 36, 541
– Class IV drugs 36, 541
– permeability 190
– redefining BCS solubility class

boundary 43
– regulatory aspect 541
– solubility 190
bioprecursors 566
biorelevant media 41
biosensor 86
biowaiver extension potential 44
Bjerrum plot 24
blood-brain barrier (BBB) 80
breast cancer-resistant protein, see BCRP
Brij35 85
BSA
– absorption 145
BSEP (bile salt export pump) 285ff., 308
bumetanide 281
butanilicaine 340

c
Caco-2 cell 76ff., 120, 134ff.
– active transport 145
– cDNA expression 363
– gene expression profiling 238ff.
– metabolism study 146
– quality control 143
– standardization 143
calculated log P (Clog P) 18, 83
calculated molecular descriptor 377ff.
calculated molecular properties 377ff.
cancer 252ff.
– colon 253
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– GIT 256
candidate drug 12
capecitabine 563
capillary electrophoresis 114
carbamazepine 194
carbon, labeled (14C) 169
L-carnitine 225
carrier group 566
CARTmodel 424
cassette dosing 171
CD147 255
CDH17 232, 257
CDX2 256f.
cefadroxil 246
cefazoline 582
cefixime 246
cell culture 134ff.
cell line
– modified 360ff.
cell vector system 360f.
cell-based assay 121
central nervous system (CNS) 87
cephalexin 199, 227, 243ff., 367
CES 337ff.
chemoluminescent nitrogen detection

(CLND) 17
chenodeoxycholic acid 227
Cheqsol 26, 110
chitosan glutamate 574
cholesterol 124
chromatographic hydrophobicity index

(CHI) 83, 119
chromatographic method 122
ciliprolol 246
cimetidine 194
cisplatin 227
cladribine 234
Claritin 165
class II drug 36
– Biopharmaceutics Classification System-

based FDA guideline 43
– biowaiver extension potential 44
– dissolution 38
– in vitro dissolution test 41
clearance (CL) 178, 295ff., 346, 437
– biliary 300
– total plasma 3
clopidogrel 564
colon 339, 583ff.
colon carcinogenesis 252f.
– transporter 253
colonic water 586
comparative molecular field analysis

(CoMFA) 250

comparative molecular similarity indices
analysis (CoMSIA) 250

compartmental absorption and transit model
(CAT) 455

competition
– prediction 514
competition assay 508
computation
– physicochemical property

measurement 88
computational absorption prediction 410ff.
consensus method 395
concentration dependence
– absorption 144
concentrative nucleoside transporter (CNT)

233
– CNT1 243
constitutional descriptor 378
convex hull method 397
cosolvent mixture 112
creatinine 197
critical micelle concentration (CMC) 38, 600
Crohn�s disease 589
CVODE 476
D-cycloserine 225ff.
cyclosporine 207, 224, 236, 246, 583
cytochrome P450 146, 189, 202ff., 336f.
– CYP2C9 206, 336ff., 345
– CYP3A4 146, 189ff., 202ff., 306f., 336ff.,

583
– CYP3A5 336
– expression 363f.
– metabolism 338, 484
cytotoxicity 565

d
D-PAS 110
danazol 42
data
– interpretation 126
– presentation 126
– set 419ff.
– storage 126
degradation 539
– luminal 539
delivery
– buccal 574
– lysosomal 604
– modern strategy 571ff.
– nanotechnological system 603ff.
– oral 571ff.
– self-assembled 600
– tissue-selective 568
DEPT, see directed enzyme-prodrug therapy
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descriptors 58, 378ff.
– 3D 381
– absorption 410f.
– Almond 383
– constitutional 378
– fragment- and functional group-based 378
– hydrogen bonding 80
– Jurs 382
– quantitative prediction of oral absorption

419
– qualitative prediction of oral absorption

420
– topological 379
– WHIM 381f.
desipramine 225
detection methodology 14ff.
– chemoluminescent nitrogen detection

(CLND) 17
– turbidimetric method 14
– UV absorption method 15
1,2-dichloroethane (DCE)/water system 83
diffusion
– paracellular passive 193
– passive 80, 142
– transcellular passive 196
digoxin 226ff., 246
dipyridamole 39
directed enzyme-prodrug therapy (DEPT)

567
dissociation constant 110
– cosolvent mixture 112
– measuring 111ff.
– separation 113
dissolution 76, 528ff.
– gastrointestinal 38ff.
– in vitro test 41
– number 34f.
– testing requirement 552
– volume 41
distance-based method 397
distribution, see also ADME 76
– in silico estimation 481
– volume 76, 437
distribution coefficient 81
DMSO 13f., 105, 117f.
– aqueous solubility 10ff.
– solubility assay 18
DNA 598ff.
donor 362
– well 123f.
L-dopa 194ff.
dose 550
– prediction in man 176f.
dose number 34f.

dosing 585
– time 585
doxorubicin 236, 508
dried-down solution method 20
drug 2
– active absorption 224ff.
– active uptake (table) 479
– bioavailability 334ff., 598ff.
– candidates 12, 544
– class II 36ff.
– degradation 540
– delivery 599ff.
– development 481f., 543
– discovery 102
– efflux (table) 479
– high-solubility 533ff.
– intestinal transport and absorption 134ff.
– low-solubility 546
– metabolism 208
– metabolism and pharmacokinetics

(DMPK) 9, 73ff.
– oral absorption 140
– particle size 40
– physicochemical property 73ff.
– rule-based ranking (table) 459ff.
– transport 208
– transport assay 362
drug-drug-interaction 309
– transporter-mediated 305
drug-likeness 87
drug-loading capacity 601
druggability 34, 456, 528
– physicochemical approach 73ff.
DSSTox (distributed structure-searchable

toxicity) database network 473

e
effective absorption rate constant 34
effective intestinal permeability 535
efflux
– mechanistic correction 478
– protein 526
– sinusoidal 290
– transporter 236, 365
electromotive force (E, emf ) 111
electrotopological state index 379
enalapril 194ff.
enalaprilate 194
endocytosis 604
endosome 604
ensemble method 395
enteric coating 539
enterocyte 191ff.
– compartment 480
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 473
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)

252ff.
equilibrative nucleoside transporter (ENT)

233
– ENT2 243
erythromycin 281
ESI mass spectrometry detection 122
esophagus 573f.
etoposide 226ff.
ex vivo method
– absorption 169
excretion, see ADME
extended release (ER) 538ff.

f
familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) 253
FaSSIF (fasting-state simulated artificial

intestinal fluid) 78
FDA guideline
– Biopharmaceutics Classification System-

based 43
fed-state simulating intestinal fluid (FeSSIF)

42
fenazon 194
fexofenadine 194, 207
fingerprint 378
first-pass effect 572
flow cytometry 109
flow injection analysis (FIA) 109
fludarabine 225ff.
5-fluorouracil 281, 563
fluoxetine 164
fluticasone propionate 56
fluvastatin 194ff., 206f.
food-drug interaction 549
formulation
– nanotechnological 601
formulation principle 545
– solid 545
fraction absorbed 417
fractional factorial design (FFD) 398
fragment- and functional group-based

descriptor 378
free energy of binding 511
furosemide 194ff.

g
gas chromatography 113
gastric emptying 579ff.
gastric inhomogeneity 576
GastroPlus program 55
gastrointestinal (GI)
– characteristics 530

– dissolution 38ff.
– pH 39
– simulation 454f.
– transit 39
gastrointestinal tract (GIT) 166, 185ff., 530f.,

572
– lower 583ff.
– mid 576ff.
– transporter 223ff.
– upper 573ff.
Gaussian process (GP) 60
gemcitabine 225
gene expression profiling 238
general solvation equation 412
genetic algorithms (GA) 394
genetic programming 394f., 426
– algorithm 440
genetic rule extraction (G-REX) 426
genotype 242
geometric method 397
glucose 195f., 225
glucose transporter 246
– GLUT2 232
– GLUT5 234
– sodium coupled (SGLT1) 246
gluththaione S-transferase (GST) 208
GRID probe 383
grid-independent descriptor (GRIND) 510
griseofulvin 43
gut wall 335
– first-pass metabolism 347
– metabolism 334ff.

h
half-life 438
half-transporter 499
halofantrine 43
hCE-1 (human carboxylesterase 1) 147
HDM (hexadecane membrane) 85
Henderson-Hasselbalch relationship 82,

110
hepatic efflux process 298
hepatic intrinsic clearance 444
hepatic portal vein cannulation 173
hepatic transport 278ff.
hepatic uptake 278f., 294f.
hepatobiliary transport 299
hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer

(HNPCC) 253
hERG (human ether-a-go-go related gene)

474
heuristic molecular lipophilicity potential

(HMLP) 385
high-throughput log D7,4 measurement 117
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high-throughput log DpH measurement 118
high-throughput measurement 106ff.
– physicochemical property 106ff.
high-throughput screening (HTS) 102
high-throughput solubility (HTSol) assay 14
– kinetic 14
– thermodynamic 14
hit identification (HI) 12
hit-to-lead stage 105, 428
hologram QSAR (HQSAR) 440
hPEPT1 199ff.
HPT1 232f., 256f.
HT29 cell 139
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

inhibitor 246
human serum albumin (HSA) 119
HYBOT descriptor 386
hybrid potentiometric/UV spectrometric

technique 112
hydrochlortiazide 194
hydrogen bond
hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) 413, 435, 511
hydrogen bond donor (HBD) 413, 435,

511
hydrogen bonding 80
hydrophobic surface property 382
hydrophobicity 81

i
ibuprofen 39
IEC-18 cell 140
immediate release (IR) 36
immobilized artificial membrane (IAM)

83ff., 119
immobilized liposome chromatography

(ILC) 85
in vitro – in vivo correlation (IVIVC) 41, 191,

536, 547ff.
in vivo human permeability database 187
in vivo method
– determining bioavailability 171
in-house model 63
inflammation 252
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 259
influenza 561f.
inhalation 173
inhomogeneity
– gastric 576
intestinal absorption 188f.
– carrier mediated 199
intestinal barrier permeation 512
intestinal drug transport and absorption

134ff.
intestinal metabolism 342ff.

intestinal mucosa
– physiology 334
– profiling 238
intestinal perfusion technique 187ff.
– in vitro 190
intestinal permeability 134
– effective 535
intestinal stem cells 258
intestinal transporters 242
– absorptive 245
intestine 238f., 339, 576
– active transport 228
– disease 251
– transporter 251
ion exchange chromatography 113
ionization 78f., 413
ionized form 79
isocarboxazid 340
isosbestic point 107

j
jejunal transport 202f.
Jurs descriptors 382

k
k-nearest neighbor (KNN) 59
– modeling 392
ketoconazole 39ff., 205ff.
ketoprofen 39ff., 194
Kier-Hall indices 379

l
lansoprazole 164
large neutral amino acid (LNAA) 201
LAT1 244
lazar (lazy structure-activity relationship)

method 398
lead generation phase 428
lead identification (LI) 12ff.
– thermodynamic solubility 26f.
lead optimization (LO) 12ff., 428f.
– thermodynamic solubility 26f.
Leadscope fingerprint 378
leave-multiple-out cross validation

(LMO-CV) 399
leave-on-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV)

399
L-leucine 197
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 392, 510
linear method 388
linear solvation energy relationship (LSER)

58
lipid bilayer 122
lipid-DNA nanoparticulate 607
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Lipinski�s rule-of-5, see rule-of-5
Lipitor 164
lipolysis model
– dynamic 42
lipophilicity 74ff., 115ff., 413
– effective 82
– intrinsic 81
– measuring 116
liposome 600ff.
– partitioning 86
liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry

(LC/MS) 109, 122
lisinopril 194ff.
liver 189f., 335
– basolateral membrane 293
LLC-PK1 cell 363
local drug bioavailability
– improved 606
local model 65
Loc-I-Gut� technique 187ff., 537f.
log D 81
– calculated 83
log P (log10 of water/octanol partition

coefficient) 81, 385
– calculated 18, 83
– versus log DpH

loracarbef 247
loratadine 165
losartan 194ff.
Losec 164
lung 174
lysophospholipid 603

m
macromolar prodrugs 566
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cell

120, 136f.
– cDNA expression 363
Mahalanobis distance 63
MATE (multidrug and toxic compound

extrusion) 285ff.
maximal absorbable dose (MAD) 77
– calculation 55
maximal recommended therapeutic dose

(MRTD) 473f.
MDR1 (multidrug resistance transporter), see

P-glycoprotein
medication
– orally administered 571ff.
melphalan 227, 244
melting point (MP) 58
membrane
– artificial 83ff.
– bile canalicular 308

– composition 123
– diffusion 196
– HDM 85
– permeability 84, 412
– sinusoidal 305
– transporter 242
membrane barrier permeation 512
membrane potential change 249
metabolic enzymes 363
metabolism, see also ADME 202, 442
– drug 108
– gut wall first-pass 347
– hepatic first-pass 342
– in silico estimation 484
– intestinal 342ff.
– presystemic 188f.
– simulation 454
– study 146
methotrexate 281
a-methyldopa 194ff.
metoprolol 194, 482
micellar electrokinetic chromatography

(MEKC) 85
microemulsion electronic chromatography

(MEEKC) 119
microscopic analysis 22
midazolam 482
model 63ff.
– 3D-QSAR pharmacophore 509f.
– applicability domain 63
– development 419
– predictive in silico 508
– validation 399
modeling 484f.
– QSAR 88
modular binding approach 511
molecular descriptor
– 2D-based 377
– calculated 377ff.
molecular interaction field (MIF) 383
molecular lipophilicity potential (MLP) 385
molecular property
– calculated 377ff.
molecular lipophilicity potential (MLP)

descriptor 83
molecular size 79
monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) 235, 526
monosaccharide transporter 234
montelukast 10
mRNA expression profiling 240
MRP, see multidrug resistance-related protein

family
mucosa 334ff.
– buccal 574
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– intestinal 334ff.
multidrug resistance transporter, see MDR1
multidrug resistance-related protein (MRP)

family 136, 197, 526
– MRP1 (ABCC1) 186, 236, 292f., 365,

499
– MRP2 137ff., 236, 286ff., 304ff., 361ff.
– MRP3 186, 236, 291
– MRP4 291f.
– MRP5 292f.
– MRP6 292f.
multiple indicator dilution (MID) method

294
multiple linear regression (MLR) 59, 388,

439
multivariate statistical analysis 387ff.

n
nanocarrier
– single-molecule-based 601
nanocrystal 599
nanoparticulate
– biological stability 602
– processed 601f.
– self-assembling 600
nanosystem 606
– improved oral drug bioavailability 606
nanotechnological formulation
– pharmaceutical property 601
nanotechnology 597ff.
– delivery 603ff.
naproxen 194
NAT (N-acetyltransferase) 340
nephelometer 109
nephelometric detection 14
neuraminidase inhibitors 561f.
neutral forms 79
neutral species 115
new chemical entity (NCE) 245
nifedipine 25, 364, 574
non-polar surface area (NPSA) 413
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAID) 43
nonsink analysis 142
Norvasc 164
Noyes-Whitney model 38, 529
– Nernst-Brunner and Levich

modification 38
NTCP (Naþ taurocholate cotransporting

polypeptide) 278ff., 308
nucleoside transporter
– concentrative (CNT) 233
– equilibrative (ENT) 233
nutrient

– bioavailability 445
nutrient absorption carrier 551

o
OAT, see organic anion transporter
OATP, see organic anion transporting peptide
octanol/water distribution coefficient 83
OCT, see organic cation transporter
Ogast/OgastORO 164
Oie-Tozer equation 76
olanzapine 165
omeprazole 164, 539
onion design (OD) 398
oral absorption 436ff.
– computational model 413
– definition 436
– improved 606
– qualitative prediction 420ff.
– quantitative prediction 413ff.
oral bioavailability, see bioavailability
ordinary differential equation (ODE) 474
organic anion transporter (OAT) 281ff.
organic anion transporting polypeptide

(OATP) 235, 278ff.
– OATP1A2 281, 367
– OATP1B1 137, 278ff., 301ff., 365
organic cation transporter (OCT) 201f., 235,

284
– OCNT1 201f., 235
– OCNT2 201f., 235
oseltamivir 562
OSTa/b 292

p
p53 253
P-glycoprotein (P-gp, ABCB1, MDR1) 81,

136ff., 186, 196ff., 203, 254, 286ff., 361ff.
– ATPase activity assay 500f.
– function 500
– mutation 301
– similarity to other ABC transporter 498f.
– structure-activity relationship 498ff.
paclitaxel 226ff., 246, 281
paracellular passive diffusion 193
paracetamol 578
parallel artificial membrane permeation/

permeability assay (PAMPA) 75, 84,
120ff.

– calculation of permeability 124
– gastrointestinal 123
– in silico 85
paroxetine 165
partial least squares (PLS) 61, 389
partition coefficients 176
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partitioning method 393
PASS 87
passive flux 507
PAT1 234
peptide transporter 232f.
– PEPT1 147, 199, 224ff., 247ff., 259f., 367,

526, 551
– PEPT2 367
– prediction of affinity 251
percentage absorbed 480
perfusion method 170
permeability 34, 74f., 84ff., 119ff., 442
– apical-to-basolateral 122
– apparent 125
– apparent permeability coefficient 142
– basolateral-to-apical 122
– calculation from PAMPA data 124
– effective 125
– in vitro model 84
– in vivo 537
– in vivo study 185ff.
– intestinal 134
– jejunal 206
– membrane 84
– pathophysiological effect 589
– surface property 126
pH
– absorption 144
– gut 589
– partition hypothesis 455
pharmaceutical objectives 560
pharmacodynamic objectives 564
pharmacodynamic (PD) processes 3
pharmacodynamics 525
pharmacokinetic model
– physiological 177
pharmacokinetic objective 561
pharmacokinetic (PK) processes 2f.
pharmacokinetics 74, 437, 525
– physiologically based 176
pharmacophore fingerprint 384
pharmacophore models
– 3D-QSAR 509f.
phloridzin 246
phosphatidylcholine 124
phosphatidylethanolamine 124
phosphatidylinositol 124
phosphatidylserine 124
physicochemical factor 34
physicochemical parameter 531
physicochemical property
– high-throughput measurement 106ff.
physicochemical property measurement
– computation 88

physicochemical screening 102ff.
– high-throughput profiling 104
physiological modeling 443
physiological parameter 531
physiologically-based pharmacokinetic

(PBPK) 78, 310
– in silico estimation of distribution 481
– modeling 86, 444
plasma concentration 178
plasma protein
– binding 76
polar surface area (PSA) 58, 80, 386, 413
polarity 413
polarized light microscopy (PLM) 22
positron emission tomography (PET) 310
potassium channels 474
potentiometry 24
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) 22
pravastatin 225ff., 283
precipitate detection 109
prediction
– animal bioavailability 441
– hepatic efflux process 298
– in silico prediction of human

bioavailability 434ff.
prodrug 559ff.
– strategy 560
– type 565f.
progesterone 43
property-based descriptor 385
propranolol 194, 482
Prozac 164
pSol 24
public model 63

q
quality by design (QbD) 552
quantitative structure-activity relationships

(QSAR) 66, 400
– 3D-QSAR pharmacophore models 509f.
– combinatorial 88
– binding of drugs to transporter 249
– descriptors 66
– in silico QSAR model of oral

bioavailability 438
– modeling 88
quantitative structure-property relationships

(QSPR) 56

r
radiolabel 169
Raman microscopy 22
ramipril 339
range-based method 397
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ranitidine 194, 281
ranking
– rule-based (table) 459ff.
receiver 362
– well 123f.
receiver-operating characteristic (ROC)

curve 425
relative activity factor (RAF) 295
reversed-phase high-performance liquid

chromatography (RP-HPLC) 81, 113ff.
RNA
– siRNA 598
root mean square error of predictions

(RMSE) 59
rotating-disk method 529
rule extraction
– genetic programming-based 426
rule-based method 393f.
rule-based ranking (table) 459ff.
rule-of-5 87, 435, 512

s
saquinavir 482
semisimultaneous dosing 172
Seroxat 165
sertraline 165
SGLT1 246
shake-flask method 22, 104
– log D7,4 117
shape 79, 413
simulated gastric fluid (SGF) 42
simulation 454ff., 484f.
– mechanistic 474
simvastatin 164, 339
single-nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) 242
single-pass in situ absorption 170
single-photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) 310
sink condition 125, 191, 534
– binding-maintained 125
– ionization-maintained 125
– physically-maintained 125
siRNA 598
size descriptor 79
– calculated 79
SLC, see solute carrier family
small intestinal transit pattern 581
sodium decanoate 582
soft drug 560
soft independent modelling of class analogy

(SIMCA) 440
software for aqueous solubility 61

solid
– solubility 21
– supernatant concentration method 109
– state characterization 22
solubility 54, 76f., 104ff., 412, 528
– absorption 145
– aqueous, see aqueous solubility
– calculated 78
– DMSO-based 18
– dried-down solution method 20
– high-throughput (HTSol) 14
– in silico prediction 54ff.
– in vivo 550
– intrinsic 24
– kinetic 104
– measuring 104ff.
– method 104ff.
– modeling 56ff.
– pH range 107
– potentiometry 24
– rate (SR) 531
– solid 21f.
– thermodynamic 22ff., 104
solute carrier (SLC) family 228ff., 254
– SLC2A2 232
– SLC10A1 279
– SLC15A1 224ff., 243
– SLC19 254
– SLC22 281ff.
– SLC28A1 232
– SLC29A1 232
– SLC31A1 254
– SLC38A 254
– SLC47A1 290
– SLC5A1 232
– SLC5A8 255
– SLCO 278f.
– SLCO1B1, see also OATP1B1 301ff.
– systematic nomenclature 278
static method 169
statistical method 387ff.
stem cells
– intestinal 258
stomach 339, 572ff.
structure-activity relationships (SAR) 400,

509
– P-glycoprotein 498
substrate-transporter affinity 504
substrate-transporter interactions

503f.
sucralfate 575
sulfotransferase (SULT) 337ff.
supernatant concentration 106ff.
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support vector machine (SVM) 59, 390f.,
425

surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
technology 86

t
tacrolimus 226ff.
talinolol 226ff.
target factor analysis (TFA) 112
targeting
– intracellular 604
tenofovir 293
terbutaline 195f., 563
test set selection 398
tetracycline 281
theophylline 281
thermodynamic solubility 22ff.
– application in LI and LO 26f.
thin-layer chromatography (TLC) system 81
tight junction 199, 607
tirapazamine 564f.
tissue barrier 603
TMF (transport, metabolism, and blood

flow) 346
4-toluenesulfonylureido-carnosine

227, 248
topological descriptors 379ff.
TOPS-MODE method 423
total plasma clearance 3
toxicity, see also ADMET 567
– database 473
toxicology 598
training set 398
transcellular passive diffusion 196
transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER)

477
Transil 86
transit 581ff.
– colonic 584f.
– pathophysiological effect 587
translocation 248
transport 186ff., 208
– active 301
– apparent 513
– assay 506
– hepatobiliary 294
– intrinsic 513
– jejunal 202f.
– rate 504
transport experiment 141
– active 145, 478
transporters
– ABC 146, 203, 228ff.

– amino acid 234
– ATP-complex 502
– bile acid 237
– colon cancer 253
– drug absorption targeting 245
– efflux 365f.
– expression 365
– gastrointestinal tract (GIT) 223ff.
– intestinal 242
– large neutral amino acid (LNAA) 201
– monocarboxylate (MCT) 235
– monosaccharide 234
– nucleoside 233
– organic anion 235
– organic cation 235
– overall hepatic uptake 295
– peptide 232f.
– tumor suppressor 255
– uptake 367
tritium (3H) 169
troglitazone 42
tumor stroma interaction 255
tumor suppressor gene 255
turbidimetric method 14
turbidity measurement 109

u
UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT)

337ff.
– UGT1A1 208, 337
unstirred water layer (UWL) 85, 121ff.,

196
uptake 309
– active 479
– transporter 367
urea 197
Ussing diffusion chamber 345
UV absorption method 15
UV spectrometric technique 112

v
valaciclovir (valacyclovir) 224, 246, 367
valganciclovir 246
valproic acid 235
verapamil 194ff., 225
vigabatrin 225ff.
villus 335
visualization
– on-the-fly 107
VolSurf descriptors 383
volume
– distribution 437
– model for prediction 175
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w
WHIM (weighted holistic invariant molecular)

descriptors 381f.
Wiener index 379
World Drug Indices (WDI) 87

y
Yalkowsky equation 58
Yasuda-Shedlovsky technique 113

z
Zagreb indices 379
zanamivir 561f.
zidovudine 281, 293
Zocor 164
Zoloft 165
Zyprexa 165
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